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Abstract

Background: Effective surveillance of influenza requires a broad network of health care providers actively reporting cases of influenza-like illnesses and positive laboratory results. Not only is this traditional surveillance system costly to establish and maintain but there is also a time lag between a change in influenza activity and its detection. A new surveillance system that is both reliable and timely will help public health officials to effectively control an epidemic and mitigate the burden of the disease.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the use of parent-reported data of febrile illnesses in children submitted through the Fever Coach app in real-time surveillance of influenza activities.

Methods: Fever Coach is a mobile app designed to help parents and caregivers manage fever in young children, currently mainly serviced in South Korea. The app analyzes data entered by a caregiver and provides tailored information for care of the child based on the child’s age, sex, body weight, body temperature, and accompanying symptoms. Using the data submitted to the app during the 2016-2017 influenza season, we built a regression model that monitors influenza incidence for the 2017-2018 season and validated the model by comparing the predictions with the public influenza surveillance data from the Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC).

Results: During the 2-year study period, 70,203 diagnosis data, including 7702 influenza reports, were submitted. There was a significant correlation between the influenza activity predicted by Fever Coach and that reported by KCDC (Spearman $\rho$=0.878; $P<.001$). Using this model, the influenza epidemic in the 2017-2018 season was detected 10 days before the epidemic alert announced by KCDC.

Conclusions: The Fever Coach app successfully collected data from 7.73% (207,699/2,686,580) of the target population by providing care instruction for febrile children. These data were used to develop a model that accurately estimated influenza activity measured by the central government agency using reports from sentinel facilities in the national surveillance network.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14276) doi:10.2196/14276
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Introduction

Seasonal influenza affects 5% to 15% of the world population and is estimated to be accountable for 3 to 5 million cases of severe illness and up to 500,000 deaths annually [1]. Children younger than 5 years, adults aged 65 years or older, and pregnant women are at high risk of developing serious influenza-related complications [2]. In 2008, it was estimated that 90 million new cases, 1 to 2 million cases of severe illness, and 28,000 to 111,500 deaths that were attributable to influenza infection occurred in this population [3].

Monitoring influenza activities is essential to understand the epidemiology, implement appropriate prevention strategies, and adequately allocate public health resources to mitigate the burden of epidemics. Currently, most developed countries have surveillance systems based on the networks of sentinel facilities and primary care practitioners reporting the weekly number of patients visited with influenza-like illness (ILI) or acute respiratory infection. Many countries, including the United States and South Korea, also collect data of virologic information, hospitalization, and mortality. At a global level, the World Health Organization Global Influenza Surveillance and Response System, comprising 143 National Influenza Centers in 111 countries, has provided virologic information used to select strains for influenza vaccine formulations [4,5].

Although the information provided by influenza surveillance is invaluable, a traditional surveillance system requires substantial amount of resources, including trained staff, laboratory capacities, and information infrastructure. Establishing a sustainable surveillance system in countries with limited resources depends on financial and technical support from external sources as well as active involvement of the national health authority [6]. In addition, although timeliness is a crucial element of infection surveillance, the traditional system is associated with time lags as it takes several days from event to reports, from reports to analysis, and from analysis to dissemination [7].

To overcome the challenges of traditional surveillance systems, novel approaches to influenza surveillance using the internet and mobile technologies have been developed. The use of big data drawn from Web search queries, social media, and electronic health records has attracted much attention from public health researchers and policy makers. Among these, Google Flu Trends (GFT) [8] was one of the key drivers of the hype around big data in public health. Despite its constant overestimations of flu prevalence that led to the termination of the service, GFT shed light on the use of internet big data in disease surveillance and nowcasting [9,10]. A number of researchers have also evaluated search queries and social media as influenza surveillance tools [11-15]. However, the big data approach faces serious challenges including big data hubris, privacy concerns, and a lack of accurate algorithmic models [9,10].

Another recently emerged internet-based surveillance method is participatory surveillance [16]. Participatory disease surveillance systems ask the target population to submit disease-related data through various forms of survey tools. Although it is a potentially valuable data source, participatory surveillance has low specificity because many such systems collect subjective symptoms of illness without information on clinical diagnosis [16,17]. Furthermore, as these systems completely rely on volunteers in communities, participation is low and difficult to maintain over time [18].

In this paper, we describe a new approach that collects participatory data, including symptoms and clinical diagnosis, of febrile diseases and encourages participation by providing fever care instructions. In addition to analyzing individual data and delivering customized advice, the vast amount of aggregate information could generate a population-level data. We examined if such data could be used for influenza surveillance while addressing the aforementioned challenges of participatory disease surveillance systems.

Methods

Exploratory Data Analysis

Participatory Data: Fever Coach

All self-reported data were obtained from Fever Coach. Fever Coach (🗹 in Korean) is a mobile app created to provide actionable, tailored information for fever management in children younger than 5 years. Upon registration for the service, a user is asked to enter the child’s date of birth, body weight, sex, and history of febrile seizure. A single user can manage multiple accounts if they have more than 1 child. Figure 1 shows screenshots of the app. After registration, the user may enter various fever-related information of the child including body temperature, other symptoms, dose and time of antipyretic administration, vaccination and antibiotic history, and physician-made diagnosis if the child was seen by a physician for the management of current illness. On the basis of these inputs, the app provides instructions for fever control and advises on the timing of seeking medical attention. If a physician-made diagnosis is submitted, detailed information about the disease is also provided. Users can also choose to not submit any data and to only read fever care instructions. The service was designed and reviewed by 2 board-certified family physicians and 1 board-certified pediatrician. Fever Coach was launched in July 2015 in South Korea. The app is currently available for free on Google Play and Apple App Store in South Korea, Japan, and China. As of June 2018, there have been 400,000 downloads, 99% of which were in South Korea.
The study data were collected retrospectively only from users who agreed to the use of deidentified information for research purposes from September 2016 to August 2018. The data submitted between September 2016 and August 2017 (development period, 52 weeks) were used to develop a prediction model, and the data submitted from September 2017 to August 2018 (validation period, 52 weeks) were used to validate the model.

All user-reported data were stored in Fever Coach databases in real time, and metadata (number of submissions and location information) on each day were processed and saved on a daily basis. For comparison with the available reference population, only the data from children aged 1 year (365 days) to 6 years (2554 days) submitted from South Korea were included for this study. To filter out falsely submitted data, we only used body weight values from 5 percentile of newborns (2.5 kg) to 95 percentile of 18 year olds (79.8 kg) based on the Korean child growth curve in 2017 [19]. As the age of a child changed over time, we calculated the mean of the age during each period if data were submitted multiple times. For body weight, we only considered the last submitted data for each child. These data were used to understand user demographics, clinical characteristics, and fever-related behavior. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of CHA university (IRB number 1044308-201804-HR-022-03).

The total app user activity was measured by the number of body temperature submissions to the app in each week. As Fever Coach is typically used only when a child is ill, the authors decided that it was more appropriate to measure user activity by the number of data submissions than by daily or weekly active users. The proportion of influenza diagnoses to the total number of any diagnoses submitted to the app was used as the indicator of influenza activity.

**Reference Data: Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Surveillance System**

The KCDC ILI surveillance system provides weekly updates on influenza surveillance data as the proportion of the ILI-related visits to the total outpatient visits [20]. An ILI is defined as a fever equal to or greater than 38.0°C (100.4°F) accompanied by cough or sore throat. The surveillance data are collected from the Korea Influenza Surveillance Scheme that has 36 sentinel primary care facilities. KCDC also reports the proportion of the ILI-related visits of children aged 1 year through 6 years to the total outpatient visits of the same age range in a week, as well as in the entire age range.

**Prediction of Influenza Activities**

**Prediction Model**

A linear regression model was developed to predict influenza activity in children from the Fever Coach data:

\[ P(t) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 F(t) + \varepsilon \]

Where \( P(t) \) is the proportion of the ILI-related visits of children aged 1 year through 6 years to the total outpatient visits of the same-aged population reported by KCDC, \( F(t) \) is the proportion of influenza diagnosis reports through all diagnosis reports, and \( \varepsilon \) is the error term.
were obtained from regression, and ε is an error term. We also developed another linear regression model on \( F(t) \) to predict the proportion of ILI visits in all age ranges to detect the influenza epidemic alert, which is based on the ILI visits in the total population. The threshold of KCDC for an influenza epidemic alert in the 2017 flu season was set at 6.6 ILI visits per 1000 visits, determined as the average value of ILI plus 2 SD during the nonflu seasons in the past 3 years (2014-2016).

**Statistical Analysis**

To compare user characteristics and behavior between the development period and the validation period, the Pearson chi-square test was used for categorical values, the Student t test was used for continuous values with normal distribution, and the Mann-Whitney U test was used for continuous values with non-normal distribution. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used for determining the normality of data distribution.

The accuracy of the prediction model was evaluated using the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Spearman \( \rho \)) and root mean square error (RMSE) for comparison between \( P(t) \) and their predicted values. All statistical analyses were performed using Scikit-learn 0.19.1 [21].

**Results**

**Exploratory Data Analysis**

During the entire study period, 10,002,512 fever-related health data were collected. The number of total records decreased by 18.5%, whereas the number of children whose data were submitted decreased by 44.2% from the development period to the validation period (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit, category</th>
<th>Statistical items</th>
<th>Development period (9/1/2016-8/31/2017)</th>
<th>Validation period (9/1/2017-8/31/2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Datapoint</strong></td>
<td>Total records</td>
<td>5,322,827</td>
<td>4,679,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body temperature</td>
<td>Number of records (%)</td>
<td>4,228,606 (79.44)</td>
<td>3,446,488 (73.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (IQR(^a))</td>
<td>38.0 (37.5-38.6)</td>
<td>38.0 (37.5-38.6)(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipyretics</td>
<td>Number of records (%)</td>
<td>856,210 (16.08)</td>
<td>1,096,443 (23.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other symptoms</td>
<td>Number of records (%)</td>
<td>125,338 (2.35)</td>
<td>62,024 (1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotics</td>
<td>Number of records (%)</td>
<td>38,122 (0.71)</td>
<td>27,841 (0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccination</td>
<td>Number of records (%)</td>
<td>24,243 (4.55)</td>
<td>10,828 (2.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>41,578</td>
<td>26,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Influenza, n (%)</td>
<td>2,965 (7.13)</td>
<td>5,800 (21.60)(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noninfluenza, n (%)</td>
<td>38,613 (92.97)</td>
<td>21,048 (78.37)(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child</strong></td>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>209,270</td>
<td>116,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of data submission (per child)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>12 (4-32)</td>
<td>21 (7-52)(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.4-3.1)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.5-3.3)(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sex, %</td>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>49.22</td>
<td>49.26(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>12.0 (10.7-14.6)</td>
<td>13.3 (11.5-16.0)(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis submitted</td>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>27,736</td>
<td>18,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Influenza, n (%)</td>
<td>2455 (8.85)</td>
<td>26,848 (70.63)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)IQR: interquartile range.

\(^b\)Data showed significant difference between the 2 periods with \( P<.001 \). History of febrile seizure was not collected during the development period.

\(^c\)\( P=.807 \).

During the development period, 149,329 people used the service at least once, and 115,674 (77.5%) of them used it for more than 2 separate days during the 1-year development period. From the 149,329 users, fever-related information was recorded from 209,270 children, and 49.2% (103,083) of them were female. This was 7.7% of the total population in that age group in South Korea [22]. They submitted 41,578 diagnoses, including 2965 influenza reports. The minimum and maximum values of \( F(t) \) were 0 and 0.495, respectively, and the range of \( P(t) \) was from 0.0037 to 0.0862 in the same period. The influenza activity during the study period was visualized geographically on a web page titled \textit{Fever Coach Flu Visualization} [23]. The video record of this visualization can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1.
During the validation period, fever-related information of 116,804 children was recorded, and 26,848 diagnoses, including 5800 influenza reports, were collected. $F(t)$ and $P(t)$ ranged between 0 to 0.495 and 0.0023 to 0.0928, respectively. We classified all diagnosis records into 3 categories: influenza, pharyngitis/common cold, and herpangina/stomatitis. The change of diagnosis and app user activity over time is shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** Change of diagnosis submissions and app user activity during the study period. Y-axis shows the number of submissions in each week. Fever records (left y-axis) was measured by the number of body temperature submissions to the app and is shown as a pink line. Number of each diagnosis categories (right y-axis) is shown with different colors. Pharyngitis or common cold (green line) shows the sum of pharyngitis or tonsillitis and common cold, and herpangina or stomatitis (orange line) shows the sum of canker sore and herpangina.

**Prediction of Influenza Activities**

The prediction model derived from the linear regression between ILI visits $[P(t)]$ for children aged 1 year through 6 years and influenza diagnosis proportion submitted to Fever Coach $[F(t)]$ came out with its slope ($\beta_1$) as 0.1316, intercept ($\beta_0$) as 0.0063, and $R^2$ as 0.930 (Figure 3). $P(t)$ is the reference value from KCDC. Spearman $\rho$ was 0.895 ($P<.001$) and RMSE was 0.0083 between $P(t)$ and predicted value in the validation period (the maximum value of $P(t)$ was 0.0928 and minimum value was 0.0023). Figure 4 shows a graphical plot of $P(t)$ and predicted values over the study period as well as the error of the prediction model. From the all-age model that was developed between $F(t)$ and proportion of ILI visits in all age ranges, the $R^2$ was 0.924 ($P<.001$) and the RMSE was 0.0135. The predicted value exceeded the epidemic threshold on November 21, 2017, by this model. KCDC announced the influenza epidemic alert on December 1, 2017.

**Figure 3.** A log-scaled plot. Linear regression between $F(t)$ and influenza-like illness (ILI) visit proportion of children younger than 7 years during the development period. Black dots show actual values, and red line shows the result of linear regression.

**Figure 4.** A graphical plot of $P(t)$ and predicted values over the study period as well as the error of the prediction model.
Figure 4. A comparison between Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC) influenza-like illness (ILI) data and Fever Coach data: blue line shows ILI visits per 1000 outpatient visits reported by KCDC, red line shows ILI prediction from Fever Coach data, and pink line shows the total number of fever-related records in a week. Errors between P(t) and predicted values were displayed at the bottom plot as a black line. The development period was illustrated with a white background color, and green-colored background was used for the validation period.

Discussion

Principal Findings

The Fever Coach app successfully collected data from 7.7% of the target population over a 1-year period, which is remarkably higher than participation rates of previously reported Web- or mobile-based participatory surveillance systems that reported participation rates between 0.02% [24] and 0.13% [25]. The influenza activity monitoring model based on voluntary data submitted through the app showed a close association with the large-scale government-reported influenza activity. The participatory data are updated daily, rather than weekly, and the prediction model based on these data led to more sensitive detection of an influenza epidemic compared with the epidemic alert from the KCDC.

The result of this study sheds light on the potential of mobile apps in collecting data for public health surveillance and highlights the importance of user benefits for voluntary data submission. Previous participatory systems for influenza surveillance relied on the social responsibility of individuals for recruiting and retention of participants, which resulted in low participation rate and biased representation of target populations.

Comparison With Previous Work—Recruitment and Retention

There are several other Web- or mobile phone-based survey platforms for participatory surveillance of influenza and other infectious diseases [17,26,24,27]. Some only collect information regarding symptoms [24] and health-related behavior, whereas others also ask outcomes of medical services [17]. These platforms rely on volunteers by advertising the benefits of self-reported data in disease surveillance and do not incentivize individual participants. Therefore, recruitment and retention of users have been identified as the main challenges for them [24]. They used social media, national television, institutional networks, professional societies, dissemination events, and word of mouth to recruit participants. Using this strategy, Flu Near You (FNY) in the United States recruited 61,000 participants during its second influenza season (2012-2013), which was about 24 per 100,000 population of age 13 years and older. Influenzanet, which was established in 5 European countries in 2009, reported 36,192 participants in 10 countries in Europe during the 2015-2016 influenza season, with a participation rate of 13 individuals per 100,000 population.

In South Korea, online communities are very active and Koreans seek information and communicate with their peers about studying, career, hobbies, and parenting through such communities as well as blogs [28]. Fever Coach used these communities to promote the app by providing free coffee coupons for randomly selected users who downloaded the app and shared their experience and by providing free online health consultation. After reaching 100,000 downloads in May 2016, there have not been active marketing activities, but parents who used the app have voluntarily spread the word on the internet and in their local communities. In February 2017, Fever Coach had been downloaded 300,000 times and over 200,000 users submitted their data at least once. Using this strategy, the participation rate was about 7700 per 100,000 population aged 1 year to 6 years, one of the high-risk groups for influenza infection. The Fever Coach app was primarily designed to enable parents to take care of their kids when they have any kind of fever, but it was able to collect data that can be used specifically for influenza surveillance. We believe that by providing immediate benefit and targeting the vulnerable population, recruiting and retention of participatory surveillance can be much more effective than by relying on volunteers. This strategy...
can be applied to target other high-risk groups such as pregnant women, elderly people, or immunocompromised individuals.

Comparison With Previous Work—User Characteristics

As users of Fever Coach submit data on behalf of their children, the only information we collected about the users themselves was email address and device location. However, as the service is designed for caregivers of children younger than 5 years, we can assume that the users’ age range is approximately between late 20s and early 40s, which is younger than the user age ranges reported by other systems. As the app is only accessible via a smartphone, every user is assumed to be a smartphone user. The rate of smartphone ownership in South Korea is reported to be as high as 89.5% [29,30], and the smartphone usage rate is above 99% in the age group between 20 and 50 years [29].

Given the very high rate of smartphone penetration, smartphone users represent the general population of this age group in South Korea. Although there are no data about the gender of the users, it is expected that more females than males use the app based on the higher dependency on mothers for childcare in South Korea. This aligns with other studies that reported female participants being the majority. In a study that analyzed data from FNY, participants reporting for household members showed higher participation rate. This finding can partially explain the successful user recruitment and retention of Fever Coach, which is mostly used by parents for their children. As the service itself is targeted for children, the data collected from the app can only represent the pediatric population. However, our model from these data was able to predict influenza activity in the total population as well as in the pediatric population. This was because influenza activity in children is very closely related to that in adolescents and adults, but it may not be applicable for monitoring other diseases. Another noteworthy finding was the close prediction of influenza activity using the prediction model developed from the previous year despite several changes in the user population. Compared with the development period, the number of users decreased and the median number of data submission per child increased. This finding suggests that retention of active users can make up for the loss of inactive users for participatory surveillance.

Limitations

There are many limitations of this study that need to be addressed. First, most of the data submitted to Fever Coach came from children with febrile illness, and users generally do not use the app when their children are well. Therefore, increased app usage can either indicate an outbreak of an infectious disease or a surge of interest in the app itself following national media coverage. To overcome this limitation, we only used diagnosis reports to estimate ILI visits, contrary to other participatory surveillance systems that ask symptoms of users and use the data for syndromic surveillance. Although this strategy led to a good approximation of influenza activity, it introduces limited generalization. In most regions of South Korea, with physician density of 2.3 per 1000 population [31], primary care is considered affordable and readily accessible. However, in areas where health care is not as accessible, use of physician-made diagnosis may result in a bias toward a small group of people who have better access to health care than the general population. To overcome this second limitation, an additional study to develop more complex prediction models that include symptom and demographic data is in progress.

Conclusions

The Fever Coach app successfully collected data from 7.73% (207,699/2,686,580) of the target population by providing care instruction for febrile children. These data were used to develop a model that accurately estimated influenza activity measured by the central government agency using reports from sentinel facilities in the national surveillance network.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile health (mHealth) technology takes advantage of smartphone features to turn them into research tools, with the potential to reach a larger section of the population in a cost-effective manner, compared with traditional epidemiological methods. Although mHealth apps have been widely implemented in chronic diseases and psychology, their potential use in the research of vector-borne diseases has not yet been fully exploited.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the usability and feasibility of The Tick App, the first tick research–focused app in the United States.

Methods: The Tick App was designed as a survey tool to collect data on human behaviors and movements associated with tick exposure while engaging users in tick identification and reporting. It consists of an enrollment survey to identify general risk factors, daily surveys to collect data on human activities and tick encounters (Tick Diaries), a survey to enter the details of tick encounters coupled with tick identification services provided by the research team (Report a Tick), and educational material. Using quantitative and qualitative methods, we evaluated the enrollment strategy (passive vs active), the user profile, location, longitudinal use of its features, and users’ feedback.

Results: Between May and September 2018, 1468 adult users enrolled in the app. The Tick App users were equally represented across genders and evenly distributed across age groups. Most users owned a pet (65.94%, 962/1459; P<.001), did frequent outdoor activities (recreational or peridomestic; 75.24%, 1094/1454; P<.001 and 64.58%, 941/1457; P<.001, respectively), and lived in the Midwest (56.55%, 824/1457) and Northeast (33.0%, 481/1457) regions in the United States, more specifically in Wisconsin, southern New York, and New Jersey. Users lived more frequently in high-incidence counties for Lyme disease (incidence rate ratio [IRR] 3.5, 95% CI 1.8-7.2; P<.001) and in counties with cases recently increasing (IRR 1.8, 95% CI 1.1-3.2; P=.03). Recurring users (49.25%, 723/1468) had a similar demographic profile to all users but participated in outdoor activities more frequently (80.5%, 575/714; P<.01). The number of Tick Diaries submitted per user (median 2, interquartile range [IQR] 1-11) was higher for older age groups (aged >55 years; IRR 3.4, 95% CI 1.5-7.6; P<.001) and lower in the Northeast (IRR[NE]
The number of adult tick species can be attributed to the small size early-mid summer [12]. The association between human cases abundantly active from May to early August, peaking in mirrors that of within natural areas [13-18]. The seasonality of human cases scapularis ticks, which can occur either peridomestically or disease risk is determined by human exposure to infected northeastern and north-central states [12]. In these areas, Lyme disease is the most commonly reported vector-borne disease in the United States, with 300,000 cases estimated per year [12,13], the majority of which are reported from the disease–endemic areas of the United States, in part, because of methodological limitations. Traditional mechanisms of data collection of human behavior (eg, retrospective questionnaires) are subject to uncertainties in the degree to which findings can be generalized beyond the investigation depending on how and where they are administered [23]; surveys administered through an app can help expand the population surveyed at a lower cost. In addition, survey results are often affected by recall bias and do not capture specific intrasubject variability, particularly when participants are required to generalize an experience or behavior [23]. To address these issues, we developed a smartphone app, The Tick App [24], to (1) serve as a research tool to better understand human behaviors affecting tick exposure and (2) engage the general public in active tick prevention and reporting in different regions of the United States. As a research tool, it includes epidemiological surveys using ecological momentary assessments (EMA) to gather quantitative behavioral data within the context of a participant’s daily routine [25]. There is an increasing body of literature describing the use of smartphone app technology as a platform for EMA implementation, particularly within psychology and substance abuse research [23,26,27]. To our knowledge, however, this method has not been leveraged in assessing behavioral risk factors for Lyme disease.

Objective
In this study, we report on the development and implementation of The Tick App in the United States. Our overall aim was to assess its usability and feasibility and identify what fraction of the population engaged in The Tick App to better interpret the external validity of the app-derived data. Information from this study will be used to improve future iterations of The Tick App and tailor potential tick prevention interventions to the user population.
Methods

Design of The Tick App (Phases 1 and 2)
The Tick App was developed from a preprototype named GeoQuestion, which was designed and evaluated during the spring and summer of 2017 (phase 1: preprototype [28]; Table 1). On the basis of this experience, we developed The Tick App (phase 2: prototype [28]; Multimedia Appendix 1). To align the design of the app with potential users’ characteristics, we framed the activities based on a roadmap for creating mHealth apps [29] (Table 1). Coding of The Tick App was led by the Center for Health Enhancement System Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and a prototype was completed by April 2018. After testing the prototype extensively, the app was available for download in May 2018 (Multimedia Appendix 1). The app is available for Android and iOS operating systems and can be downloaded from smartphone app stores at no cost (at the time of this publication). This study complied with the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (Multimedia Appendix 2).

Table 1. Phases, objectives, activities, and timeline in the design process of The Tick App based on the roadmap proposed in a study by van Velsen et al for creating mobile health apps and the guidelines for monitoring and evaluating mobile health interventions developed by the World Health Organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases of development [29]</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>World Health Organization phase [28]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contextual inquiry</td>
<td>Identification of end users and the context in which the app will be used</td>
<td>Identify research objectives: focus groups with the users of GeoQuestion preprototype app</td>
<td>September to November 2017</td>
<td>Phase 1: preprototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value specification</td>
<td>Identification of end users’ values and requirements from phase 1</td>
<td>Design the content of The Tick App</td>
<td>December 2017 to January 2018</td>
<td>Phase 2: prototype design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Creation and testing of prototype</td>
<td>Code The Tick App; pilot testing of prototype; focus groups in target study areas</td>
<td>February to April 2018</td>
<td>Phase 2: prototype design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operationalization</td>
<td>Launch and recruitment of the app</td>
<td>Passive and active recruitment of users; collect data generated by The Tick App users</td>
<td>May to August 2018</td>
<td>Phase 3a: pilot the prototype (usability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summative evaluation</td>
<td>Gather feedback from The Tick App users</td>
<td>Focus groups with The Tick App users</td>
<td>September 2018</td>
<td>Phase 3b: pilot the prototype</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Functionalities and Workflow of The Tick App
After users downloaded and installed The Tick App, a brief explanation of the study and electronic informed consent were displayed (Figure 1). The informed consent had to be accepted before proceeding to create a user account. The Tick App functionalities included an enrollment survey, which was modified from the preprototype. This survey was designed to take less than 10 min to fill out and aimed to collect the users' demographic data, house characteristics, past experiences with ticks and tick-borne diseases, typical use of personal prevention methods and household interventions to reduce tick encounters, and general frequency of outdoor and peridomestic activities during the spring and summer. This survey was completed only once by the user before accessing the homepage.

On the homepage, several functionalities were available at any time of the day. In contrast, the Tick Diary was only available once a day (from 5 pm to 10 am CST; Figure 1). The Tick Diary was a daily retrospective survey that collected information on the user’s daily outdoor activities, tick encounters on themselves, their pets or members of their household, and any personal protection measures used to prevent tick bites. This survey collected fine-scale temporal data about human behavior in association with tick encounters, and it was designed to take less than 1 min to complete. We asked all users to submit at least 15 daily surveys to gain representation of the typical activity patterns for each individual, assess the variability between users, and calculate an accurate measure of the risk of tick encounters. A pop-up notification showed up every day at 5 pm CST until 15 Tick Diaries were completed. This study followed the recommended guidelines for reporting results of internet e-surveys (Multimedia Appendix 3).

Users were also able to report any ticks they found through the Report a Tick survey in the app and could send a picture of the tick via a Web-based form external to the app. These tick reports collected information on the tick encounter: who had the tick (ie, self, pet, or member of the household), if it was attached, and where the exposure might have occurred. Users were also asked to identify the tick from photographs that were provided in the app, including photos of female and male adult Dermacentor variabilis, Amblyomma americanum, and I scapularis as well as an I scapularis nymph. If users sent a picture of the tick via the online survey, trained members of our research group with experience on taxonomic identification of ticks identified the tick to the species and life stage visually from the picture and provided this information to the user via email. The confidence in the identification depended on the quality of the picture submitted, and it varied between stages (easier in adults compared with nymphs). On the basis of our experience, we were able to identify 94.8% (502/533) of pictures submitted to the species level with a high degree of confidence in the identification.
Through the app, we also provided educational resources about the biology and ecology of ticks (FAQ and within Tick Safety), how to identify them (Tick ID), and measures for protection against them (Tick Safety). All functionalities were accessible offline, including the surveys (Tick Diary and Report a Tick), which were stored locally on the smartphone, but needed an online connection to be submitted. Information about the number of surveys submitted, log out button, and the informed consent were available in My App. The Help functionality explained the use of the app to the users.

The Tick App was also able to use location services through the smartphone to capture the global positioning system (GPS) coordinates if the user allowed for this functionality. If location services were enabled, the app would record GPS coordinates every 15 min depending on the cell phone service. A more detailed explanation of the backend components of The Tick App and the surveys’ design can be found in the technical appendix (Multimedia Appendix 4).

**Usability of The Tick App (Phase 3a)**

We evaluated the usability of The Tick App from April 20 to September 3, 2018 (phase 3a [28]; Table 1). We assessed our dissemination and recruitment strategies, the profile of The Tick App users with respect to their demographics, risk factors associated with tick exposure risk, and geographical distribution. We also evaluated the longitudinal use of The Tick App and how users engaged with different app functionalities.

**User Enrollment**

The Tick App was available to any adult aged older than 18 years who lived in the United States, owned a smartphone, and was familiar with software apps. Active and passive recruitment of users began with a special focus on the Midwest and Northeast, particularly in Wisconsin and southern New York state, respectively. At these locations, passive recruitment occurred by media coverage. Active recruitment was undertaken during house visits coupled with ongoing field research involving tick sampling in yards at selected study sites (Eau Claire, WI, and Staten Island, NY). During these visits, the researchers explained the objective of the app and invited residents to participate as users (Multimedia Appendix 5).

Recruitment was conducted during June and July 2018. All activities complied with the ethical principles included in the Declaration of Helsinki as reviewed by Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) of Columbia University (IRB protocol: AAA3750-M00Y01) and the University of Wisconsin-Madison (IRB protocol: 2018-84). Participants provided their informed consent through the app. We assessed the longitudinal enrollment pattern during the study period and the effects of the active recruitment and media coverage (passive recruitment).

**User Profile**

To characterize the user profile, we considered demographic variables (age and gender), risk factors associated with tick encounters (type of property, owning a pet, and frequency of outdoor activities), and previous experience with ticks and tick-borne diseases. *Frequent peridomestic activity* described users who reported mowing the lawn or gardening once a week. *Frequent outdoor recreation* described users who went hiking, running, or biking on nature trails or visited the beach (at a lake or ocean) at least once a week or went hunting, fishing, bird watching, or camping at least once a month during the spring and summer months.

We used multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) as an exploratory analysis of the association among different user characteristics [30]. The MCA is the equivalent of principal component analysis but for categorical variables; it reduces the dimensionality of the covariance matrix into linear combinations.
of the original variables (dimensions) and decomposes the variance (inertia) of the sample [30]. The different dimensions can be assessed graphically using biplots, which allow a better understanding of how the variables are interrelated and their relative contribution to the score [31]. We used a first MCA including all users’ characteristics (age, gender, owning a pet, type of house, frequent outdoor recreation, outdoor work or volunteer job, and frequent peridomestic activity) to assess the association between the variables. We conducted a second MCA, including only owning a pet, frequent outdoor recreation, outdoor work or volunteer job, and frequent peridomestic activity, to construct a summary index of the frequency of outdoor activities (ie, the outdoor activity index). As the first dimension captures most of the inertia, the coordinate (value estimated for each individual based on their characteristics and which represents the contribution to the inertia in the study population) can be used as a quantitative index [32].

**Geographic Distribution of Users**

When assessing the geographic distribution of users in the United States, we considered the major census regions used by the US Census Bureau [33]. We evaluated if the user’s profile varied by region and the effects of the Lyme disease reporting status by county on the number of users. We used Lyme disease case data publicly available from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [34] to estimate Lyme disease incidence at a county level. We used the number of cases reported (confirmed and probable cases) per county for a 5-year period (2013-2017) and the population size obtained from the National Census in 2010 to estimate a 5-year period Lyme disease annual incidence per county and percentage change in cases within that period. The 5-year period Lyme disease annual incidence was estimated as follows: (cumulative number of cases between 2013 and 2017)/(population size × 5 years) ×100,000. The mid-year total population was estimated as the population size in 2010 multiplied by the duration of the period [35]. We designated counties to be as high incidence if this measure was greater than 10 cases per 100,000, otherwise they were low-incidence counties or had no cases of Lyme disease. In addition, we used the CDC case data to classify the counties according to their percent change in Lyme disease incidence between 2013 and 2017. By combining this classification with Lyme disease incidence, we further classified the counties into 5 categories: (1) high incidence—no change; (2) high incidence—greater than 1-fold increase; (3) low incidence—no change; (4) low incidence—greater than 1-fold increase; and (5) no Lyme disease cases reported. A greater than 1-fold increase referred to counties where Lyme disease cases at least doubled during 2013 to 2017.

**Longitudinal App Use**

The data on the longitudinal use of the app were derived from the *Tick Diary, Report a Tick*, and screen views. Independent screen views (as opposed to continuous screen views) were considered as screen views at every 5-min intervals, assuming that screen views happening within 4 min or less represented a single interaction with The Tick App. We tested whether the user’s profile differed between recurring (ie, interacted with the app beyond the enrollment survey) and nonrecurring users and identified the most frequently used features of the app during the study period. Among recurring users, we evaluated the association between demographic variables, geographic location and outdoor activity pattern, and the number of *Tick Diaries* and tick reports submitted.

**Statistical Analysis**

To summarize the distribution of numeric variables (eg, number of users), we reported the interquartile range (IQR) as a measure of variability because numeric variables deviated from a normal distribution [36]. For descriptive bivariate analyses of categorical variables, we used chi-square tests and nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis tests when comparing categorical and continuous variables (eg, number of users vs region). We conducted multivariate analyses using generalized linear models [37] and generalized linear mixed models when accounting for random effects (eg, regional effects in the number of users per county) [38]. In the case of binary response variables, we used logistic regression models with logit as the link function and the relative risk expressed as odds ratios (ORs). When the response variable was numeric (count data), we used negative binomial models with log as the link function and the relative risk expressed as incidence rate ratios (IRRs). Negative binomial regression was preferred over Poisson regression, given the overdispersed distributions [39]; both models were compared by log-likelihood ratio tests. All analyses were implemented in Stata version 14.2 [40] and R version 3.2.3 (lme4 and car packages) [41].

**Feasibility Evaluation**

In September 2018, we organized focus groups in Staten Island, NY, and Eau Claire, WI, by extending personal invitations to local users of The Tick App, with the goal of gathering feedback on the app after its implementation during the study period. In total, 14 users participated in the focus groups. The guiding questions used in the pre- and postimplementation focus groups can be found in Multimedia Appendix 6.

**Results**

**User Enrollment**

Between April 20 and September 3, 2018, 1468 (86.09%, 1468/1705) users completed the enrollment survey after downloading the app (Multimedia Appendix 7); 71.53% (1050/1468) users installed the app in smartphones operating with iOS, whereas 28.47% (418/1468) users installed it in smartphones operating with Android. User enrollment in the study mostly occurred from June to mid-July (1187/1468, 80.86% of the total number of users in the study period) and during the weekend (IRR 1.4, 95% CI 1.2-1.5; P<.001). Before the official app launch date (May 28, 2018), 81 users enrolled in the study, increasing to 209 within the first week of the official launch and to 521 by the end of the first week of active recruitment (Multimedia Appendix 7). Recruitment during household visits coupled with peridomestic tick sampling produced a 2-fold increase in enrollment on the same day of the visit and the following day, after accounting for weekend and media coverage effects (IRR 1.2, 95% CI 2.0-2.4; P<.001). Media coverage of the app also increased users’ enrollment by...
2-fold on the same day and the day after the coverage (IRR 2.0, 95% CI 1.8-2.2; \( P < .001 \); Multimedia Appendix 7). The median time to complete the enrollment survey was 6.3 min (IQR 4.7-8.6).

**User Profile**

The demographic profile of The Tick App users showed equal gender proportions and widespread age distribution, although young adults aged between 18 and 25 years were significantly underrepresented (Table 2). The median age was 48 years (IQR 36-60) and followed a bimodal distribution peaking at 37 years and 55 years (Multimedia Appendix 8). Users were significantly biased toward owning a pet (Table 2), and the majority of users with pets owned at least one dog (797/960, 83.02%). The proportion of users living in houses with yards was significantly higher than those living in apartments, and more than half of the users reported doing frequent peridomestic activities such as gardening and moving the lawn during the spring and summer (Table 2). Regarding other outdoor activities, users doing at least one outdoor recreational activity once a week in urban parks or natural areas were significantly overrepresented (Table 2). In contrast, 644 out of 1454 users (44.29%) worked or volunteered in outdoor jobs (eg, landscapers and camp counselors), which was significantly less than the proportion who did not (Table 2).

The exploratory MCA, which accounted for 76.2% of the total variability observed within the first 2 dimensions, showed that users reporting frequent outdoor recreational activities were also more frequently doing peridomestic activities at least once a week and working or volunteering outdoors (Figure 2, dimension 1), although the latter was slightly more associated with males than females (Figure 2, dimension 2). These outdoor enthusiasts were also more associated with owning a pet and with living in a house with a yard (Figure 2). Younger adults were associated with living in apartments and less often involved in outdoor activities in general, although they were underrepresented in the total number of users (Figure 2 and Table 2). Dimension 2 of the MCA separated users by their demographic characteristics (age and gender), but it only accounted for 4.3% of the variability, indicating that these variables did not contribute significantly to the differences observed among users. The outdoor activity index derived from the second MCA, which included only the variables that were associated in the first dimension of the previous MCA, accounted for 83.6% of the total variability (Multimedia Appendix 9). This index was significantly associated with a tick encounter in the previous winter or fall (logistic regression: OR 2.2, 95% CI 1.9-2.6; \( P < .001 \)), but not with a previous diagnosis of a tick-borne disease (logistic regression: OR 1.16, 95% CI 0.98-1.38; \( P = .07 \)) after adjusting for age and gender. One-third of users reported having a tick encounter the previous fall or winter when adult ticks are active, and half of the users reported finding a tick on their pet, whereas the percentage of users reporting a previous tick-borne diagnosis was comparatively lower (11.82%, 173/1464; Table 2). Nonetheless, the self-reported cases of Lyme disease in the previous year (2.05% of the users, 30/1461) were still considerably higher than the percentage of confirmed cases in 2017 within the total population from the counties where the majority of users live (median 0.06%, IQR 0.02%-0.10%).
Table 2. Users’ profile including demographic variables, type of property, frequent outdoor activities (occupational, recreational, and peridomestic), and previous experience with ticks and Lyme disease, as reported in the enrollment survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Users, n (%)</th>
<th>( P^a ) value</th>
<th>Chi-square (( df ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (n=1463)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(.85)</td>
<td>0.0 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>720 (40.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>726 (49.46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others/prefer not to say</td>
<td>22 (1.50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years; n=1457)(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(.001^c)</td>
<td>126.0 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>94 (6.43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>265 (18.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>321 (22.96)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>274 (18.74)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>319 (21.82)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\geq 65)</td>
<td>189 (12.93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet owner (n=1454)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;.001^c)</td>
<td>146.8 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>962 (65.94)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>497 (34.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of house (n=1455)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;.001^c)</td>
<td>0.0 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House with yard</td>
<td>1109 (75.96)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment</td>
<td>238 (16.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabin/cottage</td>
<td>65 (4.45)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile home</td>
<td>22 (1.51)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>26 (1.78)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work or volunteer outdoors (n=1454)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;.001^c)</td>
<td>18.9 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>646 (44.28)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>813 (55.72)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent outdoor recreation (n=1449)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;.001^c)</td>
<td>368.8 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1094 (75.24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>360 (24.76)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent peridomestic activities (n=1452)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;.001^c)</td>
<td>122.7 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>941 (64.58)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>516 (35.42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tick exposure in the previous fall (n=1458)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;.001^c)</td>
<td>201.5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>459 (31.37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1004 (68.63)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous tick-borne disease diagnosis (n=1459)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;.001^c)</td>
<td>849.0 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>173 (11.82)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1291 (88.18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tick finding in their pet during the previous fall (N=958)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.004(^d)</td>
<td>8.1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>525 (54.57)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>437 (45.43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^aP\) values of the chi-square test of \(H_0=\)equal distribution among users are presented.
For age, we tested $H_0$: equal distribution compared to the total US population (2016 population estimates).

$P < .001$.

$.001 \leq P \leq .05$.

**Figure 2.** Biplot of the multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) of the users' profile.

---

**Geographic Distribution of Users**

We observed a nationwide distribution of users within the United States, although most of them lived in the Midwest (824/1457, 56.55%), followed by the Northeast (481/1457, 33.01%), and a smaller fraction of users lived in the South and West regions (107/1457, 7.34%, and 45/1457, 3.09%, respectively; Figure 3). Within the Midwest, 82.3% (682/824) of users lived in Wisconsin, whereas users from the Northeast mostly lived in southern New York and New Jersey (305/481, 63.4%, and 65/481, 13.5%, respectively), consistent with the area of influence of our study and recruitment efforts. Most of the users came from high-incidence counties with no recent changes in the number of Lyme disease cases (71.7%, 1045/1457), followed by low-incidence counties (24.9%, 363/1457) and counties with no reported cases (3.4%, 49/1457) (Figure 4). A higher proportion of users in the Northeast downloaded The Tick App on iOS and Android, compared with the Midwest (389/481, 80.9% and 534/824, 64.8%, respectively; $\chi^2_{1}=37.8; P < .001$).

Although the demographic profile was similar across regions, the outdoor activity index differed (Kruskal-Wallis test, $\chi^2_{3}=93.6; P < .001$) and was lower in the Northeast compared with the other regions (Figure 5). Finally, the number of users per county was higher in those with a larger population size and high Lyme disease incidence or with low incidence but a 1-fold increase in the number of reported cases in the previous 5 years (2013-2017), after adjusting for regional random effects (Figure 4 and Table 3).
Figure 3. Number of users per county and per region for the United States by the major census regions in the United States.

Figure 4. County’s Lyme disease status according to Lyme disease incidence and recent increase in 2013-2017.
Figure 5. The outdoor activity index derived from the multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) excluding age and gender, by the major census regions in the United States.

Table 3. Generalized linear mixed model for the number of users per county versus the county population size and the Lyme disease status of the county based on Lyme disease incidence and percent change of cases from 2013 to 2017, adjusting for the regions’ random effects. We used a negative binomial model, and the effect of each independent variable is expressed as incidence rate ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Incidence rate ratio</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County population size (per 100,000)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2-1.4</td>
<td>&lt;.001&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>County Lyme disease status (2013-2017)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Lyme disease cases reported</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>_c</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low incidence—no change</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4-1.7</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low incidence—greater than 1-fold higher increase</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.1-3.2</td>
<td>.03&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High incidence—no change</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.1-8.1</td>
<td>&lt;.001&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High incidence—greater than 1-fold higher increase</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.8-7.2</td>
<td>&lt;.001&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Region (random effect) coefficient=0.6 (95% CI 0.1-4.9); Log-likelihood ratio test, P<.001.

<sup>b</sup>P<.001.

<sup>c</sup>Not applicable (reference category).

<sup>d</sup>.001≤P≤.05.

**Longitudinal App Use**

After completing the enrollment survey, 49.25% (723/1468) of the users continued to interact with The Tick App. Users interacted with the app for a median of 25 days (IQR 12-49), 17.5% (126/723) interacted for up to 1 week, 19.0% (138/723) interacted between 1 week and 15 days, and 63.5% (459/723) interacted for 15 days or more. The median time that users interacted with the app per day was 1.9 min (IQR 0.7-4.7), and the median number of total users per day was 251 (IQR 109-291), peaking in June and mid-July and declining steadily thereafter in both the Midwest and Northeast (Figure 6), consistent with a decline in nymphal activity.
The demographic profile of recurring users compared with nonrecurring users did not vary with gender or age, but users were more likely to use the app after completing the baseline survey if they worked or volunteered outdoors and if they did outdoor recreational activities frequently, although no effect was observed if they did frequent peridomestic activities (Multimedia Appendix 10). A higher proportion of recurring users reported having had a previous tick bite compared with nonrecurring users (268/721, 37.2% vs n=191/742, 25.7%, $\chi^2_1=22.1; P<.001$), but no differences were observed in the proportion of self-reported previous diagnosis of a tick-borne disease (95/722, 13.2% vs 78/742, 10.5%, $\chi^2_1=2.4; P=.12$).

Similarly, the number of follow-up days per user increased only with the outdoor activity index (IRR 1.2, 95% CI 1.1-1.4; $P<.01$), after adjusting for age, gender, and the region, indicating that users were more likely to use the app if they did outdoor activities frequently.

On the basis of the unique screen views every 5 min (n=7021), the Tick Diary was the most frequently used feature in The Tick App, followed by Report a Tick and Tick ID (Figure 7). Educational material (Tick safety, including FAQ) was less popular among users, and app-related information (Help and My App) was the least used feature (Figure 7). The Tick Diary use was sustained during the study period, peaking in mid-July, following a peak in active users (Figures 6 and 7). Report a Tick, Tick ID, and Tick Safety had a more variable longitudinal use and were most frequently used in early June and mid-July (Figure 7).
At least one *Tick Diary* was completed by 50.8% (367/723) of the recurring users, and one-fourth of the total users enrolled in the app. The proportion of recurring users completing *Tick Diaries* for at least 1 week was 32.2% (118/367), whereas 21.8% (80/367) of recurring users completed at least 15. In total, 367 *Tick Diaries* were completed during the study period, with a median number of 2 submitted *Tick Diaries* per user (IQR 1-11). The median time to complete and submit each *Tick Diary* was 34 seconds (IQR 22-63). The users reported a tick encounter on themselves in 24.5% (90/367) of the *Tick Diaries* submitted, and a total of 149 tick encounters, which resulted in 12 tick encounters per 1000 person-days. In addition, tick encounters on pets were reported in 17.0% (46/270) of *Tick Diaries*, whereas tick encounters on a member of the family were reported in 13.4% (43/320) of *Tick Diaries*.

Similar to the *Tick Diary*, approximately half of the recurring users (381/723, 52.7%) and one-fourth (381/1468, 26.0%) of the total number of enrolled users submitted at least one *Report a Tick* survey. However, they were not always the same recurring users completing both surveys; only 42.5% (162/381) of the users who completed at least one *Tick Diary* also submitted a tick report using the *Report a Tick* functionality. In total, 650 tick reports were submitted, with a median number of 1 report per user (IQR 1-2). The median time to complete *Report a Tick* was 1.8 min (IQR 1.1-3.3). Although the number of tick reports per user increased significantly with the outdoor activity index and women submitted more *Tick Diaries* than men, the number of *Tick Diaries* completed did not vary significantly with the frequency of outdoor activities or gender (Table 4). The number of both *Tick Diaries* and tick reports was significantly higher in older age groups (Table 4). Regional differences in the number of *Tick Diaries* per user were observed; users living the Midwest submitted more *Tick Diaries* than completed users in the Northeast, although these regional differences were not observed in the number of tick reports (Table 4).
Table 4. Generalized linear model for the number of Tick Diaries and tick reports submitted per user versus demographic variables, location (region), and frequency of outdoor activities (outdoor activity index). We used a negative binomial model, and the effect of each independent variable is expressed as incidence rate ratios (N=712).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Number of Tick Diaries</th>
<th>Number of tick reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRR(^a)</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5-2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-55</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.6-3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-65</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.5-7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.6-9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2-1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor activity index</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9-1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)IRR: incidence rate ratio.
\(^b\)Not applicable (reference category).
\(^c\)0.01 ≤ P ≤ 0.05.
\(^d\)P < 0.001.

Feasibility Evaluation

We identified 4 major themes from the feedback provided by users at the end of the study period: (1) effective communication, (2) content, (3) operability, and (4) incentives. Effective communication referred to our ability to effectively communicate the goals of the study and the intended use of the app. We found that some users were confused about completing the Tick Diaries and thought they only had to complete one when they found a tick, although we requested 15 consecutive Tick Diaries regardless of tick encounter. The main reasons why we failed to communicate effectively appeared to be the name of the functionality (ie, Tick Diaries included the word Tick and that was misleading) and the insufficient explanation before accessing the homepage of the app. Although this information was included in the Help functionality, it was rarely accessed by users. Users participating in the focus groups agreed that the educational content was complete, but some mentioned some difficulties in navigating the app to find some of the materials they were most interested in (eg, how to remove a tick). They mentioned greater interest in practical resources than in general knowledge about ticks and tick-borne diseases.

Regarding operability, users mentioned that it was easy to navigate and access, although some issues about the content organization were mentioned. In general, the operability of the Tick App matched the skills of the users and did not require special training. Finally, as in the preoperationalization feedback, users mentioned that they would like to access more local data regarding the risk of tick encounters and mentioned mapping reported ticks in their neighborhood as a highly desirable functionality.

Discussion

We used an iterative mixed-methods approach, in which findings from each step informed subsequent steps, to develop and evaluate the implementation of The Tick App, the first theory- and evidence-based smartphone app available in the United States to focus on ticks and tick-borne diseases. The Tick App users were equally represented across genders and evenly distributed across age groups; most users owned a pet, did frequent outdoor activities (recreational or peri-domestic), and lived in the Midwest and Northeast regions in the United States, more specifically in Wisconsin, southern New York, and New Jersey. The number of users was higher in high-incidence counties for Lyme disease and in those counties with cases recently increasing. Half of the users were recurring users who participated in outdoor activities more frequently.

Within the wide range of citizen science projects, The Tick App can be classified as contributory because the public is mostly...
involved in data collection [42]. Owing to the public’s voluntary role, it is imperative to appeal to the users’ needs and evaluate the uptake and longitudinal use of the app to validate its use as a research app. In this study, qualitative analyses were used to test and adapt multiple versions of the app to maximize users’ experience. In line with van Velsen et al [29] who identified the requirements for a smartphone app to engage with the public in the prevention of tick bites in the Netherlands, The Tick App included a functionality to allow users to report ticks, videos with information on how to remove an attached tick, and alerts to remind people to check for ticks at the end of the day. The latter was also coupled with an alert to complete the daily activity survey, in line with the EMA method used in other human behavioral studies [43]. Quantitative analyses of the data actively submitted by the users and passively collected by the app (ie, usage data) were used to assess potential biases in the data collected and evaluate the factors associated with the uptake and longitudinal use of the app.

The Tick App is unique in its design to provide a bidirectional flow of tick-related information (from the user to the researcher and vice versa). Users were able to receive tick identification services and educational information. In turn, our research team was able to combine tick reports with epidemiological data related to human behavior to better understand the risk of tick exposure. Other tick-related smartphone apps have been implemented in Europe, either by research teams (Tekenbeet and Tekenscanner in the Netherlands) [10,11] or public health agencies (Zecze in Switzerland, Signalement TIQUE in France, and TekenNet/TiquesNet in Belgium) [44-46]. These apps mainly focus on educational materials and tick surveillance from user reports but do not describe specific research objectives related to the behavioral risk factors of tick exposure. In addition, these apps are intended to be used at the country level [29]. In the United States, commercial apps focus on automated tick identification (What’s My Tick and Detectick) [47,48] and mapping of tick reports by users (TickTracker) [49]. The latter creates heatmaps (ie, density maps) of tick reports but without a validation procedure to ensure the reliability of the data, that is, the species identification and whether the specimen is a tick. With the exception of Tekenbeet [10,29], no publicly available information is provided for the other apps, which describes the methods and considerations taken in the design of the app or in the uptake and usage by the general public.

The geographic distribution of The Tick App users indicated that we were targeting the population residing in regions with the greatest risk of tick exposure to I. scapularis ticks. Although The Tick App was available nationwide, the enrollment of users was higher in the Northeast and Upper Midwest regions in the United States, where the majority of the Lyme disease cases were reported [12]. Within these regions, uptake of the app was highest in those counties with high Lyme disease incidence and with recent increases in the number of reported cases. Nonetheless, the uptake of the app further coincided with those areas where we conducted active and passive recruitment of participants (Wisconsin and New York State), indicating that the population exposed to a higher risk of tick encounters is not necessarily actively searching for a smartphone app to help them manage the risk but is receptive to its use. We also observed a higher proportion of iOS users compared with Android users, although the market share trend was the opposite as of 2019 [50], which could indicate differences in socioeconomic status, age, and use pattern [51].

According to the COM-B system, a human behavioral model that emerged from a systematic review of behavior change theories [52,53], enrollment in the app may depend on the opportunities provided by the app (functionalities that appeal to the users’ needs), capability (confidence in using the app or check for ticks), and motivation (risk perception, sense of empowerment, or expectation of reward). When analyzing the user profile, the majority of users did report frequent outdoor recreational and peridomestic activities, and half of the users also reported outdoors occupations, which have previously been associated with the risk of tick encounters [13,14,16,22]. In this study, because of the high correlation between the variables related to outdoor exposure, we created an overall index of frequent outdoor activities, which was also found to be associated with self-reported tick encounters. Self-reported previous tick exposure of the app users was slightly higher (31.4%) than those reported in the national HealthStyles surveys for the Upper Midwest and Northeast (22.6%-29.8%), in which respondents were randomly recruited from a large, nationally representative panel of adults aged 18 years or older [20]. However, when comparing self-reported diagnosis with previous tick-borne disease diagnosis, the proportion of users in the app (11.8%) almost doubled that of respondents in the HealthStyles surveys (2.0%-6.5%) [20], and the proportion of users reporting Lyme disease cases in the previous year was higher compared with the general population in the counties where the users lived. These results indicate that The Tick App users are biased toward those with a previous self-reported diagnosis with a tick-borne disease rather than toward those with previous self-reported tick exposure. However, self-reported Lyme disease diagnosis might be higher than reported and estimated cases [54], and previous tick encounters will depend on the user’s frequency of checking for ticks after being outdoors and their ability to detect and identify a tick. Nonetheless, we achieved a broader representation of the general population compared with the Tekenbeet app in the Netherlands, where they found that 90.9% of their users reported having had a previous tick encounter and 56.4% reported previous Lyme disease diagnosis. In The Tick App, we observed no other strong demographic bias when analyzing the users’ profile, whereas Tekenbeet was slightly more biased toward females (56.8%).

Analysis of the longitudinal use of The Tick App indicated that its use was seasonal and coincided with the trend observed for google searches for Lyme disease and tick bites [55]. In the case of The Tick App, 49.2% of initial users continued using the app beyond enrollment compared with 67.5% of Tekenbeet users in the Netherlands, which has very similar features (tick reports and educational material) but does not include any surveys to collect behavioral information or other risk factors. Continued use of The Tick App was also related to the frequency of outdoor activities. Motivation to enroll and initial participation in citizen science projects have been found to be related to motivations pertaining to one’s own welfare (egoism), whereas increasing welfare of others and of the group seemed to play an important role.
role *(altruism* and *collectivism*, respectively) for continuing participation [42]. *Altruism* and *collectivism* seemed to be important motivational drivers, given that the *Tick Diary* was the most frequently used functionality and it does not directly reward the user; however, the mean number of *Tick Diaries* submitted per person did not achieve our research goals (15 complete *Tick Diaries* per user). From the users’ feedback at the end of the study period, we identified 2 main barriers: (1) the objective was not clear to participants and (2) we needed new motivational strategies to sustain engagement of the initial participants. The *egoism* motivational category for continued use of the *Tick App* was still of considerable importance: the *Report a Tick* and *Tick ID* features were among the most frequently used as well. Although the former feature is also intended for our research goals, the associated online picture submission and tick identification services provided by the research group could be the primary motivation for the user. The user profile differed between those engaged with the research via *Tick Diaries* and those engaging via *Report a Tick*. Users completing *Tick Diaries* were older (aged 55 years and older) and might have more time to participate, whereas users completing tick reports engaged more often in outdoor activities. The challenge is to respond to the different motivational factors at different points of participation to keep users engaged and achieve a broader representation of the population at risk of tick bites.

Additional incentives for the *Tick App* could help increase enrollment and engagement but need to be carefully selected because they can introduce potentially unintended consequences [56]. One functionality that users mentioned that they would like in the app was a map showing the ticks that have been reported in their area. The *TickTracker* app allows users to map the ticks that have been reported through the app but lacks scientific quality control of the reports. There are 2 main issues with mapping self-reported data if the users are going to rely on this information for decision making: (1) the number of ticks reported will depend on the number of users in the area and (2) validation of tick reports (ie, confirming that specimens are ticks and determining which species is being reported) currently requires considerable time and human resources. Quality maps of tick distribution at a small scale (ie, county) would require a large number of validated tick reports provided by a large number of users continuously using the app. Mapping incomplete data from areas with few users and few reports could result in a false sense of safety. On the other hand, mapping unvalidated reports could result in a false sense of risk and create unnecessary anxiety in the user. An alternative to near real-time mapping of tick reports is providing an indicator of tick activity based on the location and seasonality, a strategy that was implemented in the *Tekenbeet* app at a national level. We are planning on incorporating this feature at a county level in a future iteration of the *Tick App* (The *Tick App 2.0*)..

Tick identification seemed to be one of the main incentives for using the app, although picture submission was done externally to the app. In The *Tick App 2.0*, users will be able to submit a photo of the tick within the app to reduce the effort from the user endpoint. Automated tick identification built into the app would greatly reduce the resources invested in tick identification. However, the apps offering this functionality are either unclear about the validation procedures of the classification algorithm and certainty of tick species identification from a photo (What’s My Tick) or do not offer tick identification to the species level (Detectick). The incentives to complete the *Tick Diaries* (the research aspect of the app) may require other types of incentives [43]. Gamification or the use of game design elements (badges, leaderboards, rewards, and avatars) can help maintain user engagement by “harnessing the desire for competition and the goal-driven aspects of human nature” [56,57]. In The *Tick App 2.0*, we will incorporate badges that can be earned as daily surveys are completed and a progress bar so that the users can track their progress toward completing a 7-day streak, a 15-day streak, and a 21-day streak. These streaks were established based on the results from the analysis of the longitudinal usage: approximately 30% of returning users completed at least 7 *Tick Diaries* and approximately 20% completed at least 15 *Tick Diaries*. The minimum of 7 days will allow for each day of the week to be represented and allow us to study daily fluctuations in activity [43]. We also changed the name to *Daily Log* because *Tick Diary* was understood by some users as only meant to be completed when a tick was found, and a clearer explanation of the objectives was also included in the app. Finally, monetary incentives can also be considered, particularly to increase representation among less motivated groups [23,56]. To achieve a broader representation of the daily activities and the risk of tick encounters in the general population, monetary incentives could be useful at a manageable scale and for a specific period and would increase the external validity of our results. A downside of monetary incentives is that they might result in data fabrication for monetary gain [56]; however, Bell et al [58] found that offering incentives to complete regular surveys through an app did not encourage false responses when the same reward was offered regardless of the answer, although 1 response required less information (and thus, less effort from the user).

A common goal for many mHealth studies is the “identification of behaviors associated with health outcomes so that behavior change interventions may be designed and implemented on a large scale” [59]. The analysis of the enrollment and use of The *Tick App* helped us identify the successful aspects of the app as well as its limitations and potential biases that could limit the extrapolation of the results derived from the data collected. The *Tick App* also offers the opportunity to explore interventions oriented to reduce the risk of tick-borne diseases by increasing self-awareness and encouraging the use of protective measures [10,23,60]. Understanding who, how, and when people are using The *Tick App* would help us tailor the content of an intervention to achieve a greater effect. Finally, there is a need to continually evaluate and revise the app based on what users are willing to do and what they can expect in return, while meeting the data requirements for the research on the behavioral risk factors of human-tick encounters.
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Abstract

Background: Medical smartphone apps and mobile health devices are rapidly entering mainstream use because of the rising number of smartphone users. Consequently, a large amount of consumer-generated data is being collected. Technological advances in innovative sensory systems have enabled data connectivity and aggregation to become cornerstones in developing workable solutions for remote monitoring systems in clinical practice. However, few systems are currently available to handle such data, especially for clinical use.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop and implement the digital health research platform for mobile health (DHARMA) that combines data saved in different formats from a variety of sources into a single integrated digital platform suitable for mobile remote monitoring studies.

Methods: DHARMA comprises a smartphone app, a Web-based platform, and custom middleware and has been developed to collect, store, process, and visualize data from different vendor-specific sensors. The middleware is a component-based system with independent building blocks for user authentication, study and patient administration, data handling, questionnaire management, patient files, and reporting.

Results: A prototype version of the research platform has been tested and deployed in multiple clinical studies. In this study, we used the platform for the follow-up of pregnant women at risk of developing pre-eclampsia. The patients’ blood pressure, weight, and activity were semi-automatically captured at home using different devices. DHARMA automatically collected and stored data from each source and enabled data processing for the end users in terms of study-specific parameters, thresholds, and visualization.

Conclusions: The increasing use of mobile health apps and connected medical devices is leading to a large amount of data for collection. There has been limited investment in handling and aggregating data from different sources for use in academic and clinical research focusing on remote monitoring studies. In this study, we created a modular mobile health research platform to collect and integrate data from a variety of third-party devices in several patient populations. The functionality of the platform was demonstrated in a real-life setting among women with high-risk pregnancies.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e12586) doi:10.2196/12586
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Introduction

Background
The increasing penetration of smartphones into consumer markets, as well as the growth in connected devices for health care, sport, and wellness, is leading to a dramatic increase in consumer-generated data [1]. Smartphones are becoming increasingly integrated into the global population. The number of smartphone users increased by nearly 1 billion people between 2014 (1.57 billion) and 2017 (2.32 billion), with an expected further increase to 2.87 billion users by 2020 [2]. There are currently more than 259,000 health-related smartphone apps available in Web-based app stores; most of these apps were developed for Android (Google, CA, USA) and iOS (Apple Inc, CA, USA) [3]. The same technologies and concepts can also be applied to support health care. Remote monitoring of patients’ vital signs and behaviors in their home environment could play an essential role in achieving a sustainable and high-quality health care system [4,5] and reduce health care costs [3,5,6] by offering near-continuous patient follow-up, better data management strategies, and better treatment adherence. Some examples of chronic diseases that could benefit from this type of platform include diabetes, heart failure, and cardiac arrhythmias [7-9]. The information obtained by remote monitoring provides an additional dimension to that possible with standard clinical care that is undertaken mainly by spot checks in the clinic. Continuous real-time patient tracking and processing of various parameters will influence the way health care practitioners deal with prevention, diagnostics, and disease management.

It is already possible to connect mobile health apps to a wide range of portable devices or sensors [10], such as those used to measure physiological parameters (eg, blood pressure, blood glucose, weight, and activity) [11]. An electrocardiogram (ECG) can be recorded via an app connected to a wearable ECG device [12]. In addition to the advantages for patients, doctors will also benefit from mobile health tools. Mobile apps can be used as an interface between the patient and the clinician via a communication channel [10,13], which could act as a substitute for some ambulatory visits [14]. As they enable patients to be monitored in their home environment, mobile health tools could prevent some hospitalizations or shorten the hospital stay [3,6] and have positive effects on medical outcomes, health care expenditure [6], and quality of life. These benefits would be due partly because the patient stays in their familiar environment and partly because continuous monitoring gives the opportunity for immediate intervention, if needed [10].

Digital Equipment
Remote monitoring patients at home requires a data communication system between the patient and the health care professional. Typically, the patient is equipped at home with a set of sensors that measure vital signs and a smartphone app that collects data on behavior, symptoms, and location. These data are collected on a cloud-based server that is accessed by the health care professional. Tools for decision support to assist the health care professional and semiautomatic feedback to patients are necessary to manage large patient populations.

Despite the significant technological advances in developing novel sensory systems and state-of-the-art devices, there has been limited investment in developing the infrastructure that is required to connect and handle the amount of information that these devices generate. In particular, there are limited tools available to handle this health information in terms of clinical applications [15]. With the rapid increase in novel tools and technologies, data connectivity and aggregation have become the cornerstones in developing workable solutions to manage patients in clinical practice and support scientific research in the provision of digital health [16]. However, the commercial remote monitoring technology market is highly fragmented because each vendor has developed their own data platform to record data from their associated sensors and communicate these using stand-alone software solutions or Web-based apps. Accordingly, it is impossible to aggregate data obtained from the sensors developed by different vendors. Clinical practice and academic research that rely on remote monitoring are limited by these closed, manufacturer-owned platforms. Therefore, a generic and open digital research platform for remote monitoring is needed to allow academic and clinical research into remote monitoring. The platform is required to overcome the problems of third-party device integration and the collection of various data feeds from patient populations.

Objectives
In this paper, we discuss the development of a generic and open digital research platform for remote monitoring that can be used to perform academic and clinical research into remote monitoring. This digital platform overcomes the problems of third-party device integration and collection of various data feeds from patient populations. The collected data can be analyzed using the platform and presented visually to the caregiver. We demonstrate the functionality of the platform in a real-life setting, among women with high-risk pregnancies.

Methods

Overview
The concept and design of our modular digital health research platform for mobile health (DHARMA) platform were focused primarily on clinical usability. Accordingly, health care professionals (doctors and nurses) participated in each stage of its conceptualization and development, from design and prototyping through to implementation and user trials.

The DHARMA platform was developed in close collaboration with all stakeholders: doctors, professional caregivers, researchers, and experts in mobile health. As its primary aim is to support clinical studies, the platform was built taking into account the requirements of specific studies but always with general applicability and genericity in mind. We ensured short test cycles by using the agile development methodology.
The concept of components was introduced to manage different studies on a single platform. Each study comprises at least 1 or multiple components (eg, data handling and questionnaires) that can be activated by a study leader.

**Study and Patient Administration**

Every clinical study is divided into multiple levels, starting with the hospital acting as the lead partner of the clinical study (level 1; eg, Hospital East-Limburg, Genk, Belgium). The next level is the medical domain (level 2; eg, gynecology), and the third level is the study itself (level 3; eg, pregnancy remote monitoring study, Premom). This multilevel approach allows us to implement user rights and develop alert thresholds on each level of the study. Currently, 3 user profiles are defined: patient, study leader, and administrator (admin). After completing the registration process, 2 possible methods are provided. First, the admin can appoint a user as a study leader, and then a study leader can assign the user as a patient for inclusion in a specific study. This hierarchical model allows study leaders to independently create and follow-up patients.

**Data Handling**

The goal of DHARMA is to aggregate and visualize multiple vital parameters collected by using devices and medical apps from different vendors without the need to consult the vendor-specific platforms. The remote monitoring platform can receive information directly or collect data by connecting to other databases. If new values are uploaded by a user, DHARMA receives a notification and automatically launches the technical process needed to aggregate and store the data in its own database. Duplication of these data enables secure storage and accessibility for analysis and alert generation. Figure 1 is a graphic representation of the data flow in DHARMA. As the sensors record diverse types of data, ranging from discrete values to longitudinal values collected throughout the day, a metamodel was designed to handle and store data from each sensor. To handle large amounts of data, such as intraday (minute-by-minute) results from an activity tracker, data are compressed into a tailored XML file that is stored in a folder structure on the server.

To generate an efficient data collection workflow, an alert engine was developed, which can interpret and handle medical and technical alerts. Medical alerts are based on the collected data and detect a value outside the specified thresholds. The thresholds are specified for each study (level 3) and can dynamically support longitudinal changes and more complex interpretations. However, the configuration of patient-level alerts can be set to individual ranges based on clinical guidelines. On the basis of the clinical input, the alerts are categorized as normal, medium, or high priority. Technical alerts are defined by messages containing information about missed data transmissions. This triage system could help organize the clinical call center activities.
**Question Management**

The *question management* component was implemented to receive additional, context-related information from patients via questionnaires. Context information could help researchers interpret (different) vital parameters [19]. Web- and app-based questionnaires can be developed and linked to DHARMA. For Web-based questionnaires, the URL for the questionnaire is sent to the patient’s email address, and the patient can log in to the platform to answer the questionnaire. We developed the DHARMA smartphone app for app-based questionnaires. This app was built with the cross-platform Xamarin language to enable a solution compatible with both Android and iOS. The user interface was developed with Xamarin.Forms. A secured oauth2 app programming interface (API) connection between the platform and the app was developed to handle data flow. A local smartphone SQLite database is used to save and answer questionnaires offline. The app was integrated with firebase cloud messaging to notify patients when a questionnaire is delivered to the smartphone app. Questionnaires can be sent automatically via email or via the smartphone app by the Laravel task scheduler. This script comprises the questionnaire identifier (ID), study name, and date and time stamps. Questionnaires can be developed by the study leaders or admins and comprise individual questions. Each question has an identical ID and can be used in multiple questionnaires. Questions can be written as open questions, multiple choice questions, yes/no questions, or scale.

**Patient File**

A patient file component was created to arrange the information into individual patient records. Each record comprises 4 main tabs: medical information, statistics, questionnaires, and follow-up. The medical information tab allows the study leader and the clinician to view study-specific patient parameters or comorbidities. Study parameters include the study-specific information needed to interpret the vital parameters. The statistics tab displays a graphical overview of each vital parameter. The questions tab provides an overview of the questionnaires that were sent to and completed by the patient. The follow-up tab allows caregivers to send text messages among multiple disciplines. Each patient contact is logged in this tab.

**Reports**

A report component was created to provide a comprehensive digital overview of the patient’s status. The overview can be printed or downloaded and emailed to the patient’s doctor or caregiver. Lava Charts (Google Chart API) was used to visualize the patient’s data in charts and graphs.

**Results**

The remote monitoring study platform was built between February 2015 and July 2018. The custom-made remote monitoring platform was deployed to monitor patients outside the hospital in several studies, including multiple sclerosis, low back pain, and osteoporosis studies in which the patients’ activity data (number of steps and intensity) were tracked.

**Overview of Platform Data**

Table 1 provides an overview of the main studies in which DHARMA was tested, together with the numbers of patients and the vital parameters. Each vital parameter displays the number of individual measurements that were uploaded during the study.
Table 1. Remote studies included in digital health research platform for mobile health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample size, n</th>
<th>Blood pressure, n</th>
<th>Weight, n</th>
<th>Activity data, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premom</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>95,835</td>
<td>9430</td>
<td>35,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low back pain</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoporosis</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>1603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main study in which DHARMA was tested was the Premom [20-22]. Briefly, this prospective cohort study enrolled pregnant women at high risk of developing pre-eclampsia. Patients were provided with a commercial activity tracker, wireless blood-pressure monitor, and a smart body scale analyzer from iHealth (iHealth Labs Inc, Mountain View, CA, USA) or Withings (Withings, Issy-les-Moulineux, France). The participating women were asked to measure their blood pressure twice daily, their weight once daily, and wear an activity tracker for 24 hours per day. All of the information recorded by the devices was sent wirelessly to the smartphone, which then transmitted the data to the Web-based platform for aggregation. The sensors collected up to 12 different signals as functions of time, enabling multiparametric longitudinal research. A midwife reviewed all incoming remote monitoring data via the dashboard.

The alert engine discriminated between normal and alarm signals for the following: systolic blood pressure >140 mmHg, diastolic blood pressure >90 mmHg, or weight gain >1 kg per day. Alarm events were sent to the obstetrician to discuss possible interventions.

Dashboard and Visualization

Besides collecting and handling different sources of information, one of the main objectives of the platform is to provide the researcher/clinician with efficient visualization of all patient data. If the data triggered a specific alert, the dashboard prioritized the alerts based on the predefined thresholds and displayed them to the person responsible for reviewing the data. This enables the platform to triage patient alerts and facilitate patient handling and follow-up. Figure 2 shows an overview of the dashboard.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the alert representation upon login of the dashboard. Data was triaged based on predetermined thresholds into High Risk, Medium Risk or Normal.

Patient File

The patient records bundle the individual patient’s information into a single file. The received parameters are individually plotted as functions of time to identify specific trends that could trigger an alert by crossing specified thresholds. For the patient shown in Figure 3, systolic blood pressure showed a trend toward crossing the predefined thresholds (140 mmHg for systolic blood pressure and 90 mmHg for diastolic blood pressure), triggering a high-risk alert. On the basis of these results, the patient was admitted to hospital where early symptoms of pre-eclampsia were identified, and appropriate treatment was started.
Figure 3. Overview graph of a patient’s blood pressure displaying both the systolic and diastolic blood pressure, with the predefined alert thresholds indicated with dashed lines.

Data Structure and Data Handling: Activity Data
The challenges of working with different types of data include how to handle, analyze, and store the data appropriately and transparently. In the normal workflow, only the summarized values of larger datasets are used because granular detail is not required for daily patient management. However, if required, the data are available for Web-based data processing or can be exported for offline scientific research, such as the development of novel algorithms or data-processing techniques. Figure 4 shows the average step count over a period of 12 weeks. Granular, minute-by-minute data are also shown for a single day in Figure 5.

Figure 4. An example of longitudinal activity data for a period of about 2 months.
Discussion

Principal Findings

This paper outlines the development of a digital health research platform for remote monitoring. By combining advanced wearable sensors with smartphone technologies for remote monitoring, it is possible to monitor the health of patients in their home environment, an approach that may reduce the number of *health care visits*. Remote monitoring requires multiple hardware and infrastructure tools. Each vendor provides dedicated infrastructure and data review platforms specific to their own devices. Accordingly, data aggregation is impossible when collating data from medical devices and tools from different manufacturers, creating a barrier to clinical practice and academic research. This fragmentation is also very inconvenient for the user. Therefore, a *one size fits all* solution (i.e., one platform for all devices) is highly desirable [23].

A health monitoring system can only provide its greatest usability if it can be fully integrated into the user’s and the physician’s daily workflow. The goal of our study is to integrate the data streams from multiple medical device vendors and allow health care practitioners to efficiently evaluate a patient’s health status. This will improve efficiencies in cost and time. In addition, the platform was designed to enable rapid and cost-effective scalability.

Privacy is a fundamental right in the public health care domain, especially following the recently implemented GDPRs. Health care practitioners and patients are becoming increasingly aware of this important aspect. Confidential handling and storage of private patient data have also become a critical aspect of study design. Therefore, all personal data in our platform are deidentified and every unique identification number, characteristic, or name is removed. Moreover, all participants need to provide signed written informed consent.

Comparison With Previous Studies

The development of a centralized visualization platform has been described in earlier reports, for example, for monitoring arrhythmias [24], nonmotor symptoms of Parkinson disease [25], and pressure ulcers [26]. However, most of these studies monitored a specific disease, and thus the platforms have limited applicability to studies of other diseases. Zens et al [18] developed a modular smartphone app that could be used in different medical studies without the need for advanced programming skills. Another example of an open-source framework is ResearchKit (Apple Inc). However, the initial studies revealed that technical programming skills, such as Objective C or Swift, are needed to develop a functional app [27-29]. Another limitation is that ResearchKit only supports iOS devices. Other platforms, including ResearchStack and ResearchDroid, have been developed for use in research projects. ResearchStack is a functional software development kit with a framework comparable to that of ResearchKit for developing research apps for Android devices [30]. ResearchDroid is an Android library developed to automate survey forms and the information-building process [31]. Appbakery integrates ResearchKit and ResearchDroid, enabling researchers to create apps without requiring programming skills [32]. More recently, Google’s Open Data Kit has started allowing researchers to set up a study simply with a scalable app. Patient data can be exported to a comma-separated values file or viewed in the Google Cloud platform [33]. As examples of PC-based software, PsychoPy [34] and Labview (National Instruments) enable users to create individual software solutions with a graphical user interface in a process that does not require programming skills. The platform most similar to DHARMA was developed by Validic and can provide continuous access to personal health data obtained by over 350 in-home medical devices and wearables. Companies, such as Philips and IBM, also provide health platforms for remote monitoring. Although these commercially available platforms could have worked for the Premom research project, there were 3 main reasons why we chose to develop our own platform. First, because of the limited budget and the need for a vendor-independent research platform, we created our own solution that had the minimum number of components and required minimum development. Second, the platform needed to be flexible and customizable.
for use with new study (invalidated) thresholds. Third, we used integrated components and functions that could differ from the development roadmap for commercial platforms.

Opportunities and Future Improvements

Although DHARMA provides exciting opportunities to improve remote monitoring services, it is not free from limitations. First, the data recorded by the medical devices are initially sent to the vendor’s dedicated database. This means that the vendor (e.g., iHealth or Withings) also owns the patient’s data. An iHealth/Withings study profile without the patient’s personal data was created in the Premom study to deidentify the patients who were included in the follow-up program. This approach could be improved by creating a third-party app that connects directly to the medical devices; however, not all vendors allow direct access to their medical device via an open API. This process would bypass data transfer to an external company. A second limitation is the applicability of remote monitoring studies among technophobic individuals and people with limited cognition or ability to express consent, such as neonates, elderly, and sedated patients in an intensive care unit [35]. Related to this limitation, some people may not comply with manual entry of daily information, especially in long-term monitoring settings [36]. Automated invisible wearables, such as smartwatches or smart clothing, could help address noncompliance issues. Finally, it is difficult to keep pace with the rapidly evolving smartphone and wearable sensor technologies. Our platform was initially developed using PHP version 5.6.18, whereas the latest version is 7.4 at the time of writing. An advantage of DHARMA is its flexible architecture that enables rapid integration of new smartphone and wearable sensor technologies as they become available.

Currently, participants in DHARMA remote monitoring studies need to provide written informed consent to be enrolled in each study, as previously reported by Eysenbach et al [37]. Zens et al [18] described an alternative approach that uses an eligibility module to check the inclusion criteria and an integrated electronic informed consent component to obtain consent via a customized app. In the future, a similar component could be integrated into the DHARMA mobile app.

Another step to improve the platform will involve embracing the definitions of standard information models and information technology communication standards, such as Health Level 7 fast healthcare interoperability resources, together with clinical terminologies, such as systematized nomenclature of medicine—clinical terms, to ensure interoperability with hospital electronic medical record (EMR) systems [38]. Our platform can be seamlessly integrated into a patient’s daily life, but introducing it into a physician’s standard workflow may require integration with existing EMR systems.

Conclusions

Smartphone health apps and medical devices collect large amounts of vendor-specific data. There are currently very few tools to collate and handle the data generated by multiple medical devices. We developed a component-based digital research platform to integrate the data in different formats from different sensors into a single integrated system. The platform performed well in a health care setting in real-time circumstances for the follow-up of pregnant women at risk of developing pre-eclampsia. The next stage in its development will involve integrating the platform with existing EMR systems to create a closed-loop information system.

Scientists or companies willing to contribute to this study are welcome to contact the authors.
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Abstract

Background: Cardiovascular disease (CVD) has grown to become one of the leading causes of mortality worldwide. The advancements of CVD-related treatments have led to a decline in CVD prevalence among individuals in high-income countries (HICs). However, these improvements do not reflect the state of individuals in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) and vulnerable subgroup populations in HICs, such as the Indigenous. To help minimize the health disparities in these populations, technology-based interventions have been offered as a potential solution, but there is concern regarding if they will be effective, or even needed, as these tools have been designed for use in HICs.

Objective: The objective of this study was to explore how mobile health (mHealth) interventions currently assist individuals in Indigenous communities and LMICs with CVD management.

Methods: A scoping review guided by the methods outlined by Arksey and O’Malley was conducted. A comprehensive search was completed by 2 reviewers in 5 electronic databases using keywords related to mobile health, cardiovascular disease, self-care, Indigenous communities, and LMICs. Studies were screened over 2 rounds and critically reviewed using a descriptive-analytical narrative method. Descriptive data were categorized into thematic groups reflecting the major findings related to the study objective.

Results: We identified a total of 11 original articles and 11 review papers that met the criteria for this scoping review. The majority of the studies included a telemonitoring- and text messaging (short message service, SMS)–related feature associated with the intervention. The use of SMS was the most common approach to effectively promote disease management among individuals in both LMICs and Indigenous communities. However, customizing for cultural considerations within the design of the intervention was highlighted as a pivotal component to encourage CVD management. Specifically, individuals emphasized that the inclusion of collaborative partnerships with community members would strengthen the effectiveness of the intervention by ensuring it was designed with the appropriate context.

Conclusions: Technology-based interventions used within Indigenous communities and LMICs have shown their potential to assist individuals with managing their condition. Although the literature available regarding this topic is limited, this review outlines key components to promote the effective use of these tools in the context of these vulnerable populations.
Introduction

The World Health Organization has indicated that cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of mortality, accounting for nearly 31% of all deaths worldwide [1-3]. Despite the increase in prevalence of the disease, CVD is largely treatable or controllable if patients are able to properly manage and monitor their symptoms [2,4]. Previous studies have found that the promotion of CVD self-care led to improved cardiovascular outcomes [2-4]. In Canada, the dissemination of CVD self-care strategies and clinical practice guidelines led the rate of CVD to decline among most age groups [4,5]. However, these improvements did not reflect the state of more vulnerable and at-risk populations within the country, such as the Indigenous [4,5].

Indigenous populations across various high-income countries (HICs), such as Canada, the United States, and Australia, have reported that they have experienced a rise in CVD prevalence and associated mortality, relative to the rest of the population [3-6]. The discrepancy in CVD improvement across HICs is largely linked to poor disease control and disparities in social determinants of health [2,4,7]. This includes factors such as housing, education, access to health services, and income [4].

Many of the risk factors affecting Indigenous populations are shared by individuals from low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) [4,8]. The effect of these conditions is supplemented by the lack of preventative strategies and health care resources available for both populations [2,3]. Indigenous populations do not receive or have access to the same level of care for the treatment or management of CVD as non-Indigenous populations [9]. Consequently, they are 3 times more likely to die from a CVD-related event [4,9]. Similarly, there are currently 17.5 million CVD-related deaths occurring annually, and more than 75% of the CVD-related deaths are accounted by LMICs because of the lack of clinics and assistive tools available for appropriate diagnosis and care [8]. Both these populations may have differences in their history, culture, and structure of their health care system, but the underlying shared causes leading to poor patient outcomes (ie, geographic and socioeconomic factors) create a comparable link between the 2 populations. Thus, as both Indigenous communities and individuals with CVD living in LMICs face challenges involving accessibility to appropriate resources, more innovative interventions promoting CVD management within their environmental setting need to be introduced [4,10].

With the widespread penetration of mobile phones, mobile health (mHealth) technology offers a promising platform to support CVD management in populations with less health resources [8,11]. It is estimated that more than 60% of individuals in LMICs own a mobile phone and up to 85% have access to a device [12]. mHealth apps could serve as a low-cost tool to simplify and promote CVD management [13-15]. Previous studies have shown that mHealth tools and other technology-related interventions have had a positive impact on improving patient outcomes [13-16]. This has been supplemented by its ability to simplify or automate self-care steps as well as provide additional support and guidance from a health care professional [14-16]. However, as the majority of mHealth interventions have been designed for use in HICs, there is concern regarding whether these tools will be effective in low health resource settings [15]. To address this gap in knowledge, this review aims to study how various mHealth interventions (ie, apps, text message, and telemonitoring) assist Indigenous communities and individuals in LMICs with CVD management (ie, self-care and remote management).

Methods

Review Framework

This review was guided by Arksey and O’Malley’s 5-stage scoping review framework: (1) identifying the research question, (2) identifying relevant studies, (3) selection of studies, (4) charting the data, and (5) summarizing and reporting the results [17]. Their review approach synthesizes and maps key concepts from the literature available to give a better understanding of the impact of innovative self-care tools in more vulnerable populations.

Research Question

The focus of this review was to explore how mHealth interventions for CVD management assisted individuals from Indigenous populations and LMICs. mHealth tools are often evaluated in HICs; thus, this led to the following guiding question: What is known in the literature about the use of mHealth interventions on CVD management in Indigenous communities and LMICs?

Search Strategy

A preliminary scan of literature was conducted on 2 academic databases (MEDLINE and EMBASE) with the following search terms: mobile health, cardiovascular disease, self-care, Indigenous, and LMIC. Keywords and related subject headings were refined according to text contained in the title and abstract of the initial literature search (Textbox 1). On the basis of the keywords identified, 2 reviewers (SW and NHS) independently conducted a comprehensive search in 5 electronic databases: MEDLINE, EMBASE, Web of Science, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, and Scopus. Reference lists were also reviewed to extract additional studies that were not found in the initial search. This review did not restrict studies according to the year of publication, but studies were considered ineligible if they were not published in English.
Textbox 1. Scoping review search strategy.

Scoping review keywords:
1. Mobile health
   - Mobile health OR mHealth OR digital health OR health application* OR health app* OR health technolog* OR eHealth OR mobile phone* OR phone-based OR SMS OR short message service* OR text message* OR telehealth OR telephone monitor* OR telemedicine

AND

2. Cardiovascular disease
   - Cardiovascular disease* OR CVD OR heart failure OR HF OR stroke* OR heart attack* OR chronic disease* OR hypertension OR HT

AND

3. Self-care
   - Self-car* OR disease manag* OR self manag* OR remote manag* OR remote car* OR manag* OR treatment

AND

4a. Indigenous
   - Indigenous OR Aboriginal* or Metis OR Inuit* OR First Nation* or Native American*

OR

4b. LMIC
   - LMIC OR low income OR middle income OR developing countr* OR third world countr* OR vulnerable population*)

Study Selection

The retrieved literature was screened over 2 rounds for study selection. In the first round, titles and abstracts were reviewed according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria listed in Textboxes 2 and 3, respectively. In the second round, abstracts and the full text were screened to determine if they met the outlined criteria.

Textbox 2. Inclusion criteria for study selection.

Inclusion criteria:
- Primary intervention involves mobile health– or technology-related tool or aid for self-care
- Distinction of an Indigenous or low- and middle-income country population—study could include nonvulnerable population in addition to Indigenous population or individuals in low- and middle-income country
- Study population has at least one cardiovascular disease–related condition (ie, heart failure, stroke, or heart attack)

Textbox 3. Exclusion criteria for study selection.

Exclusion criteria:
- Intervention does not include cardiovascular disease management, monitoring, or promotion as a key component in the study
- Primary study population is high-income country
- Grey literature, review papers, or study protocols

Charting and Extracting Data

Articles meeting the inclusion criteria were critically reviewed using Arksey and O’Malley’s descriptive-analytical narrative method [16,17]. Data extracted included the year of publication, study location, intervention type (phone, tablet, telemedicine, etc), study population, aim of study, methodology, outcome measures, and main findings.

Summarizing and Reporting Results

A numerical analysis of the extent and nature of the studies was conducted using tables and chart mappings. The descriptive data were analyzed using conventional content analysis. In accordance with the user-centered design framework, 2 reviewers (SW and NHS) examined the descriptive data and identified codes relative to the findings [16]. These codes were then organized into thematic groups to summarize the literature according to their main findings and present a narrative relating to the research question.


Results

Common Themes
A total of 513 articles were identified from the 5 databases and reference lists searched. Furthermore, 78 duplicate articles were removed, and the remaining 435 articles were screened according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria listed in Textboxes 2 and 3, respectively. After a review of the title and abstracts, 82 articles were included for the full-text review. Moreover, 59 articles were excluded during the full-text screening because of a series of implications with the inclusion and exclusion criteria outlined in Figure 1. A total of 11 articles were included in the scoping review (Figure 1). However, owing to the limited amount of studies found, the review papers and study protocols meeting the inclusion criteria were reviewed separately for common themes.

Figure 1. Systematic scoping review search strategy—Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flowchart. CINAHL: Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature.

Findings From Original Studies
From the 11 articles, the most common study locations were Latin America (number of articles [n]=3), New Zealand (n=2), and South Africa (n=2). However, the majority of the study populations were LMICs (n=8; Multimedia Appendix 1). The interventions used within various studies were differentiated by the combination of their use of (1) short message service (SMS) text messaging and telemonitoring (phone calls; n=3), (2) telemonitoring only (n=4), and (3) SMS text messages only [3]. An article did not have an intervention outlined as it was a qualitative study focused on identifying the barriers and opportunities for technology in Indigenous populations [18].

The aim of 10 of these studies was to evaluate the outlined interventions’ ability to improve disease management. This
included the impact of a reminder system (n=6), health education (n=2), and telemonitoring (n=6). A total of 8 of the studies commonly used a behavior change or the satisfaction of using the intervention as their primary outcome measure (Multimedia Appendix 1).

The main findings from these studies indicated that the various mHealth interventions promoted a positive behavior change for CVD management. This included improved medication adherence (n=4), monitoring and control of systolic blood pressure (BP; n=4), and overall self-care (n=5). Of the articles, 6 included an SMS component to the intervention, and in 5 of those studies, patients explicitly stated that they preferred the SMS text messages as a reminder system. In 2 studies, patients using the self-care program reported improvements in their satisfaction with their care and overall quality of life compared with the control group.

**Findings From Review Papers or Study Protocols**

Of the selected articles, 6 were review papers (4 systematic reviews and 1 literature review and 1 rapid review), 4 were randomized controlled trial (RCT) protocols, and 1 was a co-design paper (Multimedia Appendix 2, [19-21]). The majority of these articles' study locations were in Australia (n=5), and of the 11 articles, there was an even distribution between the study populations (5 LMIC, 5 Indigenous, and 1 LMIC and Indigenous).

The interventions included within the articles varied by the following components: (1) mHealth app and SMS text message (n=4), (2) mHealth app and educational program (n=1), (3) mHealth app and telemonitoring (n=3), and (4) mHealth app only (n=3). The aim of these articles was to provide evidence on the effect mobile phone–based solutions had on CVD management within either population (n=6). Out of 4 of the review articles, 3 found that mHealth tools were a sufficient method to promote CVD management, specifically with the use of SMS text messages. In 3 articles, community collaboration and cultural sensitivity were also highlighted as key components for intervention success.

**Findings From Thematic Analysis**

In total, 2 dominant themes related to the design of mHealth intervention and its resultant effect were observed: (1) establishing a reminder system and (2) customizing for cultural considerations.

**Establishing a Reminder System**

Medication management was found to be the most common form of CVD-related self-care in LMICs and Indigenous communities [22-32]. In 2016, Gu et al [18] found that the issues contributing to poor medication adherence in the Australian Indigenous communities included poor patient knowledge of medication effects, cost-value of medication use, and general forgetfulness. Multiple studies indicated that mHealth solutions promoted medication adherence by acting as a reminder system [22-32].

Specifically, the combination of SMS text messages and telemonitoring was shown to be effective in improving BP control and overall treatment adherence [22,24]. In a study by Sarfo et al [33], they introduced a phone-based intervention that included Bluetooth telemonitoring of BP, SMS text messages, and nurse guidance for HF self-care. After 9 months of the intervention’s implementation, patients in the intervention group reported higher medication adherence scores and better systolic BP control (73.3% of patients with systolic BP<140 mmHg) compared with patients in the control group (43.3% of patients with systolic BP<140 mmHg) [33].

Telemonitoring alone also had a significant effect on improving disease management [26-28]. In 2012, Piette et al conducted an RCT to test the effectiveness of a self-management system that included telemonitoring, behavior change calls, and home BP monitoring [28]. They found that patients receiving the intervention had a reduction of 4.2 mmHg in their BP compared with the control group [28]. Patients had also reported that the intervention increased their medication adherence and satisfaction with their care. In 2016, Piette et al tested the same platform in Bolivia with the addition of a CarePartner feature, where a family or friend would receive a summary of the patient’s status and guidance on how to support their self-management [26]. Patients receiving the intervention had significant improvements in their self-care reports, especially among Indigenous and low-literacy patients [26].

The use of SMS text messages alone was noted as the most common and effective method to increase medication adherence in LMICs compared with smartphone apps [34,35]. In a study by Kamal et al [24], they evaluated the effect of SMS medication reminders on recent stroke survivors in Pakistan. Results indicated that patients receiving the intervention had a 4.09 times lower risk of being low adherent [24]. In a study by Hacking et al [23], they found similar results, as SMS text messages improved self-reported CVD management. In addition, their study found that patients preferred the SMS text messages as a reminder system more than education.

**Customizing for Cultural Considerations**

Among the target populations, the inclusion of unique cultural considerations was identified as a key component for the promotion of CVD management [35,36]. In 2016, Gu et al [18] conducted a participatory action focus group, and they identified that technology-based solutions in Indigenous communities would need to be both culturally and literacy sensitive. Banbury et al [37] explained that Indigenous populations already had a preset fear of nontraditional tools; therefore, new technologies would need to be developed in partnership with the community to ensure they reflected the populations’ needs.

Bradford et al [9] collaborated with the Mayor and Council of a remote Aboriginal Community to customize their existing mobile phone cardiac rehabilitation health program for Indigenous Australians. Following this study, the rehabilitation program was modified by simplifying the text and user interface, adding Indigenous artwork, and framing educational material in a culturally appropriate context.
Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of this scoping review was to identify how mHealth interventions were utilized in Indigenous populations and individuals in LMICs for CVD management. The amount of available literature exploring this topic was very limited as the target population for most studies was based in an HIC. However, based on the articles found, the use of mHealth solutions showed the potential to improve CVD management through the promotion of medication adherence and health education.

Throughout this review, more than half of the patients in the studies identified were classified as nonadherent [26]. The majority of Indigenous people and LMIC populations reside in remote areas that are limited in the health resources available [4,37]. The addition of telemonitoring and/or SMS text messaging allows patients unable to attend obtain medical assistance to actively manage their treatment at home [26-28].

The use of SMS text messages was more common than telemonitoring or other interactive methods within the target populations [22,23]. Regardless of its prevalence, phone calls were identified as a better alternative to promote disease management because of its ability to cater to patients with low health literacy and serve as more than just a reminder system by providing additional education [25-28]. With this, there is a concern that the use of SMS may not be as effective in promoting self-care as anticipated. However, in both SMS- and phone call–based interventions, the studies may have reported that medication adherence and patient self-care improved, but their effect size was only quantified in 1 study [24]. To determine the impact of each intervention on CVD management and other key outcome measures, further research is required.

The beneficial role of a caregiver, in addition to the use of an mHealth intervention, was also highlighted in this review. In a series of 3 studies conducted by Piette et al, they had tested the use of their self-management system (ie, telemonitoring, phone calls, and home BP management) and found that the addition of a CarePartner significantly improved patient self-care compared with the use of the mHealth intervention alone or standard care [26-28]. These findings support the idea that by collaborating with carers and partners within a self-care program, patient disease management can be improved. The literature supporting this topic for these specific populations is limited, but it provides an additional avenue for further study.

A key strength the studies highlighted involved their identification of cultural factors that needed to be considered within their design. Specifically, individuals in both Indigenous populations and LMICs commonly have low literacy levels. Their lack of knowledge or understanding of their medication results in compromising their ability to follow their treatment regimen. A few of the studies found were in the process of identifying factors that would need to be accommodated for within their intervention, and 1 study had already begun modifying their mHealth platform [9,18,36]. The importance of cultural factors was found to be more evident in Indigenous populations compared with LMICs. To further understand if there is a comparable link between both populations and their use of mHealth interventions for self-care, future research should look to explore what key determinants are responsible for promoting self-care.

Limitations
This scoping review was limited as most of the articles’ results were composed of patients’ self-reported data that might have been inaccurate. We also included review papers and protocol papers within this review to expand the breadth of studies analyzed, but this might have impacted the validity of our overall findings. In addition, only 3 out of the 11 original articles included an Indigenous study population. Moreover, 2 of those studies including the Indigenous population were not able to evaluate the impact of the intervention on patient outcomes, as one was a qualitative participatory action focus group and the other was focused solely on intervention feasibility.

Conclusions
The inequities present among Indigenous communities and LMICs contribute to the growing prevalence of CVD within their populations. mHealth interventions for disease management have primarily been implemented in HICs; however, simpler versions of these tools have been shown to improve CVD self-care in these more vulnerable populations. Cultural compatibility is essential for the success of these interventions in low health resource settings. Nevertheless, although the literature supporting mHealth in these populations is limited, their results indicate that they have a promising future.
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Abstract

Background: The ubiquitous presence and functionality of mobile devices offers the potential for mobile health (mHealth) to create equitable health opportunities. While mHealth is used among First Nations populations to respond to health challenges, the characteristics, uptake, and effectiveness of these interventions are unclear.

Objective: This review aimed to identify the characteristics of mHealth interventions (eg, study locations, health topic, and modality) evaluated with First Nations populations and to summarize the outcomes reported for intervention use, user perspectives including cultural responsiveness, and clinical effectiveness. In addition, the review sought to identify the presence of First Nations expertise in the design and evaluation of mHealth interventions with First Nations populations.

Methods: The methods of this systematic review were detailed in a registered protocol with the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO, CRD42019123276). Systematic searches of peer-reviewed, scientific papers were conducted across 7 databases in October 2018. Eligible studies had a primary focus on mHealth interventions with experimental or quasi-experimental design to respond to a health challenge with First Nations people from Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the United States. Two authors independently screened records for eligibility and assessed risk of bias using the Joanna Briggs Institute checklists. Data were synthesized narratively owing to the mix of study designs, interventions, and outcomes. The review was reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement.

Results: Searches yielded 1053 unique records, after review and screening, 13 studies (5 randomized controlled trials and 8 quasi-experimental designs) were included in the final analysis. Studies were conducted in Australia (n=9), the United States (n=2), and New Zealand (n=2). The most common health challenge addressed was mental health and suicide (n=5). Intervention modalities included text messaging (n=5), apps (n=4), multimedia messaging (n=1), tablet software (n=1), or a combination of short messaging service (SMS) and apps (n=1). Results showed mixed engagement with the intervention (n=3); favorable user perspectives, including acceptability and cultural appropriateness (n=6); and mixed outcomes for clinical effectiveness (n=10). A diverse range of risks of bias were identified, the most common of which included a lack of clarity about allocation and blinding protocols and group treatment for randomized controlled trials and a lack of control group and single outcome measures for quasi-experimental designs. First Nations expertise informed all mHealth studies, through authorship (n=8), affiliation with First Nations bodies (n=3), participatory study design (n=5), First Nations reference groups (n=5), or a combination of these.

Conclusions: mHealth modalities, including SMS and apps, appear favorable for delivery of health interventions with First Nations populations, particularly in the area of mental health and suicide prevention. Importantly, First Nations expertise was strongly embedded within the studies, augmenting favorable use and user engagement. However, evidence of efficacy is limited.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14877) doi:10.2196/14877
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Introduction

Mobile phones and other wireless devices have the potential to disrupt traditional health service delivery by enabling consumers to engage with health information, comanage conditions, and gain support for health challenges [1-3]. This transformation, known as mobile health (mHealth), is underpinned by the near-ubiquitous presence and functionality of mobile devices, placing health-promoting initiatives in the hands of consumers [4,5]. Furthermore, mHealth may extend equitable health access to underserved populations, such as First Nations Peoples [6,7].

Research has begun to investigate the potential role of mHealth in responding to the health disparities which continue for First Nations people [8-13]. Jones et al report that alongside other technologies, mHealth is being adopted and adapted for cultural relevance within First Nations communities where meaningful participatory approaches are applied [14,15]. Enthusiasm and engagement with the use of mobile devices in health interventions with a variety of health challenges such as mental health and hepatitis B have been reported [14,16]. However, some concerns with regard to accessibility have been noted. Primarily, a digital divide exists through lack of reliable access to hardware, connectivity services and infrastructure depending on location [14,17], and mobile devices are often a shared resource within the community, resulting in intermittent access for some individuals [18,19].

To date, few reviews with a focus on mHealth with First Nations populations have been published. A scoping review by Brusse et al [15] identified peer-reviewed evidence within both a global, and Australia’s First Nations context, for social media and mobile apps as health promoting modalities for smoking cessation, otitis media, and sexual health. Jones et al [14] conducted a critical review using Indigenous research methodology on the development and use of assistive technologies (ie, assistive devices, mHealth, and eHealth) in First Nations populations. These reviews provide valuable insights into the importance of user development, the paradox of a digital divide yet the high adoption of mobile technology, and use of social media for health interventions. However, there remains a need to synthesize the characteristics, quality, and outcomes of peer-reviewed experimental mHealth interventions with First Nations populations, across a wider range of health topics. Consideration of how mHealth research has engaged First Nations expertise is also needed to inform future research aiming to deliver health information and support to First Nations peoples.

The aim of this review was to systematically review the evidence for the use of mHealth interventions to address health challenges with First Nations populations. Specifically, the review aimed to identify characteristics of mHealth interventions (eg, study locations, health topic, and modality) evaluated with First Nations populations and to summarize the outcomes reported in relation to intervention use, user perspectives including cultural responsiveness, and clinical effectiveness. In addition, the review sought to identify the presence of First Nations expertise in the design and delivery of mHealth interventions with First Nations populations.

Methods

A systematic review of the peer-reviewed literature was conducted. A protocol outlining the methods of this systematic review were registered with the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO, CRD42019123276) and published on their website [20]. The review is reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement [21].

Eligibility Criteria

Eligible studies were experimental or quasi-experimental study designs using quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methods that focused on the use of mHealth to address a health challenge with First Nations populations. For the purpose of this review, mHealth was defined as per the World Health Organization [3], as the delivery of health interventions via wireless devices (ie, mobile phone, smartphone, cell phone, tablet, personal digital assistant, or pocket personal computer) using wireless modalities (ie, app, short messaging service (SMS), multimedia messaging service (MMS), voice messages, email, and program or website designed for mobile or tablet use). Studies were excluded if they involved mHealth interventions delivered via websites designed for nonmobile devices, interventions with specific equipment (eg, telehealth systems), and intelligent assistive technology using cognitive devices, physiologic or environmental sensors, and tracking capabilities. Studies reporting at least 1 of the following outcomes were included: (1) use of the mHealth intervention (eg, clicks, SMS replies, and logins); (2) user perspectives of the mHealth intervention (eg, acceptability, barriers, or enablers to its use, functionality, and cultural responsiveness); and (3) clinical effectiveness (eg, impact on screening, clinic attendance, medication compliance, and knowledge). Eligible papers were full text, published in English and reported outcomes of studies conducted in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States. These countries were the focus of this review given the similarities in colonialist history and policies with intergenerational impacts for First Nations people [14,22]. Studies were included if participants from these 4 countries were either First Nations (or if part of a multicultural sample, First Nations results were specifically reported) or parent or service providers (either indigenous or nonindigenous) of First Nations people. Research protocols, editorials, abstracts, reviews, and case reports were excluded.

Search Strategy

In October 2018, the following databases were searched systematically and without any limits to publication date: Cochrane Library, EMBASE, CINAHL, MEDLINE via PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, and PsycINFO. A comprehensive list of search terms and strings for the key themes of mHealth and First Nations or Indigenous was developed with librarian assistance. Search strings included proximity operators, truncation, and phrase searching to explore possible iterations of both themes. To ensure capture of all relevant materials within the Australian Indigenous context, 3 additional Australia-specific searches were conducted in PubMed, CINAHL, and PsycINFO following recommendations

https://mhealth.jmir.org/2019/10/e14877
of the Lowitja Institute [23]. A sample of search strings is available in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Study Selection
Selection of relevant scientific papers followed the PRISMA flowchart [21]. Citations and abstracts were exported, and duplicates were removed. Screening of both the title and abstract and then remaining full-text papers was conducted independently by 2 of 3 authors at each stage (GH, DL, and MN), with discussions to reach consensus. Reasons for exclusion of full-text papers were noted. Manual searches of reference lists were conducted to identify any further studies.

Data Extraction and Risk of Bias
Data extracted from each full-text paper included the following: title, publication year, authors, country and region, conflicts of interest, database, study aims, intervention name, health challenge addressed, study design, setting, intervention focus, intervention modality, intervention content, control, key outcome measures and instruments, outcome assessment timing, outcome assessment modality, participants, recruitment method, response rate, loss to follow-up, and other notes. Intervention outcomes were noted under 3 main headings: use, user perspectives including perceived cultural responsiveness, and clinical effectiveness.

The extent to which First Nations expertise was present within or sought by research teams in the studies was assessed via data drawn from full-text papers using authorship lists or public author profiles online. Authors’ statements regarding their identity or heritage were noted. Where such statements were unavailable, First Nations authorship was noted as unknown. Affiliations with First Nations bodies were recorded from full-text papers and Web-based profiles where available. Study designs and methods were reviewed to identify the use of participatory design principles or involvement of First Nations stakeholders in the intervention development or study conduct.

Risk of bias was assessed for each study using the relevant Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) Critical Appraisal Checklist. This checklist assesses the methodological quality of a study and the extent to which the possibility of bias has been addressed in study design, conduct, and analysis [24,25]. Two authors (GH and LC) independently rated the risk of a range of biases for each included study as yes, no, unclear, or not applicable and tallied the number of yes responses, with consensus achieved via discussion. To enable comparison across studies using checklists with different numbers of items (9 items for quasi-experimental studies and 13 items for randomized controlled trials), a percentage was calculated. Level of Evidence (LoE) for effectiveness was also determined via a JBI tool that provides a rank of study designs “based on the likely best available evidence” [25] (p. 4). Study designs were compared with the 5 overall levels (Level 1: Experimental through to Level 5: Expert Opinion and Bench Research), with the specific level selected from possible subsets.

Data Synthesis
A narrative approach was used for data synthesis because of the mix of study designs and research approaches. Data were summarized under 7 headings as follows: (1) study characteristics, (2) design and content of mHealth Interventions, (3) risk of bias, (4) First Nations expertise, (5) intervention use, (6) user perspectives, and (7) clinical effectiveness.

Results
From database searches, 1051 unique records were identified; 2 additional papers were located by manual searches, with a total of 1053 papers screened at the title and abstract level. After exclusion of 971 papers, 82 full-text papers were screened. A further 69 papers were excluded, most commonly due to a nonexperimental design (n=23) or absence of full text (n=19); 13 studies were included in the narrative synthesis (Figure 1).

Study Characteristics
All 13 studies included in this review were published between 2005 and 2018 (Multimedia Appendix 2): 5 studies were randomized controlled trials, where control groups were waitlisted for intervention (n=1) [26], received usual care (n=1) [27], had limited contact via SMS (n=2) [28,29], or received a combination of SMS, a paper resource, and usual care (n=1) [30]; 8 studies were single-arm quasi-experimental designs with a mix of qualitative and quantitative outcomes. Most studies were conducted in Australia (n=9), others in New Zealand (n=2) and the United States (n=2). No eligible studies were identified from Canada. All mHealth interventions were carried out in community settings or a combination of community and clinic and hospital settings. Participant demographics across the studies varied owing to the nature of the interventions. Adolescents and younger adults (15-30 years) were participants in 3 interventions focused on sexual health [31], new fatherhood [32], and suicide [26], whereas middle to older adults (40-75 years) were participants in studies relating to colorectal screening [27] and heart failure patient support [33]. In total, 2 studies recruited parents of younger children for interventions around child health [28,34], while other studies sought a wider sample of age for the intervention [29,30] or did not state participants’ age (n=2) [35,36]; 8 studies included a higher proportion of female participants, while 2 studies had more males and 3 did not report gender. Most studies identified participants as either First Nations (n=6) [27,31-33,36,37] or service providers to First Nations clients, or parents and carers of First Nations children (n=4) [28,34,35,38]. In studies where participants were not solely First Nations (n=3), specific outcomes were reported for First Nations people [26,29,30].
Design and Content of mHealth Interventions
A wide range of mHealth designs, content, and intensities were used in the included studies (Multimedia Appendix 2). A total of 5 studies addressed mental health and suicide, while single studies focused on postpartum blood glucose screening, smoking, heart failure, colorectal cancer screening, chronic otitis media, hazardous drinking, infant feeding, and sexual health. Interventions were aimed at risk reduction, prevention or screening (n=7) [26,27,29-32,34], treatment and disease management (n=3) [28,33,36], or targeted multiple disease phases (n=3) [35,37,38]. The most common intervention modality was SMS (n=5) [27,29-32], followed by mobile apps (n=4) [26,35,37,38], MMS and SMS (n=1) [28], and via tablet software (not an app) (n=1) [33]. Two interventions used a combination of SMS and mobile phone or tablet apps [34,36].

Interventions Using Messaging (Short Message Service and Multimedia Message Service)
A total of 3 studies combined educational and supportive content via SMS to participants who were new fathers [32], wanted to quit smoking [29], or reduce their hazardous drinking levels [30]. Studies used SMS to prompt participants to attend medical clinics for colorectal cancer screening [27] or to promote sexually healthy behaviors with young Native Americans and American Indians [31]. A combination of education content and prompts for clinic appointments via SMS and MMS was used in 1 study to address chronic otitis media in children [28].

Interventions Using Apps
The AIMhi Stay Strong and iBobbly contained visual representations, voiceovers, action-based content, and goal
setting to build mental health and reduce risk of suicide. These 2 apps were used in interventions with service providers and community members in 4 studies either separately or in combination [26,35,37,38]. One study used a tablet-delivered program for education with heart failure patients [33].

**Other Interventions**

In Australia, infant feeding knowledge was shared with parents of Aboriginal children, primarily via app or a website and SMS version for parents without the app [34]. Another study to enhance blood glucose testing following diabetes in pregnancy used several contact methods with Aboriginal women including SMS, social media, email, mobile phone calls, and face-to-face meetings [36].

Across studies, intervention modality was not closely associated with the intensity of participant contact. In the early phase of a smoking intervention using SMS, participants were contacted up to 5 times per day [29], whereas a study using SMS prompts for cancer screening contacted participants 3 times (or less) over a 3-month period [27]. Interventions using apps were generally self-guided and ranged from use during a single session [37,38] to use in multiple sessions over a longer period. For example, participants in the *iBobby* app trial were encouraged to regularly use the app over 6 weeks to progress through modules and self-assessments.

**Risk of Bias**

Using the JBI tool, LoE of the 13 studies were determined as either Level 1.c—Experimental, randomized controlled trial or Level 2.d—Quasi-experimental, Pretest—Posttest or retrospective control group study [25]. There was variability in the quality of the 5 randomized controlled trials (JBI Level 1.c), with a median quality score of 7.0 and a large range (6-11) out of 13 criteria to address risk of bias (Table 1). The 8 quasi-experimental studies (JBI Level 2.d) had a median quality score of 3.0 (range 2-6) out of 9 criteria for managing risk of bias. Once converted to percentages to allow comparison across all study designs, the risk of bias score varied across studies from 22% through to 85%. The randomized controlled trials met a higher number of quality criteria, and thus exhibited a higher mean percentage of 62%, whereas the quasi-experimental studies met fewer criteria with a mean percentage of 34%. The most common risks of bias identified in the randomized controlled trials were lack of clarity in allocation and or blinding protocols (n=5) [26-30] and absence of reliable outcome measures (n=3) [26,28,29]. Risk of bias commonly identified in the quasi-experimental studies were absence of control group (n=8) [31-38] and lack of clarity about treatment or care other than the intervention (n=7) [32-38].

A majority of the included studies (n=8) were subject to loss to follow-up. Studies acknowledged these modest (5%-12%) [26,27,29,33] or greater losses to follow-up (19%-49%) [28,30,31,36] and where appropriate, the losses to follow-up were largely accounted for through intention-to-treat analysis.

**First Nations Expertise**

A notable level of First Nations expertise was embedded in the mHealth studies through authorship, consultation, and research methodology (Table 1). A variety of resources were used to identify First Nations authorship including the following: full-text research papers, author profiles, or other Web-based sources [39-50]. The majority of studies (n=8), included at least 1 author who identified as First Nations in the country in which the study was conducted [27,29,30,32,33,36-38]. A total of 3 research teams based in Australia [26,34] and the United States [31] had close affiliations with First Nations bodies, some of which served as a source for participant recruitment. First Nations expertise was also sought through participatory design principles in 5 research studies [28,31-33,35] or through key reference groups composed of First Nations stakeholders (n=5) [26,27,33,35,37].

Cultural expertise was used to ensure appropriate language, imagery, and literacy from health interventions. In 3 studies, the importance of images, design, and audio were highlighted to ensure authentic representation of First Nations identity and assist users who face literacy challenges [26,33,38]. For example, participants using a mental health app highlighted the relevance of imagery given the First Nations significance of art for knowledge transfer throughout generations [35]. Language was a central reference point in 8 studies with consideration of word content for literacy key words, cultural relevance, and local dialects [27-33,38]. Consultation with First Nations stakeholders regarding cultural relevancy helped tailor SMS content for young Aboriginal fathers in Australia [32] but did not result in local language use for SMS prompts for colorectal cancer screening in Alaska [27]. Content of mHealth interventions which drew on cultural assets such as family and relationships, and a strength-based approach to First Nations health were noted in 3 studies [29,35,38], including the *AIMhi Stay Strong App* [38].

**Intervention Use**

Three studies reported participant use of the mHealth interventions with mixed results (Table 2) [26,32,36]. In a randomized controlled trial of a self-guided mental health app (*iBobby*), 85% of participants with data available completed all 6 activities during the 6-week trial; however, use data was only available for 66% of trial participants [26]. A quasi-experimental study investigating the use of SMS to support young Aboriginal fathers in Australia also reported use by the majority of participants, with more than half clicking the link provided in 1 particular SMS (56%). The overall response rate to mood-tracking messages was 75% (106/141) [32]. In contrast, a quasi-experimental study [36] reported low response rates to clinic appointment prompts sent by SMS, phone call, email, and social media via mobile app. Although participants had nominated mobile phones as their preferred contact method, only 14% of contact attempts through the various mHealth modalities (including only 1 of 29 SMS) received a response.
Table 1. First Nations expertise within mobile health studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study design and Study</th>
<th>First Nations authorship</th>
<th>Affiliation with First Nations bodies</th>
<th>Participatory design principles</th>
<th>First Nations reference group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Randomized controlled trial</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramley et al [29], smoking cessation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muller et al [27], colorectal cancer screening</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips et al [28], chronic otitis media</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharpe et al [30], hazardous drinking levels</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighe et al [26], suicide risk</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm pre-post quantitative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao et al [31], sexual health</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm pre-post mixed</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke et al [33], heart failure</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingwall et al [38], mental health</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm postquantitative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkham et al [36], postpartum blood glucose testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fletcher et al [32], new fatherhood</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm postqualitative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingwall et al [35], mental health</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston et al [34], infant feeding</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Povey et al [37], mental health and suicide risk</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Intervention use reported across included studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study design and study</th>
<th>Measures of intervention use; follow-up timing</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Randomized controlled trial</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighe et al [26], suicide risk</td>
<td>Participant completion; 6 activities=85% (34/40); 5 activities=2% (1/40); 2 activities=13% (5/40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm postquantitative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fletcher et al [32], new fatherhood</td>
<td>Participant click rates: 56% Routines: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Parents, 41% Baby Talk, 4% Crying, 0% Bonding for Dads and Postnatal depression and women. Participant response to mood trackers: 90% to at least 1 SMS, 75% to total SMS during trial (106/141)</td>
<td>Message response via mHealth (incl. SMS, phone call, email, and social media); during intervention over 24 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkham et al [36], postpartum blood glucose testing</td>
<td>Message response via mHealth (incl. SMS, phone call, email, and social media); during intervention over 24 m</td>
<td>14% (18/252) total responses via mHealth, including 3% response to SMS (1/29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[a\text{wks}]: week(s).
\[b\text{SMS}]: short messaging service.
\[c\text{m}]: month.
Table 3. User perspectives regarding the mobile health interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study design and study</th>
<th>Construct measures; follow-up timing</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Randomized controlled trial</strong></td>
<td>Willingness to receive future child health SMS(^a) and MMS(^b) and feedback (via survey) 6 wks(^c) from baseline</td>
<td>Willingness: Yes=76% (37/49), no significant difference between intervention and control groups, preference for SMS clinic prompt versus MMS=33% (3/9). Other feedback: overall interest and appreciation for message content, many shared videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips et al, [28] chronic otitis media and ear perforation, N=53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm pre-post mixed</strong></td>
<td>Mean participant satisfaction score (via survey), other feedback (via interview), Single use (1 hr(^d))</td>
<td>Satisfaction mean score=4.15/5. Other feedback: Acceptance: I liked it all, the teaching tool was good. Comprehension: no big words, seeing that really did make me realize. Impact: This is something I will never forget. Usability: some frustration with touchscreen (1/5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke et al, [33] heart failure, N=5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingwall et al, [38] mental health, N=130</td>
<td>Participant feedback (via open-ended survey), single use (1 day)</td>
<td>Challenge to implementation: Technology availability (access to iPads and WiFi). Support for implementation: Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm postqualitative</strong></td>
<td>Acceptability, feasibility, applicability of app (via interviews and thematic analysis), 1 m(^e)</td>
<td>Positive responses: Acceptability: visual appeal, ease of use, cultural relevance, innovative format, etc. Building relationships: help therapeutic relationships, shift power imbalance, build client ownership, etc. Applicability: broad suitability for age and regions, mixed views concerning digital literacy. Constructive feedback: Constraints to implementation: technology availability, time, staff, local language. Integration with systems: data merges with existing records. Training recommended for content and processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingwall et al, [35] mental health, N=15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston et al, [34] infant feeding, N=10</td>
<td>Viability, cultural appropriateness, design and language, target audience of app (via interviews and thematic analysis), 6 wks</td>
<td>Positive responses to viability: Familiar technology and source of information, app better than website, language, and content-trustworthy, useful, helpful, consistent and reassuring, single source of info was valuable versus searching websites. Mixed views on usability: Some frustrations with app functionality, technical difficulties, and amount of content but did not prevent use of app. Mixed views on cultural appropriateness: Service providers felt more cultural responsiveness was needed; however, parents did not. Suggestions to improve relevance: integration of personal stories, content for other carers, and guidance from key community member. Mixed views on design: Additional images, colors and art work was desired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Povey et al, [37] mental health and suicide risk, N=9</td>
<td>Acceptability of AIMhi Stay Strong App and iBobbly assessed via interviews and thematic analysis, single use, same day</td>
<td>Overall enthusiasm and optimism for app concepts and progressive support for mental health. Influencers of acceptability: Person: illness, history, tech competence, literacy, and local language; Environment: community awareness, stigma, and support; App: content, graphics, animation, ease of use, access, security, and information sharing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)SMS: short messaging service.  
\(^b\)MMS: multimedia messaging service.  
\(^c\)wk(s): week(s).  
\(^d\)hr: hour.  
\(^e\)m: month.

User Perspectives

A total of 6 studies reported participants’ views of acceptability, cultural safety, or relevance for mHealth to deliver health interventions (Table 3). In that, 1 study used phone messaging [28] and 5 studies involved apps (Table 3) [33-35,37,38]. User perspectives were reported using quantitative outcomes from surveys or interviews [28,33] and qualitative data from interviews and focus groups [34,35,37]. User perspectives on phone messaging: All participants of a randomized controlled trial reported SMS and MMS communications as culturally appropriate [28]. The majority (76%) indicated they would be happy to receive health messages in the future, although 3 of 9 participants preferred SMS clinic reminders to educational MMS [28]. User perspectives on tablet or phone apps: An intervention delivered via tablet software in a quasi-experimental study
employed a survey with a 5-point Likert scale to assess aspects of navigation and usability. Participants responded to positively phrased statements with 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree, and where statements were phrased negatively, scores were reversed [33]. The mean participant satisfaction score for the heart failure education program was calculated at 4.15/5 (n=5). Participants also answered open-ended questions relating to acceptance, comprehension, and impact of the app. User satisfaction scores and open-ended feedback indicated user comprehension, positive impact, and overall acceptance of the program and its modality, despite being the first occasion each participant had used a tablet [33].

The other 3 quasi-experimental studies reported qualitative data for user perspectives from interviews and focus groups. Mental health service providers for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people expressed positive feedback for the AIMhi Stay Strong App through themes of acceptability, building relationships, and applicability [35]. Constructive feedback regarding barriers to practical use of the app were also recorded. Povey et al [37] gathered user perspective data on factors that would impact acceptability of the AIMhi Stay Strong and iBobbly apps. Focus group themes included characteristics of the person, the environment, and the app. Participants expressed enthusiasm for the progressive nature of the apps in supporting Australia’s First Peoples with mental health challenges. Local language was referred to as a key element for acceptability and transferability [35,37,38].

Qualitative data from parents who used an infant feeding app indicated the intervention was well received and culturally appropriate, despite no cultural tailoring [34]. In contrast, service providers (staff) felt the lack of cultural consideration could be a barrier to use. However, parent participants viewed the app as a viable delivery method for quality content. Parent participants also expressed their familiarity with mobile phone technology and a preference for the app versus a website. Some technology frustrations were experienced by participants; however, this did not inhibit their use of the app. Parents suggested embedding personal stories in the app to further connect them with program content and lift cultural relevance [34].

Clinical Effectiveness
A total of 10 studies reported data relating to the impact of an mHealth intervention, although the outcomes varied significantly owing to the nature of interventions, study designs, and outcome measures (Table 4). Of the 10 studies, 6 were delivered using phone messaging (SMS and MMS), including 4 randomized controlled trials [27-30] and 2 quasi-experimental studies [31,36]. The remaining 4 studies involved apps, tested through randomized controlled trial (n=1) [26] or quasi-experimental designs (n=3) [33,34,38].

Clinical Effectiveness for Phone Messaging
The 4 randomized controlled trials of phone messaging interventions assessed diverse health outcomes [27-30]; 3 studies reported statistically significant outcomes. Bramley et al [29] reported the relative risk of smoking cessation for participants who received an SMS intervention was 2.34 at 6 weeks (95% CI 1.44 to 3.79; P<.001) compared with controls. Self-report quit rates at 12 and 26 weeks remained high but were not statistically significant compared with controls [29]. Muller et al [27] reported that the hazard ratio of colorectal cancer screening was significantly higher after an SMS intervention compared with control (1.30 hazard ratio; 95% CI 1.04 to 1.62; P=.02). However, when stratified by age group, intervention participants’ screening remained higher than control, but were not statistically significant [27]. Hazardous drinking scores were significantly improved following an SMS intervention compared with control participants at 3, 6, and 9 months in a study by Sharpe et al [30]. Following discharge from hospital, intervention participants reported significantly lower scores compared with controls on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test—Consumption at 3 months (−0.322; 95% CI −0.636 to −0.008), 6 months (−0.296; 95% CI −0.474 to −0.118), and 9 months (−0.260; 95% CI −0.463 to −0.057) [30]. While Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test—Consumption scores were not reported separately for participants, preplanned secondary analysis revealed that the intervention was effective regardless of ethnicity.

In contrast, Phillips et al [28] reported no significant difference for impact of an SMS and MMS intervention on the primary outcome of clinic attendance. No mean difference was recorded for clinic visits per child for any reason (−0.1; 95% CI −1.11 to 0.9; P=.90) or clinic visit per child for ear health (−0.3; 95% CI −0.8 to 0.2; P=.50). In addition, no significant differences were observed for the secondary outcome of diagnoses [28].

Two quasi-experimental studies involving phone messaging reported mixed clinical outcomes related to sexual health [31] and postpartum glucose testing [36]. Yao et al reported significant improvements from baseline to 1 week post-SMS for condom use and sexually transmitted infection (STI)/HIV screening for the following: (1) attitude to condom use (odds ratio [OR] 3.25; 95% CI 1.44 to 7.35; P=.005); (2) condom use behavior (OR 2.43; 95% CI 1.15 to 5.13; P=.02); and (3) intention to undergo STI/HIV testing (OR 2.46; 95% CI 1.42 to 4.26; P=.01). These positive outcomes were sustained at 3 months despite nonsignificant shifts in other sexual health constructs (knowledge, intention, and self-efficacy), and despite notable loss to follow-up in surveys [31]. Kirkham et al reported a lack of significant difference in completion of postpartum glucose testing for women (n=52) who were responders to clinic reminder messages (55%) versus those who were not (43%). Although some differences were observed in completion of certain tests for responders versus nonresponders, conclusive statements are impacted by loss to follow-up (n=10/52) and the small sample size. Furthermore, this study used other modes of communication than mHealth, and contact method was not reported against participation [36].
Table 4. Clinical effectiveness of mobile health interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study design, study, and sample size</th>
<th>Construct measures; follow-up timing</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Randomized controlled trials</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramley et al [29], smoking cessation, N=355&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>RR&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; self-report smoking cessation at 6 wk&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, 12 wk, 26 wks</td>
<td>2.34 RR versus control (6 wk) P&lt;.001, 1.37 RR versus control (12 wk) P=.11, 1.17 RR versus control (26 wk) P=.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharpe et al [30], hazardous drinking, N=126</td>
<td>Mean difference in hazardous drinking scores (AUDIT-C)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; at 3 m&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;, 6 m, 12 m</td>
<td>–0.322 versus control (3 m) P=.04, –0.296 versus control (6 m) P=.002, –0.260 versus control (12 m) P=.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muller et al [27], colorectal cancer screening, N=2386</td>
<td>HR&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; of cancer screening in medical register at 6 m</td>
<td>1.30 HR versus control (all ages) P=.02, 1.42 HR versus control (50-75 years) P=.07, 1.24 HR versus control (40-49 years) P=.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips et al [28], clinic attendance and chronic otitis media, N=53</td>
<td>Mean difference in clinic attendance, diagnosis of chronic otitis media, or ear perforation at 6 wks</td>
<td>Clinic attendance: –0.1 mean difference clinic visits versus control P=.90, –0.5 mean difference clinic visit ear health versus control P=.50; Risk difference for diagnosis: no perforation 6% (–10, 20) P=.60, acute otitis media with perforation N/A, dry perforation –5% (–30, 20) P=.70, chronic suppurative otitis media –1% (–30, 30) P&gt;.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighe et al [26], suicide risk, N=61</td>
<td>Effect size (Cohen d) for suicidality (DSI-SS&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;), impulsivity (BIS&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;), depression (PHQ-9&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;), psychological distress (K-10&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;) at 6 wks</td>
<td>DSI-SS=0.00 (95% CI –0.51 to 0.51) P=.30&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, BIS=not reported, PHQ-9=0.71 (95% CI 0.17 to 1.23) P=.007, K-10=0.65 (95% CI 0.12 to 1.17) P=.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm pre-post quantitative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao et al [31], sexual health, N=408</td>
<td>OR&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt; condom use at 1 wk and 3 m: (1) knowledge, (2) attitude, (3) intention—partner and self, (4) behavior; OR test STT&lt;sup&gt;m&lt;/sup&gt;/HIV at 1 wk and 3 m: (5) self-efficacy make appt, (6) self-efficacy speak to HCP&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt;, (7) attitude, (8) intention</td>
<td>OR at 1 wk: (1) 1.15, P=.70; (2) 3.25, P=.005; (3) partner 1.33, P=.30; (3) self 0.97, P=.92; (4) 2.43, P=.02; (5) 1.63, P=.50; (6) 1.01, P=.99; (7) 1.11, P=.81; (8) 2.46, P&lt;.001; OR at 3 m: (1) 1.30, P=.48; (2) 3.93, P=.002; (3) partner 1.07, P=.82; (3) self 0.87, P=.61; (4) 2.60, P=.02; (5) 6.77, P=.10; (6) 1.12, P=.75; (7) 0.56, P=.15; (8) 2.64, P&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm postquantitative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkham et al [36], postpartum blood glucose screening, N=52</td>
<td>Attendance postpartum glucose testing (random glucose, fasting glucose, OGTT&lt;sup&gt;o&lt;/sup&gt; and/or HBA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;p&lt;/sup&gt;) for message responders. Follow-up timing unclear</td>
<td>55% (12/22) responders any test versus 43% (13/30) nonresponders (nonsignificant) 32% (7/22) responders any OGTT versus 7% (2/30) nonresponders (nonsignificant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm pre-post mixed methods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark et al [33], heart failure, N=5</td>
<td>Heart failure knowledge via questionnaire, self-care indicators (maintenance, confidence, and management) via SCHFI&lt;sup&gt;q&lt;/sup&gt; at same day</td>
<td>Knowledge (/20): mean score +2.0. SCHFI indicators (/100): Maintenance: mean score +16.7 (SD 25.2), Confidence: mean score +44.4 (SD 20.8), Self-management: mean score +1.0 (SD 18.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingwall et al [38], mental health, N=138</td>
<td>Pre-post knowledge and confidence (12 items) for AIMhi Stay Strong App via visual analog scales and open-ended questions, likelihood of using AIMhi Stay Strong App in next 6 m at same day</td>
<td>Total sample: Increase in mean scores across 10 items postintervention P&lt;.01. Subgroups: No difference between groups for mean scores across 10 items postintervention; significant difference between groups with First Nations participants’ mean scores lower for confidence in use of other computers, P&lt;.01. Intention to use app in next 6 m: 83% total sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-arm postqualitative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston et al [34], infant feeding, N=10</td>
<td>Self-report infant feeding knowledge and practice via interview at 6 wks</td>
<td>Self-report increases in infant feeding knowledge that informed feeding practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Number of First Nations participants from total sample.

<sup>b</sup>RR: relative risk.

<sup>c</sup>wk(s): week(s).

<sup>d</sup>AUDIT-C: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test—Consumption.

<sup>e</sup>m: month.

<sup>f</sup>HR: hazard ratio.

<sup>g</sup>DSI-SS: Depressive Symptom Inventory—Suicidality Subscale.

<sup>h</sup>BIS: Barratt Impulsivity Scale.
Previous studies suggest text messaging is efficacious, relatively available across devices and platforms through SMS and MMS. randomized controlled trials involving messaging, commonly studies identified in this review. A number of studies were interventions evaluated with First Nations Peoples, with 13 There is limited reporting on the characteristics of mHealth mHealth Interventions

Principal Findings

Discussion

Clinical Effectiveness for Mobile Apps
A randomized controlled trial reported clinical effectiveness measures for the self-guided iBobbly app which includes the following: suicidality (Depressive Symptom Inventory—Suicidality Subscale [DSI-SS]), impulsivity (Barratt Impulsivity Scale), depression (Personal Health Questionnaire), and psychological distress (Kessler-10). Tighe et al [26] reported no significant reduction in the primary outcome of suicidal ideation between intervention and waitlist groups at 6 weeks (mean DSI-SS scores=1.9 in both groups), despite a reduction in pre-post mean DSI-SS scores for the intervention arm (pre=2.7, SD 2.2; post=1.9, SD 2.1). Secondary outcomes for intervention versus waitlist groups at 6 weeks were mixed, with no significant change in impulsivity, yet significant improvements in scores for depression (Personal Health Questionnaire-9=8.9, SD 5.4 vs 12.8, SD 5.5) and psychological distress (Kessler-10=22.7, SD 7.4 vs 27.9, SD 8.0) [26]. Three quasi-experimental studies reported outcomes for participant knowledge following interventions using phone or tablet-based apps or programs. Houston et al [34] supported parents via an infant feeding app over 6 weeks. Reports included an increase in knowledge and alterations to their infant feeding practices. Service providers trained in use of a mental health app over 1 day by Dingwall et al showed significant increases in knowledge and confidence across 10 of 11 items assessed in a questionnaire with visual analogue scales [38]. Similarly, Clark et al [33] reported participants’ mean increase of 2 points on heart failure knowledge scores out of a possible 20 points (9.6, SD 1.3 to 11.6, SD 1.9) following 1-h use of a tablet-based education program. Increases in mean Self-Care Heart Failure Index scores were also reported. However, the results should be interpreted with caution as they were accompanied by incomplete Self-Care Heart Failure Index surveys (n=2) and high standard deviations, reflecting the small sample (n=5).

Mobile Health Outcomes
The diversity of mHealth aims and interventions yielded a mix of reported key outcomes across 3 domains: use, user perspectives, and clinical effectiveness.

First, despite participant assurance of access to or ownership of mobile devices, engagement levels with messaging and apps were varied [26,32,36]. While only 3 studies reported on this outcome, it is feasible that cultural tailoring and First Nations expertise during mHealth development enhanced the use of mHealth in 2 trials [26,32]. Authors of the study with lower use [36] acknowledged the wider social and environmental priorities that may influence engagement with an intervention. In particular, mobile devices may be viewed as a shared resource within First Nations communities [18,19,36], thus impacting the potential exposure of an mHealth intervention. Furthermore, the accuracy of data relating to phone ownership and use in First Nations communities (especially remote areas) is easy to use and a low-cost modality [2,3,15,51]. The messaging-based interventions in this review drew on these strong characteristics to respond to health challenges with First Nations populations. Other studies used digital add-ons, including unique mobile apps or programs using mobile software. Despite their prolific presence and adoption by consumers, research into the health impact of apps lags behind that of SMS. This reflects the more recent development of this modality and subsequent recognition of a public health potential [52].

Intervention content and contact intensity varied significantly owing to the wide range of health topics addressed with First Nations populations. However, mental health and suicide prevention, particularly in the Australian context, were common themes (n=5). This is an important finding given the documented mental health challenges experienced by First Peoples of Australia, New Zealand, and the United States on account of intergenerational trauma [22]. It demonstrates that scientific research is responding to the mental and emotional challenges faced by First Nations populations [53].

Furthermore, this review noted that the diversity of First Peoples was recognized through collaborative projects, designed and trialed in local contexts, with consideration of the transferability of mHealth products rather than a one-size-fits-all approach [16,37]. Research teams were embedded with First Nations knowledge and leadership to explore the potential role of technology for health. First Nations expertise strengthened the relevance and transfer of the mHealth research and influenced participant engagement and outcomes for the interventions.

Mobile Health Research Characteristics—Studies and mHealth Interventions
There is limited reporting on the characteristics of mHealth interventions evaluated with First Nations Peoples, with 13 studies identified in this review. A number of studies were randomized controlled trials involving messaging, commonly available across devices and platforms through SMS and MMS. Previous studies suggest text messaging is efficacious, relatively easy to use and a low-cost modality [2,3,15,51]. The messaging-based interventions in this review drew on these strong characteristics to respond to health challenges with First Nations populations. Other studies used digital add-ons, including unique mobile apps or programs using mobile software. Despite their prolific presence and adoption by consumers, research into the health impact of apps lags behind that of SMS. This reflects the more recent development of this modality and subsequent recognition of a public health potential [52].

Intervention content and contact intensity varied significantly owing to the wide range of health topics addressed with First Nations populations. However, mental health and suicide prevention, particularly in the Australian context, were common themes (n=5). This is an important finding given the documented mental health challenges experienced by First Peoples of Australia, New Zealand, and the United States on account of intergenerational trauma [22]. It demonstrates that scientific research is responding to the mental and emotional challenges faced by First Nations populations [53].

Furthermore, this review noted that the diversity of First Peoples was recognized through collaborative projects, designed and trialed in local contexts, with consideration of the transferability of mHealth products rather than a one-size-fits-all approach [16,37]. Research teams were embedded with First Nations knowledge and leadership to explore the potential role of technology for health. First Nations expertise strengthened the relevance and transfer of the mHealth research and influenced participant engagement and outcomes for the interventions.

Mobile Health Outcomes
The diversity of mHealth aims and interventions yielded a mix of reported key outcomes across 3 domains: use, user perspectives, and clinical effectiveness.

First, despite participant assurance of access to or ownership of mobile devices, engagement levels with messaging and apps were varied [26,32,36]. While only 3 studies reported on this outcome, it is feasible that cultural tailoring and First Nations expertise during mHealth development enhanced the use of mHealth in 2 trials [26,32]. Authors of the study with lower use [36] acknowledged the wider social and environmental priorities that may influence engagement with an intervention. In particular, mobile devices may be viewed as a shared resource within First Nations communities [18,19,36], thus impacting the potential exposure of an mHealth intervention. Furthermore, the accuracy of data relating to phone ownership and use in First Nations communities (especially remote areas) is
Second, overall favorable user perspectives were reported for 6 Australian mHealth studies [28,33-35,37,38]. High acceptability and user satisfaction were noted, even for participants without previous experience with devices [33,37]. Navigation difficulties and technical challenges with apps were a concern for some [37], although other participants were not deterred [34]. Notably, First Nations participants reflected on the progressive nature of mHealth to support communities in novel ways [35,37]. Others resonated with emphasis on First Nations assets (family and relationships) in the programs [35] and expressed the likelihood of using an mHealth service in the future if available [28,33,38]. Interestingly, some concerns about cultural safety by service providers were not mirrored by service recipients [34,35,37,38]. The acceptability of mHealth interventions reported here is in line with descriptions by Brusse et al [15], who noted high penetration and rapid uptake of mobile interfaces such as social media, apps, and messaging. Importantly, beyond social or entertainment value, mobile devices offer significant potential for access to health support in scenarios where individuals hold concerns about face-to-face interaction. For example, tablets may facilitate help-seeking behavior for young people who experience concerns about social interaction and moral judgement when accessing mental health support [26,37,38,53,54]. This systematic review identified significant First Nations expertise that conceivably augmented favorable user perspectives of the mHealth interventions. For example, the AIMhi Stay Strong App has been subject to significant work on cultural feasibility, design, and usability with guidance from First Nations stakeholders, and has been met with highly positive feedback by service providers [35,37,38]. Genuine cultural consultation through collaborative research and participatory design in other studies has been associated with high consumer interest [14] and considered paramount for cultural relevance and safety [16,51].

The clinical effectiveness of the mHealth interventions with First Nations populations in this review, while mixed, were in agreement with other reports. Although considered ideal for health interventions [4,6,7], conclusive statements for the clinical efficacy of mHealth are limited. In a systematic review of systematic reviews (n=23) for mHealth research, Marcolino et al [2] reported that evidence for mHealth efficacy was limited to several chronic health interventions including asthma and smoking cessation, mostly via basic messaging functionality of phones. Authors emphasized that a majority of studies in the reviews were of low methodological quality. Many of the included reviews found either no significance or conflicting outcomes, with a need for further studies to address quality and validation of pilot work with repeat trials of longer duration. The present review included a high heterogeneity across study designs, interventions, risk of bias, and outcome measures, limiting conclusive statements around effectiveness or efficacy.

The challenges of mHealth research described by Marcolino et al [2] and the present systematic review correspond with broader public health intervention research, where evidence for causality is often constrained by sample size, time, ethical considerations, and costs. Although these limitations can result in lower levels of empirical evidence, health-promoting interventions should also be evaluated on their “completeness and transferability” (p. 125) [55] to allow authentic evidence within the complex environment in which real-world interventions are trialed. Ben-Zeev et al emphasized the challenges associated with development and trial of mHealth interventions for use “in the wild” (p. 158) [56], noting that they require realism, collaboration, and flexibility of research teams. Several recent app trials have demonstrated the research possibilities and broader significance of mHealth interventions beyond solely clinical data, with encouraging results. For example, while research reports in this review [35,37,38] for the AIMhi Stay Strong App would traditionally be considered low levels of evidence [55], this app is informed by research showing that motivational care planning (MCP) effectively improved measures of well-being, substance misuse, and self-management among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients with chronic mental illness [57]. The subsequent adaptation of MCP into the AIMhi Stay Strong App could be deemed an mHealth success story as it is now used by health and community services in Australia [58]. This app has undergone several reiterations over recent years to suit a variety of population groups and organizational needs (personal communication, J Povey, May 14, 2019). It is also currently being trialed as a well-being intervention with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people with chronic kidney disease [59]. In addition, while the pilot trial of the iBobby app did not find clinically significant results for suicide ideation, the significant outcomes for depression and psychological distress have justified further app development and a national randomized controlled trial to continue the important work in this area [53].

Limitations
The ever-evolving nature and terminology of mobile health technology presents some challenges. To ensure consistent inclusion and exclusion of intervention studies, this paper adhered to the World Health Organization definition of mHealth [3], which includes text messaging, mobile apps, and other wireless modalities. Although this definition facilitates inclusion of a wide range of interventions, thus strengthening the review, it is acknowledged that some limits could have been set by the authors in an effort to manage the breadth of mHealth interventions. Publication bias may also have impacted the identification of mHealth studies with First Nations populations, whereby studies with inconclusive or negative findings may not have been published [60]. In addition, this review did not include unpublished (gray) literature, which may have yielded further studies examining mHealth interventions. Quality assessment was conducted using 2 JBI tools to allow risk of bias comparison across studies using differing designs, with 2 authors independently assessing each study to minimize error in the quality assessment. However, it is recognized that quality assessments may reflect limitations in reporting (eg, owing to publication space) rather than study conduct. Similarly, First Nations expertise was assessed using desktop research only. Information on authorship, key reference groups, participatory design, and affiliations was not always clear or available. The authors acknowledge that studies may have drawn on additional features of First Nations expertise.
Conclusion
This is the first systematic review to document the characteristics, use, user perspectives, and clinical effectiveness of mHealth from peer-review scientific studies, with unrestricted health topics, where participants are First Nations people, or parents or service providers to First Peoples from Australia, New Zealand, or the United States. Encouragingly, mHealth interventions have been conducted with considerable First Nations expertise, rather than mere consultation, to guide cultural usability and meaning for community. This is a meaningful finding given that First Nations knowledge is the most valuable asset available to address challenges of First Nations health and community [61]. It is a feasible conclusion that embedding First Nations expertise into the projects helped augment favorable reports and feedback for use and user perspectives in the mHealth interventions. Difficulty remains, however, in the ability to draw conclusive statements about clinical effectiveness given the heterogeneity of mHealth interventions with First Nations populations. Clinically significant outcomes have been reported for both messaging and app modalities. While messaging appears to have a more mature evidence base, apps are acceptable, and they are being used effectively with First Nations Peoples. Trials are underway to validate previous findings of significance and to explore the transferability of mHealth across the diversity of First Nations populations. Importantly, this ongoing research, particularly in the area of mental health and suicide prevention, holds potential for significant impact with First Nations communities.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic diseases account for over 70% of health gaps between Aboriginal people and the rest of the Australian population. The 1 Deadly Step program involves community-based events that use a sporting platform and cultural ambassadors to improve chronic disease prevention and management in New South Wales (NSW).

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of a community-based chronic disease screening program for Aboriginal people.

Methods: In 2015, the program was enhanced to include an iPad app for screening assessments, a results portal for nominated care providers, and a reporting portal for program administrators and implemented in 9 NSW community events. A mixed methods evaluation comprising survey data, analytics obtained from iPad and Web portal usage, and key informant interviews was conducted.

Results: Overall, 1046 people were screened between April 2015 and April 2016 (mean age 40.3 years, 640 (61.19%) female, 957 (91.49%) Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander). High chronic disease rates were observed (231 [22.08%] participants at high cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk, 173 [16.54%] with diabetes, and 181 [17.30%] with albuminuria). A minority at high risk of CVD (99/231 [42.9%]) and with diabetes (73/173 [42.2%]) were meeting guideline-recommended management goals. Overall, 297 participants completed surveys (response rate 37.4%) with 85.1% reporting satisfaction with event organization and information gained and 6.1% experiencing problems with certain screening activities. Furthermore, 21 interviews were conducted. A strong local working group and processes that harnessed community social networks were key to implementation success. Although software enhancements facilitated screening and data management, some technical difficulties (eg, time delays in processing blood test results) impeded smooth processing of information. Only 51.43% of participants had a medical review recorded postevent with wide intersite variability (10.5%-85.6%). Factors associated with successful follow-up included clinic managers with overall program responsibility and availability of medical staff for immediate discussion of results on event day. The program was considered highly resource intensive to implement and support from a central coordinating body and integration with existing operational processes was essential.

Conclusions: 1 Deadly Step offers an effective and acceptable strategy to engage Aboriginal communities in chronic disease screening. High rates of risk factors and management gaps were encountered, including people with no previous knowledge of these issues. Strategies to improve linkage to primary care could enhance the program’s impact on reducing chronic disease burden.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14259) doi:10.2196/14259
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Introduction

Chronic diseases, including cardiovascular disease (CVD), diabetes, chronic kidney disease (CKD), chronic respiratory disease and cancer, account for over 70% of health gaps between Aboriginal people and the rest of the Australian population [1]. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples experience around 5 times greater CVD burden than other Australians [1]. Aboriginal people also experience substantial inequities in access to primary health care, and innovative, culturally safe strategies to improve access to high-quality chronic disease care and prevention are needed [2-5]. Studies of CVD risk management in Australian general practice and Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Service (ACCHS) settings demonstrated that 50% of routinely attending adults lacked sufficient recorded information to comprehensively evaluate vascular risk [6]. For those identified at high vascular risk, only around 40% were prescribed guideline-indicated medicines.

Community-based strategies that improve the uptake of best practice recommendations could both substantially reduce the disease burden from chronic diseases and improve health system efficiencies. The 1 Deadly Step program was developed in partnership with New South Wales (NSW) Health and the Australian Rugby League to address the high prevalence of chronic diseases in NSW Aboriginal communities. The term deadly is used by many Aboriginal people to mean awesome, great, excellent and the term 1 Deadly Step makes a link between rugby league and making a step toward good health. First implemented in 2012, it uses a culturally safe, innovative, community-based model in which annual events are held to increase awareness of chronic diseases and to promote prevention, early detection, and evidence-based management of chronic diseases through timely referral and follow-up. At each community event, consenting participants are taken through specific stations to assess chronic disease risk factors. Drawing on the popularity of rugby league in Aboriginal communities, the program uses this sporting platform to encourage local communities to participate. High-profile Aboriginal rugby league players from the local community are engaged as cultural ambassadors and are available on the event day to promote the importance of looking after one’s health.

In this paper, we describe the development of an electronic platform to support implementation of the 1 Deadly Step program and outline the findings from a mixed methods evaluation. It draws on the key findings from the full evaluation report prepared for the commissioning agency [7]. The objectives of this study were to (1) describe the demographic and chronic disease risk factor profile of program participants, (2) assess evidence-practice gaps for chronic disease management, and (3) assess program acceptability to both participants and providers and identify implementation barriers and enablers.

Methods

Program Enhancements

An earlier evaluation of the program in 2012 concluded that 1 Deadly Step events represented a successful community screening approach with high acceptability by the participating communities [8]. However, a key recommendation was the need for improvements to screening and data collection processes and support for systematic follow-up care. To help address these issues, an electronic platform was developed comprising 4 components.

iPad Screening App

A screening algorithm was developed as an iPad app. ACCHS staff were engaged to inform the design via a series of workshops and iterative testing of software prototypes. A local Aboriginal artist also provided the software design to improve the visual appeal of the app. The core elements of the system built are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. It comprises a step-by-step screening process, a printable summary report and a real-time, secure upload of data to a standards-compliant repository.

Administrator Portal

A Web-based portal allows program staff to manage events (Multimedia Appendix 2). This included setting up test events for staff training purposes, registration of staff users responsible for entering data into the iPad on event days, and registration of nominated care providers who would be given access to the provider portal.

Provider Portal

For consenting participants, a clinical summary report is accessible from a password protected, secure data repository. The ACCHS or general practice can view data for the participants who have nominated them as their care provider (Multimedia Appendix 3). Up to 3 care providers can be assigned to each participant (e.g. general practitioner [GP], ACCHS manager, and local health district [LHD] staff). The nominated care provider can generate a summary of the screening data and upload this document to the patient’s electronic record. The portal has a sort function that prioritizes patients according to their chronic disease risk and follow-up status.

Web-Based Reporting Tool and Site Evaluation Report

Program administrators can access aggregated data reports for each event, which includes the demographic and health profile of participants, numbers of assessments completed, and the nominated care providers. A site evaluation report was also provided by the research team postevent for dissemination to participating health care providers.

Evaluation

The enhanced program was implemented by the NSW Agency for Clinical Innovation in 2015-2016. A program logic model (Multimedia Appendix 4) and evaluation framework using the Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance framework was developed by the research evaluation team [9]. This involved detailed discussion with key stakeholders to identify core evaluation objectives and to design strategies and questions that appropriately measured those objectives.
A mixed methods approach was taken to data collection, and 4 main data sources were used to inform the evaluation (Table 1). Deidentified quantitative and identified qualitative data were used concurrently to gain a detailed understanding of the activities, inputs, and outputs of the project as identified in the program logic model.

**Risk Factor Analyses**

An assessment of the proportion of participants at risk of diabetes, CVD, and CKD was made. CVD risk estimation for those aged 30 years and older was based on the Framingham risk equation and National Vascular Disease Prevention Alliance guidelines [10]. High CVD risk was defined as any of the following: (1) a calculated 5-year CVD risk exceeding 15%, (2) presence of clinically high-risk conditions (including diabetes and age >60 years, diabetes and albuminuria, systolic blood pressure >180 mmHg, diastolic blood pressure >110 mmHg, or total cholesterol >7.5 mmol/L), and (3) a self-reported CVD diagnosis (coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, and peripheral vascular disease). Diabetes risk was based on the Australian type 2 diabetes risk (AUSDRISK) screening tool [11], glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), and the capillary blood glucose level taken on the event day. CKD risk was defined as any of the following: body mass index (BMI) greater than 30 kg/m², current smoker, the presence of CVD, family history of CKD, and the presence of diabetes [12].

**Care Practices**

The proportion of participants identified with or at high risk of these conditions, who were accessing appropriate management (eg, self-reported use of guideline-recommended medications and attainment of recommended treatment targets) was assessed. Medication use was based on self-reporting. An information pop-up box was available in the iPad app with common medication names to assist in answering these questions.

**Participant Satisfaction**

At the end of their screening assessment, participants were asked to complete a 2 min survey seeking feedback on the overall event and any problems encountered at each of the screening stations.

**Follow-Up**

The nominated provider or manager was encouraged to record in the provider portal which participants were followed up and the date of follow-up. Data were extracted from the portal to assess follow-up rates at the end of the program (August 31, 2016).

For the quantitative data, simple frequency analyses were conducted using SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute) including assessing for variation by site, gender, and clinical characteristics.

**Interviews**

Semistructured interviews were conducted with a purposive sample of health service and program staff. A maximum-diversity sampling strategy was taken in which participants were selected on the basis of site, staff role, and involvement in the program. Interviews were generally conducted by telephone, with two evaluation team members taking an insider-outsider approach [13]—one (KC) who was not involved in the program design and the other (LW) an Aboriginal researcher with detailed program knowledge and a long history of engagement with the participating communities. Interviews were digitally recorded, professionally transcribed, and reviewed by a member of the evaluation team to ensure accuracy of the transcription. Thematic analysis was conducted, and themes were aligned with the areas of focus in the logic model. All team members met regularly to develop the coding framework and discuss the significance of the emerging codes and their relevance to the quantitative data that was being concurrently collected. This framework was iteratively revised, and member checking was informally conducted to ensure consistency of interpretation. Future interviews were modified to enable deeper exploration of particular emergent themes.

The evaluation was approved by the Aboriginal Health & Medical Research Council Human Research Ethics Committee. Formal approvals from each of the participating sites were obtained. Informed consent was obtained from all participants who were interviewed.

## Results

### Participant Characteristics

A total of 1046 people were screened between April 2015 and April 2016 at 9 events in NSW. Table 2 highlights the participant characteristics by site. An average of 116 participants was screened per site, with a larger proportion of females than males screened at all sites (61.2% vs 38.8% overall). The majority of participants (91.5%) identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander. The mean age of the participants was...
40.3 years (range 15-79 years). On the basis of 2016 Indigenous area census data, 5.58% of the population older than 15 years was screened overall (range 3.0%-19.8%).

Data on chronic disease risk factors by gender are summarized in Table 3. For weight-related measures, 50.3% of the sample had a BMI in the obesity range (mean BMI 31.1 kg/m²) and 65.6% had an elevated waist circumference (>102 cm for men and 88 cm for women and BMI >40 kg/m²). There were significant gender differences with females recording higher rates of obesity (53.8% vs 44.8%) and elevated waist circumference (76.1% vs 49.0%). For smoking status, 37.2% were current smokers, with a further 6.7% having recently given up smoking in the previous 12 months. Most current smokers had been smoking for more than 10 years (64.1%) and 44.0% smoked more than 10 cigarettes per day. Smoking rates by gender were similar (34.7% males, 38.8% females). Importantly, 20.0% of those under 18 years reported being current smokers.

Data on the CVD risk of participants are summarized in Table 4. Around 1 in 5 (22.08%) of the sample was at high CVD risk, either through having an existing CVD condition or one or more clinically high-risk conditions. There were minimal differences in CVD risk profile by gender. Overall, 16.54% of the participants reported having diabetes (Table 5). An additional 4.30% of the sample had diabetic-range HbA1c levels greater than or equal to 6.5% (48 mmol/mol) without a previous known diagnosis of diabetes. Another 28.87% of participants had potentially elevated glucose levels (random capillary blood glucose levels between 5.5 mmol/L and 11.1 mmol/L).

There were few gender differences in the diabetes risk profile of the sample. In total, 82.98% of participants were at high CKD risk and 17.30% had albuminuria (≥2.5 mg/mmol for males and ≥3.5 mg/mmol for females). There were negligible gender differences in the proportion of people at high risk of CKD overall.

### Table 2. Demographic profile of participants screened.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event site</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Number screened</th>
<th>Average age (years)</th>
<th>Female, n (%)</th>
<th>Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander, n (%)</th>
<th>Local Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander communitya, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>04/17/2015</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>85 (64.4)</td>
<td>111 (84.1)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>07/06/2015</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>71 (62.3)</td>
<td>113 (99.1)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10/26/2015</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>63 (58.9)</td>
<td>90 (84.1)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12/01/2015</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>71 (60.2)</td>
<td>114 (96.6)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/06/2016</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>55 (71.4)</td>
<td>68 (88.3)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>03/12/2016</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>60 (50.4)</td>
<td>114 (95.8)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>03/17/2016</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>73 (59.4)</td>
<td>107 (87.0)</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>03/23/2016</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>81 (63.8)</td>
<td>119 (93.7)</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>04/06/2016</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>81 (62.8)</td>
<td>119 (93.8)</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>61.19</td>
<td>957 (91.49)</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aOn the basis of 2016 Indigenous area census data for people aged 15 years and older.

bNot applicable.

### Table 3. Chronic disease risk factors by gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factors</th>
<th>Female (N=640), n (%)</th>
<th>Male (N=406), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current smoker</td>
<td>248 (38.8)</td>
<td>141 (34.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index &gt;30 kg/m2</td>
<td>344 (53.8)</td>
<td>182 (44.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated waist circumference (&gt;102cm for males, &gt;88cm for females)</td>
<td>487 (76.1)</td>
<td>199 (49.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity less than 2.5 hours/week</td>
<td>139 (21.7)</td>
<td>48 (11.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrequent fruit intake</td>
<td>185 (28.9)</td>
<td>100 (24.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrequent vegetable intake</td>
<td>526 (82.2)</td>
<td>337 (83.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure &gt;140/90 mmHg</td>
<td>200 (31.3)</td>
<td>185 (45.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyslipidaemia (Total cholesterol &gt; 5.5, HDL &lt;1, LDL &gt;3.5, Triglycerides &gt;2.0)</td>
<td>464 (72.5)</td>
<td>308 (75.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Cardiovascular and diabetes risk profile for 1046 people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardiovascular disease risk profile</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low risk (&lt;10% 5-year risk)</td>
<td>429 (41.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium risk (10-15% 5-year risk)</td>
<td>17 (1.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk (&gt;15% 5-year risk)</td>
<td>15 (1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinically high-risk condition present</td>
<td>79 (7.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established cardiovascular disease</td>
<td>137 (13.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;30-year olds</td>
<td>312 (29.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing data</td>
<td>57 (5.45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Diabetes risk profile for 1046 people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diabetes risk profile</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low risk (AUSDRISK ≤6)</td>
<td>31 (2.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium risk (AUSDRISK 6-11)</td>
<td>145 (13.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk (AUSDRISK ≥12)</td>
<td>350 (33.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired glycemia</td>
<td>302 (28.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible new diabetes diagnosis</td>
<td>45 (4.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established diabetes</td>
<td>173 (16.54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As of August 2016, 538 of the 1046 participants screened had been recorded as having been followed up (51.43%). There was wide variability in the recording of follow-up rates (10.5%-85.6%). Participants with or identified to be at high risk of diabetes, CVD, or CKD had slightly higher follow-up rates than the total population at each site and overall.

Figure 1 illustrates the proportion of patients with CVD and at high risk of CVD meeting various care practice parameters. Overall, only 42.9% of people with or at high risk of CVD were taking guideline-recommended treatments. There were no significant gender differences in those who reported currently taking these medicines.

For those with a known diagnosis of diabetes (n=173), the majority (80.4%) reported taking an oral glucose-lowering medication and 34.7% reported taking insulin. Overall, 42.2% were attaining a target HbA1c of 7% or less (53 mmol/mol) and 61.9% were attaining a target HbA1c of 8% or less (64 mmol/mol). A higher proportion of women met the HbA1c targets than men (46.3% vs 35.4%, respectively).

Figure 1. Management for people with or at high risk of CVD (n=231). BP: blood pressure; CVD: cardiovascular disease.
Satisfaction
A total of 297 participants completed satisfaction surveys at 7 events (response rate 37.4%). The overall impressions of the program were positive, with the vast majority of participants satisfied with event organization and the information gained from the event day (Figure 2). Similarly, the majority of responders encountered few problems when asked about specific screening stations, although around 6% of participants did report problems with the urine and blood testing stations. Free-text entries were also analyzed and were concordant with these findings.

Figure 2. Participant survey of overall program impression (n=297). 1 DS: 1 Deadly Step.

Interviews
A total of 21 interviews were conducted (Table 6). Interview themes have been organized to align with the three key stages of the program (pre-event, event, and postevent).

Pre-Event
Importance of the Working Group
An important initial stage in organizing an event involved the coordinating agency engaging local stakeholders to determine interest and capacity. A stakeholder working group was responsible for pre-event planning, estimation of staffing and equipment requirements, engagement with Country Rugby League to identify ambassadors, running the event, and determining the follow-up processes for participants. The working group was viewed favorably by interviewees. One ACCHS Chief Executive Officer (CEO) commented that “getting all the main players (together)... worked really well.” Interviewees expressed positive sentiments about the coordinating agency’s administration and management of the working group, with 1 ACCHS project officer stating she “couldn’t fault this part of the support.” The model of collaboration was seen as a blueprint for a broader range of health promotion activities:

...the staff just came in droves and...having those meetings was just so great. That’s the way we should do all of our health promotion. [ACCHS practice manager]

Table 6. Interviews by professional category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Chief executive officer</th>
<th>Clinic manager</th>
<th>General practitioner</th>
<th>Nurse care coordinator</th>
<th>Aboriginal project or liaison officer</th>
<th>Local Hospital District staff</th>
<th>Program staff</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCells with dashes indicate that no professionals were interviewed in that category.
**Staff Training**

Interviewees considered a lead time of around 3 months was required to adequately plan for an event. In general, pre-event staff training was considered sufficient and was usually conducted as a one-off, half-to-whole-day activity supplemented by training on the event day itself. Staff participation at training events required support from managers and advanced planning to free up staff time for attendance. One interviewee felt it was “up to management pushing that need for people to attend.” At some sites, however, the inability to do pre-event training did not appear to be a major barrier:

> no training had been done with the app at all [due to technical difficulties on the training day]... and so we winged it on the day...it took probably about a minute with each person and everyone had the hang of it. So that just proves how simple the app is to use I guess.

[LHD coordinator]

One manager commented that the training could be more structured and that less experienced staff might benefit from small group learning. Several participants also suggested dedicating more training in the use of the point-of-care machinery.

**Event Day**

**Implementing a Clinical Program in a Community Setting**

Interviewees were generally positive about event day, viewing it as an opportunity for family and friends to come together. Holding events outdoors rather than inside a clinic facility was seen as particularly important:

> it’s a good get together...you can’t put money on the value of community getting together... having a yarn and catching up with each other. [ACCHS registered nurse]

It was also perceived to be a fun way to learn more about risk factors for chronic disease. One hospital district nurse felt that it went beyond the usual “deficit” model of Aboriginal health and served to empower individuals:

> Aboriginal people must get... bored of the statistics thrown at them about chronic disease...and their lifestyle management is causing all of these problems. Whereas I don’t think that’s what 1 Deadly Step did. I think it was a really positive way of getting the message across that you can do something about this and we’re here to help you. [LHD Clinical Nurse Consultant]

It also gave staff an opportunity to strengthen relationships with staff from other organizations. These events also have potential to boost ACCHS staff morale and make their work more visible to board members. Some events were held concurrently with a staff ambassador. These events also have potential to boost ACCHS staff morale and make their work more visible to board members. Some events were held concurrently with a staff ambassador.

> NAIDOC draws everybody...They don’t really see it as coming here to get screened. They see it as—if I do all these steps I get that cool jersey and I get to have a feed and I get to have a day out with my family. [ACCHS practice manager]

However, running an event alongside another community event also increased operational complexity. Aboriginal staff, in particular, have community and family responsibilities at these events in addition to their work responsibilities. This appeared to make management and oversight of the day more difficult. Despite many participants highlighting the importance of holding outdoor events, inclement weather also posed additional challenges such as exposed electrical cords, marquees becoming unstable in the wind, and an increased potential for biological samples to be incorrectly processed, misplaced, or tipped over.

**Work Flow Considerations**

Most people considered the clinical information collected to be important; however, this needed to be balanced against managing the workflow associated with large-scale screening. Consequently, there were mixed views concerning the optimal amount of information that should be collected. Some interviewees considered that all of the data were important as they could support other service activities such as completion of government-rebated Aboriginal health assessments. One ACCHS manager also considered this information of particular importance for improving the quality of their key performance indicator data that is provided to funding bodies. Other interviewees questioned the relative merits of conducting point-of-care testing for cholesterol, diabetes, and kidney disease for all participants (as discussed further).

**Role of Country Rugby League and Marketing Activities**

The use of Country Rugby League ambassadors was considered as a useful community engagement strategy, making the event more fun for children and freeing up parent or carer time for screening. Some sites used the ambassadors to leverage additional marketing opportunities through free local media advertising or via a Facebook page. Although viewed favorably, some interviewees commented that the ambassadors need to be more committed to supporting the program:

> there’s a role for ambassadors, but...if...the ambassadors can’t speak passionately about it, people can see straight through that...Often it’s sold as the rugby league player’s going to be there and then they’re not...it’s like a con job. [ACCHS CEO]

1 Deadly Step shirts were also critically important incentives to enhance event attendance:

> in all the years I’ve been working in Aboriginal health, shirts are a really big incentive, people...love to wear them and they love to promote them. [ACCHS clinic manager]

Encouraging the staff to wear the event shirts in the weeks leading up to the event was a successful marketing strategy, as many staff were keen to get one of the shirts.” Some participants were disappointed that the shirt design remained unchanged from the previous year, further highlighting the importance of refreshing the designs regularly.
Technical Challenges

There was general consensus that the iPad app was easy to use and required minimal training. The main issue raised by some interviewees was related to the challenges of entering results at the blood test station. Additional problems included an inability to enter an error code when a patient’s result was outside the range of the machine. Some interviewees suggested taking a modular approach to screening events where event organizers could adapt the program to their specific requirements. This included provision of a light version of the app that did not include all of the mandatory screening stations.

Several interviewees raised the issue of bottlenecks associated with the blood and urine testing stations. The point-of-care machines take several minutes to process a result, and problems particularly arose when samples had to be rerun because of errors:

...it’s like the brake lights on the highway...Once you start having to...rerun samples and potentially getting the same error...it slows down the flow of people going through. [ACCHS CEO]

Some interviewees reported problems in printing patient reports, which was related to the use of older model iPads. Other interviewees commented on problems related to insufficient network capacity and problems with printers. These delays resulted in some participants leaving before receiving their report or having a discussion with GPs and nurses.

Postevent

Challenges With Follow-Up

Most interviewees considered follow-up activities to be resource intensive. At 1 high-performing site with follow-up rates over 80%, the ACCHS clinic manager reflected that it was around a two-month process to implement adequately:

It was six to eight weeks, and there are still people with low level risk...and we’re still capturing them...But all the ones that we listed as priority, have been followed up. [ACCHS clinic manager]

One ACCHS CEO felt that these requirements should be made clearer in the working group when preparing for an event:

...there’s a lot of work in the event, but potentially there’s a heap of work after the event and you need to think through what your follow up strategies are going to be... [ACCHS CEO]

Much of the follow-up processes were implemented by managers, administrators, and Aboriginal Health Workers. At sites with staff shortages, these processes were particularly difficult to operationalize. The major challenge was related to participants who nominated a care provider other than the local ACCHS for follow-up. For non-ACCHS participants, it was originally envisaged that the nominated GPs would be registered into the system and notified of the patients who had requested follow-up through them. However, in practice, this process was difficult to implement, and consequently, the coordinating agency modified the process such that a hospital district staff member was given responsibility for follow-up of non-ACCHS participants.

Coordinating follow-up processes between different sectors was seen as a valuable outcome from LHD participation in the program. However, some staff suggested this needed to translate into more tangible benefits to justify their participation. For example, 1 LHD staff member would have liked the follow-up process to go one step further and allow for uploads of patient reports into the hospital record system:

...I suppose the question is what was in it for us?...quite a lot of staff were involved—paid for by the LHD...if we didn't get any access to the results and be able to have some input into those patient’s care then why would we be involved in the first place? [LHD care coordinator]

One solution to improve follow-up care at some sites was availability of GPs and/or senior nurses on the event day itself for immediate discussion with participants. These sites ensured sufficient privacy for the participant, and it reduced the managerial and administrative staff workload postevent.

Implementing Population Management Processes

The principal process for follow-up was through the use of the provider-reporting portal. Although not all providers consistently used the portal, those that had used it were generally positive and appreciated its simplicity. In addition to the patient-specific reports, the overall event report summary that was provided to key stakeholders was also generally viewed positively:

I thought it [the event report Summary] was really good...it gives you exactly how many people were screened, how many people nominated the stakeholders as their provider...It highlighted for us as a health provider that you can target programs around some of that data [[ACCHS project officer]

Although this report was also reviewed by the working groups, it was unclear to what extent the information was used to inform population health activities. One ACCHS CEO felt that they could benefit from strategic advice on implementation of chronic disease management programs across their community in light of the findings:

it would be useful for somebody to work with the services around what they might do with that information...these are your risk factors in the community...and do some projections around...where it could head. [ACCHS CEO]

Several interviewees also commented on the need for greater integration of the data into routine service provision. This included having the ability to upload participant reports directly into the electronic health records and to generate referrals for specific services such as smoking cessation. The current systems allowed only for uploading of static documents into the patient file. There was a strong interest in being able to upload results into the coded fields of the patient record that could then be used to autopopulate items required for key performance indicator reports and for Medicare-rebated health assessments.
Sustainability

Although stakeholders were generally enthusiastic about involvement in 1 Deadly Step, the trade-off between investing in this program and other activities was raised, particularly by non-ACCHS interviewees:

...they’re really pushing hard for activity-based funding...we certainly had discussions early on about whether it would be possible (to justify)...the time away from people’s usual...work activities. [LHD Clinical Nurse Consultant]

The funding provided to sites was generally considered insufficient to cover actual costs, and it appears that a considerable amount of in-kind support (eg, local companies providing free generators) was harnessed to support implementation. Some interviewees suggested that multiple stakeholders should pool resources from existing budgets to rationalize costs:

...we weren’t trying to delegate to each other which can cause controversy with who’s bossing who...We knew exactly what we had to do and, with that, we found we were more inclined to give more back into it. [LHD coordinator]

An additional factor that may influence sustainability was the need to establish a system whereby shared learnings from sites could be made available to other sites. One interviewee, for instance, raised the idea that an experienced person from a site that had held a 1 Deadly Step event earlier might mentor those responsible for conducting an event elsewhere.

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this paper, we examined multiple data sources to evaluate a community-based chronic disease screening and management program for Aboriginal communities in 1 Australian state. There are three main findings from the evaluation: (1) the clinical profile of participants suggested a high burden of chronic diseases and their risk factors, (2) the program had high satisfaction and acceptability rates with several implementation barriers and enablers identified, and (3) factors that might influence the maintenance and sustainability of the program were observed. These findings have important implications for future iterations of the program.

It is difficult to determine representativeness of the communities in which events were held as people often travel large distances to attend. Therefore, we used a large geographic boundary to determine the draining population and estimated that 6% of the population were screened at these events. When compared with the 2012–2013 Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Survey (AATSIHS) several observations can be made of the 1 Deadly Step participant profile [14,15]. In terms of lifestyle behaviors, current smoking rates and elevated waist circumference were similar in 1 Deadly Step compared with the AATSIHS. Combined overweight and obesity rates (74% vs 66%), elevated blood pressure (37% vs 20%), dyslipidemia (74% vs 51%), CKD rates (21% vs 17%), and diabetes (21% vs 11%) were all higher in 1 Deadly Step compared with the AATSIHS. Despite being a predominantly nonremote sample, these elevated rates are closer to those observed in people from remote areas in the AATSIHS. The prevalence of self-reported CVD in 1 Deadly Step was similar to those reporting heart disease in the AATSIHS (13% vs 12%). The rates of taking recommended treatments for those with or at high risk of CVD were low (47% for CVD and 36% for high CVD risk) and consistent with previous studies [6,16,17].

There are two important implications from the risk factor and care management information. First, 1 Deadly Step is a useful strategy for identifying people at high risk of chronic disease. To enhance the reach of the program, repeated events are likely to be needed to increase the proportion of eligible community members participating. The risk factor prevalence rates of 1 Deadly Step participants is considerably higher and occurs at younger ages than for non-Indigenous people, and in several areas, these rates are higher than reported in representative surveys of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. There are clearly substantial opportunities to use the program to address access barriers for this group. Second, substantial gaps in optimal care for those with or at high risk of chronic diseases were observed, and consequently, there are also major opportunities for providing higher quality care for these groups through better linkages with their primary care providers.

Several factors influenced program implementation. Participants were generally highly satisfied with the program, and staff involved in its implementation were positive about their involvement. The ability of 1 Deadly Step to draw on existing community capital is perhaps the strongest asset of the program. Implementation of traditional clinical processes into such a setting requires considerable planning and harnessing of resources, and the ability to effectively engage communities in this process is noteworthy. The use of existing community events such as NAIDOC, judicious marketing through local and social media, involvement of country rugby league ambassadors, and coordination of activities via a local working group were highly effective strategies to support program participation. Staff from all health service sectors and levels within their organizations demonstrated immense enthusiasm for conducting activities that could address the high–chronic disease burden experienced by Aboriginal communities. Staff welcomed the opportunity to work collaboratively and showcase their efforts to the community. The coordinating agency played a critical role in supporting implementation of the program. Given the resource constraints under which these staff were working, this level of support for the program was an essential enabler to its successful implementation. The ability to be locally responsive while at the same time providing a macrolevel view of the program is an important success factor.

A number of areas were also identified where the program was hindered by specific challenges. The most substantial issue was related to the follow-up of participants, particularly those who nominated another service provider other than the local ACCHS. Follow-up rates were highly variable across sites and suggest that there are particular local service issues at play. This has been documented in previous research conducted in the Northern Territory and Queensland [18]. Services with high follow-up rates appear to have committed substantial internal resources...
to supporting follow-up. Some sites were able to effectively integrate 1 Deadly Step into existing operational processes and used it as an opportunity to strengthen their reporting capacity to funders. This highlights the challenge of intersector collaboration between local hospital districts, private GPs, ACCHSs, and other agencies, given that there are different jurisdictional responsibilities, information systems, and care processes across these stakeholder groups.

There were also a range of technical hurdles that needed to be overcome. These appeared related to the use of point-of-care machines, network connectivity, and entering data on the iPad software itself. Aside from fixing technical bugs, a major implication is determining the most feasible amount of clinical information that can be collected. Some software modifications could be considered to reduce the amount of information collected at an event. A modular approach could be taken to screening where only certain high-risk subgroups need to have blood and urine testing. A “low-information” algorithm for risk prediction could also be used that was less reliant on complete risk factor information, and this could considerably shorten screening time and reduce bottlenecks. Such algorithms have been developed and validated in overseas populations but would likely need some adaptation and validation work before being used in this setting [19]. Balanced against this, however, is that high-risk factor prevalence rates observed in this program were apparent for a large proportion of the population screened. This provides a strong justification for comprehensive screening. Thus, there is an inherent tension between collecting sufficient information to make the clinical assessment meaningful and overburdening services and participants on the event day.

There are several opportunities that could be derived from 1 Deadly Step. The most important is to integrate 1 Deadly Step data into service processes, thus making it a part of routine business planning and operations [20]. Integration with electronic health record systems would allow providers easy access to screening assessment data in much the same way as specialist and pathology reports are currently viewed, actioned by staff, and extracted for auditing and recall processes [21]. This would also enhance reporting requirements to funders; increase capacity to meet key performance indicator requirements; drive referral to other services; and generate business revenue opportunities, such as meeting the requirements for government-rebated preventive health assessments [22]. Another important opportunity to build on the strengths of the 1 Deadly Step program is to foster collaboration and learning between communities that have participated in events. Currently, these events are run in a stand-alone manner; however, it would be worth considering the establishment of a learning collaborative in which nominated representatives could share resources, determine optimal operational approaches, benchmark their performance, and develop data-driven strategies to address follow-up challenges [23]. As consumer-controlled electronic health records become more prominent, integration of screening assessments into these systems could also enhance engagement and promote better exchange of information between care providers [24].

Limitations

This evaluation comes with some important limitations. The sample attending 1 Deadly Step events was a relatively small convenience sample, and therefore, it may not be representative of the local communities participating. The 9 events were from a variety of locations across rural and urban settings in 1 Australian state; therefore, they may not be generalizable to other parts of Australia. The satisfaction survey response rate was low and could be prone to respondent bias. The assessment of the use of guideline-recommended medications was based on self-reported data that is subject to recall bias [25]. The information on follow-up visits was based on reporting activity in the Web portal. Although all health services were regularly encouraged to keep this information up to date, there may be some attendees who received follow-up care, but this was not recorded in the portal.

Taking into consideration some of the existing strengths of the current program, the major challenges faced by 1 Deadly Step relate to its ability to sustain current levels of activity and scale-up activity across NSW. Considerable effort was expended to run these 9 events, and there is a risk that the goodwill associated with this may diminish, particularly as competing demands may displace 1 Deadly Step for other higher-priority areas. Therefore, it is important that the value proposition to staff and stakeholder organizations be high [26]. Real program costs need to be assessed to allow stakeholder organizations to gain a better understanding of the resource requirements to implement 1 Deadly Step. In parallel, it is also important to assess any downstream impact the program may have in terms of savings to the health system made through earlier intervention for chronic disease risk factors and management. An economic evaluation that links 1 Deadly Step participants to other routinely available datasets may aid in addressing this question.

Conclusions

1 Deadly Step was implemented in 9 communities in 2015-2016 and assessed the chronic disease risks for over 1000 Aboriginal people residing in these communities. The clinical data strongly support the justification for such a program given the high levels of risk factors encountered, often including people who would otherwise have had no knowledge of these issues before the events. Overall, the event implementation was highly successful and demonstrated high satisfaction by participants and staff alike. However, several challenges were highlighted, particularly in relation to resource constraints and follow-up processes. Several opportunities were identified to address these issues, and these are likely to play a critical role in influencing program sustainability. It is important to note that despite the successful implementation of the program, its effects in improving health outcomes remain unknown and a more detailed impact evaluation with long-term follow-up is needed to assess downstream system and health benefits.
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Abstract

Background: Advances in experimental psychology have highlighted the need to modify underlying automatic cognitive biases, such as attentional biases. The effectiveness of bias modification has been well studied for substance use disorders. With recent advances in technology, it is now possible to work outside the laboratory with Web-based and mobile-based attention bias interventions. Gamification technologies might also help diminish the repetitiveness of the task and increase the intrinsic motivation to train. The inconsistent findings of the impact of gaming on the effectiveness of mobile interventions call for further work to better understand the needs of patients (users) and health care professionals.

Objective: The aim of this study was to involve patients, together with health care professionals, in the design of a gamified mobile attention bias modification intervention for substance use disorders.

Methods: The participatory design research method adopted is that of a user-oriented design approach in the form of a future workshop. In the first phase of the workshop, participants shared their critique of an attention bias modification intervention. In the second phase of the workshop, participants were asked to brainstorm features. Participants were also shown gamification approaches and asked to consider if gaming elements could enhance the existing app. In the last phase, participants were asked to sketch a new prototype.

Results: Three co-design workshops were conducted with health care professionals, inpatients, and outpatients. There were 20 participants, consisting of 10 health care professionals and 10 patients. When asked to identify the limitations in the existing app, common issues identified were those of the design, visual probe task, and the included images. Outpatients were also concerned with the safety of administration of the intervention. In the brainstorming sessions, health care professionals made recommendations as to how the stimulus, the mechanism of responding, and the presentation of the scores could be enhanced. Inpatient participants recommended the addition of functionalities, such as information on the harms associated with the substance use, and for there to be enhancements in the design, images, and task. Outpatient participants perceived a need to improve the images and presentation of the results and recommended the inclusion of gaming features. There were differences in opinion on the inclusion of gaming features, as only health care professionals endorsed their inclusion. In the last phase of the workshop, participants were tasked with the conceptualization of prototypes, and the commonality in the design was for a gradual shortening of the interval for stimulus/image presentation.

Conclusions: The results from this research will guide the development of an app that meets the specific needs of patients and is still based on a pre-existing validated task paradigm.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e15871) doi:10.2196/15871
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Introduction
Illicit substances like opioids, cannabis, and stimulants are highly abused worldwide [1]. Unfortunately, there are limited pharmacological approaches to help the affected individuals achieve and maintain abstinence, which is crucial because of the potentially severe complications such as medical comorbidities and death [2,3]. Therefore, the mainstay of management is psychological therapies. Although cognitive behavioral therapy is used often, its effectiveness is variable and not always sustained; some studies reported that 40%-50% of individuals relapsed in the first year and 70% relapsed within 3 years [4]. It appears that conventional psychotherapies do not address all the etiological factors; hence, individuals relapse back to addiction. Moreover, a recent bibliometric review has highlighted a decline in the growth trend for psychotherapies applied for substance use disorders [5]. Advances in experimental psychology have informed the dual-process theoretical model [6,7], which postulates that existing therapies only address the cognitive control processes, but not the underlying automatic, unconscious processes. The dual-process theoretical model suggests there are two common automatic processes occurring in individuals with addictive disorders: attention bias and approach bias. Attention bias refers to the preferential allocation of attentional processes toward substance-related cues [8], whereas approach bias refers to the automated tendencies for individuals to seek out and reach for substance-related stimuli [9]. To assess these unconscious biases, tasks like the Stroop task and the Visual Probe task are commonly used [10]. These tasks are also used for bias modification, which focuses on retraining the biases, so that attention is directed away from the stimulus of interest [10].

The effectiveness of bias modification has been well studied. Cristea et al [11] reported moderate effectiveness (Hedges G=0.60) of cognitive bias modification in people with alcohol and tobacco use disorders. Other studies in clinical settings have similarly reported that bias modification helps reduce biases and other positive outcomes [9,12]. Most interventions included in these reviews were delivered in a laboratory setting [13], but with recent advances in technology, it is now possible to work outside the laboratory with Web-based and mobile-based interventions and provide early interventions and psychoeducation for addictive disorders [14]. Our recent review synthesized evidence for mobile attention bias interventions [15] and highlighted seven studies demonstrating effectiveness. Use of gamification technologies in these mobile interventions is the next advancement, as gamification might help diminish the repetitiveness of the task and increase both the extrinsic and intrinsic motivation to train [16]. Interestingly, in a review on gamified attention bias apps, only half of the studies adopting a gaming approach were more effective than standard care [17].

These inconsistent findings of the impact of gaming on the effectiveness of mobile interventions calls for further work to better understand the needs of patients (users) and health care professionals (providers). Participatory action research methods are a “systematic inquiry, with the participation of those affected by the problem being studied, for education and action or affecting social change” [18] and are well suited to the development of relevant interventions for the end user. Workshops and focus groups are the most common methods of cocreation, and these techniques are increasingly used in medicine. In our review of how participatory action methods have been applied for technological interventions in psychiatry [18], we reported seven studies describing how these methods have been used in the fields of perinatal depression, dementia, self-harm, and general mental health or youth mental health issues [18]. Such methods help in exploring perceptions and refining the existing task; they could also help researchers understand the reasons underlying the diminishing motivation and interest in such interventions [18]. The prior review focusing on participatory action research [18] highlighted the need to apply these methods for bias modification intervention research. Moreover, Zhang et al [19] also reported at least 17 bias modification apps in the commercial store, but only one app had an academic input. Similarly, in their review of smoking cessation apps, Haskin et al [20] found that only two of the validated apps were amongst the top 50 apps in the app store. It is evident from the review that there is a great divide between academics, developers, and the end users (or patients). Including methods of participatory design research will help bridge this disconnect between different stakeholders.

This study aimed to involve patients, together with health care professionals, in the design of a gamified mobile attention bias modification intervention. We wished to address four questions from the perspectives of health professionals and patients: (1) What are participant’s perspectives of the mobile attention bias modification intervention? (2) What features of a mobile attention bias modification intervention would a participant expect, to help minimize attrition from the task and increase both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in completing the intervention? (3) Would gamification (ie, application of gaming elements) help in enhancing the existing mobile bias intervention task (ie, increase the magnitude of bias change, increase motivation, and reduce rates of attrition)? (4) What gaming elements are preferred?

Methods

Design Approach
The approach adopted was that of a Future Workshop, a method deemed to be optimal for the generation of new, innovative ideas [21]. We planned to conduct three co-design workshops: one with health care professionals, one with inpatients, and one with participants from outpatient settings.

Study Settings and Recruitment
Participants were recruited from the largest addiction treatment center in Singapore that specializes in both substance and behavioral addictions. The health care professionals recruited were addiction psychiatrists and addiction counsellors.
number of health care professionals and patients recruited was 10 for each group, so that there was equal representation from both groups of participants. In addition, patients who were at different stages of recovery were invited to participate, to ensure that the collated perspectives would not be biased. Informed consent was obtained in accordance with the Human Biomedical Research Guidelines from all participants.

Participants
Patients were included in the study if they were aged between 21 and 65 years; diagnosed with a primary psychiatric disorder of alcohol, opioid, cannabis, stimulant use disorder; able to speak and write in English; and knew how to use a smartphone device. Patients were excluded from the study if they had a significant psychiatric comorbidity (moderate to severe depressive disorder, anxiety disorder, psychotic disorder), were non–English-speaking, or had an existing cognitive impairment or intellectual disability. The inclusion criteria for selecting the patients were similar to those of our prior feasibility study [22] and representative of the demographics and clinical characteristics of patients admitted for treatment in our program.

For health care professionals to be included in the study, they had to be currently working in an addiction unit and actively involved in the treatment of individuals with addictive disorders with a minimum of 2 years of experience working with clients with addictive disorders.

Workshop Procedures
All participants completed a questionnaire prior to participating in the co-design workshop comprising of three phases. The questionnaires included questions on the demographics of the health care professionals and demographics and clinical characteristics of the patients. The principal investigator (MZ), a psychiatrist specializing in addiction medicine, facilitated all three workshops.

Phase 1
In the first phase of the co-design workshop, individuals critiqued the existing smartphone-based attention bias modification intervention. The existing attention bias modification intervention was based on a prior protocol [23]. In the mobile app, participants were able to select the intervention specific for their substance of abuse. In the assessment task, participants were presented with a central fixation cross. Following the disappearance of the cross, both a neutral stimulus and a nonneutral stimulus were presented simultaneously. A probe would then replace either of the stimuli, and individuals were to indicate the position of the probe, within a predetermined response time. In the assessment task, the probe would replace either stimulus equally. In the intervention task, the probe would replace the nondrug stimulus all the time. Figure 1 provides an overview of the nature of the assessment and intervention tasks.

Participants were introduced to the rationale of the research project and the objectives of the study. Participants were then shown a presentation of the existing attention bias modification app. They were able to try the app on the provided tablet devices. Participants were asked to provide their thoughts narratively and identify limitations. The questions posed were as follows: (1) Having seen and used the existing app, what are your thoughts about it? (2) What are some of the limitations of the current app?

Phase 2
In the second phase, individuals brainstormed for solutions to their critiques. Participants were asked to brainstorm features that could be added to the existing mobile app. These questions were as follows: (1) What additional features do you think could
be added to the app? (2) Why do you think that these additional features will be helpful? Participants were encouraged to write down their ideas on sticky notes, following which these notes were collated by members of the study team and discussed amongst the whole group.

As one of the objectives was to determine whether gamification could address some of the limitations of the existing app, participants were shown screenshot examples of some of the attention bias commercial apps, which included elements of gamification [19]. Gamification elements, ie, digital rewards, avatar and competition, feedback, leader board, time pressure, and 3D environment, were shown to participants. To ensure everyone had some understanding of gamification techniques, the facilitator provided an overview of techniques summarized in the literature (Table 1) [24]. Participants were shown gaming strategies adopted in commercial apps and approaches used for apps in other disciplines and asked to consider strategies that are appropriate for the current intervention.

Table 1. Overview of gamification approaches [24].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gaming approach</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic gamification techniques</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketplace and economies</td>
<td>Providing gamers with a virtual currency that allows them to deal in game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital rewards</td>
<td>These include badges, game currency, game points, virtual goods, and powers or abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-world prizes</td>
<td>Provides gamers with options to exchange in-game credits for real-world prizes such as vouchers or other forms of goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social gamification techniques</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar</td>
<td>Allows individuals to choose a virtual character to represent oneself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>A virtual character that help guides or provides instructions to user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Allows individuals to compete with other players or with each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teams</td>
<td>Game that involves several individual players, allowing them to interact and form relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel communication systems</td>
<td>Allows individuals to communicate with one another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social pressure</td>
<td>Ability of game to pressurize individuals to perform in certain task, so that he or she will be invited to subsequent events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance-orientated techniques</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Spoken, visual, or auditory feedback about user’s performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Information on the stage of a game one has attained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary game objectives</td>
<td>Secondary goals that reward the player upon completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranks of achievement</td>
<td>Measurement of character development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaderboards</td>
<td>Allows for comparisons with other players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time pressure</td>
<td>Pre-determined time limits for task completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Embedding-focused techniques</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative context</td>
<td>A storyboard or stories that guide development of the character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D environment</td>
<td>3D models of objects that parallel the real world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants were asked to discuss their perspectives about the gamification ideas described and then individually select their top three gamification techniques that they felt were most appropriate to be applied in the existing app.

**Phase 3**

In the last stage of the workshop, participants were divided into smaller groups of two to five to develop frame-by-frame sketches of a prototype app that incorporated the solutions that they have proposed. Participants sketched freely on the paper provided by using a variety of writing instruments provided. They were told to include the original task but could modify it. All the groups were given 15 minutes to work on this task. Prior to the completion of the workshop, participants were also shown a set of substance images that have been incorporated since into the existing app. Participants were assigned to rate the relevance of the images for an individual with an addictive disorder, on a Likert scale (scores ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 is not relevant and 10 is extremely relevant). Participants were also asked to share their perceptions with the facilitator of the workshop.

**Ethical Approval**

This study obtained ethical approval from the National Healthcare Group’s Domain Specific Research Board (ethics approval number 2018/01363).

**Data Analyses**

Descriptive statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (version 24; IBM Corp, Armonk, New York) for the quantitative data collated from the questionnaire. The workshops were
audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim by the principal investigator and independently by a private transcription service (WayWithWords). The principal investigator (MZ) then listened to the audio recordings of the workshop and developed a coding frame. To ensure reliability of the coding frame that was adopted, two authors (MZ and SH) reviewed the transcripts and discussed the coding frame, thus ensuring that the process of intercoder consensus was adhered to [25]. If there were any disagreements, they were resolved through discussion with another author. The codes identified were classified into categories and then reorganized into themes. NVivo (version 12.0; QSR International, Melbourne, Australia) was used to facilitate the analysis. Two independent members of the study team reviewed the sketches of the prototype and identified the common elements.

Results

Demographics of Participants

Three co-design workshops were conducted with health care professionals, inpatients, and outpatients. There were 20 participants, consisting of 10 health care professionals and 10 patients (5 inpatients on a detoxification and rehabilitation program and 5 outpatients who were clinically stable and mostly in abstinence from their substance use). The mean age of the health care professionals was 47.3 years, and the mean time caring for individuals with addictive disorders was 12.7 years. Of the 10 health care professionals, 8 were male. In terms of ethnicity, four were Chinese, one was Malay, and five were Indians. The mean age of inpatients was 44.4 years; one had an alcohol use disorder and four had a substance use disorder. For outpatients, the mean age was 43.2 years, and all participants had used both alcohol and illicit substances, except one inpatient. Multimedia Appendix 1 provides further information on the demographic characteristics of patient participants.

Phase 1

When responding to the existing app, health care professionals identified issues with its design, the visual probe trials, and the images. Both patient groups perceived issues with the visual probe trials and the images included in the app, and the outpatients also commented on the design and safety issues with the administration of the existing app. Table 2 provides a summary of the verbatim comments of the participants in each of the themes identified.
Table 2. Themes related to limitations of the existing app.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Health care professionals (n=10)</th>
<th>Inpatient participants (n=5)</th>
<th>Outpatient participants (n=5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design of the app</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Buttons were too small” making them “easy to miss” [Participant 2]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td>• “More instructions”[Participant 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Press a few times, will add on to the reaction time” [Participant 1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “When I got things clear, I focus on star” [Participant 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “There is no try out to understand how it works.” [Participants 3 and 5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “No design or anything” [Participant 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual probe tasks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Too many repetitions” [Participant 2]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• “Were too fast” [Participants 3, 5 and 7]</td>
<td>• The trial was “too long” [Participants 1 and 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The task was “so fast” [Participants 3 and 5].</td>
<td></td>
<td>• “My mind cannot catch up, fingers cannot catch up” [Participant 5]</td>
<td>• “Too fast” and “quick” [Participants 2, 4, and 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Distinguish the frame from one another looking at the asterisk” [Participant 1]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• “Repetition is the same” [Participant 5]</td>
<td>• “I never even have a chance to see” [Participant 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Focusing on the asterisk only.” [Participants 3 and 7]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Task is “too tedious” [Participant 3]</td>
<td>• “Too fast. My mind was to aim for the star. The pictures I was not interested.” [Participant 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Pictures were so fast, after a while, I stopped paying attention and just look for the asterisk” [Participant 8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “It is too fast that we don’t really see the picture” [Participant 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Images included in the visual probe task</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The “colour is dull” and “the images are repetitive” [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “Keep seeing the same pictures” [Participant 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Image colour does not stick out” [Participant 3]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• “I see the same image for 30 times or more” [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “Very boring, put more pictures” [Participant 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Non-white background will enhance the focus of the images” [Participant 2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “Maybe more picture, very repetitive. I keep on seeing the same pictures over and over again” [Participant 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safety of administering the app</strong></td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td>• “It comes in pairs. It always weed and chocolate cake. You can figure out” [Participant 2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phase 2**

When brainstorming features that could be added to the existing mobile app, the health care professionals suggested improvement to the stimuli, the mechanism of responding, and the presentation of the scores. Inpatient participants recommended additional functionalities and enhancements in the design, images, and task. Outpatients recommended improvements in both the design, included images, and the presentation of the results and perceived gaming features to be a solution. Table 3 provides a summary of the verbatim comments of the participants in accordance with the themes identified.
Table 3. Themes related to solutions addressing limitations of the existing app.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Health care professionals (n=10)</th>
<th>Inpatient participants (n=5)</th>
<th>Outpatient participants (n=5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Images included in visual probe task</td>
<td>• “As much as possible, it should be similar as possible. The two pictures should be of the same quality and same size” [Participant 2]</td>
<td>• “Something associated with alcoholism. Clubbing, coffee shop, anything associated with alcoholism” [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “Higher intensity” of images instead of just 2 pictures [Participant 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “How come the tiger bottle is so big and the cola bottle so small? Obviously, my eyes will zoom to the big one. I am attracted to the obvious. It just shines out” [Participant 5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of app</td>
<td>• “Is it possible to press on the picture instead of right/left. Pictures are bigger than the right/left button” [Participant 10]</td>
<td>• “Colours” for the asterisk [Participant 1] and for the buttons to be “round or bigger” [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “When press down on the star, right or correct, some positive words or pictures, smiling. Would be more interesting” [Participant 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Maybe instead of buttons, they could tap anywhere on the half of the screen. That would make it easier rather than to aim on the button. This will also help to mitigate the older folks who have difficulties to move on to the button” [Participant 2]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• “If they hit the correct one, maybe there is a nice emoji. Wrong, maybe a crying emoji” [Participant 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoring functionality</td>
<td>• Scoring was “very complicated” and that the scoring appealed only to “investigators or clinicians” [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td>• “When they finish the game, can have instant results, instead of having to scroll down” [Participant 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other possible functionalities</td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td>• “What are the diseases you are going through if you have alcoholism? More information of what alcohol does to you in the short term and long term” [Participant 2]</td>
<td>• No mention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual probe trial</td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td>• “Just 3 seconds interval” [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “Do it from slow, all the way to fast” [Participant 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “You can request for 5-10 seconds interval delay” [Participant 1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration of gaming elements</td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td>• “Show the fastest speed and slowest speech in the result, make it like a game” [Participant 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “Maybe you could have a board [1st, 2nd, 3rd]” [Participant 3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 3
Gaming was the aspect where there was the greatest difference between health care professionals and patients. The professionals suggested the integration into the conventional attention bias modification app of performance-oriented rewards and storyboard gaming elements. With one exception, the inpatient participants were against the inclusion of gaming elements. The outpatient participants perceived that the inclusion of gaming elements was appropriate if the game was intended for individuals who are in abstinence. Table 4 provides a summary of the verbatim comments of the participants in accordance to the themes identified.
Table 4. Themes related to gamification elements for the existing app.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Health care professionals (n=10)</th>
<th>Inpatient participants (n=5)</th>
<th>Outpatient participants (n=5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance-oriented gaming</td>
<td>• “Lowest cost way of doing this app that will make users want to continue using it.” [Participant 2]</td>
<td>• “Leader-board”, social gaming elements “Having connect with Facebook would allow you to see who else has participated” and “Levels” in the game [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “Results” of his or her performance [Participant 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elements</td>
<td>• “The feedback that you are doing better is kind of helpful for them” [Participant 9]</td>
<td>• Time-pressure, levels and leaderboard were also chosen, as it allows for “competition” [Participant 2]</td>
<td>• “When you see the leaderboard, maybe I am here. I can do better to go up” [Participant 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “In between giving feedback about their performance; three times you press the correct thing, you are on a roll” [Participant 4]</td>
<td>• “In between giving feedback about their performance; three times you press the correct thing, you are on a roll” [Participant 4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “As it motivates you to go into higher grades, either as an individual or as a group” [Participant 6]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Motivate them to continue playing the application” [Participant 11]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Bronze to silver to gold medals” [Participant 2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Some achievement in the form of badges would help” [Participant 7]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Track their progress” “aware of the questions remaining” [Participant 8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewards (digital/real world)-</td>
<td>• “Entice them to continue to play” [Participant 4]</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Can change for vouchers” [Participant 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based gaming elements</td>
<td></td>
<td>No mention</td>
<td>“Like voucher, exchange coffee. Get something realistic” [Participant 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context (storyboard)</td>
<td>• “Motivating” [Participant 7]</td>
<td>No mention</td>
<td>No mention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Map out the real-life experiences”, this giving “a reason in doing the exercises” [Participant 6]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “More realistic and engaging” [Participant 9]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against gamification</td>
<td>• No mention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Childish” [Participant 3] making the application to be more catered for “Kids” [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “If I am using, I would not play game. When you are into drugs, you are in no mood to play games” [Participant 4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “All these are game right? Part of games right? All these are addiction already” [Participant 2]</td>
<td>• “When you are heavily using, you cannot be bothered by this. Especially when you are high” [Participant 5]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “As a gamer, I could relate to Number 2, this is gaming addiction” [Participant 1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the six groups were able to discuss and sketch out a prototype of an app that would address the underlying limitations and include the solutions they have proposed. Figure 2 shows an example of the proposed design illustrated by one group of patients. Table 5 provides the selected verbatim comments of all groups of participants with regard to their sketched prototype. In each of the groups, one participant was asked to share about their prototype.
Figure 2. Patient-created proposal for design of the app.

Table 5. Participants’ comments on their newly conceptualized prototypes (one participant was asked to share on behalf of the whole group).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Selected verbatim comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health care professionals (Group 1)</td>
<td>• “We think that there should be a few levels of difficulties. It is like a training phase. The assessment time becomes shorter and shorter. The time becomes shorter and shorter. We think there should be a score. Encourage the person to hit a higher score. The rewards we were thinking about… Vouchers or privileges on the ward.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care Professionals (Group 2)</td>
<td>• “First thing would be instructions.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Second part. There would be some motivation. You are doing good.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “After the training is done, task score. And the progress bar. How many percent completed.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “The pictures. We thought of different modalities. Not just the pictures. Sometimes virtual ones.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Need a trial of how to do it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient participants (Group 1)</td>
<td>• “Instead of using a cross, you can put a money sign.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “After you focus on a while, you could have different images.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Secondly, instead of money, you could put a photo. A photo of your family. After you focus on the photo for a while, you drift off to an animated picture.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Ask the user to type.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient participants (Group 2)</td>
<td>• “Family. Picture This is the family picture, wife and children picture. Drugs and alcohol. Which one you want to choose.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Instead of someone else drinking, can be someone I know drinking.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient participants (Group 1)</td>
<td>• “The first square is the instruction manual. The second one is a prompt for ready. Then straight away go to the cross with 2 pictures. The last one is the start. And end with results. Maybe it starts off with a bit slower and then progress to fast.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Maybe the first 20-30 pictures 0.8 seconds, then the next 0.6 seconds. Moderately decrease the speed instead of diving right in.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient participants (Group 2)</td>
<td>• “Introduction. The second column slightly slower than the tablet. 0.7-0.8 seconds. This one is 2 seconds. 1 seconds. Then you can random got different picture. Not only just come up star only. Can come up star with drug.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both groups of health care professionals, it was important that participants be allowed to have a training phase or practice before they undertake the actual task. Health care professionals also recommended the initial trial interval to be lengthened to 1000 milliseconds and gradually reduced to 500 milliseconds with time. Health care professionals also recommended the
inclusion of scores and progress bars, to provide feedback and inform participants of their progress. Some health care professionals preferred the inclusion of animated images instead of static images. Inpatients wanted images that were animated or personalized for their substance of use. Participants also wanted a variety of images to appear on the screen, instead of being limited to merely two images. Like the design proposed by health care professionals, both groups of outpatient participants wanted to start with a lengthened trial interval, which was progressively shortened as the intervention progressed, for example, starting with a trial interval of 800 milliseconds for the first 20-30 set of images and then reducing it to 600 milliseconds. The rationale for this progressively decreasing trial interval duration was to allow participants of all age groups to become comfortable with the nature of the task. All participants emphasized the need to provide instructions prior to the commencement of the task. Both groups of participants also wanted the prototype to have bigger buttons to facilitate rapid response. All participants were able to complete the sketches of the prototype within the allocated time.

Participants were also shown images that were included in the existing app. Both health care professionals and participants shared their perspectives of the included images. Table 6 provides a summary of the verbatim comments of the participants in accordance with the drug categories.

Table 6. Suggestions of participants for images included in the app.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image category</th>
<th>Health care professionals (n=10)</th>
<th>Inpatient participants (n=5)</th>
<th>Outpatient participants (n=5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>• “Picture more relevant to the local context, for example, picture from coffee shop” [Participant 6]</td>
<td>• “Hard liquor” was missing [Participants 1 and 2]</td>
<td>• No need to include the “brand” of the alcohol [Participant 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not to focus on the “brands” of the alcohol [Participant 6]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• “More kind of hard liquor, such as whisky” [Participant 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis</td>
<td>• “Some of the pictures were not familiar” [Participant 2]</td>
<td>• A “barrel and aluminum foil” would be good [Participant 3]</td>
<td>• “The bong is not the right bong” [Participant 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Straws” “pictures of the barrel and thin foils” [Participant 5]</td>
<td>• “Bottles” might not be so relevant, as they are synthetic cannabinoids [Participant 1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroin</td>
<td>• “Someone chasing the dragon, or someone using the main line” are the most relevant and triggering [Participant 3]</td>
<td>• “The one with needle” [Participant 4]</td>
<td>• “Syringe” image was perceived to be “very triggering” [Participant 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “The images of the stimulant crystals might not be so relevant, as the crystals available locally are “of different quality” [Participant 2]</td>
<td>• “Pills” might not be so relevant as the “brands” of the drugs [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “Nothing catches my eye except for this needle thing” [Participant 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulants</td>
<td>• “Bottles” might not be so relevant, as the drugs are synthetic cannabinoids [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “Pure image of ICE” [Participant 1]</td>
<td>• “Pills” “oxycodone” was not used locally (“Singapore people don’t abuse”). [Participant 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Don’t look like ICE at all” [Participant 4]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• “Don’t look like ICE at all” [Participant 4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ICE: methamphetamine (stimulant).

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This is the first study to explore the principles of participatory design research for cognitive/attention bias modification interventions. When asked to identify the limitations in the existing app, common issues identified were those with the design, visual probe task, and included images. Outpatients were also concerned with the safety of administration of the intervention. In the brainstorming sessions, health care professionals made recommendations for enhancing the stimulus, mechanism of responding, and presentation of scores. Inpatient participants recommended the addition of functionalities such as information on the harms associated with the substance use and enhancements in the design, images, and tasks. Outpatient participants perceived the need to improve the images and presentation of the results and recommended the inclusion of gaming features. There were differences in opinions pertaining to the inclusion of gaming features, as only health care professionals endorsed their inclusion. In the last phase of the workshop, participants were tasked with the conceptualization of prototypes, and the commonality in the design was a gradual shortening of the interval for stimulus/image presentation.

Throughout all the co-design sessions, one of the main issues highlighted by participants was that the time interval for the presentation of the stimulus was too rapid. In the conventional app that we designed [23], we stipulated the following timings: 500 milliseconds for the presentation of the fixation cross, another 500 milliseconds for the presentation of the images, and 2000 milliseconds for the participant to respond before the trial goes on. A measure of 500 milliseconds was chosen as the time for the presentation of the stimulus, as most studies that have examined the reliability of the dot-probe task present cue stimuli 500 milliseconds prior to the appearance of the probe [26]. In the literature examining attentional bias modification for substance use disorder, there is a great variation in the
timings of stimulus presentation. Charles et al [27] presented images for either 200 or 500 milliseconds to individuals with opioid use disorders, and they postulate that the short stimulus (200 milliseconds) helped in the evaluation of the automatic orientating, and the long stimulus (500 milliseconds) helped in the evaluation of controlled attentional processing. Other studies involving individuals with opioid disorders have used varied timings, ranging from a short stimulus of 200 milliseconds [28-32] to 500 milliseconds [29] and a long stimulus interval of 1500 milliseconds [15] to 2000 milliseconds [28,30-32]. In studies involving individuals with cannabis use disorder, stimulus intervals of 500 milliseconds [33] and 2000 milliseconds [34] have also been used. Studies involving participants with stimulant use disorders have, however, consistently used a stimulus interval of 500 milliseconds [35-37].

The aspects postulated by Charles et al [27] in their study on the evaluation of different attentional processes by short and long stimulus intervals have also been previously postulated by Robbins and Ehrman [38] and Field et al [39]. It is apparent that there is a wide variability in the stimulus interval timings in the published literature, despite all these studies having used the visual probe task. The findings from this study suggest that participants (both health care professionals and patients) prefer a slightly lengthened stimulus presentation interval (700-1000 milliseconds) and with the stimulus presentation interval gradually decreasing across the interventions. Taking into consideration the perspectives of our participants and the evidence to date in the published studies, future studies could vary the ratio of the stimuli that present as a long stimulus and a short stimulus (ie, at the start of the intervention, more trials are presented for a long stimulus duration, and across the days of interventions, this progressively decreases, so that there are more trials presented for a short stimulus duration). This helps ensure that both attentional processes (initial orientating and delayed disengagement) are being investigated.

One of the other limitations that were consistently highlighted throughout the workshops was a need for the stimulus images to be more relevant and personalized. The images included in the existing app were images extracted from the United States Drug Enforcement Agency Website together with some from the Singapore’s Central Narcotics Bureau’s website. Participants suggested that some of these images are not realistic enough for them and are not congruent with the images of the substances they have had used. To bridge this limitation, we could consider what Field et al [33] previously adopted. They had a separate group of 10 individuals, comprised of cannabis and noncannabis users, to rate the word stimulus on a “cannabis-relatedness” scale. They then used words that had the highest rating scores.

No recent studies have replicated this study, and we propose that this should be considered in future research to ensure that the images included are relatable to the participants. Apart from relevance and relatedness, personalization of the images was suggested by inpatient participants. Although Field et al [40] reported that the poor reliability of the visual probe task could be attributed to the nature of the stimulus used and highlighted the need for personalization of images, a recent study by Jones et al [41] failed to demonstrate increased internal consistency of the visual probe task following personalization. Their study [41], which involved participants with alcohol use issues, presented participants with images related to their type of alcoholic beverage consumed rather than a broad range of alcohol images. Although an attractive option, it is evident from the published literature that personalization of images may not improve the reliability of the visual probe task and facilitate the detection of attentional biases. Moreover, there are privacy and practical constrains if personalization of the images is considered.

In this study, we found a discrepancy in the perspectives of health care professionals and patients with regard to the consideration of gaming elements. Health care professionals were open to the inclusion of gaming elements, whereas patients were cautious in considering gaming elements. It is extremely important to take into consideration the needs of patients, as they are the eventual final users. Allowing patients’ perspectives to take dominance over health care and academic perspective makes sense, given that it is increasingly recognized that patients bring unique insights and knowledge into the co-designing process [42]. This discrepancy in viewpoints could potentially be mitigated if health care professionals and patients are both included in the same co-design workshop. Unfortunately, this was not permitted by our ethical board, as there are concerns that patient participants might not be as vocal due to the presence of health care professionals. In our study, some patients acknowledged that gaming elements could enhance the existing task. The common gaming elements recommended by both health care professionals and patients were performance-oriented gaming elements (feedback, levels, etc) and rewards. In their review of gamified attention bias modification apps, Zhang et al [43] highlighted that apps previously evaluated included features like animations, sounds, feedback, and a point-scoring system for response time and difficulty. To some extent, our participants have endorsed similar gamification techniques, as the gaming elements that have been used previously could be easily clustered as performance-oriented gaming elements, according to a previous [24] taxonomy of gamification techniques. In the review by Zhang et al [43], only two of the four identified studies demonstrated that the gamified app was effective. Notably, the two studies that were efficacious were evaluating the same app. One study [44] that involved participants with alcohol use disorders did not find the game to be effective following the inclusion of gaming elements. Given our findings, it is pertinent for future studies to carefully consider the appropriate use of gaming elements, considering mainly the perspectives of patients, and to re-evaluate the app for its effectiveness. Future research should consider, in particular, the specific type of gaming strategy that would render the intervention more effective.

In our study, patients also highlighted the presence of safety concerns in the administration of such an attention bias modification app to individuals in the early stages of recovery. Their concerns are contrary to those of prior studies, which have introduced attention bias modification to individuals who were in the detoxification phase of their treatment [9,12]. Manning et al [12] highlighted that it is important to introduce bias modification early to capitalize on the stage of neural recovery. None of these prior studies have reported dropouts due to individuals relapsing into their substance of use. Nevertheless,
the safety concerns highlighted by patients should be taken into consideration when executing a trial. It might be more appropriate to consider the administration of such an intervention among individuals in the later stages of their rehabilitation program or when they are out of their withdrawal phase. If the intervention must be administered to participants in the detoxification phase, only participants with low scores on their withdrawal scales should be selected to undertake such an intervention.

The main strength of this study is the principles of participatory design research for the coproduction of an attention bias modification app. The coproduced app not only included the perspectives of experts in the field of addiction (health care professionals), but also took into consideration the needs of the service users. Most of the existing attention bias and cognitive bias modification interventions are produced by either academic or commercial developers, and as highlighted by Zhang et al [15], there remains an apparent disconnect between academics, health care professionals, and software developers. This study has clearly bridged this gap in the research literature. In this study, we conducted the workshop in line with the principles of the Future Workshops.

Despite these inherent strengths, there are several limitations. It would have been most ideal to have both health care professionals and participants in the same workshop. However, we were unable to do so, as there is a possibility that the presence of health care professionals might make it uncomfortable for participants to share their inputs and perspectives. From the perspectives shared by the participants and from the results, it is evident that not all participants had the same understanding of the visual probe task paradigm, despite receiving the same introductory briefing. In addition, some of the themes identified such as cost were of importance, but the cost was not a theme that was commonly identified by both health care professionals and patients; therefore, it was not further explored. In our study, we showed participants examples of the various gamification strategies, as it is anticipated that our participants had a limited understanding of these techniques. There is a possibility that this might have resulted in some biases among individuals, but we have also taken steps to minimize this by ensuring that gamification techniques from all four categories, as previously highlighted by Hoffman et al [24], are shown. In addition, to minimize the risk of biases, in all three workshops, the facilitator explained each of the gamification strategies listed in the prior classification by Hoffman et al [24].

**Conclusions**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that has applied the principles of participatory design research for an attention bias modification intervention. Both health care professionals and patient participants provided insights on how the existing paradigm of the attention bias modification task could be enhanced to meet their needs. The results from this research will guide the development of an app that meets the specific needs of patients and is still based on a pre-existing validated task paradigm.
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Abstract

Background: Patients with borderline personality disorder experience great difficulties in regulating their emotions. They often are unable to effectively detect their emotional arousal and struggle to timely apply learned techniques for emotion regulation. Although the use of continuous wearable biofeedback has been repeatedly suggested as an option to improve patients’ emotional awareness, this type of app is not yet available for clinical use. Therefore, we developed an ambulatory biofeedback app named Sense-IT that can be integrated in mental health care.

Objective: The aim of the study was to develop an ambulatory biofeedback app for mental health care that helps with learning to better recognize changes in personal emotional arousal and increases emotional awareness.

Methods: Using several methods in a tailored User Centred Design (UCD) framework, we tested the app’s usability and user experience (UX) via a cyclic developmental process with multiple user groups (patients, therapists, and UCD experts; 3-5 per group, per cycle).

Results: The process resulted in a stable prototype of the app that meets most of the identified user requirements. The app was valued as useful and usable by involved patients, therapists, and UCD experts. On the Subjective Usability Scale (SUS), the patients rated the app as “Good” (average score of 78.8), whereas the therapists rated the app as “OK” (average score of 59.4). The UCD experts judged the app’s overall usability as between “OK” and “acceptable” (average score of 0.87 on a cognitive walkthrough). As most critical usability problems were identified and addressed in the first cycle of the prototyping process, subsequent cycles were mainly about implementing new or extending existing functions, and other adjustments to improve UX.

Conclusions: mHealth development within a clinical mental health setting is challenging, yet feasible and welcomed by targeted users. This paper shows how new mHealth interventions for mental health care can be met with enthusiasm and openness by user groups that are known to be reluctant to embrace technological innovations. The use of the UCD framework, involving multiple user groups, proved to be of added value during design and realization as evidenced by the complementary requirements and perspectives. Future directions on studying clinical effectiveness of the app, appliance of the app in other fields, and the implications of integration of the app for daily practice in mental health are discussed.
mental health; borderline personality disorder; mobile health; emotional awareness; ambulatory biofeedback; design science; user centered design; iterative prototype testing

Introduction

Context

Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a psychological disorder that influences all domains of life. It is characterized by a pervasive pattern of unstable relations, a distorted self-image, and profound difficulties in regulation of one’s emotions [1]. Self-harming behaviors are common [2-5]. A lack of emotional awareness or the ability to timely recognize the onset of emotions and their increasing or decreasing intensity plays a role in emotional instability and dysregulated and self-harming behaviors in BPD [6-11]. Patients with BPD seem to especially have less focus on the level of emotional arousal than controls [12].

Perception of internal bodily states is found to be of significant importance to subjective experience, awareness, labeling, and understanding of emotional processes [13-16]. Interestingly, people with low emotional awareness, in general, do respond to emotional triggers physiologically, and to a certain extent, behaviorally, but lack the experience of the emotion—the feeling [14,17,18]. Therefore, available evidence suggests that treatment of low emotional awareness in BPD should focus on bodily signals and could very well involve biofeedback [6,12-23]. Although there are indications that emotional awareness can improve with psychological interventions [24], development and testing these interventions is in its infancy [25,26]. From literature and information gathered from patients and professionals, we identified a need to improve the treatment of low emotional awareness in BPD [19,24,27].

We started a project to develop a biosensor-informed e-coaching app on emotional awareness in the challenging environment of a psychiatric ward for patients with severe BPD. We gave the app the name Sense-IT, as it refers to both its intended purpose for patients (sense it) and its technological nature (IT: information technology). Importantly, it should help its users to learn to better recognize changes in their physiological and, with that, emotional arousal and thus increase emotional awareness. To the best of our knowledge, this project is one of the first in providing ambulatory biofeedback to this group of users. We previously developed an initial prototype [28]. The aim of this study was to complete the next step and deliver a working version of the Sense-IT app that is deemed useful and usable by 3 important groups of stakeholders: patients with BPD and low emotional awareness, mental health professionals working with these patients, and experts on user-centered design (UCD).

Initial Prototype

We decided to design our app for wearable technology that comes equipped with essential biosensor technology that is widely available for consumers, is affordable, and runs on a mature operating system (OS) that offers easy-to-use app programming interfaces (APIs) by which one can develop native apps and access sensors directly. After a small preliminary study with main stakeholders and users on acceptable, usable, and nonstigmatizing hardware (unpublished), we decided to use a smartwatch and mobile phone. Next, we decided on developing an app for Google’s Android (including Wear) OS. As a mature, easy-to-access OS, it has a broad base of support by manufacturers, software developers, and users alike. Most smartwatches (at the time) came equipped with a photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensor and accelerometer. The PPG sensor is used for measuring heart rate (HR). After studying the literature on the use of biosignals for affect detection, we built an algorithm that takes the HR data of the user to calculate a physiological correlate of emotional arousal (PCEA). HR, similar to HR variability (HRV) and electrodermal activity (EDA), is triggered by the sympathetic nervous system [29,30]. Typical consumer wrist-based HR monitors provide a fairly accurate measurement of HR even when deployed during physical activity and movement [31].

The first version of the app was built by one of the authors (RK) and 2 graduate students in Human Media Interaction. The outcomes of previous design cycles served as the main sources of input for programming (refer to the study by Derks et al [28]). Visual design was kept low in complexity so that the app’s graphical user interface (GUI) is easy to interpret by the user yet remains nondescript to the environment (see Figure 1). To cater to the expressed need for discreet and unobtrusive coaching, audio signals were deliberately not implemented. Instead, the app was programmed to give tactile feedback via the vibration motor in the smartwatch. Users have direct access to a proxy of the current level of the PCEA via continuous HR measurements on both the smartwatch and mobile phone. On the smartwatch, users have the option to choose from 4 different watch faces. The mobile phone app provides an overview of the recent measurements. At higher levels of arousal (stages 4 and 5 out of 5), the user receives a textual prompt, intended to stimulate deliberate reflection on one’s current status of emotional arousal. See Figure 2 for an impression.

An option to manually export recorded data to a server was also implemented. With this option, a primary user is able to transfer his or her data to a server. These data can then be accessed via an internet browser through a secured gateway. The data can be presented in raw form or plotted to provide a graph depicting the changes in PCEA over time. This option was built in to increase the number of ways the data could be used to support therapy. For example, it could provide an opportunity for the patients to get a better overview of the changes in their arousal over time or to let their therapists have a view (if they were granted access to the secured data by the patient). Although this functionality was built in, it could not be tested at the clinic because of limitations in the technical infrastructure at site and ethical limitations concerning the sending of personal data to servers outside the clinic. Figure 3 gives an overview of the setup of the app.
Figure 1. Sense-IT mobile phone graphical user interface, first version. The yellow switch starts and stops the measuring of heart rate (HR) via the smartwatch. Each recorded change in level of HR (or physiological correlate of emotional arousal [PCEA]) is represented a blue bar in the white area of the screen. The date and time of the change are displayed within the blue bar, and the level of the PCEA appears as a number in the circle left of the bar.

Figure 2. Sense-IT watch faces, first version. The watch faces each expressed changing levels of HR/PCEA by changing either the circular elements (ie, more circles or a bigger circle), or simply indicating a numerical level (from 1 – 10).
Methods

Study Design

The Methodological Framework

A design framework tailored to the setting and purposes was developed based on principles from user experience (UX) design and UCD. We previously published a detailed report on the development of this framework and our first steps in the development of the Sense-IT app [28]. We combined the conceptual overview of Elements of UX model [32] with the broader focused approach of the CeHReS Roadmap [33] and added a placeholder to specify the methods used. This led to the EMP framework. EMP stands for element-method-product, the main components of the model. Figure 4 shows a schematic overview of the EMP framework.

We previously completed the steps of the first 2 elements of the framework, that is, the strategy and scope and the structure plane (in Figure 1, I and II of the elements of UX) [28]. The completion of these steps in the model yielded design requirements and mental models that serve as the basic input for the current, third element of the framework (in Figure 1, III, skeleton and surface of the elements of UX). In the third element, the desired product was a working prototype. This implied getting into the back-end organizational structure and flow (skeleton) and the front end or outer qualities such as visuals, sounds, and vibrations (surface). As the main UX method (the M in the EMP framework), we chose cyclic, iterative prototyping [34].

Figure 4. The EMP-framework. The framework is to be read from the bottom (ie, abstract considerations) to the top (ie, concrete considerations). The lines indicate the connection between the elements and the methods. The arrows point to the products that will result from the methods.
Procedure

We went through 3 cycles of testing, each with its own specific group of users (see Figure 5). The first cycle, that is, initial prototype programming and pilot testing with patients, took place between February and July 2016. The second cycle, that is, usability testing with professional caregivers, took place between November and December 2016. The third cycle, that is, usability testing with expert users, took place between January and February 2017.

Figure 5. Specification of the Method of Prototyping within the EMP-framework.

Setting

The first 2 cycles took place within an inpatient psychotherapeutic setting of Scelta, GGNet, a mental health care provider situated in the east of the Netherlands. Testing during the third cycle took place in an office setting within the facilities of the University of Twente.

Scelta is a specialized division within GGNet, one of the larger mental health care providers in the Netherlands. Scelta provides psychiatric treatment of severe personality disorders. At their inpatient clinic, Scelta offers several psychotherapeutic treatment programs for personality disorders. The testing of the app with patients and therapists was within the dialectical behavioral treatment (DBT) [35] unit of the clinic. Here, multidisciplinary group DBT [35] is given to a maximum of 27 inpatients at a time. All patients are diagnosed with 1 or more personality disorders—the majority of them having BPD diagnosed as main disorder. Four days a week, during working hours, patients receive multiple forms of psychological treatment. Medical treatment can be part of the treatment but serves a subsidiary role. On average, duration of treatment within the DBT program is 9 to 12 months. After that, most patients are referred for further (outpatient) care.

Data Analysis

Data from interviews, questionnaires, and task scenarios were transcribed via a transcription program (F4). Additional remarks made by participants during or in between hands-on testing were also registered. Qualitative analysis consisted of a combination of content and thematic analysis [36]. Comments were categorized by applying constant comparison, comparing statements numerically and content wise. Usability problems and needs were listed and subsequently grouped, after which a central theme was allocated to each group. This was done by 2 of the authors (YD and RK), of which one has a background in psychology and the other in computer science. Final categorization reflects consensus after comparison and discussion of the interpretation processes of both authors. The following main themes were identified: (1) technology, (2) user interface and interaction, and (3) functionality (and ethics). Next, within each set of results per group, inductive thematic analysis was used to identify whether, and, if so, which specific values regarding the acceptance and adoption of the app were present. Next to the qualitative analyses, individual and overall scores of the system usability scale (SUS) [37] (used in cycles 1 and 2) and the cognitive walkthrough (used in cycle 3) were quantitatively analyzed.
Ethical Considerations
The study was granted approval by both a nationwide operating ethical commission and a local ethical commission associated with the university. Participation in the study was on a voluntary basis and only after informed consent. Patients undergoing clinical treatment at the treatment center and therapists working in the center were eligible if they were willing to actively participate. All participants could withdraw from the study at any time with no further obligations. In addition, therapists of the patients held the right to anytime exclude or withdraw patients from participating in the study if they judged a patient’s participation potentially detrimental for his or her well-being or unwanted or inappropriate in any other way. There was no financial reward or other incentive for participating.

Cycles
As the cycles were carried out as three consecutive studies, each with its own participants, procedure, and materials, the remainder of the method section will be discussed per cycle. Next, results will also be presented per cycle, in paragraphs representing the main themes that resulted from the thematic analysis. Multimedia Appendix 1 provides a schematic overview of the thematic ordering. It lists all usability issues and user needs that were identified by 1, 2, or all user groups grouped by the main theme and presents the applied—or planned—solutions and adjustments to the Sense-IT app after the 3 cycles of usability testing. The result section concludes with the presentation of the current version of the Sense-IT app.

First Cycle: Testing with Patients with Borderline Personality Disorder

Participants
A total of 5 patients of the DBT program participated in testing the app. Participation was on a voluntary basis and after informed consent. All were previously diagnosed with BPD and low emotional awareness. Of 5 patients, 4 completed the second iteration, and 1 patient could not participate on the second day of the second iteration, as she forgot that she had to interact with the system. It again consisted of 2 days of testing. Patients were instructed to interact with the app as if it was part of their therapy program. The main goal of the second iteration was to examine whether the alterations to the app led to a satisfactory overall UX. At the end of the day, patients were asked to fill in the SUS. They also were briefly interviewed on their experiences.

Materials

Hardware
A total of 5 mobile phones and 5 smartwatches were used in sets. Each set consisted of a Moto G, third-generation smartphone (5-inch screen size and screen resolution 1280×720 pixels) and a Moto 360, second-generation smartwatch (1.37-inch screen size and screen resolution 360×325 pixels). Both ran a version of Android OS: Android 6.x (KitKat) on the mobile phone and Android Wear 1.5 on the smartwatch. Each set was connected via Bluetooth (and optionally via Wi-Fi) through built-in communication software provided by the Android ecosystem.

System Usability Scale
The SUS is a commonly used questionnaire that quickly and reliably assesses the usability of a product [37-40]. The SUS [39,40] comprised 10 statements that are scored on a 5-point scale, ranging from “totally disagree” to “totally agree.” It contains statements such as “I thought the system was easy to use” and “I thought there was too much inconsistency.” The SUS yields an overall score of the system usability ranging between 0 and 100, where higher scores indicate better usability. For interpretation of scores, we used the guideline provided by Bangor et al [38].

Questionnaires
A total of 2 short self-constructed questionnaires were administered to the patients during the first cycle of testing. The first questionnaire (26 items) contained questions on the use context; the patient’s level of experience with technology; general UX of the app; UX of the interface on mobile phone and smartwatch; the use of prompts; and additional questions regarding privacy, perceived risks, and missing/desired features. See Multimedia Appendix 2. The second questionnaire (16 items) contained questions on the patient’s general UX with the mobile phone and smartwatch interface, the use of the diary/note keeping function, and questions about the option to share data with therapists in the future. See Multimedia Appendix 3.

Interview
After each iteration, a semistructured interview was held with each patient. The interview consisted of 5 open questions. Participants were asked what they liked about the intervention (app plus hardware), what they disliked about it, what their experiences were regarding the measurement of their bodily signals (PCEA), if they would have made other decisions regarding the design of the app and/or choice of the hardware, etc.
Second Cycle: Testing with Therapists

Participants
Of 25 health care professionals at the clinic, 4 were invited to participate. They were selected via a stratified sampling method [41]. The sample included 1 psychiatrist, 1 bodily oriented psychotherapist, and 2 groupworkers or sociotherapists. All were native Dutch and aged between 47 and 62 years (mean age 52 years, SD 7.1). Overall, 2 participants were males and 2 were females. One of the participants personally owned a smartwatch. In addition, 3 of the participants indicated to have affinity with wearable technology but indicated not to closely monitor developments in the field of smart devices.

Procedure
The app and the 2-day testing procedure were kept similar so that the health care professionals would get a similar UX as the patients. On the second day of testing, a series of 4 paper task scenarios were completed along with the SUS and a short interview.

Materials
Hardware
The same mobile phones and smartwatches were used as in cycle 1.

System Usability Scale
See the description under cycle 1.

Task Scenarios
A total of 4 scenarios were written by the research team, based on the functions of the app. Each scenario consisted of a task to be performed on either the mobile phone or smartwatch: (1) add a comment to your latest measurement, (2) change the watch face to another Sense-IT watch face, (3) add a general comment to the timeline (not to a measurement), and (4) let the app stop measuring your HR. With each scenario, the user was asked which steps he or she took to perform the task, what difficulties were encountered while performing the task, and whether the user had further comments or suggestions.

Interview
To close off the 2-day hands-on testing phase, a brief, semi-structured interview was held with each therapist. The interview questions were the same as in cycle 1, but the interview also inquired how the app could be implemented in the therapies of their patients.

Third Cycle: Testing with User-Centered Design Experts

Participants
For the third cycle, 3 expert users were personally contacted. All were part of the professional network of the authors at the University of Twente. Of 3 expert users, 1 works as an assistant professor in Product Interaction Design whose current work is focused on multisensory design, user interaction and experience, and their influence on behavior and motivation.

Procedure
The UCD experts were asked to complete a cognitive walkthrough while using the app in an individual session. They were provided with information on the primary users and their concerns in the form of a persona [28]. After the cognitive walkthrough, each UCD expert was given a final moment to reflect and mention any other detected usability problem they had encountered.

Materials
Hardware
The same mobile phones and smartwatches were used as in cycles 1 and 2.

Cognitive Walkthrough
The UCD experts were asked to complete several tasks while thinking out loud about what a primary user (ie, a patient with BPD and low emotional awareness) would do and evaluate if the task at hand would be easily achievable. The tasks were the same as the scenarios for the therapists.

There were 4 additional questions on usability to be answered with yes or no. These questions were as follows: (1) Will the primary user try to achieve the correct effect?, (2) Will the primary user notice that the correct action is available?, (3) Will the primary user associate the correct action with the desired effect?, and, if the user performed the right action, (4) Will the primary user notice that progress is being made toward accomplishment of her goal? As an indication of usability error [41], the average number of yes answers were added up to a score between 0 and 1, with higher scores indicating less errors.

Results

First Cycle Results
Quantitative Data (System Usability Scale)
The patients rated the system after the second iteration of the first cycle. The overall rating was good (average score of 78.8). Of 4 participants, 3 rated the app as good to excellent (85 to 97.5), whereas one rated it as poor (42.5) [38]. The latter participant experienced trouble in working with the mobile phone and smartwatch in general and indicated that her age could play a role. She would therefore have liked to see the user interface simplified and more foolproof. She also would have liked to have an easy to understand user manual to come with the app.

Qualitative Data (Questionnaires and Interview)
Technology
Overall, patients were positive about the ease of use of the app on the smartwatch and mobile phone. They also liked the design

and if they had any other remarks about what they would like to see improved or altered in a future version.
and indicated they had no problems with having to wear a smartwatch—although not all of them were used to wearing a watch. Moreover, 3 patients found it cumbersome that the app was on a mobile phone of the project, so they had to carry it besides their own device. Given the test phase, all understood why the app was not installed on their own devices.

**User Interface and Interaction**

All patients experienced the app as discreet and inconspicuous. All would have liked more data visualization. They stressed it was important that the data visualization should remain neutral for reasons of discreetness while still being intuitively understandable. Regarding the Watch face GUI, users found it important that they could choose from several designs.

Patients stressed that the app should be compatible with their therapies. In arousal was represented in a two times five stage process that is compatible with the current user setting (DBT and systems training for emotional predictability and problem solving [3,42]) as well as cognitive behavior therapy (CBT). Patients indicated that other ways of breaking down in levels would still be welcome for the use of the app in other forms of therapy. One of the patients believed that the levels of the physiological scale were representing the subjective emotional states that were used in the main model on emotions in therapy.

The timing and frequency of feedback given by the app (via the vibration motor in the smartwatch) yielded mixed reactions. One patient said the notifications matched the perceived moments of arousal well. For 2 patients, the frequency of notifications was acceptable. One patient received a bit too many notifications, especially since they were accompanied by a vibration of the smartwatch that was noticed by other patients during group therapy. In contrast, another patient received too little notifications in regard to her experienced moments of heightened emotional arousal. She also believed the notifications were sometimes lagging behind with her actual feeling of increases in arousal. The reliability of the app was perceived as average to slightly unreliable. One patient encountered a problem in HR measurement, which was discovered and adjusted the second day.

**Functionality (and Ethics)**

One of the main findings after the first iteration with patients was the expressed need for an option to add a note to a registered change in PCEA level by the app. Regarding privacy, all patients answered that future sharing of the information generated by the app with their therapists would not be an issue for them.

**Adjustments and New Features Added After the First Iteration**

To prevent confusion of actual, subjective emotional arousal and the PCEA provided by the Sense-IT app, the numerical denoting of the scales was changed to icons consisting of spheres. Here, 1 sphere is equivalent to level 1, and 5 spheres are equivalent to level 5. One watch face was replaced by a new one, as the original one was judged as little attractive.

Next to adjustments in graphical layout, the app was extended with 4 new features. Of 4 features, 2 were based on the feedback received from the primary users, and the other 2 were based on the review of the app by the research team. The first new feature was the option for the user to provide feedback to the system by adding personal notes to each notification of change in PCEA by the Sense-IT app.

The second new feature was the option to add personal notes to a diary that is unrelated to recorded changes in PCEA level. As this is a common element in regular psychological treatments such as CBT, the idea for adding a diary was to enable patients to comment on their experiences over longer periods of time, for example, their morning, whole day, week, instead of adding comments to momentary situations captured in the app. This is also in line with recommendations from a recent review study of mobile health (mHealth) mobile phone apps [43]. Both features were added in response to an expressed need for a memory aid. Such an aid could be used, for example, during appointments with professional caregivers.

The third feature was a settings tab in which several personal values/preferences could be set. The addition of this feature was based on a review of the app by the research team. It concerned the option to manually adjust the mean HR and SD used by the system, as well as an option to alter the sensitivity of the system, that is, decrease or increase the threshold of when a new level was reached. We implemented 3 levels of sensitivity: normal (every change in HR of 1 SD adds or subtracts a PCEA level), low (change of 1.5 SD), and high (change of 0.5 SD). The option to set the sensitivity of the app was implemented to better adjust to the preferred level of feedback received by the user. The option to manually alter the values of mean HR and SD was primarily added to let the researchers override the values set by the system based on the baseline measurement in case the set values were unrepresentative for the user (eg, the user turned out to have an uncommonly low or high average HR during baseline measurement). The perceived lagging of feedback that 1 primary user reported could not be addressed in this stage of development but was scheduled as future work.

A fourth new feature was the ability of the app to also measure and represent PCEA states up to (theoretically) 5 steps below the user’s average HR. The decision to add this feature was made by the research team and was based on current expert theory on emotional (under)arousal in the field of affective neuroscience and psychotherapy [44]. These states were visualized in the app as hollow and/or blue-colored spheres (see Figure 6).
Second Iteration

The adjusted version of the app was used in the second iteration. All patients indicated that they experienced the option to add notes to detected changes in PCEA as useful. Of 5 patients, 3 had used the feature on more than 1 occasion. The diary for miscellaneous notes was also perceived as useful by all patients, although none of them had actually used this function.

The representation of PCEA states with below the personal baseline was also regarded as useful: “By adding this feature, the therapeutic goal to reach or maintain an overall lower state of arousal is supported by the app.” Patients suggested that they could practice mindfulness or do an exercise from their relaxation training and see if it had a lowering effect on their level of arousal.

All patients indicated that the use of notifications increased their self-awareness. Although 2 of them indicated that the app initially induced some more stress, for example, by making them become too focused on the feedback from the app and reacting to that, all indicated they quickly got used to being monitored continuously. All indicated they would like to see this app being integrated into their therapy, preferably as an adjunct that could be used in regular face-to-face meetings with their therapists. They all thought the app had positively affected their awareness of their emotions. One patient indicated she got notifications about increased physiological arousal during group therapy, which led her to observe her emotional arousal more closely. She thought this had really helped her to make more out of the session. All participants answered they would have liked to continue wearing the devices and using the app all day.

Second Cycle Results

Quantitative Data (System Usability Scale)

The therapists rated the system with SUS scores between 30 and 85, with a mean of 59.4, which is OK for the usability of the app, but a candidate for increased scrutiny and continued improvement for passable products [38].

All therapists described the app as useful. The lowest SUS score was because of a reliability issue, as she did not receive any notification during testing. However, she still expressed a positive attitude toward the app: “The app did not function properly, so that’s a main reason why I reported negative experiences [on the SUS; authors]. However, I still welcome the therapeutic function the app could fulfill, so keep up the good work!”

Qualitative Results (Task Scenarios and Interview)

Overall, the feedback by the therapists conveyed as a general message that the app bears real potential but should first be disposed of all bugs and errors. They all stressed how important it was the app should not attract unwanted attention in any way when integrated in daily practice, either meaning it should not hinder their daily work as a therapist (eg, having to do extra work when the app should start malfunctioning) nor disrupt standard forms of therapy (eg, a notification by the app draws the patient’s attention, which disrupts the process of face-to-face therapy) or draw unwanted attention to the patient in social settings.

Technology

The therapists mentioned that every now and then the system seemed to stop processing HR data. Overall, 2 said such technical difficulties were experienced as highly demotivating.
and could cause stress with patients. In addition, 3 therapists indicated that it was unclear how far apart the smartwatch and mobile phone can be without losing the Bluetooth connection, which caused a feeling of uncertainty. One suggested to add a manual (in the app or just on paper) that provides such information. One also suggested that it would be better to have multiple sources of physiological data, as this could improve the accuracy of the PCEA.

**User Interface and Interaction**

The general layout of various buttons proved less than optimally intuitive for 2 of the 4 therapists. During the scenarios, they found the option to add a miscellaneous note confusing when asked to add a comment to the latest registered change in PCEA. All indicated that the self-report tab was easy to find and leaving a note was easy to do. Also, ending the measurement of HR was not clear to the 2 previously mentioned therapists. Although the other 2 immediately correctly pressed the yellow switch to stop the measurement, 1 of the other 2 did not manage to find the on/off switch at all.

Furthermore, 2 of the therapists found the graphical representation in spheres convenient and logical. The other 2 therapists, however, did not figure out the meaning of the spheres by themselves. In addition, for both these therapists, it was not clear what the buzzing of the device intended to convey. They did understand how the app worked after it was explained to them by the researchers. One of the 2 therapists who understood the app by intuition commented that the app should be even more graphical: it should present the user with more graphs and figures.

**Functionality (and Ethics)**

All therapists mentioned it was of significant clinical relevance that the app communicated not only states of PCEA that were higher than the primary user’s baseline but also those that were below the personal mean. This way, patients can comment on their physiologically calm moments as well and learn from it. None of the professionals was able to change the interface of the app. The set of operations required by the user proved to be nonintuitive and prone to errors, resulting in the app to stop working.

**Third Cycle Results**

Overall, UCD experts considered it to be easy for users to access information and perform actions but also gave several suggestions for improvement of the app.

**Quantitative Data (Cognitive Walkthrough Evaluation)**

The average scores per task on the cognitive walkthrough ranged between 0.83 and 1.00 and the average score across tasks was 0.87. These scores indicate that the app’s overall usability is somewhere between “OK” and “acceptable,” yet could be improved.

**Qualitative Data (Cognitive Walkthrough Evaluation)**

**Technology**

A problem indicated by all 3 experts was that the collecting and processing of sensor data by the app seemed to stop at random moments, although they were not certain if this was really the case. When the Sense-IT app is turned off within the mobile phone environment, the user sees a message on the smartwatch that says the app is waiting to receive data from the sensors. This was judged as confusing to the user, as it does not specify whether the app is idle and awaiting an action by the user or it is waiting for sensor data that will be transferred automatically.

What was found missing was an electronic or paper manual. One of the UCD experts indicated that not all functions/features of the app are intuitively clear to the user. He suggested to include a manual with information on how the app works, what the different number of circles mean, and what a user can do with this information.

**Navigation**

Overall, the experts judged the interface to be low in complexity and easy to comprehend. Working with the app was judged as simple, and most tasks were easy to perform. Still, navigation within the app could be improved. Several small flaws negatively influenced the flow and experience of the interaction. Changing the interface of the app on the smartwatch was judged as intuitive, however, only when users are familiar with using a smartwatch or mobile phone. The option to go back to the previous screen was sometimes hard to find. The location of the on/off switch could be better. As people typically search for an on/off switch on the upper (right) corner of a device (such as a remote or a mobile phone), it was advised to place it there in the app as well. It was considered an additional issue that the smartwatch did not give visual or haptic feedback to the user when the collection of sensor data stopped.

All 3 UCD experts considered it easy to figure out how to add a comment to the latest registered change in PCEA. For added clarity, the text latest measurement could be added on top of the column. One expert suggested to link the self-report function on the main screen of the app to a button, not a separate tab. All expressed doubts about the usefulness of the option to add miscellaneous notes apart from adding notes to detected changes in PCEA. It was suggested that the functionality and UX could be improved by integrating both in 1 timeline.

**Visual Layout**

Another navigational issue concerns the visual layout of the homepage. When the user is on 1 page, the other page/tab is displayed in light gray shading. This might suggest that this function is not available. On the opposite, the color of the text coaching is on/off is the same as the active buttons, which suggests it can be switched on and off by touching it, while it cannot. The experts suggested that a change in colors or layout can solve this inconsistency.

**Textual Layout**

Next, some windows or buttons contained words that were too psychological or technical and thus were difficult to understand for most users. Examples were the line of text “You are high in your physiological scale” and the term self-report.
Personalization

The UCD experts made several suggestions to enhance the level of personalization within the app. In the settings menu, a user identification is displayed in the current version of the app with a number that does not mean anything to the user. It was suggested to replace this number with the option for users to add their own name. Other suggestions were adding options to switch contrast of the GUI (black/white conversion) and/or the option for the user to personally set the colors or choose between several color schemes.

Persuasiveness

The experts gave several suggestions to increase persuasiveness. A suggestion to persuade the user to add notes and comments was to include changing colors (a detected change with a note gets another color than one without) or by displaying a commenting space with each detected change in PCEA, so it is directly visible where personal notes have (not yet) been added. It was also suggested to include on-screen notifications on the mobile phone and visual reminders on the smartwatch. When receiving an on-screen notification, a comment could then be added without having to open the actual app. The experts suggested to have the app actively request to add a comment at more levels of PCEA. In the tested version, the app only does so when the user’s PCEA reaches the fourth or fifth state. One expert advised to further integrate the use of emoticons. At the moment, the app already allows the user to add emoticons to a note, but a suggestion was to add a separate column for emoticons in the notes section.

Visualization of Measurements

Several suggestions for improvement were about presenting the user a more graphical overview. In the tested version of the app, the overview of all measurements is fairly textual. To improve the overview for the user, colors could be added such as, for example, darker blue on the higher emotions. Also, a graphical timeline with a scalable timeframe (day, week, and month) could be implemented to track the PCEA.

Functionality (and Ethics)

A suggestion was to add the option to take pictures or record videos via the camera of the mobile phone. In the settings menu, not all options were clear to the UCD experts.

Sense-IT: Current App

On the basis of the analysis of the identified usability problems and user needs (and proposed solutions) gathered after completing all 3 cycles, the Sense-IT app was revised. The app as a whole still consists of a wearable app on a smartwatch and a mobile app on a mobile phone, all implemented using the Android ecosystem. Below, we describe its components and functionalities.

The Mobile Phone App

The mobile phone app of the Sense-IT system consists of 3 components: (1) communication and storing of data from the wearable app, (2) the algorithm detecting changes in physiological arousal, and (3) the user interface.

The first component reads the data pushed from the wearable app and stores the data in a local database on the mobile phone itself. The algorithm then evaluates changes of PCEA based on new available data. By default, new and old data are compared every 10 seconds. The time between evaluations can be altered (limited by the specifications of the hardware).

The second component is the algorithm and takes into account the personal average HR and SD of the user and the current activity and the current HR of the user. It classifies the PCEA to 1 of 10 levels ranging from −5 to −1 and from 1 to 5. The app notifies users when their HR (measured via PPG) decreases or increases markedly (the boundaries are determined by the user’s mean HR and SD, but these values can be personalized). The average HR and SD are based on the results of a baseline measurement in which HR is measured until a preset number of valid measurements (standard setting is 300 measurements) is collected. Notified changes will be mostly unrelated to physical activity, as the app will only notify the user when he or she is not involved in vigorous action (as determined by the onboard accelerometer and associated activity recognition algorithms). All changes in PCEA, together with the classified type of user activity, are recorded and displayed in the overview of the mobile phone app.

The third component, the user interface, supports interaction between user and app. The dashboard page of the app (Figure 7A) presents an overview of the status of the app, for example, the status of the connections and synchronization. The last 3 detected changes in arousal are displayed, and there is an option to add notes. Clicking it brings up a new window where notes can be added (Figure 7B). Users can turn on the app by pressing the on/off icon in the top-right corner of the user interface. By clicking on show more (which appears in a box below the last 3 detected changes once there are more than 3 recorded changes), the user opens a timeline of all changes detected by the system (Figure 7C). The events are listed in chronological order. The events in the timeline are displayed with their level, the message written by the user, and the time when the event did happen. By clicking on one of the events, the user can add a note or edit a note that was stored (see Figure 7B). The (scrollable) settings page of the app is opened by clicking the settings icon on the dashboard (Figure 7D). To prevent changes in the settings by unauthorized users, this page is password protected. Within the settings menu, the user can (re)start a new baseline measurement (see Figure 7E). Measured values can also be manually adjusted if needed. Other adjustable settings include the sensitivity of the algorithm (high-medium-low), the time by which the algorithm checks for changes in physiological arousal, and the option to select the type of activities whereby the app should or should not give a notification when a change of physiological arousal is detected (see Figure 7D). Users can define their own message that will be displayed when their PCEA reaches a predefined level. This level can also be set by users in the setting page (Figure 7E, both options are in the middle section of the screen).

The average HR and SD are based on the results of a baseline measurement in which HR is measured until a preset number of valid measurements (standard setting is 300 measurements) is collected. Notified changes will be mostly unrelated to physical activity, as the app will only notify the user when he or she is not involved in vigorous action (as determined by the onboard accelerometer and associated activity recognition algorithms). All changes in PCEA, together with the classified type of user activity, are recorded and displayed in the overview of the mobile phone app.

The third component, the user interface, supports interaction between user and app. The dashboard page of the app (Figure 7A) presents an overview of the status of the app, for example, the status of the connections and synchronization. The last 3 detected changes in arousal are displayed, and there is an option to add notes. Clicking it brings up a new window where notes can be added (Figure 7B). Users can turn on the app by pressing the on/off icon in the top-right corner of the user interface. By clicking on show more (which appears in a box below the last 3 detected changes once there are more than 3 recorded changes), the user opens a timeline of all changes detected by the system (Figure 7C). The events are listed in chronological order. The events in the timeline are displayed with their level, the message written by the user, and the time when the event did happen. By clicking on one of the events, the user can add a note or edit a note that was stored (see Figure 7B). The (scrollable) settings page of the app is opened by clicking the settings icon on the dashboard (Figure 7D). To prevent changes in the settings by unauthorized users, this page is password protected. Within the settings menu, the user can (re)start a new baseline measurement (see Figure 7E). Measured values can also be manually adjusted if needed. Other adjustable settings include the sensitivity of the algorithm (high-medium-low), the time by which the algorithm checks for changes in physiological arousal, and the option to select the type of activities whereby the app should or should not give a notification when a change of physiological arousal is detected (see Figure 7D). Users can define their own message that will be displayed when their PCEA reaches a predefined level. This level can also be set by users in the setting page (Figure 7E, both options are in the middle section of the screen).
The Wearable App

The wearable app uses the accelerometer (movement) and PPG (HR) sensors on the smartwatch to monitor the user. Sensor events are registered as fast as possible by the hardware via the Android sensor manager API and registered on the smartwatch app. With the hardware used in this study, this comes down to once per second. A sensor event contains data fields associated with the event. In the case of an HR registration, these data fields include the sensor that generated the event, the accuracy of the event, the timestamp of the event, and the value of the event in beats per minute. The accuracy value is a value between −1 (no contact) and 3 (most accurate) that is determined by Wear OS. The Sense-IT app is currently set to include all measurements with value 1 and higher. These measurements are sent through the device APIs as data events and are received by the mobile phone for further processing.
The wearable app is also responsible for presenting the GUI on the smartwatch. On the basis of data from the sensors and the result of the algorithm of the app on the mobile phone, the screen of the watch will present the current state of the measurements via 1 of the 4 available watch faces. Figure 8 shows the current watch faces. The user can alternate between them and choose the one they like via the Wear OS settings.

Discussion

Primary Findings

This paper describes the development and usability testing of Sense-IT, a wearable biofeedback app for Android-based devices that can be used in the daily practice of a mental health clinic for personality disorders. The app is meant to support BPD patients in increasing their level of emotional awareness. The app was tested on usability by patients, therapists, and UCD experts.

The concept of a biosensor-informed app for emotional awareness enhancement was appreciated by both patients and therapists; the prototype was judged as promising by all user groups. After 1 iteration in the first cycle of testing with patients, basic functionality of the Sense-IT system was rated as acceptable. This waived the need for a major revision before starting the consecutive rounds of testing with mental health care professionals and UCD experts. Still, results after finishing all 3 testing cycles made clear that the app should be considered a candidate for increased scrutiny and continued improvement [38]. In total, 30 usability problems and/or needs were identified (Multimedia Appendix 1). All 3 user groups brought up usability problems and suggestions for improvement. UCD experts identified most of these usability problems (20 in total). Patients identified 11 issues, and therapists identified 9 issues. There was some overlap between them: 8 issues were mentioned by at least 2 groups. The UCD experts brought to our attention 14 themes or problems that were not mentioned by the other groups, the patients 6, and the therapists 2. Most usability problems and needs could be addressed in the software revision that followed after the 3 cycles were finished. This resulted in the version of the Sense-IT app presented at the end of the results section.

Results of the 3 cycles of testing favor the use of ambulatory biofeedback to improve emotional awareness in patients suffering from BPD and low emotional awareness. To our knowledge, the Sense-IT is one of the first scientifically grounded apps that can be used in clinical research and/or clinical settings for longer periods of time without requiring extensive support by researchers and/or developers. Although it may be a quite simple app from a technological perspective, from a mental health perspective, it is a real innovation. This applies to both the way it was developed as to it being a new way of delivering treatment to patients. The use of consumer
technology to enable *always available* indices of physiological changes could prove to be a relevant addition to existing therapeutic interventions, even if the measurements and algorithms used are relatively crude and simple, and the integrated sensors have limited resolution and less than perfect accuracy. There is an ever-growing number of publications that introduce and discuss concepts of biosensor-informed mHealth interventions on emotional/psychological awareness [45-47]. However, at present, *feeling the changes in the body* is something patients with mental health problems still mainly have to learn by purely subjective methods. We found 1 recent project in which—nonwearable—technology was used in a mental health setting that aimed to “direct alexithymic persons to reflect on their internal, somatic experiences as a source of information for interpreting and labeling emotional experiences” [15]. Although there are numerous commercial companies and startups that sell products and/or apps that claim to help to raise awareness on—or even directly measure—emotion, emotional arousal, or stress, they generally lack research that validates or supports their relevance for users and/or validity (see the study by Peake et al [48] for just a select number of examples).

**Limitations and Strengths**

Of course, both the app and the study have their limitations. Regarding the choice of hardware, research-oriented hardware that gives access to more advanced or potentially better sources of physiological data such as EDA and/or HRV exists [49]. However, the use of HR as the main cardiovascular parameter for physiological arousal is a defendable option. HR, such as HRV and EDA, is triggered by the sympathetic nervous system [29,30]. Typical consumer wrist-based HR monitors provide a fairly accurate measurement of HR even when deployed during physical activity and movement [31]. Measuring HRV is much more susceptible for producing artifacts under real-world conditions. Even producers of wearable technology such as the E4, which is claimed to be able to measure HRV from PPG, stress that this is only feasible in short scenarios (ie, several minutes) that are free of movement.

We believe that with time, better (consumer) hardware with more and more advanced sensors will become available, as will be the case for more accurate signal processing algorithms that can be used in (validated) wearable devices [50]. Improving hardware or data processing algorithms is not what is at the core of our project. However, the Sense-IT is first in providing a new, stable platform that can be considered a *new type of intervention in mental health practice*.

Regarding the OS for which the app was built, the app is currently only available on devices running Android and Wear OS. We did not develop a version for any other OS, such as iOS, because in this study, the hardware was provided to the participants. In addition, Android roughly has had a 75% market share worldwide over the last years in contrast to 22% market share for iOS [51].

More participants could have been included to ensure saturation of feedback and overall group representativeness. To gather a relatively high number of relevant remarks and comments without too many duplicates, we included 3 to 5 users per group per iteration. On the basis of the literature, these numbers seem proportionate, although more could have been better [52,53].

Regarding the selected use case scenario, it could be considered a limitation of this study that it is exclusively focused on the use of the app with patients with BPD and low emotional awareness. Of course, use of the app by other patient and nonpatient groups with low emotional awareness seems feasible after context-dependent tailoring [54]. However, if an app works for one of the most challenging groups of users in terms of emotional regulation, it could very well work well for others too [55]. Since the start of the project, researchers from 2 other Dutch health care institutions have joined our group and set up studies with the Sense-IT app within their own settings and their specific patient groups. These studies concern the usefulness, usability, and effect on clinical outcome measures of Sense-IT for patients in forensic psychiatric care with aggression regulation problems, and for adolescents in residential care who have many conflicts because they struggle to detect increasing levels of stress.

Considerable effort was made to ensure *trustworthiness* of this qualitative research project—as, for example, discussed by Shenton [56]. We believe this to be one of the strengths of this study. Shenton mentions 4 criteria for trustworthiness that were originally formulated by Guba for assessing trustworthiness in naturalistic inquiries [57]: credibility (in preference to internal validity), transferability (in preference to external validity/generalizability), dependability (in preference to reliability), and confirmability (in preference to objectivity). To ensure *credibility*, we adopted a *design science paradigm* [58,59] to construct and simultaneously test a scientifically informed approach in designing an mHealth app, using well-recognized research methods. We developed early familiarity with the setting, patients, and therapists. We used different methods and different types of informants. We stimulated honesty in interviewing the participants and used UCD experts to also assess the app. We previously published a detailed report on how this was done and provided a description of the backgrounds, qualifications, and experience of the researchers [28]. To ensure *transferability*, we have provided ample background data to establish the context of study and gave a detailed description of the phenomenon of interest. As mentioned in this section, we started collaborations with other researchers from other settings to study the app in different environments. To ensure *dependability*, we applied several overlapping methods and used an iterative design approach when testing with the patients in which the results of the second cycle served as a *test of the correct interpretation of the results of the first one*. In addition, with the introduction of the EMP framework, we delivered an in-depth methodological description that should allow others to repeat our study. *Confirmability* should be evident from this and previous publication, in which our work was put up for thorough peer review.

What this study added to the literature is an example of how development of an mHealth app within a clinical mental health setting can be challenging, yet feasible, and that it can result in a stable working prototype of an app. It also shows how the use of the multiple user groups is of added value during design and...
realization. In this study, the app was not yet tested for clinical effectiveness. Although this is perhaps not so much a limitation of the study, as the usability and stability of the app should be tested before using and testing it as a clinical intervention, it is a question that has to be addressed before use of the app can really be recommended for use as an adjunct in psychotherapies. Such is planned later this year in the same setting as this study took place. Furthermore, a second, graphically more advanced GUI for Sense-IT is currently developed by a dedicated graphic/UX designer to further optimize the UX.

Conclusions

In this study, mHealth development within a clinical mental health setting proved to be challenging, yet feasible and welcomed by targeted users. The Sense-IT app was met with enthusiasm and openness by both patients with BPD and therapists, groups that are both known to be reluctant to embrace technological innovations. The use of the EMP framework and the involvement of multiple user groups proved to be of added value during design and realization, as evidenced by the complementary requirements and perspectives. If the app proves to be effective after further clinical testing, Sense-IT would be one of the first broadly applicable technological interventions in the treatment of BPD—and probably in general mental health care—that is actually new as it is not the next form of talking cure (ie, psychotherapy), medical treatment, or traditional skills or behavioral training. It would support the treatment of BPD by directly addressing one of the most important factors in BPD, namely limited emotional awareness [6]. In general, it could enable patients to take therapy out of the therapist’s office into their lives far easier.
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Abstract

Background: Many patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) suffer from exacerbations, a worsening of their respiratory symptoms that warrants medical treatment. Exacerbations are often poorly recognized or managed by patients, leading to increased disease burden and health care costs.

Objective: This study aimed to examine the effects of a smart mobile health (mHealth) tool that supports COPD patients in the self-management of exacerbations by providing predictions of early exacerbation onset and timely treatment advice without the interference of health care professionals.

Methods: In a multicenter, 2-arm randomized controlled trial with 12-months follow-up, patients with COPD used the smart mHealth tool (intervention group) or a paper action plan (control group) when they experienced worsening of respiratory symptoms. For our primary outcome exacerbation-free time, expressed as weeks without exacerbation, we used an automated telephone questionnaire system to measure weekly respiratory symptoms and treatment actions. Secondary outcomes were health status, self-efficacy, self-management behavior, health care utilization, and usability. For our analyses, we used negative binomial regression, multilevel logistic regression, and generalized estimating equation regression models.

Results: Of the 87 patients with COPD recruited from primary and secondary care centers, 43 were randomized to the intervention group. We found no statistically significant differences between the intervention group and the control group in exacerbation-free weeks (mean 30.6, SD 13.3 vs mean 28.0, SD 14.8 weeks, respectively; rate ratio 1.21; 95% CI 0.77-1.91) or in health status, self-efficacy, self-management behavior, and health care utilization. Patients using the mHealth tool valued it as a more supportive tool than patients using the paper action plan. Patients considered the usability of the mHealth tool as good.

Conclusions: This study did not show beneficial effects of a smart mHealth tool on exacerbation-free time, health status, self-efficacy, self-management behavior, and health care utilization in patients with COPD compared with the use of a paper action plan. Participants were positive about the supportive function and the usability of the mHealth tool. mHealth may be a valuable alternative for COPD patients who prefer a digital tool instead of a paper action plan.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02553096; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02553096.
COPD: symptom flare up; mHealth; self-management

Introduction

Exacerbations in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are acute events of transient worsening of the respiratory condition. Exacerbations considerably affect patients’ health status [1,2], accelerate the decline in lung function [3], and contribute to COPD-related costs [4]. Despite the substantial impact that exacerbations may have, patients with COPD often have difficulty in recognizing symptom deterioration [5] and do not respond timely or adequately in the course of symptom worsening [6].

Self-management strategies, such as the use of a written exacerbation action plan, have been shown to improve exacerbation outcomes, that is, decrease exacerbation duration [7,8], reduce hospital admissions [9,10], and decrease the impact on health status [10,11]. However, many patients do not adhere to the self-management instructions in their action plans when an exacerbation is imminent [7,12] and thus do not get the benefit of the favorable health effects of timely detection and subsequent intervention.

Telemonitoring, in which patients record and send information on symptoms or physiological measurements to a supervising clinician, may be an alternative approach to self-management strategies to reduce the impact of COPD exacerbations. Beneficial effects have been reported on the number of hospital admissions [13], emergency visits [13], and quality of life in some studies [14,15] but not in all [16]. There is much heterogeneity between telemonitoring interventions regarding devices and clinical content, and the amount of additional support that patients receive. However, in contrast with self-management, telemonitoring strongly depends on the judgement of the clinician and the patient is not expected to interpret his or her own symptoms and signs. Therefore, we have developed [17] and validated [18] an innovative mobile health (mHealth) tool, called the Adaptive Computerized COPD Exacerbation Self-management Support system. This tool aims to tailor self-management support more efficiently and continuously than with a written action plan but without heavily increasing the involvement of health care professionals to monitor input, as is the case with telemonitoring. The mHealth tool integrates information on symptom changes and physiological measurements (ie, pulse oximetry, spirometry, and measurement of body temperature) in an easy-to-use app by means of a mobile phone [17]. On the basis of a decision tree built by a clinical expert panel and a Bayesian prediction model, the tool provides automated, tailored self-management advice to the patient without the involvement of a health care professional [18]. Patients can use the tool at their own initiative to monitor symptom changes at any time of day or night and receive ad hoc, tailored advice.

In this study, we examined the clinical effectiveness of the mHealth tool. We hypothesized that in patients with COPD, the use of the tool would lead to more weeks without exacerbations; improvement in health status, self-efficacy, and self-management behavior; and a reduction in health care utilization compared with the use of a paper exacerbation action plan. We also evaluated how patients valued the tool’s supportive function and usability.

Methods

Study Design

This study was a multicenter, parallel, 2-arm, randomized controlled trial with a follow-up of 12 months per patient. After signing informed consent, patients with COPD recruited from general practices and outpatient clinics followed a 20-min self-management educational group session primarily addressing early recognition and prompt treatment of exacerbations. Subsequently, patients were randomized to either (1) usual care according to current COPD guidelines, that is, exacerbation self-management support through the use of a paper exacerbation action plan (control group) or (2) exacerbation self-management support through the use of the mHealth tool (intervention group). Participants in the control group were provided with a written action plan if they did not have one. Participants in the intervention group were instructed not to use their action plan if they had one before participation. This study has been registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (Identifier: NCT02553096) and has been approved by the medical ethics review board, region Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands (file 2014-1270).

Setting and Participants

Patients were recruited between June 2015 and July 2016 at the pulmonary outpatient clinics of 3 Dutch hospitals and 9 general practices in the city of Nijmegen and the surroundings in the Netherlands. All participating centers delivered care according to the current Dutch COPD guideline [19] and had a pulmonary or practice nurse available for COPD care. Patients were eligible for participation if they (1) were aged at least 40 years, (2) had a spirometry-confirmed diagnosis of COPD (postbronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁)/forced vital capacity<0.7), and (3) had experienced 2 or more symptom-based exacerbations in the previous 12 months, defined as a change for greater than or equal to 2 consecutive days in either greater than or equal to 2 major symptoms (dyspnea, sputum purulence, and sputum amount) or any 1 major symptom plus greater than or equal to 1 minor symptoms (colds, wheeze, sore throat, and cough) [3,20]. Exclusion criteria were (1) severe comorbid conditions that prohibited safe participation, (2) insufficient knowledge of the Dutch language, and (3) persisting difficulties in using the mHealth system after a 2-week practice period and additional assistance.
Randomization Procedure

We used a computer-generated 2-block randomization procedure, stratifying for the health care center. All patients from the participating centers who met the inclusion criteria received a questionnaire from their health care professional with questions related to exacerbations in the previous 12 months. Patients who responded and had experienced 2 or more symptom-based exacerbations in the previous 12 months (see inclusion criteria) were invited by the research team to participate in this study. The allocation order was determined by the order in which eligible patients responded to our invitation to participate (kept by the research assistant).

Participants were assigned to one of the groups after signing informed consent during the group meeting by the researcher (LB). Owing to the type of intervention, patients and health care professionals could not be blinded for group assignment. In addition, the research team could not be blinded as it was responsible for the personalization and technical support of the mHealth tool. The study statistician (RA) who was responsible for analyzing the data was blinded for study assignment of the participants until the analyses had been finished.

Intervention and Control Group

Before randomization and after signing the written informed consent, all participants received a 20-min educational session based on the Dutch version of the Living Well with COPD self-management program provided by the nurse in groups of 4 to 10 participants to establish a homogeneous baseline in exacerbation self-management knowledge [12].

Participants in the intervention group were instructed to visit the nurse within 2 weeks after allocation for instructions on the use of the mHealth tool. The tool consisted of a mobile phone (provided by the research team), a pulse oximeter (CMS50D, Contec Medical Systems), a spirometer (PiKo-1 monitor, nSpire), and a forehead thermometer (FTN, Medisana AG). Patients answered 12 yes-or-no questions concerning changes in symptoms, physical limitations, and emotions using the touch screen on the mobile phone complemented by measurements with the pulse oximeter, spirometer, and forehead thermometer (see Multimedia Appendix 1) [17]. All questions had to be answered to proceed. On the basis of a built-in Bayesian network decision model, the mHealth tool then provided one or more of the following advices: (1) increase your bronchodilator use (including a personalized medication instruction), (2) use your breathing techniques, (3) use your coughing techniques, (4) be thoughtful of how you distribute your energy during the day, (4) contact your health care professional today, (5) measure again tomorrow. Completing the questions and measurements took approximately 5 min. The mHealth tool has been developed in close collaboration with COPD patients and health care professionals [17] and has shown high sensitivity and specificity [18].

Before the trial started, participants in the intervention group were instructed to use the system daily for 2 weeks to get familiarized with the app, mobile phone, spirometer, pulse oximeter, and forehead thermometer. Data were sent to a secured Web-based interface and were monitored by the research team to make sure participants practiced sufficiently. After this 2-week run-in period, the nurses evaluated patients’ use of the system, including the physiological measurements. Reference values for each patient’s FEV₁ and peripheral oxygen saturation were set. Then, the 12-month follow-up period started. Patients were instructed to use the tool every time they experienced or had any doubts about any change in symptoms or disease burden.

Participants in the control group visited the nurse within 2 weeks of allocation for instructions on the use of a paper exacerbation action plan. When patients did not already possess a written action plan at that moment, the nurses provided the action plan of the Living Well with COPD program [12]. The plan consisted of instructions regarding the self-management of an exacerbation, for example, increase the use of bronchodilators, initiate a standing prescription for a course of prednisolone and/or antibiotic treatment if applicable, or contact the health care professional within 3 days of symptom aggravation.

At the 3-month follow-up, patients in both the intervention and control groups were invited by their nurse to evaluate their self-management of COPD exacerbations. In the intervention group, only the nurses received the patients’ entries in the mHealth tool from the research team to enable tailoring of feedback on self-management behavior. In the control group, the nurses evaluated the use of the paper action plan. Patients in both the groups did not receive any feedback on self-management behavior before or after this nurse contact. All patients in both the intervention and control groups continued to have complete access to their health care professionals during the follow-up.

Outcomes and Follow-Up

Our primary outcome was the difference in the number of exacerbation-free weeks between the intervention and control groups. An exacerbation-free week was defined as a week in which there had not been episodes of 2 or more consecutive days with worsening of 2 major symptoms (ie, dyspnea, sputum purulence, and sputum amount) or 1 major and 1 or more minor symptoms (ie, colds, wheeze, sore throat, and cough) [21]. Symptom changes were assessed using the Telephonic Exacerbation Assessment System (TExAS, Radboudumc), an automated telephone call system that contacted participants weekly on the day and time of their preference [22]. TExAS consisted of closed questions regarding changes in respiratory symptoms, use of health care resources, and use of respiratory medication in the week before the call, and its validity has been demonstrated previously [22]. Owing to the discontinuation of the contract with the provider of TExAS, the last 19 participants in the trial received a weekly online questionnaire containing the same questions as TExAS. These participants used both measuring tools during 2 weeks before stopping with TExAS, which enabled us to compare data entries from TExAS with the online survey tool. We found no differences in the data entries.

The secondary outcomes included the following:

- Exacerbation-related outcomes, that is, the number of unscheduled health care contacts, the number of exacerbations treated with antibiotics and/or prednisolone,
and the number of exacerbation-related hospital admissions, all retrieved from patients’ medical records, and the number of symptom-based exacerbations as assessed with TEXAS.

- Exacerbation-related self-management behavior, measured with TEXAS or the online questionnaire, and defined as taking 1 or more of the following 3 actions during symptom-based exacerbations: (1) contacting the health care professional, (2) starting a course of prednisolone and/or antibiotics, or (3) maximizing bronchodilator use. We also assessed the time between the date of exacerbation onset and the date of 1 of these 3 actions, defining actions taken within 3 days of exacerbation onset as adherence to the instructions.

- Exacerbation-related self-efficacy, measured with an exacerbation-related self-efficacy scale containing 5 questions. This questionnaire was created for the purpose of this study as, to our knowledge, no questionnaire existed that measured exacerbation-related self-efficacy. Reliability analyses showed a Cronbach alpha of .69 at baseline and .81 at follow-up.

- Health status, measured with (1) the Nijmegen Clinical Screening Instrument (NCSI), which is a battery of instruments measuring 8 subdomains of health status—subjective symptoms, dyspnea emotions, fatigue, behavioral impairment, subjective impairment, general quality of life (QoL), health-related QoL, and satisfaction with relationships [23]; (2) the Clinical Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Questionnaire (CCQ), which measures 3 subdomains, that is, symptoms, functional status, and mental status, resulting in a total score (24); and (3) the Euroqol-5 dimensions (EQ-5d), [24], which measures health-related quality of life, with a total score based on weighted scores on mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression as well as a vertical Visual Analogue Scale varying between 0 and 100.

At the start and at 12 months, data were gathered on exacerbation history, self-efficacy, and health status. CCQ and EQ-5d were also completed at 3, 6, and 9 months of follow-up.

At 12 months, information on health care utilization, lung function, respiratory medication use, and comorbid conditions was extracted from the participants’ medical records. In addition, all participants were asked to evaluate the supportive function of either the mHealth tool or the paper action plan by using a paper survey including closed-ended questions regarding the use, difficulty in use, and intended future use of the mHealth tool or the paper action plan. Besides, 3 questions were asked related to clarity, suitability, and follow-up of the advice given by the mHealth tool or the paper action plan. All questions included answers on a 7-point rating scale from strongly disagree (score 1) to strongly agree (score 7). The survey also included 1 question about frequency of usage at times of symptom worsening, with answers on a 7-point rating scale varying from 1=never to 7=always. In addition, participants of the intervention group were asked to complete the System Usability Scale (SUS) [25]. The SUS contains 10 questions on system usability, which are calculated into 1 total score between 0 and 100. SUS scores less than 68 are considered as low, greater than or equal to 68 and less than or equal to 80.3 as good, and greater than 80.3 as excellent.

### Sample Size Calculation and Statistical Analyses

Sample size calculation using analysis of variance showed that we needed 43 participants in each group for 80% power (alpha=.05, 2 sided) to detect an increase of 6 exacerbation-free weeks per year and anticipating a dropout rate of 20% (9/43). The calculation was based on a previous dataset [12] in which we found a mean of 44 exacerbation-free weeks, with SD 4.5 weeks. We used all available data from all participants based on the intention-to-treat principle. Missing data were not imputed.

We used the data recorded by the secured Web-based interface to assess the actual usage of the mHealth tool. We analyzed the answers to the paper evaluation survey to assess participants’ self-reported use of the mHealth tool and the paper action plan.

Negative binomial regression analyses, controlling for follow-up time per participant, age and gender were used to analyze our primary outcome, that is, the number of exacerbation-free weeks, as well as the number of unscheduled health care contacts, self-reported exacerbations, exacerbations treated with antibiotics and/or prednisolone, and exacerbation-related hospital admissions.

To test the effect of the mHealth tool on the rate of symptom-based exacerbations and self-management behavior, we extracted exacerbation episodes from the TEXAS database. Each new episode was preceded by at least 2 exacerbation-free weeks or 2 weeks with missing data [22]. To assess patient delay in taking action when an exacerbation was imminent, the numbers of days were calculated between the date of exacerbation onset and the following actions: (1) the first date of contact with a health care professional, (2) starting date of the course of prednisolone and/or antibiotics, or (3) date of increase of bronchodilators. We categorized these variables into 2 groups: less than 3 days (according to instructions), and greater than or equal to 3 days. Separate multilevel logistic regression analyses were performed taking into account the clustering effect of exacerbations within patients and controlling for age and gender to examine (1) whether the mHealth tool led to higher percentages of self-management actions in case of an exacerbation compared with the paper action plan and (2) whether these actions were more often taken timely by patients in the intervention group compared with the control group.

We used generalized estimating equation regression analyses to estimate the effect of the mHealth tool on changes between baseline and follow-up scores of the self-efficacy scale, NCSI, CCQ, and EQ-5d compared with the paper action plan. We analyzed the CCQ and EQ-5d with all 5 measurement time points. We used 2-tailed t tests for independent samples and chi-square test to analyze the differences in the participants’ preferences between the mHealth tool and the paper action plan.

Statistical significance was assumed at P<.05 based on 2-sided tests. We used IBM SPSS Statistics 25 for the analyses.
Results

Patient Characteristics

Of the 87 patients included in the study, 43 were randomized to the intervention group. In addition, 45 patients were recruited from the hospitals and 42 from the general practices. Among them, 13% (11/87) dropped out of the study, 16% (7/43) in the intervention, and 9% (4/44) in the control group. A flowchart of the participants in the study is shown in Figure 1. Demographic and baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Mean duration of follow-up was 48.1 (SD 11.7) weeks, and 11 COPD-related hospital admissions (6 in the intervention group and 5 in the control group) were reported as serious adverse events to the medical ethics review board.

Usage of Mobile Health Tool and Paper Action Plan

From the Web-based interface, it appeared that 38 of the 43 patients (88%) in the mHealth group used the app 727 times in total during follow-up. No data on usage was available for 5 patients. The range in frequency of usage was 1 to 250 times with a median of 7 (25%-75% interquartile range was 3-14).

Results of the evaluation questionnaire showed that more patients reported to have used their mHealth tool often (scores 6 and 7 on the 7-point rating scale) compared with patients in the control group who reported to have used their paper action plan (44.4% vs 17.2%, respectively).

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the participants through the study. mHealth: mobile health.
Table 1. Baseline and demographic characteristics of the study population (N=87) per treatment arm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mobile health tool intervention group (n=43)</th>
<th>Paper action plan control group (n=44)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruited in hospital, n (%)</td>
<td>21 (49)</td>
<td>24 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up in weeks, mean (SD)</td>
<td>48.3 (12.6)</td>
<td>49.8 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>69.3 (8.8)</td>
<td>65.9 (8.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex, n (%)</td>
<td>25 (58)</td>
<td>29 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postbronchodilator FEV$_1$ (% predicted), mean (SD)</td>
<td>53.0 (21.5)</td>
<td>52.1 (19.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Research Council dyspnea score, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently smoking, n (%)</td>
<td>13 (30)</td>
<td>11 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of paper action plan prior to follow-up, n (%)</td>
<td>11 (26)</td>
<td>17 (39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Respiratory drug treatment, n (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mobile health tool intervention group</th>
<th>Paper action plan control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-acting bronchodilators</td>
<td>27 (63)</td>
<td>26 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-acting bronchodilators</td>
<td>30 (70)</td>
<td>31 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhaled corticosteroids (ICS)</td>
<td>7 (16)</td>
<td>13 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-acting bronchodilators + ICS</td>
<td>22 (51)</td>
<td>24 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low education level, n (%)</td>
<td>19 (44)</td>
<td>17 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis of COPD &gt;5 years, n (%)</td>
<td>29 (68)</td>
<td>28 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently working, n (%)</td>
<td>6 (14)</td>
<td>10 (23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relevant comorbidities, n (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mobile health tool intervention group</th>
<th>Paper action plan control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint disorders</td>
<td>13 (30)</td>
<td>13 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac disorders</td>
<td>12 (28)</td>
<td>12 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back pain</td>
<td>8 (19)</td>
<td>14 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression and/or anxiety</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FEV$_1$: forced expiratory volume in 1 second.

Table 2. Comparison of exacerbation-related outcomes between intervention group and control group (N=85).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Mobile health tool intervention group</th>
<th>Paper action plan control group</th>
<th>Rate ratio (95% CI)$^a$</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exacerbation-free weeks$^b$</td>
<td>30.6 (13.3)</td>
<td>28.0 (14.8)</td>
<td>1.21 (0.77-1.90)</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unscheduled health care consultations because of respiratory complaints$^c$</td>
<td>1.6 (1.7)</td>
<td>1.6 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.50-1.60)</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom-based exacerbations$^b$</td>
<td>4.5 (2.3)</td>
<td>4.3 (2.1)</td>
<td>1.07 (0.65-1.75)</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exacerbations treated with antibiotics and/or prednisolone$^c$</td>
<td>1.1 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.3)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.53-1.93)</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exacerbation-related hospital admissions$^c$</td>
<td>0.15 (0.43)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.41)</td>
<td>1.25 (0.35-4.44)</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Calculated using negative binomial regression analyses, relative to participants’ follow-up time, controlling for age and gender.

$^b$Data retrieved from weekly patient reports.

$^c$Data retrieved from patient medical files.

**Exacerbation-Free Time and Other Exacerbation-Related Outcomes**

Patients in the intervention group did not differ statistically significantly from patients in the control group in the number of weeks without exacerbations (mean 30.6 weeks, SD 13.3 weeks vs mean 28.0 weeks, SD 14.8 weeks, respectively; rate ratio [RR] 1.21; 95% CI 0.77-1.91; see Table 2). In addition, no statistically significant differences were found in the number of symptom-based exacerbations (mean 4.5, SD 2.3 vs mean 4.3, SD 2.1, respectively; RR 1.07, 95% CI 0.65-1.75), and the number of exacerbations treated with antibiotics and/or prednisolone (mean 1.0, SD 1.5 vs mean 1.0, SD 1.3, respectively; RR 1.01, 95% CI 0.53-1.93). Furthermore, no
statistically significant between-group differences were found in the number of unscheduled health care contacts (mean 1.6, SD 1.7 vs mean 1.6, SD 2.0, respectively; RR 0.89, 95% CI 0.50-1.60) and exacerbation-related hospital admissions (mean 0.15, SD 0.43 vs mean 0.14, SD 0.41, respectively; RR 1.25, 95% CI 0.35-4.44).

Self-Management Behavior

A total of 377 symptom-based exacerbation episodes were identified. Table 3 shows that there were no statistically significant differences between the intervention and control groups in the frequency of contacting a health care professional (odds ratio [OR] 0.94, 95% CI 0.51-1.73), initiating a course of antibiotics and/or prednisolone (OR 1.16, 95% CI 0.55-2.44), and increasing bronchodilator use (OR 1.08, 95% CI 0.56-2.06). We found no differences between the intervention and control groups in timely action, that is, contacting a health care professional (OR 2.21, 95% CI 0.78-6.23), starting a course of antibiotics and/or prednisolone (OR 1.46, 95% CI 0.48-4.42), or increasing bronchodilator use (OR 1.15, 95% CI 0.61-2.16) within 3 days of exacerbation onset (Table 4).

Self-Efficacy and Health Status

We found no statistically significant difference in exacerbation-related self-efficacy between the intervention and control groups when comparing baseline scores with 12-month follow-up scores. In addition, there were no differences between the groups in changes between baseline and follow-up scores of the subscales of the NCSI, CCQ and EQ-5d (Table 5).

Participant Evaluation of the Self-Management Support Tools

A total of 58 (67%) participants returned an evaluation form, of which 28 were in the intervention group. The mHealth tool was rated as a more useful support tool than the paper action plan ($P=0.02$). No differences were found between the mHealth tool and the action plan in the self-reported frequency of use; in difficulty and future use of the tool; or in clarity, suitability, and follow-up of the advice. Overall, 26 participants of the intervention group completed all 10 questions of the SUS. The mean score was 78.5 (SD 14.4).

### Table 3. Self-reported self-management behavior during exacerbation onset (N=377 exacerbations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-management action</th>
<th>Mobile health tool intervention group (n=187), n (%)</th>
<th>Paper action plan control group (n=190), n (%)</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)$^a$</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact health care professional</td>
<td>61 (32.6)</td>
<td>68 (35.8)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.51-1.73)</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start prednisolone and/or antibiotics</td>
<td>64 (34.2)</td>
<td>62 (32.6)</td>
<td>1.16 (0.55-2.44)</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase bronchodilator use</td>
<td>135 (72.2)</td>
<td>135 (71.1)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.56-2.06)</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Calculated using multilevel logistic regression analyses, including participant as cluster variable, controlling for age and gender.

### Table 4. Self-reported self-management behavior within 3 days of exacerbation onset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-management action</th>
<th>Mobile health tool intervention group</th>
<th>Paper action plan control group</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)$^a$</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact health care professional</td>
<td>55 (36.4)</td>
<td>63 (39.0)</td>
<td>2.21 (0.78-6.23)</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start prednisolone and/or antibiotics</td>
<td>58 (39.7)</td>
<td>57 (39.0)</td>
<td>1.46 (0.48-4.42)</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase bronchodilator use</td>
<td>122 (71.3)</td>
<td>117 (68.4)</td>
<td>1.15 (0.61-2.16)</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Calculated using multilevel logistic regression analyses, including participant as cluster variable, controlling for age and gender.
Table 5. Baseline and follow-up scores of exacerbation-related self-efficacy and measures of health status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Mobile health tool intervention group</th>
<th>Paper action plan control group</th>
<th>Beta (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exacerbation-related self-efficacy</td>
<td>2.91 (0.43)</td>
<td>2.84 (0.41)</td>
<td>2.87 (0.52)</td>
<td>0.03 (-0.17 to 0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health status measurements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSIQOL</td>
<td>12.90 (8.32)</td>
<td>13.01 (8.27)</td>
<td>19.08 (11.93)</td>
<td>17.11 (12.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSI HRQOL</td>
<td>4.19 (1.74)</td>
<td>4.00 (1.61)</td>
<td>4.68 (1.78)</td>
<td>4.76 (1.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSI relationship</td>
<td>2.42 (0.93)</td>
<td>2.58 (0.87)</td>
<td>3.39 (1.74)</td>
<td>3.24 (1.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSI subjective impairment</td>
<td>11.84 (5.80)</td>
<td>11.20 (4.12)</td>
<td>14.41 (6.57)</td>
<td>13.22 (6.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSI behavioral impairment</td>
<td>22.11 (17.89)</td>
<td>20.50 (15.58)</td>
<td>19.11 (17.28)</td>
<td>20.43 (21.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSI subjective symptoms</td>
<td>9.86 (4.88)</td>
<td>9.23 (4.39)</td>
<td>11.91 (4.86)</td>
<td>11.05 (4.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSI dyspnea emotions</td>
<td>8.77 (2.42)</td>
<td>8.71 (2.86)</td>
<td>11.59 (3.92)</td>
<td>10.73 (4.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSI fatigue</td>
<td>35.93 (10.96)</td>
<td>35.23 (9.45)</td>
<td>37.32 (10.17)</td>
<td>37.73 (10.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCQ total</td>
<td>2.06 (1.02)</td>
<td>1.84 (0.77)</td>
<td>2.31 (1.09)</td>
<td>2.16 (1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCQ symptoms</td>
<td>2.41 (1.12)</td>
<td>2.16 (0.80)</td>
<td>2.60 (1.27)</td>
<td>2.49 (1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCQ functional status</td>
<td>2.22 (1.38)</td>
<td>2.03 (1.21)</td>
<td>2.53 (1.36)</td>
<td>2.41 (1.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCQ mental status</td>
<td>1.03 (1.01)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.79)</td>
<td>1.30 (0.99)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5d total</td>
<td>0.81 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ VAS</td>
<td>65.53 (17.37)</td>
<td>70.94 (12.92)</td>
<td>64.20 (15.35)</td>
<td>62.63 (19.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aBeta (B) indicates the difference between the intervention and control groups on differences between baseline and at 12 months.
bHigher score is negative.
cHigher score is positive.
dNCSI: Nijmegen Clinical Screening Instrument.
eQOL: quality of life.
fHRQOL: health-related quality of life.
gCCQ: Clinical Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Questionnaire.
hEQ-5d: EuroQol-5 dimensions.
iEQ VAS: EuroQol Visual Analogue Scale.

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, we examined the clinical effects of a smart mHealth tool to support COPD patients in the detection and treatment of exacerbations without the interference of a health care professional. Our primary hypothesis that the use of mHealth would lead to more weeks without exacerbations than care as usual, that is, the use of a paper action plan, was not confirmed. In addition, we did not find differences in exacerbation frequency, health care utilization, or self-management behavior between patients who used the mHealth tool and patients who used the paper action plan. Furthermore, patients using the tool did not report higher exacerbation-related self-efficacy or better health status than patients using a paper action plan. Patients evaluated the usability of the mHealth tool as good and considered it as more supportive than the action plan.

Comparison With Previous Work

So far, studies on the effects of electronic health (eHealth) in the management of COPD have focused on the use of telemonitoring apps [26,27]. However, the mHealth tool in our study critically differs from telemonitoring tools as it enables the patient to be solely responsible for initiating treatment, without the interference of a health care professional. This impedes comparing our results with those found in telemonitoring trials. A recent Cochrane review showed that, until now, there is only limited evidence that interventions aimed at facilitating, supporting, and sustaining self-management in patients with COPD and delivered via smart technology may improve outcomes such as health status and physical activity [28]. We found no effects of the mHealth tool on health status, measured with generic questionnaires, such as the NCSI and the EQ-5d, or with a disease-specific questionnaire, such as the CCQ.

In this study, we could not demonstrate positive effects on exacerbation-free weeks, exacerbation frequency, and health
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Our primary outcome, exacerbation-free weeks, is directly related to exacerbation recovery time and may better reflect the burden of exacerbations in patients with COPD than exacerbation frequency does [21]. The mean number of exacerbation-free weeks we found during the 1-year follow-up period was 30.6 weeks in the intervention group and 28.0 weeks in the control group. These mean values are in line with the 33.4 weeks that we found in a previous study in which we examined the relationship between exacerbation frequency and exacerbation-free time in a cohort of 166 COPD patients [21]. These values suggest that there was enough room for improvement as the participants seem to suffer from symptom worsening in approximately 20 weeks in the 1-year follow-up period. Although patients rated the mHealth tool as a more useful support tool than the paper action plan, we found no differences between the mHealth tool and the paper action plan on self-management behavior and exacerbation-related self-efficacy. Previous studies showed that patients with COPD were able to use mHealth apps, including reporting daily symptoms and measuring physiological variables [29], and were able to interpret clinical data and use these within their self-management approach regardless of previous knowledge [30]. These findings are in line with our finding that participants in the intervention group rated the usability of the mHealth tool as good on average.

Limitations

The major strength of this study is that we used a well-designed and validated mHealth tool to support self-management behavior [18]. In a qualitative study, Korpershoek et al demonstrated that to optimize engagement, mHealth interventions should be attractive, rewarding, safe, and tailored to the patient needs [31]. Our mHealth tool has been developed using feedback from patients with COPD, and its treatment advice can be tailored to the individual patient. To further optimize the use of the tool, patients were familiarized with the technique during a 2-week run-in period.

However, this study also has limitations. Two important limitations may have led to the statistically nonsignificant results of our primary outcome exacerbation-free weeks. First, we were surprised that the mean exacerbation-free time and its standard deviation at the 12-month follow-up differed substantially from the study data on which our power calculation was based [12]. We cannot explain this. As a result, the sample size in this study may have been too small to actually detect any statistically significant differences in our primary outcome. Conversely, when we performed our sample size calculation, there were no other studies available to provide data on exacerbation-free time. Second, offering both the intervention and control groups a short education session on the recognition and treatment of exacerbations before the start of the study and providing a paper action plan to the control group may have reduced the room for improvement and may have diluted potential differences between the 2 groups on our primary outcome exacerbation-free weeks. The purpose of the education session was to equalize the level of self-management knowledge among all participants and between both groups before the start of the trial. Our choice may have upgraded self-management knowledge and skills of all participants, although we did not measure what the participants had actually learned from the session to verify this assumption. We chose to provide our control group with a paper action plan according to the recommendations in the current national COPD guideline [19]; thereby supporting the self-management knowledge and skills of the control group participants. Many general practitioners and chest physicians in the Netherlands have not (yet) integrated the use of paper action plans in their daily practice. This was also found in our study, in which only 25.6% participants of the intervention group and 38.6% participants of the control group used a paper action plan before the study. Conversely, previous use of a paper action plan could have affected our primary outcome exacerbation-free weeks if patients in the intervention group continued to use the paper action plan instead of using the mHealth tool. Although we cannot refute this assumption with our data, we think that this effect (if any) has been small as we found that all intervention group participants used the mHealth tool and that more patients in the intervention group used the mHealth tool than patients in the control group used their paper plans.

There are also other limitations. Of the 467 patients that responded to the study invitation and met the inclusion criteria, 283 were not willing to participate. This may have led to selection bias. We believe that the risk of contamination because of the individual randomization procedure is negligible, as both the mHealth tool and the paper action plan were used at home, outside the reach of the health care professional. Although in the last 4 months of the trial we had to switch to collecting exacerbation-related outcomes through a digital survey tool instead of the automated TEXAS telephone calls [22], this did not impact the rate of data entry, and the participants experienced no difficulties. So, although it was an undesirable deviation from the protocol, we have no concerns on the reliability of the primary outcome data. Finally, 12 months of follow-up may have been too short for the mHealth tool to reach its maximum effect, as it may take more time to sustain engagement with the technology and change self-management behavior [28].

Future Research

Although we were not able to demonstrate positive effects of our mHealth tool, we still believe that the use of eHealth tools, including machine learning techniques, better suits the goals of patient-centered care and self-management support than telemonitoring tools where a health care professional monitors the patient from a distance. Besides, in this study, the patients using the mHealth tool evaluated it as usable and more supportive than patients using a conventional supportive tool, that is, the written paper action plan. Future research should focus more on patients who are specifically interested in using digital tools in their daily life, as these patients may have greater benefit from them [28]. More information on patient perceptions of the use of the mHealth tool is also needed and could be collected by patient interviews or open-ended surveys. In addition, more research is needed on the clinical effects of the mHealth tool when used appropriately and the factors that are associated with appropriate use. However, for these purposes, there is a need for studies with larger patient populations than in this study.
Conclusions

In this study, we examined the effectiveness of an mHealth tool designed to support COPD patients in their self-management of symptom worsening to reduce the impact of exacerbations. The app was not designed to replace the health care professional but to reduce patient delay. Patients evaluated the app’s usability as good and as more supportive than the paper action plan. Although this study did not show beneficial effects of the mHealth app compared with the use of a paper action plan, based on patient’s preference, it may be a valuable alternative to a paper action plan in the management of COPD.
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Abstract

Background: There are many apps developed for patients with spondyloarthritis in the market, but their purpose and quality are not objectively evaluated.

Objective: The objective of this study was to identify and evaluate existing publicly available, high-quality apps that use validated measurement instruments for monitoring spondyloarthritis disease activity.

Methods: We conducted a review of apps available on the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store based on a combination of keywords and inclusion and exclusion criteria. Validated disease activity measurement instruments were identified. Data regarding app characteristics, including the presence of validated disease activity measurement, were extracted. The Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) was used to review the apps for user experience.

Results: A total of 1253 apps were identified in the app stores, and 5 apps met the criteria and were further analyzed. Moreover, 2 apps (MySpA and Group for Research and Assessment of Psoriasis and Psoriatic Arthritis App) contained some of the validated disease activity monitoring instruments for specific spondyloarthritis subtypes. These 2 apps were also rated good on the MARS (with total mean scores ≥4 out of 5), whereas the other apps scored poorly in comparison.

Conclusions: There are 2 high-quality spondyloarthritis disease activity monitoring apps publicly available, but they only target 2 spondyloarthritis subtypes—ankylosing spondylitis and psoriatic arthritis. There is a lack of high-quality apps that can measure disease activity for other spondyloarthritis subtypes, and no app that consolidates all validated disease activity instruments across subtypes was available.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14753) doi:10.2196/14753
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**Introduction**

**Background**

Spondyloarthritis (SpA) is a heterogeneous group of chronic inflammatory diseases with interrelated clinical features and genetic linkages and includes ankylosing spondylitis (AS), psoriatic arthritis (PsA), inflammatory bowel disease–associated arthritis, reactive arthritis, and undifferentiated SpA [1]. These phenotypically diverse and unpredictable diseases are associated with decreased performance of activities of daily living, quality of life, and work productivity [2]. One of the goals for SpA management is to monitor disease activity, which can be used to modify both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments [3].

With increased smartphone ownership, mobile health (mHealth) becomes a relevant and fast-growing field of health care delivery, whereby the apps developed for smartphone users could be potential useful tools for both patient self-management and enhanced communications between patients and physicians [4,5]. Apps that targeted the management of chronic diseases had shown benefits for patients in research studies, including conditions such as obesity and diabetes, which led to improved clinical outcomes and maintenance of high-quality medical care [6]. In the field of rheumatology, it had been shown that it was beneficial for patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), where management was enhanced with electronic tools such as digitally recorded disease activity (joint counts) and electronic patient-reported outcome measures (ePROMs). These patients with RA who regularly completed ePROMs and digitally tracked their disease had a better compliance to their medications, less activity handicap in daily living, and more positive outlook for their future [7].

There is a need for potential users to be able to objectively evaluate the quality of health care apps as it is unclear for the average user as to which apps offer evidence-based tools and education [6]. It had been shown that many health apps neither adhere to evidence-based guidelines nor involve medical professionals during development [8]. Without a proper evaluation system, users could be trusting apps that are not based on best medical practices or evidence, which could lead to harm. As the availability of such apps increases, it is important that users make educated decisions about the apps they use. For a disease like SpA that has many different subtypes, it has been shown that there are benefits to having a single app that allows patients to monitor their disease activity across all subtypes [2,9].

**Objectives**

The objective of this study was to identify existing publicly available, high-quality apps that use validated measurement instruments for monitoring SpA disease activity. The specific aims of this review were to evaluate and determine the features and quality of apps designed to monitor SpA disease activity by (1) identifying and summarizing the available apps and the key disease activity monitoring features, (2) comparing the app features with validated instruments for monitoring of SpA disease activity, and (3) rating app quality according to the Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) [10]. This will enable users to make informed decisions about specific apps and may identify deficiencies in the mHealth apps for SpA disease activity monitoring currently available for future development purposes.

**Methods**

This review comprised 4 stages. Stage 1 involved a systematic search of the apps on both the Apple App Store and Google Play Store based on a combination of keywords (stage 1: app identification). This included a screening process in which apps were screened for inclusion into the next stage. Stage 2 involved identifying the validated disease monitoring instruments for various SpA subtypes. Stage 3 involved the extraction and recording of relevant data regarding each app. Finally, the apps were evaluated (stage 4) using the MARS checklist.

**App Identification**

A systematic search of the Apple App Store and Google Play Store was conducted from July 15, 2018, to July 21, 2018, to identify all potentially relevant apps. The review was conducted following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews Meta-Analyses guidelines [11]. Search terms included “spondyloarthritis” OR “ankylosing” OR “ankylosing spondylitis” OR “psoriatic arthritis” OR “psoriatic arthritis” OR “reactive arthritis” OR “inflammatory bowel disease related arthritis” OR “arthritis.” The app store description of each identified app was read and compared with the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Apps were included if they were (1) a smartphone-based app, (2) capable of running on Android or iOS operation systems, (3) in English language, (4) useful for people with SpA or to assist people with SpA for their clinical care, and (5) available for download in the app store (Apple App Store or Google Play Store). Apps were excluded if (1) a condition other than SpA was targeted; (2) the app included only treatment algorithms; (3) it was explicitly only for clinician use; or (4) app content was for information, education, or reference only (ie, no data entry). Apps not updated before 2017 were also excluded because of potential incompatibility with newer operating systems that could underrepresent the functionality of the app. When an app was found in both the Google Play Store and Apple App Store, both versions were included so any differences between operating systems could be identified, and the reviewers interacted with both apps.

To ensure the capture of all relevant apps, the search on the Apple App Store (using an iPhone on a Singapore internet protocol [IP] address) was compared with a website [12] (Singapore Apple App Store) using the search term “arthritis.” “Arthritis” was used as the search term as it returned the most apps during the main search.

**Validated Spondyloarthritis Disease Activity Monitoring Instruments**

As part of our objective was to assess apps that measured disease activity in patients with SpA, these instruments were identified (Table 1) using guidelines from the Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society [13] and European League Against Rheumatism [3,14], along with the subtype of SpA they relate to. Apps were then evaluated as to whether they possess the functionality to calculate any of these instruments.
Table 1. Validated disease activity monitoring instruments for spondyloarthritis disease activity monitoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Spondyloarthritis subtype</th>
<th>Instrument components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index [13]</td>
<td>AS(^a)</td>
<td>PGA(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index [13]</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>PGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankylosing spondylitis disease activity score [3]</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>PGA, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and CRP(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal disease activity [3]</td>
<td>PsA(^d)</td>
<td>28 tender joint count, 28 swollen joint count, VAS(^e), Psoriasis Area Severity Index, body surface area, PGA, Health Assessment Questionnaire, and tender entheseal points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease activity index for psoriatic arthritis [3]</td>
<td>PsA</td>
<td>68 tender joint count, 66 swollen joint count, CRP, VAS, and PGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriatic Arthritis Impact of Disease [14]</td>
<td>PsA</td>
<td>PGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)AS: ankylosing spondylitis.  
\(^b\)PGA: patient global assessment (of disease activity).  
\(^c\)CRP: C-reactive protein.  
\(^d\)PsA: psoriatic arthritis.  
\(^e\)VAS: (patient pain) visual analog score.

**Data Extraction**

The following data about all apps were recorded: app name, platform (Android or iOS), developer, current version, size, cost, number of installs, and user star ratings. General functions of the apps as well as any validated SpA disease activity monitoring instruments were recorded descriptively.

**App Rating Using the Mobile App Rating Scale**

The MARS was developed as a means to determine the quality and classification of mHealth apps [10]. The MARS identified 23 items that were rated on a 5-point scale (1=inadequate, 2=poor, 3=acceptable, 4=good, and 5=excellent), with a description provided for each anchor rating. The MARS comprises 5 different domains and each contributes to the overall evaluation of the app quality:

1. Engagement (5 items)—the extent to which the app engages the target users;
2. Functionality (4 items)—how easy the app is to learn and navigate and overall app performance;
3. Aesthetics (3 items)—the graphics, visual appeal, and style of the app;
4. Information quality (7 items)—the accuracy of the app description, the quality and quantity of information in the app, and whether the information is verified by scientific evidence;
5. Subjective quality (4 items).

Scoring for the MARS was done by calculating a mean for each category and an overall mean score, which has been proven to have good internal consistency and interrater reliability, so it is a reliable method to rate and compare mobile apps [10,15,16]. Apps that score ≥4 out of 5 on the overall MARS rating are considered good [17].

Scores were calculated for each MARS item, along with a total mean score. The mean score from 2 reviewers was calculated. No app had been tested in clinical studies. Therefore, item 19 of the MARS, *evidence base*, was excluded from calculations. Interrater reliability of the MARS subscales and total quality score were calculated using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) in STATA SE 14.0 by StataCorp LLC.

**Results**

**Overview**

The app selection process detailed in the Methods section is summarized in Figure 1. The characteristics and functions of 5 apps were recorded in Tables 2 and 3. The use of validated SpA disease monitoring activity instruments was also recorded, as shown in Table 4. Their MARS scores ranged from 2.93 to 4.04 (possible range 0.00-5.00), as shown in Table 5.
Figure 1. Flow diagram of systematic app search and selection from the Google Play Store and Apple App Store.

Table 2. Operating system, developer, version, and size of included apps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>iOS version</th>
<th>iOS size (MB)</th>
<th>Android version</th>
<th>Android size (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS Health Storylines</td>
<td>iOS and Android</td>
<td>Self Care Catalysts Inc</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.4.4_10MAY2017_1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriasis Manager</td>
<td>iOS</td>
<td>At Point of Care LLC</td>
<td>10.0.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>_a</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAPPA b App</td>
<td>iOS and Android</td>
<td>GRAPPA</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArthritisPower</td>
<td>iOS</td>
<td>Global Healthy Living</td>
<td>2.0.6</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySpA</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Barts Health National</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.1.6</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health Service Trust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNot available.
bGRAPPA: Group for Research and Assessment of Psoriasis and Psoriatic Arthritis.

Table 3. App description and target users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>App description</th>
<th>Target subtype (as per app description)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS Health Storylines</td>
<td>Input data to monitor disease</td>
<td>Ankylosing spondylitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriasis Manager</td>
<td>Input data to monitor disease</td>
<td>PsA a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group for Research and Assessment of Psoriasis and Psoriatic Arthritis App</td>
<td>Input data to monitor disease</td>
<td>PsA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArthritisPower</td>
<td>Input data to monitor disease</td>
<td>PsA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySpA</td>
<td>General information; exercise plans; input data to monitor disease</td>
<td>Axial spondyloarthritis and PsA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPsA: psoriatic arthritis.
Table 4. App inclusion of the various spondyloarthritis activity measure and component measurement instruments and other functionality of included apps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Data entered</th>
<th>Instruments or laboratory measures</th>
<th>Composite disease activity measure</th>
<th>Allows users to record and retrieve disease activity data on multiple occasions</th>
<th>General functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS Health Storylines</td>
<td></td>
<td>PGA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>History (journal style) and graph (trend of scores)</td>
<td>Symptom and medication tracker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriasis Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td>PGA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>History (journal style)</td>
<td>Treatment tracker and patient journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group for Research and Assessment of Psoriasis and Psoriatic Arthritis App</td>
<td></td>
<td>Symptoms</td>
<td>PGA</td>
<td>Psoriatic Arthritis Impact of Disease and minimal disease activity</td>
<td>Disease monitoring information about PsA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArthritisPower</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medication, symptoms, and laboratory results</td>
<td>PGA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>History (journal style) and graph (trend of scores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySpA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medication, symptoms, and laboratory results</td>
<td>PGA, 66/68 joint count, C-reactive protein, and erythrocyte sedimentation rate</td>
<td>Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index and Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPGA: patient global assessment (of disease activity).
bNot available.
cPsA: psoriatic arthritis.

Table 5. Mean Mobile App Rating Scale ratings of included apps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App name</th>
<th>MARS(^a) categories</th>
<th>Overall MARS mean scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement mean scores (5 items)</td>
<td>Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS Health Storylines</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriasis Manager</td>
<td>___(^b)</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArthritisPower</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySpA</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aMARS: Mobile App Rating Scale.
bNot available.

The search retrieved 1019 Android apps from the Google Play Store. Of these, 1016 were excluded, leaving 3 apps for analysis (Figure 1). A total of 234 iOS apps were retrieved from the Apple App Store. After exclusion of 230 apps, 4 apps remained for analysis. A total of 91 apps were found in the concurrent fn.d.io search of the Singapore Apple App Store, out of which no relevant further apps were found. As 2 apps were available in both operating systems, a total of 5 different apps were included; all were free apps.

Characteristics and Functions of Included Apps

The information on app platform, developer, version, and size are shown in Table 2. As no app had different function between operating systems, the apps are presented only once in Tables 2-5. The app description and target user (as derived from the app store description) are shown in Table 3. None of the iOS apps included had any star rating. Table 4 shows data entry and main functionality in the apps. All the apps allowed users to enter data, such as symptoms and medication. One app (MySpA) included the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) and Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI) measures, whereas another app (Group for Research and Assessment of Psoriasis and Psoriatic Arthritis [GRAPPA] App) included the Psoriatic Arthritis Impact Of Disease (PsAID) measures and the minimal disease activity (MDA) calculator with the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) and Psoriasis Area and Severity Index embedded within.
App inclusion of component measurement instruments, composite disease activity measures calculated, and app functionality to record and retrieve data over time are shown in Table 4. A total of 2 apps (GRAPPA App and MySpA) included at least one validated composite measure of SpA disease activity, out of which none provided the formulae for calculation of the composite disease activity measure. Moreover, 4 apps (AS Health Storylines, Psoriasis Manager, ArthritisPower, and MySpA) included a function allowing data (such as patients’ medication and symptoms) to be recorded and retrieved. In addition, 1 app (MySpA) included both composite disease activity measure and allowed data recording and retrieval.

Rating of Apps on Mobile App Rating Scale

The MARS ratings for included apps are shown in Table 5. The ICC for the MARS ratings were greater than or equal to 0.91 for all the MARS sections. For overall MARS ratings, the ICC was 0.99 (95% CI 0.98-0.99), confirming good interrater reliability. Of the 2 apps that scored ≥4 out of 5 on the overall MARS rating (considered good [17]), both apps (MySpA and GRAPPA App) included composite disease activity measures that were validated (BASFI and BASDAI for MySpA; MDA and PsAID for GRAPPA App), but only MySpA had a data tracking function. The overall MARS scores for the apps ranged from 2.93 to 4.04, indicating significant variation in the quality of apps. Subjective quality (2.00-3.75) and engagement (2.00-3.40) showed greatest variability.

Discussion

Principal Findings

The aim of this study was to identify existing high-quality apps that used validated measurement instruments for monitoring SpA disease activity. This review of apps showed that a significant proportion of the publicly available apps specifically designed for SpA were for general education purposes only (50% [4/8] for iOS apps and 78% [11/14] for Android apps), whereas there was a smaller category of apps for tracking SpA symptoms and calculation of validated disease activity measures (50% [4/8] for iOS apps and 22% [3/14] for Android apps). Of the symptom-tracking apps, 60% (3/5) did not use validated instruments in this study. We would recommend patients to use apps with validated disease activity tracking instruments and app developers to develop future apps using such instruments as well.

Only 1 app (scoring ≥4 out of 5 on the overall MARS), MySpA, included both a symptom-tracking function and calculation of validated composite measures of AS disease activity (BASFI and BASDAI). Hence, patients with AS wishing to track their symptoms are encouraged to use MySpA. Another app, GRAPPA App (also scoring ≥4 out of 5 on the overall MARS), included the calculation of validated composite measures of PsA disease activity (MDA and PsAID) but lacked a tracking function. People with PsA can opt to use the app for calculating their disease activity scores but may want to record it elsewhere for tracking purposes. Although the app AS Health Storylines does not have the function to calculate a validated disease activity monitoring score, it has the function to track and remind patients to take medications, which can potentially be synchronized with the overall health care ecosystem. App developers can consider adding both the calculation and recording functions to future developments.

Although some disease activity instruments can be calculated easily by patients (via apps) using ePROMs, such as the BASDAI, BASFI, and PsAID, there are others that require either clinician inputs (tender and swollen joint counts and tender enthesal points for MDA) or laboratory test results (C-reactive protein and erythrocyte sedimentation rate for the Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score). There are studies showing that self-reported joint counts have shown to reasonably predict clinician-performed joint counts for RA patients [18,19], though this assumption that self-reported joint counts will be sufficient for measurement of SpA disease activity needs to be validated further. GRAPPA App, which has a calculator for MDA, includes an HAQ questionnaire that the patient completes him or herself. It is also worth noting that no app included tracking of disease activity for more than 1 SpA subtype and that apps for tracking disease activity of SpA subtypes other than AS and PsA were not found. There is potential for future app developers to consider filling in these gaps or developing a single app with the capability of disease monitoring across all the different subtypes of SpA. We would also like to highlight that although these apps are useful in helping the patients track their disease activity, appropriate treatment and therapy should still be done in collaboration with their health care teams.

Apps rated have a wide range of the MARS scores (2.93 to 4.04), indicating highly inconsistent quality of apps in terms of user experience. App developers wishing to optimize user experience can consider using the MARS criteria as a checklist, along with collaborating with the key stakeholders such as people with SpA and medical professionals. Item 19 of the MARS, evidence base, was excluded from all calculations because no app had been studied in clinical trials [10]. Therefore, clinical trials should be conducted for any future apps developed for SpA disease activity monitoring to determine the clinical impact on outcomes for people with SpA, as well as to ensure cost-effectiveness and to undergo external quality review [20].

This review has limitations. Only apps available in app stores accessed from a Singapore IP address and in English language were included. However, a preliminary search of the iTunes store of the United States with the term “arthritis” suggested the main search of the app stores had captured all relevant apps in English language. Patients were not included in the rating of the app in this study. Future studies can be performed to address this gap.

App quality was assessed using the MARS. Although the MARS was recently developed and had not been extensively validated, it had now been used in several other app evaluations [15,16,21], and had consistently proven good interrater reliability between reviewers. The ICC was 0.99 for the overall MARS score in this study, confirming good interrater reliability. Caregivers can consider using the MARS criteria for rating apps that they wish to recommend to their patients.

Assessment of data privacy and security was not included in the MARS but was a commonly considered criterion of health

http://mhealth.jmir.org/2019/10/e14753/
software quality not included in this study [22]. Data privacy and security considerations are of utmost importance and will need to be evaluated against the specific regulatory requirements of the country in which the app is being used and should be included in future studies.

Conclusions
In conclusion, to our knowledge, this is the first review of high-quality apps for monitoring SpA disease activity that use validated measurement instruments. This review indicated that the apps MySpA and GRAPPA App were high-quality apps that used validated disease activity measures, which could assist in the management of SpA subtypes AS and PsA, respectively. However, there is a lack of apps that consolidate the measurement and tracking of disease activity of different SpA subtypes into a single app. Future app development can consider developing apps that bridge these gaps.
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Abstract

Background: Stroke, as a leading cause of death around the globe, has become a heavy burden on our society. Studies show that stroke can be predicted and prevented if a person’s blood pressure (BP) status is appropriately monitored via an ambulatory blood pressure monitor (ABPM) system. However, currently there exists no efficient and user-friendly ABPM system to provide early warning for stroke risk in real-time. Moreover, most existing ABPM devices measure BP during the deflation of the cuff, which fails to reflect blood pressure accurately.

Objective: In this study, we sought to develop a new ABPM mobile health (mHealth) system that was capable of monitoring blood pressure during inflation and could detect early stroke-risk signals in real-time.

Methods: We designed an ABPM mHealth system that is based on mobile network infrastructure and mobile apps. The proposed system contains two major parts: a new ABPM device in which an inflation-type BP measurement algorithm is embedded, and an abnormal blood pressure data analysis algorithm for stroke-risk prediction services at our health data service center. For evaluation, the ABPM device was first tested using simulated signals and compared with the gold standard of a mercury sphygmomanometer. Then, the performance of our proposed mHealth system was evaluated in an observational study.

Results: The results are presented in two main parts: the device test and the longitudinal observational studies of the presented system. The average measurement error of the new ABPM device with the inflation-type algorithm was less than 0.55 mmHg compared to a reference device using simulated signals. Moreover, the results of correlation coefficients and agreement analyses show that there is a strong linear correlation between our device and the standard mercury sphygmomanometer. In the case of the system observational study, we collected a data set with 88 features, including real-time data, user information, and user records. Our abnormal blood pressure data analysis algorithm achieved the best performance, with an area under the curve of 0.904 for the low risk level, 0.756 for the caution risk level, and 0.912 for the high-risk level. Our system enables a patient to be aware of their risk in real-time, which improves medication adherence with risk self-management.

Conclusions: To our knowledge, this device is the first ABPM device that measures blood pressure during the inflation process and has obtained a government medical license. Device tests and longitudinal observational studies were conducted in Peking University hospitals, and they showed the device’s high accuracy for BP measurements, its efficiency in detecting early signs of stroke, and its efficiency at providing an early warning for stroke risk.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14926) doi:10.2196/14926
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Introduction

As a common cerebrovascular disease caused by a hemorrhage or ischemia, stroke has become the primary cause of adult disability, and its incidence is increasing steadily as society ages [1,2]. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), worldwide 1/6 people has a stroke during their lifetime, among which more than one-third of those affected die from their stroke [3]. Worldwide, mortality from stroke and related cardiovascular diseases constitutes around 20% of all deaths, and around 33% of all stroke survivors are affected by depression after [4,5]. It has been estimated that stroke cost in the first half of the 21st century is around USD $1.52 trillion, which is three times as high as the US annual gross tax revenue [6].

To address these challenges, a lot of recent research has focused on stroke prevention. Many risk factors have been shown to be crucial for stroke, including age, gender, hypertension, diabetes, arrhythmia, cholesterol, smoking, and drinking, among others, with hypertension being the most significant controllable factor [7]. In addition, a growing number of studies have demonstrated the predictive value of ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) in assessing the risk of first-ever and recurrent stroke [8-10]. According to the American Stroke Association, 77% of patients have a blood pressure (BP) ≥140/90 mmHg when they have a stroke for the first time [11]. Studies have shown that there is a high correlation between Morning Blood Pressure Surge and stroke. As reported by Argentino et al [12], the average probability of stroke incidence from 6 AM to 12 AM is 3.8 times greater than the other times of the day [13]. Furthermore, with each 10-mmHg increase in Morning Blood Pressure Surge, stroke probabilities increase by 44% (P=0.004) [14]. As a result, a real-time Morning Blood Pressure Surge monitoring system for stroke risk warnings can dramatically reduce stroke probability.

With the rapid development of wireless Internet technology and the increasing number of mobile phone users, mobile health (mHealth) technology has emerged as a potential solution to health care delivery for people with chronic diseases [15-17]. Altintas et al proposed a wearable, 24-hour, low-stress blood pressure monitor system to conduct less painful and less stressful, 24-hour blood pressure monitoring [18]. Yang et al designed a set of General Packet Radio Service ambulatory blood pressure monitoring systems, which consist of a data acquisition module, main control module, communication module, cloud platform, and intelligent terminal [19]. Tsoi et al constructed an integrative electronic health platform with a BP telemonitoring cloud system in elderly community centers to control hypertension [20]. In a recent study, Wu et al introduced the design and development of an mHealth system for strengthening secondary prevention of stroke in rural China and further evaluated its feasibility through a survey of the dominant user group [21]. Moreover, other BP monitoring systems [22-25] use a mixture of solutions, including a homemade blood pressure measurement device, a smartphone- or PC-based management unit, or Bluetooth or ZigBee for data transmission, which help users to measure and manage their daily blood pressure.

However, these studies utilized BP devices based on deflation-type instead of inflation-type BP measurement algorithms, which do not accurately reflect the real state of blood pressure. In clinical diagnosis, most pathological changes inside blood vessels may not be captured by deflation-type BP measurement [26,27] because the mechanical behavior of the brachial artery cannot be restored to a normal state within a sharp transition from inflation to deflation. In addition, the abnormal signals generated from Morning Blood Pressure Surge monitoring of the existing approaches do not provide early-risk alert of a stroke to patients or relatives in real-time. Driven by this motivation, we designed a new ABPM mHealth system which can prevent a stroke in real-time. This system consists of two major parts: a new ABPM device for BP monitoring and data collection, and an abnormal BP data analysis algorithm at a data center for real-time early risk warning services. Significantly, an inflation-type blood pressure measurement algorithm has been proposed and embedded into the new device, which helps to avoid the elastic deformation of blood vessels and any interference signals during measurement. At the data center, the abnormal BP data analysis algorithm runs to classify stroke-risk levels based on real-time BP data, medical records, and health state information. To evaluate the ABPM mHealth system, a longitudinal observational study was conducted, which demonstrated the accuracy and usefulness of the early stroke-risk warning function.

Methods

Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitor Mobile Health System and Architecture

To enable the ABPM mHealth system to warn of early risk of stroke, a four-layer functional architecture was developed (Figure 1). These layers included the user access layer, the application logic layer, the data process layer and the data storage layer, the structure and function of which are described below.

User Access Layer

This layer provides the interfaces between the users/devices and the data center. In this layer, an ABPM device is used to collect data from potential stroke patients through online and application interfaces that are available to users, as shown in Figure 1. However, admission authority and transmission issues should be considered during this part of the process, as user password and text verification codes are used for identification, and Cross-Site Request Forgery defense and transport layer security are applied to secure information delivery.
Application Logic Layer
This layer involves multiple forms of business intelligence logic, such as health state maintenance, clinical decision support and treatment, and nursing and care. Among them, this paper focuses on an abnormal BP data analysis algorithm running in the data center for stroke early warning.

Data Process Layer
In this layer, all data are processed to remove electronic noise and motion interference. Then, the preprocessed signals are analyzed, mined, and visualized for the purpose of stroke early-risk warning.

Data Storage Layer
In this layer, it is necessary to handle missing or damaged data to guarantee data integrity.

In this study, a new ABPM mHealth architecture was developed to provide early stroke warning in real-time. Here, we focus on two major parts: at the frontier for real-time data collection, the device embedded with an inflation-type BP measurement algorithm, and at the data center, an abnormal BP data analysis algorithm for real-time early stroke warning using users’ terminal interfaces.

At the Frontier: An Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitor Device for Inflation-Type Blood Pressure Measurement
As previously mentioned, most pathological changes inside blood vessels may not be captured properly by BP devices with a deflation-type measurement. To solve this issue, our device is instead embedded with an inflation-type BP measurement. For different stroke patients, this device can be adapted to physiological and external factors as well. Additionally, our device can be automatically pumped to the appropriate maximum inflation pressure values according to the preset systolic blood pressure, which helps the new device adapt to users’ health conditions for raw pressure data collection. For details about the inflation-type BP Measurement, please see Multimedia Appendix 1. Our developed ABPM device is shown in Figure 2.
There are multiple advantages to this device, including: (1) the adoption of the inflation-type measurement algorithm, which is the first commercial device that can capture vasculopathy information in detail; (2) that it is personalized and user-friendly, it can inflate to a suitable pressure level according to users’ individual physiological states, and it automatically adjusts inflation speed according to users’ activity states (6 mmHg/second while awake, and 4 mmHg/second during sleep), which can be recognized by a 3-axis sensor; and (3) the pump and cuff are bound together to reduce noise, in comparison with existing commercial products.

Early Warning Services for Stroke Risk at the Data Center

As mentioned above, stroke risk can be controlled if a Morning Blood Pressure Surge monitoring system can generate early warnings for stroke risk in real-time. To achieve this goal, we needed to detect abnormal stroke-related signals, which would then be uploaded to the data center. However, existing research for stroke prevention mainly focuses on statistical studies about public health. Kansadub et al investigated classification algorithms for a national- or group-level, stroke-risk increasing or reducing prediction model, which included methods such as naive Bayes, decision trees, and neural networks [28]. Yang et al constructed a predictive model for stroke based on multiple regression analyses of multiple climate factors [29]. Most of these studies focus on stroke risk factor analysis, not a real-time solution of abnormal stroke signal analysis.

In this study, an abnormal BP data analysis algorithm (see Multimedia Appendix 2) is used to provide early warning to patients. The algorithm classifies stroke risk levels as low, caution, or high. In this algorithm, a total of 88 features, including BP real-time data and health state information, are selected for classification, some of which are listed in Table 1 (health state information is from patient records). When this algorithm is running at the data center, all numerical values are normalized to 0 or 1 for empty numeric attributes, or they are normalized to the average value or 0 to replace empty Boolean attributes. This strategy is helpful for handling missing data in the algorithm. All necessary information is fed into the abnormal BP data analysis algorithm to determine the level of stroke risk. In this algorithm, the support vector machine approach is used to train data and simulated annealing is adopted to tune the hyper-parameters. Additionally, a 10-fold cross-validation was applied to refine the hyper-parameters.
Table 1. Input data and features (partial).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature, characteristic</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>24-hour ABPMa</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension grading</td>
<td>Calculated by WHOb hypertension definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPc load</td>
<td>Percentage of elevated pressure above a defined threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipper</td>
<td>Whether or not blood pressure falls at night compared to daytime values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning surge</td>
<td>Morning SBPd/preawake SBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP, max</td>
<td>The highest SBP in a given time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP, max</td>
<td>The highest DBP in a given time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP, min</td>
<td>The lowest SBP in a given time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP, min</td>
<td>The lowest DBP in a given time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP, mean</td>
<td>Average SBP in a given time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP, mean</td>
<td>Average DBP in a given time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP, mean</td>
<td>Average SBP minus average DBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1=Man, 0=Woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>Centimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifestyle</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>1=Yes, 0=No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink</td>
<td>1=Yes, 0=No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical inactivity</td>
<td>Amount of exercise per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient history</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>1=Yes, 0=No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>1=Yes, 0=No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High blood cholesterol</td>
<td>1=Yes, 0=No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family history</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>Family members with stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Family members with hypertension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aABPM: ambulatory blood pressure monitor.
bWHO: World Health Organization.
cBP: blood pressure.
dSBP: systolic blood pressure.
eDBP: diastolic blood pressure.
fPP: pulse pressure.

**Design of Service Interfaces to Enable Stroke-Risk Alerts**

In practice, stroke risk can be reduced if a Morning Blood Pressure Surge monitoring system can generate early risk warnings for stroke in real-time. At the data center, an application programming interface (API) was deployed to provide reliable and stable data transmission between users and the service center. We designed two types of user interfaces: one for doctors to manage and diagnose patients on the website, and the other for data presentation and analysis on users’ phones (Figures 3 and 4).
As shown in Figure 3, a doctor can review the medical signals, give instructions, or print a hard copy of diagnosis results. Users can display data in many forms on their phone, such as with histograms, pie charts, or line charts, as well as a 24-hour ABPM analysis report. As shown in Figure 4, the mobile app on smartphones provides patients with evaluation and visualization services, which are important for health management and stroke risk warning. This app has a robust network connection by using several different operations, including calling a local database instead of logging into the server again, providing rollback database operations to avoid inconsistency, using hash values to avoid repeated writing, etc.

Evaluation of the Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitor Mobile Health System

Through a longitudinal observational study, our new inflation-based ABPM device and our stroke-risk early warning system were evaluated and compared against the gold standard mercury sphygmomanometer. All studies were carried out in the community hospitals of Peking University.

Firstly, to calibrate our device, we used the ProSim 8 simulator (FLUKE Corporation, Everett, Washington, United States) to generate a series of source-simulated signals (pulse/sleevelet waves) for calibrating the accuracy. In this study, the HEM-7207 electronic sphygmomanometer (Omron Corporation, Osaka, Japan) was used as a reference as it is in common use. The simulation data sets contain 20 variables: 7 standard BPs, 7 patient conditions, 3 arrhythmias, and 3 respiratory types related.
to BP. The corresponding systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), and heart rate ranges in the data set are 60-255 mmHg, 30-195 mmHg, and 40-180 times/minute, respectively (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for the results of our device tests).

Secondly, we further conducted device tests according to a gold standard for agreement analysis. According to the regulations from the China Food and Drug Administration which have been in place since 2015, a new BP device can be approved if tests are passed by using simulation signals [30]. This is the reason that simulation signals for device testing are enough to verify a BP device, without the need for real-world clinical trials. In this study we still performed 100 participant tests in Peking University community hospitals, and they were used for correlation coefficient and agreement analysis. A total of 120 participants were involved in these tests, including 56 females and 64 males. The mean age of participants was 49.5 years old (SD 15.6; range 22-86 years old), the mean weight was 68.1 kilograms (SD 19.7; range 45-103 kilograms), the mean height was 166 centimeters (SD 10.7; range 151-187 centimeters), and the average heart rate was 70.6 beats per minute (SD 15.4; range 45-125 beats per minute). For each subject, BP was measured by the gold standard device, the mercury sphygmomanometer.

Finally, to validate the risk prediction function of this system, 209 patients were chosen as participants in Peking University community hospitals from April 12, 2017, to December 13, 2018. These subjects were required to use our app to upload personal health state information and wore the ABPM devices 24 hours a day to collect real-time BP data. Meanwhile, doctors made professional stroke-risk diagnoses of the subjects based on a comprehensive examination, including hematology, electrocardiograms, magnetic resonance angiograms, etc.

**Results**

**Device Test Using Simulated Signals**

The device test using simulated signals showed that our new device outperformed the HEM-7207 electronic sphygmomanometer in most cases (for more detailed information see Multimedia Appendix 1). According to error analyses of the two devices, in our device the mean error for SBP was 0.55078 mmHg (SD 0.517412 mmHg) and for DBP it was 0.32185 mmHg (SD 0.39169 mmHg). However, the mean error for SBP and DBP in the HEM-7207 are 2.15 mmHg and 1.85 mmHg, respectively. It shows that our device has achieved measurement consistency and repeatability requirements.

**Device Test Using a Standard Mercury Sphygmomanometer**

We further conducted device tests for agreement analysis using the gold standard mercury sphygmomanometer. The measurement results showed that in our device the SBP was 125.45 mmHg (SD 25.2 mmHg) and the DBP was 77.92 mmHg (SD 23.5 mmHg), while for the mercury sphygmomanometer the SBP was 126.72 mmHg (SD 24.7 mmHg), and the DBP was 79 mmHg (SD 23.8 mmHg). The SBP difference between our device and the mercury sphygmomanometer was 1.34 (SD 2.95), while the DBP difference was 1.27 (SD 2.77). The correlation coefficient of our device with the mercury sphygmomanometer was 0.958 during the SBP test and 0.912 during the DBP test. This means that there is a high linear correlation between the two measurement approaches. In terms of the difference between the two measuring devices, their mean and standard deviation values are acceptable for practical applications.

As shown in Figure 5, the consistency and agreement of our device with mercury was evaluated. In this figure the Bland and Altman plot [31] was adopted, wherein the X-axis represents the mean of the SBP/DBP measurements of our device and the mercury sphygmomanometer and the Y-axis shows the difference between the two measurement approaches. The results of the correlation coefficient and agreement analysis clearly show that our new device met the clinical requirements and can be used to support clinical diagnosis.
Longitudinal Observational Studies of the Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitor System

We randomly selected 20% of subjects out of the 209 participants as a test set, another 20% as a validation set, and the remaining participants were used as a training set. To evaluate the performance of our risk prediction model, we compared our abnormal BP data analysis algorithm with fully connected neural networks and random forests. To evaluate the performance of our proposed methods and the alternatives, F1-score, specificity, accuracy, precision, recall, and area under the curve (AUC) parameters were adopted (Table 2). As shown in Table 2, the proposed abnormal BP data analysis method achieved better performance for the three risk levels. To be specific, for the high-risk level the accuracy was 0.885 and the AUC was 0.912.

Figure 6 presents the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of three risk levels: low, caution, and high. We can see the ROC curve is smooth, which means that there is no overfitting. Moreover, the abnormal BP data analysis algorithm is closer to the top left corner compared to the other two risk detection models, which means that our system achieved better prediction performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk levels, models</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>AUCa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCNNb</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFc</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABAd</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCNN</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCNN</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAUC: area under the curve.
bFCNN: fully connected neural networks.
cRF: random forest.
dABA: abnormal blood pressure data analysis.
Discussion

Principal Results

With the application of mobile and communication technology in the medical field, mHealth, which can provide real-time health monitoring service for the elderly or patients with chronic diseases, has attracted a lot of research attention [32-35]. In this study, we proposed a novel ABPM mHealth system that can facilitate accurate BP measurement and generate early warnings for stroke risk in real-time. This paper describes the ABPM mHealth architecture, the device with its inflation-type BP measurement, and the stroke-risk prediction method at the data center. In the end, we carried out a longitudinal observational study and evaluated the proposed mHealth system.

Using mobile devices such as phones and patient monitoring devices, mHealth supports personal health management and public health activities [36]. Recent research has mainly focused on the technical aspect of research design, such as the Android platform, Internet of Things technology [37], cloud platforms [38], medical information systems, wireless monitoring equipment, Bluetooth technology, wearable devices [39], and so on. However, most of these studies are still in the pattern design stage or focus on how to develop or perfect the existing equipment, Bluetooth technology, wearable devices [39], and so on. However, most of these studies are still in the pattern design stage or focus on how to develop or perfect the existing systems or mHealth applications, paying less attention to the user's demand.

We designed a novel ABPM mHealth system to carry out early warning of stroke risk. To capture and monitor a person’s BP profile and support clinical decision, a certified ABPM device (No. 20172201157) was designed and developed. Our device is customized, adaptive, and user-friendly, as it can pump according to a personal health condition, which allows for a personalized measurement with precision. After that, a risk prediction abnormal BP data analysis method is used to process the BP data, which enables this system to provide early warning of stroke risk to users in real-time.

As previously mentioned, a new inflation-type BP method was proposed in this study, and it was shown to be more effective compared to existing solutions. Currently there are two existing inflation-type BP methods, but neither is adaptive. The first one is the stop-and-wait inflation method [40] that contains several stopping points preset for an inflation process. During inflation, its pump is set to stop and wait for 2-3 seconds at each stopping point. In the 2-3 second waiting period, pressure sensor data is processed and then the algorithm decides whether to stop inflation. This method can reduce motion interference, but blood vessels under long-time compression increase inaccuracy. The second method is nonstop inflation [41] where the highest pulse wave peak is regarded as a criterion to calculate the mean arterial pressure (MAP), and then the MAP is used to determine the inflation-ending condition. Although the method is fast and simple, it is easily affected by motion interference since it introduces jitter signals that may be detected as the highest pulse wave peak. However, the detected highest pulse wave peaks in these cases do not represent a real criterion for MAP calculation. Therefore, the existing methods cannot be used to achieve accurate inflation-type BP measurement. To solve these existing problems, our work uses a sliding time window to optimize inflation where the cuff is linearly pumped by a stable pump algorithm and raw pressure data is collected and processed.

To evaluate the ABPM mHealth system performance, system evaluation and longitudinal observational studies were conducted, and 341 risk warning events were recorded, with these events then used to evaluate system performance in practice. Among these participants, there was a stroke patient who had 2-3 strokes per year over the past two years due to not following doctor instructions. This outpatient wore our device during the study, so their blood pressure was measured every day and medication ended up being taken whenever our system generated the early warning signals of a stroke. As a result, there were no recurrent stroke events for a whole year for this patient. Another important case was an emergency outpatient whose blood pressure was rising abnormally and triggered a warning alert in our system. The patient was sent to a hospital in time after our system notified his doctors and relatives. These cases show that our system can help patients realize their risk in real-time, which can reduce stroke risk and improve users’ health conditions.

In addition to that, our system was able to generate periodic notifications and warnings about the patients’ conditions. This ambulatory system could encourage users to pay attention to their medication states, diet, and emotional health, among other things, which could improve compliance with risk self-management. As a result, the new ABPM mHealth system equipped with the abnormal BP data analysis algorithm was proven to be a useful tool for controlling and preventing stroke, and it could be applied to detect early risks of cardiovascular disease and other BP-related diseases.
Limitations
This work is interdisciplinary in nature. Thus, we cannot cover all the details about the new ABPM mHealth system in one paper. This paper focused on how to construct an ABPM mHealth system for early warning of stroke risk. In terms of this system, the frontier (an inflation-type BP measurement device) and the data center (an abnormal BP data analysis algorithm for early risk alert) are highlighted in detail. The mHealth working principles are omitted because they follow standard practice right now.

To the best of our knowledge, this new ABPM device is the first commercial product that measures blood pressure during inflation. To improve measurement accuracy, a sliding window strategy that can improve inflation-type measurement and reduce motion interference substantially was adopted. Moreover, our ABPM device is equipped with a proportional integrative derivative controller responsible for linear inflation. The device has room for further improvement, such as insulation of mechanical noise, miniaturization in terms of size, reliability and stability of data transmission, battery consumption and continuation, multiple parameter processing, etc.

Most significantly, the abnormal BP data analysis algorithm can be used as clinical decision support, with a supervised machine learning algorithm to classify the risk level of a stroke patient in real-time. The algorithm has been implemented in our data center and was tested for performance. The performance of the abnormal BP data analysis algorithm was compared with the random forest algorithm and a fully connected neural network, showing that our abnormal BP data analysis algorithm has better performance in accuracy, precision, and recall. However, there remains work left for future studies, such as the development of an algorithm without the need for decision support from a remote data center, how to offer privacy protection, and so on.

In this study, we recruited 209 patients as longitudinal observational subjects in the community, which is not a big number in terms of clinical trials. This limited the training of a more accurate stroke early warning model and the validation of the performance of the ABPM mHealth system. We plan to carry out the study with a more comprehensive experimental design to test our ABPM mHealth system.
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Abstract

Background: Previous studies have identified psychological and smartphone app–related predictors of engagement with alcohol reduction apps at a group level. However, strategies to promote engagement need to be effective at the individual level. Evidence as to whether group-level predictors of engagement are also predictive for individuals is lacking.

Objective: The aim of this study was to examine whether daily fluctuations in (1) the receipt of a reminder, (2) motivation to reduce alcohol, (3) perceived usefulness of the app, (4) alcohol consumption, and (5) perceived lack of time predicted within-person variability in the frequency and amount of engagement with an alcohol reduction app.

Methods: We conducted a series of observational N-of-1 studies. The predictor variables were measured twice daily for 28 days via ecological momentary assessments. The outcome variables were measured through automated recordings of the participants’ app screen views. A total of nine London-based adults who drank alcohol excessively and were willing to set a reduction goal took part. Each participant’s dataset was analyzed separately using generalized additive mixed models to derive incidence rate ratios (IRRs) for the within-person associations of the predictor and outcome variables. Debriefing interviews, analyzed using thematic analysis, were used to contextualize the findings.

Results: Predictors of the frequency and amount of engagement differed between individuals, and for the variables 'perceived usefulness of the app' and 'perceived lack of time’, the direction of associations also differed between individuals. The most consistent predictors of within-person variability in the frequency of engagement were the receipt of a daily reminder (IRR=1.80-3.88; P<.05) and perceived usefulness of the app (IRR=0.82-1.42; P<.05). The most consistent predictors of within-person variability in the amount of engagement were motivation to reduce alcohol (IRR=1.67-3.45; P<.05) and perceived usefulness of the app (IRR=0.52-1.37; P<.05).

Conclusions: The utility of the selected psychological and app-related variables in predicting the frequency and amount of engagement with an alcohol reduction app differed at the individual level. This highlights that key within-person associations may be masked in group-level designs and suggests that different strategies to promote engagement may be required for different individuals.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14098) doi:10.2196/14098
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Introduction

Background

Excessive alcohol consumption is a public health priority and is implicated in substantial costs to the economy through lost productivity, crime, and health care costs [1,2]. Digital interventions, including websites, smartphone apps, and wearable devices, can increase access to behavioral support, have a low incremental cost once developed, and reduce stigma associated with help seeking in person [3-5]. Alcohol reduction apps have the added advantage of being available to users as and when needed. Some form of engagement, comprising both behavioral (eg, amount, depth, and frequency of app use) and experiential (eg, attention and interest) dimensions [6], is logically necessary for alcohol reduction apps to be effective [7,8]. Findings from an integrative literature review, in-depth interviews with potential users, theorizing within an interdisciplinary research team, and the development and evaluation of a novel self-report measure suggest that engagement with digital interventions can be defined as “a state-like construct which occurs each time a user interacts with a digital behavior change intervention with two behavioral (i.e., amount and depth of use) and three experiential (i.e., attention, interest, and enjoyment) dimensions” (Perski et al, in press).

As observed levels of engagement with many digital interventions are considered too limited to support behavior change [9], efforts have been made to identify factors that predict engagement. Whether or not a user engages with a given digital intervention is likely to depend on its content (eg, behavior change techniques), how that content is delivered (eg, design features), the context in which the intervention is used (eg, who the users are and where they are using the intervention), whether or not the intervention succeeds in changing particular ‘mechanisms of action’ that mediate behavior change (eg, motivation and self-regulatory skills), and successful or unsuccessful behavior change (eg, the extent of alcohol reduction) [6]. To the authors’ knowledge, studies to date have typically focused on the identification of group-level predictors of engagement with digital interventions for alcohol reduction [6]. As strategies to increase engagement need to be effective for individuals [10,11], it is important to examine whether key predictors identified at the group level are also predictive at the individual level.

Published secondary analyses of data from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of digital interventions for alcohol reduction have identified group-level predictors of engagement. These studies show that demographic (eg, being female, older, and more highly educated) [12-14], psychological (eg, higher levels of baseline motivation to change) [13,15], drinking (eg, lower baseline levels of alcohol consumption), [12,13,16] and app-related variables (eg, the receipt of proactive reminders) [17] predict the total frequency and amount of engagement. Qualitative studies asking excessive drinkers to reflect on the factors they expect to be the most important for engagement with apps for alcohol reduction have identified the following: motivation to change, perceived personal relevance of the app (defined as the extent to which the user believes that the app is suited to their individual needs [18]), and perceived usefulness of the app (defined as the extent to which the individual believes that use of the app will help them achieve their goal(s) [19,20]). Although common themes were pulled out from these qualitative studies, agreement among potential users on what factors are expected to be most important for engagement was low [20]. Qualitative research has also been conducted with participants who disengaged before the completion of an RCT of a Web-based alcohol reduction intervention [13]. When retrospectively asked to reflect on why they disengaged from the intervention, users frequently mentioned perceived lack of time (eg, being too busy and having other priorities), dissatisfaction with the intervention (eg, poor usability and irrelevant content), and improvement in the condition (eg, feeling better).

As mentioned, quantitative studies examining predictors of engagement have typically relied on group-level designs, aggregating data across participants. However, individual-level interventions, including alcohol reduction apps, are designed to target within-person processes that lead to behavior change. Intervention strategies aimed at increasing engagement (eg, proactive reminders, rewards, and feedback) need to be effective for individuals. It is, therefore, important to examine whether associations identified at the group level are also identified at the individual level. The N-of-1 study design, also known as a single-case design, is ideally suited for the assessment of within-person processes. The N-of-1 design can be either observational or experimental and “...receives its name by virtue of its sample size: N is equal to one” [21].

Previous qualitative and quantitative research has relied on either prospective or retrospective (as opposed to real-time) self-reports of psychological processes; these are likely to be biased or inaccurate [22]. For example, when prospectively predicting what factors are expected to be most important for engagement, potential users tend to highlight app-related aspects, such as the presence of features that enhance motivation to change (eg, goal setting, self-monitoring, and proactive reminders) and perceived usefulness (eg, tailoring of content and rewards) [18,20]. However, when asked to retrospectively report on factors they thought contributed to their disengagement from a digital intervention, different aspects tended to be highlighted, such as perceived lack of time [13]. A data gathering method that overcomes the problems associated with both prospective and retrospective self-reports is ecological momentary assessment (EMA), which involves the repeated measurement of psychological processes in real time [23,24]. Methods for the statistical analysis of data from EMA and N-of-1 studies include correlational and time series analyses [25,26], with the latter being an underused approach to date.

Objectives

This study used a series of N-of-1 studies, harnessing twice-daily EMAs for 28 days, and applied an innovative type of time series analysis to examine whether daily fluctuations in (1) the receipt of a reminder, (2) motivation to reduce alcohol, (3) perceived usefulness of the app, (4) alcohol consumption, and (5) perceived lack of time predicted within-person variability in the frequency (ie, number of log-ins) and amount (ie, time spent...
per log-in) of engagement with a theory- and evidence-informed alcohol reduction app, *Drink Less* [27,28]. This study aimed to provide a greater understanding of the temporal direction of the relationships under investigation by assessing predictor variables before the measurement of outcome variables.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

A prespecified study protocol and analysis plan can be found on the Open Science Framework [29]. A series of observational N-of-1 studies was conducted with twice-daily (ie, morning and evening) assessments of psychological and app-related predictor variables. The outcome variables were the objectively estimated frequency and amount of engagement with the *Drink Less* app, described in detail in the *Measures* section below. Although the subjective experience (eg, attention and interest) is also thought to be a key dimension of digital engagement ([6]; Perski et al, in press), only behavioral indicators of engagement (which can be measured automatically via participants’ app screen views) were considered in this study to minimize participant burden. Although it had been prespecified in the study protocol that the key outcome of interest was the frequency of engagement, a series of unplanned analyses with the variable ‘amount of engagement’ was also conducted. To help contextualize the quantitative findings, semistructured debriefing interviews were conducted over the phone after the 28-day study period.

**Participants and Sampling**

The eligibility criteria are outlined in *Textbox 1*. Participants were excluded if they were not fluent English speakers. Recruitment was conducted on the Web via the research platform *Call for Participants*, social media (ie, Twitter), and an alcohol reduction charity’s mailing list. The recruitment materials stated that regular drinkers were invited to take part in a study on how people use alcohol reduction apps in their daily lives, which involved responding to twice-daily text messages for 28 days.

*Textbox 1. Participant eligibility criteria.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eligibility criteria:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Aged 18 years and older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Owned an Apple iPhone capable of running iOS v.8.0 software or higher (ie, iPhone 4S or later models)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Resided in or near London and willing to come to University College London for a briefing interview (to ensure adequate study commitment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reported an Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test score of ≥8, indicating excessive alcohol consumption [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Was interested in using an app to reduce their drinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Was willing to set a goal to reduce their drinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Installed the <em>Drink Less</em> app and opened it at least once following the briefing interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Was willing to engage with the app daily for 28 days, recognizing that there may be occasional days where they would not engage with it [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Was willing to respond to twice-daily text messages for 28 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Was willing to take part in a debriefing interview conducted over the phone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of observations (and not the number of participants) determines the statistical power in N-of-1 studies [32]. Each participant was asked to respond to twice-daily EMAs for 28 days, resulting in up to 56 data inputs per participant. The measurement frequency of 2 EMAs per day was informed by previous research conducted within the behavioral science domain [33]. The study duration of 28 days was selected as this is a common duration for digital alcohol reduction interventions [34]. As data were planned to be analyzed using generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs; see the *Data Analysis* section below), Monte Carlo simulations [35] estimated the statistical power achieved with a total of 56 data inputs. The power analysis, conducted in R, indicated that the study would have 80% power to detect an incidence rate ratio (IRR) of 1.8 for the association between ‘perceived usefulness of the app’ (predictor variable) and ‘frequency of engagement’ (outcome variable). Given the uncertainties regarding the distribution of model parameters, this power analysis should be interpreted with caution. See Table 1 for details about statistical assumptions used to inform the power analysis. To allow for a descriptive (but not inferential) comparison of potential between-person differences in the associations between the predictor variables and app engagement, a total of 8 participants was considered sufficient. As previous N-of-1 studies report up to 47% study dropout [33,36,37], we aimed to recruit an additional 50% of the target sample (ie, 12 participants).
Intervention

The Drink Less app is a stand-alone intervention designed to promote alcohol reduction in adults who drink excessively. The app is centered around a goal-setting module that allows users to select 1 or multiple weekly goals of their choice (eg, maximum number of units, alcohol-free days, spending on alcohol, or number of alcohol-attributed calories). The app includes 5 additional intervention modules: (1) normative feedback (ie, a visual gauge of how users’ drinking compares with that of others in the same gender and age group), (2) cognitive bias retraining (ie, a game that aims to help users retrain automatic approach/attentional biases toward alcohol-related cues), (3) self-monitoring and feedback (ie, an interactive calendar that allows users to record and visualize drinks consumed/alcohol-free days), (4) action planning (ie, a feature that explains the benefits of setting if-then rules and allows users to create, review, and edit these), and (5) identity change (ie, a feature that allows users to view pairs of positive and negative outcome expectancies, record video messages to watch at a later date, and identify and select values of importance to their identity). Details about how intervention content was selected [38,39], user feedback on an early version of the app [40], the development process [27], and the first evaluation of the app’s components in a randomized, factorial screening experiment [28] have been described in detail elsewhere. The Drink Less app allows users to set a daily reminder to open the app, which can be switched on or off and set to a suitable timing.

Measures

The following data were collected at baseline to determine study eligibility and to describe the sample: (1) age, (2) gender, (3) type of work (ie, manual, nonmanual, or other), (4) whether the participants owned an iPhone capable of running iOS 8.0 software or higher (ie, iPhone 4S or later models), (5) whether the participants were residing in or near London and were willing to come to University College London (UCL) for a briefing interview, (6) alcohol consumption, measured using the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test [30], a 10-item measure of alcohol consumption, drinking behavior, and alcohol-related problems, which provides a score ranging from 0 to 40, with scores ≥8 indicating excessive alcohol consumption. (7) whether the participants were interested in using an app to reduce their drinking, (8) whether the participants were willing to set a goal to reduce their drinking, (9) whether the participants were willing to engage with the study app daily for 28 days, (10) whether the participants had previously used an alcohol reduction app and if so, which one, (11) whether the participants were willing to respond to the twice-daily text messages for 28 days, and (12) whether the participants were willing to take part in a poststudy interview conducted over the phone.

Ecological Momentary Assessments ( Predictor Variables)

The following data were collected twice per day (ie, morning and evening):

- Motivation to reduce alcohol was measured by asking “How motivated are you currently to reduce your drinking?” The response options ranged from 1 to 7, with 1 indicating not at all and 7 indicating extremely.
- Perceived usefulness of the app was measured by asking “How useful do you currently think the Drink Less app is for you?” The response options ranged from 1 to 7, with 1 indicating not at all and 7 indicating extremely. The decision to focus on perceived usefulness of the app in this study was informed by a meta-analysis of 59 studies indicating that the variable ‘perceived usefulness’ is consistently associated with behavioral intentions to use technology ($r$=.59) [41]; less is known about the relationship between the variable ‘perceived relevance’ and key outcome variables. This variable captured participants’ beliefs about the app’s usefulness and was considered in the absence of any objective effectiveness data from a confirmatory RCT.

- Alcohol consumption was measured by asking “How many drinks containing alcohol have you had in the past 12 hours?” Participants were instructed to input integers only (ie, whole drinks).
Perceived lack of time was measured by asking participants "To what extent do you currently have time for the Drink Less app?" The response options ranged from 1 to 7, with 1 indicating I do not have any time for the app and 7 indicating I have lots of time for the app.

An additional predictor variable, tailored to participants' preferences, was as follows:

- Whether or not a proactive reminder was received during each 12-hour measurement period; this variable was coded 1 if a reminder was received and 0 if it was not received. A maximum of 1 reminder could be received every 24 hours, and the frequency and the timing of the reminders did not change during the course of the study.

Outcome Variables

App screen views were automatically recorded, stored in a Web-based database, and extracted using the free python library pandas to derive the outcome variables frequency of engagement and amount of engagement. The variable 'frequency of engagement' was operationalized as the number of log-ins during each 12-hour measurement period, with a log-in defined as a new screen view following at least 30 min of inactivity. The variable 'amount of engagement' was derived by calculating the time spent (in seconds) per 12-hour measurement period. For descriptive purposes, the variable 'depth of engagement' was also derived, which was operationalized as the number of app components accessed per 12-hour measurement period, indexed as a proportion of the number of available app components. However, as depth of engagement was strongly correlated with amount of engagement for all participants, no inferential analyses were conducted using this variable.

Procedure

Participants who expressed an interest in taking part were asked to read the participant information sheet, provide informed consent, and fill out the Web-based screening questionnaire hosted via Qualtrics. Eligible participants were invited to a briefing interview at UCL where they were asked to reread the information sheet and were consented. Participants were paid £0.50 per data input (ie, a maximum of £28), in addition to £32 upon study completion, resulting in a possible total of £60. This was paid to participants in the form of a shopping voucher.

Participants who expressed an interest in taking part were asked about their experiences of engaging with the Drink Less app. This was decided upon by examining the 95% CIs of the imputed data. This was paid to participants in the form of a shopping voucher.

Data Analysis

Guided by published research in the behavioral science domain, in time series with >5% missing data, multiple imputation was conducted using an expectation-maximization with bootstrapping algorithm via the R package Amelia II. Data were imputed separately for each dataset (ie, each participant). A polynomial time trend (ie, linear or quadratic) was included if this was found to improve the precision of the imputed data points. This was decided upon by examining the 95% CIs of the means of the imputed data points. A total of 5 imputed datasets were created per dataset with missing values, which were combined before conducting further statistical analyses using Rubin rules.

Descriptive statistics were calculated for each participant. Time series analyses were conducted using the R package mgcv: GAMMs were fitted to estimate IRRs for the associations between the predictor and the outcome variables. The IRR is a measure of relative difference and can, in this particular context, be interpreted as the relative frequency or amount of engagement for the different levels of the predictor variables. The GAMM is a type of multilevel model that has previously been applied to data from N-of-1 studies. GAMMs are particularly well
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suited to the modeling of time series data with 1 level of measurement (ie, repeated measurements nested within 1 individual), as they accommodate the inclusion of autocorrelation [44]. The analyses proceeded in a number of stages using a backward selection procedure:

- As the outcome variables represented counts, data were first assessed for overdispersion (ie, when the variance is greater than the mean). If there was evidence for overdispersion, a quasi-Poisson distribution (rather than a Poisson distribution) was specified.
- As repeated measures taken from the same individual are often correlated, data from N-of-1 studies typically violate the assumption of independence of observations. Autocorrelation was therefore assessed through the autocorrelation function and the partial autocorrelation function. Evidence of first-order autocorrelation in this study would mean that measurements were significantly correlated with those taken 12 hours previously.
- A full model including all predictor variables was first fitted to determine the most appropriate autocorrelation structure for each participant. Model fit was compared using Akaike’s Information Criterion [45]. Although the a priori power analysis did not take account of the adjustment for seasonality or moving average (MA) terms, it was determined a posteriori that adjusting for the day of the week through the inclusion of a cyclic cubic smoothing term significantly improved the model fit for all participants and that the inclusion of an MA term improved the model fit for some participants.
- For visualization purposes, univariable models for each predictor variable were fitted for each participant, carrying forward the most appropriate autocorrelation structure and MA terms from the previous step.
- Parsimonious multivariable models were subsequently built through the stepwise elimination of redundant terms. The predictor variables were sequentially varied to arrive at a best-fitting model for each participant.

**Debriefing Interviews**

Telephone interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim by the first author, and analyzed using inductive thematic analysis [46], which involved the following steps: (1) data familiarization, (2) initial code generation, (3) searching for themes, (4) reviewing the themes, (5) defining and naming the themes, and (6) producing the report. Data were coded by the first author and reviewed by the third author. New inductive codes were labeled as they were identified during the coding process. Codes were subsequently reviewed one by one and systematically organized into themes.

**Ethical Approval**

Ethical approval was granted by UCL’s Computer Science Departmental Research Ethics Chair (Project ID: UCLIC/1617/004/Staff Blandford HFDH). Personal identifiers were removed and anonymized data were stored securely on a password-protected computer. Participants’ contact details were stored separately in a locked cabinet. The subscriber identification module card used to deliver the daily text messages was wiped upon completion of the data collection.

**Results**

**Participants**

Of the 22 participants who completed the Web-based screening questionnaire, 11 met the inclusion criteria and were invited to take part. Of these, 1 was unable to initiate the 28-day study during the planned study period. In total, 10 participants took part between June 29 and August 9, 2018. A participant broke their phone 14 days into the study and redownloaded the app onto a new phone without notifying the researchers. Owing to these technical issues, the new phone’s app screens failed to sync with the database, and hence, the outcome data for the last 14 days of the study were lost. This participant was therefore excluded from the inferential analyses, but descriptive statistics were calculated for all 10 participants. Participants’ characteristics are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant (P) identifier</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Occupational status</th>
<th>Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test</th>
<th>Past use of an alcohol reduction app</th>
<th>Past use of the DrinkLess app</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Nonmanual</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Nonmanual</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Nonmanual</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Nonmanual</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Nonmanual</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Nonmanual</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Descriptive Statistics

A total of 8 participants (8/10, 80%) opted to have the daily reminder switched on. Overall, participants displayed high compliance with the daily text messages (mean 93%; SD 5.8%), with the number of missing responses varying from 0% to 16% (see Table 3). Descriptive statistics for the predictor variables are displayed in Table 4.

Participants’ total number of log-ins ranged from 10 to 69 (see Table 5). The total depth of engagement over the 28-day study period ranged from 14% (ie, accessing 1 of the app’s 7 components) to 86% (ie, accessing 6 of the app’s 7 components), and the total amount of engagement ranged from 4 min and 24 seconds to 70 min and 14 seconds. See Multimedia Appendix 1 for plots of participants’ frequency and amount of engagement over the course of the study.

Table 3. Compliance with the twice-daily ecological momentary assessments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant (P) identifier</th>
<th>Compliance (N=56), n (%)</th>
<th>Timing of text messages</th>
<th>Daily reminder switched on/off</th>
<th>Timing of daily reminder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>56 (100)</td>
<td>10 am/pm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>10 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>55 (98)</td>
<td>10 am/pm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>1 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>50 (89)</td>
<td>7.30 am/pm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>4 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>49 (88)</td>
<td>10 am/pm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>11 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>55 (98)</td>
<td>9:30 am/pm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>—a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>47 (84)</td>
<td>10 am/pm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>10 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>48 (86)</td>
<td>9 am/pm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>9 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>51 (91)</td>
<td>10 am/pm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>56 (100)</td>
<td>10 am/pm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>10:30 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>54 (96)</td>
<td>10 am/pm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>9 am</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aNot applicable.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for the predictor variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant (P) identifier</th>
<th>Motivation to reduce alcohol</th>
<th>Perceived usefulness of the app</th>
<th>Alcohol consumption (drinks)</th>
<th>Perceived lack of time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean^a (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean^a (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>5.3 (1.1)</td>
<td>3-7</td>
<td>5.4 (0.8)</td>
<td>4-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>6.3 (1.1)^b</td>
<td>3-7</td>
<td>6.3 (1.1)^b</td>
<td>3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>5.2 (0.9)^b</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>5.3 (1.1)b</td>
<td>3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>4.1 (1.6)^b</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>2.4 (1.3)^b</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>3.6 (1.0)^b</td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>3.6 (1.2)^b</td>
<td>1-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>5.6 (0.7)^b</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>4.4 (0.6)^b</td>
<td>4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>4.1 (1.2)^b</td>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>3.2 (0.9)^b</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>5.9 (0.5)^b</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>6.1 (0.9)^b</td>
<td>4-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>4.3 (1.9)^b</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>1.9 (0.9)^b</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>5.3 (1.6)^b</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>4.8 (1.0)^b</td>
<td>1-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aMean levels for the predictor variables over the 56 12-hour measurement periods.

*bFor participants with missing data, means and standard deviations for the complete datasets (after multiple imputation) were computed using Rubin rules.
Table 5. Descriptive statistics of participants’ frequency, amount, and depth of engagement with the Drink Less app.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant (P) identifier</th>
<th>Log-ins over the 28-day study</th>
<th>Total amount of engagement over the 28-day study (minutes:seconds)</th>
<th>Amount of engagement per measurement period (minutes:seconds)</th>
<th>Total depth of engagement over the 28-day study (%)</th>
<th>Depth of engagement per measurement period (%) mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.7 (0.7)</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>23:11</td>
<td>00:26 (00:53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.8 (0.8)</td>
<td>0-4</td>
<td>60:43</td>
<td>01:06 (02:33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.6 (0.6)</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>13:12</td>
<td>00:14 (00:27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>04:24</td>
<td>00:05 (00:18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.8 (0.7)</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>18:20</td>
<td>00:20 (00:29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.6 (0.6)</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>39:19</td>
<td>00:42 (05:42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.1 (0.9)</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>19:14</td>
<td>00:21 (00:27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>70:14</td>
<td>01:09 (02:01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.6 (0.7)</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>35:26</td>
<td>00:38 (02:04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>___a</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aDue to a technical issue, data were lost for P10.

Predicting the Frequency and the Amount of Engagement
The results from the univariable GAMMs can be found in Multimedia Appendix 2. For visualization purposes, plots of the IRRs and 95% CIs are depicted in the below figures. Table 6 reports the results from the multivariable GAMMs. In some cases, results from the univariable and multivariable models differed. Hence, interpretations are based on both univariable and multivariable analyses.
Table 6. Incidence rate ratios for the associations between the predictor and the outcome variables for each participant (P) in the multivariable generalized additive mixed models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Frequency of engagement&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Amount of engagement&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incidence rate ratio (IRR) (95% CI)</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 Reminder</td>
<td>1.80&lt;sub&gt;2.1&lt;/sub&gt; (1.19-2.74)</td>
<td>.01&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>1.14&lt;sub&gt;2.1&lt;/sub&gt; (1.02-1.27)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>0.82&lt;sub&gt;2.1&lt;/sub&gt; (0.68-0.99)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>0.93&lt;sub&gt;2.1&lt;/sub&gt; (0.86-1.02)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 Reminder</td>
<td>1.99&lt;sub&gt;1.0&lt;/sub&gt; (0.67-5.94)</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>1.50&lt;sub&gt;1.0&lt;/sub&gt; (1.16-1.93)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>1.13&lt;sub&gt;1.0&lt;/sub&gt; (1.01-1.25)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 Reminder</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>0.89&lt;sub&gt;1.0&lt;/sub&gt; (0.67-1.19)</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; Reminder</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>1.88&lt;sub&gt;0.0&lt;/sub&gt; (1.22-2.91)</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>1.42&lt;sub&gt;2.2&lt;/sub&gt; (1.15-1.75)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>1.08&lt;sub&gt;2.2&lt;/sub&gt; (0.81-1.43)</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 Reminder</td>
<td>3.88&lt;sub&gt;2.0&lt;/sub&gt; (1.37-11.03)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>1.07&lt;sub&gt;2.0&lt;/sub&gt; (0.93-1.21)</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>1.12&lt;sub&gt;2.0&lt;/sub&gt; (0.94-1.34)</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>0.92&lt;sub&gt;2.0&lt;/sub&gt; (0.83-1.02)</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>0.77&lt;sub&gt;2.0&lt;/sub&gt; (0.61-0.97)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 Reminder</td>
<td>3.26&lt;sub&gt;1.0&lt;/sub&gt; (2.15-4.96)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Frequency of engagement&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Amount of engagement&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incidence rate ratio (IRR)</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P8&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>0.85&lt;sub&gt;.00&lt;/sub&gt; (0.67-1.09)</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P9</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to reduce alcohol</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of the app</td>
<td>1.38&lt;sub&gt;.1&lt;/sub&gt; (1.24-1.53)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived lack of time</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>All models were adjusted for the day of the week using a cyclic cubic smoothing term.

<sup>b</sup>Numbers in subscript indicate the lags of autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) terms, respectively. A lag value of 0 indicates that an AR or an MA term was not included.

<sup>c</sup>P values significant at the .05 level are highlighted in italics.

<sup>d</sup>Indicates that a predictor variable was not included in the best-fitting model.

<sup>e</sup>For P4, generalized additive mixed models would not converge. Therefore, generalized additive models were fitted.

<sup>f</sup>As P5 and P8 opted out of receiving the daily reminder, this variable did not apply to these 2 participants.

**Daily Reminder**

In univariable analyses, the daily reminder was a significant predictor of the frequency of engagement for 3 participants (P1, P7, and P9; see Figure 1). In multivariable analyses, the daily reminder was a significant predictor for 3 participants (IRR=1.80-3.88; all P<.05). For these participants (P1, P6, and P7), the receipt of a reminder was associated with an 80% to 288% increase in the number of log-ins in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).

In univariable analyses, the daily reminder was a significant predictor of the amount of engagement for 3 participants (P3, P6, and P7; see Figure 2). In multivariable analyses, the daily reminder was a significant predictor for 1 participant (IRR=4.31; 95% CI 1.73-10.73; P<.01). For this participant (P3), the receipt of a reminder was associated with a 331% increase in the amount of engagement in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).
Figure 1. Plot of incidence rate ratios and 95% CIs (x-axis) for the association of the daily reminder and the frequency of engagement for each participant (y-axis) in univariable analyses. The vertical line indicates parity; 95% CIs that cross the line of parity indicate nonsignificant incidence rate ratios. For P4, the univariable model did not converge. P4 is hence not included in this plot. P: participant.
**Motivation to Reduce Alcohol**

In univariable analyses, motivation to reduce alcohol was a significant predictor of the frequency of engagement for 2 participants (P4 and P6; see Figure 3). In multivariable analyses, motivation to reduce alcohol was a significant predictor for 1 participant (IRR=1.14; 95% CI 1.02-1.27; \( P = .02 \)). For this participant (P4), a 1-point increase in motivation to reduce alcohol was associated with a 14% increase in the number of log-ins in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).

In univariable analyses, motivation to reduce alcohol was a significant predictor of the amount of engagement for 3 participants (P4, P6, and P9; see Figure 4). In multivariable analyses, motivation to reduce alcohol was a significant predictor for 3 participants (IRR=1.67-3.45; all \( P < .05 \)). For these participants (P4, P6, and P7), a 1-point increase in motivation was associated with a 67% to 245% increase in the amount of engagement in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).
Figure 3. Plot of incidence rate ratios and 95% CIs (x-axis) for the association of motivation to reduce alcohol and the frequency of engagement for each participant (y-axis) in univariable analyses. P: participant.
**Perceived Usefulness of the App**

In univariable analyses, the perceived usefulness of the app was a significant predictor of the frequency of engagement for 3 participants (P4, P6, and P9; see Figure 5). In multivariable analyses, perceived usefulness of the app was a significant predictor for 3 participants (IRR=0.82-1.42; all P<.05). For 1 participant (P1), a 1-point increase in the perceived usefulness of the app was associated with an 18% reduction in the number of log-ins in the next 12 hours, whereas for 2 participants (P5 and P9), a 1-point increase in the perceived usefulness of the app was associated with a 38% to 42% increase in the number of log-ins in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).

In univariable analyses, the perceived usefulness of the app was a significant predictor of the amount of engagement for 3 participants (P4, P5, and P9; see Figure 6). In multivariable analyses, the perceived usefulness of the app was a significant predictor for 4 participants (IRR=0.52-137.32; all P<.05). For 1 participant (P7), a 1-point increase in the perceived usefulness of the app was associated with a 48% reduction in the amount of engagement in the next 12 hours. For 3 participants (P4, P5, and P9), a 1-point increase in perceived usefulness of the app was associated with a 67% to 13,632% increase in the amount of engagement in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).
Figure 5. Plot of incidence rate ratios and 95% CIs (x-axis) for the association of perceived usefulness of the app and the frequency of engagement for each participant (y-axis) in univariable analyses. P: participant.
In univariable analyses, the number of drinks containing alcohol consumed in the past 12 hours was a significant predictor of the amount of engagement for 2 participants (P2 and P3; see Figure 8). In multivariable analyses, the number of drinks containing alcohol consumed in the past 12 hours was a significant predictor for 2 participants (IRR=1.38-2.38; \( P<.01 \)). For these participants (P2 and P3), each alcoholic drink consumed in the past 12 hours was associated with a 38% to 138% increase in the amount of engagement in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).
Figure 7. Plot of incidence rate ratios and 95% CIs (x-axis) for the association of alcohol consumption and the frequency of engagement for each participant (y-axis) in univariable analyses. For P4, the univariable model did not converge. P4 is hence not included in this plot. P: participant.
Figure 8. Plot of incidence rate ratios and 95% CIs (x-axis) for the association of alcohol consumption and the amount of engagement for each participant (y-axis) in univariable analyses. For P4, the univariable model did not converge. P4 is hence not included in this plot. P: participant.

**Perceived Lack of Time**
In univariable analyses, the perceived lack of time was not a significant predictor of the frequency of engagement for any of the participants (see Figure 9). In multivariable analyses, the perceived lack of time was a significant predictor for 2 participants (IRRs=0.77-1.13; \(P<.05\)). For 1 participant (P6), a 1-point increase in the perceived lack of time (meaning that they had more time for the app) was associated with a 23% reduction in the number of log-ins in the next 12 hours. For the other participant (P2), a 1-point increase in the perceived lack of time was associated with a 13% increase in the number of log-ins in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).

In univariable analyses, the perceived lack of time was a significant predictor of the amount of engagement for 4 participants (P1, P4, P6, and P9; see Figure 10). In multivariable analyses, the perceived lack of time was a significant predictor for 2 participants (IRRs=0.20-4.77; \(P<.05\)). For 1 participant (P4), a 1-point increase in the perceived lack of time (meaning that they had more time for the app) was associated with an 80% reduction in the amount of engagement in the next 12 hours. For the other participant (P9), a 1-point increase in the perceived lack of time was associated with a 377% increase in the amount of engagement in the next 12 hours (see Table 6).
Figure 9. Plot of incidence rate ratios and 95% CIs (x-axis) for the association of perceived lack of time and the frequency of engagement for each participant (y-axis) in univariable analyses. P: participant.
Debriefing Interviews

Establishing a Routine

When asked to reflect on their engagement with the Drink Less app, the majority of participants (P2, P3, P5, P6, P7, and P8) mentioned that they established a routine to engage with the app on a daily basis over the 28-day study. They would, for example, remember to open the app every morning upon waking or when traveling to work, or every evening when returning home after work. Some participants (who had opted to receive the daily push notification) thought this was facilitated by the daily reminder:

I’ve sort of made a habit of it now, and I’m probably going to continue as well. [P2]

Purposeful Versus Purposeless Engagement

The majority of participants (P1, P3, P6, P7, P8, P9, and P10) reported that they quickly learned which features they “had to” engage with. They would only open the app for a specific purpose, which typically involved logging drinks or alcohol-free days in the calendar and reviewing their progress on the dashboard, as opposed to opening the app for entertainment:

I was using it every day, because I just wanted to put the summary in for the day, even if it was a drink free day. So I would always use it. [P8]

I can just go on, quickly, input the stuff, have a check of how I’m doing against the target, and then go off it. [P7]
Moments Triggers and Barriers to Engagement

Most participants did not feel inclined to open the app when they were in a social setting, not necessarily because they anticipated feeling embarrassed if friends, family, or colleagues would ask about why they were using an alcohol reduction app but because they wanted to stay focused on their interactions with other people:

Not necessarily just because like: “Oh, I don’t want them to know that I’m doing it”, more just like, “I’m busy and I’m having a good time, and I’ll do it later.” [P7]

Some participants (P4, P5, P7, and P9) mentioned that they thought they were more likely to open the app when feeling bored. A participant (P2) tended to open the app to combat momentary cravings to drink. Some participants (P2, P7, P9, and P10) thought they were less likely to use the app when they were hungry or experiencing low mood:

I’d sort of open the game to distract myself, and say that I should not be saying yes to everything. [P2]

Discussion

Principal Findings

This series of N-of-1 studies found that the utility of app-related and psychological variables in predicting 2 facets of behavioral engagement (ie, the frequency and the amount of engagement) with an alcohol reduction app differed within and between individuals. This suggests that different strategies to promote engagement may be required for different individuals, and that such strategies may have differential effects on the various facets of engagement.

In line with findings from group-level studies [47], the receipt of a proactive reminder was significantly associated with the frequency of engagement for a few participants. However, this was not the case for all participants who had opted to have the reminder switched on. This suggests that some participants may be more responsive to prompts than others. However, for some participants, significant associations were only observed in the multivariable (and not in the univariable) analyses. As this may reflect suppression effects, results for participants with inconsistent associations across uni- and multivariable analyses should be interpreted with caution. For participants receiving the daily reminder in the middle of a 12-hour measurement period (eg, P3), it was not possible to assess whether the receipt of the reminder occurred before or after app engagement, as all predictor variables were entered into one multivariable model.

In contrast to results from group-level studies [13,15], motivation to reduce alcohol was significantly associated with the amount, but not necessarily the frequency, of engagement for some participants. For these individuals, being more highly motivated to reduce alcohol consumption may make them more willing to spend time (and perhaps also effort) on the app, provided that they have decided to open the app in the first place.

Previous group-level studies have identified a negative relationship of baseline alcohol consumption with the frequency of engagement, such that the higher the alcohol consumption, the less frequent the engagement [12,13,16]. In this study, none of the participants engaged with the app at a lower rate after sessions of heavier alcohol consumption. Instead, alcohol consumption was positively related to the frequency and the amount of engagement for some participants. It is plausible that the direction of the relationship between engagement and the target behavior may vary across individuals: while some participants may be more prone to engage when they are doing well (ie, having abstained from or consumed less-than-typical amounts of alcohol), the reverse may hold for other participants. The variable ‘perceived lack of time’ has typically been explored qualitatively in interviews with participants who have dropped out of RCTs of digital interventions [13]. For some participants in the present study, this variable was significantly associated with the frequency and the amount of engagement. However, the direction of the relationships varied across participants, with some participants displaying lower rates of engagement after having indicated that they had a lot of time available for the app. It should, however, be noted that for some participants (ie, P2 and P6), significant associations were only observed in the multivariable analyses. Hence, results for these participants should be interpreted with caution. P4 (who displayed significant negative associations across both uni- and multivariable analyses) may have rated herself as having a lot of time for the app at the time of the morning or evening survey, but this might have changed a few hours later, which might have interfered with app use. More frequent EMAs may, therefore, help to detect a relationship between perceived lack of time and engagement for some participants. Alternatively, participants’ availability/receptivity to engage could be automatically inferred from their calendar or phone activity [48].

In line with findings from group-level studies [41,49], the variable ‘perceived usefulness of the app’ was found to be one of the most consistent predictors of both the frequency and the amount of engagement with the Drink Less app. The direction of the associations differed across participants; although the perceived usefulness of the app tended to be positively associated with the frequency and the amount of engagement, the reverse was observed for some participants. Again, this might be indicative of the need to capture this variable at a higher resolution (ie, more frequent EMAs). Alternatively, this variable may have been subject to social desirability. It should also be noted that for some participants (ie, P1 and P7), significant associations were only observed in the multivariable analyses.

For some participants, none of the variables assessed were significantly associated with the frequency (ie, P3 and P8) or the amount of engagement (ie, P8) in either the uni- or multivariable analyses. This raises the question as to what was driving engagement for these participants. A plausible explanation in relation to frequency, as mentioned in the debriefing interviews, is that these participants established a routine to engage with the app. If this was indeed the case, habit formation could be tested as a promising strategy to promote engagement for other users [50]. The debriefing interviews were unable to shed light on key factors that might have driven participants’ amount of engagement because it was difficult for
them to introspect about momentary influences on time spent on the app (particularly as the time unit of interest was seconds rather than minutes or hours). It should be noted that although daily engagement with alcohol reduction apps, such as *Drink Less*, may be brief on average, thus making it difficult for users to introspect about momentary influences on their app use, this may not generalize to apps for other behaviors or activities. For example, apps for physical activity or mindfulness meditation, which have typically been designed to be kept open while performing the target behavior, may generate larger amounts of engagement. Hence, it may be easier for users to reflect on their daily engagement with such apps [51, 52].

**Strengths**

To the authors’ knowledge, this was the first study to examine within-person predictors of the frequency and the amount of engagement with an alcohol reduction app. The predictors assessed in this study were selected based on evidence from group-level studies and in-depth qualitative studies with potential users of alcohol reduction apps. Compliance with the twice-daily EMAs was high (0%-16% missing data), and the automatic recording of the outcome variables in real time ensured that participant burden and missing outcome data were minimized. This study provides initial evidence that it is feasible and acceptable to gather data in this manner and a novel time series approach (ie, GAMMs) can be successfully used to model data from N-of-1 studies.

**Limitations**

This study was conceptualized as a series of observational N-of-1 studies; however, participants engaged with an active digital intervention and study materials, which included behavior change techniques known to alter cognition and behavior (eg, prompts and self-monitoring) [53]. It is, therefore, possible that both predictor and outcome variables were subject to nonrandom fluctuations that were caused by participants’ engagement with the intervention and study materials. However, as engagement with digital interventions cannot be studied in isolation, without asking participants to engage with a particular intervention and related study materials, it was not possible to overcome this particular limitation.

The study sample was almost exclusively women. As men tend to exhibit more alcohol-related problems than women [54, 55], it is unclear whether the same patterns of results would be observed in a more balanced or male-dominated sample. None of the participants dropped out of the study, suggesting that they were highly motivated to take part in the research. It is, therefore, possible that different patterns of results may be obtained in samples of less committed participants. The *Drink Less* app is currently available for iOS only. As market research suggests that iPhone users tend to be more affluent than Android users [56], different patterns of engagement might be observed in a sample of Android users. Participants were all aged younger than 32 years; older adults may display different patterns of engagement. It should, however, be noted that the aim of this study was not to produce results that are generalizable at the group level. In addition, 1 participant (P7) had used the app before the study period, which may have influenced their engagement. However, as participants serve as their own controls in N-of-1 studies, the finding that P7 engaged more frequently with the app when she had received the daily reminder is a meaningful piece of information; it could be used to inform the development of personalized engagement strategies for this unique user.

To keep participant burden to a minimum, other facets of engagement during each log-in session (eg, attention and interest) were not assessed. This study was, therefore, unable to highlight potentially interesting relationships between the predictor variables and experiential engagement ([16]; Perski et al, in press). Moreover, many participants opted to be reminded during the first measurement period (ie, during the day). As there is more time for engagement in the daytime (as compared with the nighttime), this may have confounded the observed relationship between the receipt of the daily reminder and the frequency and amount of engagement.

**Avenues for Future Research**

Descriptive plots were used to summarize the associations of each predictor variable with the key outcome variables across participants; it was not possible to pool results from the multivariable models in a meta-analysis. As time series analysis is becoming increasingly popular in the context of N-of-1 studies, suitable meta-analytic techniques are evolving [44], and this should be considered in future research. For studies with a greater number of participants, multilevel models (including the GAMM) can be used to estimate both within- and between-person effects [57].

Future research should test the feasibility of using both time- and event-prompted EMAs, with participants being prompted to respond to a few questions about their experiential engagement immediately after having opened the app. This would require careful piloting given the additional participant burden and unpredictability of response requests: it is possible that this might create a disincentive to open the app as participants may anticipate an additional cost directly linked to doing so. As indicated in the debriefing interviews, it is plausible that participants’ physical location (eg, being in a social setting) is negatively associated with behavioral engagement for some participants. This could be explored further by means of accessing the location sensing data from participants’ smartphones.

The feasibility and utility of just-in-time adaptive interventions (JITAIs) [58] for promoting engagement with alcohol reduction apps should be explored further. The JITAi is a type of intervention that is specifically designed to address the dynamically changing needs of individuals. JITAIs use inputs from, for example, EMAs or data collected via wearables or the phone’s location sensors to inform what type of support each individual might need in different situations or contexts. They then automatically trigger support when the system infers that the individual is in need of or most receptive to that support. In the context of the results from this study, a JITAi could, for example, be delivered when an individual’s level of perceived usefulness of the app or motivation to reduce alcohol is inferred to be below a given threshold for action, with a view to promoting the frequency of engagement.
Future research should consider the use of observational or experimental N-of-1 study designs as a valuable part of intervention development. Results from this study are currently being used to inform the optimization of the Drink Less app, involving, for example, the optimization of the content and timing of the daily reminder, with a view to promoting engagement.

Conclusions
This series of N-of-1 studies found that the utility of psychological and app-related variables in predicting the frequency and the amount of engagement with an alcohol reduction app differed within and between individuals. This highlights that important within-person associations may be masked in group-level designs and suggests that different strategies to promote engagement may be required for different individuals.
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Multimedia Appendix 1
Plots of participants' frequency of engagement over the course of the study. The y-axis displays frequency counts (ie, the frequency of engagement per 12-hour measurement period); the x-axis displays the 56 measurement periods.

Multimedia Appendix 2
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Abstract

**Background:** Effective prevention at a young enough age is critical to halt the obesity epidemic. Mobile health (mHealth) apps would potentially reach large numbers at low-cost. While there is already a profusion of lifestyle apps, they are mostly non-evidence-based and evidently ineffective against rising obesity prevalence.

**Objective:** The aim of this study was to explore preferences and usage of lifestyle apps among young people in 6 countries.

**Methods:** A mixed methods study was conducted among young people aged 13 to 24 years residing in the United Kingdom, Belgium, Finland, Greece, Singapore, and New Zealand. Participants were recruited from Web advertisements on Facebook, asking for volunteers interested in mobile apps in general, not specific to lifestyle or health, to complete a short survey comprising 18 questions on demographics, weight gain, and mobile app preferences and then to join English-language online focus groups, which were held during 2017, in password-protected Web rooms, moderated by an experienced researcher. Descriptive statistics were carried out for the survey, and thematic analysis was applied to transcripts.

**Results:** A total of 2285 young people (610 adolescents aged 13-17 years and 1675 young adults aged 18-24 years) responded and completed the survey, with 72.0% (1645) reported being concerned about weight gain for themselves or friends. Later, 807 young people (376 adolescents and 431 young adults) were selected based on age and country to participate in 12 online focus groups, with 719 young people completing. Analysis revealed 4 main themes: (1) feelings toward personal weight; (2) perception of lifestyle apps and desired content for weight gain prevention; (3) social media apps, lifestyle apps, and motivation for downloading and retaining; and (4) data safety and data usage and confidentiality. Young people are interested in evidence-based advice in programs incorporating their preferences.

**Conclusions:** Young people are commonly, and consistently across 6 countries, concerned about weight gain and obesity and would welcome evidence-based mHealth programs, provided the views of young people themselves are incorporated in the program content.

**(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e11205) doi:10.2196/11205**
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Introduction

Background

Obesity is one of the biggest public health challenges of the 21st century. At least 650 million adults are currently obese worldwide [1], and effectiveness of obesity treatments is rather modest [2]. Effective prevention methods are needed to halt the obesity epidemic.

Obesity develops with age and can only be prevented before it has developed. The transition from adolescence to young adulthood is a critical life period with rapid weight gain [3-5]. We currently have the largest ever generation of adolescents and young people and the most vulnerable to obesity and secondary noncommunicable diseases in human history [6]. Effective promotion of sustainable health behaviors to prevent obesity must specifically target people where primary prevention is still possible. At age 18 years, the prevalence of body mass index (BMI)>30 kg/m² (5.8%) and BMI>25 kg/m² (22.8%), are still relatively low, which more than double by age 35 years [7]. Body weights rise most rapidly between ages 13 to 24 years internationally [8-14], with steeper weight gain trajectories most likely to reach BMI>30 kg/m², now affecting 40% by age 65 years in the United Kingdom [15].

Adolescence and young adulthood present vital opportunities for intervention, with multiple lifestyle changes for emerging young adults—self-determining, financially independent, outside parental controls [16]. Social interactions often revolve around heavily marketed foods and drinks, tending to promote greater consumption [17]. Young people tend to be relatively neglected by conventional health promotion, considered hard to reach through lack of interface with health information dissemination or engagement with health professionals [18]. The internet has become the dominant mode for communication, information exchange, and increasingly for health care delivery. Thus, electronic health (electronic technology in health care) and mobile health (mHealth; mobile technology in health care) offer numerous advantages above traditional methods [19]. Although conventional didactic methods lack reach, innovative electronic learning and support can prevent unwanted weight gain in young adults [20]. Transferring existing online resources with proven effectiveness for weight gain prevention into mobile apps could reach a much greater proportion of the at-risk young population. Near-universal mobile phone ownership, projected to reach 5 billion by 2019, has been matched by increasing availability and access to mHealth apps, mostly for weight loss and fitness [21]. Mobile app downloads reached 149.3 billion in 2016 [22]. Over 25,000 apps are currently aimed solely at weight management [23], but few (0.17%) report having incorporated experts’ and users’ inputs during development. Even fewer have been tested for effectiveness, mostly with poor results [24,25]. Efforts to treat established obesity in young people have been rather ineffective [26,27], and there are no apps specifically tailored to offer weight gain prevention for young people.

Objectives

This study used newer information technology (IT) methods to explore the views of young people from several countries on weight gain and its prevention and their opinions and preferences to inform development of weight gain prevention apps tailored to the needs of young people.
saved. When the advertisement and recruitment closed, data were downloaded and transferred to a university computer, which is encrypted to ensure data protection. Internet protocol addresses were recorded automatically when participants completed the online survey and checked to ensure no multiple entries were submitted by the same participant.

A subject information sheet with information on the study and the principal investigator and contact details to express any concerns they might have on the questionnaire was incorporated in the first page of the questionnaire. People following the link could read the information and decide if they wanted to proceed with the questionnaire. No data were stored for incomplete questionnaires. Respondents were assured anonymity but also invited to provide their email address if they wished to participate in an online focus group in which some of the questions could be discussed further. Those who volunteered to participate in the focus groups were first separated by age group into adolescents (13-17 years) or young adults (18-24 years) and then block-randomized into 8 groups by gender and country, so that these characteristics were uniformly distributed across groups (Figure 1). The focus groups were conducted on an online platform in password-protected Web rooms (ProBoards). The focus groups were asynchronous, open 24 hours/day for 2 weeks to accommodate participants from all different time zones and life/school/work schedules, allowing more views to be documented.

The focus group moderator (CKN) posted information on the study, ground rules on group etiquette, confidentiality, ethical considerations and consent, and a discussion guide in every Web room. A discussion guide (Multimedia Appendix 2) was created to guide the focus groups, with open-ended questions and prompts to introduce preselected topics: (1) current use of lifestyle apps, (2) factors motivating downloading and retaining apps, (3) use of social media, (4) concerns about weight gain, and (5) concerns about environmental and ethical issues around food and drink production and distribution. Topics 3 and 4 (Multimedia Appendix 2) were included based on the results of a previous study in young adults that found 2 different behavioral change theories: the rational and the stealth theories to be effective in preventing the usual weight gain in this population [20]. The rational choice theory by Simon (1955) [31] states that humans, provided they have the right information, will make a rational choice [31], whereas the stealth theory by Robinson (2010) [32] states that humans can change a behavior if they find a behavior that is motivating in itself [32].

Online focus groups have advantages and disadvantages compared with conventional face-to-face focus groups. They can involve large numbers; an anonymity may permit more open answers: the moderator emphasized that all responses were welcomed, that none would be considered right or wrong, but that they were monitored for any inappropriate content or behavior. Being unable to share facial expressions, which contribute to face-to-face focus groups, participants were encouraged to use emoticons in their postings which were used in the analysis.

**Figure 1.** Study procedures for participants completing the survey and those selected to participate in the focus groups. FG: focus group.

### Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics used SPSS 24 (IBM). Differences between groups were tested with the MedCalc statistical software (MedCalc). Weight, height, and BMI centiles for adolescents (aged 13-18 years) were calculated according to the International Obesity Task Force [33].

### Qualitative Analysis

Transcribed data were transferred to software (NVivo, version 11, QSR International) for analysis. Thematic analysis was chosen as the most appropriate analytical method through its ability to identify patterned meanings across a dataset and responses [34]. Coding and analysis were carried out using as described by Braun and Clark [35]. Analysis of transcripts started with multiple readings by the principal researcher (CKN).
to identify keywords and phrases. Relevant words and phrases identified were coded, and data were categorized describing main issues reported by participants.

All initial codes relevant to the discussion guide and research question were grouped into themes by combining similar codes. Codes and themes were triangulated between the first and last authors to enhance the validity of the coding phrases, and all authors reviewed the selective codes, themes, and exemplar quotes. Main themes emerged from relevant combinations of named themes, each accompanied by a detailed analysis, to explain the salient sections of data collected from the focus groups.

**Reflexivity Statement**

Reflexivity relates to sensitivity to the ways in which the researcher and the research process may shape the data collected, including the role of prior assumptions and experience. This study was carried out online; hence, the researcher had minimal contact with the participants during recruitment and conducting of the focus groups. The participants could enter the Web room at any time and from any place when they felt comfortable to do so. Our study was designed to elicit contributions from a broad range of participants. During the focus group process, no individual’s views were preferred over those of others. A goal of data analysis was the identification of common themes that emerged from comparison across the focus groups. However, equal importance was attached to the analysis focusing on the details of individuals’ reports relating to specific views and experiences as well as those of the groups as a whole.

**Results**

**Overview**

Results are reported according to the Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys [36].

Over an 84-hour period after posting the Facebook advertisement, 2285 young people aged 13 to 24 years (610 adolescents aged 13-17 years and 1675 young adults aged 18-24 years) responded to the advertisement and completed the survey. Demographic information for those completing the survey is presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Young people (1645/2285, 71.99%) reported being concerned about weight gain for themselves or friends, with more young adults (aged 18-24 years) being concerned than adolescents (aged 13-17 years; $\chi^2_1=18.6, P<.001$). There were no differences between countries among young adults for expressing concern about unwanted weight gain, but there was a greater range for adolescents, for example, between Finland (55.4%) and Greece (76.2%). A similar percentage of young people (1657/2285, 73.30%) reported being interested in a weight gain prevention app, again with significantly more young adults being interested in such an app than adolescents ($\chi^2_1=11.4, P=.001$). Approximately half of the young adults (49.7%, 833/1676) and one-third of the adolescents (31.0%, 189/610) reported currently using a lifestyle mobile app with significantly more young adults currently using 1 ($\chi^2_1=-172.4, P<.001$). Among young people, there was no difference in the BMI of those who reported using lifestyle apps and those who did not (21.9 kg/m$^2$-22.0 kg/m$^2$). Reasons mentioned by participants for not using apps were as follows: time-consuming, not reliable information/source, and too many advertisements. Similarly, for adolescents, there was no significant difference in BMI centiles of those who reported using a lifestyle app and those who did not. In adolescents, reported use of lifestyle apps increased with age, from 27.6% at age 13 years to 40.8% at age 17 years, ($\chi^2_1=23.5, P<.001$).
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of adolescents completing the survey and those selected to participate in the 6 online focus groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic characteristics</th>
<th>Survey (n=610)</th>
<th>Focus group 1 (n=64)</th>
<th>Focus group 2 (n=62)</th>
<th>Focus group 3 (n=64)</th>
<th>Focus group 4 (n=62)</th>
<th>Focus group 5 (n=62)</th>
<th>Focus group 6 (n=62)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>15.3 (1.4)</td>
<td>15.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>15.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>15.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>15.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>15.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>15.3 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female), n (%)</td>
<td>429 (70.3)</td>
<td>36 (57)</td>
<td>35 (57)</td>
<td>36 (57)</td>
<td>40 (65)</td>
<td>42 (67)</td>
<td>40 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg), mean (SD)</td>
<td>59.7 (8.0)</td>
<td>58.2 (7.9)</td>
<td>60.9 (8.3)</td>
<td>57.9 (7.0)</td>
<td>59.5 (9.8)</td>
<td>60.7 (8.2)</td>
<td>59.03 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m), mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.64 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.64 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.64 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.63 (0.06)</td>
<td>1.63 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.64 (0.06)</td>
<td>1.64 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI(^a) (kg/m(^2)), mean (SD)</td>
<td>22.2 (8.0)</td>
<td>21.4 (1.9)</td>
<td>22.4 (2.07)</td>
<td>21.6 (1.8)</td>
<td>22.02 (2.4)</td>
<td>22.4 (2.2)</td>
<td>21.9 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>97 (15.9)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>10 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>93 (15.2)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
<td>8 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>74 (12.1)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>163 (26.7)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>105 (17.2)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>78 (12.8)</td>
<td>9 (13)</td>
<td>7 (13)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>10 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents’ higher education degree (yes), n (%)</td>
<td>433 (71.0)</td>
<td>46 (72)</td>
<td>45 (72)</td>
<td>43 (67)</td>
<td>38 (61)</td>
<td>45 (72)</td>
<td>52 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents smoking (yes), n (%)</td>
<td>152 (24.9)</td>
<td>18 (27)</td>
<td>17 (27)</td>
<td>13 (20)</td>
<td>20 (31)</td>
<td>17 (27)</td>
<td>18 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current use of lifestyle apps (yes), n (%)</td>
<td>189 (31.0)</td>
<td>23 (36)</td>
<td>22 (36)</td>
<td>23 (36)</td>
<td>17 (28)</td>
<td>20 (32)</td>
<td>29 (47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)BMI: body mass index.
From the 2285-young people who completed the survey, 807 young people (376 adolescents aged 13-17 years and 431 young adults aged 18-24 years) offered and were contacted to participate in the focus groups, stratified by country and age. A total of 12 focus group sessions, held in total at the start of 2017, were completed by 719 young people (completion rate 89%). Detailed demographic characteristics of focus group participants are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Due to the large number of participants, some quantitative analysis was possible. The mean number of individual entries into each focus group for the adolescents was 98 (SD 6.0) and for the young adults 121 (SD 12.0). The moderator tried to observe rather than participate to allow participants to freely express themselves. The moderator checked the Web rooms for any inappropriate content every 12 hours and interacted individually with a total of 23 participants. Moreover, because of the nature of the asynchronous groups and participants being based in 6 countries, all but 2 (Belgium and Finland) in different time zones, participants and moderator logged in at different times and they were not online concurrently.

Main Themes

Main themes emerging from both adolescents’ and young adults’ focus groups are identified and presented with a general explanation of findings and exemplar quotes. Some of the main themes emerging, unsurprisingly, matched the topics which had been introduced into the focus groups.

**Theme 1: Feelings Toward Personal Weight**

Youth in all countries reported that weight changes are of concern for them (568/719, 78.9% of participants). Although most participants were neither overweight nor obese, they considered body weight an important indicator of health and fitness. To the adolescent participants, weight changes were considered an important part of the growing-up process, but they questioned what is considered normal weight gain.

Adolescents also expressed concerns about the best way to voice their issues around body weight, diet, and physical activity to parents and friends, with difficulties making lifestyle choices free from families’ or friends’ influences and used emoticons expressing negative feelings, for example, sad face, face crying, for unwanted weight gain:

*I think I am really fat because previous clothes don’t fit me. And I think I am going to get health problems according to my weight. I do exercise regularly. It would be awesome to have some info on what is normal weight.*

[Male, 14 years, Finland]

I'm one of the tallest girls in the year, and scared one of the heaviest as well, people keep saying it's because...
of your height but is height the only reason or should I be doing more things? I don’t think I eat that much and I already do gym 5 hours a week but is this not enough maybe? [Female, 13 years, New Zealand]

Young adults discussed how weight changes related to taking full responsibility for their lifestyles, while the other significant changes in their lives were occurring. Factors identified for weight increase were types of food available, food costs, and promotion of unhealthy foods such as crisps and chocolate. Increased alcohol consumption was another reason identified for weight gain, particularly by young adults in the United Kingdom and New Zealand, invoking use of emoticons, mostly of sad face:

I put on a lot of weight. Clothes do not fit me. I tried with my friends to lose weight with things like going for a run but then we would go out drinking so…didn’t lose any weight in the end. [Male, 22 years, New Zealand]

Theme 2: Perceptions of Lifestyle Apps and Desired Content of a Weight-Gain Prevention App

Most participants (546/719, 75.9%) said that they would be interested in app access to electronic information on weight gain prevention. All young people reported being already exposed to abundant information on different diets, superfoods, and physical activity regimes through websites, magazines, or articles shared through social media. This plethora of information, often conflicting, was difficult to process, and they would welcome advice and information from a source they could trust. Young people again used emoticons to illustrate these feelings, of face confused, face spinning, and sad face. Having access to trustworthy and evidence-based information from what they consider a reliable source was very commonly mentioned (n=489, 68.0% of participants). They mistrust and cannot connect with the general guidelines provided by government agencies but think that information coming from government agencies but think that information coming from trustworthy:

You read all this news like eat chocolate because it helps with depression one day and then the other don’t because it has a lot of sugar. Not sure what to believe. Someone like a doctor needs to filter this information. [Female, 14 years, Greece]

There is so much info on diets, nutrition, exercise out there. It feels like constantly being bombarded by so many things and in school you are being told something else and at home something else. Those people doing research seem to know things better. Maybe they could give monthly updates on these topics with accurate information. [Female, 16 years, Belgium]

On the basis of previous research on online resources for young people to prevent unwanted weight gain, participants were asked to discuss what type of information should be included in a weight gain prevention app. Examples and prompts from the previous study were provided [20]. Most identified diet as the most important factor for weight changes. They wanted information on what is good to eat without promoting excessive weight gain, particularly snacks, and what are normal weight gain trajectories.

When asked about environmental and commercial issues around food, they expressed concern over whether chemical or antibiotics had been used and whether people are forced to work in certain food production sectors. These issues/concerns were reported mostly from young people older than 16 years. Participants also discussed wider geopolitical aspects of food practices, especially how corporations producing and handling food affect consumers, society, and the environment including climate change. Adolescents in all countries reported having school lessons on environmental issues, associating certain food habits with environmental issues and current social movements. They wanted better information over how food choices affect the planet and felt it should be online to better inform decisions and actions for more people. They proposed either joining existing social movements, or creating new ones, according to local needs and characteristics:

I read about the food miles. It is crazy when we have tomatoes or apples produced here to buy from other countries. I don’t understand why. This can’t be good for anyone. [Male, 17 years, Greece]

I read in the news often about people working in the fish boats like slaves. I don’t want to consume the product of this trade. [Male, 19 years, New Zealand]

There is a community garden close to my home, and sometimes I go with my dad there. I think it is a great idea to use this land to get local food. A lot better than buying food from the supermarket that travelled from the other side of the world. [Female, 18 years, United Kingdom]

Theme 3: Social Media Apps, Lifestyle Apps, and Motivation for Downloading and Retaining

Young people reported using some kind of app every day, mostly those linked to social media and instant communication (719/719, 100% of participants), the most popular cited being Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat. This finding was similar across different countries. Young people reported using Facebook mostly for its messaging service or in closed groups for school work. Instagram is very popular because it is considered more private and less commercialized than other social media:

Facebook is kind of dead. Everybody used to have it and most of us will still do but not really for posting anything. [Male, 16 years, Belgium]

Instagram hasn’t been flooded with the older generation yet (not everyone has an Instagram), it’s “hip” and “cool.” There are no links. [Female, 17 years, New Zealand]

Young people reported using Twitter for following news and people they are interested in but not for posting new content of their own as they feel it is less private. Snapchat was felt to carry a lot less social pressure, allowing young people to be more authentic, and to be both addictive and liberating. They felt closed groups on Facebook were most suitable for sharing
longer pieces of information on weight gain prevention, and Snapchat or Twitter for short messages.

Young people were not aware of the entire range of lifestyle apps (diet, physical activity) currently available on the market. When they reported using lifestyle apps, these were either 1 of the most popular apps advertised in app shops or had been recommended by friends or family. Young people reported using those for weight management and particularly for increasing/monitoring their physical activity. Some reported using the default lifestyle apps incorporated into their mobile phone device. Poor retention was frequent for lifestyle apps: the main reasons for discontinuing were taking too much time to use them and find the information they wanted and receiving too frequent and too general reminders, which participants found annoying:

> I thought I wanted to have a calorie input thing, so that I can put how many calories I had that day but it took too much time and got bored of it soon. [Female, 23 years, Singapore]

Finding the right motivation to exercise and eat healthily is also important for young adults:

> I’m quite lazy and need motivation to exercise and be fit. When living at home, my mum always reminded me of exercising and cooked nice meals. Would really love if someone would message me and maybe motivate each other online? [Male, 19 years, Belgium]

**Theme 4: Data Safety and Usage, Confidentiality**

During the discussion on what technical features young people would like in a lifestyle app, the issues of safety, data usage, and confidentiality emerged most frequently. They were particularly concerned about releasing personal details or allowing apps to have access to personal data or other accounts (emails, Facebook, etc) on mobile phones. They were aware of their digital footprints. They did not wish to post traceable personal data or opinions, as they may change their mind later, and such posts might disadvantage them in the future. Online reputation and identity seem to be a very important discussion point among young people (438, 61.0% of participants). However, they would value some form of support to encourage them to continue using an app, for example, chat bots, and they were happy to engage with their peers via anonymous online chats or direct SMS (short message service) text messaging:

> Your tweets are easily searchable on Twitter which is ok but not good if you want to be yourself. [Male, 20 years, United Kingdom]

> There are some apps that collect a lot of your personal data. They ask for access to your contacts, photos etc. I have never thought about it previously but why an app needs to have access to my personal stuff? [Male, 18 years, New Zealand]

> I had apps downloaded that had all of these ads on random things, some quite inappropriate. I don’t want to view all these ads. [Female, 16 years, Finland]

Data usage with mobile apps was another important issue. Most young people are on restricted budgets with limited mobile data. Despite the high internet coverage, some young people reported not having internet at home because of cost. It is of great importance to them to avoid draining their battery or mobile data:

> Some apps just take up all my data. Maybe have something like a light version like the one Facebook has, the messenger lite. [Female, 17 years, Greece]

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

Our results show that young people from 6 different countries are not only concerned about weight changes and diet but also about the relationships with the environment they live in. They would like independent advice to help them negotiate the environment to control weight changes, with lifestyle choices, which also help protect the environment. They are clear that guidance should be in a format that is familiar to them and easily accessible, that is, through a mobile device as long as their concerns are being addressed.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to be conducted among young people at a multicounty level on the potential of mobile apps for weight gain prevention. The mixed online methods used made this possible, bringing young people from 6 countries to the same room to discuss topics of common interest. It offered some advantages including the opportunity for participants to provide candid honest, opinions from a position of anonymity. Online focus groups permit many more participants to join and avoid the effort and cost of transcribing recorded discussions, but the resulting discussions may be narrower than in conventional one-to-one focus groups where participants may be more inclined to pick up collateral or tangential issues, and there is a greater opportunity to identify cross-cutting themes. The electronic discussion among young people from different countries set up a stimulus-response reaction that revealed young people’s preferences, concerns, and barriers to using technology for managing their lifestyle. The participants, from 6 countries, reported experiencing our globalized world in a remarkably similar way, sharing common concerns and preferences. Although commonly concerned about unwanted weight gain and welcoming advice on prevention, they are concerned to have reliable information sources and for their data and identities to be protected. Younger people are reliant on mobile communications. They are well adapted to the wider digital environment and also well aware of its potential perils and how their online activity might affect their future. As experienced users, they want end products to meet closely their requirements and needs and not waste time or money.

The main topics/themes incorporated in the design of our questionnaire, and in leading the focus group discussions, were chosen because they are already established as frequent areas of concern to young people in other contexts. Other topics, such as online safety, data usage, and professional and trustworthy advice arose in the focus group discussions. It was important for this study to confirm that the main known issues apply to the subset of young people who have body weight concerns and
who may be attracted to use apps directed at preventing weight gain. These individuals may have subtly different attitudes toward decision making, health risks, and risks in general, and they are known to be tempted to spend large amounts of money online for products without evidence for value. The results of the questionnaires tend to confirm that young people do indeed have similar areas of concerns around online/app approaches directed at body weight control.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

There is growing interest in Web-based approaches for health under the current World Health Organization Research Agenda, with a view to develop Health in your Pocket interventions [37]. The European Commission echoes this with calls for a digital single market [38]. Obesity has become a global public health issue, affecting both developed and developing countries. Solutions that have the potential to be scaled up to reach large populations are therefore vital.

Mobile apps seem to have the potential to increase motivation to eat a more healthful diet [39], but limited research is available about the use of mobile apps for health promotion for adolescents [40] and young people. The digitalized world, which younger generations are in tune with, offers ways to implement solutions that are affordable and have global reach [41]. By the year 2020, an entire generation will have grown up in a fully digital world, with computers, internet, mobile phones, and social networking all being second nature.

**Data Safety/Reliable Independent Information**

About one-third of adolescents and half the young adults reported currently using lifestyle apps. This agrees with a previous study where lifestyle apps were reported to be used by 27.6% of adolescents [42]. Those currently using lifestyle apps mostly use either the most popular apps available in app stores or those recommended by close friends, family, or a trustworthy source rather than government agencies. Young people are especially concerned about their data confidentiality and online safety, with good reason. In a survey conducted in the United Kingdom for Safe Internet Day in 2016, it was showed that in the previous year, 82% of teenagers saw hateful content unintentionally on the internet [43]. Privacy policies incorporated into mobile apps targeting young people rarely adapt their policies to the language style or reading level of young people [44].

**Environmental Protection/Commercial Exploitation/Ethics**

Finding the right motivation to engage with weight gain prevention tools is critical for effectiveness. A recent study found that introducing rewards provided good motivation to use a dietary assessment app [45]. Another study using young adults’ focus groups found that the use of social media and mobile gaming is an acceptable method for increasing vegetable consumption [46]. Aligning messages to the topical concerns of young people may strengthen the motivation for behavior change: a recent survey conducted by United Nations Children’s Fund and Eurochild found that 41% of the 15,000 young people participating were worried about climate change [47]. This is in agreement with our results, showing that young people are worried about the effect that their food choices may have on the planet and on people involved in food production.

These sentiments suggest promoting Food Citizenship: “the practice of engaging in food-related behaviors that support, rather than threaten, the development of a democratic, socially and economically just, and environmentally sustainable food system” [48].

Mobile services and devices have had a sudden boom that allowed very little time for involving the end users in the product designs. Many lifestyle apps are available, but few are evidence-based or had input from the end users in the design process, which may limit success and effectiveness [49,50]. Involving young people in the design process, piloting, and marketing creates a sense of ownership, promoting engagement and motivation for using the app [51]. Given the enormous number of current unreliable and non-evidence-based lifestyle apps in the market, it would be reasonable to try first to transfer the already tested and validated resources into mobile formats. Our study provides evidence that young people do want tailored apps, and the insights from online focus groups can inform appropriate app development to meet the needs and preferences of young people as reported by them. Specifically, the process for creating a user-friendly and engaging mobile app on weight gain prevention needs to address safety, cost, online reputation, and the content desired by young people.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Although the issues appear very similar in the 6 countries studied, there are limitations. In this study, only English language was used for the online focus groups. The countries were selected as those where large proportions of young people speak English at a high standard, but the participants may have been individuals with relatively high educational attainment, and their views are not necessarily reflective of non-English speakers in those countries. To take account of this issue, we offered the recruitment advertisement in both English and the local languages. The high consistency in results between countries where English is usually the first language across social and educational classes (United Kingdom, Singapore, New Zealand) and those where English is usually a second language (Belgium, Greece, Finland) suggests that the results may be widely generalizable. We did not include developing countries where socially determined obesity risks and diets are very different, and mobile phone ownership is lower. This study used a relatively new recruitment method for research, with advertisements posted on social media. This ensured maximum visibility across the participating countries and unified adoption with the same approach in all countries. The online method allowed for far more young people to participate than traditional focus groups. The advertisements did not mention weight or health to reduce selection bias and to attract a broad range of participants. Both recruitment and conducting methods were low-cost, convenient, and confidential, suited to reaching young people and for addressing sensitive topics such as body weight. There was no requirement for labor-intensive transcription with online focus groups.

https://mhealth.jmir.org/2019/10/e11205
The mixed methods design used in this study also helped with gauging this new topic in a more efficient and comprehensive way, by combing qualitative and quantitative data.

All focus group methods engage with subsectors of the target population that are interested in the topic and have time available. The online approach allows a wide section to participate, in their own time, but does introduce some limitations. The lack of face-to-face interaction and visual cues to influence discussions has been mentioned, but freedom from shyness allows participants to exchange views more freely and avoids intimidation. Furthermore, participants used emoticons to express their feelings. Young people are especially familiar with the use of emoticons, and they feel that emoticons can clarify meaning to the text [52]. Our focus groups were mixed in gender and stratified by age and country. Some researchers have preferred gender-specific focus groups for fear of males dominating the discussion—the peacock effect [53]. This effect is less likely in the online environment where participants could log in and express views at any time without threat from others. Online focus groups inevitably have some different characteristics from conventional face-to-face focus groups, being akin to moderated discussion fora, or blogs, and whether they generate the same research information needs separate investigation.

**Conclusions**

Young people are commonly, and consistently across 6 countries, concerned about weight gain and obesity. Applying no industry evidence-based IT programs to guide young people toward preventing weight gain would be well received, provided that the views of young people themselves are incorporated in the program content and app design.
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Abstract

Background: Although there are more than 60 smartphone apps for smoking cessation in China, many of them do not include the content and features that health care professionals and smokers prefer—which may make them impractical, unengaging, and ineffective. Therefore, we investigated both health care providers’ and smokers’ preferences for features of future smoking cessation apps.

Objective: This study aimed to investigate Chinese health care providers’ and smokers’ desired features of a smoking cessation app, with the goal of providing design recommendations for app designers and researchers.

Methods: Both Chinese smokers who own smartphones (n=357) and Chinese health care providers (n=224) responded to a survey collecting data on their sociodemographic characteristics and opinions on the importance of 20 smoking cessation app design features studied in previous US research.

Results: Chinese health care providers expressed strong support of smoking cessation apps on a number of attitude indicators (range 153/224, 68.3% to 204/224, 91.1%). They rated nearly all (18/20) features as very or extremely important (range 52.2%-83.4%) and rated nearly all features (17/20) as more important than the smokers did. More than 60% of smokers rated the following 4 features as very or extremely important: allow sharing the process of smoking cessation with family members and friends (216/319, 67.7%), helping smokers track their progress (such as the amount of smoking per day; 213/319, 66.8%), helping with the side effects of medications and nicotine withdrawal symptoms (201/319, 63.0%), and adapting to ongoing needs and interests of smokers (194/319, 60.8%). Contrary to a similar study of US smokers and health care providers, Chinese smokers and providers rated reputation and ability to communicate with family members and friends as important features, whereas Chinese smokers rated privacy and security as less important.

Conclusions: The design of future smoking cessation and health behavior change apps should consider perspectives of both providers and smokers as well as the role of culture.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e12200) doi:10.2196/12200
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Introduction

Background

The harm caused by tobacco use is one of the most serious public health problems in the world. Although smoking has declined in some countries, it remains prevalent in China [1-3]. The 2015 China Adult Tobacco Survey Report [4] estimated the smoking rate among individuals aged 15 years or older to be 27.7%, which means approximately 316 million smokers live in China. The smoking rate among males is 52.1%, with 60.0% of male smokers aged between 45 and 64 years. Currently, smoking kills more than 1 million people each year, and this number is expected to increase to 2 million if current smoking rates continue [5]. The proportion of the smoking population planning to stop smoking within 12 months has increased from 15.4% in 2010 to 17.6% in 2015 [6]. Correspondingly, many smoking cessation strategies are being attempted, such as nicotine replacement therapy, acupuncture, hypnotherapy, and behavioral interventions [7]. However, traditional quit smoking interventions have had very modest success rates and limited population-level reach [8].

There is a technology that offers a potentially impactful opportunity to change that in China: smartphone apps. In 2013, about 40% of the Chinese population, approximately 556 million people, owned smartphones and that increased to almost 90% of Chinese people (1.3 billion) in 2018 [9]. The ubiquity of smartphone use in China and its projected rise over the next 10 years make smartphones a highly accessible platform for delivering quit smoking interventions to millions of Chinese smokers each year. Therefore, 64 smoking cessation apps have been developed in the mobile app market in 2016, providing new ways to assist smokers in quitting smoking [10].

However, Chinese smoking cessation apps have not proven either popular or effective. One challenge is utilization. For example, research shows that 26% of individuals use their downloaded app only once [11]. The user ratings of smoking cessation apps are also low. Results of current studies in the United States [12,13] and a recent study we conducted in China [10] indicate that these apps still lack most elements that are recommended for quitting smoking. Moreover, studies on smoking cessation apps show that many lack the features that health care professionals and smokers prefer, thereby contributing to their low utilization [14,15].

Objectives

To date, 1 study, conducted in the United States, has focused on health providers’ and smokers’ desired features of smoking cessation apps [16]. The study showed the features of free or low cost, keeps information private, matches individual needs and interests, and adapts as one’s needs and interests change to be very or extremely important [16]. However, the content and features that render smoking cessation apps engaging and appealing to users in the United States may be considerably different in China, given the differences in cultural values and practices between Chinese and Western cultures [17,18]. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate Chinese health care providers’ and smokers’ desired features of a smoking cessation app, with the goal of providing design recommendations for app designers and researchers.

Methods

Samples

The samples were adult Chinese smokers and health care providers. Regarding the smoker sample, they were volunteers recruited via smoking cessation clinics in Beijing and Web-based advertisements. For those recruited via clinics, all smokers who visited the smoking cessation clinics during May 1, 2016, and June 1, 2016, were invited to participate in our study. In total, 38 eligible smokers with face-to-face interviews were included in our study. For those recruited via Web-based advertisements, we used WeChat (Tencent Inc) and QQ (Tencent Inc), 2 of the most popular multipurpose messaging social media platforms in China. (For the reader’s reference, WeChat was downloaded on 94% of China’s smartphones, with 806 million active users each month in 2016. The number of active accounts in QQ was 808 million per month in 2014 [19,20].) Interested and eligible smokers were invited to provide Web-based feedback on their preferences for the features of smoking cessation apps. The questionnaires used in the Web-based and in-person interviews were the same. Smokers’ inclusion criteria were that they should (1) be aged 18 years or older, (2) own a smartphone, and (3) smoke at least one cigarette every day. The exclusion criteria were that they (1) were aged 18 years or younger, (2) smoked less than daily, (3) could not use apps installed on the smartphone, and (4) had 30% data missing from the questionnaire [21].

Regarding the health care provider sample, they were recruited through convenience sampling and snowball sampling. We started with physicians who worked in pulmonary clinics and specialized in treating nicotine dependence. We then asked them to recommend other related health care providers. In total, 319 smokers and 224 health care providers were included in the data analysis.

Data Sources and Analysis

We collected data using face-to-face interviews with a questionnaire and a Sojump Web-based questionnaire survey software between May 1, 2016, and August 31, 2016, for smokers and March 25, 2019, and May 5, 2019, for health care providers. Sojump is a secured Web-based survey platform that can administer surveys via QQ or WeChat. The survey collected the following information: (1) demographic characteristics and other basic information (Tables 1-3) and (2) a rating of 20 possible smoking cessation app features first described in a previous study of US smokers and providers [16]. The authors deleted 1 feature (ie, program lets you communicate with your personal doctor or health care team) because the vast majority of people in China are not assigned to personal doctors or health care team members. The attitudes and beliefs about smoking cessation apps from both providers’ and smokers’ perspectives were collected using a 5-anchor rating scale (completely disagree, somewhat disagree, neutral, somewhat agree, and completely agree).
Both health care providers and smokers were asked to rate the importance of each feature using a 4-anchor rating scale (not at all, somewhat, very, and extremely). The features were categorized into 5 domains developed in the previous study of US smokers [16]. The first domain was cost: program is low cost or free. The second domain was reputation: being research tested, endorsed by clinical experts, and highly rated by others. The third domain was privacy and security: confidentiality of information, information stored on mobile phone, and information stored in secured cloud. The fourth domain was supportive content and user experience: help smokers track their progress, help with the side effects of medications and nicotine withdrawal symptoms, match personal needs and interests, adapt to ongoing needs and interests of smokers, include information about smoking cessation medications, can send out auxiliary or mobility information, include stories about the experiences of quitting smoking from smokers, include videos about quitting smoking, and include games or entertainment. The fifth domain was communication: allow communication between smokers and experts on smoking cessation; allow smokers to communicate with other smokers; allow sharing the process of smoking cessation with family members and friends; and allow smokers to disclose information on microblogs, WeChat, or other social networking sites.

The features were chosen to (1) reflect technology-based strategies for implementing best practice treatment recommendations (eg, addressing use of pharmacotherapy, providing social support, and offering cognitive behavioral–based content), (2) reflect ways to leverage other smartphone capacities to make these programs more engaging (eg, gaming), (3) assess perceived limitations of mobile health (mHealth) tools (eg, security and privacy), or (4) understand other user preferences that may inform future program development (eg, cost and reputation). These features were fully consistent with the US study [16] and thus made it comparable to that study.

**Statistical Analysis**

Frequencies and percentages were used to describe the opinions or beliefs about smoking cessation apps and the features. We analyzed whether the importance of the rated features differed significantly among subgroups of the sample using the Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of smokers (N=319).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable and category</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>295 (92.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤25</td>
<td>83 (26.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-35</td>
<td>127 (39.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥36</td>
<td>109 (34.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time worker</td>
<td>148 (46.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>40 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>131 (41.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education level, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or below</td>
<td>46 (14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s or senior college degree</td>
<td>195 (61.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree or above</td>
<td>78 (24.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nationality, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han</td>
<td>283 (88.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>36 (11.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Living region, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolis (ie, Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou)</td>
<td>122 (38.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial capital&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>81 (25.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefecture-level city&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>68 (21.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County level or other</td>
<td>48 (15.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Living status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living alone</td>
<td>53 (16.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with family</td>
<td>212 (66.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with roommates</td>
<td>47 (14.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tried to quit smoking before, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>187 (58.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>132 (41.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Used other health-related app, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>68 (21.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>251 (88.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Downloaded smoking cessation app before, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>14 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>305 (95.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average cigarettes per day, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>15 (12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>A provincial capital is the city exercising primary status in a state, province, or an autonomous region, usually as its seat of local government.

<sup>b</sup>A prefecture-level city is an administrative division of China, ranking below a province and above a county in China’s administrative structure.
Table 2. Demographic characteristics of health care providers (N=224).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable and category</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>40 (17.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>184 (82.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤25</td>
<td>31 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-35</td>
<td>104 (46.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥36</td>
<td>89 (39.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>81 (36.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotline worker</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health education commissioner</td>
<td>13 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social worker</td>
<td>16 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>101 (45.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>12 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education level, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or below</td>
<td>3 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s or senior college degree</td>
<td>161 (71.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree or above</td>
<td>60 (26.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nationality, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han</td>
<td>218 (97.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Living region, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolis (ie, Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou)</td>
<td>123 (54.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial capital</td>
<td>66 (29.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefecture-level city</td>
<td>35 (15.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

Demographic Characteristics of Samples

A total of 319 current smokers (average cigarettes per day: mean 15, SD 12) and 224 health care providers were included in the analysis. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics for the demographic characteristics of smokers, 92.5% (295/319) individuals were male with an average age of 34.8 years and 7.5% (24/319) were female with an average age of 23.5 years. Almost half of the smokers (148/319, 46.4%) were employed full time, whereas 12.5% (40/319) of them were students. The education level of 85.6% (273/319) of smokers was bachelor’s degree and above. The fraction of smokers from provincial capitals and higher-level cities (which includes metropolis, provincial capital, prefecture-level city, and county level [22,23]) was 63.6% (203/319). The fraction of smokers living with others was 81.2% (259/319). Only 4.4% (14/319) of the smokers had ever downloaded a smoking cessation app.

Regarding the health care providers (Table 2), 82.1% (184/224) were female, 39.7% (89/224) were aged more than 35 years, 45.1% (101/224) were nurses, and 36.2% (81/224) were physicians; the education level of 98.7% (221/224) of health care providers was bachelor’s degree or above.

Providers and Smokers’ Attitudes and Ratings About Smoking Cessation App and Features

Providers’ attitudes and beliefs about mHealth cessation apps are summarized in Table 3. Most health care providers agreed (somewhat or completely) that mHealth apps hold promise for quitting smoking (170/224, 75.9%) and would recommend them to their clients (159/224, 70.9%), especially if the program was empirically validated (204/224, 91.1%). Half of the health care providers thought that effective cessation apps currently exist (112/224, 49.9%).

Smokers’ and health care providers’ ratings of important smoking cessation app features are compared in Table 4 and Figure 1. As can be seen in Table 4, more than 60% of smokers rated the following 4 features as very or extremely important: allow sharing the process of smoking cessation with family members and friends (216/319, 67.7%), help smokers track their progress (such as amount of smoking per day; 213/319, 66.8%), help with the side effects of medications and nicotine withdrawal symptoms (201/319, 63.0%), and adapt to ongoing needs and interests of smokers (194/319, 60.8%). Almost half of the smokers (136/319, 42.6%) rated the features as very or extremely important: allow smokers to disclose information on microblogs, WeChat, or other social networking sites and include games or entertainment projects as at not all important. In contrast, the majority of health care providers rated all the features as very or extremely important except: includes games or entertainment (91/224, 40.6%) and includes videos about quitting smoking (52/224, 23.2%).

As shown in Figure 1, health care providers rated nearly all the features as more important than the smokers did. The only 3 exceptions were the apps being lower cost or free, being research tested, and allowing sharing the process of smoking cessation with family members and friends. Among the 5 domains, smokers rated reputation as more important than communication, privacy and security, and content and user experience. Moreover, content and user experience cost were both significantly more important than privacy and security to smokers. In contrast, health care providers rated the domain of privacy and security more important than those of communication and content and user experience. Moreover, they rated the feature of confidentiality of information as the most important feature for cessation apps.

Among the subgroups of smokers defined by the demographic characteristics, the reader can see in the Multimedia Appendix 1 the statistically significant differences in the 5 overall domain

Table 3. Providers’ attitudes and beliefs about smoking cessation apps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Completely agree, n (%)</th>
<th>Somewhat agree, n (%)</th>
<th>Neutral, n (%)</th>
<th>Somewhat disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Completely disagree, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Many of my clients or patients use mHealtha to manage their health.</td>
<td>67 (29.9)</td>
<td>82 (36.6)</td>
<td>65 (29.0)</td>
<td>7 (3.1)</td>
<td>3 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mHealth apps hold promise as a tool to help people stop smoking.</td>
<td>79 (35.3)</td>
<td>91 (40.6)</td>
<td>46 (20.5)</td>
<td>8 (3.6)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is good empirical evidence that stop smoking apps can help people quit.</td>
<td>53 (23.7)</td>
<td>100 (44.6)</td>
<td>59 (26.3)</td>
<td>11 (4.9)</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a clinician, I would recommend a stop smoking app to my patients or clients trying to quit.</td>
<td>85 (37.9)</td>
<td>74 (33.0)</td>
<td>56 (25.0)</td>
<td>6 (2.7)</td>
<td>3 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective stop smoking apps are widely available for smokers.</td>
<td>55 (24.5)</td>
<td>57 (25.4)</td>
<td>91 (40.6)</td>
<td>19 (8.0)</td>
<td>2 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there were an app that allowed me to track my client or patients’ progress quitting smoking, I would use it as a clinician.</td>
<td>107 (47.7)</td>
<td>78 (34.8)</td>
<td>39 (17.4)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there were an empirically validated stop smoking app, I would recommend it.</td>
<td>144 (64.3)</td>
<td>60 (26.8)</td>
<td>20 (0.1)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aMHealth: mobile health.
ratings between smokers younger than 35 years and those older than 36 years. There were no overall differences in the ratings by these subgroups we examined: occupation, education, nationality, living region, living status, tried to quit smoking in the past, used another health-related app in the past, and downloaded a smoking cessation app in the past.

**Figure 1.** Comparison of providers’ and smokers’ ratings of important features.
Table 4. Smokers and health care providers’ ratings about smoking cessation apps features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Smokers, n (%)</th>
<th>Health care providers, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow sharing the process of smoking cessation with family members and friends</td>
<td>33 (10.3)</td>
<td>70 (21.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help smokers track their progress (such as amount of smoking per day)</td>
<td>54 (16.9)</td>
<td>52 (16.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help with the side effects of medications and nicotine withdrawal symptoms</td>
<td>58 (18.2)</td>
<td>60 (18.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapt to ongoing needs and interests of smokers</td>
<td>59 (18.5)</td>
<td>66 (20.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeps information private</td>
<td>70 (21.9)</td>
<td>61 (19.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include clinical expert support</td>
<td>74 (23.2)</td>
<td>60 (18.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match individual needs and interests of smokers</td>
<td>67 (21.0)</td>
<td>70 (21.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly rated by others</td>
<td>69 (21.6)</td>
<td>79 (24.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow communication between smokers and health care professional expert on smoking cessation</td>
<td>68 (21.3)</td>
<td>85 (26.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low cost or free</td>
<td>72 (22.6)</td>
<td>90 (28.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow smokers to communicate with other smokers</td>
<td>83 (26.0)</td>
<td>89 (27.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can send out auxiliary or mobility information (such as short message service or email)</td>
<td>76 (23.8)</td>
<td>99 (31.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include stories about the experiences of quitting smoking from smokers</td>
<td>87 (27.3)</td>
<td>93 (29.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include information about smoking cessation medications</td>
<td>90 (28.2)</td>
<td>91 (28.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stores information on phone</td>
<td>77 (24.1)</td>
<td>107 (33.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stores information in secure cloud</td>
<td>96 (30.1)</td>
<td>98 (30.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program is research tested</td>
<td>96 (30.1)</td>
<td>104 (32.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include videos about quitting smoking</td>
<td>108 (33.9)</td>
<td>99 (31.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow smokers to disclose information on microblogs, WeChat, or other social networking sites</td>
<td>136 (42.6)</td>
<td>87 (27.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include games or entertainment</td>
<td>136 (42.6)</td>
<td>88 (27.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Principal Findings

As far as we know, this was the first study to assess Chinese providers’ and smokers’ preferences for features of smoking cessation apps. The results offer researchers and developers guidance about what features might increase engagement with future smoking cessation apps [8]. Smokers rated reputation as more important than communication, privacy and security, and content and user experience. In traditional Chinese culture, the choice of products or services comes largely from the recommendation of friends or experts [23,24]. They are often unwilling to try new services without a reference from a trusted source [25]. Therefore, source expertise (eg, includes clinical expert support) and source trustworthiness (eg, highly praised by others and research tested) were rated very high among features of smoking cessation apps. Moreover, content and user experience and cost were both significantly more important than privacy and security to smokers.

In contrast, providers rated the domain of privacy and security more important than those of communication and content and user experience. Moreover, they rated the feature of confidentiality of information as the most important feature for cessation apps, which is consistent with the opinions of American providers [16]. The importance of privacy and security likely reflects the obligation of providers to protect the privacy of patients. Furthermore, providers rated the ability of an app to help smokers track their progress as well as obtain information about smoking cessation medications, side effects of nicotine withdrawal symptoms, and support and communication with clinical expertise as very important. As most smoking cessation apps in the Chinese market do not...
currently provide these functionalities [10], it would seem important to add them in future apps. In contrast with American providers [16], Chinese providers rated games or entertainment projects as the least important.

In the content and user experience domain, having the app change to meet ongoing needs and interests was rated highly both by smokers and providers. This suggests that future smoking cessation apps should design content to include adaptively tailored features (eg, weekly graph based on the personal data smokers enter). The value of adaptive content is supported by a variety of behavior change theories [26,27].

Providers were generally supportive of apps for smoking cessation. The majority stated that they would recommend them and they would use them to track their patients’ progress. Interestingly, a substantial fraction (49.9%) of health care providers thought that effective cessation apps currently exist, a belief that is not supported by the nascent research on these apps [28]. This may mean that this misperception is leading providers to incorrectly recommend apps for which there is no empirical support. Future app designs should be very clear about the current evidence to date on their effectiveness.

Comparing the results of this study of Chinese smokers with the previous study of US smokers reveals some intriguing contrasts. Specifically, security was rated as the least important domain by Chinese smokers in our study, whereas smokers in the US study rated that as the most important feature [16]. This contrast may be because smoking is not a private behavior in China: it functions as a way to make social connections, make smooth social interactions, and express one’s social and economic position [29]. In contrast, smoking in America is highly stigmatized, which can have iatrogenic effects on quitting smoking [30]. Moreover, studies showed that Chinese people are more open and less sensitive about privacy [31]. According to a report published by market research firms (Experian and International Data Corporation) [32], people’s attitudes toward Web-based privacy vary widely from country to country, with Chinese people being among the most willing to sacrifice privacy for safety and convenience. Therefore, privacy in quitting smoking would be highly valued for American smokers but not for Chinese smokers. Moreover, a second contrast with the US study was that Chinese smokers and providers of this study rated allowing sharing of the process of smoking cessation with family members and friends (communication domain) as the most important feature (P>.05), whereas the American smokers and providers rated that as relatively unimportant. This contrast likely reflects differences in Chinese values of family and close relationships, with behavior change involving the collective input of those people. Loved ones are seen as key sources of support to change a health habit in China [33].

Design Recommendations
The results yield a number of recommendations for the design of a smoking cessation app for Chinese smokers. Features rated very highly by both the smoker and provider samples suggest that an app should focus on (1) facilitating support for cessation from family and friends, (2) tracking their progress with quitting smoking, (3) getting help with the side effects of medications and nicotine withdrawal, and (4) being tailored to their unique needs. Results from the provider sample also suggest that an app should focus on protecting the privacy and confidentiality of the user as such a feature may make it more likely for providers to recommend the app to their patients. At the same time, these features rated consistently lower by both the smoker and provider samples suggest that an app for Chinese smokers should not (1) include games or entertainment and (2) allow disclosure on microblogs or WeChat.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has some notable strengths. This was the first study to investigate the opinions of Chinese health care providers and smokers on features in a quit smoking smartphone app. This study has limitations that can be addressed in future studies. First, as there is a broad diversity of smokers and providers in China, it is not possible to know to what extent the current sample’s results can be generalized to the broader population of Chinese smokers or providers. Second, what smokers say they prefer may be different from what they actually will find useful once an app is prototyped. Thus, this study needs to be viewed as an important starting point in the design process. In-depth qualitative interviews and presenting early design sketches to smokers and providers would be the natural next steps in the process of creating a specific app.

Conclusions
Chinese health care providers expressed strong support of smoking cessation apps and indicated that nearly all features were important. Contrary to a similar study of US smokers and health care providers, Chinese smokers and providers highly value a smoking cessation app’s reputation and ability to communicate with family members and friends as important features, whereas Chinese smokers rated privacy and security as less important. Therefore, the design of future smoking cessation and health behavior change apps should consider cultural differences and the perspectives of both health care providers and smokers.
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Abstract

Background: The rates of cannabis use continue to increase among adolescents and the current interventions have modest effects and high rates of relapse following treatment. There is increasing evidence for the efficacy of mobile technology–based interventions for adults with substance use disorders, but there is limited study of this technology in adolescents who use cannabis.

Objective: The goal of our study was to elucidate elements of an app-based adjunctive intervention for cannabis cessation that resonate with adolescents who use cannabis.

Methods: Adolescents, aged between 14 and 17 years, who used cannabis were recruited from San Diego County high schools. Semistructured focus groups (6 total; N=37) were conducted to examine the ways in which participants used smartphones, including the use of any health behavior change apps, as well as to elicit opinions about elements that would promote engagement with an app-based intervention for adolescent cannabis cessation. An iterative coding structure was used with first cycle structural coding, followed by pattern coding.

Results: Themes that emerged from the analysis included (1) youth valued rewards to incentivize the progressive reduction of cannabis use, which included both nontangible rewards that mimic those obtained on social media platforms and prosocial activity-related rewards, (2) having the ability to self-monitor progression, (3) peer social support, (4) privacy and confidentiality, (5) discrete logo and name and usernames within the app, and (5) individualizing frequency and content of notifications and reminders.

Conclusions: Integrating content, language, interfaces, delivery systems, and rewards with which adolescents who use cannabis are familiar, engage with on a day-to-day basis, and identify as relevant, may increase treatment engagement and retention for adolescents in substance use treatment. We may increase treatment effectiveness by adapting and individualizing current evidence-based interventions, so that they target the needs of adolescents and are more easily incorporated into their everyday routines.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e13691) doi:10.2196/13691
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Introduction

Cannabis is the most prevalent drug of abuse among adolescents, with nearly 50% of 12th graders, 30% of 10th graders, and 15% of 8th graders reporting lifetime use [1]. Although the rates of use of many substances have been on the decline among youth, cannabis use has failed to decline [1]. Greater than 25% of adolescents who use cannabis meet criteria for cannabis use disorder (CUD) [2]. The likelihood of developing cannabis dependence is linearly associated with the frequency of use and inversely associated with age, such that early onset users are the most susceptible for later dependence [3]. This is of concern as adolescents’ brains are developing and more susceptible to perturbations because of substance exposure. Early exposure to high levels of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol through cannabis use triggers repeated activation of the endogenous mesolimbic dopaminergic system, which may in turn lead to sensitization of this system and progressive enhancement of acquired susceptibility to psychiatric illness [4]. Early regular cannabis use is associated with psychosocial consequences that increase burden of illness and decrease functional outcomes [5,6], including increased likelihood of other illicit drug use and poorer academic outcomes [7].

To date, the evidence for efficacious interventions targeting problematic cannabis use, especially in youth, are sparse, with some behavioral interventions demonstrating short-term abstinence during active treatment, but high rates of relapse at follow-up. Specifically, randomized controlled trials of behavioral interventions for adolescent cannabis use show moderate effect sizes posttreatment for motivational enhancement therapy (MET), cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), family support therapy, case management, and contingency management (CM), with few adolescents maintaining abstinence through follow-up [6,8]. In a study evaluating CM plus MET and/or CBT on cannabis use outcomes in adolescents, those youth assigned to active treatment demonstrated longer durations of continuous abstinence during treatment and higher rates of point prevalence posttreatment abstinence as compared with behavioral treatment alone [9]. Further study of adjunctive CM has yielded conflicting results [10]. In addition, 5-week and 12-week MET and/or CBT, family support with home visits, psychoeducation, case management and referral to self-help groups, adolescent community reinforcement approach (operational skills training+social systems support), and multidimensional skills therapy have all demonstrated initial within-intervention efficacy, with reduction of use and increased abstinence. However, posttreatment, adolescents experienced frequent cycles of recovery and relapse; many were unable to maintain abstinence and the majority continued to report substance-related problems at follow-up [11]. This suggests that continued monitoring and intervention following active treatment may be important in maintaining gains during treatment.

Studies suggest that the effectiveness of interventions may be increased by developing selective, highly specific interventions that are presented on interactive platforms and include content addressing specific risk factors in at-risk youth [12]. However, few interventions have done so to date [13]. Mobile phones are a highly promising and palatable intervention platform for adolescents as access to mobile technology is ubiquitous; nearly 75% of adolescents own or have regular access to a smartphone (85% African American and 71% Hispanic and Caucasian) and 91% access the internet through a smartphone. Furthermore, 90% of adolescents with mobile phones use text messaging, sending and receiving an average of 30 messages daily [14]. Minority adolescents appear more likely to own smartphones and use apps, and those who are most likely to own a smartphone are also those in need of behavioral change interventions [15]. Therefore, there is enormous potential for leveraging mobile technologies to widely disseminate interventions for adolescent substance use. Furthermore, the ubiquity of mobile technology use among African American and Hispanic teenagers, provides the opportunity for increasing substance use treatment and public health intervention among historically underserved populations.

Although, adolescents spend a significant amount of time using technology, are expert users by virtue of exposure and use from childhood, and interactive platforms have been shown to be effective for treatment delivery in youth [12,14], few mobile health (mHealth) interventions (internet/mobile phone–based platforms) have been developed for use in adolescent substance users and none for adolescent cannabis use [16]. As such, we look to the adult data for guidance in examining the potential applicability of these types of interventions for at-risk adolescents. CBT4CBT (a computer-based CBT program supplementing therapist-delivered CBT has been shown to have greater efficacy (more days abstinent and fewer positive drug screens) than therapist-delivered CBT alone, for adults with SUDs up to 6 months posttreatment [17,18]. Web-based self-help interventions have also been shown to be efficacious in reducing alcohol use in adults [19-21]. Limited study of Web- and computer-based interventions in cannabis-using young adults and adults have demonstrated efficacy in correcting misperceptions about use and increasing knowledge but demonstrate mixed results for cessation outcomes [22-25]. Adults in a study of the Therapeutic Education System (self-guided, Web-based CBT modules+CM for completing modules and abstinence), exhibited higher rates of abstinence and greater treatment retention at study completion as compared with treatment-as-usual (TAU) [26]. A Web-based, self-guided intervention called Reduce Your Use: How to Break the CannabisHabit, which comprises modules based on CBT, MI, and behavioral self-management, demonstrated significantly greater rates of retention and reduction of cannabis use, frequency and quantity, during intervention as compared with controls [27]. The Quit the Shit intervention (52 weeks; Web-based questionnaires, weekly cannabis use diary with feedback, baseline and posttreatment therapist chat) also demonstrated a reduction in frequency and quantity of cannabis use in adults [28].

The goal of this study is to increase our understanding of adolescent cannabis use behaviors in the context of near universal availability of mobile, wireless, and wearable technology, with the overall aim of developing a user-informed mHealth intervention for high-risk cannabis-using adolescents engaged in outpatient substance use treatment. Specifically, we
aimed to (1) examine adolescent use of various mobile platforms (ie, short message service [SMS] text, apps), social media, and wearable devices to determine the use of mobile technologies as sources of health and substance use related information, and the effect on risk-taking behaviors and behavioral change, and (2) examine salience of components of existing behavioral interventions for youth.

**Methods**

**Recruitment**

We employed a stratified purposeful sampling strategy. A total of 37 adolescents aged between 14 and 18 years of age were recruited from high schools and substance use treatment centers in San Diego County, and San Diego Unified School District (SDUSD), which serves >130,000 students and is the second largest district in California. The racial/ethnic makeup of the students in the SDUSD is 46.5% Hispanic, 23.4% Caucasian, and 10.2% African American. Eligibility criteria for the focus groups included being 14 to 18 years of age, owning a smartphone and/or having internet access, speaking fluent English, and cannabis use one or more times in the past 30 days. If eligible, adolescents were invited to a focus group held either on their school campus, in the outpatient treatment center, or in the lab.

A total of 37 adolescents were enrolled in one of 6 focus groups, as that was the number needed to reach saturation (themes were repeated, no new information obtained) [29]. Groups were stratified on the basis of age (early adolescence: 14-16 years/8th-10th grades; late adolescence: 17-18 years/11th-12th grades) so that younger adolescents would not feel intimidated to speak in the presence of older teens. Age stratification was also done on the basis of data that marijuana use differs significantly by adolescent age, and the belief that differing rates of use and exposure to methods and strains of marijuana use might influence their experiences and ideas about a cannabis intervention. The groups included a maximum of 10 and a minimum of 5 adolescents per group so that the groups were small enough to give each participant the opportunity to speak and share ideas but large enough for some diversity. Adolescents were compensated with a US $25 gift card and travel to/from the focus group site was provided, if needed. Institutional Review Board approval and a Certificate of Confidentiality from the National Institutes of Health were obtained.

**Design**

Focus groups were conducted in English and followed a semistructured interview guide developed by the study principal investigator, a child and adolescent psychiatrist. Participants answered questions regarding characteristics of their smartphones, how they use their phones, what they use them for (including apps downloaded and native apps), time spent on their phones, use of related mobile technologies such as activity trackers, and use of mobile technology and Web-based platforms for accessing, monitoring, and/or changing health or substance related behaviors. Participants also worked as a group to design, and arrive at a consensus among group members, a mock app-based cannabis intervention for cannabis-using adolescents. They were prompted to discuss aspects of interest, including the following:

1. **Content**
   - Health-related content for in-app messages and/or push notifications
   - Access to psychoeducation and prior measured personal data (eg, cannabis use/treatment adherence)
   - Static (same intervention for all users) versus dynamic (individualized/tailored) messaging
   - Theory: learning (temporal feedback on individual level data to enhance engagement and behavior change) and social cognitive (increased self-efficacy with goal setting and defined expectations, positively reinforce behavior change)

2. **Usage**
   - Frequency of content delivery (exposure) via prompts, cue-related, global positioning system (GPS) location triggered
   - Format of content: text, video, pictures, and/or links to external sources

3. **Duration**: active (brief, extended) with or without continuing care (time limited vs indefinite access)

4. **Contact**
   - Clinicians via SMS text and Skype/video for confirmation of abstinence at routine intervals and in response to psychiatric or high-risk behavioral concerns
   - Peer supports via in-app social media

5. **Accessibility**
   - Navigational features
   - Design of user interface
   - Environments (feasibility of continuous monitoring/access to intervention across academic, social, and familial settings).

**Measures**

Participants were administered 4 self-report questionnaires: the Customary Drinking and Drug Use Record [30] to measure current and past substance use, an internet and a social media addiction scale (based on the Bergen Facebook Addiction Scale) [31], a smartphone attachment index (scale from 1 to 10 of the query How attached are you to your smartphone? with 10 being the highest), and a social media engagement questionnaire (queries related to time spent and actions taken on various platforms, including Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, and Facebook). Table 1 presents participant characteristics, mean cannabis use, and phone attachment. Group discussions provided qualitative reports of how adolescents use mobile technology to communicate and track health behaviors, in addition to app development input. Audio recordings were transcribed verbatim and coded individually.

---
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Table 1. Participant characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic information</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (n=37), n</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>16.86 (0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race (n=37), n</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White/Caucasian</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity (n=37), n</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smartphone and cannabis use, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone attachment index (1-10)</td>
<td>6.97 (2.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of days cannabis used in past 30 days (n=24)</td>
<td>3.04 (5.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Statistical Analysis**

Qualitative software, ATLAS.ti (Scientific Software Development GmbH) was used to aid in data management for thematic analyses of transcripts and coding [32]. We used a team coding approach with iterative coding. Coding was framed by the focus group guide developed following individual interviews of high-risk cannabis-using teens that helped to triangulate information obtained from the focus groups. Themes were selected a priori to correspond to the guide. These themes included health behavior change technology and components of platform design for mobile technology intervention development. A total of two independent coders (KB and EH) determined the coding structures, coded the 6 focus group transcripts, and engaged in intensive discussion of the coded transcripts to refine the coding guide and arrive at consensus in instances of discrepancy. Code cooccurrence tables were analyzed for connections between codes and participant statements. We ensured rigor by checking coding through qualitative software (ATLAS.ti); staff were trained in qualitative methods and coders arrived at a consensus greater than 90% of the time.

**Results**

**Health Behavior Change Mobile App Use**

Group participants spoke about their use of various smartphone apps, including mHealth apps aimed at changing health behaviors such as sleep or nutrition (Table 2). Participants indicated they had used at least one mHealth app since owning a smartphone. Health behavior change app use was discontinued because of loss of interest or motivation, or dissatisfaction with the features. Wearable activity tracking devices were less popular, viewed as uncool and obsessive by some, and only useful when a person was dedicated to physical activity (ie, belonging to a sports team).
Table 2. Smartphone use: health behavior change technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health behavior change devices and apps</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of wearable devices</td>
<td>“I have the Apple watch that I use for running too. And the Fitbit.”; “I have an Apple watch but I hardly ever go running.”; “[I use] a watch...to track my steps.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of activity tracking apps</td>
<td>“I used to use the health app that [iPhone] comes with...See how much I’ve walked and stuff.”; “It’s called Lifesum...it tracks your calories for the day...I’ve seen some other people using and I was like, ‘that’s pretty cool.’”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason to use health apps or devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason to use health apps or devices</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive feedback</td>
<td>“All of those big numbers.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical training</td>
<td>“Like [if] I’m going to train...”; “[Using a wearable device] depends if I’m doing a sport.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>“I just liked the way it looked, the layout...when you go on there, they ask you a whole bunch of questions. And then they give you a certain amount of calories for your weight and your height and like your age. And then you put in what you eat throughout the day...And then it’s like a rainbow at the top. And it’s like a sunset at the top and then water—I don’t know. it’s just a cool setup, I guess.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reasons not to use health apps or devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons not to use health apps or devices</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure to workout</td>
<td>“Because it’s too much exercise...because I would want to get big numbers.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncool</td>
<td>“It’s sort of just inherently uncool to me.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of losing device</td>
<td>“I feel like I’d lose it.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discontinuation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discontinuation</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inconvenient/no new insight</td>
<td>“[Sleep app] I don’t like to have my phone by my bed because it lights up and stuff. It had to be like pretty close to you for it to track...I mean like it was [useful]. It told me if I was sleeping good or not. But I’m also a really good sleeper so it always was like deep sleep and I’m like okay.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not necessary</td>
<td>“I just didn’t feel the need to have it. It was something to do.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost interest</td>
<td>“Well, at first, I would read them because it would just pop up, but then after like I would read them and they would just keep popping up and I wouldn’t care and I would just swipe up. So, I was like oh I didn’t even read them. So, I deleted it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions of those who use cannabis</td>
<td>“Fitbit is like a preppy thing. It’s the kids that would be willingly spend $100 for something a phone app can do.”; “I’m just like oh my God, what a nerd. I just do not want to be associated with someone who is like, ‘Oh, I’ve got to get my steps in today.’”; “It’s a little obsessive to me.”; “At least they’re motivated.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mobile App Design Features

During the group discussion, the following topics were considered: (1) content, (2) usage, (3) duration, (4) contact, and (5) accessibility. Themes from each area were derived through coding of focus group transcripts and are summarized in the following tables. The most prominent themes among participants were rewards, privacy, self-monitoring, peer social support, and notifications.

Rewards

Participants discussed creating a reward system for cannabis use cessation (Table 3). Participants proposed a contingency system of incremental rewards for sustained abstinence. Monetary rewards, such as prepaid debit cards, gift cards, coupons, or discounts, were suggested by participants across groups. In addition, participants proposed in-app rewards, such as points, emojis, pictures, exclusive app features, and games, as an alternative to monetary prizes.
Table 3. Preferences and design recommendations for an mHealth app for cannabis cessation: reward system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rewards</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Types of reward</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-app rewards</td>
<td>“I don’t think it has to be anything special. You know how like on Snapchat you get the random trophies...No one really cares about them but it’s kind of like I check it. And I’m like oh what did I get? What have I done?”; “...funny pictures.”; “You get cooler stickers.”; “It’s like every time you say you ‘no’ [to using marijuana, you] get a coin...like a game...that you can customize.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift card/prepaid debit card</td>
<td>“Yeah, a gift card to Starbucks. Something that you can district you.”; “You can’t go to a [drug dealer] with a credit card.”; “[Gift cards for] Wal-Mart. Target. Regular shit.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>“Money...Ten bucks or fifteen. Twenty.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative activities</td>
<td>“I feel like with the app you guys should put in like events are happening around us. So it takes our mind off. You know, if we want to go somewhere else and do something it will take our mind off of wanting to smoke.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupons</td>
<td>“Maybe even tying in stuff from like Groupon where it gives you discounts to places.”; “I like how they did like coupons or I don’t know just something small.”; “Or a coupon for like iTunes or something.”; “…you can achieve a discount.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streak</td>
<td>“You should incorporate like the streaks to your app...Streaks make everyone want to have to do, and on Snapchat they have a little hourglass if you’re about to lose your streak. And once you see the hourglass, you’re like, oh you better snap them. It becomes really important.”; “[No marijuana use] then you just get a sticker or something or a streak to like whatever.”; “Streaks make everyone so much more into it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reward frequency</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingent reward for staying clean</td>
<td>“Depending on how many days you stay clean you get certain rewards. And if you report that you did smoke then it will deduct points or deduct rewards.”; “Send you a notification like hey, you’ve been clean for a week. This is what you get, this amount of points. And two weeks you can get like double the points.”; “It probably goes up every month...Every month you stay clean.”; “…if you say two weeks in the app that you’re clean and you haven’t smoked like you could get one...You should get rewarded.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency needed to stay motivated</td>
<td>“Once a week.”; “Every day.”; “I feel like a month is good.”; “Yeah, you guys could do one every week, a different one every week and you get a little bit every day.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Privacy**

Several issues were raised about the protection of users’ private information. Privacy considerations are presented in Table 4. Participants agreed that the app name and logo should be discrete to minimize the chance of parents or friends learning about their cannabis use. Password or passcode protection was another common recommendation.

Attitudes toward the use of location tracking in the app were divided. Supporters of location-based features liked the prospect of regional activity recommendations and a localized social support system. Dissenters argued that privacy was more important than local connection and they felt uncomfortable being monitored. A consensus was reached that the app should allow users to control location permissions.
Table 4. Preferences and design recommendations for an mHealth app for cannabis cessation: privacy features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Privacy</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connection to other social media accounts</td>
<td>“I definitely think it shouldn’t post [to] Facebook, ‘I haven’t smoked in two months!’”; “And a lot of the times, when you join an app they’re like find your friends on here. And they download your friends from your contacts. I don't think you should do that.”; “You definitely shzould be able to connect through Twitter, Facebook.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern about global positioning system (GPS) tracking</td>
<td>“It’s just weird to know that somebody could be tracking you wherever you are.”; “Yeah, you could be at like at a club and be like where the fuck are you at?...You work for the FBI or what?”; “I wouldn’t want the GPS for privacy reasons, you know. Some people are weird.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous user account</td>
<td>“Pick a user name...So, you wouldn’t have to use your actual name.”; “I think a user name would be the best. Just somehow it doesn’t track back to actually you, never knowing actually who it is.”; “Yeah, it has to totally be private because if a person sees you are on there and she’s like why is she on there, oh, they’ll tell people about what you’re doing.”; “I think user names, but there should be like one where if you want a person to know who you are, [you could].”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passcode/fingerprint access</td>
<td>“Like when you open your phone, you know, like how there’s a password, you can have a password for the app.”; “You can use your fingerprint to open it.”; “That would be kind of gnarly to put your fingerprint for something you want to stop smoking weed...More like a password. Something you remember like a four digit.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discreet app name and logo</td>
<td>“You’d want it to be kind of discreet because a lot of kids have their parents check their apps they download.”; “The logo on the app shouldn’t be a marijuana leaf...it should be a discreet logo if your parents look at your phone, they don’t just see, like—and the name shouldn’t be something like, ‘I’m quitting marijuana.’”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Self-Monitoring Cannabis Use

Participants suggested incorporating a feature for users to track their cannabis use. Various tools for collecting user information were proposed, including pop-up prompts and open-ended journal entries (Table 5). Personalized feedback in the form of text messages or graphic representations of cannabis use over time were presented as a way for users to view their progress.

A few group members voiced a need for abstinence verification. Solutions included in-person urine screening, remote drug tests, or providing an electronic testing device that directly attaches to the user’s smartphone.

Table 5. Preferences and design recommendations for an mHealth app for cannabis cessation: self-monitoring cannabis use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-monitoring</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracking marijuana use</td>
<td>“I think but the main goal is just to have progress, it’s just to know like you’re staying clean. So, I feel like it’s recording if you’ve done it and...like whenever you’re pressured and you said no, because those are skills to build.”; “I think if you did smoke one day it should ask you questions like how you felt differently than when you did.”; “Or even how often you wanted to smoke but didn’t...When it used to be like oh I wanted to smoke three times, but now I only wanted to smoke once. Like either way it’s progress.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journaling</td>
<td>“…you need to know how to...when to say no, and when is the right time to do something.”; “You have like a notepad, where you can write like this thing happened on this certain day and that’s why I did it...and what I could learn from that and what could I change for the next time something that could happen.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized feedback</td>
<td>“When you put the questions like how do you feel when you smoke? And they give you a response you could be like...or you could feel that way if you do this? Like I feel relaxed, like stressed out. And then you can be like ‘get a soccer ball and you’ll feel relaxed.’”; “Yeah, maybe put it in there so they could see like your ratio of in a month or like a year like how many times did you smoke? And if it’s affecting your health or anything.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifying abstinence</td>
<td>“Send in some stuff. You’ve got to send in some, I don’t know, some pee.”; “Or like at the end have a meeting with them.”; “Why not that little detector like the alcohol detector? You get the app and then they send it to you.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing outside professional resources</td>
<td>“Maybe the app could provide professional help...Like really, really good resources like therapists that they offer or something or that they know of around where they’re at.”; “You know how some apps have the help, you know, like if they really want help. You put that under like oh here’s some places that you can go to get help or something like that...A hotline.”; “If they don’t want to stop or something, that’s when the hotline could come in. And then you like offer that talk. And then you talk to the person. And then if you see no hope then you tell them to talk to somebody else. That’s when you offer the best help.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Peer Social Support**

Every group proposed a social network type of messaging to anonymously connect with other app users who were actively trying to stop cannabis use. There was overall approval for the inclusion of social contact with other app users, with precautions taken to protect anonymity and location disclosure. Participants felt that including a social component served as a means of peer encouragement and distraction when cravings arise. Social support features are described in Table 6.

**Notifications**

Participants expressed a desire to have control over the frequency and content of the app notifications (Table 7). The upper limit mentioned by group participants was 3 times a day, though most preferred no more than once a day. When speaking about other mobile app use, participants expressed annoyance with receiving too frequent notifications and subsequently ignoring or turning off all notifications from the app, or deleting the app.

### Table 6. Preferences and design recommendations for an mHealth app for cannabis cessation: peer social support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peer social support</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talking to other app users</td>
<td>“Being able to talk to someone else maybe. But create a user name and you don’t have to use your real name. That way if there’s two people who are trying to quit, they can get together and like text each other.”; “Part of the reason a lot of people don’t stop is because they have a certain group of friends that are doing it. So, if they met someone else who was trying to stop, they would be like oh let’s go do this instead of smoking with other friends. Create new friendships…Learn how to do other stuff with new people.”; “There should be a forum for everyone to be able to join in on. And then separately it’s like users, you can just click on them. And then if they have the option of being able to talk to other people because they want then okay, they should be able to.”; “I think it would be really good to talk anonymously to teenagers, like, about trying to quit…Or you can put you in like a random chat…”; “And maybe you can join, like, a group? Like, a group so if you don’t want to be with the others…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location-based chats</td>
<td>“I think it would actually be pretty cool if we have like location-wise, like, people around you, like in your city, it would even be pretty interesting to add to that.”; “Let’s just say San Diego has its own group chat and then there’s, like, L.A. and there’s, like, basically the big, major cities.”; “There should be a thing like these people are in your location type of thing like when you have your location on…like these people who are also using the app are around you.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7. Preferences and design recommendations for an mHealth app for cannabis cessation: notifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notifications</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notification delivery</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>“[…once a day would be the most frequent?] Or two times a day maybe.”; “Maybe three. When you wake up, before you go to sleep and the middle of the day.”; “I don’t think it should be like constant reminder of like you’ve been clean for this amount because that will keep you thinking of like still weed. So, it should have it probably once every couple of weeks. And then probably have other motivational things.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>“Like when you’re out partying or something like that. You know, you’re just in the moment of feeling good. Sometimes people smoke when they’re in the vibe too…Or maybe get more notifications at that point on.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User control</td>
<td>“There should be a setting where you can like say you can press I want to check my own notifications. Or I want notifications every two weeks or like every day. Something like that.”; “[You want control over the content of the notifications…] And how often you get them.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notification content</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminders of progress</td>
<td>“It would be kind of cool if every three or so days or if it got like a long time like every five like how many days you’re clean because it’s kind of like a reminder. Like okay I’m clean I can’t mess this up, I need to keep on this…it’s three days. Let’s get to five.”; “There should be two different types of reminders and one of them is just to motivate you not to. And then the other one is just check in for tonight and it reminds you at night.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User control</td>
<td>“I would want independent control…cause I would know I could change it if I wanted to.”; “They should also have the option of what kind of information the notification they’re giving out. So, for example, some people probably don’t…wouldn’t want for the app to be telling them how bad it is to smoke or something. But some others would find it more motivational too, for the app to tell you oh, this is bad for you because of this or whatever.”; “Maybe for inspirational…Maybe it could be designed into how you want it be. Because reminder quotes people will find irrelevant. So, when you’re getting an inspirational quote you can kind of design it to how you want it to be.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location-based notifications</td>
<td>“You’ll get a notification like oh there’s a concert happening in the park. Or like oh this museum is not charging today. Something like that. It all depends on where you’re at. So it’s around your surroundings.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal Findings

We queried adolescents who use cannabis about specific aspects of a mobile technology–based intervention, including content, duration, user interface, accessibility, support (peer and clinician), and current/past use of health behavior change apps, to inform development of a cannabis cessation intervention that would increase treatment engagement by youth in substance use treatment.

The two most common themes in intervention development that were expressed by participants were (1) monitoring reduction of cannabis use over time and (2) providing rewards for successful reduction and cessation. Adolescents indicated that integration of CM would be appealing. Previous research suggests that CM can improve effectiveness of substance use treatment for youth and increase engagement in treatment [33-36], including for youth with CUDs [37]. Surprisingly, participants in our study indicated that nonmonetary rewards would be the most rewarding; this included receiving emojis, similar to streaks in Snapchat, which many expressed would be motivating enough to maintain abstinence. Participants also indicated that being rewarded with Groupons for prosocial activities, such as movie theater or concert tickets, where one would be unable to use substances, would be appealing. Participants also expressed preference for receiving information and/or tickets for activities and events specific to their region, as well as rides to and from these activities and indicated that they would approve of integrating geolocation tracking services into the intervention to individualize rewards. Ironically, this is despite research showing that 46% of adolescents are likely to turn off or disable geolocation features associated with downloaded apps because of concerns of privacy [15]. The difference between our findings and those previously reported may be because of expectations of privacy starting at the point of download. For our purposes, there is an expectation that personal information would be collected to treat a disorder, whereas adolescents in the Pew Research study indicated downloading free apps for entertainment purposes where there is no expectation that personal information is needed to reach the desired outcome. Furthermore, adolescents may be more willing to share personal information, including location, when it results in a reward. Other studies have found that privacy and confidentiality were of less concern to high-risk adolescents if addressed at the beginning of a mHealth intervention [38].

Behavioral interventions for adolescent substance use treatment incorporate encouragement of prosocial activities to avoid substance use, with increased efficacy of intervention, if adolescents are able to increase engagement in these activities. The adolescents enrolled in this study also independently identified engagement in alternative, prosocial activities as a way to decrease use, and indicated updates to traditional thoughts about types of activities (eg, school-based sports or clubs) to technology-accessed activities specific to their lives and communities.

Privacy was an interesting theme that emerged in an isolated context, but also within discussion of other content areas. When asked directly about privacy and others’ potential to have access to participants’ data, knowledge of their involvement in the intervention, or location-based information available to researchers/clinicians for intervention delivery, participants almost uniformly had negative views. However, with regard to rewards and peer resources, participants voluntarily and spontaneously proposed offering personal information and inclusion of location-based services to gain psychosocial and other intangible rewards, as well as tangible rewards.

The theme of individualizing the app was also discussed in other domains. Individualization of mHealth interventions has been identified in previous studies as important to high-risk adolescents seeking treatment [38]. In our study, adolescents indicated their desire to individualize all aspects of the app, including the user interface, frequency, timing, tone and content of notifications and messages, and the level of clinician, peer, or text-based responsiveness to fluctuations in mood states and substance use. Dynamic interventions that address these factors are currently lacking from mHealth interventions, especially those tailored to youth. The majority of mHealth interventions for substance use and/or at-risk youth are static, text message–based interventions that do not address differences in baseline severity of substance use, psychiatric symptoms, and/or adapt to changes in these behaviors or symptoms over time.

Themes identified by adolescents who use cannabis, the target population for this app-based cannabis use intervention, are consistent with research suggesting that intervention efficacy may be increased by developing selective, highly specific interventions incorporating content that addresses risk factors in at-risk youth and are presented on interactive platforms [39].

Limitations

There are several limitations to this study. As we sampled adolescents who use cannabis from one city in Southern California, it was not representative of the broader adolescent population. In addition, we had a low number of racial and ethnic minorities in our sample, further limiting generalizability. With regard to uses of mobile technology, we did not query adolescents about alternate platforms for intervention other than an app delivered via smartphone. Although the literature shows that adolescents’ primary mode of mobile technology use are smartphones, we did not query participants about use or acceptability of other types of technologies. Finally, we did not query youth on general methods of access to the app, as the goal is to integrate this into extant treatment paradigms for users engaged in substance use treatment. Despite these limitations, the qualitative approach allowed us to further probe the complexities and context of components of intervention development to understand adolescent technology use, and motivations for appeal of component content, more in-depth.

Future Directions

This app, incorporating mobile CBT, is being developed as an adjunct to TAU for adolescent cannabis users aged between 13 and 18 years who have 9 to 12 weeks of substance use treatment remaining at the time of study entry (to ensure we enroll youth before TAU impacts substance use). Participants will be recruited from local adolescent substance use treatment clinics.

https://mhealth.jmir.org/2019/10/e13691
The youth clinics provide case management and individual and group counseling into two tracks, outpatient drug-free groups (meet daily, Monday-Friday for 1.5 hours after school) and day care habilitative groups (intensive daily, Monday-Friday, half-day program), with adjunctive family therapy, parent and youth support meetings, and aftercare counseling, as needed. Random urine toxicology is done to confirm abstinence. Youth are enrolled in treatment for 3 months, with 1 month added to treatment length for each positive urine toxicology screen. An active cohort (TAU+biosensor) will be matched by primary substance of use to a cohort receiving TAU alone (matched comparison cohort data collected through electronic medical record [EMR]/chart review) in an external control design. We will assess and compare groups on the primary outcome of point prevalence abstinence (total number throughout treatment and number of consecutive weeks) for primary substance of use (substance for which the youth meets criteria for SUD), and secondary outcome of point prevalence abstinence for total number of substances used. These outcomes will be collected for the TAU group by reviewing their medical records. Collecting primary outcome comparison data through EMR/chart review will provide us with an important opportunity to identify systems-related considerations of cross-database information sharing, privacy, confidentiality, and other issues that must be resolved before launching a larger-scale study, in which obtaining collateral EMR/chart data will be essential to supporting treatment outcomes research trials.

Conclusions

Adolescent cannabis use initiation is linked to negative long-term health effects [38,39], with likely greater impact because of rising delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol concentrations [40,41]. Technology-based substance use interventions appear promising in adult and college-aged populations, but few are adapted for youth, and none specifically targeted for adolescents with CUD. Behavioral interventions for adolescent cannabis use have demonstrated limited success, with high rates of relapse and loss of gains at follow-up [11,13]. mHealth interventions allow for examination of behaviors, ecological and mental states, environments, and social networks contributing to, and resulting from, adolescent substance use in real time, with near instantaneous response and intervention. Collectively, real-time data can shape targeted treatment around individual risk factors for problematic use. Furthermore, mHealth interventions have the potential to address current barriers to treatment, including cost, stigma, and access to providers with adequate training in utilizing/implementing behavioral interventions specifically targeting substance use, as well as increasing overall reach and scalability of interventions.

We have presented novel end user–informed data about the content, format, structure, privacy, and accessibility of an app-based substance use treatment for adolescents that may inform more successful interventions among this high-risk population. In this study, the sample of adolescents who use cannabis indicated a desire for an individualized app, with highly visual components consistent with apps that they already use and escalating rewards associated with individual progress. Furthermore, although response to use of geolocation services in the context of discussion of privacy was mixed, adolescents endorsed approval of sharing GPS information in the context of discussion pertaining to individualized rewards and connecting with peers. Identifying and developing intervention content on platforms highly utilized by target population, incorporating skill development (eg, saying no, coping with negative feeling, engagement in prosocial activities) via novel technological means, and integrating salient environmental rewards may increase intervention efficacy, and thus may improve substance use treatment outcomes. Further study of ethical and privacy implications of novel technological approaches are needed in this population. However, methods of ensuring that data are transmitted and stored in a manner that complies with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPAA) requirements are possible by ensuring that (1) all information from mobile to server will be via https/SSL (secure sockets layer), (2) stored data are encrypted and deleted when no longer required, (3) servers on the cloud are HIPAA compliant and regularly patched with security updates, stored in a secure facility, and (4) provision of a clear privacy policy and (5) strong passwords with expiration periods are mandated.
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Abstract

Background: Smoking is the leading cause of preventable death and disease, yet implementation of smoking cessation in inpatient settings is inconsistent. The Technology Inpatient Program for Smokers (TIPS) is an implementation program designed to reach smokers with a mobile health (mHealth) intervention using stakeholder-supported strategies.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of the TIPS implementation strategies on smoker-level engagement of the mHealth intervention during care transition.

Methods: We examined varying intensities (passive motivational posters only and posters + active nurse-led facilitation) of TIPS strategies on four hospital units located in two sites. Unit-level and smoker-level adoption was monitored during active implementation (30 weeks) and sustainability follow-up (30 weeks). Process measures reflecting the reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation, maintenance (RE-AIM) framework, stakeholder reported adaptations of strategies, and formative evaluation data were collected and analyzed.

Results: For our smoker-level reach, 103 smokers signed up for the mHealth intervention in-hospital, with minimal decline during sustainability follow-up. While posters + nurse facilitation did not lead to higher reach than posters alone during active implementation (27 vs 30 signed up), it did lead to higher engagement of smokers (85.2% vs 73.3% completion of the full 2-week intervention). TIPS strategy adoption and fidelity varied by unit, including adoption of motivational posters (range: weeks 1 and 5), fidelity of posters (0.4% to 16.2% of posters missing per unit weekly) and internal facilitation of nurse training sessions (average of 2 vs 7.5 by site). Variable maintenance costs of the program totaled US $6.63 (US $683.28/103) per smoker reached. Reported family-member facilitation of mHealth sign-up was an observation of unintended behavior.

Conclusions: TIPS is a feasible and low-cost implementation program that successfully engages smokers in an mHealth intervention and sustains engagement after discharge. Further testing of nurse facilitation and expanding reach to patient family and friends as an implementation strategy is needed.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14331) doi:10.2196/14331
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implementation strategy; telemedicine; mHealth, tobacco use cessation; care transition; patient transfer; smoking cessation; mobile health; smoking; tobacco

Introduction
Tobacco use is the primary preventable cause of death and disease in the United States [1]. Treating smoking-related illness costs $170 billion in direct medical costs and over $156 billion in lost productivity [1,2]. Furthermore, tobacco use is a major risk factor for many chronic illnesses that commonly result in hospitalization, such as cancer, heart and lung diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and diabetes [1]. Patients who resume smoking upon discharge are more likely to be rehospitalized [3]. Hospitalization is a unique period of forced abstinence, and this is an opportunity to engage smokers and motivate them to be smoke free as they transition home after discharge [1]. However, continual engagement with tobacco cessation support can be a challenge when transitioning away from the clinical setting.

Mobile technology allows for on-hand support and is often willingly ported by users. More than 9 out of 10 smokers in the United States own a mobile phone, and the majority of patients in the hospital setting can access text-enabled phones [4,5]. The application of mobile health (mHealth) technology has been recognized as an evidence-based approach to tobacco cessation since 2011 [6], yet programs to connect smokers with this technology have not been implemented in hospitals.

While tobacco cessation interventions have been effective [7], they are often challenging for hospitals to implement and sustain [8]. While intensive interventions involving nurse-administered toolkits have increased abstinence [9], they are difficult to integrate into hospital staff workflow, leaving a gap in dissemination across hospital settings. Further, these nurse-administered interventions infrequently engage smokers after discharge. Hospital managers across the United States report a perceived lack of action addressing tobacco use in the hospital setting [10]. Hospital staff members face numerous barriers to addressing patient tobacco use, including time constraints, inadequate support, and limited training in tobacco cessation counseling [11,12]. Hospitals need implementation programs designed to address these barriers [8].

We developed an implementation program called the Technology Inpatient Program for Smokers (TIPS) to support the use of an mHealth intervention designed to continue engaging smokers during transition into the outpatient setting [13]. TIPS is a low-cost program that lets managers and staff employ intuitive, theory-driven strategies to reach people using a technology-supported behavioral intervention. The TIPS program consists of multiple strategies: (1) motivating mHealth intervention use through a promotional poster campaign and (2) activating nursing staff to facilitate patient sign-up. The purpose of this study was to determine the adoption and fidelity of TIPS strategies by units and measure smokers’ engagement in the mHealth intervention.

Methods
Study Design
TIPS was evaluated at two sites using a phased implementation study design, with purposeful increases in intensity of implementation strategies. Each phase followed a standard operating procedure for all nursing units. The aims of our evaluation were to compare the following outcomes across phases:

- Implementation fidelity, adoption, cost, and nurse stakeholder experiences
- Impact of the implementation program on smoker engagement with the mHealth intervention

TIPS had three phases: two active implementation phases (15 weeks each) and one phase of sustainability monitoring (30 weeks). Clinical units received a different intensity of implementation strategies in the two active implementation phases (passive motivational posters only and posters + active nurse-led facilitation) to determine potential benefits of additional implementation strategies. We hypothesized that the active nurse-led inpatient strategy would result in higher postdischarge smoker engagement with the mHealth intervention compared with posters only. These two active 15-week phases were followed by a sustainability phase. To achieve our aims, we used mixed methods to determine the feasibility of the study design, implementation program, and patient engagement. These data were collected in preparation for a larger implementation trial. The study was approved by the University of Massachusetts Medical School institutional review board.

Implementation Framework
The implementation program design was guided by the Practical and Robust Implementation Science Model (PRISM) [14]. We selected PRISM out of many emerging implementation science theoretical frameworks because of its particular focus on challenges of evidence-based practice integration in the clinical setting and its integration of the diffusion of innovations theory to guide the uptake of technology-assisted interventions. PRISM guided our formative work and our effectiveness assessment using the reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation, and maintenance (RE-AIM) framework [15].

Setting and Sample
Four hospital units were recruited from two Northeast sites in the same network. We asked hospital leadership representatives to identify units containing high proportions of patients with chronic cardiac and pulmonary conditions. Since tobacco use heavily affects these prevalent conditions, the program could greatly benefit this population [16,17]. Nurse unit manager buy-in was obtained through meetings in which a nurse facilitator presented the program, assessed stakeholders’ organizational perspectives as outlined by the PRISM model [14], and constructed a plan for communication between the facilitator and stakeholders during implementation.
Effectiveness Data-Supported Intervention

The TIPS implementation program supports the use of the effectiveness data-supported mHealth technology intervention: the texting system. Over the course of two weeks, the system delivered motivational messages written by smokers for smokers, encouraging participants to abstain from smoking [18]. These messages were created using current clinical guidelines [19] and social cognitive theory [20] and evaluated in the outpatient setting through a Web-assisted tobacco intervention [13,21-23]. This outpatient evaluation, a multisite randomized controlled trial with 900 smokers, found that motivational messages increased 6-month smoking cessation outcomes (odds ratio 1.7; 95% CI 1.0-2.8) compared with controls [13]. For our study, messages not appropriate for use in the inpatient setting (ie, "take a walk outside") were removed from the message protocol.

Implementation Program

TIPS included 30 weeks of active implementation and 30 weeks of sustainability monitoring for a total 60-week duration (Figure 1). Stakeholders including leaders, managers, and staff participated in a formative assessment leading to the final design of the TIPS program [24]. Weekly contact with nurse managers allowed feedback collection. Shared decision-making for adaptations to program strategies were elicited and typically implemented the following week.

Poster Phase

Active implementation included two phases of varying intensities. An initial 15-week phase, the poster phase, reflected the lowest program. All clinical units received promotional posters for use at the discretion of nurse unit managers. Poster content was created using health belief model concepts [24,25]. Posters were designed to motivate smokers to sign up for the texting system using their mobile phones. Communications and material safety hospital boards approved the posters. Managers received an informational letter containing guideline-based instructions for secure posting and optimal placement and additional materials to hang posters as requested throughout the study.

Figure 1. Study flow diagram.
At the end of the poster phase (15 weeks), two training sessions for nurses on each unit were performed by external facilitators (nurse scientists with clinical nurse specialist certification) to explain the TIPS program to staff nurses. The nurse training sessions were adapted with permission from a previously evaluated nurse education session for tobacco cessation [26]. Through nurse stakeholder feedback, education sessions were shortened to less than 10 minutes and presented during existing staff training times. Thereafter, nurse unit managers continued to train their staff.

Enhanced Phase

A second 15-week phase, the enhanced phase, used additional strategies for nurse-driven facilitation of the texting system including a protocol for introducing mobile messages and cue cards with the protocol strategically placed on nurse-specific computer carts. The protocol was shortened to three steps for ease of implementation: (1) ask on admission if the patient is a smoker, (2) point to the poster and give the patient an invitation to sign up, and (3) document the patient’s decision in the electronic health record (EHR).

Sustainability Phase

In the 30-week sustainability phase, stakeholders were encouraged to contact the external facilitators to request supplies or communicate needs that arose. The promotional posters remained on patient room walls during the entire study.

Data Collection and Measures

Aim 1. Measures of Implementation Program Evaluation at the Unit and Nurse Level

Characteristics of units were collected from nurse unit managers; these included patient diagnoses and number of beds on the unit. We surveyed nurse unit managers’ perceptions of readiness using the Organizational Readiness for Change Assessment (ORCA) survey [27], measuring three core elements: quality of evidence, environment or context for implementation, and facilitation of the implementation process.

Implementation fidelity, an agents’ fidelity to the various elements of an intervention’s protocol, includes the consistency of delivery of program components [15]. Process evaluation measures were identified from a taxonomy developed by Proctor and colleagues [28] and from a nurse-driven tobacco cessation intervention in the hospital setting by Duffy and colleagues [26]. Poster display fidelity was assessed weekly during active implementation and once during and after the sustainability phase. Poster fidelity was defined as the rate of missing posters by unit at each time point. Key dates when nurse managers facilitated the adopted implementation strategies were recorded for each unit; this reflected other milestone-driven implementation evaluation models [29]. Measuring implementation processes also involves identifying various changes made to strategies [30]. All adaptations to the program based on weekly stakeholder feedback were recorded. Fixed costs and variable costs were summed from administrative documents using a micro-costing system and reported by phase [31]. Interviews with stakeholders identified associated costs beyond these.

Barriers to patient adoption of the mHealth program were collected before and after active implementation by survey of the nurse staff. The question posed to nurses was, “Do you think any of the below reasons could be a barrier to introducing mobile messages to patients?” Responses were a checklist of potential barriers from a previously developed questionnaire [32] and those identified during the formative assessment [24].

Formative evaluation data on the strategies and intervention from purposive samples of nurses were collected by qualitative interview. Interview guides were developed using questions from previous evaluations [32]. We gathered acceptability data, asking the extent to which they agreed with the statement, “I would recommend other health care professionals to introduce these text messages as well.”

Aim 2. Measures of Impact of the Implementation Program on Smoker Level Outcomes

Reach refers to “the absolute number, proportion, and representativeness of individuals who are willing to participate in a given initiative” [15]. This was reported as the absolute number of participants who signed up by week over the three phases as recorded in the mobile message system database. The number of smokers admitted to the units was measured during active implementation using EHR database reports designed for tobacco treatment specialist use; these listed current everyday and someday smokers by unit. To assist in examining reach by unit, the mobile message database captured date and content of received messages from smokers, such as self-reported location in the hospital.

Engagement has been used as a proximal measure for behavior change in previously tested digital behavior change interventions [33]. We measured daily engagement using the mobile message system database, with early disengagement of participants indicated by a response text message of “Stop.” In addition to our quantitative outcome, we conducted follow-up interviews with smokers. In parallel to the nurse interviews, guides were developed from previous evaluations [32]. Acceptability was ascertained by asking smokers about their level of agreement with the statement, “I would recommend these text messages for others” [34].

Statistical Analyses

Implementation Program Evaluation at the Unit and Nurse Level

ORCA scores were calculated using a validated procedure, with mean scores reported for each survey category [27]. Poster fidelity was calculated as the rate of missing posters on patient walls by unit (the number of posters missing on units divided by the number of beds on the unit) for each time point. The average poster fidelity was calculated per unit for each phase during active implementation and at one time point during and one time point after the sustainability phase.

Nurse Experience With the Program

Perceived and actual barriers to patient participation in the intervention were reported as the percentage of nurses identifying each potential or observed barrier. Participants in TIPS were invited to give feedback on the program at the end.
of the enhanced phase. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. Interviews were first analyzed using a rapid identification of themes using audio recordings procedure to ascertain feedback needing immediate attention or action [35]. After this, transcripts were analyzed using open-ended coding: researchers reviewed coding together and agreed on the final data display in table format.

Impact of the Implementation Program on Smoker Level Outcomes

The percentage of smokers reached during active implementation was determined by the percentage of smokers who signed up for the intervention out of all smokers admitted to the units during the study period. Data from implementation process measures were juxtaposed with the absolute reach data to identify explanations for variation in reach over time. Using self-reported location data, the reach of participants was also compared between units by phase. The percentages of participants who sent stop messages, reported locations, and replied to a request for feedback were reported. Qualitative analytic procedures for smoker interviews were the same as the nurse interviews. Statistical tests were calculated using STATA 12.1 (StataCorp LLC) and qualitative analyses using NVivo 11.4 (QSR International).

Results

Aim 1. Implementation Program Evaluation at the Unit and Nurse Level

Characteristics of Units

Four hospital units were identified by organizational nurse leaders (Multimedia Appendix 1, Section A). Organizational readiness scores were similar, with each unit scoring high on the ORCA evidence, context, and facilitation scales.

Implementation Fidelity and Adaptability

The length of time for each unit to adopt the posters varied (Multimedia Appendix 1, Section B). In the poster phase, units had an average of 9.6% of posters missing from their walls, with a wide variation between units (range 1.7% to 16.2%). The overall rate of posters missing dropped in the enhanced phase to 1.9%, with a smaller range of missing posters (0.4% to 5.5%) per week. In the sustainability phase, the majority of units (3/4) had a lower rate of missing posters than during the initial poster phase.

Two units hung the posters immediately in week 1, while the other units waited until week 3 and week 5. Stakeholders noted that competing unit priorities and lack of available personnel created barriers to adoption. Stakeholders decided education sessions were to be held during preexisting nurse staff huddles in a common work area on the units. Nurse managers independently facilitated education sessions for their staff nurses: units in one hospital site (units 2 and 4) independently facilitated 7 and 8 additional sessions each, and units in the other site (units 1 and 3) independently facilitated two each. Unexpected barriers to poster implementation arose, including rooms with contact precautions and wall painting. To overcome these barriers, nurse managers requested business cards containing the poster graphic; these cards were then inserted into standard informational packets given to patients upon admission. In the enhanced phase, manager feedback was integral in creating a visual cue, or cue card, reminding nurses to introduce the intervention and follow the 3-step protocol. Stakeholders identified a need for more nurse engagement beyond training (Multimedia Appendix 2). Tent cards to reiterate training (week 20), paper surveys to counteract low institutional email use (week 25), and feedback boards displaying the unit’s success in introducing the intervention to patients (week 28) were all placed in nurse break rooms. Nurse unit managers did not suggest further adaptations during the sustainability phase.

Totaling just US $2925 overall, this implementation program was very low cost (Multimedia Appendix 3). Even with potential time cost, stakeholders did not identify any additional costs related to the program or implementation beyond materials supplied to the unit. Initial fixed costs of laminated posters and affixation materials were more than three-quarters (US $2240, 76.6%) of the total cost; maintenance costs were negligible. After initial fixed costs were spent, the 60-week program cost US $6.63 (US $683.28/103) per smoker reached and US $8.33 per smoker engaged (US $683.28/82).

Nurse Experience With the Program

Nurse survey data, collected at baseline (just after training) and follow-up (at the end of active implementation), showed that nurses overestimated patient and technology barriers to smokers signing up for the intervention compared with nurse report at the end of the enhanced phase (Table 1). One barrier, patient motivation, was severely underestimated (anticipated: n=8, 26%; actual: n=17, 53%).

Program feedback is reported (Multimedia Appendix 4). The number of patients that nurses introduced the program to varied widely, from 1 to 20 people (median 3). Acceptability of the program was indicated, as nurses either strongly agreed or agreed that they would recommend the program to other health care professionals. A perception emerged that the program was a success.

I think that it went very well, that the staff were much more engaged than I thought they were gonna be and that it went really well. [Nurse manager]
Table 1. Perceived and actual barriers to patient reach by nurses in the enhanced phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers to patient reach&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Anticipated barriers at baseline (n=31), n (%)</th>
<th>Reported barriers at follow-up (n=32), n (%)</th>
<th>Percentage difference&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language barrier</td>
<td>15 (48)</td>
<td>5 (16)</td>
<td>−32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient cognition barrier</td>
<td>13 (42)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>−32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older age of patient</td>
<td>6 (19)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>−9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient on other substances and a barrier to interest in quitting tobacco</td>
<td>8 (26)</td>
<td>8 (25)</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology issues</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient does not have phone</td>
<td>10 (32)</td>
<td>5 (16)</td>
<td>−16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient concerned about charges for text messages</td>
<td>8 (26)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>−16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient does not text</td>
<td>6 (19)</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
<td>−6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient left phone at home</td>
<td>5 (16)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>−6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient not motivated to sign up</td>
<td>8 (26)</td>
<td>17 (53)</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Barriers are organized by largest differences in percentages by category.

<sup>b</sup>Percentage of barriers anticipated at baseline subtracted by the percentage of barriers reported at follow-up.

Figure 2. Reach of the Technology Inpatient Program for Smokers intervention by week and phase.

Aim 2. Impact of the Implementation Program on Smoker Level Outcomes

A total of 103 smokers signed up for the texting intervention over a 60-week period, with varying implementation strategy intensity in all 3 phases (Figure 2). During active implementation, 57 smokers signed up out of a potential 783 smokers admitted to the units (7.3% reach). In the initial poster phase, lasting 15 weeks, 30 smokers signed up. There were large fluctuations by week, and some of the fluctuations mirrored the times when nurse managers took action to facilitate the intervention. For example, during week 4, a unit refreshed their posters, and in week 5, another unit hung their posters for the first time, with a subsequent spike in reach of smokers following these events. In all, 7.1% (30/421) of patients identified as smokers in the EHR signed up for the program (30/328, 9.1% of everyday smokers).

During the nurse staff–facilitated 15-week enhanced phase, 27 smokers signed up. Several peaks in reach during weeks 21, 25, and 30 followed new implementation strategies. Consistent sign-up, with at least one smoker in 14 of the 15 weeks, improved upon the poster phase (11/15 weeks). A total of 7.5% (27/362) of patients identified as smokers in the EHR signed up for the program (27/285, 9.5% of everyday smokers). Throughout the 30-week sustainability phase, 46 smokers signed up, with sign-up steadily decreasing over time (weeks 31-45: mean 1.7, weeks 46-60: mean 1.3). Reach increased in weeks following the start of the New Year (week 34) and following staff interviews (week 38).
Reach of the technology by site was also examined. Analysis was performed with smokers who reported their location (46/103, 44.7%) and excluded several participants not on a hospital unit (3/103) or who were unsure what unit they were on (2/103), for a total of 39.8% (41/103) responses used (Figure 3). In the enhanced phase, one site (unit 1) accounted for over half (8/14, 57.1%) of smokers enrolled, whereas an alternate unit (unit 4) enrolled over half of smokers (6/11, 54.5%) in the first half of the sustainability phase as well (weeks 31-45).

Overall, 79.6% (82/103) of participants completed the full 2-week duration of the intervention (Table 2). Engagement increased from the poster phase (22/30, 73.3%) to the enhanced phase (23/27, 85.2%) when nurse facilitation was initiated. A similar pattern occurred for smoker response to two-way text questions. Responsiveness to patient location more than doubled from poster phase to enhanced phase (2.2, 59.3/26.7) and patient responsiveness to an inquiry for feedback almost quadrupled (3.9, 65.2/16.7). For all measures, engagement declined steadily in the sustainability phase but did not drop to initial poster phase levels.

In follow-up interviews with smokers, text messages were described as easy to read and understandable to all smokers (Multimedia Appendix 5). The majority of interviewed smokers reported that the program made them more serious about quitting. Two-thirds of smokers interviewed reduced their cigarette consumption considerably while using the mHealth intervention, with 2 smokers quitting entirely during and following intervention use. Two smokers were signed up by a family member, a patient was signed up by her sister, and a visitor was signed up by her significant other. The latter two both reported that their family member took the smoker’s phone and texted the number on the poster. Acceptability of the text messages was indicated as smokers strongly agreed or agreed that they would recommend the text messages to others.

**Figure 3.** Reach of the Technology Inpatient Program for Smokers intervention by unit and phase. Analysis included only participants who reported location (N=41). Missing responses due to no response (N=57), smokers not on a hospital unit (N=3), and smokers who were unsure what unit they were on (N=2) are assumed to be at random. Mean new smokers signed up for all units over all phases is 2.6 smokers, represented by a dashed line.

**Table 2.** Technology Inpatient Program for Smokers mHealth intervention engagement (main outcome) by smokers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase and total reach</th>
<th>Weeks</th>
<th>Smoker response to two-way text questions during 2-week mHealth intervention</th>
<th>Main outcome (smoker engagement in the mHealth intervention)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Responded with location, n (%)</td>
<td>Disengaged (did not complete full 2-week mHealth intervention), n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Responded to feedback inquiry, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Completed full 2-week mHealth intervention, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster (n=30)</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>8 (27)</td>
<td>22 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16-30</td>
<td>16 (59)</td>
<td>23 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability (n=26)</td>
<td>31-45</td>
<td>13 (50)</td>
<td>22 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability (n=20)</td>
<td>46-60</td>
<td>9 (45)</td>
<td>15 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (N=103)</td>
<td>N/A²</td>
<td>46 (45)</td>
<td>82 (80)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²Not applicable.
Discussion

Principal Findings

We successfully completed a two-site implementation of the TIPS program. This program was readily sustained over 60 weeks. To our knowledge, our mHealth intervention is the first Quit Smoking texting system to be offered to patients in hospital units for continued use after discharge. Our findings support the feasibility of engaging smokers to adopt a texting system during the forced abstinence of their inpatient stay. As a light-touch, low-maintenance implementation program, TIPS resulted in an average of 1.7 smokers engaged in the texting system every week. Unexpectedly, nurse-facilitated delivery of the intervention during the enhanced phase did not lead to an increase in the number of smokers adopting the text message intervention. However, as hypothesized, of the smokers who did adopt during this phase, the majority sustained 2-week engagement and at a higher rate than those who adopted during the poster phase.

Adoption of TIPS was sustained over time. While implementation fatigue is often a barrier to consistent evidence-based practice implementation in hospital settings [36], TIPS was well sustained. Organizational theory supports middle managers as key to staff engagement [37] and quality improvement integration within the hospital setting [38]. Managers were able to make changes on their floors through simple educational and maintenance processes. This approach was evidently well received by managers, who participated enthusiastically in new strategy creation, took ownership of hanging posters, and undertook externally implemented staff education. While managers reported the program engaged nurses more than other quality improvement initiatives, excitement about the program faded when new adaptations to strategies were not being implemented.

_I think they were pretty good about buying in, but it was kind of there was excitement, and then they lost it. There’d be an excitement again, and then they’d lose it, which if we had that magic wand to keep the excitement going, it’d be great._ [Nurse manager]

These findings suggest that continual reevaluation of implementation efforts and tailoring those efforts to the unique cultures and practices of different units is a key to sustainability.

Comparison With Prior Results

Over 60 weeks, a total of 103 smokers adopted the mHealth intervention. Implementation fidelity of posters in the patient rooms was a predictor of reach over time. While posters combined with health care staff training have been used in the implementation of evidence-based practices in hospitals in previous studies [39-43], the relationship between fidelity and reach has been largely unexamined. Our findings were consistent with an mHealth tobacco cessation intervention (iQuit) implemented outside of the hospital setting using an intensive recruitment strategy [44]. Still, a minority of smokers admitted to these units during active implementation, identified using the EHR, adopted the text messaging program. Accuracy of the records, exposure of patients who smoked to posters, and patients’ physical or cognitive ability to sign up while hospitalized are unknown using this low-intensity method. Nevertheless, a minority of the smokers who likely could have adopted did. Nurses reported twice the rate of nonmotivated smokers than anticipated.

_I think the challenge is getting people to actually want to sign up. But the actual sign-up process is pretty simple._ [Nurse]

While the hospital is a teachable moment for some smokers [45], others may need additional help getting motivated. Additional content for these motivational phase smokers should be created and tested.

Engagement with the behavioral intervention is a critical component in the efficacy of an intervention, ensuring smokers receive the full benefit of the 2-week intervention [46]. Overall engagement with text messages in TIPS was similar to prior studies, such as iQuit, where 81% of smokers completed an mHealth intervention [44]. TIPS improved upon longer duration studies in which 31.8% [47] and 45% [48] stopped messages early. Smokers may not have had a fully framed understanding of what the messaging entailed with poster-only facilitation, while nurse delivery allowed for clarification and use of behavior change techniques like persuasive argument, which may have led to stronger engagement with the messages [49]. In her behavior change technique taxonomy, Susan Mitchie and colleagues [49] identified core techniques across theoretical frameworks for behavior change, which include persuasive argument, health consequences, and action planning. Physicians and nurses have used these techniques in tobacco cessation interventions in the past, showing an increased likelihood for cessation [45,50]. We highlighted these techniques during short unit-level nurse training sessions for staff.

Prior work has shown that hospitalization is a teachable moment for families as well as patients, providing enhanced motivation to quit or to stimulate quitting attempts [51]. We similarly found the hospital setting to be a teachable moment for visitors of patients. A surprising finding during formative evaluation of smoker experiences was talking to family members of patients who assisted them in signing up or signed up themselves. Thus far, tobacco-using parents of newborns and hospitalized children are the only populations of family members who have been reached with tobacco cessation interventions in the hospital setting [52-54]. Engaging family members of hospitalized adults in tobacco cessation and considering the role of family or visitors as an avenue of reaching hospitalized smokers are gaps in current tobacco cessation interventions which our implementation strategy might be poised to surmount.

Limitations

There are limitations to our study. A single health system is not fully generalizable to other inpatient settings, although we did see success in units of diverse specialties, structures, and characteristics across two hospital sites. Six months of active implementation is short for staff practice change, yet nurse managers saw exceptionally high staff engagement during that time period. We collected limited smoker data in an effort to avoid burdening smokers and impeding reach. Anonymity may
have been a perceived benefit of mobile messages that helped drive participation. For smokers who disengaged early from the intervention, indicating they would like to stop receiving messages, we did not reach out to determine why. While numerous nurses did introduce the program to smokers, we did not ascertain how many smokers were successfully reached and engaged through posters alone versus posters plus nurse facilitation in the enhanced phase [55]. Process measures for nurse implementation, beyond a final count of smokers reached, may need to be developed further determine the pathway between strategy and smoker engagement.

Conclusions

TIPS is a low-intensity, sustained program engaging inpatient smokers. While our intervention reached a minority of admitted smokers, the results were comparable to intensive and costly intervention strategies in the outpatient setting [44]. As overall rates of smoking decline, smokers become increasingly challenging to reach and engage. Nurses reported that half of the smokers they approached were not motivated to quit, highlighting the necessity to infuse materials and nurse training with motivational phase-specific strategies. Interestingly, patient family members helped smokers adopt the intervention and even signed up themselves, suggesting an intriguing new public health strategy for using the hospital setting to teach visitors as well as patients. Smokers cluster in social networks, so interventions that can reach and engage both the patient and family may be an exciting innovation. Continued testing of strategies to sustain nurse engagement in facilitation of evidence-based interventions is needed. TIPS represents an innovative, low-cost, easily disseminated strategy for engaging nurses and reaching patients with behavior change interventions.
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Abstract

Background: Hundreds of thousands of mobile phone apps intended to improve health and fitness are available for download across platforms and operating systems; however, few have been designed with people with physical disabilities in mind, ignoring a large population that may benefit from an effective tool to increase physical activity.

Objective: This study represents the first phase in the development process of a fitness tracking app for people with physical disabilities interested in nontraditional sport. The aim of this research was to explore user preferences for content, appearance, and operational features of a proposed physical activity app for people with physical disabilities to inform the design of a mobile phone app for increasing physical activity.

Methods: Four focus groups were conducted with 15 adults with physical disabilities who currently participate in nontraditional, non-Paralympic sport. Data collected from the focus group sessions centered on content, functionality, and appearance of apps currently used by participants as well as preferences for a future app.

Results: Participants (mean age 35.7, SD 9.2 years) were mostly white (13/15, 87%), and all were currently participating in CrossFit and at least one other sport. Five main themes were identified. Themes included preferences for (1) workout-specific features that were tailored or searchable by disability, (2) user experience that was intuitive and accessible, (3) profile personalization options, (4) gamification features that allowed for competition with self and other users, and (5) social features that allowed increased interaction among users. Participants expressed a primary interest in having a fitness app that was designed for people with physical disabilities such that the features present in other fitness tracking apps were relevant to them and their community of adaptive athletes.

Conclusions: The results showed that features related to user experience, social engagement, and gamification are considered important to people with physical disabilities. Features highlighted by participants as most desired, from a consumer perspective, were in line with research identifying attributes of quality apps that use behavior change techniques to influence positive physical activity behavior change. Such insights should inform the development of any fitness app designed to integrate users with disabilities as a primary user base.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e15019) doi:10.2196/15019
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Introduction

Background
The physical, psychological, emotional, and economic benefits of participating in physical activity are well established. Regular, moderate-intensity physical activity has been shown to improve muscular and cardiorespiratory fitness as well as bone health and reduce the risk of chronic diseases such as hypertension, coronary heart disease, diabetes, various cancers, and depression. Physical activity plays a critical role in weight control, which has also been linked to the same chronic diseases [1-4]. Conversely, physical inactivity has been attributed to 6% of coronary heart disease, 7% of type 2 diabetes, 10% of breast cancer, and 10% of colon cancer incidence globally [5]. Research also suggests that even small increases in physical activity in the least active populations have a much larger impact on overall health than any increase in activity level in populations closer to achieving physical activity guidelines [5]. These findings provide a powerful rationale for interventions to increase physical activity.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention broadly defines disability in adults as a limitation to routine activities or the need for assistive devices. More than half of the adult US population with any disability is inactive—47% are completely sedentary and an additional 22% do not move enough to meet the physical activity guidelines [6], which is higher than the national sedentary estimate of 23.7% in the general population [7]. This study focuses on people with physical disabilities, that is, those individuals with permanent physical impairments that affect participation in physical activity and fitness. People with physical disabilities, on the whole, are more likely to report poor overall health, lower access to health care, and decreased physical activity [8] than those without disabilities. This population is at significantly greater risk of comorbidities associated with inactivity [9,10], with risk of disease increased regardless of disability type [7]. Scoping reviews of literature report the use of mobile health (mHealth) to improve physical activity in special populations [11,12], with 1 randomized controlled trial showing significant increases in physical activity over time in internet-based physical activity interventions with adults with multiple sclerosis [13]. However, the research for people with physical disabilities is limited. Expansion of electronic health (eHealth) approaches to increase physical activity should continue to be investigated for all people with physical disabilities, with a focus on mobile apps as the market continues to expand.

There are 380,000 mobile apps related to health and fitness, with over 78,000 added in 2017 alone [14]. mHealth apps focusing on physical activity tend to lack theory or evidence-based content and messaging, and few of the commercially available apps have been actively studied for their effectiveness to increase physical activity or intent to continue activity [15,16]. However, there is evidence that eHealth interventions (internet-based and native mobile apps) that target physical activity resulted in increases in users’ activity [17,18], and mobile physical activity app users are more likely to maintain behaviors than nonusers [19]. In addition, taking advantage of gamification features in mHealth apps resulted in improved user health and well-being [20].

Increased access to technology, specifically mobile apps, may be able to decrease prevalence of inactivity of users, including users with physical disabilities. Plow and Golding [21] found that the use of commercially available apps designed to promote self-management showed increases in planned physical activity in adults with musculoskeletal and neurological conditions. People with musculoskeletal conditions also adhered better to home therapy exercise routines and were more likely to increase function when prescribed programs were available on an app, compared with take-home paper instructions [22]. App use shows promise for people with physical disabilities, but apps are not generally designed specifically for these users, causing accessibility issues during use. Mobile devices’ small screens with little negative space make using the device difficult for people with visual impairments or dexterity issues [23]. Therefore, people with physical disabilities have to adapt to the app rather than have an app that is intuitive for them. Active people with physical disabilities understand the unique physical activity needs of people with physical disabilities and have the experience to inform design of an app that is more likely to meet their needs at various levels of physical activity participation.

Expanding Landscape of Adapted Sport
In the United States, traditional recreational sport competitions have had to make room for nontraditional activities, such as functional fitness, obstacle course racing (OCR), and strongman competitions. Marathons and shorter races have seen registrations on a slow decline after peak registrations in 2013 [24]. Meanwhile, there is a growth in participation in less traditional OCR. Events such as the Spartan and Tough Mudder report 5 million and 2 million participants, respectively [24]. CrossFit, another nontraditional sport, has risen globally for the last 10 years. By the beginning of 2019, there were approximately 15,500 registered affiliates worldwide [25].

Parasport activities, sports such as wheelchair basketball and track events that are represented in Paralympic competition, are promoted through local parasports clubs, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and a variety of adapted sport-based nonprofit organizations. In recent years, people with physical disabilities have increased their recreational participation in nontraditional sports and are being recognized by organizers as consumers of nontraditional sport. In 2018, Spartan introduced the first ever Para Spartan Heats. Adaptive athletes (also known as people with physical disabilities) in the Elite Para division competed for a grand prize of US $10,000, and the event was covered by the Entertainment and Sports Programming Network, a major sports-broadcasting network. Although anecdotal, the expansion and visibility of people with physical disabilities in large nontraditional sport events is indicative of the growing interest of the community. As interest continues to grow, so might the consumer market for physical activity apps for them. To maximize the potential for proposed apps to support behavior change, specifically sustained physical activity participation, the apps should be designed to meet the needs and desires of...
the target audience, the people with physical disabilities, and should use evidence-based design features.

**User-Centered Design**

From a commercial perspective, investment in design and development of an app is paramount because if a consumer is not engaged with the app, they will not return or recommend it to others. This also applies to mHealth—if the end user is not engaged, the intervention effectiveness is undermined [26]. Understanding the end-user requirements and the context of use increases a design’s success rate of usability and, ultimately, the engagement necessary for an mHealth intervention implementation [27]. Currently, however, commercial apps do not integrate health intervention best practices, and mHealth interventions do not include the end user in the design process, reducing the potential effectiveness of the app to create sustained behavior change [26].

Focus groups can be a valuable tool in the early stages of the user-centered design (UCD) process to better understand what users want in the app. For a new app with broad potential reach, the type and number of actual users may be unclear until launch. Therefore, defining primary user characteristics is necessarily an iterative process [28]. This study recruited currently active people with physical disabilities who had used a fitness tracking app at least once to understand the unique needs of people with physical disabilities and to begin to build a taxonomy of features for reference in future focus groups of people with physical disabilities who might be less familiar with fitness tracking apps.

**Objective**

The indication that mobile app use increases physical activity adherence and the growth of participation of people with physical disabilities in nontraditional sport emphasizes the potential for mobile fitness tracking apps, designed specifically for users with physical disabilities, across a wide variety of physical activities to influence positive health outcomes. This study represents the first phase of UCD data collection for the development of an app for people with physical disabilities. The aim of this study was to explore user preferences for content, appearance, and operational features for a physical activity app for people with physical disabilities. Findings from this study will be used to inform the initial design phase of the mobile app.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

To encourage interaction and generation of ideas related to a proposed fitness tracking app for people with physical disabilities, focus groups were chosen. Focus groups offer an opportunity for discussion, debate, and idea sharing that has the potential to draw out more nuanced preferences of app content and features [29]. A total of 4 focus groups comprising adults with physical disabilities who were active in nontraditional sport (eg, no Paralympic equivalent) were conducted in the south, west, and mid-Atlantic regions of the United States throughout the months of March and April 2018. Focus groups were conducted by an experienced facilitator and an observer note taker. The facilitator guide was reviewed by a professional focus group moderator who made suggestions to improve wording and flow of questions. Focus group sizes averaged 4 participants. Institutional review board approval for data collection with active consent was obtained in advance through the University of Maryland.

**Participants**

Adults, aged 18 to 54 years (mean age 35.7, SD 9.2 years), who had a self-reported physical disability and were currently engaged in nontraditional sport activities were recruited through Crossroads Adaptive Athletic Alliance’s network of fitness venues and via internet-based posting in closed Facebook groups built for adaptive athletes. A total of 15 people volunteered to participate. Participants were mostly white (n=13) and approximately half of all participants were female (n=9 female). Patients varied in mechanism of disability (n=8 acquired, n=6 congenital, n=1 both). The most prevalent nontraditional sport listed was CrossFit (n=15), and all participants engaged in at least one other sport. The demographic data, as collected on a questionnaire, for participants are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of focus group participants across 4 focus group sessions and 3 regions in the United States.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic characteristics</th>
<th>Focus groups participants (N=15), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race or ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>13 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Atlantic</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disability</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower extremity amputation</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral palsy</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal cord injury</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (eg, club foot and limb paralysis)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper extremity amputation</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual impairment</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanism</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current sport participation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrossFit</td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasport (ie, Paralympic equivalent available)</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic lifting</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodybuilding</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland games</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacle course racing</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sailing</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongman</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volleyball</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoga</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Procedures

Before the sessions began, participants were informed about the purpose of the groups, what they would be asked, the benefits and risks of participation, that participation was voluntary, and how their responses would be kept confidential. Participants signed and received a copy of the informed consent forms. Focus group sessions lasted approximately 2 hours and were audio recorded. Lunch was provided during the focus group sessions, but no other incentives were offered.

A semistructured guide was developed to frame the discussion. The session was designed to cover 4 broad topic areas. The first part of the session examined participants’ introduction to adapted sport. The second part explored current app use. Participants were asked to describe the apps they used most frequently and what features they liked most. The question was used to elicit features that appealed to participants, regardless of app purpose. All participants were current app users with the most common apps mentioned being games or social media. However, apps organically introduced by participants also included fitness tracking apps. Regardless of app type, preferred features that were mentioned by the participants were included in the final ranking activity. In the third phase of the focus groups, participants were provided screenshots from 2 mobile apps: Gateway to Gold, designed by US Paralympics as a fitness tracking and recruiting tool specifically for people with physical disabilities, and Beyond the Whiteboard, the official app of CrossFit to track workouts and connect a geographically disparate fitness community. None of the participants had used either app, although a few mentioned that they had heard of Beyond the Whiteboard. On the basis of images alone, participants provided feedback and described functionality assumptions. In the final phase of the focus groups, participants were asked to consider their own experiences and the session’s discussion to describe the features of an ideal fitness tracking app for people with physical disabilities. Some of the gamification and social interaction features participants described in this phase of the focus group were originally mentioned in the second phase of the focus group in which features of most frequently used apps were discussed. The end of each session included an activity in which app features mentioned by the participants throughout the session were displayed for participant review. Therefore, each focus group had a slightly different list of features to review. Table 2 lists these features such as offering broad disability selection options for user profiles. The participants independently rated priority features as must have, nice to have, or not needed. They were not required to vote on every feature.
Table 2. Focus group participants' identification and rankings of preferred features in a disability-specific workout app.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme and identified featuresa</th>
<th>“Must have”</th>
<th>“Nice to have”</th>
<th>“Not needed”</th>
<th>Total participants rating this feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profile</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad profile classifications of disability (vs more traditional narrow Paralympic classifications)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customizable profile (avatar, location, social media handles, etc)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcategories of disability category available for selection on profile page</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workout-specific</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed and strict movement standards for multiple disabilities for each posted workout</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Additional assistance needed”/modification options for workouts</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workout history (view by workout or calendar)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workout search function (by primary muscle group/body part or specific movement)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workout/training tips</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholistic tracking (nutrition, sleep, etc)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift percentages precalculated based on 1RM, 3RM, or 5RM in the benchmark section</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User experience</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links to an in-app resources page (grants for equipment and travel, used adapted sport gear, link to Parasports club pages, etc)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive functions and navigation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible with phone screen readers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User control of what others can see, privacy settings</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User video upload</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossary of terms</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation on landing page of who the app is for/who is allowed to join</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gamification features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaderboard sortable by location, disability, and gender</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal setting in app</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share PRs and workout comments in app</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-app prompts to move up a level or try a heavier weight (based on time since last attempt, comparison with others at the same level, or progress marked in other benchmarks)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels defined for each workout, with next level locked until previous one is completed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile badge for “level” achieved in app</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-app notifications (eg, PR, movement on leaderboard)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option to make scores public or private</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social/user interaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to network with and message other users</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share in-app successes on social media</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive reinforcement from other users (“like” score, post emoji)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compete with friends in app (eg, post own challenges)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to create workout groups with other users</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: a: 1 = “Must have” (rating 4 or 5 on 5-point scale); 2 = “Nice to have” (rating 3 or 4 on 5-point scale); 3 = “Not needed” (rating 1 or 2 on 5-point scale).
Participants mentioned the preference for customizable profile pages including video upload:

...the humor part of it, it's part of expression, personalizing it. That's another thing just being able to personalize something. I don't know that's the girly side of me, if I can make it pink, would I? Or whatever, you know, something to personalize it. Everybody wants it to be their own somehow. [Participant 2]

I know sometimes if you're posting videos of what you're doing it might inspire someone else to do that or you'll see it and say, oh I can do that, as opposed to reading it. It makes a different connection. [Participant 10]

Workout-Specific Features

Both comparison app screenshots showed a library of available workouts. In a proposed app that was designed for a wide variety of people with physical disabilities, participants were primarily concerned with understanding how to do a new workout or fitness movement contained in the library. They wanted workouts with links to short videos contained in an in-app library that demonstrated a movement with multiple adaptation options, clearly described standards for proper completion of movements (eg, a squat below the knee amputee would mean hips drop below parallel on each repetition) differentiated by broad classifications of athletes, and provided recommendations for modifying the movements if the given standards were too hard for the user. It was also important for the participants to be able to see a history of their workouts to quickly determine improvement and set new goals. The example most frequently given was when a workout was opened from the search page, the dates and scores of all previous attempts would be listed for the user who was logged in.

Participants mentioned the preference for in-app demonstration videos of a wide variety of movements and standards for a wide variety of disability categories (Rx: how a movement or workout is prescribed by the coach or fitness instructor; denotes the weight, movements, and number of repetitions in a workout; used by participants generally referring to workouts similar to CrossFit):

...what I mean by that is there's a difference between him and her. Right? And between me and you. So, what my thought is you could click on your ability level basically and it would have a video or something

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme and identified features</th>
<th>“Must have”</th>
<th>“Nice to have”</th>
<th>“Not needed”</th>
<th>Total participants rating this feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to look up other athletes</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to comment on workout descriptions</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync results to fitness tracker</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aThe numbers in each column reflect aggregated votes across all focus groups. Participants were asked to place colored stickers by features to represent must have, nice to have, and not needed app features but not required to vote on each feature. Some features received no stickers but remained on the table to indicate being mentioned during the focus group session.

bRM: repetition maximum, for example, 1RM is the maximum weight lifted by an individual for 1 repetition.

PR: personal record.
like that of how you do it. So, it wouldn't just have the one. You know what I'm saying? [Participant 6]

Or like a section with videos posted by the app, to show you how to do a movement, kind of like an instructional video from professionals instead. [Participant 10]

The exact thing that the Open does specifically. They have the different variations that give a video of the exact workout for the RX athlete. Then you have specific individual photos to show the scaled versions for whoever it is, whatever category and whatever person it is. [Participant 8]

User Experience

Participants spoke of the unique position many adaptive athletes find themselves in as the only person they know attempting sport and how that alone can be a barrier to participation. They recommended a resources page with links to adaptive sport event calendars, popular adaptive devices used in sport, and grant opportunities to enable participation. From a user experience perspective, participants noted the text-heavy nature of both Gateway to Gold and Beyond the Whiteboard apps. The amount of information on each screen was distracting, and they would prefer an app that is more visual and more intuitive. A participant complained:

It does have pretty small text. It's too busy. Too much information that I don't care. [Participant 2]

A positive feature noted by a participant with visual impairments was the large text in the buttons and use of contrasting colors in the Gateway to Gold app that made navigation easier for her than in other apps in which she had to rely solely on her screen reader.

The participants explained why a resource page was important to adaptive athletes:

Let's just say in my condition right now, I want to get into wheelchair basketball and if I'm watching other people on this app doing these things. If I'm going, “I know my wheelchair isn't that one; it can't do that;” again there's that resource. Click on this; its highlighted. This is where you get that type of resource. [Participant 2]

I know as a blind person I never really heard much about sports or inclusive sports. [Participant 11]

Gamification

Participants stated that in addition to tracking their own progress, they wanted the ability to compare their results with others, and more importantly, others similar to themselves. Several participants used FitBit, Wodify, and MyFitnessPal but were frustrated that wheelchair versus run options or 1-arm lifts were not available selections, making it impossible to compare themselves with others on the app. The most appealing option, therefore, was a leaderboard that would allow them to sort scores by disability type, adding competition with others like them to the app and making it unique from all other apps currently used. Participants wanted to be able to sort by disability and click on profiles of other athletes. Additional gamification features mentioned were related to scores in workouts such as personal record notifications that matched features they already used in other apps.

The participants expressed their opinions on the preferred use of an in-app leaderboard:

You compete against people who are, have around the same abilities as you, so it would be nice to see where you fall. I think to be able to toggle between a very specific category and then a really broad category. [Participant 10]

It's the competitive piece to see how you stack up against others. [Participant 7]

Social Features

Despite all participants having multiple social media accounts, participants did not prioritize the ability to connect to those accounts or enable cross-posting across apps. Features participants liked in other apps that they thought this app should integrate included the ability to post notes, graphics interchange format files, and images to other people’s accounts or feeds within the app and the ability to interact with each other concerning the workouts. They liked encouragement that a simple emoji on a workout score provided and believed that finding someone with a similar disability doing the same workouts might increase their motivation or performance over time.

Discussion

Principal Findings

The results of this study support the need for a physical activity app designed for and with people with physical disabilities. Focus group participants discussed and ranked a wide variety of features and content for a proposed physical activity app for people with physical disabilities. Greatest consensus among participants was achieved for features that would make this app unique to people with physical disabilities or offered mechanisms for goal setting and competition, such as clear and detailed movement examples and standards for a wide variety of disabilities, disability-specific modification or progression options for movements that are currently too difficult for the user, resources page unique to adaptive sport, and a sortable leaderboard that includes a filter for disability category.

The features listed as most desirable by participants mirror those found to, empirically, support behavior change. Scoping studies reveal that apps do not intentionally incorporate health behavior constructs [31] nor do they score well on instruments designed to evaluate inclusion of behavior change theory strategies [32]. Because apps on the market do not effectively integrate constructs or strategies of behavior change, consumers may need to use multiple fitness apps to affect behavior change [33]. The inclusion of behavior change techniques, derived from multiple theories and incorporated into a taxonomy for use [34], has been shown to improve the likelihood of change and the maintenance of the newly acquired behavior [33,35,36]. These focus groups, although not explicitly discussing theoretically
The most common and effective behavior change techniques are goal setting, behavior feedback, and behavior demonstration features [16, 36-38]. Focus group participants listed the ability to comment on other users’ workout results and workout videos, the ability to record and track progress, and the need for a wide variety of demonstration videos as priorities for their ideal fitness tracking app. They also commented frequently about the opportunity this app would give to be a part of a larger, connected adapted sport community and how that connectedness would offer a much wider set of examples for modifications to fitness movements based on disability, something that is not readily accessible to them now. Networkability—the degree to which the app supports a social networking function—has also shown increases in intention to continue using fitness tracking apps [39]. It is clear from the focus group discussions that people with physical disabilities believe a fitness tracking app designed for them would increase the sense of belonging, access to role modeling behavior either vicariously or through in-app interaction, and awareness of adaptive sport participation options.

Commercially available fitness apps incorporate gamification design principles to increase relatedness by integrating features that enable users to interact [40]. These same features—leaderboards and messaging and commenting on other users’ posts or successes—are among the features focus group participants most desired. The application of gamification in health and fitness apps suggests that it can lead to a wide variety of positive behavior change impacts [20]. Gamification, specifically the use of leaderboards, has also been shown to significantly influence physical activity participation [41]. Developers marketing to people with physical disabilities should combine behavior change, technical, and design features to encourage increases in physical activity [37]. It is important to take into account unique desires of people with physical disabilities in the design process. Fitness tracking apps for people with physical disabilities should include demonstrations and clear instructions on how to perform suggested movements based on impairment. The user interface for people with physical disabilities, especially those with visual and dexterity impairments, should include high-contrast views with minimal text and large buttons for navigating the app.

**Limitations**

This study used a nonrandom purposive sample, collecting data through a network of fitness venues associated with a single nonprofit organization. This recruitment method may have introduced a selection bias; individuals who agreed to participate were already active in nontraditional sport, so their app needs might be different from a person with a physical disability just becoming active. One example of this was the extensive discussion of peer support social features during the focus groups sessions but the low rating of those features in the final activity. For active people with physical disabilities, peer modeling and virtual social support may be less important to sustained physical activity, especially if such support is provided through their sport participation. This may be enhanced by participation in traditional parasport team activities by half of the participants. All participants were active in CrossFit in addition to other sports. The average CrossFit athlete is of high socioeconomic status, whereas the average person with a physical disability is of lower socioeconomic status, which may have influenced the preference of certain features or content. Although the participant group was more homogenous with respect to race/ethnicity, the sample represented people with a wide range of disabilities, sporting interests, and an equitable number of males and females. Only 4 focus groups were conducted; however, data saturation was reached by the fourth focus group, and findings represented a diverse set of participant preferences [42]. Despite saturation of suggested features, the heterogeneity of participant needs was clear in the rating of app features. Only 2 features were considered must have by more than half of the participants.

**Conclusions**

UCD considers the needs and preferences of the end user at all stages of development. This is particularly important for anyone developing an app for people with physical disabilities; unless you have the lived experience of accessing apps as a person with physical disabilities, designing for this group is challenging. Besides providing input for a more usable platform, the process of using UCD for apps intended for people with physical disabilities empowers an often marginalized population to contribute to their own health. The results showed that features related to user experience, social engagement, and gamification are considered important to people with physical disabilities. Though none of the apps used as examples by the participants integrated theory, the features they highlighted as most desired were in line with the research-identifying attributes of quality apps that used behavior change techniques to influence positive physical activity behavior change. Such insights should inform the development of any fitness app designed to integrate users with disabilities as a primary user base. The heterogeneity of preferences when asked to rate each feature indicates that future research is needed to understand how disability type and physical activity participation affect app feature and content preference of the people with physical disabilities.
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Abstract

Background: Many recent commercial devices aim at providing a practical way to measure energy expenditure. However, these devices are limited in accuracy.

Objective: This study aimed to build a model of energy consumption during walking applicable to a range of sloped surfaces, used in conjunction with a simple, wearable device.

Methods: We constructed a model of energy consumption during gradient walking by using arguments based in mechanics. We built a foot monitoring system that used pressure sensors on the foot insoles. We did experiments in which participants walked on a treadmill wearing the foot monitoring system, and indirect calorimetry was used for validation. We found the parameters of the model by fitting to the data.

Results: When walking at 1.5 m/s, we found that the model predicted a calorie consumption rate of 5.54 kcal/min for a woman with average height and weight and 6.89 kcal/min for an average man. With the obtained parameters, the model predicted the data with a root-mean-square deviation of 0.96 kcal/min and median percent error of 12.4%.

Conclusions: Our model was found to be an accurate predictor of energy consumption when walking on a range of slopes. The model uses few variables; thus, it can be used in conjunction with a convenient wearable device.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e12335) doi:10.2196/12335
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Introduction

Physical inactivity, despite its well-known health risks [1,2], continues to be a serious public health issue [3]. Recently, various wearable devices, including wristbands and mobile phones, have offered a way to track physical activity throughout the day. Such devices can be used in ambulatory conditions by individuals or in clinical settings to monitor patients’ physical activity.

Many of these devices use an accelerometer-based method to predict energy expenditure [4-6]. However, these methods are limited in precision [7]. A basic, common assumption used is that the calorie consumption rate is proportional to the walking velocity. A GPS tracker can then be used to measure the walking distance and then compute the total energy consumption. However, this method is limited in accuracy and may not be feasible indoors.
Literature Review

The energetics of human locomotion has been closely studied for decades. Early studies focused on energy expenditure during walking [8-12] and running [13-16], and made comparisons with the energy expenditures of other animals [17]. Most relevantly, studies on walking energetics found a proportional relationship between energy expenditure and the square of the velocity. These early studies showed that reasonable accuracy can be attained with simple relations, despite the complexity of the act of walking. More recently, detailed models of walking dynamics have been presented that examine more closely the mechanics of walking [18-24]. These biomechanical models aim to explain human gait patterns via energy minimization. Also studied have been movements of the arm [25,26] and the head and trunk [27], as well as gait patterns in special groups of interest [28,29]. Such models have also been used in the field of robotics in developing walking robots [30].

Previous studies were primarily of academic interest, although inexpensive commercial devices have recently been made available for personal or clinical use. Such devices offer noninvasive ways to measure daily caloric consumption, and they have been assessed by numerous validation studies in the literature [31-36]. The most common types of commercially available products include the wrist-worn accelerometer and devices based on heart rate monitors. Although these devices are good predictors of the number of steps and heart rate, accurate prediction of energy expenditure is yet to be achieved [37]. These validation studies test for various settings; however, they usually lack a discussion of the model or algorithm used in their predictions.

This study proposes a model of walking energetics applicable to a range of slopes. The model is based on a simple equation and uses data from a wearable device. The method uses a foot monitoring system that can sense footsteps, which allows for direct measurement of step frequency. We found that a high-accuracy model can be developed for a range of upward and downward slopes. The fact that it is based on a direct measurement of footsteps allows the device to be versatile and applicable to diverse walking situations. The ability to track expenditure while walking on sloped surfaces is helpful for sloped outdoor ground and also indoor use of stairs or sloped treadmills.

Methods

Experimental Procedure

For model development and validation, an experiment was devised in which 73 healthy participants (34 female, 39 male) walked on a treadmill. The participants had a mean age of 43.6 (SD 15.0) years, mean height of 168.3 (SD 10.5) cm, and mean weight of 68.1 (SD 12.1) kg. Participants were selected from healthy volunteers (age 20 to 60 years) who registered in the department of Sport Science, Pusan National University, Busan, Korea. We excluded participants who had cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, or neurological disorders to avoid any confounding factors or biases. The participants were asked to walk on a treadmill at various values of the incline angle, $\Theta$, and speed, $v$. Specifically, the angle was taken to be 0° (indicating no incline); 4°, 9°, and 14° (uphill); and -4°, -9°, and -14° (downhill). It was observed that calorie consumption took approximately 30 seconds to stabilize to a linear rate while walking. Each walking measurement lasted approximately 5 minutes to ensure a sufficiently long sample.

Calorie consumption was measured with a COSMED K4b2 portable gas analyzer system. This indirect calorimetry, based on the gas analyzer system, measures oxygen consumption, from which energy expenditure is computed. This method has been validated as an accurate measure through numerous comparative studies [38-40] and is used as a criterion measure in many validation studies [31-33,35-37]. The gas analyzer was worn during the treadmill experiment, and it recorded a time series of cumulative caloric consumption. To eliminate noise associated with the beginning and end of the experiment, we discarded data for the first 50 seconds and the final 10 seconds before computing the energy consumption rate. Then the basal metabolic rate [41] was subtracted to obtain the energy expenditure associated with walking, which is denoted by $P$.

Each participant also wore a foot monitoring system, consisting of shoe insoles equipped with eight pressure sensors. The insole used was a prototype developed by 3L Labs (Seoul, Korea), and provided to us for research purposes. A depiction of the foot monitoring system and the experimental setup is given in Figure 1. A Fitbit Surge, a wrist-worn accelerometer device, was also worn by each participant to compare the accuracy of its caloric consumption prediction. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Pusan National University, Busan, Korea. All participants provided written informed consent (PNU IRB/2015_33_HR).

A value of 0, 1, or 2 indicated the pressure on each of the pressure sensors and was recorded with a frequency of 10 Hz, which resulted in an array of 16 integers for each time step of 0.1 s. A snippet from example data is shown in Figure 2. From the pressure sensor data, we were able to extract the step frequency, $f$. We performed this by examining the sum of the pressure sensor values at each time step. An example is shown in Figure 3. Although it is natural to consider the foot to be off the ground when this sum is 0, this can result in erroneous results if one or more of the pressure sensors remain at a value above 0 throughout the entire step cycle, either due to a faulty sensor or residual pressure. We found that better accuracy was achieved when high and low thresholds were used. This was done by first assigning the on-ground status to the first-time step, and then sequentially assigning either the on-ground or off-ground status to each following time step. If the previous time step was on-ground and the pressure sum was below the lower threshold, we assigned the off-ground status to that time step; if the threshold was not crossed, the time step was left in on-ground status. If the previous status was off-ground, the on-ground status was assigned if the pressure sum was above the upper threshold, and the off-ground status was assigned otherwise. Threshold values between 1 and 10 were tested and compared with manually assigned steps. Lower and upper threshold values of 2 and 5, shown in Figure 3, were found to produce accurate results.
**Figure 1.** Illustration of the foot monitoring system (left) and a picture of a participant walking on an uphill treadmill wearing the K4b2 portable gas analyzer (right).

**Figure 2.** A sample of 4 seconds of raw data from the pressure sensors. The vertical position of each number in the array indicates the time, ordered from top to bottom at an increment of 0.1 seconds. Each column denotes a sensor, with left foot and right foot separated. The colored portions indicate when our algorithm decided the foot was off the ground.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left Sensors</th>
<th>Right Sensors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 1 0 1 2 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 1 0 0 2 1 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 2 0 0 1 2 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1 1 0 2 1 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>0 0 0 2 0 1 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>0 0 0 2 0 2 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 0 2 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 2 2 0 0 2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 1 1 0 1 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2</td>
<td>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$t$
Figure 3. Graph of total pressure from the left foot sole over an interval of 10 seconds obtained from the foot monitoring system from the same data as presented in Figure 2. The two dashed lines indicate the upper and lower thresholds used to calculate the step frequency.

After assigning a status to each time step, we counted the number of transitions from the on-ground to off-ground status and divided it by the time interval to obtain the frequency. As with the gas analyzer data, we omitted data for the first 50 s and the final 10 s. Only one shoe insole is required to calculate the step frequency; however, we used the average of both sides in this study.

Model

Our model was constructed from considering the energy changes involved in walking. Suppose a participant with body mass $M$ is walking with average speed $N_u$ on a surface inclined by $\Theta$ from the horizontal. The participant is swinging their legs with frequency $f$. The energy consumption rate, $\rho$, is given by equation 1 (Figure 4). Here positive and negative values of the slope, $\Theta$, of the walking surface correspond to walking uphill and downhill, respectively. $\rho_N$ and $\rho_U$ are rates of changes in the kinetic energy and in the potential energy, respectively, whereas coefficients $\gamma, \beta_1, \tau$, and $\rho_0$ are parameters to be determined empirically from the data. The energy change rates for $\rho_N$ and $\rho_U$ are given in equation 2 (Figure 4). In the following, we give an explanation of each term in consideration of energy.

Kinetic Energy Component

We first consider walking on a horizontal surface (i.e., $\Theta=0$). When walking on a treadmill, the upper body moves in a relatively constant velocity, with the moving legs supporting this movement. The legs swing back and forth relative to the upper body’s position, undergoing an acceleration-deceleration cycle. We postulated that the energy expenditure was proportional to the kinetic energy change of the legs. The work done on the legs during each walking cycle is given by equation 3 (Figure 4). Here $m$ is the mass of each leg, $V_0$ is the maximum speed of each leg’s center of mass, and the factor of 4 accounts for the two legs each undergoing acceleration and then deceleration. This differs from the assumption that the legs swing like a pendulum, in which case gravity would do the work.

Since we usually have no way to easily measure leg mass or leg velocity, we defined two ratios: (1) the ratio $\alpha$ of the leg mass, $m$, to the body mass, $M$; and (2) the ratio $\beta$ of the maximum velocity, $V_0$, of the leg to the average walking speed, $v$ (equation 4 in Figure 4).

This allowed us to rewrite equation 3 as $\gamma_0$, giving an expression for the work done per cycle. Assuming that the human body converts chemical energy into kinetic energy with efficiency $\eta_K$, the energy consumption rate due to the kinetic energy is given by equation 5 (Figure 4). In writing the right-hand side of equation 5, the measurable terms are grouped into $P_K$ as in equation 2, whereas the rest are grouped into dimensionless coefficient $\gamma$, given by equation 6.

Potential Energy Component

When walking on a horizontal surface perpendicular to the direction of gravity, there is no net change in potential energy. It changes when the subject is walking up or down a slope. We first considered upward inclines. When one walks up a slope of angle $\Theta$ at speed $v$ parallel to the surface, their potential energy, $U$, changes at a rate $\frac{dU}{dt}=P_U$, given by equation 2 (Figure 4). For simplicity, we further assumed that when walking up a slope, additional energy proportional to this term is required. Accordingly, the energy expenditure rate associated with the changing potential energy is given by $b_0P_U$, where $b_0$ is the inverse of the efficiency, $\eta_U$, (equation 7 in Figure 4) with which the body converts stored energy to potential energy.
Figure 4. List of equations of the model of energy expenditure during walking.

\[
P = \begin{cases} 
  \gamma P_K + b_0 P_U + P_0 & \text{if } \theta \geq 0 \\
  \gamma P_K + b_0 P_U + b_1 P_0^{-1} P_U^2 + P_0 & \text{if } \theta < 0 
\end{cases}
\]

(1)

\[
P_K = 2Mv^2 f,
\]

\[
P_U = Mg v \sin \theta
\]

(2)

\[
W = 4 \times \frac{1}{2} mv_0^2
\]

(3)

\[
\alpha \equiv \frac{m}{M}, \quad \beta \equiv \frac{v_0}{v}
\]

(4)

\[
\frac{1}{\eta_K} W f = 2\gamma Mv^2 f = \gamma P_K
\]

(5)

\[
\gamma \equiv \frac{\alpha \beta^2}{\eta_K}
\]

(6)

\[
b_0 = \frac{1}{\eta_U}
\]

(7)

\[
b_0 P_U + b_1 P_0^{-1} P_U^2
\]

(8)

\[
|P - P'|/P'
\]

(9)

\[
v \sim fh
\]

(10)

One might consider simply using the same formula for downhill inclines, in which case the term \(b_0 P_U = b_0 Mg v \sin \Theta\) becomes negative. This would imply that when walking downslope, the change in potential energy can be converted into kinetic energy, thereby subtracting from the total energy cost. However, this leads to a nonsensical result for higher slopes, as it can lead to negative energy consumption. When a downhill slope is steeper than a certain angle, the subject would need to exert a frictional force to prevent from falling forward or walking too fast. Therefore, \(b_0 P_U\) does not provide an adequate description of the energy expenditure in this case.

Figure 5 and 6 present scatterplots of the data in the three-dimensional space \((P_K, P_U, P)\) for women and men, respectively. This visualization shows that \(P\) first decreases then increases as \(P_U\) is decreased from zero. Such a parabolic shape indicates the presence of a quadratic term; thus, we added to \(P\) a term proportional to \(P_U^2\). The energy expenditure associated with potential energy in the case of downhill walking is given by equation 8 (Figure 4). The second term is multiplied by \(P_0^{-1}\) so that the coefficient \(b_1\) is kept dimensionless. In other words, \(b_1\) is the coefficient of the quadratic term in the case of downhill walking in units of \(P_0\). This leads to the full model, described by equation 1 (Figure 4).
Linear Regression

The preceding model described leaves parameters $\gamma, b_0, b_1,$ and $P_0$ to be determined. We obtained these parameters by first taking data for flat and uphill surfaces ($\Theta \geq 0$) and performing multiple linear regression through the use of the first equation in equation 1 (Figure 4) with $\gamma, b_0,$ and $P_0$ as fitting parameters. The adjusted $R^2$ value for the fits of both women and men was .83. Then $b_1$ was obtained via fitting the second equation of equation 1 (Figure 4) to flat and downslope data ($\Theta \leq 0$). During this secondary fit, $\gamma, b_0,$ and $P_0$ were set constant at the values obtained earlier.

Results

The full set of coefficients, obtained through linear regression, is given in Table 1. The dependency of $P$ on $P_K$ and $PU$ is represented by the surfaces in Figures 5 and 6. Due to the piecewise functional form of the model (equation 1 in Figure 4), the prediction plane has no curvature for $PU > 0$ but does in the region $PU < 0$.

Table 1. Coefficients for the full model reported with the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) on comparison with data. The values were obtained by two linear regressions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>0.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_0$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.591</td>
<td>1.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>1.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_0$</td>
<td>kcal/s</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD</td>
<td>kcal/s (kcal/min)</td>
<td>0.016 (0.96)</td>
<td>0.016 (0.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fit resulted in a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.96 kcal/min for both women and men. A boxplot of the percentage errors of all trials is given in Figure 7, in which the errors have been calculated according to equation 9 in Figure 4.

Here $P$ is the prediction by the method whereas $P'$ is the standard given by the gas analyzer. The median errors were 16.9% for women, 11.2% for men, and 12.4% for both groups. These errors are substantially lower than those found in a validation study for multiple commercial devices, which yielded median accuracies of 28.6% to 35.0% across devices for walking [37].

The predictions made by Fitbit Surge had an RMSD of 2.58 kcal/min (2.7 times that of the model) and a median percent error of 37.3% (3 times that of the model). However, this high error was mostly due to inaccuracies in sloped walking. When restricted to flat surfaces, the Fitbit Surge’s accuracy increased dramatically, whereas the model’s accuracy increased moderately. The Fitbit Surge’s RMSD on flat surfaces was 1.82 kcal/min (2.3 times that of the model, 0.79 kcal/min), and the median percent error was 18.4% (1.6 times that of the model, 11.2%). Distributions of percent errors are portrayed with boxplots in Figure 7.

Before discussing the implications of these results, we note that the variables $v$ and $f$ are not independent. If $l$ is the average length of a step, then $v = fl$. Assuming the approximate relation $h = l$, where $h$ is the subject’s height, we obtain $v \sim fh$ (equation 10 in Figure 4). This relation was observed in the data, as shown in Figure 8.

Equation 7 implies that $\eta_v=0.547$ for women and 0.596 for men. In principle, $\Upsilon$ depends on $\alpha, \beta$, and $\eta_h$. We assumed the average value of $\alpha=0.185$ for women and 0.165 for men, obtained from an anatomical reference [42], and that $\eta_h=\eta_v$. Taking these values and the fitting result for $\Upsilon$, we obtained from equation 6 (Figure 4) the ratio $\beta$ with values 1.47 for women and 1.36 for men. This difference in the average may reflect the difference in the average height between women and men. Specifically, equations 4 and 10 (Figure 4) imply $\beta=\nu_0/v \sim \nu_0/fh$. The ratio of the value of $\beta$ for women to that for men equaled 1.08, whereas the ratio of the average height of men to that of women equaled 1.11.

**Figure 7.** Boxplots of the percent errors of predictions made by the model and Fitbit Surge. Errors have been estimated via equation 9 in Figure 4.

**Figure 8.** Step frequency, $f$, multiplied by height, $h$, plotted against average walking speed, $v$. Least squares fit line $fh = 0.52v + 1.02$ (m/s) is also shown.
Discussion

Principal Results

We developed a model based on rates of change in kinetic and potential energies. In general, it predicts linear dependence of the energy consumption on these rates; in particular, it predicts quadratic dependence of the energy consumption on the potential energy change in the case of downhill walking. The method, used in conjunction with a foot monitoring system, predicts energy expenditure with an RMSD of 0.98 kcal/min and a median percent error of 12.4%, lower than those of wrist-worn commercial devices in predicting energy expenditure for walking. With one simple piecewise function, the model adequately predicts energy expenditure for walking in a wide range of the gradient.

Notice the differences in parameter values between women and men. The appreciable difference in the value of $b_i$ between men and women may result from the difference in walking posture; this is beyond the scope of this work and left for future study. In principle, the parameters are fit for each individual and should vary by subject. Thus, Table 1 presents average values of the coefficients within each gender. Even so, it is remarkable that a high degree of accuracy is observed.

Limitations

Although the model accounts for varying body mass and step frequency (cadence), this does not account for additional individual variations in parameter values due to walking gait and body dimensions. There may be ways to account for such variations without complicating the model. In addition, because the treadmill incline lies between 14° uphill and 14° downhill, we are not able to validate the model for more extreme slopes [43]. In addition, the method has not been tested and calibrated for outdoor walking or variable temperatures and altitudes. However, we believe that our pilot study provides a groundwork for follow-up studies under more ambulatory conditions.

Comparison With Prior Work

Prior studies have noted the strong correlations between $P$ and $v^2$ for level walking [10]. The authors have also similarly considered additional energy expenditure when walking uphill, attributing it to vertical lift work. In contrast, our study proposes a simple formula that predicts energy consumption reasonably well for horizontal, uphill, and downhill surfaces within a unified framework. In addition, Cotes and Meade [9] made use of individual measurements, including resting metabolic rate and leg length. Our model shows that high accuracy can be achieved via reasonable assumptions used in conjunction with a wearable, mobile device.

Other existing studies have studied energy expenditure during uphill and downhill walking [43,44]. The authors reported a minimum energy cost when walking 10° downhill, which is consistent with our results. These studies did not incorporate varying walking speed and body weight, and relied on regression analysis with those variables kept constant. Our study offers a simple formula that applies to various walking speeds and subjects, while also accounting for the surface gradient.

Our method fits separately for women and men. Prior validation studies have found differences in the accuracy of devices between the two genders. A comparative validation study found that gender was one of the strongest predictors for accuracy, with a rate significantly higher for men than for women [37]. Our results suggest that similar error rates for both genders can be achieved.

Conclusions

We have developed a model that predicts energy expenditure during walking on a gradient surface between 14° uphill and 14° downhill, with an RMSD of 0.98 kcal/min. The model has been used in conjunction with a wearable device, the foot monitoring system, which directly measures footsteps. Thus, it offers an accessible method of measuring energy expenditure in realistic walking settings, where gradient walking is common. Future work may test equation 1 (Figure 4) in a wider range of values in the $P_K - P_U$ space. Testing the method on outdoor walking is also desirable for further validation. Although not yet explored, the device could also be used in conjunction with other activity monitoring devices, such as wrist-worn ones, to produce more accurate measures of energy expenditure.
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Abstract

Background: The health care costs for reproductive care have substantially increased with the use of in vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment. The mobile health (mHealth) coaching program Smarter Pregnancy is an effective intervention to improve nutrition and lifestyle behaviors and pregnancy rates in (sub)fertile couples, including those who undergo IVF treatment. Therefore, we hypothesize that this mHealth program can also reduce health care costs associated with IVF treatment.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the mHealth coaching program Smarter Pregnancy and compare it to usual care in women of subfertile couples who start their first IVF cycle.

Methods: This model-based cost-effectiveness analysis was performed on data from couples undergoing IVF treatment at the Erasmus MC, University Medical Center Rotterdam. A decision tree model was used to assess the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of ongoing pregnancies and costs of use of the mHealth program as compared to usual care. A probabilistic sensitivity analysis was performed to consider the uncertainty surrounding the point estimates of the input parameters.

Results: Based on our model including 793 subfertile women undergoing IVF treatment, use of the mHealth program resulted in 86 additional pregnancies and saved €270,000 compared to usual care after two IVF cycles, with an ICER of –€3050 (95% CI –3960 to –540) per additional pregnancy. The largest cost saving was caused by the avoided IVF treatment costs. Sensitivity analyses showed that the mHealth program needs to increase the ongoing pregnancy rate by at least 51% after two IVF cycles for cost saving.

Conclusions: The mHealth coaching program Smarter Pregnancy is potentially cost saving for subfertile couples preceding their first IVF treatment. Implementation of this mHealth program in routine preconception care for subfertile couples should be seriously considered, given the relatively low costs and promising cost-effectiveness estimates.
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Introduction

Since the pioneer work of Edwards and Steptoe, in vitro fertilization (IVF) has become an indelible technology in modern era. Although the ongoing pregnancy rate after IVF treatment has tremendously increased [1], subfertility remains a worldwide problem affecting approximately 12% of couples of reproductive age [2]. In addition to the medical causes of subfertility, poor nutrition and lifestyle behaviors can impair fertility as well [3]. The mobile health (mHealth) coaching program Smarter Pregnancy [4,5] was developed to motivate (sub)fertile couples to adopt healthy nutrition and lifestyle behaviors. In a survey among (sub)fertile couples and a primary analysis of a randomized controlled trial (RCT) among couples with an IVF treatment indication, we showed that online coaching of...
participants resulted in significant improvements of their nutrition and lifestyle behaviors [6,7]. Moreover, our survey also showed that improvements in nutritional behavior lead to an increase in ongoing pregnancy rates in fertile and subfertile couples with and without IVF treatment [8]. The health care and societal costs of IVF treatment are substantial [9], and we believe that many costs can be saved when a healthy lifestyle is adopted. Here, we aim to assess the cost-effectiveness of the use of this mHealth program compared to usual care in subfertile women preceding their first IVF treatment.

Methods

Study Population

The data were derived from a modelled study population consisting of subfertile women undergoing their first IVF treatment at the Erasmus MC, University Medical Center Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The data of the RCT were used to model nutrition and lifestyle behaviors. In this RCT, participants were randomly assigned to the intervention or control group. Participants of the intervention group received the complete coaching program and were coached on a maximum of five nutrition and lifestyle behaviors: vegetable, fruit, and folic acid supplement intake, smoking, and alcohol consumption. Participants of the control group only received a diminished version of the program. At several time points, all participants were asked to fill out questionnaires about their nutrition and lifestyle behavior. In this way, change in behavior could be measured. Participants of the RCT started the program at a maximum of 2 months before start of their IVF treatment, and the program lasted for a period of 24 weeks (Figure 1). The study protocol and primary results of the RCT on the improvement of these behaviors have been published elsewhere [6,10]. In brief, participants in the intervention group showed a significantly larger improvement in inadequate behavior compared to the control group [6].

Figure 1. Overview of both the intervention and control groups during their enrollment in the Smarter Pregnancy randomized controlled trial. Adapted from van Dijk et al [xref ref-type="bibr" rid="19ref10">10</xref>]. SMS: short message service.

Model

A decision tree model was constructed using Microsoft Excel (version 2010; Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington) to assess the incremental ongoing pregnancies following the first IVF cycle and the costs of the mHealth program as compared to usual care (Figure 2). Ongoing pregnancy was defined as a vital pregnancy at 12 weeks of gestation. Women of subfertile couples who underwent their first IVF treatment in 2015 entered the model (n=793). A second IVF cycle was started if the first cycle did not result in an ongoing pregnancy. Pregnancy outcome following the second IVF cycle was the endpoint of the model. This short-term evaluation should therefore be considered a first indication of cost-effectiveness of the mHealth program.
Model Scenarios
The usual care scenario reflects usual IVF treatment in the Netherlands. We assumed that all women received an elective single embryo transfer and that pregnancy rates in usual care are 33% for the first IVF cycle and 23% for the second cycle [11]. We furthermore assumed that all women in the intervention scenario were offered the mHealth program (100% coverage). This program was not offered in the usual care scenario (0% coverage). The intervention adherence rate was set at 70%, based on RCT data in which 70% of participants in the intervention group completed the coaching [6].

Model Parameters
Analyses were performed from a health care and societal perspective. The health care perspective includes costs related to the mHealth program [12], all costs associated with IVF treatment (eg, laboratory and hospital costs), and other relevant health care costs (eg, general practitioner visits). The societal perspective includes all health care costs plus costs outside the health care sector (eg, costs due to absence at work). The model parameters, including their distributions and sources, are reported in Table 1. Ongoing pregnancy rates after the first and second IVF cycle for the Smarter Pregnancy scenario and the usual care scenario were based on our previous study in the same setting [8] and others [13]. A detailed description of the cost calculations has been provided by Fiddelers et al [9]. All costs were expressed in euros (€) for the reference year 2016 based on the Dutch price index [14].

Figure 2. Decision tree model. IVF: in vitro fertilization.
Table 1. Model input parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input parameter</th>
<th>Deterministic value</th>
<th>Probabilistic distribution</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IVF\textsuperscript{a} costs (per cycle), €</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hospital costs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormone stimulation - medication</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormone stimulation - hospital care</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovum pick-up</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embryo transfer</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other health care costs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General practitioner</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costs outside health care\textsuperscript{b}</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sick leave</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave of absence</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of leisure time</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of pocket expenditures</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal care</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Fiddelers et al [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention costs, €</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smarter Pregnancy program costs</td>
<td>61\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Luyendijk [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifestyle costs\textsuperscript{b}, €</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folic acid supplement use</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Luyendijk [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy nutrition</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Luyendijk [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>1,223</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Based on data from [15] and [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Based on data from [17] and [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pregnancy rates usual care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First IVF cycle</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Based on Wade et al [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second IVF cycle</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Based on Wade et al [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pregnancy rate intervention</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First IVF cycle - 65% increase</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Based on Twigt et al [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second IVF cycle - 65% increase</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Based on Twigt et al [8]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}IVF: in vitro fertilization.

\textsuperscript{b}Only included in the analysis from a societal perspective. We assumed that the participants who smoke use 10 cigarettes per day (average daily use of smokers in the Netherlands) and that alcohol consumers drink one alcoholic beverage per day.

\textsuperscript{c}Based on the annual tariff. This is considered to be an indication for the actual costs, which mainly consist of maintenance, insurance, overhead, and text messages.

**Cost-Effectiveness Analysis**

The primary effect outcome measure was expressed as the number of ongoing pregnancies after two IVF cycles. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) from health care and societal perspectives were calculated by dividing the difference in costs between the Smarter Pregnancy scenario and the usual care scenario by the difference in the number of ongoing pregnancies in both scenarios. The ICER represents the estimated costs of one additional ongoing pregnancy.

A probabilistic sensitivity analysis was performed to consider the uncertainty surrounding the point estimates of the model input parameters. Probabilistic distributions were assigned to the parameters (Table 1). Thereafter, 1000 model iterations were performed by drawing random values from the distributions.
assigned to the input parameters. We calculated the average costs and ongoing pregnancies by averaging these 1000 iterations. We performed deterministic sensitivity analyses to investigate the impact of changing several key parameters of the model: the coverage and adherence rate of the mHealth program and the chance of an ongoing pregnancy following the use of this program.

**Results**

Based on our model including 793 women, the mHealth scenario resulted in 369 pregnancies (47%; 95% CI 317-422) and the usual care scenario resulted in 283 pregnancies (36%; 95% CI 209-363) after two IVF cycles (Figure 1). The average health care costs for the mHealth and the usual care scenario were €6,008,500 (95% CI 5,671,000-6,505,000) and €6,214,800 (95% CI 5,839,500-6,730,300), respectively. The average societal costs for the mHealth and the usual care scenarios were €7,492,400 (95% CI 6,821,300-8,369,400) and €7,762,400 (95% CI 7,008,500-8,716,800), respectively (Figure 3). The ICERs from health care and societal perspectives per additional ongoing pregnancy equaled €2250 (95% CI –3030 to –760) and €3050 (95% CI –3960 to –540), respectively. Figure 4 shows that almost all ICERs are located in the southeast quadrant of the cost-effectiveness plane, indicating that the use of the mHealth program is cost saving.

The sensitivity analyses (Table 2) showed that the mHealth program is cost saving, on an average, but the uncertainty surrounding the ICERs increases when the intervention is less effective due to a lower compliance and ongoing pregnancy rate. For example, use of the mHealth program should increase the ongoing pregnancy rate by at least 51% for it to be cost saving compared to usual care when a 70% adherence rate is assumed. Otherwise, given an increased pregnancy rate of 65%, the compliance to Smarter Pregnancy should be at least 49% for it to remain cost saving.

**Figure 3.** Costs and effects (ongoing pregnancy rate) of the mobile health coaching program Smarter Pregnancy (intervention) and usual care, categorized as per health care and societal perspectives.
Figure 4. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios generated by 1000 model simulations, categorized as per health care and societal perspectives.

Table 2. Results of the sensitivity analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Mean number of incremental pregnancies</th>
<th>Mean incremental societal costs, €</th>
<th>Mean ICER\textsuperscript{a} societal perspective (95%CI), €</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main analysis\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>−270,000</td>
<td>−3050 (−3960 to −540)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity analyses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85% intervention compliance</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>−340,200</td>
<td>−3210 (−3960 to −1630)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55% intervention compliance</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>−192,000</td>
<td>−2840 (−3920 to −120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45% increase in pregnancy rate (0.477)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>−186,300</td>
<td>−3070 (−5610 to 1620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% increase in pregnancy rate (0.411)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>−98,300</td>
<td>−2300 (−9610 to 9520)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70% intervention coverage</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>−187,600</td>
<td>−2840 (−3930 to −540)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85% intervention coverage</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>−227,400</td>
<td>−2830 (−3900 to −710)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst-case scenario\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>−37,300</td>
<td>−1270 (−20,900 to 13,200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best-case scenario\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>−408,900</td>
<td>−3600 (−3900 to −1850)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.

\textsuperscript{b}100% intervention coverage, 70% intervention compliance, 65% increase in pregnancy rate.

\textsuperscript{c}70% intervention coverage, 55% intervention compliance, 25% increase in pregnancy rate.

\textsuperscript{d}100% intervention coverage, 100% intervention compliance, 65% increase in pregnancy rate.
Discussion

Principal Findings

This model-based study, determining the estimates of available data, showed that the use of the mHealth program would result in 86 additional pregnancies and a reduction of €270,000 compared to usual care after two IVF cycles, resulting in an ICER of €3050 per additional ongoing pregnancy. Sensitivity analyses showed that the use of this mHealth program is cost saving when the ongoing pregnancy rate increases to at least 51% after two cycles of single embryo-transfer IVF treatment.

Strengths and Limitations

A strength of our model is the combined use of evidence-based data of the population, clinical effectiveness, compliance, and costs to support decision making. Although model parameters would ideally be based on meta-analyses or larger datasets, these were unavailable. Since the Smarter Pregnancy RCT is ongoing, assumptions regarding ongoing pregnancy rates had to be made based on our previous data. In economic evaluations, a time horizon that is long enough to capture all relevant costs and effects is preferred [19]. Our study was limited to two IVF cycles, which may be relatively short. However, as the endpoint of our study was to assess the incremental ongoing pregnancy rate, other costs and long-term reproductive and health outcomes were not considered.

We evaluated single embryo transfers only, because in the Netherlands, this is the most common IVF strategy. Therefore, costs and ongoing pregnancy rates of other IVF strategies will be different [13].

Comparison With Prior Work

Several studies have investigated the effectiveness of nutrition and lifestyle interventions preceding fertility treatment. However, most of these studies focus on specific patient groups such as obese or anovulatory women [20,21]. In accordance with our findings, the study by Van Oers et al [22] showed that lifestyle intervention preceding fertility treatment was cost-effective in terms of achieving an ongoing pregnancy within 24 months.

The difference in average societal costs and health care costs was relatively small, indicating that the addition of the non-healthcare costs had no substantial impact on the ICER. Because nutrition and lifestyle interventions in preconception care have relatively low additional budget impact, we expect that the chance that the mHealth program is not cost-effective would be low [23].

Conclusions

Our results show that the mHealth coaching program Smarter Pregnancy is potentially cost saving for subfertile couples preceding their first IVF treatment. Although our results are promising, our model requires further validation based on actual data on ongoing pregnancy rates from the Smarter Pregnancy RCT in order to establish the relative cost-effectiveness of the mHealth program with greater certainty. Implementation of this mHealth program in routine preconception care of subfertile couples should be seriously considered, given the relatively low intervention costs and promising cost-effectiveness estimates.
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Abstract

Background: It is well reported that tracking physical activity can lead to sustained exercise routines, which can decrease disease risk. However, most stop using trackers within a couple months of initial use. The reasons people stop using activity trackers can be varied and personal. Understanding the reasons for discontinued use could lead to greater acceptance of tracking and more regular exercise engagement.

Objective: The aim of this study was to determine the individualistic reasons for nonengagement with activity trackers.

Methods: Overweight and obese participants (n=30) were enrolled and allowed to choose an activity tracker of their choice to use for 9 weeks. Questionnaires were administered at the beginning and end of the study to collect data on their technology use, as well as social, physiological, and psychological attributes that may influence tracker use. Closeout interviews were also conducted to further identify individual influencers and attributes. In addition, daily steps were collected from the activity tracker.

Results: The results of the study indicate that participants typically valued the knowledge of their activity level the activity tracker provided, but it was not a sufficient motivator to overcome personal barriers to maintain or increase exercise engagement. Participants identified as extrinsically motivated were more influenced by wearing an activity tracker than those who were intrinsically motivated. During the study, participants who reported either owning multiple technology devices or knowing someone who used multiple devices were more likely to remain engaged with their activity tracker.

Conclusions: This study lays the foundation for developing a smart app that could promote individual engagement with activity trackers.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e11603) doi:10.2196/11603
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Introduction

Background

Despite the well-recognized benefits of physical activity, millions of people are physically inactive, and the prevalence of physical inactivity is increasing, placing people at a greater risk for obesity and many other cardio metabolic disorders [1,2]. In 2016, physical inactivity was reported as the fourth leading cause of mortality [3]. Yet, as we age, we spend more time physically inactive. It is estimated that Americans aged 20 to 29 years spend 55% of their time inactive, whereas those aged 70 to 79 years spend 67% of their time inactive [4]. Currently, there is much research into methods to not only increase physical activity but also forge sustainable physical activity patterns. Technology plays an important and promising role in personal activity tracking. Wearable activity trackers have been championed as powerful personalized health management tools because of their “low cost, wide reach, and apparent effectiveness,” and the commercial market for such devices is large and expanding [5,6]. In 2013, 1 out of every 5 US adults surveyed reported using “some form of technology to track their health data,” including medical devices, mobile phone apps, or Web-based tools [7]. Individual consumers and health care providers recognize the potential benefits of wearable activity trackers, which may be used to monitor many health indicators, including diet, physical activity, and sleep [8]. In addition, activity trackers can be beneficial in aiding with chronic disease management by promoting behavioral health changes encouraged by health care providers, such as increasing physical activity [5]. It has been reported that the use of technology to monitor physical activity was associated with higher levels of activity [8]. However, the potential benefits derived from the use of activity trackers are challenged by the limited and transient adoption of these devices, which requires sustained use to achieve their intended effect [8]. Although it has been well documented that most users lose interest in using trackers not long after purchase, specific reasons for this remain to be deciphered [9]. Currently, little is known about the factors associated with the adoption and sustained use of activity trackers or the barriers that limit the effectiveness of these devices in people’s efforts to increase physical activity and improve health. Perceived barriers to physical activity have been previously studied, and it has been demonstrated that motivational factors are associated with physical activity level [1]. Lack of time, fatigue, and a dislike for exercise are some of the barriers that reflect a lack of motivation to engage in physical activity [1]. If the characteristics and patterns that lead to a person becoming disengaged with his or her tracker are also better understood, interventions may be created to maintain engagement. However, little is known about when a person may disengage with his or her tracker and what personal characteristics may be influencing that decision.

Objective

Therefore, purpose of this study was to understand reasons for engagement and disengagement associated with the use of activity trackers in an overweight population. We chose an overweight population as our first use case, as the benefits of maintaining or even increasing physical activity in this population have been well established, whereas sustaining interventions are lacking [10-12].

Methods

Study Design

This was a 9-week, nonrandomized pilot study designed to explore activity tracker engagement patterns to guide and inform future work into the development of a predictive algorithm to facilitate user engagement with trackers.

Study Population and Setting

Participants (n=30) aged 18 years and older, with a body mass index of 25 kg/m² or greater, were recruited from a Massachusetts General Hospital clinic. After screening into and consenting to the study, participants were directed to the study website (wellocracystudy.org), where they were asked to read through information regarding the study and types of activity trackers available to use for the 9-week study and keep after study completion. Participants could choose from the following FitBit activity trackers: Charge, Flex, One, or Zip. After choosing a device, study staff assisted with setup as necessary.

Data Collection

Participants were asked to wear the activity tracker continuously during the 9-week study period. The first week was used as a run-in period to determine the participant’s baseline average daily steps. A step goal was then set at 10% above this average. Each participant’s step goal was unique to the participant on the basis of the participant’s activity during week 1. Participants were sent a short message service text message to change their step goal to this amount for the remaining 8 weeks. During the 8 weeks, minimal contact was made by study staff with participants so that their habits of using the activity tracker could be assessed. Study staff would download the data weekly from the FitBit application programming interface. If it was found that no data were being collected from the activity tracker, study staff reached out to the participant and attempted to provide support on pairing the device and uploading data in the FitBit app. If a participant indicated not using the device, reasons for nonuse and engagement were documented and explored in depth with a trained staff member. After the study, participants completed a closeout survey either on the Web or in paper format and underwent a phone interview with a neuropsychologist to gather information about their experiences during the study, which was transcribed for analysis. Baseline and closeout questionnaires included questions about their thoughts about and perceived barriers to exercise and activity—Behavioral Regulation in Exercise Questionnaire (BREQ-2) [13] and Barriers to Being Active (BBA) [14], Prochaska’s Stage of Change [15], and general health questions (Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System, PROMIS Global-10) [16]. As episodes of severe depression can impact physical activity in ways beyond the scope of this intervention, all participants underwent a screening—Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-8) [17]. In addition, technology use, ownership, and demographic data were collected at baseline only. The BREQ-2 is designed to gauge the extent to which people’s reasons for exercise are internalized and
self-determined on the basis of the following categories: amotivation, external, introjected, identified, intrinsic. The BBA assesses whether participants gauge certain categories as reasons for inactivity, including energy, willpower, time, and resources. For each category, a score of 5 or greater would indicate that category as a substantial barrier to a person’s ability to exercise. The PROMIS Global-10 is a 10-item survey that seeks to assess health care–related quality of life along 2 metrics, physical and mental health for all participants, and it was administered at enrollment and closeout. The PHQ-8 is a brief survey of a person’s depression status, whereas Prochaska’s Stage of Change assesses a person’s state for changing current habits and behaviors. In addition to the survey questions, participants were asked to complete a poststudy phone interview with trained staff. Although the questions were open ended in general, the main purpose of these interviews was to decipher more specific reasons for how participants engaged with their activity tracker during the study period. These interviews were recorded and transcribed. Each interview lasted between 30 and 45 min in length.

Data Analysis
For analysis, participants were divided into 3 a posteriori “engagement groups” on the basis of the percent of days they met their step goal. Step data were collected and analyzed to determine average number of steps, amount of time participants wore their device, and the percent of days a person met his or her step goal. Each participant’s step goal was determined by taking the participant’s average number of steps from Week 1 and adding 10% to this number. A weekly average of steps per day was then calculated for each participant. Questionnaires were scored according to their standard practice. In instances where 1 of the questionnaires was skipped, values from the enrollment questionnaire were carried over for analysis purposes. These instances are indicated in the descriptions below. Qualitative data from closeout interviews were analyzed by trained staff in qualitative analysis who conducted a thematic analysis of the transcribed interviews for key patterns to the motives and barriers to using activity trackers. Means and SDs were used for continuous variables. Categorical variable percentages were calculated as percent of group total.

Results
At the beginning of the study, a total of 30 participants were enrolled. Among them, 21 participants completed both enrollment and closeout procedures as part of the study. The remaining 9 participants were lost to follow-up. Baseline characteristics of all enrolled participants (n=30) are summarized in Table 1.

Overall, the participant distribution comprised 60% female, 70% white, 47% employed, and 60% individuals with at least some education post-high school. As the distribution of engagement groups was skewed—Shapiro–Wilks P value ≤.01; median (Q1, Q3)=37.3% (26.2%, 51.3%); range=0%-83.7%. Groups were defined by quartile: the bottom 2 quartiles= “Low engagement,” the third quartile=“Medium engagement,” and the upper quartile=“High engagement.” Patients lost to follow-up were classified as “Nonengaged,” as they were not engaged enough with the tracker to complete the 9-week study. Nonengaged participants were included in the study analysis to try to determine initial characteristics that may be identified before the study to keep similar future participants engaged during a follow-up study. Though Fisher Exact test revealed a statistical significance among engagement groups for Marital Status (P=.01), engagement groups were statistically similar on all other demographic variables. All but 3 participants chose to use the FitBit Charge model. A person in the high and medium groups used the FitBit One, whereas a person in the nonengaged group used the FitBit Zip.

Over the 8 weeks of data collection, the number of participants who met their weekly step goals was low. Overall, less than 50% of participants met their step goal each week (Table 2). The number of days participants met their step goal over the study period ranged from 3 days to 38 days, with an average of 20.2. As there seemed to be a range in participants meeting their step goal, and we wanted to determine facilitators or barriers to meeting this goal, the Engagement Level categories described above were used to look for patterns and characteristics that could be used to profile how and why participants engaged in certain manners. Of the 30 participants enrolled, 28 completed the enrollment questionnaire, and 21 complete the closeout questionnaire. The patient Enrollment and Closeout Questionnaire results are summarized below.
Table 1. Participant demographics (N=30).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>48.96 (9.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male), n (%)</td>
<td>9 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index at enrollment, mean (SD)</td>
<td>32.48 (4.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>21 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonwhite</td>
<td>9 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>8 (26.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced/separated</td>
<td>8 (26.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single (never married)</td>
<td>8 (26.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with partner</td>
<td>3 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>1 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>2 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 years or completed high school or General Education Diploma</td>
<td>5 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>5 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate</td>
<td>9 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posthigh school</td>
<td>2 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>2 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>3 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>4 (13.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed/self employed</td>
<td>15 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled</td>
<td>5 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>5 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>1 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>3 (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Percent of participants meeting their step goal (based on week 1 data), by week, over the course of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Patients who met goal (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Friends and Family Who Track
During enrollment, participants were asked if they knew anyone who used trackers. We found that participants with friends or family who used trackers were more engaged over the course of the study. Though not significant ($P=.09$), less engaged participants were less likely than those who continued engagement to have friends or family members with trackers: 50% to 80% of those who continued in the study have friends, family, or both who track, whereas the same can be said for only 14% of the nonengaged.

Technology Ownership
Participants were asked whether they owned particular items of technology, such as a desktop computer, a laptop computer, or a tablet. Nonengaged participants were more likely to own only 1 device, whereas other engagement levels were more likely to own 2 or more devices (Figure 1, $P=.18$).

Stage of Change: Enrollment and Closeout
At enrollment, there were no differences in Stage of Change observed between groups (Figure 2, $P=.67$). At closeout (see Figure 3), there was a significant difference in Stage of Change between the groups ($P=.04$).
Figure 3. Stage of Change at closeout, by engagement level.

Patient Health Questionnaire-8: Enrollment and Closeout

There was no difference in PHQ-8 scores at enrollment (non=8±5.7, low=4.5±3.6, medium=5.2±5, and high=8.2±8) or closeout (low=6±5.3, medium=6.4±2.9, and high 6±6.4). Though not significant, the High-Engagement group saw a decrease in PHQ score (P=.36), whereas the low- and medium-Engagement groups both saw a slight increase (P=.39 and P=.50, respectively). Total scores of 10 or greater are indicative of depression, whereas scores of 20 or greater are indicative of severe depression. At enrollment, there were 5 participants who met the score for depression (non=2, low=1, medium=1, and high=2), whereas at closeout, there were 4 participants who did not (low=2, medium=1, high=1).

Behavioral Regulation in Exercise Questionnaire

Table 3 presents the percentage of each group who had each degree of self-determination as its highest BREQ category score at Enrollment and Closeout. Although most patients had “identified” or “intrinsic” as their highest score, no group had “amotivation” or “external” as its highest score. Overall, the averages for less self-determined categories (Amotivation, External) increased, whereas the averages for more self-determined categories (Identified, Intrinsic) decreased from enrollment to closeout.

Table 3. Highest Behavioral Regulation in Exercise Questionnaire-2 Category score by group at enrollment and closeout (percentage of group).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Enrollment classification</th>
<th>Closeout classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tied, %</td>
<td>Introspection, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aNot applicable.

Barriers to Being Active

At enrollment, lack of willpower was the highest average category score for all 4 engagement groups, as well as the most frequent barrier (Figure 4). At closeout, lack of willpower still had the highest average category for the low- and medium-engagement groups, whereas the high-engagement group showed a decrease in this score, with lack of resources having the highest average. A similar pattern is seen with regards to percentage of each group for whom lack of willpower is a barrier (Figure 5).

Between groups at enrollment (ENR), lack of time was the only significantly different category among engagement groups (Table 4; P=.03). However, this difference did not remain at closeout (CLS). Within groups, there were no significant differences for any group or category, and most remained similar for each category, with the exception of lack of energy for the low engagement group and lack of time and willpower for the high-engagement group. Between and within groups P values are presented in Table 5 below.
Figure 4. Percent of group for whom category is a barrier, by engagement level at enrollment. ENR: enrollment; Grp: group.
Figure 5. Percent of group for whom category is a barrier, by engagement level at closeout. CLS: closeout. Grp: group.
Table 4. P values for between (B) and within (W) group differences, by group, category, and time point (enrollment vs closeout).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Enrollment (B)</th>
<th>Closeout (B)</th>
<th>Low (W)</th>
<th>Medium (W)</th>
<th>High (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time</td>
<td>.03&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social barriers</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of energy</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of willpower</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of injury</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of skill</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Italic indicates significance.

Table 5. P values for between (B) and within (W) group differences, by group, category, and time point (enrollment vs closeout): category scores. Italics denote significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Enrollment (B)</th>
<th>Closeout (B)</th>
<th>Low (W)</th>
<th>Medium (W)</th>
<th>High (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time</td>
<td>.43&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.40&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.18&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social barriers</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of energy</td>
<td>.47&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of willpower</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of injury</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of skill</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Kruskal-Wallis test.
<sup>b</sup> Mann Whitney U test.
<sup>c</sup> Paired t test.
<sup>d</sup> One-way analysis of variance.

For category scores, between and within group comparisons (Table 5) show the groups to be similar across categories and timepoints, with the exception of between groups scores for lack of resources at closeout.

General Perceived Health

Scores from the PROMIS Global-10 are reported in Table 6. Scores are presented for Physical (Global Physical Health, GPH) and Mental (Global Mental Health) health scores. The participants in the high-engagement group were the only participants in whom an increase in GPH was observed from enrollment to closeout (P=.04)

Closeout interviews were conducted on 15 participants. From these interviews, common themes that helped and hindered tracker use were compiled. Common influencers to high or low tracker use included participant’s health status, pain level, weather, emotional state, and daily agenda/routine. Other barriers to use included a preference for more sedentary activities, insufficient space to exercise, and difficulty starting a new routine. Motivators that helped participants increase their activity were categorized as either extrinsic or intrinsic. Extrinsic motivators included personal/internal goals (lose weight, improve health and energy level) and externally imposed goals (tracker goal and rewards, social comparison), whereas the largest intrinsic motivator reported was an enjoyment of being active. From the closeout interviews, 4 criteria were identified to more likely trigger a change in activity level and routine. These included the following: (1) a routine that allowed for exercise without significant barriers, (2) an extrinsic motivator to pursue an activity, (3) a clear and specific personal activity goal, and (4) an extrinsic accountability mechanism (personal trainer, workout buddy, and activity tracker).
Discussion

To our knowledge, this is one of the first studies to take an in-depth look at the reasons participants choose to engage with activity trackers and work to develop attributes that can be identified to better predict a person’s engagement. In general, we were able to determine that those who reported owning more devices were more likely to be engaged with their activity tracker than those with less technology ownership. In addition, those who reported knowing someone who used a tracker were also more likely to remain engaged with their activity tracker. Both of these findings would point to a need for participants to feel a level of comfort with either using the device or having support to help them with the device as a method of increasing engagement. The findings may also point to a need for very simple activity trackers to be able to reach a wider range of people. If there is a low technology barrier for a person to overcome, the person may not need as much experience or support to sustain use. Ease of use was a reason for choosing the FitBit platform for this study, and it has been noted in other studies as well [18]. These reasons can be added to previous reports, which indicate that former users of activity trackers indicated learning all they could, and former users specified trackers not helping them achieve goals as reasons for disengaging from their tracker [19]. A common theme we heard from participants at closeout was a benefit of receiving an actual device. As an extension to this study, we plan to develop a compensation at additional timepoints to attain a more complete set. As an extension to this study, we plan to develop a machine learning–based app to encourage tracker users to stay engaged with exercise. We will look to include questions to elucidate the type of information that could assist in determining methods for keeping participants engaged dependent on whether they are driven by more intrinsic versus extrinsic motivators. This study had a few limitations. Target enrollment was low, and all participants were recruited from the same lab, which may limit the generalizability of the study. In addition, a larger sample population may have resulted in more significant results. Socioeconomic status (SES) was not collected from participants; helped keep the goal of increasing activity at the top of participants’ minds, but for most, the tracker was not a sufficient motivator to overcome personal barriers and achieve a significant increase in activity (change in routine). During closeout interviews, we were able to separate participants by those who seemed to be motivated by extrinsic versus intrinsic motivators. We found that those who expressed an extrinsic motivator to pursue an activity were more influenced by wearing their activity tracker, whereas those intrinsically motivated to pursue an activity were less likely to express being affected by tracker goals. These participants showed more commitment to making changes to their routine and increasing their activity level, albeit small changes. The fourth poignant point was if the participant did not already have another trigger of activity, such as working with a trainer or other personal fitness/activity goal that worked for the participant, the tracker was more likely to trigger a change in activity level for the participant. Although not explored during this study, previous research has indicated that if a person is not meeting his or her activity goals, the use of a tracker can be discouraging [21]. It would be interesting to pursue this in a follow-up study to determine if a combination of how people are motivated and the feedback they receive on achieving their goals affects overall engagement with trackers. Although this study was short, 9 of the 30 enrolled participants dropped out before the end of the study period. We hypothesize that as participants were given the activity tracker in the beginning of the study and were permitted to keep the device, participants were not as motivated to remain in the study and complete closeout surveys without further recompense. We have modified further phases of this study to deliver compensation at additional timepoints to attain a more complete data set. As an extension to this study, we plan to develop a machine learning–based app to encourage tracker users to stay engaged with exercise. We will look to include questions to elucidate the type of information that could assist in determining methods for keeping participants engaged dependent on whether they are driven by more intrinsic versus extrinsic motivators. This study had a few limitations. Target enrollment was low, and all participants were recruited from the same lab, which may limit the generalizability of the study. In addition, a larger sample population may have resulted in more significant results. Socioeconomic status (SES) was not collected from participants; engaged, at least for a certain amount of time. If we are able to manipulate this self-awareness, it may be another useful tool for keeping participants engaged, at least for a certain amount of time. However, from this study and previous studies, there also seems to be a need for continuation of learning to sustain use [19,20].

However, methods of how this information can be used still need investigation. In addition, it is important to balance the self-awareness of activity with perceived barriers that the participant may experience. Although using the activity tracker

Table 6. Global Physical Health/Gl...
however, education, which can affect SES, was used as a proxy with no difference between engagement group and education reported. Finally, participants choosing to be in this study may also be more likely to engage with a FitBit tracker compared with those not choosing to participate in the study. Overall, as part of this study, we were able to gain many insights into why overweight participants may or may not engage with their activity tracker. This information will be used to create an algorithm to better sustain engagement with activity trackers.
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Abstract

Background: Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HCT), also referred to as blood and marrow transplantation (BMT), is a high-risk, but potentially curative therapy for a number of cancer and noncancer conditions. BMT Roadmap (Roadmap 1.0) is a mobile health app that was developed as a family caregiver–facing tool to provide informational needs about the health status of patients undergoing inpatient HCT.

Objective: This study explored the views and perceptions of family caregivers of patients undergoing HCT and their input regarding further technology development and expansion of BMT Roadmap into the outpatient setting (referred to as Roadmap 2.0).

Methods: Semistructured qualitative interviews were conducted among 24 family caregivers. Questions were developed from existing literature coupled with prior in-depth observations and interviews in hospital-based settings to explore the study objectives. Participants were recruited during routine outpatient clinic appointments of HCT patients, and all interviews were conducted in the participants’ homes, the setting in which Roadmap 2.0 is intended for use. A thematic analysis was performed using a consistent set of codes derived from our prior research. New emerging codes were also included, and the coding structure was refined with iterative cycles of coding and data collection.

Results: Four major themes emerged through our qualitative analysis: (1) stress related to balancing caregiving duties; (2) learning and adapting to new routines (resilience); (3) balancing one’s own needs with the patient’s needs (insight); and (4) benefits of caregiving. When caregivers were further probed about their views on engagement with positive activity interventions (ie, pleasant activities that promote positive emotions and well-being such as expressing gratitude or engaging in activities that promote positive thoughts, emotions, and behaviors), they preferred a “menu” of positive activities to help support caregiver health and well-being.

Conclusions: This study involved family caregivers as participants in the development of new components for Roadmap 2.0. Our research provided a further understanding of the many priorities that hematopoietic stem cell transplant family caregivers face while maintaining balance in their lives. Their schedules can often be unpredictable, even more so once the patient is...
discharged from the hospital. Our findings suggest that expanding Roadmap 2.0 into the outpatient setting may provide critical caregiver support and that HCT caregivers are interested in and willing to engage in positive activities that may enhance well-being and attenuate the stress associated with caregiving.

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/resprot.4918

(Keywords) caregivers; allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplant; home interviews; user experience; mobile health apps

Introduction

Family Caregivers in the Clinical Context of Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation

Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, also commonly referred to as blood and marrow transplantation (BMT), is a high-risk, but potentially curative therapy for a number of cancer and noncancer conditions [1]. Given the high-risk associated with this treatment modality, patients require a dedicated family (or friend) caregiver who is available full time (24/7) for at least the first 100 days after the transplant [2]. The caregiver must receive medical training on catheter line care, intravenous and oral medication management, identification of signs and symptoms of infection or other posttransplant complications, and management of care and activities of daily living. Significant levels of anxiety and distress are experienced by caregivers during the peritransplant period (ie, pretransplant and immediately following discharge from the hospital for the hematopoietic stem cell transplant procedure) [3]. The stress and demands of caregiving for HCT patients may be further heightened if patients and caregivers are required to relocate to be closer to the hospital. This burden is associated with a significant decline in emotional, physical, and social functioning of the caregiver [4-7]. The reciprocal relationship between patient and caregiver emotional distress strongly supports the need to promote caregiver health and well-being [8].

Need for Novel Caregiver-Based Interventions

Receiving education on patient illness has been identified as an approach for reducing stress and anxiety [9,10]. Complex medical tasks are initially performed by a professional nurse in the hospital setting, with responsibility for these tasks transferred to the caregiver to perform at home. Accordingly, the caregiver needs education about the diagnosis and prognosis of the patient (knowledge), training in medical care (skills), and information about available resources to achieve patient and caregiver-centered care [11], which may protect the caregiver from harm by increasing their health and well-being [12]. Thus, novel interventions that provide caregiver support are urgently needed [13].

Mobile Health Technology: BMT Roadmap

BMT Roadmap (Roadmap 1.0) was developed as a caregiver-facing mobile health app to provide information, education, and skills building to meet informational needs during the inpatient transplant process (Multimedia Appendix 1) [14-19]. Screenshots of the app are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2. Patients, caregivers, and health care providers actively participated in iterative cycles of user-centered design, development, and testing, which has been shown to be crucial for the correct use and adoption [20]. To date, >100 HCT caregivers and patients have consented and enrolled in institutional review board–approved studies to assess the feasibility of implementing Roadmap 1.0 during the inpatient setting [21]. Patient-reported outcomes were collected at baseline, discharge, and day 100 in a pre- and poststudy design.

Roadmap 1.0 was designed as a multicomponent app that included the following modules: an overview of the criteria needed for discharge along with training for self-management, which was required for discharge (eg, videos of central line care); real-time laboratory results graphed so that visual trends could be tracked longitudinally across time; personalized medication lists with common indications, dosing and schedule, and side effects; health care provider “Facebook” photos; details about clinical trials that patients were enrolled in; and educational materials defining commonly used medical terms and concepts that the medical team discusses with families. Caregivers were instructed to use it freely throughout their hospital stay.

Roadmap 1.0 was rated as highly useful and easy to use [22,23]; caregiver anxiety [24] decreased; caregiver health-related quality of life [25] improved; and caregiver activation [26] increased at discharge compared with baseline [22]. The most used modules were laboratory studies and medications, which were rated highly useful and easy to understand and visualize. In addition, weekly semistructured qualitative interviews were conducted on topics including acceptance of and barriers to Roadmap 1.0, informational needs, and psychosocial burdens. Major themes emerging from content analyses using memos and coding included the following: Roadmap 1.0 had high usefulness, ease of use, and likeability; its laboratory module was the most viewed; and participants expressed a desire for additional components along with expansion of Roadmap 1.0 into the outpatient setting. The interviews also highlighted the need for supporting caregiver health and well-being, but also showed the positive aspects of caregiving, such as new or closer relationships with loved ones. Collectively, these findings support the rationale to extend Roadmap to the outpatient setting. Furthermore, caregivers expressed modules that include caregiver-specific resources as well as positive activities that they could perform throughout the transplant trajectory, since it does not end after discharge from the hospital.

This study aimed to explore the views and perceptions of HCT caregivers for expanding Roadmap 1.0 into the home environment, outside of the hospital, where the app would be
most used (the expanded version of the app will be referred to as Roadmap 2.0 henceforth). We were also interested in examining the life of a caregiver in her/his home environment to inform Roadmap 2.0.

**Methods**

**Study Site**

The field sites in this study included participant’s homes, defined as permanent residence, rental apartment, and local extended-stay accommodations (eg, motels, hotels, and suites). The homes were all within approximately 90 minutes of travel distance from the University of Michigan, a large, tertiary academic medical center, as mandated by the transplant program.

**Study Design, Recruitment, and Consent**

Semistructured interviews were conducted among 24 family caregivers. Eligibility for study participation included the following: primary family caregiver who had already experienced the transplant procedure with their loved one (patient) and was in the posttransplant phase of care; age ≥18 years; comfortable with reading and speaking English; willing to participate in a face-to-face interview in a home setting; and able to provide informed consent. Participants were recruited through referrals from the hematopoietic stem cell transplant clinical team and included caregivers of transplant patients visiting the hospital for routine outpatient clinic appointments. The hematopoietic stem cell transplant clinical team notified the research team if the caregiver agreed to learn more about the study. All caregivers approached for the study agreed to participate. One caregiver was approached by the study coordinator, but was deemed ineligible because English was not her primary language and she was not comfortable with reading and speaking English. Our primary dataset included semistructured interviews with the primary caregivers of hematopoietic stem cell transplant patients (ie, provided ≥50% of caregiving responsibilities). Saturation is defined in qualitative research as a criterion for discontinuing data collection and/or analysis [27]. Recruitment ended once it was determined that no additional data were being found, through which the investigators could develop new thematic categories. Ethical approval for this study was obtained by the Institutional Review Board. All participants signed an informed consent prior to the research investigators traveling to their residence. Once the informed consent document was signed, the research team worked with the participant to arrange for a date and time that worked well for both. All interviews were conducted in the participants’ homes. A minimum of two research assistants traveled to the homes. The home semistructured interview questions were informed by existing literature as well as prior observations and interviews conducted in hospital-based settings (inpatient and outpatient transplant units). The questions were subsequently optimized by the study team. Approximately 250 hours of hospital-based observations and interviews were conducted by a minimum of two research assistants (SW Choi, unpublished data, 2019). Observations were recorded as field notes, and interviews were audio-recorded, with permission, and subsequently professionally transcribed (Babbletype LLC, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). The home interviews explored several domains including demographic information, general caregiver duties after transplant, posttransplant life experiences, use of technology and social media platforms to support caregiver self-management and provide informational resources, and positive activity interventions to promote caregiver health and well-being (Multimedia Appendix 3).

**Positive Activity Interventions**

Based on prior in-depth observations and interviews conducted in the hospital of Roadmap 1.0, we found that caregivers were interested in and willing to engage in positive activity interventions. It was acknowledged that caregiving can be stressful and personal well-being needed to be attended to in order to best support the patient. Thus, in this study, positive activity interventions were defined to caregivers as simple pleasant activities that were intentional and could be developed into routine practices such as expressing gratitude or scheduling activities that promoted positive thoughts, emotions, or behaviors [28-30]. Artifacts, such as photographs, that reflected the caregiver home environment were also collected during home interviews in efforts to inform Roadmap 2.0.

**Participant Demographics**

The median age of the study participants was 57 years (range, 31-71 years). The majority were married or in a domestic partnership (23/24 [96%]), white (23/24 [96%]), and female (20/24 [83%]). In addition, 20/24 (83%) received at least a 2-year college degree and 12 participants (50%) received at least a 4-year college degree. The interviews took place in permanent residences (11/24 [46%]), rental apartments (10/24 [42%]), or local accommodations (3/24 [12%]; Multimedia Appendix 4).

**Thematic Analysis**

The semistructured interviews were conducted one-to-one by research investigators who were trained in qualitative methods with experience working in the hematopoietic stem cell transplant population. The interviews lasted about 60-80 minutes. The interview script was developed by DC and JS, and minor iterations were made to adjust for clarity of the questions after piloting the home interview script with the rest of the research team (SC, DH, DC, JK, RV, and GC; Multimedia Appendix 5). The sentence structures were refined to make the question as well as potential probing questions clear. All qualitative semistructured interviews were audio-recorded, deidentified, and entered into NVivo Pro 11 (QSR International, Melbourne, Australia). Data were analyzed using a thematic approach, in that our data collection and analyses mutually informed one another. During the first stage of data analysis, initial interviews were professionally transcribed verbatim, followed by qualitative content analysis [31] of the data using an open coding method. The transcripts were coded according to each concept (ie, line by line or by paragraph) using NVivo Pro 11 software. The research team (SC, DC, JS, JK, RV, and GC) then collectively generated new codes as significant concepts, and patterns of data (themes) were identified, discussed, and revised. All the members who participated in the thematic analysis followed the phases of thematic analysis:
(1) familiarized her/himself with the data; (2) generated initial codes; (3) searched for themes; (4) reviewed themes; (5) defined and named the themes; and (6) produced the report [32].

The second stage of data analysis, using new interview as well as artifact data that emerged, resulted in consistent themes and confirmed our findings. A minimum of three team members took an active role in identifying patterns/themes based on how the data were classified by codes. Common structures and themes that arose repeatedly throughout content analysis were identified and organized hierarchically by patterns or structures in the code [33], which were subsequently further grouped together in overarching themes. The final interpretation of codes and themes were completed by the first and second authors and two senior researchers (DC, JS, DH, SC). The semistructured interview script and code book are provided in Multimedia Appendices 5 and 6, respectively. Texts or artifacts were gathered from participant homes and analyzed with the qualitative data [34] to further inform the themes that were emerging.

Results

Overview

Four overarching themes emerged through 37 codes that developed out of our thematic qualitative analyses: (1) stress related to balancing caregiving duties, (2) learning and adapting to new routines (resilience), (3) balancing one’s own needs with the patient’s needs (insight), and (4) benefits of caregiving.

Theme 1: Stress Related to Balancing Caregiving Duties

Once patients were discharged home, caregivers reported heightened anxiety of the new duties and tasks as well as being in the small living conditions of temporary housing (eg, rental apartment or hotel room; Multimedia Appendix 7). After a prolonged hospital course, caregivers described further time away from their (permanent resident) homes and support system as being isolating. Caregivers were suddenly thrust into multitasking and balancing caregiving duties such as cleaning, providing transportation, planning meals, scheduling appointments, administering/organizing medications, and performing medical tasks (eg, central line care and infusions). Representative quotes are shown in Multimedia Appendix 8.

Theme 2: Learning and Adapting to New Routines (Resilience)

Caregivers reported that while they initially felt overwhelmed when they first came home after a prolonged transplant course in the hospital, they adjusted to the new routine of home care. Caregivers reported their ability to perform complex and demanding tasks that gradually improved over time through repeating the skill (eg, medication administration and dressing changes). A representative participant quote is shown in Multimedia Appendix 8. Caregivers developed their own processes for organizing medications according to time of administration (eg, morning, afternoon, and evening) (Multimedia Appendix 7); caregivers scheduled reminders in calendars (on paper) or used mobile devices to set alarms; caregivers saved business cards of various health care providers and taped them to their walls (Multimedia Appendix 7); caregivers also posted discharge contact information as well as local area dining and shopping options (Multimedia Appendix 7).

Despite the burden of these new duties and routines, some caregivers voiced optimism and strength. Having beautiful flowers or Get Well cards in the room provided encouragement and support (Multimedia Appendix 7). For example, despite the medically complex and emotionally difficult treatment process endured by the patient, a caregiver described it as “temporary” and the cancer diagnosis being a “bump in the road.” Caregivers displayed resiliency in the midst of the transplant journey as they learned to adapt to the requirements of caregiving and shared new experiences with family or friends (Multimedia Appendix 8).

Theme 3: Balancing One’s Own Needs With the Patient’s Needs (Insight)

Caregivers gained insight by recognizing the need to care for their own health while also serving their loved ones. In addition to developing new routines on behalf of the patient, many were also adjusting to living in new, temporary accommodations in order to be closer to the hospital, as mandated by the transplant team. More than half of the study participants (52%) were not living in their permanent residence. As such, caregivers developed new strategies over the transplant trajectory that focused on themselves as well as the patients. Many of these strategies included self-care or management of their own stress that enabled them to be “better” caregivers. Some examples that were provided included taking a quiet moment for themselves (ie, quiet time or moments of solitude), focusing on sleep, maintaining pre-existing relationships or friendships, and engaging in sports or physical activity (eg, golf and yoga). One participant noted that simply getting out of the house was useful (Multimedia Appendix 8).

Theme 4: Benefits of Caregiving

Caregivers made considerable adjustments in their daily lives. Some caregivers took time off work and had not yet returned to work at the time of interviews. Nonetheless, caregivers found meaning in performing their medically related duties on behalf of the patient or simply from spending time with the patient in “isolated” environments (ie, minimizing visitors or going to the grocery store during early morning or later evening hours to mitigate infectious contacts). Caregivers noticed that they found benefits in caregiving, such as deeper compassion and empathy toward the patient; they identified the positive aspects of caregiving. For example, while one caregiver shared that she now had to rely on other family members, this allowed deeper relationships to form (Multimedia Appendix 8). Another caregiver expressed how journaling provided an opportunity to reflect on the transplant journey (Multimedia Appendix 7).

Positive Activity Interventions

Caregivers were asked to rank a particular positive activity on a scale of 1-10, with the higher number indicating that the activity could be very beneficial (Multimedia Appendix 3). Pleasant Activity Scheduling, where participants would set aside...
time each day for a positive activity (eg, having ice cream with a friend or taking a walk in the park) was ranked the highest. This activity was followed by Gratitude journaling (ie, writing down things for which they were grateful) and Savoring the Moment (ie, being mindful of and savoring a pleasant experience, such as drinking coffee or spending time with a friend, and using all of the senses to solidify the memory; Table 1). When reflecting on the possible benefits of the Savoring the Moment positive activity, one of the caregivers shared how he was already incorporating this activity to his early mornings and found it helpful (Multimedia Appendix 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positivity activity</th>
<th>Median Likert rating (range)⁹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant Activity Scheduling</td>
<td>9.0 (5.0-10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude Journaling</td>
<td>10.0 (3.0-10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savoring</td>
<td>9.0 (4.0-10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Acts of Kindness</td>
<td>8.0 (2.0-10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Piggy Bank</td>
<td>6.0 (1.0-10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature Strengths</td>
<td>6.5 (1.0-9.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁹Scale: 1-10; 1=not likely to engage in the activity; 10=very likely to engage in the activity.

Discussion

Main Findings

In this study, we explored the views and perceptions of HCT caregivers to expand Roadmap 2.0 into the home environment. Through our qualitative findings, four major themes emerged: (1) stress related to balancing caregiving duties; (2) learning and adapting to new routines (resilience); (3) balancing one’s own needs with the patient’s needs (insight); and (4) benefits of caregiving. These findings support the importance of linking caregivers to resources throughout the transplant trajectory, beyond the hospital course, because in many instances, caregivers are not even aware of the support services available. The artifacts collected (eg, photographs) and semistructured interviews in caregivers’ home environment provided content and design considerations for the outpatient version of Roadmap 2.0; suggested topics or categories are provided in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Caregivers in this study gained new insights and recognized the importance of maintaining their own health and well-being, while also caring for the patient. Accordingly, they indicated the willingness to engage in positive activity exercises. The research team asked the caregivers to rank each activity on a Likert scale. Caregivers reflected on their own subjective values and experiences in determining the ranking. In general, they preferred having a “menu” or choice of a variety of positive activity exercises. The majority favored Pleasant Activity Scheduling, where caregivers would set aside time each day for a positive activity. This was followed by Gratitude journaling and Savoring the Moment, a mindfulness-based exercise. Interestingly, these activities correlated with the examples caregivers provided when discussing strategies employed while caring for the patient (ie, setting aside time for themselves).

Positive Aspects of Caregiving

Increasing amounts of data suggest that simple strategies aimed at enhancing positive thoughts, emotions, and behaviors are effective and highly scalable [28-30]. Positive activity interventions such as daily positive reflection, gratitude journals, and conducting acts of kindness have been used in other medical populations including those with cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, and chronic pain [35-38], but not in caregivers of HCT patients. Our preliminary data suggest that caregivers desire the opportunity to try these activities to reduce stress and improve their health-related quality of life. Research has shown that much focus has been placed on the wide range of negative implications associated with caregiving [4], such as increases in depression, anxiety, and other health-related concerns [39]. Despite this, a majority of caregivers have recognized the benefits of caregiving [40,41].

Studies have shown that positive psychology interventions enhance subjective and psychological well-being and help reduce depressive symptoms in a cost-effective and targeted manner, particularly when combined with other evidence-based interventions [29]. Further, research supports implementing a selection of positive activity exercises as opposed to introducing only one activity (ie, Gratitude journal, Random Acts of Kindness, and Signature Strengths vs Gratitude journal only). Our caregiver interviews herein highlight the importance that “one size does not fit all,” despite the relatively homogenous participant population. It is possible that caregivers who are able to choose their positive activity exercise may want to engage in them longer and frequently. Nonetheless, research indicates that the ideal dosage and timing as well as combination of activities remain unclear [42].

Home Environment as a Novel Study Site to Explore Caregivers’ Views

HCT caregiving is intense and complex with unexpected fluctuations throughout the transplant trajectory. This paper has specifically focused on descriptive qualitative approaches conducted in the home setting of HCT caregivers. We focused on the home environment, which was informed from prior observational and qualitative work in the hospital. Since the early prototype of Roadmap 1.0 [43,44], we have continued to incorporate key stakeholders (eg, patients, caregivers, physicians, nurses, psychologists, and social workers) in its design and development [43,44]. Importantly, the iterative...
process has included a multidisciplinary team. In the home environment, it was apparent that HCT caregivers face competing demands related to caregiving while maintaining other life duties (ie, self-care, home care, work, and other children, spouse, or parent care). More strikingly, even after hospital discharge, more than half our HCT caregivers were living in rental apartments or local accommodations. The unfamiliar and isolated environment critically speaks to novel and innovative solutions that are needed to support them beyond the hospital setting. We need to design, develop, and test interventions that support caregiver health and well-being in the midst of multitasking and balancing duties while further strengthening their resiliency. Mobile health technology has the potential to deliver scalable solutions [45-48]. Although HCT caregivers sought out new or different relationships with family members or friends, providing (reputable or health care provider-approved) caregiver-specific resources may provide benefit.

Limitations and Future Directions
Our work supports caregivers as key stakeholders in the development of mobile health technology for the provision of patient care. Although we recognize the limitations of this study, such as single-center design, and relatively homogeneous participant population (eg, white, female, educated) with bias toward willingness to participate, the strengths of the study include rigorous data collection and analyses and novel study site (home environment). Based on our findings, we have constructed a Caregiver Health Survey to quantify the views and perspectives of HCT caregivers nationally, which will capture a larger, more diverse population. We hope that our collective qualitative and quantitative findings will inform the design and development of a positive psychology intervention to provide caregiver support in the outpatient setting. The multicomponent intervention will include a “menu” of positive activities that will be tested in a randomized controlled trial design.
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Abstract

Background: The use of apps to tackle overweight and obesity by tracking physical and dietary patterns and providing recommendations and motivation strategies to achieve personalized goals has increased over recent years. However, evidence of the efficacy, effectiveness, and safety of these apps is severely lacking.

Objective: The aim of this study was to identify efficacy, safety, and effectiveness criteria used to assess weight control, overweight, and obesity management in mobile health (mHealth) interventions through a systematic review.

Methods: PubMed, PsycINFO, Scopus, UK Trial Database, ClinicalTrials.gov, and the Cochrane Library were surveyed up to May 2018. All types of clinical studies were considered. A total of 2 independent reviewers assessed quality using Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) criteria. Ratings were used to provide an overall score for each study (low, moderate, or high). Data were synthesized in evidence tables.

Results: From 233 potentially relevant publications, only 28 studies were included. Of these, 13 (46%) were randomized control trials, 11 were single-arm studies (39%), 3 were nonrandomized controlled trials (11%), and 1 study was a cluster randomized trial (4%). The studies were classified as low (15), high (7), and moderate (6) quality according to SIGN criteria. All studies focused on efficacy, with only 1 trial mentioning safety and another 1 effectiveness. In 11 studies, the apps were used as stand-alone interventions, the others were multicomponent studies that included other tools for support such as sensors or websites. The main
management tool included in the apps was feedback messaging (24), followed by goal-setting mechanisms (20) and self-monitoring (19). The majority of studies took weight or body mass index loss as the main outcome (22) followed by changes in physical activity (14) and diet (12). Regarding outputs, usability, adherence, and engagement (17) were the most reported, followed by satisfaction (7) and acceptability (4).

**Conclusions:** There is a remarkable heterogeneity among these studies and the majority have methodological limitations that leave considerable room for improvement. Further research is required to identify all relevant criteria for assessing the efficacy of mHealth interventions in the management of overweight and obesity.

**Trial Registration:** PROSPERO CRD42017056761; https://tinyurl.com/y2zhxtjx

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e12612) doi:10.2196/12612
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**Introduction**

**Background**

Obesity and overweight are considered major public health concerns because of their high prevalence and association with various health complications including cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, and cancer [1,2]. As the aspects that influence overweight and obesity are diverse—comprising individual, genetic, and environmental factors—their prevention and treatment are also complex. For a successful treatment, multifactorial approaches are required, with diet and exercise plans reinforced with psychological therapy and behavioral change strategies [3].

In recent years, we have witnessed a revolution in the use of apps within personal health care, as they are fast, flexible, handy, versatile, manageable, and illustrative tools that can empower patients. Hence, mobile health (mHealth) can play an important adjuvant role in the prevention and treatment of overweight and obesity by tracking physical activity (PA), enabling self-reporting of dietary patterns, providing recommendations to achieve healthier habits, guidance, advice, tips, and motivational strategies to achieve personalized goals; all are relevant aspects for the prevention and treatment of obesity, as recognized in numerous guidelines [3,4].

The Global Observatory for eHealth of the World Health Organization (WHO) defines mHealth as “medical and public health practice supported by mobile devices, such as mobile phones, patient monitoring devices, personal digital assistants, and other wireless devices” [5]. The management—and in some cases the prevention—of chronic diseases has been one focus in recent developments in both electronic health and mobile health (eHealth and mHealth) [6]. There are over 325,000 health apps on the market, with the most downloaded being those relating to PA and weight control: that is, those that support a healthy lifestyle [7]. However, information on how the effectiveness, efficacy, and safety of mHealth apps in overweight and obesity management are assessed is severely lacking. It is important to note that according to mHealth publishers, over 53% of their health apps portfolio available in 2015 were downloaded less than 5000 times [7]. Evidence of the efficacy of mHealth app strategies in improving chronic health and well-being is mixed; therefore, while some mHealth interventions show promise in supporting weight management [8,9], others do not [10,11]. Numerous efforts to address this challenging issue are underway and some aspects that may be linked to a lack of efficacy have been identified. These are, among others, the poor quality of many apps, a lack of guidance on the usefulness of an app, and a low level of support from health professionals [12,13]. Should mHealth apps be rigorously evaluated to ensure they provide evidence-based effectiveness, safety, and efficacy? Up to now, mHealth evaluation methodology has not deviated from customary methods (mainly randomized controlled trials [RCTs]), despite claims that alternative, shorter, and more inexpensive design methods are required [14].

There are several initiatives attempting to define how apps should be evaluated. However, all of these consider only partial aspects of evaluation [15]. Although medical regulatory bodies have not validated the safety and quality of these technologies, individuals have adopted mHealth devices as self-management aids. However, medical professionals are often at a loss as to how to relate to them [16]. Owing to this rapid consumer-based introduction to the world of patient health aids, mHealth solutions present unique and stakeholder-specific challenges to the medical environment. Patients, health care providers, administrators, authorities, and mHealth developers alike are operating without a clear direction, which may lead to problems, including the improper use of mHealth interventions by individuals and the inability of medical systems to react due to a lack of technological and organizational support. Users and health care professionals should be aware of the quality of health apps they use or prescribe. The use of classic methodologies such as RCTs may not be the optimal procedure for evaluating all the dimensions of mHealth. Ideally, clinicians, health administrations, and users need instruments that enable the evaluation of e-interventions as a whole. From a global perspective, these instruments should facilitate the process of verification, validation, impact assessment, and certification that ought to be a requirement for all mHealth implementation. This lack of rigorous evaluation is an increasing concern for health authorities. A number of recommendations to ensure a minimum quality of mHealth interventions have already been defined by the WHO Technical Evidence Review Group [17]. In addition, both the Food and Drug Administration [18] and the European Commission [19] have made several attempts to establish mHealth assessment and, where appropriate,
certification criteria. However, in such a continuously evolving field, it has been difficult to reach a consensus.

**Objectives**

The aim of this paper was to undertake a systematic review of efficacy, safety, and effectiveness assessment criteria in use, including both outputs and outcomes, to assess weight control, overweight, and obesity management in mHealth interventions. These criteria will later be included in a tool for assessing mHealth interventions intended to manage overweight and obesity.

**Methods**

This systematic review was prospectively registered with PROSPERO (CRD42017056761) [20]. The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement was used as a guide for reporting this review [21]. Owing to the methodological and statistical heterogeneity of the included studies, a descriptive approach was adopted in the research synthesis.

**Eligibility Criteria**

Any trial that assessed the efficacy and/or safety and/or effectiveness of mHealth-based interventions for overweight or obesity management was considered. No restrictions in terms of target population were foreseen. We define efficacy as changes in lifestyles on the basis of diet and PA in a controlled population; effectiveness in the general population; and safety as a lack of adverse effects resulting from mHealth interventions. Studies carried out with less than 10 individuals were excluded. We assessed the quality of trials according to the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) criteria [22]. Taking the objective of this review into consideration, all studies were included regardless of quality.

**Information Sources**

A systematic search was conducted in the following databases: MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO, The Cochrane Library (Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials [CENTRAL]), UK Trial Database, and Scopus. This survey was supplemented through the snowballing technique to identify relevant articles in the references of those returned by the search. A manual search was also conducted on the indices of the following publications: *Journal of Medical Internet Research* and *JMIR mHealth and uHealth*. The survey period included all articles published up to May 2018. All types of clinical studies published in English, French, or Spanish were considered.

**Search Strategy**

The search strategy included both controlled vocabulary and free-text terms. The terms used were apps, mHealth, eHealth, overweight, obesity, efficacy, security, safety, effectiveness, and evaluation (see Multimedia Appendix 1).

**Study Selection and Data Collection Process**

All identified references were imported into Mendeley v1.18 (Elsevier) and duplicates eliminated. A total of 6 researchers undertook the review process, which was conducted in 2 stages.

First, each article identified was randomly assigned to 2 reviewers to independently review the title and abstract. Articles that met the inclusion criteria were full-text reviewed and quality-assessed by 2 independent reviewers. In cases of disagreement, a third reviewer made the final decision. Study features and outcomes were entered into a database specifically designed for this review. Risk of bias was assessed according to SIGN codes for study assessment [22]. Those trials that were clearly of an adequate quality were graded as high or ++ (very low risk of bias) or moderate or + (low risk of bias), while those of insufficient quality were graded as low or– (high risk of bias).

**Results**

**Selection of Studies**

A total of 233 potentially relevant publications (17 from a manual search) were identified as eligible. From these, 19.7% (46/233) were identified as duplicates. From the remaining (187), only 49.2% (92/187) were accepted for abstract review. Out of these, 47% (44/92) were excluded for not following inclusion criteria. A full-text review was conducted on 48 studies. After peer review, 30 articles corresponding to 28 different studies (62.5% from the total included for full-text review) were finally included in this nonquantitative review. The exclusion criteria were as follows: published study protocols (n=8), out of scope studies that were not using an mHealth intervention (n=4), or those studies in which final outcomes were other than efficacy or safety (n=6; Figure 1; see Multimedia Appendix 2).

The main characteristics of the 28 studies included are detailed in Multimedia Appendix 3. Studies appear in alphabetical order of the first author within chronological years. All selected studies focus on efficacy; only 1 of them assesses effectiveness and 1 also focused on safety, although this was not the main outcome of the study.

In total, 46% of the studies (13/28) are RCTs, 1 is a cluster-randomized trial [23], 3 are nonrandomized controlled trials, and the remainder (11) single-arm trials; 2 of the RCTs include more than 1 intervention. Carter et al [24] studied the efficacy of a smartphone app or website in self-monitored weight management, and Hurkmans et al [25] compared 1 stand-alone app intervention with face-to-face and blended interventions. All studies compare pre and post outcomes to analyze the intervention’s efficacy. According to SIGN criteria, the majority of studies are of low (15) or moderate (6) quality, with only 7 studies reaching high quality. A low quality rating most often resulted from small sample size, inadequate length of study, or possible selection and information bias.

The number of participants ranged from 10 to 1012, but most studies (17) covered less than 100 people. One trial [26] had 15,310 participants, but the majority (83%) remained nonactive during the intervention. Most studies had a majority of adult women; in 6, all participants were women. There are also 4 studies targeted at children and teens. Most trials were targeted at people with overweight or obesity but no other health condition: exceptions targeted people with a severe mental illness [27], heart disease [28], type 2 diabetes [29] or other medical condition.
prediabetes [30,28], cancer survivors [31,32], and people with metabolic syndrome [33].

Apart from one 24-month trial [34], the studies were conducted over short periods of time, ranging from 3 weeks to 6 months.

Figure 1. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) flow diagram of selection of papers for inclusion in the review.

**Elements Included in the Mobile Health Interventions**

In regard to the specificities of mHealth interventions (Multimedia Appendix 4), only 39% (10 out of 28) focused on a specific stand-alone app, with the majority addressing multicomponent interventions—including armband sensors, pedometers, wireless scales, and other monitoring devices, or websites—for weight management, intended to increase PA, reduce sedentary habits, and/or improve dietary patterns. The most common elements included in the trials were the receiving of feedback messages (24 studies out of 28, 85%), setting of goals (20), and self-monitoring (19). These feedback messages could be personalized reminders, recommendations based on the self-monitoring, standard counseling or health coach counseling through the app, and/or a more synchronic intervention. New elements have been introduced to mHealth interventions in recent years, such as gamification [35,30,23,29,26], entertainment aspects [30,36,37,23,38], and peer contact through community blogs [39] or virtual teams [30] on social networks [37,27,40] such as Facebook [27,40,25] and We Chat [26]. It is worth mentioning that only specific frameworks were mentioned when defining strategies for behavioral change, such as the transtheoretical model of behavior change for TXT2BFIT [39] and CITY [34], intervention and Control Systems Theory for eBalance App [41], self-regulation theory for Balance It intervention [23], and increasing adherence, such as Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics for With U App [40]. Social Cognitive Theory is the one most often referred to by the Vegethon app [42], Loose It app [31], and Alive-PD [30] for which several other frameworks were also considered: behavioral economics, positive psychology, and the theory of planned behavior. One study was based on the Diabetes Prevention Program [43] and LookAHEAD (Action for Health in Diabetes) trials [44]. One study was based on an addiction treatment approach [37].

**Output Tools and Measures**

Although their main aim was to measure the efficacy of mHealth interventions, most of the selected studies also measured other outputs that might be relevant to determine primary outcome measures (23 out of 28, 82%). Multimedia Appendix 5 [45,46-50] shows the outputs and the main tools used to measure them.
Acceptability
A total of 4 studies out of 28 (14%) attempted to measure participants’ acceptance of the intervention, using mixed methods (survey, focus groups, and data performance tracking) [24,36,38,32]. Results showed that participants were willing to participate in these interventions, although receiving a smartphone [24] or doing it on a voluntary basis are elements that should be considered [32].

Usability/Adherence/Engagement
These 3 dimensions have been considered together, as the main analysis strategies used (data tracking and surveys) integrate all 3 aspects. Only 1 study used a validated questionnaire to assess usability [40], the System Usability Scale questionnaire. Several studies measured these outputs through different strategies, mainly data tracking. Results were very heterogeneous and depend on the study design and the specificities of each intervention.

Satisfaction
Only 7 studies analyzed the satisfaction rate of users [51,33,37,41,52,40,53], with 3 of these using standardized validated tools [54-56]. Results showed that most of the participants were very satisfied with the intervention, although a few considered the app too tedious to use.

Motivation to Lose Weight and to Continue the Intervention
Few studies [57,40] addressed continued motivation to lose weight after the intervention [41]. Only 1 of these [40] used a previously validated methodology, whereas the other 2 studies assessed motivation or intention to continue through a Likert scale [57] and self-reported questionnaires [41]. Results showed increases in users’ motivations and in the adoption of a positive attitude toward managing their overweight or obesity.

Perceived Peer Support
Out of the 7 studies dealing with peer support, only 2 attempted to assess the perception of this support [27,32]. Both showed a high perceived importance of peer support in reducing stress associated with the intervention.

Outcome Tools and Measures
The end point outcomes of the selected studies were as follows: reduction of weight and body mass index (BMI) as well as fat mass and waist and hip circumferences; changes in dietary habits, PA, and screen time patterns; biochemical measurements; and blood pressure (Multimedia Appendix 6 [58-73]).

Weight and Body Mass Index
Most of the studies (22/28, 78%) considered reduction of weight and/or BMI as the main outcome with which to assess intervention efficacy. Devices used to measure weight and/or height were detailed in 17 trials, and only a few relied on self-reported data [74,26,53]. Partridge et al [74] did not report any differences between self-reported data and scale measures. All trials measured reduction in body weight, but in 3 studies [34,75,26] there were no differences between control and intervention groups; 3 other studies [35,41,25] noted differences between groups, but if statistical significance is taken as P<.05, these did not reach the threshold. Interventions that included face-to-face elements produced significantly better final outcomes [34,25]; 5 other 2-arm trials showed a clear and statistically significant reduction in weight body [24,76,74,53]. All pretest-posttest single-arm studies also measured weight reduction after intervention, but this was not always significant [38,52,32]; in one of these studies, considered to be of low quality, all weight was fully regained by 24 weeks after the intervention [52].

Fat Mass
Fat mass reduction was measured in 3 studies [35,33,40] through bioelectrical impedance and producing controversial results. In the 2 RCTs [35,33], fat reduction was statistically significant when comparing the control and intervention groups. In a single-arm trial [40], reduction was not statistically significant.

Waist and Hip Circumferences
Fukuoka et al [76] measured changes in hip circumference, noting significant changes in the intervention group. In total, 8 trials [30,31,41,38,40,77,26,25] measured changes in waist circumference, although the protocols in use varied or were not clearly specified. Results were controversial. Safran et al [41] and He et al [26] reported no changes, whereas 5 trials [30,31,38,40,77] identified a clear and significant reduction in waist circumference, whereas Hurkmans et al [25] recorded nonsignificant reductions.

Dietary Pattern
We identified 12 trials that assessed changes in dietary patterns [78,76,42,25,31-39,41-34,32,79]. All trials employed 2-arm pretest-posttest analysis, except for Quintiliani et al [32] and McCarroll et al [31]. Only 3 [31,33,23] did not use validated and previously published tests or questionnaires. A total of 6 studies [31-39,23,34,79] found no change when comparing fruit and vegetable consumption or the macronutrient composition of daily diet between 2 groups, although the intervention group appeared to adhere more closely to a Mediterranean diet [79] or were more likely to consume vegetables [39]. Other studies were able to demonstrate a clear improvement in dietary patterns: Fukuoka et al [76] observed a clear decrease in the intake of saturated fat; Mumah et al [42] identified a higher intake of vegetables; Safran et al [41] observed an improvement in diet quality; and Hurkmans et al [25] noted a clear and significant decrease in total energy intake. Both Nolten et al [78] and Quintiliani et al [32] perceived a statistically insignificant increase in fruit and vegetable consumption. In regard to sugar-sweetened beverages, 2 studies were able to measure a significant [76,39] or slight decrease [78]. Unexpectedly, participants in the single-arm study by Quintiliani et al [32] consumed more sugar-sweetened beverages after the intervention.

Physical Activity Pattern
In total, 14 of the 28 studies (50%) had PA pattern as a main end point. Various strategies were used to measure PA: (1) data tracking through accelerometers [36,79,25], pedometers [76], armband sensors [57,36], or logs from the apps [31]; (2) standard questionnaires such as International Physical Activity
Questionnaire (IPAQ) or IPAQ-Short Form (IPAQ-SF) [33-74,32], the Paffenbarger Physical Activity Questionnaire [34], or a modification of the IPAQ questionnaire [41]; (3) semistructured interviews [79]; and (4) ad hoc questionnaires [23]. The most common measurements were daily number of steps [36-28,79,25] and time spent doing PA [57,36,31,74,41,27]. The number of metabolic equivalents of task [33,32] and weekly self-reported spent kilocalories [34] were also used.

All studies except 4 [33,23,34,79] showed an improvement in PA patterns. However, only 5 of these stated that the improvement was statistically significant [57,76,31,74,41].

**Emotional Well-Being**

As the intervention assessed was based on an addiction treatment approach, Pretlow et al [37] analyzed changes in self-esteem and the likelihood of turning to food when feeling stressed. They reported a significant improvement in self-esteem and control of participants’ eating. The McCarroll trial [31] analyzed changes in quality of life for cancer survivors. There were no differences before and after the mHealth intervention.

**Screen Time**

Nollen et al [78] studied possible changes in screen time but recorded no differences between the control and intervention groups.

**Biochemical Measurements**

As blood fasting lipids and glucose levels are usually high among people with overweight and obesity; 5 studies included these as secondary outcomes. Only Block et al [30] could report a significant improvement in triglyceride/high-density lipoprotein ratio; 2 studies [79,25] showed a trend toward reduction but the results were not significant. The other 2 trials did not measure any change in either fasting lipids or glucose [76,33].

**Blood Pressure**

Fukuoka [76], Willey [77], and Mao [53] tracked changes in blood pressure as a secondary outcome. The 3 trials were able to measure significant reductions in both systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure.

**Safety**

One high-quality trial [33] considered safety as an outcome to be measured. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of SmartCare intervention in patients with metabolic syndrome. They identified a number of mildly adverse events (14.2% in the intervention group and 13.3% in the control group). There were also serious adverse events: 1.4% corresponding to 3 cases in the intervention group, including 1 ankle fracture; and 2.4% (5 cases) in the control group, including dislocated vertebra, stress urinary incontinence, and the need for a knee operation.

**Effectiveness**

Only 1 study was targeted at the general population. He et al [26] conducted a low-quality trial on 15,310 people. No differences between the intervention and control group were shown in terms of losing weight.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

In this systematic review, we have identified the range of dimensions and tools used to assess the efficacy of mHealth interventions intended to manage overweight and obesity. We have provided a descriptive analysis of 28 clinical trials along with an account of the components and elements included in each intervention. Outputs and outcomes used for the evaluation of trials have also been identified. No specific criteria for assessing safety or effectiveness have been identified due to the small number of studies focused on these aspects.

Our results show that researchers use the following primary end points to measure a study’s success: (1) reduction in weight and/or BMI; (2) reduction in fat mass; (3) reduction in waist and hip circumference; (4) improvement in dietary habits/patterns; (5) increase in PA; (6) increase in emotional well-being; (7) decrease in screen time patterns; (8) improvement in biochemical measures; and (9) decrease in blood pressure. All these factors are closely linked to obesity and overweight and are risk factors for future chronic disease. Although the main aim of most of the studies was to measure the efficacy of mHealth interventions, they also measured other outputs that might be relevant for determining the success of the intervention, such as (1) acceptability, (2) adherence, usability, and engagement, (3) satisfaction, (4) motivation, (5) intention to continue, and (6) perceived support. All these aspects appear to affect whether an intervention will be successful. Tests and questionnaires are the most prevalent tools used for assessment, whether existing and previously validated or devised for the situation. Objective data tracking of PA performance through the mHealth-based intervention, when possible, was a common strategy for avoiding self-reported data. It appears to be highly important to gather objective data and use standardized protocols when assessing the usability and efficacy of mHealth interventions. The mHealth strategies considered to be more sophisticated usually include a higher number of elements. Although the recent strategies of peer support and gamification appear to improve efficacy by increasing engagement and motivation, there is as yet not enough evidence to state this definitively.

The acknowledgement and evaluation of comprehensive sociodemographic differences, such as race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and sex, are severely lacking. Future analyses of mHealth interventions should consider and, whenever possible, include eHealth literacy aspects in an effort to reduce communication inequalities across groups [80]. Unless designers and developers of health care information technologies address security challenges, benefits from health care information technology will be scarce [81]. Another aspect we have found to be lacking from mHealth evaluation studies is assessment of clinical data confidentiality.

Previously published reviews have concluded that despite a lack of evidence concerning the best use of technology in weight loss interventions, when the optimal combination of technological components is determined, technology-based interventions will be a valid tool for weight loss [82]. Others...
have been less optimistic and feel that future studies must use larger study samples, longer interventions, and follow-up periods [83]. One meta-systematic review concluded that despite the increasing popularity of mHealth, evidence for efficacy is still limited due to the low methodological quality of research [84]. We believe the issue may be how mHealth strategies are assessed and validated: this cannot be carried out in the same manner as research into drugs, and more adapted and/or flexible approaches are needed to explore new evaluation tools. An instrument intended to evaluate mHealth should include verification of its scientific content and mechanisms that ensure data privacy as well as safe usage. Verification of these aspects would ideally be mandatory before release and use in clinical practice. In the second phase, evaluations of effectiveness, efficacy, and usability should include user feedback, and adaptability and cost-effectiveness should also be addressed. This second phase of evaluation could be quantitative, enabling assessment of an mHealth intervention’s quality and comparison with others.

Currently, most apps used or prescribed in daily clinical practices have only received technical verification or partial clinical validation on the basis of a small group of patients. Future research is necessary to better assess mHealth interventions in development and before clinical application. It is important to find a balance between the necessary development of mHealth, which should be characterized as disruptive, innovative, and rapid, and the imperative need to validate mHealth interventions. From a Public Health point of view, it is necessary to avoid or minimize the potential problems a new mHealth intervention might create without accurate evaluation. It has been argued that the app market regulates itself: the good persist; the bad disappear. However, in such a potentially harmful field as mHealth, there is a need for new approaches and tools, and a multidisciplinary assessment process [14,85-89].

Limitations
One of the main limitations of this review is publication bias. References from other sources such as conferences and meetings have not been included. Although the number of scientific journals that publish mHealth-related articles has increased in recent years, there is a lot of gray literature surrounding this field that we may have missed. Moreover, only studies published in English, French, or Spanish have been included. The heterogeneity of interventions and populations and the low number of participants in many studies have made it difficult to synthesize results. Most of the studies included were deemed to be of moderate-low quality, and consequently findings need to be considered with caution. In total, 11 studies lacked a control group and therefore results cannot be attributable to the technology-based intervention alone. One must also take into account the established fact that individuals who agree to participate in intervention studies have greater motivation to change their lifestyles than the general population.

Finally, only 1 study was identified with the primary aim of assessing the safety and effectiveness of an mHealth intervention. Given awareness of safety-related issues such as a possible increase in anxiety and stress due to the use of mHealth intervention and the possible promotion of eating disorders, this is rather surprising. Furthermore, the studies reviewed largely assessed dietary habits and PA, ignoring other possible outcomes relating to body weight such as sleeping behavior. This also needs to be addressed in future research.

Conclusions
The potential for apps to positively help users manage their obesity or overweight has yet to be attained. Studies assessing the success of mHealth interventions are remarkably heterogeneous and most have methodological limitations that leave significant room for improvement regarding quality. Further research is needed to identify all relevant criteria for assessing the efficacy of mHealth interventions in the prevention and management of overweight and obesity.
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Abstract

Background: As the global prevalence of dementia continues to rise, multidomain lifestyle interventions that address modifiable risk factors associated with pathological cognitive decline are increasing. Although some digital options have been developed to increase the reach and scalability of these programs, because of cultural differences, the efficacy of the programs in one population cannot easily be generalized to populations in other countries.

Objective: This investigation aimed to examine the usability and engagement of a digitally delivered multimodal cognitive lifestyle intervention developed in the United States for a Japanese population.

Methods: This feasibility investigation utilized a quasi-experimental, single-arm, nonrandomized, longitudinal design where participants engaged in the behavioral intervention on a smartphone. Of the 559 participants that initially enrolled (age: mean 51 years, SD 7.5 years; 51.7% female [289/559]), 242 completed the final testing trial. Participants enrolled in a multidomain lifestyle program that consisted of (1) psychoeducational material, (2) physical activity tracker, (3) nutrition tracker, (4) audio-based meditations, and (5) health coaching. Engagement with the program was assessed through the total number of app sessions and the use of the exercise, diet, and meditation tracking features within the app. The total number of minutes exercised was collected through subjective user inputs, and nutrition was quantified by the Mediterranean-DASH Intervention for Neurodegenerative Delay diet adherence score.

Results: Significant relationships existed between overall nutrition score and frequency of nutrition tracking ($r=0.18$), frequency of physical activity tracking ($r=0.19$), and the total number of minutes exercised ($r=0.22$). Total minutes exercised was significantly correlated with total app sessions ($r=0.57$), frequency of physical activity tracking ($r=0.85$), frequency of nutrition tracking ($r=0.64$), number of times participants mediated ($r=0.46$), and total lessons read ($r=0.36$). The number of completed lessons was significantly related to frequency of physical activity tracking ($r=0.40$), frequency of nutrition tracking ($r=0.43$), the total number of times participants mediated ($r=0.35$), and total minutes exercised ($r=0.33$). Dividing the cohort into two groups based on lesson completion (<10 lessons completed vs ≥10 lessons completed), significant differences were observed between the total minutes exercised, frequency of physical activity tracking, frequency of nutrition tracking, and total number of times participants mediated (all $P$ values <.01).

Conclusions: Overall, this cross-cultural feasibility study in Japanese users demonstrated that the various engagement metrics were significantly correlated, and greater engagement was related to improved nutrition scores and increased time exercising. In
addition, the relationships between lesson completion and other engagement metrics suggest that there may be value in exploring mechanisms that enhance lesson completion. Future research should examine the program in randomized control trials to more rigorously evaluate program efficacy.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e15733) doi:10.2196/15733
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Introduction

Background

Characterized by declines in mental ability severe enough to interfere with daily life, Alzheimer disease (AD) poses a serious worldwide challenge as it relates to patients, their caregivers, and health care systems. Projections indicate that the global prevalence of AD is expected to triple to over 150 million individuals between 2015 and 2050 [1]. In the United States alone, AD costs are projected to grow from US $290 billion in 2019 to US $1.1 trillion in 2050, representing a 400% increase, whereas AD diagnoses are projected to increase by approximately 150%, from 5.5 million to 13.8 million over that same time span [2].

Although there is a massive cost associated with the disease once diagnosed, AD tends to go undetected for long periods because of a prolonged preclinical phase [3,4]. In this phase, neuronal and neurobiological changes can occur for years or decades before noticeable symptoms appear. Before the development of clinically detectable cognitive issues, people commonly experience a phenomenon termed as subjective cognitive decline (SCD) [5]. SCD is defined as subjective changes in memory and cognition that are perceived by the individual but are not associated with clinically measurable abnormalities [3,6]. Individuals experiencing SCD are considered at risk for developing dementia, specifically AD [7-9]. If left unchecked, SCD can evolve into mild cognitive impairment (MCI), an intermediate between normal cognitive function and diagnosable AD [6,7].

Age is the number one risk factor for AD, and the probability of being diagnosed with AD nearly doubles every 5 years after the age of 65 years [8]. Among adults older than 65 years, approximately 1 in 5 currently suffer from AD [9]. This number has increased dramatically in the United States since 2000, with an increase in diagnoses of 145% [9]. Although these numbers are alarming, they are dwarfed by the massive growth in Japan’s aging population. Compared with the rest of the world, Japan has the largest aging population, with 33% of the population aged 60 years or older [10,11]. Furthermore, Japan’s older population is projected to continue growing through 2050, reaching an unprecedented 42% of the population. This is critically important as the number of Japanese adults with dementia is estimated to be approximately 4.6 million, comprising nearly 15% of the older adult population [12]. When individuals with MCI are included, this number rises to approximately 8.6 million, constituting 30% of Japanese older adults [12]. The estimated cost of dementia in Japan in 2014, defined as the sum of costs for health care and formal and informal care, was approximately ¥14.5 trillion, or an estimated 3% of the nation’s gross domestic product [13].

Through accumulated and ongoing randomized control trials, it is increasingly accepted that the development of AD is multifactorial, with a combination of modifiable and unmodifiable risk factors ultimately leading to the onset and progression of the disease [14-16]. As a result, it is difficult to conceptualize risk reduction for AD as a single-factor solution; rather, it is recommended to focus on multiple behavioral risk factors associated with disease development and progression [17]. The primary modifiable risk factors associated with AD are physical activity, diet, sleep, stress, social interaction, and cognitive engagement. Improvement in any of these factors may reduce the overall risk for disease onset and progression [16]. Furthermore, the ability to improve these risk factors at an individual level can have an overall beneficial effect on cognitive aging trajectories.

The nearly ubiquitous penetration of the wireless internet and subsequent adoption of smartphone technology offer an opportunity to address the demands and burdens associated with pathological cognitive decline by improving accessibility to digital solutions [18] and ultimately reducing associated health care costs [19]. To date, a number of multidomain interventions have focused on behavioral risk mitigation and enhancement of cognitive performance. These include the Finnish Geriatric Intervention Study to Prevent Cognitive Impairment and Disability (FINGER) in Finland [16], US Study to Protect Brain Health Through Lifestyle Intervention to Reduce Risk in the United States [20], Singapore intervention study to prevent cognitive impairment and disability in Singapore [21], Maintain Your Brain in Australia [22], Multidomain Alzheimer’s Prevention Trial (MAPT) in France [23], Prevention of Dementia by Intensive Vascular Care in the Netherlands [24], and all other studies under the scope of World Wide Fingers [25]. Although all these interventions contain Web-based components, none of them are completely digital, with the exception of Australia’s Maintain Your Brain [22], thereby limiting the scalability and scope of the intervention’s effectiveness. In fact, the only fully digital interventions focused on improving the aforementioned modifiable risk factors for pathological cognitive decline have been the Body Brain Life [26] and the Virtual Cognitive Health (VC Health) study [27,28], wherein users could access the entirety of the program via the internet through a laptop or desktop computer.

Objectives

On the basis of the results of the VC Health study, we developed the Neurotrack Memory Health Program (MHP) that transitions the form factor from a Web-based intervention to a smartphone.
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Combining aspects of physical activity, diet, sleep, stress, social interaction, and cognitive engagement, this new method of program delivery expands the scope and accessibility of the behavioral intervention, which are limiting factors in receiving proper care [18]. Given the novelty of the program and method of delivery, our primary aim in this initial investigation was to evaluate the program’s feasibility and acceptability of use in free-living individuals. On the basis of the current scope of the Japanese aging population and the disease-associated health care costs [12,13], this study investigated the feasibility and acceptability of the Neurotrack MHP in the Japanese population.

Methods

Study Overview

This feasibility investigation utilized a quasi-experimental, single-arm, nonrandomized, longitudinal (16-week) design in which participants used the Neurotrack MHP smartphone app to engage in a behavioral intervention designed to improve risk factors related to cognitive decline. As this program was originally an English product, there were requirements to make it accessible to Japanese populations, including translation to Japanese and adjustment of certain recommendations to be more culturally applicable (see below for a detailed description of the localization process). The smartphone app was used to collect all study data and monitor completion of program-related tasks. Participants completed all study procedures remotely via their smart device. The research protocol was approved for retrospective exemption by the institutional review board at the University of Arkansas for the analysis of deidentified data.

Participants

Participants in this investigation included employees and parents of employees of a large Japanese insurance company (Sompo Holdings, Tokyo, Japan); the program was offered as a free opportunity for all participants. It was important that this program was offered free of charge to remove incentivization bias on behalf of the participants. Participants were recruited through email outreach, flyers, and word of mouth throughout the company. As this was offered as an employee and relative benefit, the only requirements were that participants speak English to ensure a clear understanding of the content. After pilot data were collected, adjustments were made incorporating participant feedback. This process resulted in the creation of a fully Japanese version of the original English program.

Study Intervention

Once recruited, participants were sent an email to join the program, received an invitation to download the Neurotrack MHP app to their personal device, and were instructed to set up their in-app profile. To replicate the fully digital approach utilized in the VC Health study, participants were never required to report to a testing center or laboratory. After profile setup, participants completed a baseline survey to assess initial health status and behaviors (Table 1).

The survey questions were selected to understand the baseline risk factors commonly associated with AD (physical activity [33], diet [34], sleep [35], depression [36], and anxiety [37]). Participants were then required to complete a visual paired comparison (VPC) eye-tracking assessment delivered through the Neurotrack MHP app [38,39]; a detailed description of the VPC task is included below. All other components of the program were blocked until after completion of the initial VPC test, which provided a baseline memory performance score (Figure 1).

After completion of the initial VPC assessment, participants had full access to the Neurotrack MHP. The Neurotrack MHP offered a number of primary functions that allowed users to track and engage in behaviors that may reduce the risk of cognitive decline. These features included (1) psychoeducational material, (2) self-reported physical activity tracker, (3) self-reported nutrition tracker, (4) audio-based meditations, and (5) health coaching. Each feature is described in detail below. These features were released on a timed schedule in an effort to gate the amount of information a participant was presented at any one time (Figure 2). Participants were encouraged to utilize the app daily to track their health behaviors and engage with the associated features. At the end of the 16-week intervention, all participants were provided access to a follow-up VPC assessment that could be taken again through the smartphone app.

Localization for Japan

Once the English version of the program was finalized, an initial translation was provided by a bilingual (English and Japanese) speaker native to the Japanese language and culture. This was a requirement to ensure the nuances of the educational components were not lost in the translation process. After the program was translated, it was reviewed by another bilingual (English and Japanese) speaker native to the Japanese language and culture. After consensus was reached between each of the bilingual speakers regarding content, it was piloted with 5 individuals living in Japan who met the criteria for program delivery. Japanese individuals used for the pilot trial did not speak English to ensure a clear understanding of the content. After pilot data were collected, adjustments were made incorporating participant feedback. This process resulted in the creation of a fully Japanese version of the original English program.
Table 1. Baseline survey questionnaire provided to all participants. Note: the Patient Health Questionnaire-4 was used to assess depression and anxiety.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On average, how many minutes of physical activity do you complete per week?</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During a normal week, how many days do you eat fish?</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During a normal week, how many days do you eat vegetables?</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During a normal week, how many days do you sleep more than 7 hours a night?</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by the following problem: Feeling nervous anxious or on edge</td>
<td>Categorical (PHQ-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by the following problem: Feeling down, depressed or hopeless</td>
<td>Categorical (PHQ-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by the following problem: Not being able to stop or control worrying</td>
<td>Categorical (PHQ-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by the following problem: Little interest or pleasure in doing things</td>
<td>Categorical (PHQ-4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPHQ-4: Patient Health Questionnaire-4.

Figure 1. Participant study funnel. MHP: Memory Health Program; VPC: visual paired comparison.
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Figure 2. Timeline of the Memory Health Program and study protocol. VPC: visual paired comparison.
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Intervention Components and App Functionality

**Visual Paired Comparison Task**

The VPC task was completed on the participant’s device through the embedded Web camera. The construction of the VPC task has been explained in detail elsewhere [27,38,39]. Briefly, VPC tasks utilize eye-tracking technology to assess visual recognition memory by quantifying the time a participant spends viewing novel images as opposed to previously viewed images [39-41]. The VPC is administered in 2 separate phases: a familiarization phase and a testing phase.

During the assessment’s familiarization phase, participants were presented with pairs of identical visual stimuli, each for 5 seconds. During the test phase, subjects were presented with pairs of visual stimuli (images) in the same format as the familiarization phase; however, this phase includes only 1 image from the familiarization phase and 1 novel image. The proportion of time a participant spent gazing at the novel image relative to the total viewing time produced a novelty preference score, with higher scores representing better declarative memory performance and lower scores indicating worse declarative memory performance [38,39]. Eye movements were tracked and scored. Detailed scoring information is published elsewhere [38].
Program Features and Functions

The psychoeducational material was organized into a series of 17 individual lessons (1 introductory lesson + 16 weekly informational lessons) that were presented to participants weekly. The content included information on the aforementioned lifestyle behaviors related to cognitive decline and general behavior change concepts such as goal setting and problem solving. Participants were asked to read the new lesson each week but were allowed to revisit the previous lessons at any point throughout the program. The physical activity tracker allowed participants to record their daily activities and review them in the app. The nutrition tracker was developed based on the Mediterranean-DASH Intervention for Neurodegenerative Delay (MIND) diet [42-44]. Participants were asked to track the foods they consumed throughout the day based on the categorical breakdown of the foods in the dietary pattern [45].

The meditation feature included categories related to mindfulness, sleep, and stress. All 3 categories had 2-, 5-, and 10-min options for the participant to choose based on their preferences and needs. For social engagement, there were dedicated lessons with suggestions on how to become more engaged within the community. Finally, participants had access to a personal health coach. The health coach was available for participants to ask questions related to cognition, cognitive decline, or behavioral health. For the purposes of this intervention, the coaches had backgrounds in personal training, nutrition, nursing, and social work.

Outcome Measures

Primary Outcome

Program engagement was the primary outcome of this pilot study. Participant engagement was evaluated based on the total sessions within the app; number of lessons read; and utilization of physical activity, nutrition, and meditation features.

Secondary Outcomes

Self-reported health was assessed through behavioral data collected in the app. These behaviors included anxiety and depression (Patient Health Questionnaire-4 [PHQ-4]), minutes of physical activity completed, nutrition scores, and sleep quantity.

Data Analysis

R 3.5.2 [46] was used to conduct all analyses. Descriptive statistics were calculated for engagement and variables related to self-reported health. t tests were conducted to evaluate sex differences. Engagement variables included the number of lessons completed (ie, total number of times lessons were viewed), number of times physical activity was tracked, number of times nutrition was tracked, number of times meditation was tracked, and number of times VPC test results were checked. In addition, variables related to self-reported health were defined as anxiety, depression, physical activity, nutrition, and sleep quantity. Paired t tests were utilized to determine differences between pre- and postscores for variables related to self-reported health status.

For relationship analyses, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were utilized to investigate the relationships between individual engagement variables as well as the relationships between these in-app engagement variables and lessons completed. Similar relational analyses were conducted comparing overall nutritional scores and total minutes exercised with engagement variables.

In addition, change scores were calculated for self-reported health status and related behavior variables. For these change scores, Parson product-moment correlation coefficients were also utilized to investigate relationships between baseline scores and score changes over the course of the program.

Finally, the relationships between the number of distinct lessons completed and other engagement data were evaluated through Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients. As mentioned previously, although the participants could view the lessons as many times as they wanted, there were 17 distinct lessons released throughout the course of the program (1 introductory lesson + 16 weekly informational lessons). On the basis of the observed relationships, participants were separated into groups based on the number of distinct lessons completed (n<10 and n≥10). Paired t tests were used to determine the differences in engagement and self-reported health based on cutoffs for completion of distinct lessons.

Results

The participant enrollment funnel is presented in Figure 2; of the initial 716 individuals targeted to be a part of the pilot program, 559 downloaded the app and were classified as enrolled. Of those enrolled, 501/559 (89.6%) completed the initial VPC and 242/559 (43.3%) completed the final VPC. Of those completing the final VPC, 51.7% were female and 49.3% were male.

No sex differences were observed for age (females: mean 51 years, SD 7.9 years; males: mean 51 years, SD 7.1 years; P=.97), total number of sessions (females: mean 92, SD 79; males: mean 81, SD 69; P=.26), frequency of physical activity tracking (females: mean 29, SD 34; males: mean 23, SD 29; P=.18), total lessons read (females: mean 22, SD 13; males: mean 19, SD 10; P=.13), total results checked (females: mean 5, SD 4; males: mean 5, SD 5; P=.99), or distinct lessons loaded (females: mean 13, SD 5; males: mean 12, SD 5; P=.38). Significant differences were observed between sexes for frequency of nutrition tracking (females: mean 36, SD 48; males: mean 22, SD 34; P=.002) and frequency of meditation tracking (females: mean 7, SD 10; males: mean 4, SD 5; P=.008). Differences were also observed in baseline VPC scores (females: mean 86.8, SD 9.2; males: mean 84.1, SD 7.3; P=.02); however, there was no significant difference in VPC change scores between males and females. In addition, the total number of minutes exercised were not significantly different (females: mean 1007, SD 1316; males: mean 856, SD 1083; P=.32) between males and females, but there were significant differences (females: mean 7.9, SD 1.7; males: mean 7.2, SD 1.5; P=.03) in overall nutritional score.

Pre- and postscores for self-reported health variables are reported in Table 2. Significant differences between timepoints were observed for the number of days per week eating fish (P,.01); however, no other significant changes were observed.
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In addition, baseline VPC scores were not significantly different from final scores, indicating no cognitive changes occurred throughout the intervention.

As defined previously, the engagement variables assessed for this investigation included lessons completed, frequency of physical activity tracking, frequency of nutrition tracking, frequency of meditation tracking, and frequency of results viewing. Number of lessons completed was significantly correlated with the frequency of physical activity tracking, frequency of nutrition tracking, and frequency of meditation tracking. See Figure 3 for a visual representation of individual relationships and correlation coefficients (please note that all relationships in Figure 3 are significant).

Table 2. Analysis of pre- and postscores for Memory Health Program data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable measured</th>
<th>Prescore, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Postscore, mean (SD)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual paired comparison score</td>
<td>84.1 (8.1)</td>
<td>84.9 (7.2)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days per week eating fish</td>
<td>2.3 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.2)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days per week eating vegetables</td>
<td>6.0 (1.5)</td>
<td>6.0 (1.5)</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days per week sleeping more than 7 hours each night</td>
<td>2.8 (2.1)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.1)</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score (Patient Health Questionnaire-4)</td>
<td>2.4 (2.2)</td>
<td>2.6 (2.6)</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When evaluating overall nutrition score, a mean final score of 7.6 (SD 1.7) was obtained by the participants (calculated based on the MIND diet recommendations [34]). Significant relationships existed between overall nutrition score (Figure 4) and frequency of nutrition tracking ($P=.03; r=0.18$), frequency of physical activity tracking ($P=.02; r=0.19$), and the total number of minutes exercised ($P=.01; r=0.22$). Nonsignificant correlations were observed between overall nutrition score and the total number of app sessions ($P=.12$, $r=0.13$), number of times participants meditated ($P=.08; r=0.15$), or total lessons read ($P=.29; r=0.10$). These relationships between engagement and dietary outcomes are important as scoring a 7.5 to 9.5 on the MIND diet has been associated with a 35% decreased risk of disease development (for a detailed description of the scoring structure, please see the study by Morris et al [34]).

Total minutes exercised over the course of the intervention were 936 (SD 1211) per participant. Total minutes exercised (Figure 5) was significantly correlated with total app sessions ($P=.002; r=0.57$), frequency of physical activity tracking ($P<.001; r=0.85$), frequency of nutrition tracking ($P=.004; r=0.64$), number of times participants meditated ($P=.008; r=0.46$), and total lessons read ($P=.007; r=0.36$). Physical activity plays a significant role in promoting cardiovascular health and reducing risk of cognitive decline [47,48]. These relationships suggest that increased Neurotrack MHP engagement supports increases in total minutes of physical activity, potentially leading to future positive health outcomes.
Change scores were calculated for self-reported health behaviors by subtracting the prescore from the postscore. Significant negative relationships existed between self-reported baseline score and changes throughout the program. Specifically, these relationships were observed for minutes of activity per week ($P=.003; r=-0.45$), number of days eating fish ($P=.007; r=-0.30$), and days eating vegetables ($P=.004; r=-0.45$). These data indicate that individuals initially reporting lower levels of the behavior improved, whereas those initially reporting higher levels of the behavior remained stable.

The total number of distinct lessons completed (out of the 17 provided) were significantly related to the engagement variables (Figure 6). Specifically, distinct lessons completed were significantly related to the frequency of physical activity tracking ($P=.004; r=0.40$), frequency of nutrition tracking ($P=.004; r=0.43$), total number of times participants meditated
(P<.007; r=0.35), and total minutes exercised (P=.008; r=0.33). On the basis of these relationships, a cutoff of 10 distinct lessons completed was determined to be an inflection point for engagement. Paired t tests were used to determine the differences in engagement and self-reported health based on a 10-lesson cutoff point.

As shown in Table 3, no differences were observed in VPC scores (P=.55) between lesson completion groups (<10 lessons vs ≥10 lessons); however, significant differences were observed for total minutes exercised, frequency of physical activity tracking, frequency of nutrition tracking, and total number of times participants meditated (all P values <.001). When comparing change scores between lesson completion groups for self-reported health, there were no differences observed between groups for PHQ-4 score (P=.48), minutes of activity completed per week (P=.59), days per week eating fish (P=.93), days per week eating vegetables (P=.46), or nights per week sleeping more than 7 hours (P=.79).

**Figure 6.** Relationships between the total number of distinct lessons completed and other engagement variables. Note: drop lines indicate the 10-lesson cutoff.

**Table 3.** Participant engagement data based on completion of 10 or more distinct lessons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engagement variable</th>
<th>&lt;10 distinct lessons completed, mean (SD)</th>
<th>≥10 distinct lessons completed, mean (SD)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total minutes exercised</td>
<td>378 (582)</td>
<td>1181 (1131)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of times physical activity was tracked</td>
<td>8.9 (10.0)</td>
<td>34.1 (32.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of times nutrition was tracked</td>
<td>5.6 (8.7)</td>
<td>41.6 (46.6)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of times participants meditated</td>
<td>2.3 (2.5)</td>
<td>8.9 (12.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual paired comparison score</td>
<td>−1.5 (5.6)</td>
<td>−0.9 (7.2)</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The primary aim of this pilot investigation was to evaluate the Neurotrack MHP’s feasibility and acceptability of use in free-living Japanese adults. By combining aspects of physical activity, diet, sleep, stress, social interaction, and cognitive engagement, this new method of program delivery aimed to expand the scope and accessibility of the intervention, which are currently limiting factors in receiving proper guidance through behavior change for cognitive health [18]. The choice to utilize a Japanese population was based on the costs related to cognitive decline and disease care [12,13] of their aging population.

This investigation focused on a multidomain approach to cognitive health; multidomain lifestyle interventions are recommended as the best strategy to ameliorate cognitive decline because of the synergistic nature of multiple areas of lifestyle modification. This is similar to the original FINGER study [16] that served as the framework for this investigation. The FINGER study showed a 25% increase in global cognition, with specific increases of 83% and 150% in executive functioning and processing speed, respectively. However, these increases were not able to be mapped to a single behavioral intervention, given the multidimensional nature of the intervention. Furthermore,
the initial study evaluating the Web version of this digital intervention was unable to delineate a single factor relating to healthy improvements [28], justifying the need for an intervention that provides a more personalized approach (i.e., not all participants will be able to exercise 60 min per day). In this study, we present a similar result wherein significant relationships were observed between the various types of engagement within the program (reading lessons, tracking physical activity, tracking nutrition, and meditating). Of these variables, only lessons followed a strict cadence (1 released per week), thus presenting a potential candidate for other engagement metrics to follow. All engagement metrics were interrelated, and although it is reasonable to infer that reading the weekly lessons may be a strong factor for continued engagement, it is impossible to determine a causal relationship from the current data, and further research is required to evaluate this concept.

Significant relationships were also observed between a number of the behavioral health change scores and baseline scores, indicating more improvements in participants reporting lower initial levels, whereas individuals reporting initial higher levels remained stable. Specifically, these increased change scores were observed in minutes of physical activity completed per week, number of days eating fish, and number of days eating vegetables. Although these changes are not necessarily causal to improvements in cognition, these improvements in healthy behaviors are similar to those reported in the FINGER study [16,49] where “fish intake at least twice/week,” “daily intake of vegetables,” and “physical activity 2 or more times/week” were increased after the 2-year intervention. In this study, these changes were independent of changes in cognition, as assessed by the VPC task; however, given the length of time required to observe improvements in cognition, as observed in previous multidomain behavior change interventions—FINGER (24 months) [16,49], MAPT (36 months) [23], Healthy Aging Through Internet Counseling in the Elderly (18 months) [50], and VC Health (12 months) [27,28]—it is likely that the intervention used in this study was too short to result in a substantial change in cognitive performance. Furthermore, this study did not limit recruitment to at-risk participants as was done in previous investigations [16,27,28,49], thus limiting the ability for change given the participants’ baseline cognitive performance. The similar changes in behavioral health factors observed in this study as compared with the FINGER protocol [16] indicate the potential for similar improvement in cognitive performance among at-risk participants following a longer intervention duration. As a result, future investigations will need to further evaluate the long-term efficacy of the Neurotrack MHP on cognitive health outcomes. One such example of this type of investigation is the Digital Cognitive Multidomain Alzheimer’s Risk Velocity [51], which is aiming to determine if this type of a broadly disseminable digital program can slow cognitive decline in at-risk participants to ultimately delay or prevent AD onset.

**Physical Activity Outcomes**

Additional behavioral outcomes from this investigation included the number of minutes of activity completed and nutrition scores. As expected, the total number of minutes exercised was significantly related to the frequency of physical activity tracking. The total number of minutes exercised was also related to the total app sessions, frequency of nutrition tracking, number of times participants mediated, and total lessons read. The total minutes exercised averaged almost 1000 per participant over the course of the intervention or approximately 16.5 hours of total physical activity completed over the course of the program. These data, in combination with change scores in self-reported physical activity inversely correlated with baseline levels, indicate that participants increased their activity levels throughout the program, without decreases among individuals reporting initially higher baseline values. Physical activity plays a significant role in promoting cardiovascular health and reducing risk of cognitive decline [47,48], and it has been reported that every additional hour of light-intensity physical activity is significantly associated with higher brain volumes (even among individuals not meeting current recommended guidelines) [52].

However, it should be noted that the participants in this study did not reach activity duration thresholds reported in previous investigations suggested to enhance cognition. For example, the Nurses’ Health Study showed that women who walked 90 min/week demonstrated higher global cognition scores compared with women who walked less than 40 min per week [53]. Furthermore, it has been reported that individuals who are physically active for approximately 30 min per day 5 times a week experience reduced atrophy in the medial temporal lobe, a key area for memory and executive function [54]. Although the physical activity levels reached in this investigation did not amount to the recommended thresholds presented above, this pilot was concluded after 16 weeks, and further continuation may have allowed participants to continue to reach these levels. Larger-scale investigations are required to better understand the longer-term impact of the Neurotrack MHP on physical activity patterns.

**Nutrition Outcomes**

Nutrition has also been discussed as a primary factor in the prevention of cognitive decline [55-57]. On the basis of the MIND diet published by Morris et al [34], we scored self-reported meals throughout the investigation, with participants averaging a final score of 7.6 (SD 1.7) for their nutritional intake. Although a score of 9.6 or higher has been linked to a 53% reduction in the rate of developing AD, those scoring a 7.5 to 9.5 have been associated with a 35% decreased risk of disease development (for a detailed description of the scoring structure, please see the study by Morris et al [34]). This is important given that perfect eating is generally unattainable, and flexibility and fluctuation in dietary patterns is expected. In this investigation, females tracked their nutrition significantly more often than males, while also exhibiting significantly higher overall nutritional scores. Given that there is a previously established positive relationship between the act of tracking and improved health outcomes [58], it may be that simply the act of entering one’s food makes individuals more aware of what they are choosing to consume, thus leading to healthier choices and improved outcomes [59,60]. It is also important to note that females are reported to be more interested in seeking out health-related information, pay more attention
to potential worldwide pandemics, and are much more attentive as to how goods purchased in everyday life affect their health than men [61].

Lesson-Related Outcomes

Although participants were able to revisit lessons as many times as they wished, there were only 17 distinct lessons that could be completed. Distinct lessons completed were significantly related to engagement variables (total number of times physical activity was tracked, total number of times nutrition was tracked, total number of times participants meditated, and total minutes exercised). Previous behavior change programs have reported that the completion of weekly lessons is significantly related to increased health outcomes measures such as weight loss [62-64] and reductions in glycosylated hemoglobin [62,63], indicating that continued use of the Neurotrack MHP may lead to additional health benefits in at-risk individuals.

Furthermore, increased lesson completion during behavior change programs has been significantly linked to subsequent improvements in nutrition and physical activity [65]. The relationship between lesson completion and improved outcomes and engagement is further supported when evaluating participants who either completed less than 10 or 10 or more lessons. Significant differences between these groups were observed for the total minutes exercised, total number of times physical activity was tracked, total number of times nutrition was tracked, and total number of times participants meditated. As a result, it is recommended that future iterations of this program aim to increase the adherence to lesson completion, as the action appears to result in subsequent improvements in other parts of the program.

Limitations

There are a few limitations associated with this study. First, given that this was a pre-post study design and there was no control arm, we were unable to compare the changes in outcomes between individuals using the Neurotrack MHP with the changes in outcomes between individuals who did not use the program. However, previous studies have reported similar results [58,62,64], suggesting that these results may remain when including a designated control, although this cannot be finalized without future investigation. In addition, as this was a pilot study, the sample size was relatively small, and larger samples are needed to make definitive conclusions. Given the demographic used for this investigation, it should also be noted that there is a high ceiling for cognitive health in this population, making it difficult to expect cognitive changes. This is not deemed an issue for this study given the nature of the pilot; however, future studies should prioritize at-risk individuals to further understand effectiveness.

There is also a potential issue related to bias in the results (ie, individuals who engaged in more healthy behaviors were, in turn, more likely to track these behaviors). Future investigations utilizing in-person research designs should work to further confirm these results. Finally, a note needs to be made about localization. This was an American program being delivered to a Japanese population, and although there was an initial layer of localization applied to the program (translation to Japanese, adjustment of wording to be more culturally applicable, etc), there are additional changes that would have made it more directly applicable to a Japanese audience. For example, berries, which are commonly included in the MIND diet, are not easily found within Japanese grocery stores and even when available, they are expensive for regular consumers. A recent version of the MIND diet was published adapting the traditional model to the Japanese market [66], which may increase the levels of tracking or program adherence. It is recommended that future studies should focus on mastering the complexity of deep localization.

Conclusions

Overall, the various engagement metrics were significantly correlated, and greater engagement was related to improved nutrition scores and increased time exercising. In addition, the relationships between distinct lessons completed and other engagement metrics suggest that there is value in focusing the program on enhancing lesson completion. This notion is further supported by the fact that individuals who completed 10 or more lessons had significantly greater program engagement than individuals who did not. Finally, females demonstrated greater levels of dietary tracking with simultaneous increases in overall nutritional scores, indicating Japanese females may be more likely to engage with behavior change programs than their male counterparts.
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Abstract

Background: Self-monitoring of behavior (namely, diet and physical activity) and physiology (namely, glucose) has been shown to be effective in type 2 diabetes (T2D) and prediabetes prevention. By combining self-monitoring technologies, the acute physiological consequences of behaviors could be shown, prompting greater consideration to physical activity levels today, which impact the risk of developing diabetes years or decades later. However, until recently, commercially available technologies have not been able to show individuals the health benefits of being physically active.

Objective: The objective of this study was to examine the usage, feasibility, and acceptability of behavioral and physiological self-monitoring technologies in individuals at risk of developing T2D.

Methods: A total of 45 adults aged ≥40 years and at moderate to high risk of T2D were recruited to take part in a 3-arm feasibility trial. Each participant was provided with a behavioral (Fitbit Charge 2) and physiological (FreeStyle Libre flash glucose monitor) monitor for 6 weeks, masked according to group allocation. Participants were allocated to glucose feedback (4 weeks) followed by glucose and physical activity (biobehavioral) feedback (2 weeks; group 1), physical activity feedback (4 weeks) followed by biobehavioral feedback (6 weeks; group 2), or biobehavioral feedback (6 weeks; group 3). Participant usage (including time spent on the apps and number of glucose scans) was the primary outcome. Secondary outcomes were the feasibility (including recruitment and number of sensor displacements) and acceptability (including monitor wear time) of the intervention. Semistructured qualitative interviews were conducted at the 6-week follow-up appointment.

Results: For usage, time spent on the Fitbit and FreeStyle Libre apps declined over the 6 weeks for all groups. Of the FreeStyle Libre sensor scans conducted by participants, 17% (1798/10,582) recorded rising or falling trends in glucose, and 24% (13/45) of participants changed ≥1 of the physical activity goals. For feasibility, 49% (22/45) of participants completed the study using the minimum number of FreeStyle Libre sensors, and a total of 41 sensors were declared faulty or displaced. For acceptability, participants wore the Fitbit for 40.1 (SD 3.2) days, and 20% (9/45) of participants and 53% (24/45) of participants were prompted by email to charge or sync the Fitbit, respectively. Interviews unearthed participant perceptions on the study design by suggesting refinements to the eligibility criteria and highlighting important issues about the usability, wearability, and features of the technologies.
Conclusions: Individuals at risk of developing T2D engaged with wearable digital health technologies providing behavioral and physiological feedback. Modifications are required to both the study and to commercially available technologies to maximize the chances of sustained usage and behavior change. The study and intervention were feasible to conduct and acceptable to most participants.

Trial Registration: International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN) 17545949

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14195) doi:10.2196/14195
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Introduction

The prevalence of diabetes was estimated to be more than 3 million in England in 2017 [1]. It is a fast-growing health crisis in the United Kingdom and globally [2], but given that 3 out of 5 cases of type 2 diabetes (T2D) are preventable [3], efforts to prevent the onset of T2D in people identified at increased risk are a clear public health priority.

The British Medical Association reported in 2018 the need to prioritize prevention over cure for long-term conditions to secure the long-term sustainability of the National Health Service (NHS). In parallel, the NHS Long Term Plan outlined the need to promote digitally enabled care and patient empowerment around accessing digital tools [4]. NHS Digital is a key driving force attempting to harness the power of information and technology into existing health care pathways, using technologies such as wearables and Web-based platforms. In combination, the ability to self-monitor behavior and health using wearables has created new opportunities for people to actively participate in their health care in nonclinical settings [5,6].

Flash glucose monitoring (FGM), brought onto the market in 2016, allows users to monitor their interstitial glucose fluctuations. Early studies have demonstrated reductions in hypoglycemia, increased time spent in the target range, and greater levels of patient satisfaction compared with traditional fingerstick monitoring for individuals living with type 1 diabetes and T2D [7,8]. However, this technology has not been examined in the context of diabetes prevention.

In parallel, physical activity has an important role in disease prevention [9] and is a major risk factor for long-term conditions including T2D [10]. In the laboratory setting, brief bouts of physical activity have resulted in acute reductions in postprandial glucose and insulin in normal weight, overweight, and obese adults [11-13]. With commercially available technologies increasingly capable of monitoring real-time physical activity and glucose levels, it is an exciting opportunity to see changes in glucose in relation to physical activity outside of the laboratory setting. Even if people are not diagnosed with T2D, a relationship between physical activity and glucose still exists, which means those at risk could also be targeted as a preventative strategy. This approach could offer a unique opportunity for individuals to see these relationships in a real-world setting, which could influence their daily behaviors and subsequently their acute health.

The Sensing Interstitial Glucose Levels to Nudge Active Lifestyles (SIGNAL) study examined the usage of FGM and physical activity self-monitoring technologies for people identified as moderate to high risk of developing T2D. Secondary objectives were to assess the feasibility and acceptability of the trial design, recruitment, methodology, and technology. Interviews with participants were also conducted to understand their perspectives of using self-monitoring technologies in the context of T2D prevention. Assessing the feasibility was crucial to evaluate whether a full trial would be feasible.

Methods

Study Design

This trial was a randomized, 3-arm feasibility trial. The full protocol has been published [14], and the study was registered prospectively (ISRCTN17545949). All participants provided written informed consent. Loughborough University’s Ethics Advisory Committee provided ethical approval for the study (reference R17-P049).

Participants and Setting

Participants were recruited between May and September 2017 by circulating posters, letters, and emails across Leicestershire, United Kingdom. In brief, participants were aged ≥40 years and owned a compatible Android smartphone. Participants must not have had a self-reported diagnosis of diabetes (type 1, type 2, or gestational) or a glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) measurement of ≥6.5%. Interested individuals were directed to complete the Leicester Risk Assessment, which is a validated tool [15] to determine the level of risk for T2D via a Web-based survey (Qualtrics; Multimedia Appendix 1). Questions included age, sex, ethnic background, waist circumference, height, weight, and family history of diabetes. After completing the Web-based survey, individuals who received a score of moderate (16-24 points) or high (≥25/47 points) risk were contacted by a researcher by telephone or email and subsequently sent the participant information sheet by email if they were interested in taking part. An in-person appointment was scheduled at Loughborough University if participants continued to express an interest in taking part after reading the participant information sheet. During this in-person appointment, a point-of-care measurement of HbA1c was taken to confirm eligibility before obtaining consent.
**Randomization and Masking**

An independent researcher produced a computer-generated randomization list with 1:1:1 allocation. After the researcher confirmed eligibility, group allocation was revealed to the participant. The researcher was informed of the participant’s allocation on the day of the appointment to ensure adequate preparation (study paperwork and equipment needs varied between treatment allocations), meaning it was not possible to blind the researcher or participant to treatment allocation. Participants were encouraged to use the self-monitoring technologies as they wished, with no expectation or judgment from the researchers.

**Interventions**

Participants were allocated to 1 of the 3 6-week interventions (Figure 1). The 3 groups were developed so that usage could be identified for participants accessing glucose feedback alone, physical activity feedback alone, and both types of feedback (in parallel). The authors anticipated that usage would be higher in group 3 than in groups 1 and 2 from the start of the intervention. Group 1 participants were given access to glucose feedback by the FreeStyle Libre (Abbott Diabetes Care) for the first 4 weeks. In the remaining 2 weeks, these participants could access physical activity feedback by the Fitbit Charge 2 (Fitbit Inc; from here on simply referred to as Fitbit) in parallel (hereon Group 1 will be referred to as GPA). Group 2 participants were given feedback by the Fitbit for the first 4 weeks before also accessing feedback from the FreeStyle Libre (as well as the Fitbit) for the remaining 2 weeks (hereon Group 2 will be referred to as PA). Group 3 participants were given feedback from both the FreeStyle Libre and Fitbit (in parallel) for the full 6 weeks (hereon Group 3 will be referred to as GPA).

**Figure 1.** An outline of the study flow from the first appointment through to the end of participation. GPA: glucose and physical activity.

The 4+2-week design was used to identify how the patterns of use might differ depending on how the technologies were deployed. In particular, whether there were any additive benefits to receiving a single device initially before receiving feedback from the second device at a later point compared with being given access to feedback from both devices from the start, and how this affected their usage. This design was used to identify how usage varied by how the devices were deployed.

The Fitbit provided feedback regarding the number of steps taken, distance traveled, heart rate, calories expended, and flights of stairs climbed. Similarly, the FreeStyle Libre app provided feedback concerning glucose level (in mmol/L), direction of glucose trend (increasing, decreasing, or stable), time in range (above, below, or normal), and daily trends for individual days as well as previous 7, 14, or 28 days. Example screenshots of the feedback displayed by the FreeStyle Libre and Fitbit are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2. Feedback from the FreeStyle Libre was accessible via the smartphone app, and feedback from the Fitbit was accessible via the wrist-worn display and smartphone app. Both the FreeStyle Libre and Fitbit were worn throughout the 6 weeks, but settings were restricted or unrestricted, and monitors were masked or unmasked as per group allocation. If a participant should not access physical activity feedback during the study, the feedback was switched...
off (via the app, hiding the feedback icons normally displayed and switching off notifications) or covered in tape (the wrist-worn display). Restricting glucose feedback meant participants wore the sensor (as normal) but did not scan it. These participants were informed that the device was automatically logging data in the background, but as they were not scanning the sensor, no data were being stored and it was considered a nonfunctioning monitor. If we allowed these participants to scan the sensor, there was no way of restricting their access to seeing feedback.

Fitbit monitors were initialized using the Fitbit app, and minute-level data were downloaded via Fitabase (Small Steps Labs LLC) and processed using Kinesoft version 3.3.80 (Kinesoft). A minimum of 3 FreeStyle Libre glucose sensors were deployed to each participant, with each offering a lifespan of 2 weeks. Glucose levels were captured by the LibreLink app and extracted in 15-min epochs using Diasend (Diasend Inc). Interstitial glucose levels were categorized as below range (<4.0 mmol/L), normal (4.0–5.9 mmol/L), or above range (>5.9 mmol/L) [16]. Scans were also characterized as rising quickly, rising, changing slowly, falling, falling quickly, or no trend arrow (determined by proprietary algorithms).

Participants were asked to ensure that the Fitbit had enough charge and was synced regularly with the Fitbit app during the intervention. Participants were notified when the battery level reached <25% or if ≥5 days had passed since a previous sync (both remotely monitored by the researchers using Fitabase). For the FreeStyle Libre, participants were asked to scan the sensor once every 7 to 8 hours to minimize data loss but were not reminded by the researchers if they failed to adhere to this. Scanning the sensor was the only way to access glucose feedback by the participants.

Procedures
We deployed ActiGraph wGT3x-BT accelerometers (ActiGraph) to measure physical activity over 7 consecutive days. These were deployed over the right hip, midclavicular line. ActiGraphs were initialized and downloaded using ActiLife (ActiGraph; Multimedia Appendix 2). Participants met the UK physical activity guidelines if they achieved a total of 150 min of moderate-to-vigorous (or frequency) physical activity per week [17]. Participants were also asked to wear a Fitbit at baseline with settings adjusted and masked (notifications switched off and covered in tape) as to not provide feedback. They were instructed to wear them during waking hours and remove for water-based activities.

Self-reported age, sex, ethnic background, employment status, household income, highest level of education, and home postcode were recorded at baseline. Index of Multiple Deprivation was calculated using home postcode and was then segmented into 1 of the 10 categories ranging from ≤8.49 (least deprived) to ≥34.18 (most deprived) [18]. Height and waist circumference were measured. A digital scale (Tanita MC780MA) was used to measure weight and body fat. HbA1c was assessed using a point-of-care Afinion AS100 Analyzer (Alere Inc), with prediabetes classified as having an HbA1c of 6.0% to 6.4% [19]. Resting blood pressure was recorded using an Omron digital monitor (Omron Corporation).

From the start of the study, consecutive participants were invited to take part in a semistructured interview after completing the intervention. Interviews were completed at the 6-week follow-up appointment by a member of the research team independent from the quantitative data collection procedures and intervention delivery.

Study Outcomes
Primary Outcome
Participant usage of the Fitbit and FreeStyle Libre were assessed by time spent on the associated apps using Ethica Data (Kitchener). Usage was also assessed by the frequency with which participants scanned the FreeStyle Libre, the frequency with which the Fitbit was synced, and the number (and type) of changes to the physical activity goals. Before participants left the appointment, verbal and written information was provided about how to apply, activate, and scan the FreeStyle Libre and how to sync and charge the Fitbit. Default Fitbit physical activity goals were 10,000 steps, 30 active minutes, 10 flights of stairs, 2500 calories, and 8 kilometers per day. To record changes to these goals, the researchers checked the participant’s study-specific Fitbit accounts daily via the Web-based Fitbit platform.

Secondary Outcomes
The indicators used to assess feasibility included the number of individuals who accessed and completed the Web-based survey, the number of individuals deemed eligible, uptake and retention, the number of FreeStyle Libre sensors provided to participants, and nonusage attrition [20]. Notes were made to identify the number of additional sensors provided. For acceptability, the indicators used were Fitbit wear time (defined as the presence of a heart rate signal and not categorized as sleep by Fitbit’s proprietary algorithm), the number of times the research team prompted participants to sync or charge the Fitbit, the number of minutes of missing data, and the proportion of expected data for the FreeStyle Libre.

Sample Size Calculation
As typical with feasibility studies, no sample size was calculated, but a target of 45 participants was prespecified [14]. This approach was used because the trial sought to assess the feasibility of the recruitment processes.

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics were reported as mean (standard deviation) or frequency (%) using Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 24.0 (SPSS Inc). Semistructured interviews were conducted at the final appointment, with a convenience sample of 26 participants, and 5 further interviews were conducted to confirm data saturation. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and analyzed thematically with the support of NVivo software, version 11 (QSR International PTY Ltd). Thematic analysis comprised data familiarization; generating initial codes; searching for, reviewing, defining, and naming themes; and producing the report [21]. Members of the research team (MO and FD) conducted initial coding. Randomly allocated subsets
of transcripts were coded by the remaining team members to ensure validity and consistency and to enhance interpretive authenticity. Team members met during data analyses to review emerging themes and to search for and collate participant views. Participants were contacted via email to provide feedback to ensure interpretations made by the team reflected the experiences of the participants [22].

Results

Feasibility of the Trial

Eligibility, Uptake, and Retention

In total, 525 people visited the Web-based survey, 340 (64.8%) individuals completed the survey, and 58 individuals (17.1%; 11% of those visiting the survey) were eligible for the study. A total of 45 individuals (77.6% of those eligible) consented to take part, and no participants withdrew from the study (Figure 2).

Figure 2. A flow chart of participant recruitment, enrollment and allocation for the study.

Participant Characteristics

The sample was made up of more females (60%), the participants had a mean age of 56 (SD 8.7) years, and the participants were predominantly white British (88.9%) (Table 1). Most participants (53.4%) had completed undergraduate or postgraduate education, 19 (42.2%) had a household income of ≥£52,000, and 20 (44.4%) lived in a postcode considered least deprived. A total of 7 participants (15.6%) were identified as being at high risk of developing T2D, 3 (6.7%) were classified as living with prediabetes, 17 (37.8%) were overweight, and 23 (51.1%) had obesity.

The sample was highly compliant with wearing the ActiGraph and Fitbit during baseline. A total of 36 (80%) participants recorded 7 valid days of wear, with an average of 6.6 valid days and 861.5 min of daily wear recorded for the ActiGraph (Table 2). A total of 40 participants (88.9%) did not comply with the UK physical activity guidelines, and an average step count of 6905 steps was recorded.
### Table 1. Participants’ baseline characteristics stratified by group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline characteristics</th>
<th>Total sample (N=45)</th>
<th>Group 1: G\textsubscript{4} GPA\textsubscript{2} (n=15)</th>
<th>Group 2: PA\textsubscript{2} GPA\textsubscript{2} (n=15)</th>
<th>Group 3: GPA\textsubscript{6} (n=15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>56 (9)</td>
<td>58.8 (9)</td>
<td>55.3 (9)</td>
<td>53.9 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female gender, n (%)</td>
<td>27 (60)</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
<td>12 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>30 (67)</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
<td>10 (67)</td>
<td>11 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>10 (22)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate university</td>
<td>16 (36)</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate university</td>
<td>8 (18)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some additional training</td>
<td>16 (36)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed secondary school</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household income (£), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100,000</td>
<td>4 (8.9)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52,000-100,000</td>
<td>15 (33)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18,000-51,999</td>
<td>18 (40)</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;18,000</td>
<td>6 (13)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>2 (4.4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of multiple deprivation, n (%)\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least deprived</td>
<td>20 (44.4)</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
<td>7 (46.7)</td>
<td>7 (46.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most deprived</td>
<td>3 (6.7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (6.7)</td>
<td>2 (13.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body composition, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m\textsuperscript{2})</td>
<td>31.6 (7)</td>
<td>29.6 (5)</td>
<td>34.8 (9)</td>
<td>30.4 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist circumference (cm)</td>
<td>101.5 (15)</td>
<td>98.8 (14)</td>
<td>108.4 (15)</td>
<td>97.4 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiometabolic health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediabetic, n (%)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycated hemoglobin (measured in %), mean (SD)</td>
<td>5.6 (0.3)</td>
<td>5.6 (0.3)</td>
<td>5.5 (0.3)</td>
<td>5.6 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic BP\textsuperscript{c} (mmHg), mean (SD)</td>
<td>132 (16)</td>
<td>135.9 (15)</td>
<td>131.7 (16)</td>
<td>128.5 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic BP (mmHg), mean (SD)</td>
<td>81.7 (10)</td>
<td>82.7 (10)</td>
<td>79.9 (9)</td>
<td>82.3 (12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Other denotes looking after home and/or family, doing unpaid or voluntary work, or unable to work because of sickness or disability.

\textsuperscript{b}Postcode deprivation offers 10 categories, but only the 2 most extreme categories have been presented for clarity.

\textsuperscript{c}BP: blood pressure.
Table 2. Participants' baseline physical activity characteristics stratified by group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical activity characteristics</th>
<th>Total sample (N=45)</th>
<th>Group 1: GPA&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; (n=15)</th>
<th>Group 2: GPA&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; (n=15)</th>
<th>Group 3: GPA&lt;sub&gt;6&lt;/sub&gt; (n=15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of valid days, mean (SD)</td>
<td>6.7 (0.7)</td>
<td>6.8 (0.8)</td>
<td>6.5 (0.8)</td>
<td>6.8 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid day, n (%); cumulative %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>36 (80); 80</td>
<td>14 (93); 93</td>
<td>10 (67); 67</td>
<td>12 (80); 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥6</td>
<td>7 (16); 96</td>
<td>0 (0); 93</td>
<td>4 (27); 93</td>
<td>3 (20); 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5</td>
<td>0 (0); 96</td>
<td>0 (0); 93</td>
<td>0 (0); 93</td>
<td>1 (7); 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥4</td>
<td>2 (4); 100</td>
<td>1 (7); 100</td>
<td>1 (7); 100</td>
<td>0 (0); 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear time (minute/day), mean (SD)</td>
<td>865.1 (69.6)</td>
<td>912.4 (63.3)</td>
<td>832 (61.1)</td>
<td>851 (60.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counts per valid wear minute, mean (SD)</td>
<td>328.7 (144.6)</td>
<td>342.2 (107.6)</td>
<td>281.3 (123.1)</td>
<td>362.5 (187.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step count per day, mean (SD)</td>
<td>8575 (4530)</td>
<td>9329 (4251)</td>
<td>7650 (4007)</td>
<td>8747 (5367)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedentary (minute/day), mean (SD)</td>
<td>540.1 (95.3)</td>
<td>569.9 (90.1)</td>
<td>536.6 (89.9)</td>
<td>513.9 (103.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light physical activity (minute/day), mean (SD)</td>
<td>288.2 (83.4)</td>
<td>304.4 (97.1)</td>
<td>271.4 (77.3)</td>
<td>288.7 (76.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVPA&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (minute/day), mean (SD)</td>
<td>33.1 (28.4)</td>
<td>37 (21.2)</td>
<td>25.2 (18.6)</td>
<td>37.2 (40.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVPA in bouts ≥10 min (minute/day), mean (SD)</td>
<td>10.1 (21.9)</td>
<td>9.6 (14.4)</td>
<td>5 (6.2)</td>
<td>15.8 (34.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met physical activity guidelines&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, n (%)</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active minutes&lt;sup&gt;c,d&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>39.8 (41.5)</td>
<td>39.5 (28.2)</td>
<td>43.5 (54.1)</td>
<td>36.9 (42.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of floors climbed&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>11.8 (9.5)</td>
<td>13.8 (8.2)</td>
<td>7 (6.4)</td>
<td>13.8 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminders to move&lt;sup&gt;e,f&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.6 (1.5)</td>
<td>3.3 (1.7)</td>
<td>3.9 (1.6)</td>
<td>3.6 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Not available from the device.
<sup>b</sup>MVPA: moderate-to-vigorous physical activity.
<sup>c</sup>Active minutes are calculated by Fitbit’s undisclosed proprietary algorithm but are said to represent activity of ≥3 Metabolic Equivalent of Task (METS) and are only awarded if duration of activity is ≥10 consecutive minutes.
<sup>d</sup>ActiGraph accelerometers do not capture a comparable variable.
<sup>e</sup>Reminders to move track hourly step counts, and notifications delivered with a slight vibration are sent when the user does not reach 250 steps by 50 minutes of each hour (between 09:00 am-5:00 pm).
<sup>f</sup>No notifications were active during this wear period; this intends to suggest how many would have been shown had the settings been unmasked.

**Feasibility of the Technology: Quantitative Insights**

A total of 22 participants (48.9%) completed the study using the minimum number of 3 FreeStyle Libre sensors. Moreover, 11 of the 23 participants requiring extra sensors (47.8%) had 1 faulty or misplaced sensor, 8 (34.8%) had 2, 2 (8.7%) had 3, and the remaining 2 (8.7%) had 4. A total of 262 displacements were reported and there were more in groups GPA<sub>2</sub> and GPA<sub>6</sub>. It was noted that 27 participants (60%) set the LibreLink app to remind them to scan the glucose sensor. There were no instances of nonusage attrition.
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Feasibility of the Technology: Qualitative Insights

Participants evaluated the technologies (a main theme) and discussed the usability, wearability, reliability, durability, preferences, privacy, and cost (as subthemes). Additional quotes to support the described subthemes are presented in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Usability

Participants generally found both technologies easy to use, in particular, how they found the Fitbit easy to charge and were complimentary about the battery life. Comments relating to applying the FreeStyle Libre emphasized the initial trepidation felt by the participants, mostly because of the visible needle and concern that the insertion process would be painful (across all 3 groups). However, there was a pleasant surprise with which the FreeStyle Libre adhered to the skin, and this nervousness typically subsided following the first application. The requirement of scanning the FreeStyle Libre at least every 8 hours to avoid data loss was highlighted as a flaw with the technology, as some participants forgot to scan regularly enough, and several participants noticed periods of missing data during sleep:

I thought it was all very straightforward, all very easy. [female, GPA4]

I can take it off at night and charge it at night so there’s no issues with that. I put it on charge every second night really. Charging a Fitbit lasts about five days so if I put it on every second night it was fine; never had no issues with it running out at all. [male, PA4GPA2]

I was pleasantly surprised that it didn’t hurt. When I first saw the thing I thought, God this is going to be awful and hurt my arm but I couldn’t believe how painless it was. [female, GPA4]

When you go to sleep, seven hours isn’t all that long really. You generally need more than seven hours’ sleep and not everybody would wake up in the night. I do not and everybody would, so that wasn’t quite long enough. [female, GPA6]

Wearability

The majority of the participants found the FreeStyle Libre comfortable, with many forgetting the sensor was there (particularly participants in groups G4GPA2 and GPA3). A few indicated issues with skin irritation from the Tegaderm and having trouble applying the sensor correctly. The issues with the wearability of the sensor appear to relate more to participants being self-conscious about wearing the sensor, with some resorting to covering it up with additional or alternative clothing and others suggesting refinements to the sensor and Tegaderm. Similarly, participants across all groups noted that the design of the Fitbit could be improved. In particular, participants suggested aligning the design with traditional watches, and for some, this issue meant they were not pleased when asked to replace their existing jewelry with the Fitbit. Reasons for discomfort were also related to the impact of temperature on the Fitbit strap:

It was fine though, I think it’s brilliant. I forgot it was even there and in fact I’m a bit lost without it now it’s not there, it is quite strange. [female, GPA4]

It was more about that but when I had the glucose monitor on, for a start, when it was hot, I put sleeveless on but then I was getting, what’s that, what’s that? So, I started wearing things with just sleeves on. [female, PA4GPA2]

Because I have got all these lovely watches at home that I can’t wear, because I have got that. Somebody at work has got one of those on, I noticed she has got it on her other hand. She has got her watch on one hand and her Fitbit on other hand. I thought well that’s one way of doing it. But I couldn’t wear it on there. [female, GPA6]

Reliability

Some participants questioned the glucose level provided by the FreeStyle Libre when it classified them as low or in the red when this was not normally the case. They tended to attribute this observation to the timing of using a new sensor or altering the location of the FreeStyle Libre on the arm. When talking about the Fitbit, the accuracy of the data provided by the technology was questioned (by the participants across all 3 groups), specifically for step count, calories, distance, mode of activity, stairs climbed, heart rate, and sleep. During masked Fitbit wear, very few problems with automatic syncing were revealed, but during unmasked periods, many participants reported the need for multiple attempts at manually syncing the Fitbit. Similarly, multiple attempts were sometimes needed to scan the FreeStyle Libre:

I think when I first got it, it was quite low actually for the first...well for the first day, it was below the 4 and I was thinking ooh but then it went down to the normal sort of range. And actually, the last one a week ago and the same thing actually, that’s been lower, I don’t know if it’s the device or if I’ve done something different or what. [female, G4GPA2]

I think sometimes it’s been quite generous with steps. Turning around to get the towel is giving me steps and some days it said, “you’ve walked ‘x’ miles” and I thought, “I can’t have.” Some days it’s told me I’ve walked eleven miles and I thought, “have I walked eleven miles?” Eleven miles is quite a...so I’m not sure it’s accurate to that extent. [male, G4GPA2]

I had a couple of issues...sometimes it’s a bit difficult to link it to my phone, it just takes a bit of perseverance rather than everything happening on one flick of the screen, it might take two or three minutes just to catch on the Bluetooth. It’s not a major issue, it’s just a little niggle, that’s probably a better word. [male, PA4GPA2]

Durability

Several participants spoke about their experience of having the FreeStyle Libre sensor fall off, and, in part, this was because they were getting less aware of wearing it as time went on (more
so for participants in \( G_2 \text{GPA}_3 \) and \( \text{GPA}_6 \). Particular reasons reported by participants included walking into door frames, catching the FreeStyle Libre sensor on clothing, or showers and perspiration weakening the sensor’s attachment. Participants also raised annoyances about the memory of the FreeStyle Libre, suggesting that the memory is not sufficient, and perhaps, if it lasted a day or two, it would avoid some of the data losses, as some participants kept forgetting to scan it regularly:

I caught one on the car doorframe when I was getting something in and out of the car. The other one, I walked into a doorframe and caught it and it just bent the needle and it stopped working. [male, \( \text{GPA}_6 \)]

I thought it might have a better memory, last a day or two but because I kept forgetting to, because I am so busy I just kept forgetting to scan it so there are gaps and also at night time I go to bed like 9, 10 o’clock at night time and then get up sort of 12 hours later after a really good sleep and there are huge gaps. [male, \( \text{G}_4 \text{GPA}_2 \)]

**Privacy**

Participants discussed the topic of privacy, explaining how they did not mind or have any problems with having data collected on how much they used their phone and the study apps during the study period. Some participants mentioned that this was mainly because they had nothing to hide. Others raised concerns about other apps and their monitoring activities, such as Google Maps, which captures a lot of information about user location:

It was interesting that you could have all this stuff going on on your phone but it also is a bit spooky as well because people are watching your performance. I suppose that, in real life, can be quite scary. It is anyway - you don’t know who’s watching you at any point. [female, \( \text{GPA}_4 \)]

**Preference**

Participants described accessing an array of feedback metrics for their activity. Preferred Fitbit features were typically step count and heart rate, with calories burned considered the least meaningful. There were conflicting remarks about the Fitbit prompts, the associated motivational messages were seen as childish and receiving the notification to move hourly was deemed too frequent. Nonphysical activity features such as food logging and relaxation were not used as often or considered as useful as the physical activity features of the Fitbit. This was typically because of the manual entering of data required on the app or preference for using alternative apps. The FreeStyle Libre features were talked about positively by participants with no clear preferences for the feedback provided. A suggested improvement was for greater flexibility in viewing historical data. There was an overall preference toward the FreeStyle Libre compared with the Fitbit, mostly because of the novelty of monitoring glucose levels (regardless of group):

I’d quite often look at my heartbeat because that was the most interesting thing on there. [male, \( \text{GPA}_6 \)]

It gives you those daily reports which are helpful. And I thought it was helpful that you could add in a note when you had eaten something. So, you could then align, I mean in the end you didn’t really need to because you could see the patterns for yourself, but to start with that’s useful that you could put in when you had eaten something. Or put a note in of some sort which is helpful. [female, \( \text{PA}_6 \text{GPA}_2 \)]

I have actually enjoyed the glucose monitor results, looking at the graphs and charts more than the Fitbit. [female, \( \text{GPA}_4 \)]

I could have delved a lot more deeply into the Fitbit but I was more interested in the app and the glucose levels…I’ve never monitored my glucose before and I was fascinated by the whole thing. I was amazed how the device worked and all sorts of things about it. [male, \( \text{G}_4 \text{GPA}_2 \)]

**Cost**

Several participants expressed their concern about the cost of the FreeStyle Libre sensors if they were to buy them, in particular, because they only last 2 weeks, which would restrict many people from accessing this technology:

It is a lot. I am sure they will come down as people use them more and more, but, and they only last two weeks, so you know it is a lot of money. [female, \( \text{PA}_4 \text{GPA}_3 \)]

**Acceptability of the Technology: Quantitative Insights**

During the 6 weeks, 22 of 45 participants (48.9%) provided 42 days of valid Fitbit wear, with all participants averaging a total of 40.1 (SD 3.2) valid days. Compliance with syncing the Fitbit data noted that 12 participants (26.7%) received a prompt from the researchers to sync (encourage data transfer), whereas 5 (11.1%), 3 (6.7%), 2 (4.4%), and 2 (4.4%) participants received 2, 3, 4, or 5 prompts, respectively. In terms of charging the Fitbit, 9 (20%) participants received a prompt to charge the Fitbit as battery status reached <25%. No data losses were recorded for the Fitbit across the 3 groups. The level of data capture for the FreeStyle Libre was high—an average of 87.6% (SD 3.8) and 82% (SD 19) in the first and sixth week, respectively—and this was relatively consistent between the 3 groups (Multimedia Appendix 4).

There was no clear trend toward increased physical activity over the 6 weeks using step count, active minutes, number of flights of stairs, or reductions in the number of reminders to move (Multimedia Appendix 5). Similarly, there was no improvement in interstitial glucose levels using time in range (Multimedia Appendix 6).

**Acceptability of the Trial: Qualitative Insights**

Participants evaluated the study design (a main theme)—specifically, having a positive experience, wanting full access to feedback (in particular, participants in the groups \( \text{G}_2 \text{GPA}_2 \) and \( \text{PA}_6 \text{GPA}_3 \)), indicating the study duration being too short, having issues with the eligibility criteria, and being uncertain of what was expected of them (as subthemes). Additional quotes to support the described subthemes are presented in Multimedia Appendix 7.
There was an overall sense of positivity in taking part in the study. Indeed, participants wanted access to the information provided by the technologies, with some explaining their frustration of having devices masked and others describing their disappointment with not being in GPA4. The 6-week duration of the study was deemed not long enough by some participants to gain a full understanding of the relationship between their lifestyle and glucose, represent normal life, set more challenging Fitbit goals, or try out different wear locations for the FreeStyle Libre:

I really enjoyed it. I really learned a lot from it. [male, G4,GPA2]

Yes, I was really pleased that I was in the six-week group because I thought that will give me a lot to go on, whereas two weeks is kind of neither here nor there. I thought six weeks is a reasonable amount of time to assess things. I thought that was good for me and it led me to sort of draw some conclusions about glucose and how I was using it. [female, GPA2]

It is difficult to do that over six weeks. Perhaps over several months you might be able to pin it down to what you eat and when you eat it. Perhaps keeping a food and exercise diary and linking them together, but we weren’t asked to do that. [female, GPA3]

Some participants suggested that the FreeStyle Libre might be better suited to individuals at greater risk of developing T2D or people already with a diagnosis of diabetes. Only including individuals with a compatible Android smartphone was highlighted as an important limitation of the study:

I said to [the researcher] you would have to change what app you use or something because I think you potentially would get a lot more people involved with it if it was compatible with an iPhone as well. [female, GPA6]

There was uncertainty on 2 fronts—changing behavior and engaging with the technology. There was some uncertainty around whether participants felt that the study required them to change their behavior or whether it was purely a monitoring or data collection exercise:

If I had been told, like what we are looking for is you to increase your activity because we are after this certain, we are trying to see this thing, then I would have gone for it. [male, G4,GPA2]

There were also inconsistencies in participants’ perceptions of how much to engage with the technologies. Some individuals suggested that receiving more instructions on how to use and interpret the feedback would have been useful, whereas others were happy about not being given too much guidance and felt that the instructions given were clear. That said, participants explained how explicitly being told to be more active or to eat differently would have left them better placed to act on the feedback. Other suggestions included directing people to sources of information and being able to compare their glucose levels against a healthy profile via the FreeStyle Libre app:

Perhaps a bit more detailed, again just how to just sort of really make the best use of it would be better. [female, PA4,GPA2]

There’s not really that much information to go with the monitor to tell you how to interpret the data. [male, GPA2]

But [the researcher] did say at the start, use this as you want it’s your, your thing to use as you want. So that was good. [male, G4,GPA2]

**Technology Usage**

From weeks 1 to 6, the groups G4,GPA2 and GPA6 spent a lower amount of time on the FreeStyle Libre app, going from 28.3 to 12.3 min per day and 11.5 to 5.5 min per day, respectively (Table 3). PA4,GPA2 participants logged 7.1 min per day in week 5 and 4.7 min per day in week 6. A similar pattern was observed for the FreeStyle Libre app whereby participants in groups PA4,GPA2 and GPA6 observed a reduction in time spent on the Fitbit app, reducing from 6.7 to 3.4 min per day and 7.6 to 3.9 min per day, respectively. Similarly, participants in G4,GPA2 reduced their app usage from weeks 5 to 6 from 16.9 to 12.7 min per day (the only weeks when they could access it). The average number of scans declined over time across all 3 groups (Figure 3). In the groups G4,GPA2 and GPA6, participants logged on average 9.4 scans per day in week 1 and 6.8 scans per day in week 6. Across weeks 5 and 6, participants in PA4,GPA2 conducted 6.3 scans per day and 5.6 scans per day, respectively. A number of Fitbit monitors unexpectedly restored to default settings during deployment, resulting in syncs being completed automatically.

A total of 13 of 45 participants (28.9%) changed ≥1 of the physical activity goals from the default settings. Of these participants, 9 (69.2%) changed the daily step goal, whereas the number of floors, active minutes, calories, and distance goals were changed by 5 (38.5%), 3 (23.1%), 2 (15.4%), and 2 (15.4%) participants, respectively. Notably, the daily step goal was reduced by 7 participants (77.8%).
Table 3. Pattern of app usage for the Fitbit and FreeStyle Libre.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App usage</th>
<th>Group 1: G4GPA2</th>
<th>Group 2: PA4GPA2</th>
<th>Group 3: GPA6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fitbit, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1, minutes per day</td>
<td>_a</td>
<td>6.7 (3.9)</td>
<td>7.6 (3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2, minutes per day</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.0 (4.7)</td>
<td>4.6 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3, minutes per day</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.9 (2.8)</td>
<td>5.3 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4, minutes per day</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.1 (1.8)</td>
<td>5.5 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5, minutes per day</td>
<td>16.9 (16.4)</td>
<td>3.5 (2.1)</td>
<td>4.3 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 6, minutes per day</td>
<td>12.7 (13.6)</td>
<td>3.4 (2.6)</td>
<td>3.9 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FreeStyle Libre, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1, minutes per day</td>
<td>28.3 (23.6)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11.5 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2, minutes per day</td>
<td>21.7 (22.6)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7.7 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3, minutes per day</td>
<td>17.6 (14.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7.7 (7.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4, minutes per day</td>
<td>13.2 (11.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6.3 (8.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5, minutes per day</td>
<td>8.2 (5.5)</td>
<td>7.1 (3.9)</td>
<td>6.0 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 6, minutes per day</td>
<td>12.3 (17.6)</td>
<td>4.7 (6.4)</td>
<td>5.5 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data not available.

Figure 3. Pattern of participant scans of the glucose sensor over the 6 weeks, with the horizontal line reflecting the recommended minimum number of scans per day. One participant recorded 173 scans on day 12, deemed an outlier, and so was excluded from this figure. G4GPA2: Group 1; PA4GPA2: Group 2; GPA6: Group 3.

Discussion

Principal Findings

To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to deploy both behavioral and physiological self-monitoring digital health technologies to individuals at risk of developing T2D. Use of the devices reduced over the 6-week intervention period but remained higher than the minimum level of use needed to avoid data loss (eg, scanning the FreeStyle Libre every 8 hours). Despite limitations with smartphone compatibility, it was feasible to conduct the study with a high uptake rate and full retention of participants at the end of the trial. The study and technologies were acceptable to individuals at risk of T2D.

Specific Recommendations

This feasibility trial has identified several key areas for industrial and research sectors to collectively consider when considering the use of commercially available technologies in health research. These include the following: the need to (1) integrate, or facilitate the integration of, information collected by behavioral and physiological sensors into a single platform and (2) provide intelligent feedback and automated, actionable insights by using multiple data sources in real time.

Technology Usage

Participants were given minimal instruction as to how to engage with the technologies in an effort to reflect an off the shelf deployment. There was reduced use of the Fitbit and FreeStyle Libre over the 6-week intervention period, which was similar between the 3 groups. This suggests that the provision of both
technologies did not clearly impact the honeymoon period or the novelty effect frequently observed when people newly access digital health technologies [23]. For the FreeStyle Libre, the magnitude of this novelty effect was different between time spent on the app and the frequency of scanning. Scans per day reduced by approximately 28% between week 1 and week 6, whereas time spent on the app decreased by 52% to 57% for both groups accessing the FreeStyle Libre for the full 6 weeks. With participants expressing preference for more simple feedback features, these data suggest that participants ended up preferring to simply scan and see their current glucose levels rather than delve into the more detailed feedback that could be seen by the Freestyle Libre app [24,25]. This appeared to happen once users were content with the instant, and perhaps more understandable, feedback provided with each scan.

Stand-alone telemonitoring systems are an encouraging tool to support motivation [26]. The dual deployment of physical activity and physiological monitors succumbing to the issues of disuse may have been because of the feedback sources treated as distinct entities with distinct purposes. It has been noted elsewhere that relationships between behavior and health vary in how easily they can be detected by the individual [26]. This means that it may be more difficult for people to notice the benefits of being more physically active or having better blood sugar control compared with, for example, improving asthma medication adherence to relieve acute episodes of breathlessness [27].

A potentially helpful technological development would be to combine and relate the feedback provided by the Fitbit and FreeStyle Libre (or other similar devices) into a single module or feedback interface to better represent the acute relationship between behavior and physiology. With such integration, the technology may be more equipped to identify, display, and describe teachable moments such as “the walk you have just taken after eating bought your blood sugar back down to baseline 20 minutes faster than if you had stayed sitting down.” Elsewhere, teachable moments have been defined as naturally occurring events that may motivate individuals to adopt positive, risk-reducing behaviors [28]. However, the authors propose that to display feedback showing the physiological consequences of behavior, it might need to be handled in a slightly different way to make it meaningful to the individual. Previous studies have used glucose monitoring technology to show activity-related reductions in glucose to adults living with T2D [29]. The development of such biobehavioral feedback messages will require sophisticated real-time machine learning techniques to capture and process data to produce appropriate notifications to users in an accurate and timely manner. Another provision of teachable moments would be to demonstrate these relationships under controlled conditions. The positive impact of physical activity bouts on acute health in the laboratory setting has been demonstrated [11,12] and can highlight key stimulus-response events. Bailey et al [30] used intermittent continuous glucose monitoring to show individuals with prediabetes and T2D their blood glucose as a tool to increase adherence to an exercise program over 8 weeks. However, this approach would not be currently feasible at the population level, which is where further technological development may still play a key role.

Feasibility of the Trial and Technology

Eligibility of individuals completing the Web-based risk survey was low (17%), with 63% of those who were ineligible for the study classified as having a low risk of developing T2D and 32% having a noncompatible smartphone. Therefore, this recruitment approach mostly attracted the worried well and may benefit from more targeted strategies, such as recruiting from primary care records that have identified 17.5% to 26.5% of screened individuals presenting with impaired glucose regulation [31,32]. However, since study completion, the FreeStyle Libre is now compatible with iOS devices, eliminating the limitation of smartphone compatibility that excluded many otherwise eligible survey responders. This was also highlighted by participants as a huge barrier to recruitment and a source of selection bias. That said, once recruited, all participants completed the study, describing their experience of taking part as a positive one.

Characteristics of the participants also offer important insights into the appropriateness of the recruitment strategy and eligibility criteria. Although most participants were classified as overweight or obese and did not meet physical activity recommendations, less than one-fifth of the sample was deemed at high risk, only 7% were prediabetic, and there was significant ethnic homogeneity, with almost 90% of the sample being white British, despite recruiting from an area with a multi-ethnic population. This is particularly important given that South Asian adults are 1.4 times more likely to develop T2D than white British adults [33]. Therefore, the next trial must actively seek more at-risk communities. After experiencing the FreeStyle Libre for at least a couple of weeks, many participants saw the glucose monitor as having great potential for people diagnosed with T2D. The FreeStyle Libre has since been made available on prescription by the NHS for people who meet a clear criterion (including currently undertake intensive monitoring >8 times daily and have an impaired awareness of hypoglycemia) with nationwide availability from April 2019 [34].

Participants expressed the need for further instruction and demonstration of the technologies and assistance with interpreting the feedback. The reported uncertainty about engaging with the technologies and hesitation in changing behavior clearly demonstrate that simply providing people with digital health technologies is insufficient for proactive lifestyle modification [35]. Although this was not the primary aim of the study, the minimal guidance approach to the study has illuminated important issues with using sophisticated digital devices in this way. The need for a human element in such prevention approaches to provide education, demonstrate devices, prescribe exercise, or motivate individuals to make positive lifestyle changes is something current digital health technologies cannot replicate or replace. In part, this may be because interfaces are not adequately intuitive or because data are not easily interpretable. Interviewees expressed difficulty knowing whether their glucose pattern was normal and what approaches they should take to improve it. Similarly, many features of the Fitbit and FreeStyle Libre went unexplored or
were regarded as surplus. Participants tended to focus on features regarded as more palatable such as step count and heart rate, which are often featured in wearable technologies [36]. Therefore, with ever more sophisticated commercially available devices, important challenges are to ensure the information provided to users is easily accessible, intuitive, and actionable.

**Acceptability of the Trial and Technology**

The technologies were perceived as comfortable and easy to use, and there was much positivity around participants’ experience of the study, with some criticisms of the trial design linked to wanting the study to last for longer than 6 weeks as well as disappointment in not receiving the combined feedback for the full length of the intervention period (ie, being allocated to GPA₂). Adherence to wearing the Fitbit was excellent, as was charging compliance. However, issues with syncing the Fitbit data left participants frustrated and led the authors to conclude that syncing events should be interpreted with caution and were not a suitable measure of usage.

The reliability of the feedback was also bought into question, particularly the numbers presented by the Fitbit, which seemed to classify extraneous arm movements as steps. A comparison of baseline step count values from the Fitbit and research-grade ActiGraph may suggest an overestimation from the Fitbit. Commercially available monitors have shown strong correlations with research-grade accelerometers [37], but this does not mean numbers can be directly compared. Consequently, this perceived or real overestimation may partly explain the lack of a clear change in physical activity from baseline because of the potential for a false sense of achievement. Similar notions, although to a lesser extent, were made for the FreeStyle Libre. Some participants noticed interdevice variability and the occasional need for multiple scanning attempts, but most issues were related to the visibility of the FreeStyle Libre and the aesthetics of the device itself. The most common complaint of the FreeStyle Libre was its durability, as supported by more than half of the participants requiring at least one additional sensor. Previous studies using the FreeStyle Libre have also noted concerns with the adhesion of the sensors and have highlighted instances of mild skin irritation and bruising often linked to medical-grade adhesives [7,30]. Efforts to avoid the need for additional sensors are needed to minimize disruption for patients and costs to the NHS.

**Strengths and Limitations**

SIGNAL was the first study to deploy self-monitoring wearable technologies presenting behavioral and physiological feedback in real time to individuals at risk of developing T2D, classified using a validated screening questionnaire. The mixed methods design of the trial enabled real-life context to be applied to quantitative data, permitting a more in-depth assessment of participant’s perspectives toward the study design and digital health technologies. The group allocations allowed all participants to experience feedback from both devices, adding to the breadth of experiences contributing to insights from the qualitative interviews. The objective measurement of physical activity allowed the sample to be compared against UK physical activity guidelines.

In addition to the limitations previously disclosed, the study had a relatively small sample size, limiting insight from statistical analyses. Assessor and participant blind to group allocations was not possible. In addition, it was not possible to quantify what participants specifically looked at within the Fitbit and FreeStyle Libre apps. Owing to its main purpose as an intervention tool, it was not possible to set up the FreeStyle Libre in a masked mode (as achieved with the Fitbit). Consequently, no glucose data were collected from the PA₄GPA₂ group for the first 4 weeks of the intervention period. Other studies have used the FreeStyle Libre Pro model that only has a logging mode but is not currently available in all countries [38].

**Conclusions**

SIGNAL, to the authors’ knowledge, was the first study to explore levels of use when providing combined behavioral and physiological self-monitoring wearable technologies to individuals at risk of developing T2D. This study highlights several important areas for future research, notably (1) the inclusion of a more diverse pool of individuals at risk of developing T2D or identified as living with prediabetes and (2) the detection and presentation of teachable moments linking behavioral choices with acute physiological consequences to individuals in controlled and free-living settings. Improvements to the usability, wearability, reliability, and durability are needed before such approaches to disease prevention can be implemented into routine health care. However, issues around the integration of feedback from multiple sensors and the need for real-time, actionable feedback need to be resolved for any future trials.
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Abstract

Background: Positive psychology interventions show promise for reducing psychosocial distress associated with health adversity and have the potential to be widely disseminated to young adults through technology.

Objective: This pilot randomized controlled trial examined the feasibility of delivering positive psychology skills via the Vivibot chatbot and its effects on key psychosocial well-being outcomes in young adults treated for cancer.

Methods: Young adults (age 18-29 years) were recruited within 5 years of completing active cancer treatment by using the Vivibot chatbot on Facebook messenger. Participants were randomized to either immediate access to Vivibot content (experimental group) or access to only daily emotion ratings and access to full chatbot content after 4 weeks (control). Created using a human-centered design process with young adults treated for cancer, Vivibot content includes 4 weeks of positive psychology skills, daily emotion ratings, video, and other material produced by survivors, and periodic feedback check-ins. All participants were assessed for psychosocial well-being via online surveys at baseline and weeks 2, 4, and 8. Analyses examined chatbot engagement and open-ended feedback on likability and perceived helpfulness and compared experimental and control groups with regard to anxiety and depression symptoms and positive and negative emotion changes between baseline and 4 weeks. To verify the main effects, follow-up analyses compared changes in the main outcomes between 4 and 8 weeks in the control group once participants had access to all chatbot content.

Results: Data from 45 young adults (36 women; mean age: 25 [SD 2.9]; experimental group: n=25; control group: n=20) were analyzed. Participants in the experimental group spent an average of 74 minutes across an average of 12 active sessions chatting with Vivibot and rated their experience as helpful (mean 2.0/3, SD 0.72) and would recommend it to a friend (mean 6.9/10; SD 2.6). Open-ended feedback noted its nonjudgmental nature as a particular benefit of the chatbot. After 4 weeks, participants in the experimental group reported an average reduction in anxiety of 2.58 standardized t-score units, while the control group reported an increase in anxiety of 0.7 units. A mixed-effects models revealed a trend-level (P=.09) interaction between group and time, with a trend-level reduction in anxiety for the experimental group and an increase in anxiety for the control group. Those in the experimental group also experienced greater reductions in anxiety when they engaged in more sessions (z=-1.9, P=.06). There were no significant (or trend-level) effects by group on changes in depression, positive emotion, or negative emotion.

Conclusions: The chatbot format provides a useful and acceptable way of delivering positive psychology skills to young adults who have undergone cancer treatment and supports anxiety reduction. Further analysis with a larger sample size is required to confirm this pattern.
KEYWORDS
chatbot; positive psychology; young adult; cancer

Introduction

A total of 70,000 adolescents and young adults, aged 15-39 years, are diagnosed with cancer each year, making cancer the leading cause of disease-related death in young people in the United States [1]. In addition to this disproportionate disease burden, there are significant and unique psychosocial needs for adolescents and young adults diagnosed with cancer [2]. Adolescents and young adults are most likely to experience depression, heightened anxiety, distress, and posttraumatic stress disorder in their first 12-24 months after completing treatment, which poses significant unmet mental health needs in the period after cancer treatment [2-4].

Several studies have suggested that 20%-30% of young people treated for cancer report moderate-to-severe psychological distress lasting into adulthood [3]. Compared to their siblings, adolescents and young adults with cancer have reported poorer overall mental health [5] and are twice as likely to report clinical levels of emotional distress [6-8]. Despite this disproportionate need, there remains a lack of age-appropriate psychosocial support for adolescents and young adults after cancer treatment, which is further complicated by the difficulty reaching this geographically dispersed population [9]. There is therefore a need to address the unmet mental health burden experienced by young people who have been diagnosed with cancer in the initial years after treatment.

Advances in the field of positive psychology have shown promise in addressing the psychological distress associated with health adversity [10]. This work is built upon the importance of positive emotion in the maintenance of psychological and physical well-being [11] and evidence that positive emotion is uniquely associated with a lower risk of morbidity and mortality in healthy and chronically ill samples, independent of the effects of negative emotion [12-15]. Interventions that explicitly target positive emotion show promise for improving health outcomes in a number of chronic illnesses, including diabetes [16,17], heart disease [18,19], hypertension [20,21], depression [22,23], and HIV [24].

In the area of adolescent and young adult cancer survivorship, there is evidence that several personal resources have been shown to mitigate negative and promote positive psychosocial outcomes among young people treated for cancer [25-27]. For example, the Promoting Resilience in Stress Management (PRISM) intervention was designed to promote resilience coping skills in adolescents and young adults with a cancer diagnosis. A pilot trial demonstrated the feasibility of an in-person PRISM intervention with this population [28], and a clinical trial testing the efficacy of the PRISM skills intervention compared to usual care among adolescents and young adults after cancer treatment, aged 12-25 years (N=100), showed statistically significant improvements in patient-reported resilience and cancer-specific quality of life, as well as reduced psychological distress [29]. Secondary analyses showed additional value of benefit finding and hope among those who got PRISM with moderate-to-large effect sizes [30]. Interventions targeting resilience and positive emotion have the potential to support mental health needs among young people treated for cancer.

Depression is common among young people with cancer [31], and interventions based on increasing positive emotion have been shown to relieve symptoms of depression in a meta-analysis [23]. Psychological interventions that specifically target depression in people with cancer have shown some efficacy but tend to be underutilized by younger adults [31]. Anxiety is also common among young people with cancer, with effective treatments either not available in the settings in which adolescents and young adults with cancer receive treatment or not offered by referring clinicians. [31]. In the absence of treatments that support adolescents and young adults after cancer treatment, there is a need to fill the gap.

Digital health interventions may extend the reach and impact of positive psychology skills interventions among young people treated for cancer. Within the vast array of digital intervention platforms, fully automated conversational agents (“chatbots”) have the distinct advantage of being perceived as accessible to youth [32] and can deliver a structured set of content that can simulate the content experienced by real-life conversation (eg, with a supportive friend).

The literature on the use of chatbots to stimulate conversation about health or to actually change health behavior is emerging. For example, Bickmore et al [33] demonstrated that a carefully designed health-related conversational agent could establish a therapeutic relationship with adults attempting to increase exercise. A review of 14 chatbots in health care found that their use is still rare relative to other areas [34]. Further, most studies designed to evaluate these chatbots were quasi-experimental in design and lack outcome measures that were clear health indicators. The notable exception was the trial evaluating the Woebot chatbot, which found a significant reduction in depression symptoms after 2 weeks of use in college students seeking mental health support [35]. More research is needed to understand whether chatbots are associated with changes in health behaviors and emotional distress in specific populations and through varied media including social media.

Building on evidence-based interventions in the field of positive psychology and using a human-centered design approach, Hopelab (San Francisco, CA) created a chatbot called Vivibot, delivered over Facebook messenger, to address psychosocial needs of young people treated for cancer. The purpose of this feasibility study was to evaluate engagement and usability of the Vivibot chatbot. An additional goal was to evaluate the preliminary effects of positive psychology skills delivered through Vivibot on key psychosocial well-being outcomes in young adults treated for cancer. Outcomes were compared across two conditions: 4 weeks of Vivibot exposure (experimental group) or access to daily emotion ratings through Facebook Messenger with access to the full Vivibot chatbot after 4 weeks (control group).
Our hypotheses were as follows: (1) After 4 weeks, exposure to Vivibot would result in decreased depression, anxiety, and negative emotions and increased positive emotions compared to the control condition. (2) Among the treatment group, greater engagement in chatbot lessons would be associated with better outcomes.

Methods

Study Design
This was a 4-week pilot randomized controlled trial evaluating feasibility, usability, and initial efficacy of the Vivibot chatbot. At 4 weeks, control participants were given full access to the content in the experimental condition. An 8-week follow-up survey thus allowed for validation of the main outcome analyses in the control group.

Participants and Recruitment
Participants were young adults, aged 18-29 years, consistent with the developmental literature [36] and the field of oncology [4]: English literate; and reported having a cancer diagnosis and completing treatment for cancer within 5 years of starting the study. They also had to have access to Facebook Messenger for the study duration (either through a Facebook or Instagram account). Participants were excluded if they did not meet age or cancer diagnosis or treatment requirements or were unable to access Vivibot through Facebook Messenger. They were not excluded based on the type of cancer diagnosis.

Recruitment was conducted through Facebook advertising (67% of final sample), survivorship organizations (15%), and direct email after a potential participant expressed interest at a conference or event (17%). Enrollment was managed entirely through the Vivibot chatbot. During the recruitment period, once a user opened the chatbot interface for the first time, he/she was automatically asked four screening questions to determine eligibility. Those eligible and interested were sent an identification code and link to the study consent survey.

Study Procedure
The Ethical and Independent Review Services [37] board approved all study procedures. Following completion of the baseline assessment, participants were instructed to return to Vivibot and indicate that they completed the baseline survey. The chatbot then randomized users 1:1 to one of two groups: (1) immediate access to the full Vivibot chatbot content (experimental group) or (2) access to daily emotion ratings through Facebook Messenger with delayed full access to the full Vivibot chatbot only after 4 weeks (control group).

Online assessments through Qualtrics software (Salt Lake City, UT) were administered at baseline and weeks 2, 4, and 8. Participants received US $20 Amazon gift cards for completing each survey (a total of US $80 possible compensation). After 4 weeks, the control group participants were given access to all of the Vivibot content. After 8 weeks, participation in the study was complete, but all participants were informed that they could continue to use the chatbot product as much or as little as they desired.

Intervention Conditions

Vivibot
Vivibot is a chatbot designed to deliver prewritten and automatically delivered material to users online via a decision tree structure. Before study enrollment, users were explicitly told that they are chatting with an automated system (not a person) and periodically reminded of this throughout study participation.

Vivibot delivers a cognitive and behavioral intervention to increase positive emotion developed by Moskowitz et al [24]. The intervention was originally based on the Stress and Coping theory and the Broaden-and-Build theory of positive emotion and focused on the teaching and practice of eight positive psychological skills: noticing and acknowledging positive events, savoring positive events, gratitude, positive reappraisal, acts of kindness, mindfulness, personal strengths, and attainable goals. Rationale for inclusion of each of the positive emotion skills is provided elsewhere [38]. This core intervention was adapted for the chatbot format by creating seven conversational teaching lessons and seven practice lessons that were repeated three times to create 28 days of content. The eight skills were covered in seven lessons by combining acknowledging and savoring positive events into one lesson set.

Before launching the pilot trial, Hopelab conducted formative work through interviews and focus groups with adolescents and young adults treated for cancer to refine content for the chatbot format and inform adaptation for delivery to a young userbase with a shared experience of cancer treatment. Upon completion of the focus groups, text was tailored based on their specific suggestions, and video and other content produced by young adults who were treated for cancer was incorporated directly into the chatbot. Vivibot additionally incorporated six daily emotion ratings (described in the Measures section) and periodic check-ins on participants’ satisfaction with their interactions with the chatbot. The content is outlined in Multimedia Appendix 1, and sample user experience content is in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Control
Control participants received delayed access to the full Vivibot chatbot. Those randomized to this group were given a message within the chatbot saying that their access to the full content would be delayed by 4 weeks. During this time, they were asked to report daily emotion ratings but received no other chatbot content. A set of six participants in the control condition encountered a technical error after the 2-week survey. This resulted in access to the full chatbot content at 2 weeks instead of the full 4 weeks. These six participants have been excluded from reported analyses to test outcomes at 4 weeks across a clean sample.

Measures

Chatbot Feasibility/Acceptability

Engagement With the Chatbot
Full conversational history with the chatbot was examined by session. An interaction was considered a session if there was...
engagement with the bot lasting at least two user inputs within 5 minutes and a break no longer than 5 minutes. The total number of sessions was calculated as the count of all sessions for an individual user, and the total interaction time with the chatbot was defined as the total time from the start to the end of a session summed across all sessions. In addition, an engaged session was defined as any session that included, at minimum, a completion of the 6-item emotion rating. Identifying engaged sessions was important because some interactions deemed sessions included only a participant receiving a notification to check-in and then responding that they were not available to talk. These sessions therefore did not include meaningful interactions with the chatbot content. Defining engaged sessions as requiring a user to progress to daily emotion rating completion allowed for comparisons of engaged sessions in both experimental and control groups.

Chatbot Feedback
At the completion of each skill in the experimental group, users were asked to rate how helpful they found the lesson of the day on a scale from 0 (“not really”) to 3 (“yes, very”). Mean ratings across all lessons were calculated for each participant (a given participant could have more than one rating). Participants in the experimental group were also given periodic opportunities to provide open-ended feedback about the chatbot program. On the seventh interaction, participants were specifically asked “How likely would you be to recommend Vivibot to a friend?” (rated on a scale from 0 to 10) and “Why did you give that score?” These questions were used to assess how much participants enjoyed the chatbot and what they found particularly valuable or not valuable.

Well-Being Outcomes

Anxiety and Depression Symptoms
Anxiety and depression symptoms were measured by assessments from the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) initiative [39]. PROMIS measures are listed as “emerging measures” for further research by the American Psychiatric Association and published in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders - fifth edition [40]. Anxiety symptoms were measured by the 4-item PROMIS Emotional Distress-Anxiety, Short Form [39]. This measure has demonstrated clinical validity in patients with chronic health conditions including cancer [41] as well as pediatric patients [42]. Depression symptoms were measured by the 4-item PROMIS Emotional Distress-Depression, Short Form [39], which captures self-reported depression symptoms, and performs similar to legacy measures (Beck Depression Inventory, Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression) in adults diagnosed with cancer [43]. Both PROMIS measures asked participants to indicate the frequency of symptoms over the past 7 days on a five-point response scale (0-4). Item scores were summed to obtain the total raw score, which was then converted to a T score (mean 50, SD 10). The ranges are as follows: anxiety: T=40.3-81.6 and depression: T=41.0-79.4. The cutoffs on both scales are as follows: mild, t=55; moderate, t=60; and severe, t=70 [44].

Positive and Negative Emotions
Two-week retrospective reports of positive and negative emotions were measured with the modified version of the Differential Emotions Scale, which includes additional items to measure positive emotion [45]. Positive emotions included 10 items scored from 0 (“not at all”) to 4 (“most of the time”), with ranges from 0 to 40. Negative emotions included 9 items scored similarly (range: 0-36). Additionally, daily prompts for emotion ratings were triggered in the chatbot in both the experimental and control conditions. Six discrete emotions (happy, excited, content, worried, irritable/angry, and sad) were rated on a scale from 0 (“not at all”) to 8 (“extremely”). Multimedia Appendix 3 presents a depiction of this measure. Responses from the three positive and three negative emotion items were each averaged to make a single positive and negative emotion score (range: 0-24) for each time period of interest (daily for daily prompts and at each 2- and 4-week surveys).

Demographics
Demographics included year of birth, gender, year of cancer diagnosis, year of treatment completion, treatment institution, basic work/school status (full-time, part-time, none), ethnicity, highest level of education, and current city of residence.

Analyses

Chatbot Engagement
Means and SDs were reported for time spent on all sessions. Within the experimental group, means and SDs for chatbot feedback were reported based on the measures described above. Open-ended feedback was evaluated, and quotes were selected to exemplify prominent themes.

Well-Being Outcomes
Well-being outcomes were assessed using a series of multilevel mixed-effects linear models for intention to treat. Multilevel models were used because they accommodate missing data and nonindependence in observations. For each construct (anxiety, depression, positive/negative emotions), a separate mixed-effects model was used to evaluate the difference in magnitude of change from baseline to week 4 follow-up assessment as a function of intervention condition (experimental vs control) and the interaction of time by condition. Each model was evaluated on the basis of statistical significance (P<.05) of the interaction term. Given the pilot nature of the trial, in cases in which the P value approached significance, effect sizes were also examined for strength and clinically meaningful differences in main outcomes across groups.

To validate results, we separately modeled changes in primary outcomes within the control condition only to examine changes in primary outcomes from the 4-week survey (when the control condition received access to the intervention) to the 8-week follow-up (which allowed for a possible 4 week intervention window, similar to that of the experimental group). This model did not include any condition or interaction term.

To examine the relationship between chatbot engagement and well-being outcomes, we used mixed-effects models to separately model each outcome as a function of the number of engaged sessions between baseline and follow-up, intervention...
condition (experimental vs control), and the interaction of engaged sessions and condition.

Results

Retention

In total, 51 participants completed a baseline assessment and were randomized to a study condition (experimental group: 25; control group: 26; Figure 1). After excluding 6 control participants who were erroneously given access to chatbot content at 2 weeks instead of 4 weeks, the final analytic sample comprised 45 participants. The rate of follow-up survey completion was 73% (33/45) at 2 weeks, 73% (33/45) at 4 weeks, and 58% (26/45) at 8 weeks. We noted differences by group, with higher rates of survey completion in the control group, reaching statistical significance in week 8 (2 weeks: 80% in the control group, 68% in the experimental group, $\chi^2$: 0.8, $P=0.37$; 4 weeks: 85% in the control group, 64% in the experimental group, $\chi^2$: 2.5, $P=0.12$; 8 weeks: 75% in the control group, 44% in the experimental group, $\chi^2$: 4.28, $P=0.04$).

Participant Characteristics

Demographic information for the 45 participants included in the final analysis is presented in Table 1. Participants were mostly female (36/45, 80%), with an average age of 25 (SD 2.9; range: 19-29 years). Participants were on average 2.7 (SD 2.0) years postdiagnosis and 1.6 (SD 1.3) years postcompletion of active cancer treatment.
Table 1. Demographic data of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Experimental (n=25)</th>
<th>Control (n=20)</th>
<th>Total (N=45)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>25 (3.1)</td>
<td>25 (2.9)</td>
<td>25 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4 (16)</td>
<td>5 (25)</td>
<td>9 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>21 (84)</td>
<td>15 (75)</td>
<td>36 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate/General Educational Development</td>
<td>3 (12)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>8 (32)</td>
<td>9 (45)</td>
<td>17 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-year college degree</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-year college degree</td>
<td>10 (40)</td>
<td>5 (25)</td>
<td>15 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School/work status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm still figuring out my next move</td>
<td>5 (20)</td>
<td>3 (15)</td>
<td>8 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm going to school and/or work part time</td>
<td>9 (36)</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
<td>13 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm going to school and/or work full time</td>
<td>11 (44)</td>
<td>13 (65)</td>
<td>24 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White/Caucasian</td>
<td>19 (76)</td>
<td>18 (90)</td>
<td>37 (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>3 (12)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment history, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years postdiagnosis</td>
<td>2.7 (1.8)</td>
<td>2.8 (2.3)</td>
<td>2.7 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years posttreatment</td>
<td>1.5 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chatbot Engagement

During the 4 active weeks of the study, the experimental group spent an average of 73.8 (SD 52) min across an average of 12.1 (SD 7.1) engaged sessions chatting with Vivibot. The control group spent an average of 27.13 (SD 15.8) min across an average of 18.1 (SD 8.6) engaged sessions completing the 6-item emotion ratings only.

Perceived Helpfulness and Open-Ended Feedback.

On average, participants in the experimental group rated their experience of chatting with Vivibot as helpful, with an average rating of 2.03/3 (SD 0.72; range: 0-3). They were also likely to recommend Vivibot to a friend, with an average rating of 6.9/10 (SD 2.6; range: 0-10). When asked why they were likely or unlikely to recommend Vivibot to a friend, participants remarked on the utility and nonjudgmental nature of talking to an automated agent:

*When going through treatment it was hard not to bum out my friends talking about treatments and life. My whole perspective changed. And this is a way to openly talk about those changes and you present great paths to take those thoughts rather than trying to internalize or face those awkward conversations with healthy friends.*

Additional themes related to having a shared experience with others who had undergone cancer treatment and being able to just “vent”:

*Because as weird as it is talking to a robot, it’s nice to vent and be able to see others with cancer talking and speaking out about how they coped or felt during their treatment. Seeing that I’m not alone and having someone guide me to find the positives in my life now is really helpful.*

Participants also particularly enjoyed the positive psychology content itself:

*You give me new perspectives on things and help me set goals for myself and find things to be thankful for. I also like the lessons you share…like looking for the good in bad situations or setting the goals to do random acts of kindness.*

Participants who gave lower ratings of Vivibot were less specific in their feedback:

*I just haven’t found it very helpful.*
This bot kind of makes me feel like I’m being talked at rather than talking with.

Vivbot is annoying.

Full quotes from participants can be found in Multimedia Appendix 5.

Well-Being Outcomes

Anxiety and Depression Symptoms

At baseline, both experimental and control groups presented with moderate levels of anxiety (experimental group: mean 64.5 [SD 6.1]; control group: mean 62.6 [SD 7.9]; threshold=60) and mild levels of depression (experimental group: mean 60.1 [SD 7.4]; control group: mean 59.0 [SD 9.2]; threshold=60).

Participants in the experimental group reported a greater reduction in anxiety than the control group at a trend level of statistical significance and small-to-moderate effect size (experimental reduction of 2.58 t-score units vs control of 0.7 units; z=–1.70; Cohen d=–0.41; P=.09; Table 2). Both experimental and control groups showed slight decreases in depressive symptom ratings with no evidence of a condition by time interaction (experimental reduction=1.83; control reduction=1.38; z=0.30; Cohen d=0.09; P=.77).

To validate the results, a post hoc analysis of the change between 4 weeks and 8 weeks in the control group (N=17), after receiving access to the full 28-day chatbot content, revealed a similar magnitude drop in anxiety symptoms (2.72 standardized points) and a statistical trend (P=.13). As in the experimental group, there was no significant reduction in depression in this subsample (Multimedia Appendix 4 presents for full results at 8 weeks).

Table 2. Results for well-being outcomes (anxiety, depression, positive emotion, and negative emotion) across conditions and for experimental by control interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Baseline, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Week 4, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Difference of means</th>
<th>Interaction effect size</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>64.5 (6.1)</td>
<td>61.9 (7.7)</td>
<td>−2.58</td>
<td>−0.41</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>62.6 (7.9)</td>
<td>63.3 (5.5)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>60.1 (7.4)</td>
<td>58.2 (8.8)</td>
<td>−1.83</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>59.0 (9.2)</td>
<td>57.7 (6.1)</td>
<td>−1.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative emotion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>1.8 (0.7)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1.9 (0.7)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6)</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive emotion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>2.4 (0.8)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.8)</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Principal Findings

High engagement and positive ratings of Vivibot suggest that a chatbot provides a useful and acceptable format for young adults to connect with a positive psychology intervention. Qualitative responses supplemented findings from traditional metrics of user engagement such as the number of times Vivibot was accessed and the length of time in sessions. Feedback indicated an overall positive response to the chatbot and guided developers to generate product improvements on specific features and

Anxiety Symptoms by Engagement

When using engaged sessions to predict anxiety outcomes (as opposed to timepoint alone), there was a stronger trend-level relationship for group by engaged sessions interaction (z=–1.9, P=.06). There was no such trend for depression outcomes (z=–0.60, P=.55).

Positive and Negative Emotions

Both the experimental group and the control group showed a similar magnitude decrease in negative emotion in retrospective emotion ratings from baseline to week 4 (mean difference: experimental group: −0.31, control group: −0.23), with no significant or trend-level interaction by group for negative emotion at 4 weeks (z=0.23; Cohen d=−0.01; P=.97). This pattern was also reflected in the daily emotion ratings recorded in the chatbot, which showed a significant decrease in negative emotion reporting (z=−2.44; P=.02), but no significant interaction between groups (z=−0.74; P=.46).

Both the experimental group and control group showed almost no change in retrospective positive emotion ratings from baseline to week 4 (mean difference: experimental group: 0.04, control group: −0.08). Interestingly, the daily emotion ratings reported directly in the chatbot showed a significant main effect of time for increased positive emotion across groups (z=3.56; P=.002). Further, there was a significant interaction by group (z=−2.07; P=.04); however, this effect was in the opposite direction from our hypothesis, as the control group showed greater increases in positive daily emotion ratings reported directly in the chatbot, compared to the experimental group.
content once the study was completed. Further development of this tool and potentially combining it with other person-to-person psychosocial interventions may enhance engagement even further.

Overall, positive psychology skills, delivered by a chatbot, were perceived as helpful and nonjudgmental by young adults who had undergone cancer treatment. Positive emotion, when stimulated through skills-based interventions, is thought to influence health outcomes, both directly and through the mediating influence of factors including changing health behaviors, improving physiological functioning, and increasing resources that influence health [15,46]. Possible mechanisms through which a positive psychology intervention could be influencing anxiety in young people who have undergone cancer treatment include increasing feelings of support and social control, which are influenced by positive emotion [47] and potentially poor after cancer treatment. Talking to a nonjudgmental “robot” could also have increased participants’ receptivity to learn skills to manage stress, which is another core mediator of the health effects of positive emotion [15].

Additional work should be done to understand the effects of individual positive emotion intervention skills and to link skill building to subsequent long-term health impacts. The experience of a bot-based intervention as nonjudgmental shows promise for future study using this format with young people.

Based on previous work with positive psychology interventions [46], we hypothesized that engagement with Vivibot would result in improved psychological well-being in the form of reduced depression and anxiety symptoms and more positive and fewer negative emotions. Engagement with Vivibot was associated with a reduction in anxiety symptoms. Although not significant, the effect size for the main anxiety analysis of .41 in this pilot trial was small to moderate by Cohen [48] standards. Further, it was comparable to that found in a meta-analysis of psychosocial support for cancer (effect size=0.42) [49] and a positive psychology intervention for caregivers (effect size=0.33) [50]. After converting to a common scale (Multimedia Appendix 6), the change we saw in the General Anxiety Disorder-7 items equivalent scores from baseline to 4 weeks in the treatment group (reduction of 1.82 points) was greater than that found in trials testing the Woebot chatbot (reduction of 0.7 points over 2 weeks [35]) and the X2AI Artificial Intelligence tool Tess (reduction of 1.4 points over 4 weeks) [51]. Thus, Vivibot is associated with, at a minimum, a comparable reduction in anxiety symptoms as other psychosocial interventions for people with cancer and similar digital health tools available on the market for general populations.

Among those who used Vivibot, depression symptoms were not reduced compared to those who only completed daily emotion ratings. The active nature of the control condition in this trial could have accounted for this. The emotion rating control on its own appeared to carry some benefits for participants (rating emotions was associated with decreased negative emotion and increased positive emotion). Additionally, anecdotally, some users remarked on how completing the emotion ratings was helpful to them when asked why they would be willing to refer Vivibot to a friend (eg, “This is helpful to review your feelings” and “I like the daily check in questions because it reminds me to check in with myself on how I am feeling and think about why my answers might change from day to day.” Multimedia Appendix 5). This is consistent with the literature showing that emotion labeling itself can contribute to beneficial emotion regulation in response to negative events [52]. Of note, the depression symptom reduction, when converted to the Patient Health Questionnaire - 9 items equivalent, in the experimental group in our trial (1.5 points over 4 weeks) was comparable to that reported in the trial of the X2AI tool (0.9 points over 4 weeks) [51]. Since both the experimental group and the control group experienced the same emotion rating exercise, it is possible that the emotion ratings themselves carried the benefit of reductions in negative emotion, increases in positive emotion, and reductions in depression reported here in both experimental and control conditions. Further studies using a control group that did not engage in emotion labeling would be needed to more fully identify the mechanisms behind these effects.

This work extends findings showing promise for technology-enabled solutions to address mental health problems. Internet-based interventions have been shown to work at least as effectively as face-to-face intervention in improving mental health across a range of conditions. In addition to opportunities to scale interventions, online delivery offers self-pacing and the ability to incorporate practices into daily life, thereby transcending geography, time, and space [53]. Our work further suggests the chatbot interface, which is less costly than a human-delivered intervention, is a promising format to deliver psychosocial interventions to young adults. Vivibot included many features found to be associated with positive outcomes in internet-based interventions for depression among adolescents, including surface credibility, esthetics, and content appeal to the specific population; appropriate reduction of content compared to that in traditional interventions; and use of self-monitoring [54]. Acceptance of this positive psychology intervention is therefore not surprisingly consistent with the broad acceptance found for online-based interventions for depression and anxiety among adolescents [55].

Further, this work contributes to the growing body of literature showing promise for interventions delivered via social media in supporting short-term symptom improvement and behavior change among young adults. Most work in this area has focused on health behaviors such as smoking cessation [56] and physical activity among young people with cancer [57]; this study provides early evidence that social media–mediated intervention can be harnessed to reduce mental health symptoms. Additional randomized trials are needed to strengthen conclusions for this particular intervention and for this field in a broad sense.

Limitations

There are several limitations to this study that weaken the generalizability of these findings and motivate further investigations. First, this was a small pilot study that was not powered to detect significant effects in the psychological outcomes measured. Due to the relatively small population size and heterogeneity of treatment facilities, it is difficult to identify and recruit adolescents and young adults who had completed treatment for cancer for research studies. Our results need to be replicated in a sample large enough to reliably detect a
moderate-sized effect between groups. Second, this study was limited to participants willing and able to access Vivibot via Facebook Messenger. Although Facebook Messenger had the advantage of being widely accessible to this population and has almost full saturation among young adults in the United States [58], it is possible that participants did not wish to engage with Facebook Messenger in light of the controversy surrounding the privacy policies of Facebook during the study period. Other platforms, including WhatsApp and smartphone apps, should be considered in future adaptations of Vivibot. A third limitation was that neither the type nor stage of cancer was considered in the analyses. Due to the unique developmental and psychosocial needs of young people who have been treated for cancer, this investigation collapsed across cancer diagnoses to focus on a more targeted age range. It is possible that patients with different types of cancers would react differently to the intervention content of Vivibot; future work with a larger sample size should investigate this aspect further.

Conclusions

The Vivibot chatbot was engaging to users and resulted in anxiety reduction comparable to that found in the literature with digital health interventions targeting anxiety and depression. Given their short duration, non–artificial intelligence-based content-delivery system results, and ease with which it could be delivered in Facebook Messenger or other chat platforms, chatbots are promising for supporting the mental health needs of young people with cancer at a vulnerable time in their lives. The randomized design of this trial extends the promising findings of other positive psychology interventions delivered online [59] and gives confidence that the effect size seen with anxiety is worthy of follow-up. In addition to a larger trial, future research should consider whether the tool is as effective when delivered to other populations or platforms.
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Abstract

Background: Population-level text messaging smoking cessation interventions may reduce racial and ethnic differences in smoking among pregnant women.

Objective: Our objective was to examine racial and ethnic differences in dropout, response, and abstinence rates among users of a US national, publicly available text messaging cessation intervention targeting pregnant women, SmokefreeMOM.

Methods: Participants were online subscribers to SmokefreeMOM who set a prospective quit date within the 9 months before their due date. We examined demographics, smoking frequency, number of cigarettes smoked per day, and prequit time (up to 14 days of preparation time before quit date) as correlates of response rate and abstinence at 8 time points: quit date, day 7, day 14, day 21, day 28, day 35, day 42 (intervention end), and day 72 (1-month follow-up). We conducted survival analysis of time from quit date to dropout by race and ethnicity.

Results: The mean age of the analytic sample of 1288 users was 29.46 (SD 7.11) years. Of these, 65.81% (848/1288) were white, 16.04% (207/1288) were black, 8.86% (114/1288) were Latina, and 9.29% (120/1288) were multiracial, American Indian/Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian Pacific Islander, or other; 82.68% (1065/1288) had some college education or less. Point-prevalence abstinence was 14.51% (157/1082) on quit day, 3.51% (38/1082) at intervention end, and 1.99% (21/1053) at 1-month follow-up. Black users (hazard ratio 0.68, 95% CI 0.51-0.91) and those with a high school degree or less (hazard ratio 0.66, 95% CI 0.49-0.89) or some college education (hazard ratio 0.75, 95% CI 0.57-0.99) were less likely to drop out than whites or users with a bachelor’s degree or higher. Response and abstinence rates were similar across race, ethnicity, and education.

Conclusions: Enrollment was low among racial and ethnic minority women but high among less-educated women. Abstinence at intervention end and 1-month follow-up was lower than that in controlled trials of text messaging cessation interventions for pregnant women (range 7%-20%). Increasing the reach, engagement, and effectiveness of SmokefreeMOM, especially among women with high rates of smoking during pregnancy, must be prioritized.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14699) doi:10.2196/14699
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Introduction

Background

Pregnant women are a priority population for smoking cessation efforts [1,2]. Smoking during pregnancy confers negative health outcomes on the mother, fetus, and infant, including preterm birth, low birthweight, birth defects, and infant death [1,3]. Nevertheless, 6.9% (264,920) of pregnant women in the United States reported smoking in 2017, of whom 79% continued to smoke throughout pregnancy [4]. Further, evidence suggests that 31% to 52% of women will resume smoking postnatally [5], exposing their babies to secondhand smoke-related problems [6].

Racial and ethnic disparities in smoking during pregnancy are apparent. American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN) (16.4%) and white (10.1%) women have the highest smoking rates, exceeding the US national average of smoking during pregnancy [4]. Black and Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander (NHPI) women have the next highest rates (5.6% and 4.6%, respectively), followed by Latina and Asian women (1.8% and 0.5%, respectively) [4]. Importantly, pregnant women, especially racial and ethnic minorities, may underreport their smoking status. Biological measures show that nicotine exposure among black and Latina pregnant women is 2 to 4 times higher than self-reported rates [7]. Whereas rates of smoking during pregnancy in the United States decreased 4% to 5% annually among white and Latina women from 1985 to 2013, rates have not decreased among black women over time [8]. Additionally, smoking cessation rates increased 9% annually from 1985 to 2013 among Latina women but not among white or black women [8].

Other risk factors can exacerbate the adverse health outcomes of smoking during pregnancy among minorities. Greater psychosocial stress and experiences of discrimination among racial and ethnic minority women heighten the risk of smoking during pregnancy and negatively affect prenatal and postnatal health [9,10]. Indeed, compared with white women, black, Latina, AI/AN, and NHPI women experience higher rates of smoking-related negative birth outcomes, including preterm birth, lower birthweight, and infant death [4,11]. Compared with white women, black, Latina, AI/AN, and NHPI women are less likely to begin prenatal care in the first trimester [4,11], limiting time for health practitioners to intervene in their smoking behavior, and are less likely to breastfeed [4,12], a key protective factor against smoking during and after pregnancy [13].

Behavioral interventions are necessary cessation aids for pregnant women, as the effectiveness and safety of nicotine replacement therapy during pregnancy is not well established [1,14]. Population-level short message service (SMS) text messaging interventions have been used widely and effectively for smoking cessation [15,16]. They can be tailored to deliver pregnancy-focused information and have high penetration, allowing vulnerable groups to access cessation services typically unavailable to them due to financial or logistical constraints [17,18]. These interventions also reduce pregnancy-specific barriers to seeking smoking cessation resources, such as fear of stigmatization or legal repercussions [17,18].

SMS text messaging smoking cessation interventions are efficacious among the general population of smokers [15,16]. However, few SMS text messaging interventions have been developed for and evaluated among pregnant women [17]. One available intervention is SmokefreeMOM, an evidence-informed SMS text messaging smoking cessation intervention for pregnant women. SmokefreeMOM is offered within a suite of Web- and mobile-based smoking cessation resources, accessible through Smokefree.gov, a US National Cancer Institute initiative [19].

Objective

Evidence shows that SmokefreeMOM is acceptable and engaging, improves motivation for quitting, reduces craving symptoms, and promotes smoking abstinence [20,21]. However, to our knowledge, no study has evaluated the population-level implementation of SmokefreeMOM. Of interest is whether SmokefreeMOM yields comparable retention, response, and abstinence rates among racial and ethnic subgroups of pregnant smokers. Thus, this study examined racial and ethnic differences in dropout, response, and abstinence rates among SmokefreeMOM users.

Methods

Intervention Description

SmokefreeMOM is a free, publicly available smoking cessation intervention, accessible to anyone in the United States with an SMS text messaging-enabled mobile phone. It was developed with input from pregnant smokers and is grounded in social cognitive theory and other proven behavioral strategies for smoking cessation [22-24]. Women sign up for SmokefreeMOM online at Smokefree.gov or by texting the keyword “MOM” to 222888. Upon enrollment, users select their goal for the program: “I want to quit smoking” or “I am not ready to make a change but would like to receive messages on smoking and health.” A previous iteration also allowed users to select “I want to cut back.” Users who are not ready to quit or want to cut back receive an alternative message library. Users who want to quit smoking set a quit date recommended to be within 14 days of sign-up and answer demographic and smoking-related questions. Women can reset their quit date and restart the program by texting “DATE” at any time. Prior to the quit date (ie, prequit period), users receive up to 34 messages over a maximum of 14 days to prepare them to quit smoking. The self-set quit date triggers the 42-day SmokefreeMOM intervention with 101 smoking cessation messages, including behavioral challenges, facts on the effects of smoking on a baby’s development, advice from former pregnant smokers, and links to smoking cessation resources. Users receive up to 313 days of messages related to maternal and child health that correspond with their due date, continuing beyond the 42-day intervention.

Study Population

In 2764 user records available from April 2014 to June 2018, 584 users were not asked the race, ethnicity, and education questions because they enrolled via mobile keyword. This reduced our initial sample to 2180. We devised our exclusion criteria around SmokefreeMOM parameters (Table 1). First, for users who reset their quit date, we used data from their most
recent quit date and excluded prior records for each user. Second, we excluded users who were not ready or did not want to quit smoking, had no quit date or due date, retrospectively set a quit date, reported a due date before their quit date, or reported a due date that was more than 280 days after their sign-up date (ie, time from sign-up to due date), which is the maximum gestational period [25]. We also excluded users who dropped out of the study prior to the prequit period without receiving any intervention dose. Finally, we downloaded data on June 30, 2018, which we deemed to be the end-of-study date. Accordingly, we excluded users whose quit date was less than 42 days prior to the end-of-study date because they did not have the opportunity to complete the intervention. The final analytic sample comprised 1288 users.

Table 1. Exclusion criteria (N=2180 Web-enrolled users in SmokefreeMOM between April 2014 and June 2018).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First reason for exclusion</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sign-ups</td>
<td>458 (21.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not ready to quit</td>
<td>146 (6.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No quit date</td>
<td>28 (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quit date precedes sign-up date</td>
<td>60 (2.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due date is more than 280 days after sign-up date</td>
<td>32 (1.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No due date</td>
<td>1 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due date precedes quit date</td>
<td>101 (4.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opted out before prequit period</td>
<td>12 (0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quit date less than 42 days before end of study</td>
<td>54 (2.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total excluded from study</td>
<td>892 (40.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total included in study</td>
<td>1288 (59.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN (%) for multiple sign-ups refers to records rather than unique participants; number of records per user ranged from 2 to 37 (mean 2.92, SD 3.08); n (%) for all other exclusion criteria represents unique users excluded.

bEnd-of-study date was June 30, 2018, when the data were pulled.

Measures

At sign-up, users reported their age, race, ethnicity, educational attainment, smoking frequency, cigarettes smoked per day, zip code, and whether they used a Web-enabled phone. We combined race and ethnicity, in which we classified ethnically Latina women as such regardless of their race and classified all others by their race (eg, black). Users reported their due date and selected a quit date (if their goal was to quit smoking). Three dates were captured automatically: (1) sign-up, (2) opt-out if user texted “STOP” or if text messages were undeliverable to the registered phone number, and (3) quit date reset, if any. We used self-reported and automatically captured dates to derive the following time variables: (1) time from sign-up to quit date, (2) prequit time, and (3) time from quit date to dropout.

We used time from sign-up to quit date to derive a continuous prequit-time variable, which we used as a covariate in our analyses because of associations between preparation stage and intervention dose with smoking cessation [16,26]. Although users were prompted to set a quit date within 14 days of sign-up, some users selected a quit date beyond the maximum recommended prequit period, during which they received no intervention messages. For these users, we reset their prequit time to 14 days. We made no changes for those who did not exceed 14 days. For example, if a woman set a quit date 30 days after sign-up, we reset her prequit time to 14 days; however, if a woman set her quit date at 7 days after sign-up, her prequit time remained at 7 days. Time from quit date to dropout ranged from –14 (for women who dropped out 14 days before their quit date on the first day that prequit intervention content was delivered) to 42 (for women who dropped out on the last day of the intervention).

We derived a binary dropout variable from the time from quit date to dropout variable, in which we considered users to be noncompleters if they texted “STOP” to opt out or for whom text messages were undeliverable by the intervention between day –14 and intervention end (day 42), or to be completers if they were retained beyond the intervention end, regardless of their engagement with the intervention. SmokefreeMOM prompted users via text message to report their smoking status every week starting on the quit date and ending on intervention end day. They also reported their smoking status at 1, 3, and 6 months after intervention end (ie, days 72, 132, and 222). Smoking status was captured by a yes/no question: “Hi there! Have you smoked in the last 7 days?” We derived a binary responding status variable, in which we deemed users to be responders if they responded to the smoking status prompt with yes or no and as nonresponders if they did not respond.

Data Analysis

Almost one-third of users (382/1288, 29.66%) had missing values on 1 or more user characteristics, suggesting listwise deletion would bias results [27]. The Little chi-square test [28] showed that data were not missing completely at random ($\chi^2_{81}=117.8$, $P=.01$). Statistical analyses are likely to be biased when more than 10% of data are missing [29,30]. Since multiple imputation methods are preferred when data are not missing completely at random [30], we imputed missing data (n=20).
for race, ethnicity, educational attainment, smoking frequency, cigarettes per day, and region with input data that met our inclusion criteria. Because we imputed categorical variables, we specified a logistic prediction model and used a generalized logit model for nonordinal variables (ie, race, region). Although we have a combined race and ethnicity variable, we imputed race and ethnicity separately because some users were missing only 1 of the 2 variables. Age, ownership of a Web-enabled phone, and prequit time had no missing data points and were used as covariates in multiple imputations models. We winsorized self-reported age that fell outside 10 to 54 years (17/1288, range 55-99) [31] to preserve data from outliers while minimizing their impact on the results [32]. This age range is consistent with the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s range of probable ages for becoming pregnant [31].

Using imputed data, we conducted a Cox regression survival analysis of time from quit date to dropout by race and ethnicity. We did not detect violations of multicollinearity or proportionality of hazards assumptions. Users were right-censored at 42 days after quit date. We conducted logistic regressions to examine correlates of response and abstinence rates on quit date through 1-month follow-up. We limited response rate models to users who remained in the intervention and had the opportunity to respond to each smoking status prompt; thus, the n for response rate models varied at each assessment time. We based abstinence models on an intent-to-treat approach in which we considered users who did not respond to the smoking status prompt or had dropped out before the date of prompt to be smokers. Cox regression survival analysis and abstinence models included users who did not drop out prior to the quit date and had the opportunity to respond to the first smoking status prompt on the quit date (n=1082). We adjusted dropout, response rate, and abstinence models for age, race and ethnicity, educational attainment, region, smoking frequency, cigarettes smoked per day, and prequit time.

Results

Participant Characteristics

Among the analytic sample, 65.81% (848/1288) were white, 16.04% (207/1288) were black, 8.86% (114/1288) were Latina, and 9.29% (120/1288) were multiracial, Asian, AI/AN, NHPI, or other race (Tables 2 and 3; Multimedia Appendix 1 shows complete case user characteristics). Approximately 17.32% (223/1288) had a bachelor’s degree or higher, whereas 82.68% (1065/1288) had some college education, or a high school degree or less. On average, users were 29.46 years old and signed up for SmokefreeMOM at the beginning of their second trimester (ie, 3.6 months pregnant) and had around 5.4 months until their due date.

Dropout Rates

Of all SmokefreeMOM users, 15.99% (206/1288) dropped out before their quit date and 39.52% (509/1288) dropped out on or after their quit date. Compared with white users who remained in the program until their quit date, black users were less likely to drop out of SmokefreeMOM before intervention end (hazard ratio [HR] 0.68, 95% CI 0.51-0.91, Figure 1, Table 4). At the mean of the covariates, the survival rate was around 80% for black women on day 7 and around 62% on day 42 (Figure 1). Women with some college education (HR 0.75, 95% CI 0.57-0.99) and those with high school education or less (HR 0.66, 95% CI 0.49-0.89) were less likely to drop out of SmokefreeMOM than were women with bachelor’s degrees or higher. A longer prequit time (ie, 0-14 days of preparation time before quit date) was associated with a lower likelihood of dropping out (HR 0.97, 95% CI 0.96-0.99). A logistic regression analysis for dropout that included women who dropped out before and on or after the quit day showed similar results (Multimedia Appendix 2).
## Table 2. SmokefreeMOM user characteristics, imputed data (N=1288).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Noncompleters&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Completers&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users, n (%)</td>
<td>1288 (100.00)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>715 (55.51)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>573 (44.49)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>29.58 (7.64)</td>
<td>29.64 (7.68)</td>
<td>29.49 (7.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% trimmed mean (SD)</td>
<td>29.02 (6.35)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>29.09 (6.33)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>28.93 (6.38)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>14-99</td>
<td>16-99</td>
<td>14-72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>29.00 (10.00)</td>
<td>29.00 (10.00)</td>
<td>28.00 (10.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (winsorized), years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>29.46 (7.11)</td>
<td>29.52 (7.05)</td>
<td>29.39 (7.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% trimmed mean (SD)</td>
<td>29.02 (6.35)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>29.09 (6.33)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>28.93 (6.38)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>14-54</td>
<td>16-54</td>
<td>14-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>29.00 (10.00)</td>
<td>29.00 (10.00)</td>
<td>28.00 (10.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from sign-up date to due date, days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>161.21 (73.65)</td>
<td>164.73 (75.57)</td>
<td>156.82 (71.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% trimmed mean (SD)</td>
<td>164.49 (75.93)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>168.45 (78.25)&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>159.47 (72.34)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0-279</td>
<td>0-279</td>
<td>0-279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>175.50 (117.00)</td>
<td>184.00 (113.00)</td>
<td>167.00 (113.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from sign-up to quit date, days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>10.41 (15.74)</td>
<td>9.38 (14.06)</td>
<td>11.70 (17.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% trimmed mean (SD)</td>
<td>8.04 (9.60)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.58 (7.65)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.93 (12.65)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0-197</td>
<td>0-197</td>
<td>0-144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>7.00 (13.00)</td>
<td>7.00 (13.00)</td>
<td>7.00 (13.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prequit time, days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>6.12 (5.53)</td>
<td>5.20 (5.29)</td>
<td>7.28 (5.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% trimmed mean (SD)</td>
<td>6.03 (5.83)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.00 (5.58)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.31 (5.91)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0-14</td>
<td>0-14</td>
<td>0-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>5.00 (12.00)</td>
<td>3.00 (10.00)</td>
<td>7.00 (13.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from quit day to dropout, days&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>10.70 (11.74)&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10.70 (11.74)&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% trimmed mean (SD)</td>
<td>9.67 (11.92)&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.67 (11.92)&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0-42&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0-42&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>6.00 (16.00)&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.00 (16.00)&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Noncompleters were users who opted out of the intervention any time on or between day –14 (14 days before quit date) and intervention end (day 42).

<sup>b</sup>Completers were users who remained in SmokefreeMOM until after intervention end.

<sup>c</sup>Imputed Ns have 20 records and thus n is 1/20th of a subject rounded to the nearest integer.

<sup>d</sup>N=1158.

<sup>e</sup>n=643.

<sup>f</sup>n=515.

<sup>g</sup>IQR: interquartile range.

<sup>h</sup>Among those who made it to their quit date.

<sup>i</sup>N=509.

<sup>j</sup>Not applicable.
Table 3. SmokefreeMOM user characteristics, imputed data (N=1288).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Total, n (%)(^a)</th>
<th>Noncompleters(^b), n (%)(^a)</th>
<th>Completers(^c), n (%)(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race and ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>848 (65.81)</td>
<td>499 (69.80)</td>
<td>349 (60.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>207 (16.04)</td>
<td>88 (12.24)</td>
<td>119 (20.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina</td>
<td>114 (8.86)</td>
<td>69 (9.62)</td>
<td>45 (7.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial, Asian, AI/AN(^d), NHPI(^e), other(^f)</td>
<td>120 (9.29)</td>
<td>60 (8.34)</td>
<td>60 (10.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>513 (39.86)</td>
<td>267 (37.32)</td>
<td>247 (43.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>552 (42.82)</td>
<td>302 (42.17)</td>
<td>250 (43.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate or higher</td>
<td>223 (17.32)</td>
<td>147 (20.50)</td>
<td>77 (13.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region(^g)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>180 (13.94)</td>
<td>105 (14.69)</td>
<td>75 (13.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>332 (25.74)</td>
<td>201 (28.06)</td>
<td>131 (22.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>569 (44.15)</td>
<td>293 (41.01)</td>
<td>275 (48.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>208 (16.17)</td>
<td>116 (16.24)</td>
<td>92 (16.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking frequency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondaily</td>
<td>143 (11.09)</td>
<td>67 (9.39)</td>
<td>76 (13.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>1145 (88.91)</td>
<td>648 (90.61)</td>
<td>497 (86.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cigarettes per day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light (&lt;10 cigarettes)</td>
<td>762 (59.12)</td>
<td>397 (55.57)</td>
<td>364 (63.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate (11-19 cigarettes)</td>
<td>416 (32.29)</td>
<td>240 (33.60)</td>
<td>176 (30.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy (20+ cigarettes)</td>
<td>111 (8.59)</td>
<td>77 (10.83)</td>
<td>33 (5.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Web-enabled phone</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1238 (96.12)</td>
<td>687 (96.08)</td>
<td>551 (96.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>50 (3.88)</td>
<td>28 (3.92)</td>
<td>22 (3.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time of dropout(^h)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior to quit date</td>
<td>206 (15.99)</td>
<td>206 (15.99)</td>
<td>N/A(^i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On or after quit date</td>
<td>509 (39.52)</td>
<td>509 (39.52)</td>
<td>N/A(^i)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Imputed Ns have 20 records and thus n is 1/20th of a subject rounded to the nearest integer.

\(^b\)Noncompleters were users who opted out of the intervention any time on or between day –14 (14 days before quit date) and intervention end (day 42).

\(^c\)Completers were users who remained in SmokefreeMOM until after intervention end.

\(^d\)AI/AN: American Indian/Alaska Native.

\(^e\)NHPI: Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander.

\(^f\)Complete case sample was 4.72% (58/1230) multiracial, 1.14% (14/1230) Asian, 0.73% (9/1230) AI/AN, 0.49% (6/1230) NHPI, and 2.11% (26/1230) other.

\(^g\)Users provided their zip codes, which were automatically converted into US state. We categorized states into US Census Bureau region. We categorized 1 user who lived in Puerto Rico, for which there is no census region, into South to retain her data in the analyses.

\(^h\)The remaining 44.49% (573/1288) did not drop out prior to intervention end.

\(^i\)Not applicable.
Figure 1. Survival analysis of days in SmokefreeMOM by race and ethnicity adjusted for age (winsorized), educational attainment, region, smoking frequency, cigarettes per day, and prequit time, imputed data (N=1082). AI/AN: American Indian/Alaska Native; NHPI: Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander.
Table 4. Hazard ratios of dropping out by user characteristics, imputed data (N=1082).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Hazard ratio</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (winsorized)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97-1.00</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity (reference: white)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.51-0.91</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.72-1.37</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial, Asian, AI/AN, NHPI, other</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.51-1.01</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (reference: college graduate or higher)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.49-0.89</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.57-0.99</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region (reference: South)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.87-1.51</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.96-1.49</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.85-1.44</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day (reference: light)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.85-1.26</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.99-1.92</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking frequency (reference: nondaily)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.96-1.80</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prequit time</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96-0.99</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAI/AN: American Indian/Alaska Native.
bNHPI: Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander.

Response and Abstinence Rates

Response rates averaged 29.48% (319/1082) on quit date, were between 10.23% (62/606) and 18.45% (150/813) through day 35, then dropped below 9.86% (57/578) for intervention end and 1-month follow-up. Overall abstinence ranged from 14.51% (157/1082) on quit day to 3.51% (38/1082) at intervention end and 1.99% (21/1053) at 1-month follow-up (Multimedia Appendix 3). Although no clear pattern of associations emerged between user characteristics and either response rate or abstinence (Tables 5-8), some significant associations are noteworthy. Black users (adjusted odds ratio [aOR] 0.36, 95% CI 0.15-0.91), those with high school education or less (aOR 0.29, 95% CI 0.15-0.56), and daily smokers (aOR 0.54, 95% CI 0.31-0.94) were less likely to respond at individual time points throughout the intervention than were their respective reference groups. Similarly, users with high school education or less (vs those with bachelor’s degrees or higher; aOR 0.39, 95% CI 0.17-0.92) were less likely to be abstinent on day 7, moderate smokers (vs light smokers) were more likely to be abstinent on day 35 (aOR 2.31, 95% CI 1.12-4.75), and daily smokers (vs nondaily) were less likely to be abstinent on quit day (aOR 0.42, 95% CI 0.26-0.67), day 14 (aOR 0.38, 95% CI 0.20-0.74), and 1-month follow-up (aOR 0.27, 95% CI 0.08-0.89). Longer prequit intervention time was associated with a reduced likelihood of abstinence on quit day (aOR 0.96, 95% CI 0.93-0.99). Sensitivity analyses using unimputed data with listwise deletion showed fairly comparable results (Multimedia Appendix 4).
Table 5. Associations between user characteristics and response rates: from quit date to days 7-21, imputed data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Quit date (n=1082)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Day 7 (n=813)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Day 14 (n=727)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Day 21 (n=678)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (winsorized)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.97-1.01) .27</td>
<td>0.98 (0.95-1.01) .25</td>
<td>0.99 (0.97-1.03) .73</td>
<td>1.00 (0.97-1.04) .80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity (reference: white)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1.05 (0.71-1.54) .82</td>
<td>0.85 (0.49-1.45) .55</td>
<td>0.87 (0.50-1.53) .64</td>
<td>1.01 (0.57-1.78) .97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina</td>
<td>0.58 (0.33-1.01) .05</td>
<td>0.63 (0.28-1.41) .26</td>
<td>1.22 (0.56-2.62) .62</td>
<td>0.35 (0.10-1.19) .09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial, Asian, AI/AN&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, NHPI&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;, other</td>
<td>0.86 (0.53-1.39) .53</td>
<td>0.86 (0.47-1.60) .64</td>
<td>1.61 (0.87-2.97) .13</td>
<td>1.04 (0.49-2.22) .91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (reference: college degree or higher)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>0.64 (0.40-1.02) .06</td>
<td>0.29 (0.15-0.56) &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.56 (0.26-1.20) .14</td>
<td>0.73 (0.30-1.75) .47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>0.98 (0.65-1.48) .93</td>
<td>0.64 (0.38-1.06) .08</td>
<td>1.10 (0.57-2.14) .77</td>
<td>1.45 (0.65-3.22) .36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region (reference: South)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>1.20 (0.80-1.82) .38</td>
<td>1.25 (0.71-2.17) .44</td>
<td>1.21 (0.68-2.16) .52</td>
<td>1.12 (0.58-2.15) .74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>1.13 (0.81-1.58) .47</td>
<td>0.96 (0.59-1.53) .85</td>
<td>1.41 (0.88-2.28) .16</td>
<td>1.44 (0.87-2.38) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1.26 (0.85-1.85) .25</td>
<td>1.32 (0.78-2.23) .30</td>
<td>1.02 (0.56-1.85) .94</td>
<td>0.48 (0.21-1.06) .07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day (reference: light)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1.21 (0.89-1.65) .22</td>
<td>1.18 (0.78-1.78) .45</td>
<td>1.49 (0.96-2.32) .07</td>
<td>0.91 (0.55-1.50) .71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>0.92 (0.52-1.63) .78</td>
<td>0.64 (0.24-1.74) .38</td>
<td>1.13 (0.46-2.74) .79</td>
<td>1.58 (0.65-3.83) .32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking frequency (reference: nondaily)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>0.69 (0.46-1.05) .08</td>
<td>0.71 (0.42-1.19) .19</td>
<td>0.54 (0.31-0.94) .03</td>
<td>0.91 (0.47-1.76) .77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prequit time</td>
<td>0.99 (0.97-1.02) .51</td>
<td>0.97 (0.94-1.00) .08</td>
<td>1.01 (0.98-1.05) .50</td>
<td>0.99 (0.95-1.03) .66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Number of users who had not dropped out of the intervention and had the opportunity to respond (or not) each time smoking status was assessed.

<sup>b</sup>aOR: adjusted odds ratio.

<sup>c</sup>AI/AN: American Indian/Alaska Native.

<sup>d</sup>NHPI: Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander.
Table 6. Associations between user characteristics and response rates: from days 28-72, imputed data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Day 28 (n=642)(^a)</th>
<th>Day 35 (n=606)(^a)</th>
<th>Day 42 (n=578)(^a)</th>
<th>Day 72 (n=535)(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (winsorized)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.96-1.03) .65</td>
<td>1.01 (0.97-1.05) .65</td>
<td>1.01 (0.97-1.05) .78</td>
<td>0.98 (0.93-1.04) .58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity (reference: white)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1.15 (0.62-2.16) .65</td>
<td>0.36 (0.15-0.91) .03</td>
<td>0.67 (0.30-1.49) .32</td>
<td>0.86 (0.29-2.52) .78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina</td>
<td>0.63 (0.21-1.89) .41</td>
<td>0.53 (0.15-1.83) .31</td>
<td>0.93 (0.30-2.89) .90</td>
<td>1.03 (0.27-3.90) .96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial, Asian, AI/AN(^c), NHPI(^d), other</td>
<td>0.94 (0.41-2.17) .89</td>
<td>0.79 (0.31-2.02) .63</td>
<td>1.34 (0.54-3.32) .52</td>
<td>1.38 (0.46-4.13) .56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (reference: college degree or higher)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>0.55 (0.22-1.40) .21</td>
<td>0.73 (0.26-2.07) .56</td>
<td>0.70 (0.26-1.94) .50</td>
<td>0.59 (0.15-2.38) .46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>1.09 (0.49-2.44) .83</td>
<td>1.48 (0.57-3.83) .42</td>
<td>1.39 (0.54-3.54) .49</td>
<td>0.92 (0.27-3.19) .90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region (reference: South)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>1.16 (0.58-2.34) .68</td>
<td>0.84 (0.36-1.97) .69</td>
<td>1.19 (0.52-2.74) .68</td>
<td>0.79 (0.24-2.58) .70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>0.66 (0.34-1.26) .21</td>
<td>0.89 (0.45-1.75) .73</td>
<td>1.44 (0.75-2.77) .27</td>
<td>0.81 (0.30-2.16) .67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0.82 (0.39-1.71) .60</td>
<td>0.85 (0.38-1.91) .69</td>
<td>0.39 (0.13-1.18) .10</td>
<td>1.26 (0.47-3.36) .64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day (reference: light)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1.09 (0.63-1.90) .75</td>
<td>1.50 (0.83-2.71) .18</td>
<td>0.89 (0.46-1.70) .72</td>
<td>1.90 (0.83-4.33) .13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>0.78 (0.22-2.79) .71</td>
<td>0.60 (0.13-2.75) .51</td>
<td>0.86 (0.24-3.14) .82</td>
<td>0.84 (0.10-6.96) .87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking frequency (reference: nondaily)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>0.60 (0.31-1.17) .14</td>
<td>0.62 (0.29-1.34) .23</td>
<td>0.72 (0.32-1.60) .42</td>
<td>0.36 (0.15-0.91) .03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prequit time</td>
<td>0.99 (0.94-1.03) .54</td>
<td>1.00 (0.95-1.05) .92</td>
<td>1.01 (0.96-1.06) .73</td>
<td>0.95 (0.88-1.01) .10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Number of users who had not dropped out of the intervention and had the opportunity to respond (or not) each time smoking status was assessed; on day 72, in addition to dropouts on quit day through day 42, we excluded users whose quit days were 43-71 days before the end of the study and those who opted out on days 43-71 because they did not receive the day 72 prompt.

\(^b\)aOR: adjusted odds ratio.

\(^c\)AI/AN: American Indian/Alaska Native.

\(^d\)NHPI: Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Quit date (n=1082)(^a)</th>
<th>Day 7 (n=1082)(^a)</th>
<th>Day 14 (n=1082)(^b)</th>
<th>Day 21 (n=1082)(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aOR(^b) (95% CI)</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (winsorized)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.99-1.04)</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>1.00 (0.96-1.04)</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity (reference: white)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1.27 (0.78-2.05)</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>1.11 (0.55-2.22)</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina</td>
<td>0.72 (0.35-1.47)</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>0.78 (0.29-2.09)</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial, Asian, AI/AN(^c), NHPI(^d), other</td>
<td>0.97 (0.52-1.80)</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>1.26 (0.58-2.74)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (reference: college degree or higher)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>0.59 (0.33-1.06)</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>0.39 (0.17-0.92)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>0.94 (0.56-1.57)</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>0.82 (0.40-1.65)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region (reference: South)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>0.83 (0.48-1.46)</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>0.76 (0.35-1.63)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>0.99 (0.64-1.53)</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>0.42 (0.20-0.88)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1.31 (0.81-2.14)</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>1.10 (0.57-2.13)</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day (reference: light)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1.14 (0.76-1.71)</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>0.93 (0.52-1.66)</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>1.06 (0.51-2.21)</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>0.20 (0.03-1.49)</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking frequency (reference: nondaily)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>0.42 (0.26-0.67)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.60 (0.31-1.18)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prequit time</td>
<td>0.96 (0.93-0.99)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.96 (0.92-1.01)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)N=1082 reflects total users who made it to quit date.

\(^b\)aOR: adjusted odds ratio.

\(^c\)AI/AN: American Indian/Alaska Native.

\(^d\)NHPI: Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander.
Table 8. Associations between user characteristics and abstinence rates: from days 28-72, imputed data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Day 28 (n=1082)</th>
<th>Day 35 (n=1082)</th>
<th>Day 42 (n=1082)</th>
<th>Day 72 (n=1053)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
<td>aOR (95% CI) P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (winsorized)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.96-1.05) .94</td>
<td>1.02 (0.97-1.07) .53</td>
<td>0.99 (0.94-1.04) .70</td>
<td>1.00 (0.93-1.07) .90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity (reference: white)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1.71 (0.85-3.42) .13</td>
<td>0.68 (0.25-1.90) .47</td>
<td>0.85 (0.32-2.25) .75</td>
<td>0.76 (0.19-2.99) .70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina</td>
<td>0.95 (0.32-2.83) .93</td>
<td>0.68 (0.15-3.00) .61</td>
<td>0.78 (0.17-3.44) .74</td>
<td>1.20 (0.25-5.73) .82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial, Asian, AI/ANc, NHPId, other</td>
<td>1.45 (0.61-3.47) .40</td>
<td>0.62 (0.14-2.70) .52</td>
<td>1.74 (0.63-4.81) .29</td>
<td>1.14 (0.24-5.40) .87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (reference: college degree or higher)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>0.59 (0.20-1.74) .34</td>
<td>0.67 (0.19-2.34) .53</td>
<td>0.93 (0.27-3.13) .90</td>
<td>1.27 (0.18-9.22) .81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>1.28 (0.52-3.15) .59</td>
<td>1.30 (0.45-3.72) .62</td>
<td>1.51 (0.51-4.50) .46</td>
<td>1.80 (0.25-12.71) .55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region (reference: South)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>0.68 (0.29-1.61) .38</td>
<td>0.51 (0.17-1.54) .23</td>
<td>0.60 (0.20-1.80) .36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>0.63 (0.31-1.28) .20</td>
<td>0.83 (0.39-1.76) .62</td>
<td>0.94 (0.44-1.99) .86</td>
<td>0.48 (0.15-1.49) .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0.82 (0.37-1.80) .61</td>
<td>0.26 (0.06-1.12) .07</td>
<td>0.24 (0.05-1.04) .06</td>
<td>0.57 (0.16-2.11) .40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day (reference: light)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1.15 (0.62-2.15) .66</td>
<td>2.31 (1.12-4.75) .02</td>
<td>1.40 (0.66-2.96) .38</td>
<td>2.29 (0.82-6.44) .12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>0.59 (0.13-2.58) .48</td>
<td>1.00 (0.21-4.64) &gt;.99</td>
<td>0.91 (0.20-4.14) .90</td>
<td>1.01 (0.12-8.63) .99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking frequency (reference: nondaily)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>0.54 (0.26-1.12) .10</td>
<td>0.58 (0.21-1.62) .30</td>
<td>0.51 (0.20-1.34) .17</td>
<td>0.27 (0.08-0.89) .03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prequit time</td>
<td>0.98 (0.93-1.03) .37</td>
<td>1.00 (0.94-1.06) &gt;.99</td>
<td>1.00 (0.95-1.06) .94</td>
<td>0.94 (0.87-1.03) .17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN=1082 reflects total users who made it to quit date. On day 72, n=1053 because 29 users had quit 43-71 days before the end of the study and did not have the opportunity to respond to the day 72 smoking status prompt.
b aOR: adjusted odds ratio.
c AI/AN: American Indian/Alaska Native.
d NHPI: Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander.
ede Due to quasi-complete separation of data points, aOR was undefined.
f N/A: not applicable.

Discussion

Principal Findings

In a real-world implementation of SmokefreeMOM, an SMS text messaging smoking cessation intervention targeting pregnant women, racial and ethnic composition of users did not mirror the national rates of smoking during pregnancy. Users dropped out as early as the sign-up date and continued to drop out throughout the prequit and intervention periods, with fewer than half completing the intervention. Black women, users with some college education, and users with a high school education or less had a lower likelihood of dropping out of SmokefreeMOM. Nonetheless, response and abstinence rates did not differ by race and ethnicity or by education at key milestones; quit day, intervention end, and 1-month follow-up. Efforts are needed to ensure that SmokefreeMOM reaches and engages pregnant smokers and helps them achieve smoking abstinence, particularly minorities and those with lower educational attainment with comparatively high rates of smoking during pregnancy.

The demographic composition of SmokefreeMOM users revealed adequate enrollment of pregnant smokers of low educational attainment but inadequate enrollment of racial and ethnic minorities. Specifically, women with some college education or high school education or less, who have high rates of smoking during pregnancy (8%-12%) [33], represented 82.68% (1065/1288) of SmokefreeMOM users by educational attainment in our sample. In contrast, AI/AN women, who have the highest rates of smoking during pregnancy by race and ethnicity, as well as NHPI, Asian, and multiracial women, were underrepresented, with AI/AN (9/1230), NHPI (6/1230), and Asian (14/1230) women representing 2.35% and multiracial women representing 4.72% (58/1230) of users. Efforts to overenroll marginalized populations is paramount given their limited access to smoking cessation resources and high risk of exacerbated smoking-related health problems.
Efforts should be directed to improve SmokefreeMOM’s overall reach and early uptake among women who intend to become pregnant. Over 4 years, SmokefreeMOM had 2764 user records, meaning that SmokefreeMOM reached less than 1% of roughly a million pregnant smokers (250,000 pregnant smokers per year) [4]. Aside from how many women SmokefreeMOM reached, when it reached them is equally important. On average, SmokefreeMOM users were in their second trimester, with 5 months until their due dates. A potential approach is to integrate SmokefreeMOM in clinical care for women of reproductive age, as is done with text4baby, an SMS text messaging intervention targeting pregnant women and new mothers with tailored messages about their pregnancy or their babies’ development [34]. This integration should include Planned Parenthood and federally qualified health centers to reach underserved women to whom enrolling in SmokefreeMOM solely or in combination with other cessation aids can be recommended [35].

SmokefreeMOM produced somewhat poorer abstinence rates than other smoking cessation interventions. Among SmokefreeMOM users, 1.99% (21/1053) were abstinent at 1 month postintervention. Other SMS text messaging interventions for pregnant women showed 7% to 20% abstinence rates at 1-month follow-up [20,36]. These were incentivized, randomized trials, which may account for the higher abstinence rates. However, abstinence rates among users of SmokefreeTXT, the National Cancer Institute’s publicly available SMS text messaging smoking cessation intervention for the general population, were also higher, at 7.2% [37]. Notably, nonresponse for smoking status questions was high and, to be conservative, we considered nonresponders to be smokers. However, nonresponse could signify passive disengagement from the intervention wherein some users failed to text “STOP” to drop out. Conversely, nonresponders or dropouts could be those who quit smoking and had disengaged from messages to avoid smoking relapse triggers [20]. Indeed, 5 of 509 users reported that they were abstinent on the day they dropped out. Increasing responses rates is necessary to accurately estimate abstinence outcomes of SmokefreeMOM.

The lower dropout rates among black users and those with some college education or with high school education or less may be attributed to a greater motivation to quit smoking or lack of access to alternative cessation aids [38]. Conversely, response and abstinence rates were uniform across all user characteristics. Thus, lower dropout among black users and those with less than college education did not translate to better response and abstinence rates. Although program dose has been predictive of abstinence in other SMS text messaging interventions [16], this association varies by many factors (eg, length of program, number of messages received). For example, abstainers in Text2Quit were enrolled longer than nonabstainers, but an overall program dose measure was not associated with smoking abstinence [39]. Lower abstinence rates are consistent with prior research that finds that black and less-educated smokers struggle with smoking abstinence more than white and college-educated smokers do [40].

The need to improve user retention, interaction with SmokefreeMOM until intervention end, and abstinence rates points to engagement as a coveted strategy [41,42]. Engagement strategies could involve incorporating additional keywords the user can text to interact with the intervention or providing congratulatory messages for interaction [43]. Importantly, the best strategy may sometimes be to temporarily provide nothing to the user. At times, not responding to a prompt can signal intervention fatigue, and providing additional content could have negative impacts on user engagement and progress [44]. SMS text messaging interventions must be balanced to engage users but avoid overwhelming them at the same time. Indeed, SMS text messaging interventions that decrease or allow personalized adjustment of message frequency are more effective than those with a fixed frequency [45].

Research is needed to increase SmokefreeMOM’s effectiveness, particularly among high-need minorities and marginalized populations. Of interest is fully utilizing mobile technology to deploy race- and ethnicity-specific message libraries that uniquely appeal to their respective target audiences. These types of targeted programs are desired by racial and ethnicity minority populations [18] and are likely to increase engagement and smoking abstinence [46]. Importantly, SMS text messaging interventions can still be inaccessible to low-income women, due to the cost of receiving or sending messages under limited SMS text messaging plans. Accordingly, providing SmokefreeMOM users with credit toward cell phone bills or making text messages to and from intervention services free of charge, currently done by text4baby [34,47], may be a necessary investment. Such proposals are foreseeable given that most health insurance plans cover smoking treatments to varying degrees [48].

Consistent with previous studies [37,41], in this study, daily smoking was a risk factor for poor response and abstinence rates. Longer prequit time was associated with a lower likelihood of dropping out but a lower likelihood of abstinence at quit day. To address the unique needs of daily smokers attempting to quit, a stepped-up approach that incorporates supplemental cessation aids or a tailored message library in its content and delivery schedule, or both, may be needed [49,50]. More information is needed to understand the benefits and downsides to incorporating a prequit period among pregnant women. Although evidence suggests that a planning period prior to quitting is associated with a higher likelihood of abstinence [26,51], this research focused on the general population of smokers. However, pregnant women are more likely to spontaneously quit than other smokers [52] and, thus, their quit attempts may be more successful if implemented immediately.

**Strengths and Limitations**

This study reflects the strengths and limitations of the real-world implementation of public health interventions. Real-world observational data are invaluable to assess the effectiveness, generalizability, and implementation fidelity of evidence-based interventions in real settings and to inform future experimental studies and trials in a time- and cost-efficient way [53]. SmokefreeMOM users are heterogeneous compared with those enrolled in studies with stringent inclusion criteria, such as randomized controlled trials. Users self-selected to enroll, wanted to quit smoking, and owned a mobile device, presumably
with SMS text messaging plans that allowed receipt of multiple messages a day. This study did not capture technical issues common in SMS text messaging interventions [20] that could have affected study outcomes. We observed high levels of missing data, low response rates (especially as the intervention progressed), and high dropout rates, likely due to a lack of the monetary compensation that is typical of researcher-controlled studies. Low response rates beyond the 1-month follow-up prevented us from assessing postnatal relapse, although as many as 50% of women return to smoking after pregnancy [3], placing their babies at risk of secondhand smoke [6].

We operationalized dropout to include SmokefreeMOM users who texted “STOP” (ie, active dropout) or were unreachable, which could have inflated our dropout rates if unreachable women had reenrolled with a new phone number or had cell phone service stopped due to financial constraints. This operationalization did not capture passive dropouts, that is, users who did not respond to sequential smoking status prompts. Disentangling active and passive dropouts in future work many inform the development and implementation of tailored engagement strategies. Although response and abstinence rates were uniform across racial and ethnic groups in this study, adequate sample sizes could unveil differences in response and abstinence rates previously documented [54]. Future studies can incentivize enrollment and retention to allow for adequate power to assess program outcomes across racial and ethnic groups and socioeconomic gradients.

Conclusions

SMS text messaging interventions are efficacious for smoking cessation [16,45]. SmokefreeMOM, a freely available cessation intervention, is a necessary resource for a hard-to-reach population of pregnant smokers, especially underserved racial and ethnic minorities. Overall abstinence rates among SmokefreeMOM users were lower than among other smoking cessation SMS text messaging interventions. Response and abstinence rates were equivalent across all demographic characteristics of SmokefreeMOM users. Black and less-educated women were more likely to remain in the intervention until its end, presenting opportunities to enhance their engagement and, subsequently, abstinence rates. Research into strategies to increase the reach, engagement, and effectiveness of SmokefreeMOM, particularly for racial and ethnic minority and other marginalized populations with high rates of smoking during pregnancy, is critical for reducing smoking among pregnant women across the United States.
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Abstract

Background: Knee osteoarthritis is a chronic condition with no known cure. Treatment focuses on symptom management, with exercise recommended as a core component by all clinical practice guidelines. However, long-term adherence to exercise is poor among many people with knee osteoarthritis, which limits its capacity to provide sustained symptom relief. To improve exercise outcomes, scalable interventions that facilitate exercise adherence are needed. SMS (short message service) interventions show promise in health behavior change. The Behavior Change Wheel (BCW) is a widely used framework that provides a structured approach to designing behavior change interventions and has been used extensively in health behavior change intervention design.

Objective: The study aimed to describe the development of, and rationale for, an SMS program to support exercise adherence in people with knee osteoarthritis using the BCW framework.

Methods: The intervention was developed in two phases. Phase 1 involved using the BCW to select the target behavior and associated barriers, facilitators, and behavior change techniques (BCTs). Phase 2 involved design of the program functionality and message library. Messages arranged into a 24-week schedule were provided to an external company to be developed into an automated SMS program.

Results: The target behavior was identified as participation in self-directed home-based strengthening exercise 3 times a week for 24 weeks. A total of 13 barriers and 9 facilitators of the behavior and 20 BCTs were selected to use in the intervention. In addition, 198 SMS text messages were developed and organized into a 24-week automated program that functions by prompting users to self-report the number of home exercise sessions completed each week. Users who reported ≥3 exercise sessions/week (adherent) received positive reinforcement messages. Users who reported <3 exercise sessions/week (nonadherent) were asked to select a barrier (from a list of standardized response options) that best explains why they found performing the exercises challenging in the previous week. This automatically triggers an SMS containing a BCT suggestion relevant to overcoming the selected barrier. Users also received BCT messages to facilitate exercise adherence, irrespective of self-reported adherence.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates application of the BCW to guide development of an automated SMS intervention to support exercise adherence in knee osteoarthritis. Future research is needed to assess whether the intervention improves adherence to the prescribed home-based strengthening exercise.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14619) doi:10.2196/14619
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Introduction

Knee osteoarthritis is a chronic, highly prevalent condition with no known cure [1] and is a leading contributor to the burden of disease globally [2]. Pain and impaired physical function are characteristic symptoms leading to disability, inactivity, and reduced quality of life [3,4]. Self-management and lifestyle modification to facilitate long-term symptom relief is advocated [5]. This includes exercise, which is recommended in all clinical guidelines irrespective of the person’s age, disease severity, pain, physical dysfunction, and/or comorbidities [5-7]. Unfortunately, adherence to exercise is often poor, particularly in the mid to longer term [8-13], limiting its capacity to provide long-term symptom relief. To improve exercise outcomes, scalable interventions that facilitate exercise adherence are a research priority.

Adherence, defined as the extent to which a person’s behaviour corresponds with agreed recommendations [14], is complex, multifaceted, and not fully understood [11,15,16]. As such, designing interventions to promote exercise adherence is challenging. To aid complex intervention design, the use of theoretical frameworks is recommended [17-19]. The Behavior Change Wheel (BCW) is a synthesis of 19 models of behavior [20,21] that has been used extensively in intervention design [22-27]. When applying the BCW, the first step of intervention design is to use the Capability, Opportunity, Motivation model of behavior (COM-B) to analyze the desired behavior and identify key barriers to and facilitators of the behavior that the intervention is intended to change. The COM-B model describes three interacting categories that influence behavior: (1) capability that includes physical capability (eg, physical skill) and psychological capability (eg, knowledge and psychological skill); (2) opportunity that includes physical opportunity (eg, the environment such as time and resources) and social opportunity (eg, social cues, norms, and interpersonal influences); and (3) motivation including reflective motivation (eg, self-conscious intentions and beliefs) and automatic motivation (eg, emotional reactions, desires, and impulses). These categories can be further divided into the Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF), 14 additional domains of behavior if greater detail is required [21]. Once the behavior has been analyzed using the COM-B model, the BCW then provides recommendations about the functions that interventions could serve to bring about change (eg, education or training) and guides the selection of potential behavior change techniques (BCTs—active ingredients designed to bring about change) that could deliver selected intervention functions.

SMS or mobile phone text messaging programs are becoming an increasingly popular delivery method for health behavior change interventions [28-34]. This is unsurprising considering the widespread use of mobile phones across all populations and age groups [29] and the many benefits of using SMS technology. These include instantaneous communication [30], convenience, cost-effectiveness [35], and, most importantly, high user acceptability [36]. Reviews do, however, suggest the need for caution when drawing conclusions about the effectiveness of SMS health behavior change interventions owing to the overall low quality of individual studies [37,38] and the absence of interventions that are rigorously informed by behavior change theory [34,39].

To our knowledge, only two small studies have specifically assessed mobile phone message interventions to support exercise adherence in people with knee osteoarthritis [40,41]. First, a pilot study on 14 participants evaluated 12 video messages (multimedia messaging service [MMS]), delivered every second day to provide visual prompts to exercise [40]. Over the 6-week intervention, there was no change in functional outcomes or exercise adherence. Participants who received the MMS messages did, however, highly value them as reminders. Second, a feasibility study on 27 participants assessed the effects of an educational booklet about knee osteoarthritis and exercise (delivered by mail) plus 4 weekly activity-promoting text messages [41]. Message content was informed by the social cognitive theory, although how exactly the theory informed the intervention design was not described. Significant improvements in pain and exercise self-efficacy were reported. In total, 96% of participants enjoyed receiving the messages and 88% found them useful. Collectively, the limited research to date suggests that people with knee osteoarthritis find SMS technology an acceptable method to support home exercise.

The ability of automated SMS programs to improve adherence to home-based exercise has been demonstrated in healthy adults [42] and adults with frozen shoulder [43]. A randomized controlled trial (RCT) assessed the effect of a 12-week automated SMS program to promote adherence to weekly home-based strengthening exercise in nonexercising healthy adults (aged 50-70 years) from an upper-middle-income country [42]. Participants in the intervention and control received exercise prescription via a booklet. In addition to the exercise booklet, participants in the SMS intervention also received 60 SMS text messages (1 per weekday) containing BCTs aimed to provide encouragement and exercise reminders. BCT selection was informed by the literature. Messages came from a standard set and were not tailored. At 12 weeks, participants receiving the SMS exercised significantly more than participants who received the exercise booklet only. These benefits were not sustained once SMS contact ceased and had diminished by a 24-week follow-up. A second RCT, which assessed the additive effect of a 2-week automated SMS intervention to therapist-prescribed shoulder exercise for people with frozen shoulder, found significantly higher exercise adherence and improved shoulder range of movement in the SMS group compared with the control group who received exercise instruction only [43]. Messages in this study included reminders, encouragement, and education.

To explore if SMS interventions are effective in promoting exercise adherence in knee osteoarthritis, specifically, theory informed and systematically designed interventions that are clearly reported and rigorously assessed are needed. Therefore, the aim of this study was to describe the development of, and rationale for, an SMS behavior change intervention designed by applying the BCW for people with knee osteoarthritis to support exercise adherence.
Methods

Overview
The SMS intervention was developed in two phases. Phase 1 applied the BCW framework [20,44] to identify barriers to and facilitators of the target behavior to inform selection of the intervention content. Phase 2 developed the SMS program functionality (ie, how users interact with the program) and the SMS text message library, according to published recommendations for the development of mobile phone text message health behavior interventions [19].

Phase 1: Applying the Behavior Change Wheel Framework to Inform Intervention Design
The three stages outlined in the BCW were applied (see Textbox 1) [20,21]. The three stages were initially completed by one author (RN) and then reviewed and discussed by three authors (RN, KB, and RH). The process was overseen by one author (LA), a behavior change expert involved in developing the original BCW framework and with extensive experience in its practical application.

Stage 1 involved gaining a thorough understanding of the behavior. Through reviewing the literature, the problem was defined in behavioral terms and the target behavior selected and explained in detail with context. To identify what needs to change to support the target behavior, we drew on the findings of a scoping review previously conducted by members of our team [45]. This review synthesized key barriers and facilitators for people with hip and/or knee osteoarthritis to participate in intentional exercise, mapped according to the TDF domains. Barriers and facilitators relevant to the target behavior and suitable for SMS delivery were selected from this review and organized according to the COM-B model of behavior.

Stage 2 and 3 used the BCW mapping process to select intervention functions and BCTs to address the barriers and facilitators identified in Stage 1 and with the capacity to be incorporated into the SMS format. First, this involved selecting intervention functions appropriate for SMS delivery that link to the COM-B categories identified in Stage 1. Intervention functions are the types of interventions most likely to bring about change in behavior and include education, persuasion, incentivisation, coercion, training, restriction environmental restructuring, modelling, and enablement. Once intervention functions were selected, BCTs relevant to each intervention function were chosen from the BCT Taxonomy (BCTTv1) [46].

Textbox 1. Stages of intervention design using the behavior change technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1: Understand the behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Define the problem in behavioral terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Select target behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Specify the target behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Identify what needs to change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 2: Identify intervention options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify intervention functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identify policy categories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 3: Identify content and implementation options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify behavior change techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identify mode of delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 2: Development of the SMS Program Functionality and Message Library
Construction of the SMS program functionality (including message type, message frequency, and level of program interaction) was guided by published recommendations [19] and the associated literature. To develop the message library, BCTs linked to the barriers and facilitators identified in phase 1 were converted into an SMS of a maximum 308 characters. A total of 12 people (7 academics working in knee osteoarthritis conservative management, 4 clinical physiotherapists, and 1 person with knee osteoarthritis) individually provided input about message wording. Three authors (RN, RH, and KB) compiled this feedback and used it to construct the final SMS library. Samples of messages were reviewed by one author (LA) to ensure SMS wording accurately reflected the BCW mapping process (from phase 1) and the intended BCT. The final SMS library was then arranged into a 24-week schedule. The literacy demands of all messages were assessed with Web-based readability software (Readable.io, Added Bytes, Ltd), using the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level, a mathematical calculation to determine the US grade reading level based on word and sentence length. This is a recommended tool to assist health material writing [47] used previously in the literature [48,49].

A SMS practice sequence was also developed to give users the option to practice replying to messages before commencing the 24-week program. The 24-week message schedule and practice sequence were provided to an external company (SMS Solutions PTY LTD) who were responsible for developing the automated text message program and administrator interface. The 24-week
SMS program was trialed by one researcher (RN) and company staff to test functionality and identify message errors.

**Results**

**Phase 1: Applying the Behavior Change Technique Framework to Inform Intervention Design**

**Stage 1: Understand the Behavior**

The problem was identified as lack of adherence to self-directed home exercise. Home-based exercise in knee osteoarthritis typically includes knee strengthening exercise that is prescribed and supervised by a clinician, such as a physiotherapist. After initial supervision, strengthening exercise is then continued unsupervised by a patient in their home. Home programs are reported to have similar symptomatic effects as supervised exercise (individual or group-based) [50,51]; however, adherence to these programs once supervision ceases often declines [16]. To be effective, home-based strengthening programs should follow strength-based protocols [52]. Adherence over the longer term is required to allow muscle adaptation and habit formation to occur. Habit formation, which can take an average of 2 months and up to 8 months, is a key component to the successful adoption of a new behavior [53] and is particularly important as exercise is encouraged on an ongoing basis for individuals with knee osteoarthritis to ensure long-term symptomatic relief [54]. The target behavior was therefore selected to be participation in structured, self-directed progressive home-based strengthening exercises, 3 times a week. Conservatively, a duration of 24 weeks was selected to facilitate habit formation. The target behavior is described in detail in Table 1.

A total of 9 facilitators and 13 barriers to the target behavior were selected from those identified in the extensive scoping review [45] and considered appropriate for an SMS intervention (Textboxes 2 and 3). These were coded using COM-B/TDF domains and listed in BCW intervention mapping tables (Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2). Barriers within the same COM-B category that had a similar meaning were grouped, resulting in 8 barrier categories. COM-B/TDF mapping as outlined by Dobson et al [45] was retained except for barrier too tired with all authors identifying this as a reflective motivation barrier in addition to a psychological capability barrier. From the BCW intervention mapping tables, the COM-B categories of psychological capability, reflective motivation, automatic motivation, and social opportunity were identified as the key areas requiring change to support the target behavior. Most barriers were linked to reflective motivation. Most facilitators were linked to physiological capability.

**Table 1.** Target behavior described in detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target behavior</th>
<th>Participation in a structured, self-directed progressive home-based strengthening exercise, 3 times a week, for 24 weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who needs to perform the behavior?</td>
<td>Individuals with symptomatic knee osteoarthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When will they do it?</td>
<td>When convenient to the person with knee osteoarthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where will they do it?</td>
<td>Home-base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often will they do it?</td>
<td>3 times a week in accordance with exercise guidelines [55] for 24 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With whom will they do it?</td>
<td>Independently</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Textbox 2.** Facilitators selected as key to participation in structured, progressive strength-based home exercise with the SMS intervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected facilitators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Accurate osteoarthritis disease knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Prioritizing exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Integrating exercise into daily tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Belief that you are taking control of your own disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Perceived benefits of exercising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Belief that exercise is good for health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Positive outcome expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Long- &amp; Short-term goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Receiving medical advice to exercise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Selected barriers
1. Forgetfulness
2. Too tired
3. Knee pain limiting perceived ability to exercise
4. Concerned exercise is causing pain/damage (includes concern exercise is causing pain + fear of damaging knee further)
5. Lack of improvement with exercises
6. Boredom with exercise (includes lack of enjoyment in exercise + boredom with exercise)
7. Lacking time (includes conflict with routines + lack of time)
8. Life stress (includes family commitments + increased social strain + life events)

Stage 2: Identifying Intervention Options
A total of five intervention functions were selected: (1) education, (2) persuasion, (3) training, (4) environmental restructuring, and (5) enablement. The five selected intervention functions were added to the BCW intervention mapping tables (Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2).

Stage 3: Identifying Content and Implementation Options
To address the 8 barrier categories, 19 BCTs were selected. To address the 9 facilitators, 4 BCTs were selected. Findings from the literature [56-58] were used to reduce the number of possible facilitator BCTs as less facilitator BCT messages were required for the program (refer to Phase 2: Development of how the SMS program functions and the message library). Three BCTs addressed both barriers and facilitators. The BCTs were then added to BCW intervention mapping tables (Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2).

SMS was selected by the authors (KB and RH) as the mode of delivery for an intervention to support exercise adherence at the outset of intervention design. This was based on the available literature identifying SMS as a scalable, effective, efficient, and affordable tool to promote adherence to a range of health behaviors including physical activity and exercise [29-33,59,60]. This decision limited barriers, facilitators, intervention function, and BCT selection to those who would be suitable to be addressed via SMS.

Phase 2: Development of How the SMS Program Functions and the Message Library
The SMS program was developed to incorporate the barriers and facilitators and BCTs identified in phase 1 and be automated, interactive, and tailored, important characteristics of effective SMS behavior change interventions [19,31].

A total of 9 message types were developed (see Multimedia Appendices 3 and 4) for the automated SMS program. The automated SMS sequence was designed to start with an initial message asking the participant to self-report the number of home exercise sessions they completed in the previous week. Users who self-reported ≥3 exercise sessions/week (adherent) were sent a positive reinforcement message aimed to encourage continued adherence. Users who reported <3 exercise sessions/week (nonadherent) were sent a message asking them to reply by selecting one barrier (from a predefined list of 9 options, including an option of none above apply to me) which best explains what made doing the prescribed exercises in the previous week challenging. The user’s reply triggers an SMS response containing a BCT suggestion relevant to their selected barrier. BCT messages to facilitate exercise adherence are also sent, irrespective of self-reported adherence. Figure 1 provides a diagrammatic representation of message interactions and triggers.

To address user messages that are not recognized by the program automation (eg, replies to one-way messages or replies not from a predefined list), a response not supported message was created encouraging the user to try again or contact program staff if needed. Where appropriate, messages were designed to contain participants’ first names. To assist program use (eg, replying to messages), a guided three-message practice sequence was developed. The practice sequence is activated by sending the word START to the phone number assigned to the SMS program.

Guidance from the literature regarding message frequency is highly varied, ranging from daily to once weekly [29,30,33,59], although it has been recommended that 3 messages per week are suitable, with more messages sent initially [19]. Message frequencies that decrease over time appear to be more effective [19,31]. In line with these recommendations, the SMS program was designed to send 4 to 5 messages per week and be reduced to 2 per week by completion of the intervention. Multimedia Appendices 3 and 4 outline message frequency, and the number of each message type required for the 24-week intervention period.
On the basis of how the program automation works and the message frequency, 198 messages were developed for the intervention: 144 barrier BCT messages (16 per barrier category plus 16 messages relating to *none apply to me*); 24 facilitator BCT messages; 20 positive reinforcement messages; and 10 program logistic messages. A total of 144 barrier messages were required to ensure users do not receive duplicate barrier BCT messages in the event that the same barrier is selected more than once over the 24-week intervention. The literacy demands of all messages in the 24-week schedule were assessed as 5.4 grade, well below the maximum 8th-grade reading level recommended for consumer health care information [19,61]. All messages were arranged into a 24-week schedule, ensuring a spread of BCTs within each COM-B category.

Figure 2 provides an example of an automated message sequence for reported low exercise adherence. Tables 2 and 3 provide examples of the mapping of barrier and facilitator BCT messages following the BCW framework.

The 24-week message schedule and practice sequence was provided to SMS Solutions PTY LTD who were contracted to convert both into an automated text message program with administrative access via a password-protected website. SMS Solutions PTY LTD provided training to the research staff in program and website interface use. The program was then pretested with minor spelling and message duplication errors identified and corrected. The website interface enables addition of program users by entering their name, mobile phone number, birth date, and program start date (set as the following Monday) which triggers the automated 24-week message sequence. The sequence commences with a *Goal Tracking* message. All user messages sent and received are recorded within the program website. All unsupported user communication (eg, replies to one-way messages) is marked with an identifier to allow easy monitoring and subsequent follow-up by research staff if required.
**Figure 2.** Example automated message sequence for low exercise adherence (<3 exercise sessions) and barrier ‘forgot’. BCT= behavior change technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal-tracking message</th>
<th>Exercise goal not met barrier identification message</th>
<th>Barrier BCT message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Melbourne</td>
<td>It can be tough doing the exercises 3 x each week! (Name), what made it hard for you this week?</td>
<td>[Name], it can be hard to remember. Think about your daily routine. Activities you do every day can serve as reminders to exercise. For instance, you can exercise after you finish breakfast or once you clean up after dinner. Use this technique this week, see if it works for you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi (name), How many days did you manage to do your home exercises this week? Please reply with ONLY ONE number between 0-7</td>
<td>1. forgot 2. too tired 3. knee hurts so can't ex 4. worried ex is causing pain 5. ex isn’t helping 6. boring 7. lack time 8. life stresses 9. none above apply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply with the ONE number that best explains why you did not complete your exercises at least 3 x this week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Example mapping of barrier behavior change technique messages following the behavior change wheel framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>COM-B(^a) category</th>
<th>TDF(^b) domain</th>
<th>Intervention function</th>
<th>BCT(^c)</th>
<th>SMS(^d) content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forgetfulness</td>
<td>Psychological capability</td>
<td>10. Memory, attention and decision processes</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>8.3 Habit formation</td>
<td>[Name], it can be hard to remember. We suggest making the exercises a habit. Set aside the same time each day to do them. It's much harder to forget when something is a daily routine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern exercise (causing) pain</td>
<td>Reflective motivation</td>
<td>6. Beliefs about consequences</td>
<td>Enablement</td>
<td>1.2 Problem Solving</td>
<td>Remember mild pain with knee exercise is okay but significant pain's discouraging. Figure out the cause! Use a log book this week, record how you feel after EACH exercise. Identify the exercise linked to your concern. Modify that ONE exercise &amp; keep doing your program 3x week.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)COM-B: Capability, Opportunity, Motivation model of behavior.  
\(^b\)TDF: Theoretical Domains Framework.  
\(^c\)BCT: behavior change technique.

**Table 3.** Example mapping of facilitator behavior change technique messages following the behavior change wheel framework. OA: osteoarthritis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitator</th>
<th>COM-B(^a) category</th>
<th>TDF(^b) domain</th>
<th>Intervention function</th>
<th>BCT(^c)</th>
<th>SMS(^d) content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accurate disease knowledge</td>
<td>Psychological capability</td>
<td>1. Knowledge</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>5.1 Information about health consequences</td>
<td>Let's bust this myth - Surgery is not inevitable if you have knee OA! Exercise is one of the most effective ways to reduce your knee pain and prevent surgery. Stick with your exercise to see the benefits!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritizing exercise</td>
<td>Psychological capability</td>
<td>14. Behavioral regulation</td>
<td>Enablement</td>
<td>10.9 Self reward</td>
<td>Did you prioritize your exercise this week and get them done? Then reward yourself, (name)! Sticking to an exercise program for this long is a real accomplishment that deserves celebration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)COM-B: Capability, Opportunity, Motivation model of behavior.  
\(^b\)TDF: Theoretical Domains Framework.  
\(^c\)BCT: behavior change technique.
Discussion

Overview
This study reports the systematic design of an intervention to support exercise adherence targeting people with knee osteoarthritis using the BCW framework and current evidence. The intervention is a 24-week automated, semipersonalized mobile phone SMS program to support adherence to prescribed home-based strengthening exercise 3 times a week. The program aims to do this by asking users how many home exercise sessions they completed in the previous week, providing positive reinforcement messages to adherent users, prompting barrier identification and providing targeted behavior change support messages to nonadherent users, and providing facilitation to exercise messages irrespective of weekly exercise adherence.

Strengths and Limitations
The systematic design of the SMS intervention content is a significant strength of this study. Application of the BCW provided a clear framework to develop a targeted and informed intervention that incorporates BCTs specifically selected to address known barriers and facilitators to exercise adherence in people with knee osteoarthritis. The BCW also provided structure for the transparent and thorough reporting of intervention design, vital for future evidence synthesis that will enable a greater understanding of how digital behavior change interventions may have their effect [44]. There are several additional strengths related to the SMS program functionality. Owing to its automated design, minimal administrative support is required throughout the 24-week intervention, making it scalable and potentially cost-effective for both the deliverer and user. The program includes weekly to fortnightly exercise monitoring and provides instantaneous feedback, important characteristics of effective exercise adherence interventions [13,44]. The use of keywords selected from predetermined lists triggers appropriate replies and enables tailoring of content, important in addressing users’ individual needs. Intervention fidelity is also guaranteed with all users receiving standardized evidence-based information.

Several limitations should be acknowledged. First, the SMS delivery mode requires users to have adequate vision, a reasonable level of English literacy, access to a mobile phone, and ability to use the SMS function on their phone. However, 87% of Australian adults aged above 55 years use a mobile phone [62] and 75% of all mobile phone users are regular text message senders [63], suggesting this SMS intervention is broadly relevant to most Australians. Second, users who report low exercise adherence must select from a predetermined list of barrier categories that may not specifically target their unique needs. Users are also not able to seek clarification of message content and do not receive additional support that may be required if the same barrier is selected repeatedly. The program functionality does, however, ensure a user will not receive the same BCT message in response to selecting the same barrier. For future implementation of this SMS program, several factors must be considered such as funding sources for intervention delivery (approximately Aus $8 for the 24-week outgoing messages per user) and the need for some level of ongoing administrative support to follow up emergency messages, if received.

Future Research
We intend to evaluate the feasibility, effectiveness, and acceptability of the SMS program to support adherence to prescribed home-based strengthening exercise in RCTs, using both quantitative and qualitative methods. If effective, the intervention could be an easily scalable, cost-effective, convenient solution to support adherence to prescribed home-based strengthening exercise for people with knee osteoarthritis. The intervention could be incorporated into current or future exercise resources (eg, Web-based, remotely delivered exercise programs) or be provided by health professionals to facilitate exercise adherence, improve exercise outcomes, and ultimately improve longer term knee osteoarthritis symptom management. The program could also be adapted for use in other health conditions where exercise adherence is needed.

Conclusions
This study describes how the BCW can be successfully and systematically used to guide development of an automated SMS intervention to support exercise adherence in knee osteoarthritis. Future research is needed to assess whether the intervention improves adherence to prescribed home-based strengthening exercise and is accepted by users, people with knee osteoarthritis.
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Abstract

Background: Adolescent and young adult (AYA) patients with cancer are a group with underexplored needs throughout treatment and in survivorship. This missing knowledge can influence their quality of life (QoL). Given this fact, we have developed a smartphone app based on a co-creation process and have an investigation of QoL among users planned as part of pilot testing this app. Future research is warranted to determine the effect of mobile health (mHealth) tools such as smartphone apps among the AYA cancer population.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of a smartphone app among AYA patients with cancer in active treatment and posttreatment, in a pilot test by measuring health-related QoL before and after the use of the app.

Methods: Participants were recruited via the youth support initiative and social organization for AYAs with cancer, Kræftværket, based at Rigshospitalet, University Hospital of Copenhagen, Denmark. Participants were evenly distributed in active treatment and posttreatment groups. After written informed consent, all participants were asked to use the app Kræftværket as they deemed appropriate over a 6-week period. The participants were asked to complete the 30-item European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire before and after the 6-week period. The collected QoL data were analyzed with t tests to determine differences between groups and from baseline.

Results: In total, we enrolled 20 participants, 10 in active treatment and 10 posttreatment (median time after treatment was 4 months) group. Median age of the participants was 25 years. No differences in QoL were seen at baseline (P=.65). The posttreatment group experienced a significant increase in overall QoL after the 6-week period (global QoL: baseline 62.5, SD 22.3; after 6 weeks 80.8, SD 9.7; P=.04). For the group in active treatment, the QoL remained stable throughout the 6 weeks.

Conclusions: This study shows the feasibility and possible effect on QoL associated with the use of an mHealth tool in AYA patients. mHealth support tools are warranted for this population.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e13829) doi:10.2196/13829
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Introduction

Background

Adolescents and young adults (AYAs) with cancer is a patient group with unique and often underexplored and unmet needs throughout treatment and in survivorship [1-3]. These patients face challenges specific to their age in physical, emotional, and social domains, which may have a detrimental impact on their health-related quality of life (HRQOL) [4-7]. Improving HRQOL in AYA patients with cancer and AYA cancer survivors is of both clinical and research interest in the disciplines of hematology and oncology, particularly through the development of youth-oriented interventions [8].

Smartphone apps and other mobile health (mHealth) interventions have been increasingly used for AYAs with cancer, as well as for AYAs with other acute or chronic disease [9-11]. Apps are attractive tools for AYA oncology and hematology interventions because of their inherent capability of fulfilling a wide number of tasks, including social networking, health tracking, health promotion, and information provision [12,13]. In addition, they are particularly useful for AYA patients, who are often technologically savvy and high users of smartphone technology [13,14]. However, there has been criticism regarding the design of these smartphone apps, based upon limited youth input in design and incomplete or inadequate evaluation of these apps [9,10,15,16].

Despite these limitations, smartphone apps and other mHealth interventions still demonstrate potential to serve as useful interventions for AYAs with cancer and AYA cancer survivors. On the basis of a cocreation process, our research team at Rigshospitalet, University Hospital of Copenhagen, Denmark, has developed a smartphone app, Kræftværket, to improve the QoL in AYAs with cancer and AYA cancer survivors [17,18]. The Kræftværket app, which is named after a youth support initiative and social organization for AYAs with cancer out of Rigshospitalet with the same name, has been designed with 3 primary features: (1) a symptom and activity diary, (2) a communication network between app users, and (3) an information database including video content. The communication network allowed for nonmediated group-based communication between users as requested by the users during the cocreation process. The study plan was to evaluate the feasibility of the use of the Kræftværket app while measuring QoL in a pre-post study design.

Objectives

The aim of this study was to present the quantitative HRQOL data from the Kræftværket app pilot testing.

Methods

Overview

Detailed methods on the Kræftværket app development project are described in 2 separate papers [17,19]. As mentioned previously, the Kræftværket app was designed with 3 primary features: (1) a symptom and activity diary, (2) a communication network between app users, and (3) an information database including video content. The communication network allowed for nonmediated group-based communication between users as requested by the users during the cocreation process. The study plan was to evaluate the feasibility of the use of the Kræftværket app while measuring QoL in a pre-post study design.

Participants and Recruitment

Kræftværket is a youth support initiative and social organization for AYA patients with cancer aged 15 to 29 years based at Rigshospitalet University Hospital of Copenhagen, Denmark [17]. Inclusion criteria for app pilot testing were AYAs aged 15 to 29 years with prior Kræftværket initiative contact and access to a smartphone and the internet, including cellular data or Wi-Fi. Participants were excluded if they were unable to read and write in Danish, and if they participated in the cocreation activities that determined app content and design [19]. For the pilot-testing phase, 20 previous or current Kræftværket users were recruited to pilot-test the app and provide qualitative and quantitative feedback. Recruitment was targeted to obtain 10 participants currently undergoing treatment for cancer, and 10 participants who had completed treatment for cancer. Participants were invited to participate in the study through invitation in the open Facebook group Kræftværket Rigshospitalet or while participating in other Kræftværket initiatives at Rigshospitalet. No individual patient was approached. The demographic data were provided by the AYAs themselves.

Pilot Testing

After obtaining informed consent, participants provided baseline measurements of HRQOL using the validated EORTC QLQ-C30 instrument for overall and subdomain QoL measurement. No other EORTC modules or instruments were used throughout this pilot testing.

Participants were asked to download the Kræftværket app and contact the software developer, Daman, to obtain a log-in, followed by using the Kræftværket app over the course of 6 weeks. Upon completing written informed consent, participants were shown the app and the 3 features by youth coordinator MH, but they were not given any specific instructions on suggested frequency of app use; instead, they were asked to use the app as they deemed fit. At the end of the 6-week period, they were asked to complete a secondary EORTC QLQ-C30. The original protocol for app evaluation stated that participants would be prompted to complete the EORTC QLQ-C30 via the app; however, this instrument was completed in paper form because of changes in personal data protection rules.

At this time, additional qualitative data were collected by author SH in the form of semistructured focus group interviews and individual think-aloud tests. The qualitative data were collected...
after the completion of the QLQ-C30 after the 6-week period. Data from the qualitative aspects of this pilot test will be published in 2 separate papers [20,21].

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with IBM SPSS version 25.0. Descriptive statistics and frequencies were used to display sociodemographic and clinical data. A paired t test was performed to determine differences in global QoL from baseline. Differences over time are illustrated by a boxplot. No statistical analyses were performed between groups as the sample size did not allow for between-group comparisons.

Ethical Considerations
We obtained informed consent from all individual participants included in the study, whereas caregiver informed consent was given for patients younger than 18 years. All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. This research was exempt from review by an institutional review board or ethical authority under Danish law. Due to the Danish Data Protection law restrictions, the tracking data registered through the app of the patients participating in this study were not available. Permission to conduct the study was granted by the Data Protection Agency (j.nb. 2012-58-0004, i-suite nb.:6217).

Results

Participants and Recruitment
Over a 2-week period, 21 patients were approached at Kræftværket; of these, only 1 patient declined participation. In total, 20 recruited patients, 10 in active treatment and 10 posttreatment, completed written informed consent. Of these participants, 70% (14/20) were female. Among the participants in the active treatment group, the gender distribution was 60% (6/10) vs 40% (4/10) with a majority of females. This dispersion increased in the posttreatment group with 80% (8/10) women. Median age of the participants was 25 years, and for the posttreatment group, the median time elapsed from diagnosis to start of study was 4 months. The type of cancer was predominantly hematologic cancer (50%, 10/20) followed by breast cancer (20%, 4/20). Table 1 presents the demographic and clinical data.

Pilot Testing
The mean global QoL at baseline was similar in the 2 treatment groups (active treatment group 66.67 vs posttreatment group: 62.5, P=.65); see boxplot in Figure 1. Table 2 shows the average EORTC QLQ-C30 domain scores. All domains are scored on a 0 to 100 scale. Although a higher global QoL score indicates better QoL, the symptom scales, for example, pain and nausea, are reversely scored, with a higher score indicating more impairment. These scores reveal a difference in baseline scores in favor of the posttreatment group for the subdomains role functioning, emotional functioning, cognitive functioning, and social functioning, and the single items for fatigue, nausea, dyspnea, insomnia, appetite loss, and financial difficulties. On the contrary, the single items on pain, constipation, and diarrhea were higher at baseline in the posttreatment group. Due to the large disparity between diagnoses and treatments received, no statistical analyses were performed for these data. A significant increase in global QoL was found for the posttreatment group from baseline to 6 weeks (difference estimate 18.3; 95% CI 1.5-35.1; P=.04). The paired analysis found no difference from baseline to 6 weeks after the use of the app for the group in active treatment (difference estimate 1.7; 95% CI –5.6 to 9.0; P=.61).

Table 1. Demographic and clinical information of participants (N=20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical data</th>
<th>All participants (N=20)</th>
<th>Active treatment group (n=10)</th>
<th>Posttreatment group (n=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6 (30)</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>14 (70)</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (range)</td>
<td>25 (16-29)</td>
<td>24 (19-29)</td>
<td>28 (16-29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cancer type, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>9 (45)</td>
<td>5 (56)</td>
<td>4 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
<td>3 (75)</td>
<td>1 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head and neck</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>1 (50)</td>
<td>1 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testicular</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median time posttreatment, months (range)</td>
<td>___a</td>
<td>__________</td>
<td>4 (1-41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNot applicable.
**Figure 1.** Boxplot of difference in baseline and 6-week global quality of life scores.

**Table 2.** Mean value for the 30-item European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire scales at baseline and 6-week measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EORTC QLQ-C30&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; domains</th>
<th>Active treatment, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Posttreatment, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global health status/quality of life</td>
<td>66.67 (17.12)</td>
<td>68.33 (17.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical functioning</td>
<td>74.67 (30.27)</td>
<td>77.33 (30.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role functioning</td>
<td>55 (32.44)</td>
<td>60 (27.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional functioning</td>
<td>65.83 (27.34)</td>
<td>63.33 (21.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive functioning</td>
<td>55 (36.89)</td>
<td>71.67 (33.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social functioning</td>
<td>73.33 (30.63)</td>
<td>75 (25.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>50 (21.11)</td>
<td>44.44 (23.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>20 (31.23)</td>
<td>23.33 (31.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>22 (23.64)</td>
<td>25 (30.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>33.33 (27.22)</td>
<td>23.33 (31.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insomnia</td>
<td>50 (28.33)</td>
<td>36.67 (39.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appetite loss</td>
<td>30 (36.68)</td>
<td>26.67 (37.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constipation</td>
<td>6.67 (14.05)</td>
<td>13.33 (32.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>10 (22.50)</td>
<td>13.33 (32.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial difficulties</td>
<td>50 (39.28)</td>
<td>50 (39.28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>EORTC QLQ-C30: 30-item European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire.
Discussion

Principal Findings
This study has demonstrated feasibility and possible impact of a smartphone app on the HRQOL in this small AYA population. Our results show that QoL may be positively affected in a group of patients posttreatment after a short period of use of a specifically designed mHealth tool.

The field of mHealth technologies designed for individuals with cancer is in a period of rapid growth and development. The present smartphone app may fill the gap for a population in need of added support. Other mHealth tools may have the same potential but have until now lacked testing and validation in an appropriate population [9,10,15]. Several studies have affirmed the feasibility of mHealth use in different populations, thus creating opportunities for similar strategies in other cancer populations, such as older adults, in both active treatment and survivorship, as well as AYA with other conditions.

The increase seen in QoL may be explained by several factors. Posttreatment patients not in daily contact with fellow patients or hospital personnel may experience improvement in QoL using the Kræftværket app owing to added social interaction and increased sense of belonging. A study by Kaal et al introduces the relationship between empowerment and HRQOL in AYA patients and demonstrates that empowerment is positively associated with HRQOL [22]. Empowerment has previously been theorized as a broad construct of intrapersonal, interactional, and behavioral components [23]. When extending these constructs to our data, the interactional component (eg, the social interaction feature of the app) may be able to explain the development seen, although, in this study, we do not have data on which of the 3 individual elements of the app were used most frequently by participants. Thus, we cannot be sure if the increase in QoL is a result of increased empowerment through an element of social interaction. Patients still in active treatment have regular contact with their health care provider, and, in our case, the Kræftværket group and associated personnel. As such, they may not experience an added sense of belonging through using an interactive app such as Kræftværket. This may be an explanation for this group of participants not experiencing the same benefits as the posttreatment group. However, for some AYA populations, for example, AYAs with hematological cancers going through burdensome treatments, one may expect a decrease in QoL. In this study, 50% of the AYAs in active treatment were treated for hematological cancer, yet no decrease in QoL was seen for this group. Due to the study design, the course of QoL for patients not exposed to the app cannot be reported. This can only be explored in a randomized trial design. However, literature informs us of the many issues presumed to affect the QoL of these patients after treatment. Therefore, one would expect a decrease in QoL after treatment [24]. This decrease is not seen in this study, thus emphasizing the possible effect of the Kræftværket app.

The levels of global QoL recorded at baseline by EORTC QLQ-C30 are comparable with previous published data for posttreatment AYA patients [25,26], although lower than the levels in an adult cancer population [27]. The difference in age compared with the adult cancer populations may have an impact on QoL because younger people in important developmental phases of life have higher expectations to life and, thus, a worse experience of the misfortunes of life [28]. In addition, an explanation for the lower overall QoL could be the dominant group of hematologic cancer patients in this and similar AYA studies [25,26]. These patients go through a longer and by many accounts more demanding oncological treatment. Interestingly, the 6-week global QoL value for the posttreatment group in this study was comparable with an age-standardized group of German citizens without cancer as shown by Geue et al [25], thus demonstrating a potential for the Kræftværket app in this population.

Given the potential of the current app, and similar apps for an AYA population in need of added support, the access to smartphone technology is a requirement. A review from 2015 indicates a concern for individuals of lower sociodemographic status and restricted access to smartphones as high as 25% [10]. Restricted access would undoubtedly create a selection bias of whom would benefit from this technology. However, several surveys performed in 2015-2018 from comparable countries have shown very high access to smartphone for the age group of 12 to 34 years (89%-98%) [14,29,30].

Strengths of this study include the feasibility testing of a smartphone app for patients with cancer including the possible positive effects its use has on these patients. Moreover, this app has been tested in a diverse AYA population with a large variety of cancer diseases represented. In addition, the app is tested in 2 different settings, during active treatment and posttreatment, thus implying its use in a survivorship setting for the potential benefit of a large population. Finally, the cocreation process during the development of this app and during the process of this study with direct patient involvement (coauthor MJ) may certainly have a role in the success of its use, hence encouraging a similar process in the development of future apps [19].

Some limitations do need to be addressed. First, the post-pre study design in a very small population clearly represents a limitation and lessens the possible interpretations of the presented data. In addition, owing to the data protection restrictions in Denmark, the tracking information of app use was not available to report. Therefore, we do not know how and to what extent the participants used the app, thereby rendering it difficult to conclude why the posttreatment group experienced an increase in QoL, which may have been seen even without the use of the app. In addition, because the clinical information of cancer disease was self-reported by the patients, we did not have data on the stage of disease or specific oncological treatment. These data may have contributed to a more thorough explanation of the observed lower global QoL scores in these participants, as patients at the end of their lives would expect to experience a decrease in QoL [22]. Finally, although the EORTC QLQ-C30 has been used in more than a thousand clinical trials and daily clinics, several groups have alleged that this instrument is noncomprehensive and does not cover all the QoL aspects important to AYAs [4-6]. In previous studies by Nightingale et al and Quinn et al, 3 constructs were described as lacking for the AYA population: perceived sense of self, empowerment, and feeling of assistance and support [7].

Principal Findings
This study has demonstrated feasibility and possible impact of a smartphone app on the HRQOL in this small AYA population. Our results show that QoL may be positively affected in a group of patients posttreatment after a short period of use of a specifically designed mHealth tool.

The field of mHealth technologies designed for individuals with cancer is in a period of rapid growth and development. The present smartphone app may fill the gap for a population in need of added support. Other mHealth tools may have the same potential but have until now lacked testing and validation in an appropriate population [9,10,15]. Several studies have affirmed the feasibility of mHealth use in different populations, thus creating opportunities for similar strategies in other cancer populations, such as older adults, in both active treatment and survivorship, as well as AYA with other conditions.

The increase seen in QoL may be explained by several factors. Posttreatment patients not in daily contact with fellow patients or hospital personnel may experience improvement in QoL using the Kræftværket app owing to added social interaction and increased sense of belonging. A study by Kaal et al introduces the relationship between empowerment and HRQOL in AYA patients and demonstrates that empowerment is positively associated with HRQOL [22]. Empowerment has previously been theorized as a broad construct of intrapersonal, interactional, and behavioral components [23]. When extending these constructs to our data, the interactional component (eg, the social interaction feature of the app) may be able to explain the development seen, although, in this study, we do not have data on which of the 3 individual elements of the app were used most frequently by participants. Thus, we cannot be sure if the increase in QoL is a result of increased empowerment through an element of social interaction. Patients still in active treatment have regular contact with their health care provider, and, in our case, the Kræftværket group and associated personnel. As such, they may not experience an added sense of belonging through using an interactive app such as Kræftværket. This may be an explanation for this group of participants not experiencing the same benefits as the posttreatment group. However, for some AYA populations, for example, AYAs with hematological cancers going through burdensome treatments, one may expect a decrease in QoL. In this study, 50% of the AYAs in active treatment were treated for hematological cancer, yet no decrease in QoL was seen for this group. Due to the study design, the course of QoL for patients not exposed to the app cannot be reported. This can only be explored in a randomized trial design. However, literature informs us of the many issues presumed to affect the QoL of these patients after treatment. Therefore, one would expect a decrease in QoL after treatment [24]. This decrease is not seen in this study, thus emphasizing the possible effect of the Kræftværket app.

The levels of global QoL recorded at baseline by EORTC QLQ-C30 are comparable with previous published data for posttreatment AYA patients [25,26], although lower than the levels in an adult cancer population [27]. The difference in age compared with the adult cancer populations may have an impact on QoL because younger people in important developmental phases of life have higher expectations to life and, thus, a worse experience of the misfortunes of life [28]. In addition, an explanation for the lower overall QoL could be the dominant group of hematologic cancer patients in this and similar AYA studies [25,26]. These patients go through a longer and by many accounts more demanding oncological treatment. Interestingly, the 6-week global QoL value for the posttreatment group in this study was comparable with an age-standardized group of German citizens without cancer as shown by Geue et al [25], thus demonstrating a potential for the Kræftværket app in this population.

Given the potential of the current app, and similar apps for an AYA population in need of added support, the access to smartphone technology is a requirement. A review from 2015 indicates a concern for individuals of lower sociodemographic status and restricted access to smartphones as high as 25% [10]. Restricted access would undoubtedly create a selection bias of whom would benefit from this technology. However, several surveys performed in 2015-2018 from comparable countries have shown very high access to smartphone for the age group of 12 to 34 years (89%-98%) [14,29,30].

Strengths of this study include the feasibility testing of a smartphone app for patients with cancer including the possible positive effects its use has on these patients. Moreover, this app has been tested in a diverse AYA population with a large variety of cancer diseases represented. In addition, the app is tested in 2 different settings, during active treatment and posttreatment, thus implying its use in a survivorship setting for the potential benefit of a large population. Finally, the cocreation process during the development of this app and during the process of this study with direct patient involvement (coauthor MJ) may certainly have a role in the success of its use, hence encouraging a similar process in the development of future apps [19].

Some limitations do need to be addressed. First, the pre-post study design in a very small population clearly represents a limitation and lessens the possible interpretations of the presented data. In addition, owing to the data protection restrictions in Denmark, the tracking information of app use was not available to report. Therefore, we do not know how and to what extent the participants used the app, thereby rendering it difficult to conclude why the posttreatment group experienced an increase in QoL, which may have been seen even without the use of the app. In addition, because the clinical information of cancer disease was self-reported by the patients, we did not have data on the stage of disease or specific oncological treatment. These data may have contributed to a more thorough explanation of the observed lower global QoL scores in these participants, as patients at the end of their lives would expect to experience a decrease in QoL [22]. Finally, although the EORTC QLQ-C30 has been used in more than a thousand clinical trials and daily clinics, several groups have alleged that this instrument is noncomprehensive and does not cover all the QoL aspects important to AYAs [4-6]. In previous studies by Nightingale et al and Quinn et al, 3 constructs were described as lacking for the AYA population: perceived sense of self, empowerment, and feeling of assistance and support [7].
relationships, and parenthood [31,32]. Therefore, the QoL results may not portray the complete picture of these patients’ QoL.

**Perspectives**

This study shows the feasibility and possible positive effects on QoL by use of an mHealth tool in AYA patients. The study gives hope to the use of mHealth tools to improve QoL in AYAs with cancer. Future studies evaluating the impact of the Kræftværket app in the AYA cancer population will show the effect implementation of mHealth tools may have on this patient group.
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Abstract

Background: The spread of technology and dissemination of knowledge across the World Wide Web has prompted the development of apps for American Sign Language (ASL) translation, interpretation, and syntax recognition. There is limited literature regarding the quality, effectiveness, and appropriateness of mobile health (mHealth) apps for the deaf and hard-of-hearing (DHOH) that pose to aid the DHOH in their everyday communication and activities. Other than the star-rating system with minimal comments regarding quality, the evaluation metrics used to rate mobile apps are commonly subjective.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the quality and effectiveness of DHOH apps using a standardized scale. In addition, it also aimed to identify content-specific criteria to improve the evaluation process by using a content expert, and to use the content expert to more accurately evaluate apps and features supporting the DHOH.

Methods: A list of potential apps for evaluation was generated after a preliminary screening for apps related to the DHOH. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed to refine the master list of apps. The study modified a standardized rating scale with additional content-specific criteria applicable to the DHOH population for app evaluation. This was accomplished by including a DHOH content expert in the design of content-specific criteria.

Results: The results indicate a clear distinction in Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) scores among apps within the study’s three app categories: ASL translators (highest score=3.72), speech-to-text (highest score=3.6), and hard-of-hearing assistants (highest score=3.90). Of the 217 apps obtained from the search criteria, 21 apps met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Furthermore, the limited consideration for measures specific to the target population along with a high app turnover rate suggests opportunities for improved app effectiveness and evaluation.

Conclusions: As more mHealth apps enter the market for the DHOH population, more criteria-based evaluation is needed to ensure the safety and appropriateness of the apps for the intended users. Evaluation of population-specific mHealth apps can benefit from content-specific measurement criteria developed by a content expert in the field.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14198) doi:10.2196/14198
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Introduction

Background

The continuous growth of mobile phone technology opens new opportunities for mobile health (mHealth) apps. The improved computing capability, increased memory, and the open operating systems of smartphones support mHealth app development and help shape the future of health care [1,2]. In 2018, there were approximately 205.4 billion mobile apps downloaded worldwide, with a forecasted growth to 258.2 billion by 2022 [3]. This emerging technology can create a more inclusive and accessible environment for the deaf and hard-of-hearing (DHOH) population, representing more than 7 million Americans or over 2% of the US population [4,5]. New mHealth apps leveraging the internet can help to reduce barriers for individuals with disabilities, which is a crucial component of the Americans with Disabilities Act [6]. Disability and health inclusion strategies include identifying and eliminating communication barriers for people with hearing impairments [7]. Universal accessibility of apps that can increase the multidirectional communication between DHOH persons and those who are not is essential for social inclusion [8].

Although there are mHealth apps available to the DHOH population, there is minimal information regarding the quality, features, effectiveness, and maintenance of these apps. Information regarding the status of DHOH apps should be expanded; this information will give consumers valuable knowledge relevant to choosing an app. In addition, information on specific user needs could assist developers in recognizing features desired by the population that have not been fulfilled with the present mobile apps. Relying on star ratings and reviews may be insufficient for app developers and analysts because of the volume of ratings and the usefulness of the information [9]. To evaluate and rank apps relevant to the DHOH in a quantitative manner, a standardized scale is needed, such as the Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) by Stoyanov et al [10]. The MARS is an evaluation system divided into 5 core sections that can accommodate a wide variety of mHealth apps.

The deaf population can be divided into groups based on different criteria such as the degree of hearing loss, language preference, educational experience, and integration in the Deaf community or the hearing population [11]. Throughout, the study will use DHOH to indicate the DHOH population in the United States. Within this population, there is a distinction to be made between persons identifying as Deaf (uppercase D) and deaf (lowercase d). Those who identify as Deaf are actively engaged in a common Deaf culture and the identity behind the culture and prefer to use American Sign Language (ASL) or use only ASL [12]. Persons identifying as deaf or hard-of-hearing may comprise those who have postlingual hearing loss, prefer to use English over ASL, or choose to associate with the hearing culture [13]. Owing to the unique characteristics of the DHOH population in the United States and the complexity of the ASL [14], there is no commonly used written system for ASL; Web-based text is needed for updating content or simple user queries [15]. In the United States, more than 500,000 individuals use sign language as their primary mode of communication [16]. ASL interpreters are commonly employed to resolve communication barriers between the DHOH and others [17]. The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects 18% growth for the industry from 2016 to 2026, which is much faster than the average for all occupations. The United States is expected to add 12,100 new positions by 2026 [18]. However, it can take years to become fluent in ASL [19], and in many areas of the country, there is a shortage of sign language interpreters [17,20]. Although signing interpreters are a staple of interpersonal communication for the DHOH community, mobile apps can also bolster interpersonal communication in numerous ways [21,22].

Objective

The aim of this study was to modify a standardized scale to evaluate and rank apps designed for the DHOH. The study sought the use of a content expert to develop content-specific criteria that would gauge the presence of features relevant to the target population.

Methods

Search and Selection Criteria

An initial screening of the DHOH apps was conducted in May 2018 across 2 mobile app stores: Apple’s App Store and the Google Play Store (for Android platform). The initial search criteria sought apps aimed toward assisting the DHOH community in the United States.

The following search terms were used: “deaf,” “deaf application,” “deaf hearing,” “hard of hearing,” “sign language translator,” “sign language,” “sign language applications,” “ASL translator,” “ASL sign language,” “sign language dictionary,” “sign language keyboard,” “text to speech,” “hearing assistant,” “hearing aid;” “deaf text to speech,” “deaf translator,” and “ASL assistant.”

A list of potential apps to review was generated after a preliminary screening was done based on the app description in the stores and supporting screenshots to establish relevance and initial inclusion. In-store reviews and star ratings were not considered to prevent rater bias. The study was IRB201802567 exempt.

Inclusion Criteria of Apps and Processes

To best select a list of apps, inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed for the master list of apps with the goals of the study in mind, which were (1) to determine the objective quality of hard-of-hearing apps on the mobile market and (2) to gauge the affinity of these apps to integrate the hard-of-hearing population into the national community via the elimination of a social barrier. As the 2 main resource pools for target apps were Apple’s App Store and the Google Play Store, only apps from these 2 repositories were considered.

Initial Apps Excluded From the Study

Apps from both stores (n=217) underwent an initial filtering to obtain a diverse spread of apps related to the DHOH community based on the search criteria. Apps not directly related to the DHOH were not considered further, which include apps related...
to music or musical instruction (n=39); apps related to sound or pitch detection (n=9); apps related to handwriting or signatures (n=16); games or apps intended for gaming purposes (n=37); apps not otherwise related to the DHOH, or contained keywords related to DHOH (such as apps with “sound,” “hearing,” “hard to hear,” or other hearing-related keywords within the app title) but did not include DHOH features (n=48); and apps using a sign language other than ASL (eg, British Sign Language or French Sign Language; n=4; see Figure 1).

**Figure 1.** Inclusion and exclusion criteria flowchart. ASL: American Sign Language; DHOH: deaf and hard-of-hearing; MARS: Mobile App Rating Scale.

---

**Considered Apps Excluded From the Study**

After the initial filtering, apps were screened for compatibility with the 3 categories of the study (ASL translators, speech-to-text, and hearing assistants; n=64). Apps having a primary focus other than the aid of the DHOH population were excluded in this step. Apps designed for children (n=10), religious purposes (n=2), or mental health topics (n=2) were not considered for inclusion criteria screening (see Figure 1).

**Final Apps Excluded From the Study**

Remaining apps (n=50) were then assessed against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Apps meeting 4 final exclusion criteria were not considered for evaluation with the MARS: apps including assistive features relevant to other special populations (n=11); apps requiring external devices or a subscription (n=6); apps in beta test, or having features marketed as coming soon or otherwise incomplete (n=8); and apps representing an older version of an app being considered (n=4; see Figure 1).

The use of mHealth apps typically falls under the definition of assistive technology (AT), which can be a piece of equipment, software program, or product used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of persons with disabilities [23]. Therefore, the study includes a content expert (SH) to evaluate the MARS criteria and to create criteria to better match particular assistive apps to specific needs. Owing to the complexity of evaluating ASL apps, particularly for a person who has no hearing difficulties or ASL experience, it was evident that a content expert was needed.

**Apps**

The development of a multicategory master list of apps allowed for an independent evaluation of each category of apps with the

---

**Apps available from Google Play Store and Apple App Store from search criteria**  
(n=217)

**Apps screened for compliance with study parameters**  
(n=64)

**Apps assessed against inclusion and exclusion criteria**  
(n=50)

**Apps evaluated with MARS and content-specific measures**  
(n=21)

**Initial apps excluded from study**

1. Apps related to music or musical instruction  
2. Apps related to sound or pitch detection  
3. Apps related to handwriting and signatures  
4. Games or apps intended for gaming purposes  
5. Apps not related to the DHOH (such as apps with “sound,” “hard to hear,” or other hearing-related keywords)  
6. Apps using a sign language other than ASL

**Considered apps excluded from study**

1. Apps designed for children  
2. Apps designed for religious purposes  
3. Apps related to mental health

**Final apps excluded from study**

1. Apps including assistive features relevant to other special populations  
2. Apps requiring external devices or subscription  
3. Apps in beta test, or having features marketed as coming soon or otherwise incomplete  
4. Older versions of apps

---
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MARS scale and developed content-specific measures (see Figure 2).

**Figure 2.** Master list of apps. ASL: American Sign Language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASL translators</th>
<th>Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signify</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ASL App</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASL Provider</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APEX VRI</td>
<td>Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpret Live</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency Mobile</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASL Coach</td>
<td>Android</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hard-of-hearing assistants</th>
<th>Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual Hearing Aid</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petralex Hearing Aid</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ListenClear</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeWarned-App for Deaf and Hard of Hearing</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earfy</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyeHear</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Alert</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Caption</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech-to-text apps</th>
<th>Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text to Speech!</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak4Me-Text to Speech</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextToSpeech</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcribe-Speech to Text</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text to Speech for iMessage</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Record: Audio Recorder</td>
<td>iPhone/iPad/Android</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**American Sign Language Translators**

Apps providing translational functionality to and from ASL were considered in this section. Statistically, “congenital hearing loss affects two to three infants per 1,000 live births” [24]. As ASL is the main component of communication for many Deaf persons in the United States [25], in addition to the unique accessibility needs of Deaf persons regarding communication [11], it was appropriate to allocate an entire section of study to this app category. ASL is unique from verbal language as it provides a mode of communication based on symbols and visual cues [25]. In addition, those who are prelingually deafened (and who typically associate with the Deaf culture) are more reliant on ASL-based communication than verbal or written English [26]. Apps that serve to translate sign language to and from
words, whether it be by visual interpretation or ASL dictionary function, were sorted into this category.

**Speech-to-Text**

Threaded speech-to-text apps are also helping individuals with hearing loss to take part in conversations with family and groups of people. The best hard-of-hearing lip-readers can understand approximately 30% of a dialogue [27]. With threaded speech-to-text apps, the accuracy of conversation increases to around 80% to 90% [28]. Speech-to-text allows for a more conversational-speed communication between the hard-of-hearing and others. In the current app market, there are a substantial number of these apps competing to be used, yet many are not geared toward the hard-of-hearing population. Although this category of apps poses great benefit to those who were postlingually deafened or are hard of hearing, speech-to-text translators may not be particularly useful toward individuals who were prelingually deafened, stemming from a lower level of English usage and comprehension [29].

**Hearing Assistants**

The study’s third category included apps that sought to improve user communication and interaction in everyday life. This section was created to give the study the opportunity to analyze apps that did not fit into the other 2 categories yet provided some feature that positively affected a DHOH person’s ability to communicate. A content expert was used to determine whether or not an app provided some benefit to a DHOH person in social function or public navigation.

**Data Collection and the Mobile App Rating Scale**

Decision was made to use a reliable and flexible app quality rating scale designed by expert research panelists to assess the quality of mHealth apps via multiple descriptive factors [10]. The MARS was developed to satisfy the need for a reliable and objective scale that could rate the degree to which mHealth apps satisfy the defined quality criteria [10]. The study used the 4 MARS classifications, plus an additional content-specific section: engagement, functionality, aesthetics, and information quality. The subjective quality section of the MARS was substituted for the custom-designed content-specific measures section to better gauge app quality and appropriateness. With the inclusion of the study’s 4 custom-designed criteria, apps were evaluated on 23 metrics. All the metrics were quantified by assigning integer values: 1=poor, 2=fair, 3=acceptable, 4=good, and 5=excellent.

The mobile apps using the MARS were analyzed by 3 members of the research team (RR, IM, and AO), designated as raters. Each rater underwent 2 training sessions to correctly attribute scores from the MARS to the apps. These training sessions were supplemented by a video developed by the MARS creators to aid in the rater training and calibration [30]. The MARS training video is a reference created by the authors of the MARS to explain the purpose of the scale, the app characteristics that each subsection of the scale measures, and the guidelines for evaluating each subsection. The video describes the relative quality of each app characteristic that is appropriate for each score (poor-excellent), along with examples of quality features. Furthermore, the MARS training video acted as a knowledge base during the construction of content-specific measures and generated ideas as to how content-specific criteria may be scored. These ideas aided the refinement of the content-specific questions after development with the content expert. The 3 raters are members of the College of Public Health who are involved in hard-of-hearing research. The raters were all trained with knowledge from the content expert to give a shared and equal understanding of the needs and characteristics of the DHOH population. A total of 3 control apps were used to determine the intraclass correlation coefficients among raters based on Shrout and Fleiss’ guidelines [31]. A test similar to Fleiss’ kappa, the Kvrippendorff alpha, was used to test for interrater agreement [32]. An alpha of .91 was obtained. All issues regarding agreeability were discussed among team members and reevaluated for appropriate concurrence.

**Use of a Content Expert and “Content-Specific” Measures**

Content experts can be useful when determining the relevance of a proposed study to a specific population or subject [33]. Specifically, the study revolves around the needs, desires, and attributes of the DHOH population. The study’s content expert (SH) is a professor of ASL who himself is deaf. The Deaf culture is a broad network of beliefs, values, and rules for behaviors that are incorporated into the lives of many with hearing difficulties [12]. The use of a content expert allowed the study design to consider the needs and desires of this population as related to mobile app features so that valid and meaningful metrics could be designed to test for the presence of such features.

An additional scoring section, the content-specific section, was tailored with a content expert (SH) for hearing-specific apps following the MARS authors’ interest in criteria applicable to specific populations [10]. This section included 4 subfactors: signing space, distractions, assistive features, and societal integration potential. To help create the content-specific classifications and improve validity, a content expert with experience in teaching ASL and ASL linguistics and Deaf studies was added to the study. After the initial review of apps, concerns were discussed with the content expert to further refine the criteria. All the category factors were quantified by assigning integer values: 1=poor, 2=fair, 3=acceptable, 4=good, and 5=excellent.

**Signing Space**

Evaluating the signing space is an important measurement criterion as this area gauges the digital interpreter’s use of sign language. In sign language, the signing space encompasses the distinctive locations surrounding the signer [34], particularly the space in front of the signer extending from the waist to the forehead [35]. The content expert emphasized that signing in apps should be in a consistent space and easy to follow. The content expert developed several questions with measurable criteria to assist the evaluators in scoring apps: Does the signing stay within approximately 12 inches of the body’s center mass? Does the reader have to concentrate on entirely different areas when facial expressions are used? Is the signing too fast or too slow?
**Distractions**

Distraction evaluation includes any attribute or behavior by the app or interpreter that may be distracting to the reader. These include distracting clothing (with patterns or multiple colors), bright nail polish or jewelry, and extraneous events occurring in the background or the background color [15,36]. Furthermore, signers should consider the contrast between their skin complexion and their clothing and the background to focus the attention around the hands [37].

**Assistive Features**

The initial purpose of hard-of-hearing apps and translators is to allow those with hearing difficulties to achieve social function similar to those who are not hard of hearing. One way the apps can achieve this is by integrating the assistive features within their menus and the graphical user interfaces (GUIs). These assistive features can be (but are not limited to) enlarged buttons and text, a magnifier function, closed captioning on app dialogue, and slow scrolling text of a large font style.

**Societal Integration**

One desirable function of apps that seek to assist the DHOH and similar populations would be to provide functions that further aid in the user’s inclusion and experience in society. The nature of certain apps may lead them to have a higher affinity for this criterion, but overall, this section can be rated by reviewing the potential for a particular app to integrate a DHOH person into society (via social outings, dating, or simply acting as an aid in public).

**Results**

**App Turnover**

One outcome not expected was the high level of app turnover noted in the ASL translator section. For the study’s purposes, app turnover has been defined as an app being added to the master list of apps for evaluation but later being wholly inaccessible or unusable because of its removal from software repositories, extremely poor design, or abandonment by the developer. A total of 5 of the 7 apps were lost to app turnover: ASL Provider, APEX VRI, Interpret Live, Fluency Mobile, and ASL Coach. Although the study was left with a reasonable distribution of apps to evaluate, it should be noted that the high level of app turnover serves as a general reflection of the state of hard-of-hearing apps.

**Scoring for American Sign Language Translators**

Upon completion of scoring for the ASL translator apps, the consensus among the 3 evaluators was that this category of apps had quality apps, yet it was subject to a large amount of app turnover, as previously discussed. Of the 7 ASL translator apps selected for evaluation, only 2 were accessible or even discoverable in either app repositories. The best app rated in the category was Signily (3.72/5), with the second best being The ASL App (3.64/5). Both apps had acceptable to good general attributes and acceptable content-specific qualities (see Table 1).

**Scoring for Speech-to-Text**

Of the 6 apps tested in the speech-to-text category, all 6 apps were still accessible at the end of the scoring period. The best app in the category was Text to Speech! by Gwyn Durbridge (3.59/5), followed by Speak4Me–Text to Speech (3.58/5) and Smart Record: Audio Recorder (3.48/5). This category of apps had the lowest average score for all 4 general attribute categories, and the lowest average score in the content-specific measures section (see Table 1). However, because these apps were not explicitly designed for the DHOH population, they should only be faulted if drastic improvements toward the target population’s needs would be easily achievable.

**Scoring for Hearing Assistants**

Of the 8 apps tested in the hearing assistant category, all 8 apps were still accessible at the end of the scoring period. The best app in the hearing assistant category was ListenClear (3.90/5), followed by Petralex Hearing Aid (3.89/5) and Sound Alert (3.73). Of the 3 categories evaluated, consensus was reached that this particular category boasted the most consistent level of engagement across apps (see Table 1). In addition, the average functionality score was the highest in this category. Although the quality of the general attributes of these apps is either acceptable or good, several of the apps had only fair or poor scores for the content-specific measures (see Table 1).

There was a notable variance among raters in the content-specific section while evaluating the app ListenClear. Although the ListenClear app has an exceptional GUI, assistive features, and minimal distractions, it would be desirable for this app to have increased societal integration features considering how it is marketed to the DHOH population (as a hearing assistant).
Table 1. Mobile App Rating Scale app quality ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile health app ranking</th>
<th>Engagement</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Aesthetics</th>
<th>Information quality</th>
<th>Content-specific criteriaa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASLb translators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signily</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ASL App</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DHOHc assistants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ListenClear</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrelax Hearing Aid</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Alert</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeWarned–App for DHOH</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Hearing Aid</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyeHear</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Caption</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speech-to-text</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text to Speech1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak4Me–Text to Speech</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Record: Audio Recorder</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcribe–Speech to Text</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextToSpeech (Iconic Solutions, LLC)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text to Speech for iMessage</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aContent-specific criteria are based on the interest in an app-specific section by the original Mobile App Rating Scale authors to evaluate apps for specific populations.
bASL: American Sign Language.
cDHOH: deaf and hard-of-hearing.

Discussion

The State of Hard-of-Hearing Assistance Technology

There is both a need and demand for continuing development of Android and iOS app support for the DHOH. This study’s findings agree with previous findings that app developers prefer Android and iOS for their projects [38]. Of the 217 apps from the search criteria, 50 apps were assessed against the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study. Given the relatively low yield of candidate apps from the App Store and Google Play Store, it is thought necessary for more development of apps targeted toward the DHOH population. A refinement of the master list of apps to 21 apps based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria was thought sufficient to mitigate any anomalies in the study. When it came time to evaluate the apps, however, it was observed that 5 of the 7 hard-of-hearing assistants had become unavailable or had otherwise disappeared from the app stores. This suggests a high rate of app turnover in the subject field, which may contribute to the limited availability of quality DHOH apps. It may be inferred that DHOH apps are experiencing high turnover rates, consistent with the current AT turnover rates as high as 75% to 80% [39,40]. It seems apparent that although these apps may have been designed by skilled developers, features that may be basic necessities to some persons in the DHOH population are being overlooked or poorly implemented. Furthermore, the relative lack of high-level features, such as an app’s ability to act as a social advocate for the user, underlines the state of the DHOH apps: available, but limited in scope.

The Value of Hard-of-Hearing Assistance Technology

One of the tenets of the study was to determine the quality of the available DHOH apps so that it may be inferred on their value to DHOH persons. Given the current state of mobile assistance technology for the intended population, it is reasonable to say that these apps provide augmentation to a deaf or hard-of-hearing person’s ability to navigate in public, interact both publicly and with family, and be connected to other deaf persons through the availability of features that facilitate interpersonal interaction. It is notable, however, that there should be more research into other purposes for these apps. For example, there may be a useful purpose for these kinds of apps in both domestic and emergency scenarios such as hurricanes or severe storms. Indeed, the development of emergency AT could help to reduce the disproportionately high level of morbidity among the DHOH during natural disasters [41]. Mobile apps or devices could have a preprogrammed functionality that assists DHOH persons in an emergency, although this warrants further research.
Use of a Content Expert to Evaluate Mobile Apps

One measure seeking to validate the study’s design and metrics was the consultation of a content expert (SH) who could act as a representative of the DHOH community with the intent of gauging the quality and applicability of DHOH apps. As a deaf individual, he was able to advocate for the needs of the target population from a position of membership; the study gained insight into the needs of the population along with reasonable knowledge to design content-specific measures included in the MARS. This proved invaluable in guiding the direction of the study to focus not only on the features of the apps that would be representative of a quality app but also on those that could augment the interpersonal and social capability of the user.

Strengths and Limitations

The study leverages the MARS, which is considered a valid and reliable scale for evaluating mHealth apps. The study introduces a novel MARS modification to create content-specific criteria using a content expert to address the needs of intended end users who will use the apps. One of the limitations of this review was that the search was limited to US app stores. This limitation might have restricted the results and the quality of the apps for the DHOH, particularly if other countries are further ahead in the development of DHOH apps. Only DHOH apps that are publicly available were included, which could have excluded apps developed by a specific health care network that focuses on the DHOH population. A relatively small sample of apps was included in the study. The entire pool of apps for the DHOH was not large to begin with, which may be representative of the DHOH population being a smaller segment of the entire population. There was a high rate of DHOH app turnover, which might be due to the information quality, or that the app is not meeting the needs of the DHOH population.

Future Research

The authors of this study suggest continuing research into the use of the modified MARS scale with content-specific (app-specific) criteria developed with content experts to evaluate mHealth apps for different populations. Further research into the use of content experts while designing a study, and their effect on the validity of subject-specific content will elucidate more information about the potential benefits of using content experts to design content-specific metrics. Additional research is needed for both mHealth apps and DHOH apps to establish additional criteria to measure information quality in terms of patient safety and privacy. Being able to measure the risk of patient safety is a growing concern as some mHealth apps do not follow evidence-based guidelines, or the app developers have little or no medical training [42,43]. Other research opportunities would be to design some app evaluation criteria that can aggregate different types of apps with some beneficial DHOH features (not directly intended for DHOH users). For example, in this study, the initial search terms identified apps such as audio analyzers and sound detectors, which were excluded as they did not have DHOH features. However, 1 sound detection app, eezySoundDetector, recognized the potential to assist the DHOH by providing flashing lights or vibrating alarms for a fire or a crying child. There were other types of apps that were excluded for only having minimal DHOH features, yet these might make a difference for the DHOH in a predominantly hearing world. Developing an evaluation tool that can aggregate a wider variety of apps with different assistive features could be a significant contribution to the development of mHealth apps. In addition, adding a qualitative component to studies that survey user preferences and feedback on the usability of specific mHealth apps has shown to be effective. A preliminary study of a sound detection algorithm that used a training and feedback survey from the DHOH got firsthand insights about detection preferences, such as running water in the home or a printer in the work environment, which improve app usability [44]. Finally, this study can be expanded with a follow-up review on the highest ranked DHOH apps to access effectiveness and tangible gains identified by the users, as well as to measure the DHOH app turnover.

Conclusions

The MARS remains a high-fidelity tool for app evaluation. The study emphasizes the value of including a content expert early in the mHealth app development process as well as the evaluation process to improve effectiveness and to assist in making criteria-based recommendations to end users. The focus on mHealth apps for the DHOH population illustrates the importance of including a related content expert. For someone who has a hearing difficulty, it can be both reassuring and empowering to see mHealth app developers, evaluators, and providers, who recommend these products, value the understanding of the needs of the intended users. This can be particularly true for an individual with hearing difficulties who struggles with his or her identity in a world set in an overwhelmingly hearing context.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic health (eHealth) is increasingly used for self-management and service delivery of HIV-related diseases. With the publication of studies increasingly focusing on antiretroviral therapy (ART) adherence, this makes it possible to quantitatively and systematically assess the effectiveness and feasibility of eHealth interventions.

Objective: The purpose of this review was to explore the effectiveness of eHealth interventions on improving ART adherence in people living with HIV. The effects of different intervention characteristics, participant characteristics, and study characteristics were also assessed.

Methods: We systematically searched MEDLINE (via PubMed), EMBASE, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and 3 conference abstract databases using search terms related to HIV, ART, adherence, and eHealth interventions. We independently screened the studies, extracted the data, and assessed the study quality and then compared the information in pairs. Articles published in English that used randomized controlled trials to assess eHealth interventions to improve ART adherence of people living with HIV were identified. We extracted the data including study characteristics, participant characteristics, intervention characteristics, and outcome measures. The Cochrane risk-of-bias tool was used to assess the risk of bias and study overall quality. Odds ratios, Cohen $d$, and their 95% CIs were estimated using random-effects models. We also performed multiple subgroup analyses and sensitivity analyses to define any sources of heterogeneity.

Results: Among 3941 articles identified, a total of 19 studies (including 21 trials) met the inclusion criteria. We found 8 trials from high-income countries and 13 trials from low- and middle-income countries. Furthermore, at baseline, the health status of participants in 14 trials was healthy. Of the trials included, 7 of 21 used personality content, 12 of 21 used a 2-way communication strategy, and 7 of 21 used medical content. In the pooled analysis of 3937 participants (mean age: 35 years; 47.16%, 1857/3937 females), eHealth interventions significantly improved the ART adherence of people living with HIV (pooled Cohen $d=0.25; 95\%\ CI 0.05 to 0.46; P=.01$). The interventions were also correlated with improved biochemical outcomes reported by 11 trials (pooled Cohen $d=0.25; 95\%\ CI 0.11 to 0.38; P<.001$). The effect was sensitive to sample size ($Q=5.56; P=.02$) and study duration ($Q=8.89; P=0.003$), but it could not be explained by other moderators. The primary meta-analysis result was stable in the 3 sensitivity analyses.

Conclusions: Some of the eHealth interventions may be used as an effective method to increase the ART adherence of people living with HIV. Considering that most of the trials included a small sample size and were conducted for a short duration, these results should be interpreted with caution. Future studies need to determine the features of eHealth interventions to better improve ART adherence along with long-term effectiveness of interventions, effectiveness of real-time adherence monitoring, enhancement of study design, and influences on biochemical outcomes.
Introduction

Background
Owing to the significant role of antiretroviral therapy (ART) in controlling HIV from 2000 to 2017, AIDS-related deaths decreased by 38%, and approximately 11.4 million lives were saved [1]. Although ART has achieved great success, the 2030 treatment targets of the new 90-90-90 of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS appear unachievable for many countries [2]. In 2017, 21.7 million people living with HIV (PLWH) received ART, which accounted for only 59% of the global PLWH and 52% of children living with HIV [3]. In addition, according to the data from World Health Organization (WHO) in 2016, less than 50% of the PLWH achieved viral suppression [4]. Patients who strictly adhere to ART could control disease progression and prevent the emergence of drug-resistant mutations [5]. Poor ART adherence lead to the accelerated progression of PLWH to AIDS [6,7], increased demand for medical interventions [8], increased morbidity and mortality [9], and increased circulating ART-resistant strains [7,10]. A number of traditional measures can be used to ensure ART adherence, including behavioral skills training or medication adherence training, cognitive behavioral therapy, peer or social support, and counseling [11]. However, most of the interventions that are used in long-term therapy are either complicated or not widely applicable, and thus, more convenient, low-cost, and widely feasible innovations are required [8,12].

Owing to advances in mobile phone and internet technologies, the use of electronic health (eHealth) is expanding. The WHO Global Observatory for eHealth defines eHealth as “the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) for health” [13]. This involves the delivery of health information for health professionals and consumers through telecommunication (short message service, SMS; patient monitoring devices; and mobile phones) and internet-based components (social media, computer software, websites, mobile apps, games, and chat rooms) [14].

Numerous barriers to PLWH remain, including persistent stigma and discrimination [15], low socioeconomic status [16], punitive laws [17], and geographical isolation [18]. eHealth is increasingly used for the self-management and service delivery of HIV-related diseases [19]. eHealth interventions have many advantages: eHealth interventions are low cost and suitable for use in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) [19-21] as well as convenient and accessible. According to estimates by the Ericsson 2018 Mobility Report, the number of mobile subscriptions worldwide will reach 7.9 billion in the third quarter of 2018 [22]. Moreover, popular social media platforms including WeChat [23], Facebook, and YouTube [24,25] have more than 1 billion monthly active users. In addition, eHealth can provide users with a private space to remove the discrimination and stigma associated with HIV [26,27]. eHealth can also boost behavioral changes, self-efficacy, knowledge, and clinical outcomes and has been developed for a wide range of disease and health behaviors [28-30].

In view of these advantages, an increasing number of reviews have studied the effects of eHealth on the promotion of ART adherence of PLWH. Therefore, in this study, before we conducted formal systematic literature search, a literature search was performed in MEDLINE to identify systematic reviews and meta-analyses published before March 20, 2018, that reviewed eHealth interventions to improve ART adherence (search terms are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1). Although favorable effects of eHealth interventions were documented, only narrative and systematic reviews were reported [31-34]. Moreover, additional reviews were either targeted to only 1 type of eHealth (such as SMS [7,35-37], social media [26], and voice calls [37]) or were only performed in the specific group of participants (men who have sex with men [38] and key populations in the Asia-Pacific region [19]).

Objectives
With the publication of more and more studies focusing on ART adherence, this makes it possible to make quantitative and systematic assessments of the effectiveness and feasibility of eHealth interventions. In addition, despite the diversity of the interventions, we aggregated and compared their effects on improving ART adherence, which was supported by functional similarity and characteristics. So, the primary purpose of this study was to explore the effectiveness of eHealth interventions on improving ART adherence of PLWH. Moreover, the effects of different intervention characteristics, participant characteristics, and study characteristics were also assessed. To enhance the methodological quality of the meta-analysis and strengthen the conclusions, only randomized controlled trials (RCTs) were included.

Methods
Guidelines
This review was conducted following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement [39] and the Cochrane Collaboration reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses [40].

Literature Search
We systematically searched MEDLINE (via PubMed), EMBASE, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials for relevant studies published in English without restriction on publication date. The date of the last search for the electronic database was March 25, 2018. At the same time, we also searched for abstracts on several conference databases including the International AIDS Conference, the International AIDS Society Conference on HIV Science, and the Conference on Retroviruses and Opportunistic Infections. The reference lists of all relevant studies were searched manually to identify potential trials. The search strategy was developed by a librarian.
(LC) to identify studies that used eHealth interventions to improve ART adherence of PLWH. The study was developed based on Medical Subject Headings and key terms related to 4 categories: HIV, ART, adherence, and eHealth interventions. Detailed search items are listed in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Selection Criteria

By following the populations, interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design (PICOS) framework, we included trials when (1) the study population was targeted to a sample of PLWH on ART; (2) the intervention focused only on eHealth interventions aimed to increase ART adherence rather than a data collection or participant recruitment tool; (3) the control group was the usual standard of care for PLWH; (4) the outcomes reported at least one ART adherence measurement (self-report, pill counting, electronic drug monitoring devices, or pharmacy refill record) and biochemical outcomes (viral load, log₁₀ copies/mL, cluster of differentiation 4+ cell (CD4+), counting, or viral suppression [VS]/ virological failure [VF]); and (5) the study design was an RCT with a minimum of 3 months follow-up. No restrictions on the treatment of the participants, previous ART failure, or geography were applied. If multiple studies were reported on the same trial, the study with the most relevant outcome was included. Detailed PICOS criteria for the included studies are listed in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Data Extraction

A total of 2 authors (ZW and YZ) independently reviewed all the titles and abstracts of the initial literature using bibliographic citation management software (EndNote, Version X7, Thomson Reuters) to determine their relevance based on the above-mentioned selection criteria. Relevant studies were kept for full-text reviews. Discrepancies were resolved by discussion with a third independent researcher (BQ).

Using a standardized extraction form (Microsoft Office Excel, Version 2013), the same 2 authors independently performed data extraction based on the following information: study characteristics (first author or research team, study year, setting, location, and study duration); participant characteristics (sample size [intervention arm, IA/control arm, CA], mean age, female ratio, and participant inclusion criteria); intervention characteristics (intervention type [IA/CA], frequency of intervention, intervention content [general content/medical content], personalization, and intervention communication strategy [1-way/2-way]); and outcome measures (primary adherence outcome measure [the proportion of medication taken as prescribed/the proportion of adherent patients], adherence outcome assessment methods, and biochemical outcome assessment methods). For studies with multiple IAs, eligible comparison trials were extracted and divided into distinct trials based on recent guidelines [40]. When a multiple-phase follow-up was reported, the outcome of the final follow-up corresponding to the study duration was used to assess the persistence and sustainability of the intervention [6,7]. The data of outcome measures were used to calculate the effect size in the meta-analysis. If there was insufficient data to calculate the effect size, the corresponding author was contacted by email.

If the data were unavailable, studies were excluded [41]. For studies reporting a median and interquartile range for adherence outcomes, we converted the outcomes into the mean (SD) as previously reported [42,43].

Assessment of Study Quality

Methodological quality is an important facet of this review. ZW and YZ independently assessed the risk of bias within individual included studies using the Cochrane risk-of-bias tool [40], which recommends 7 dimensions of research methodology for RCTs: (1) random sequence generation, (2) allocation concealment, (3) blinding of participants and personnel, (4) blinding of the outcome assessment, (5) incomplete outcome data, (6) selective outcome reporting, and (7) other sources of bias. The risk of bias for each item was evaluated at 3 levels: (1) high, (2) unclear, or (3) low. If a study was evaluated as a high or unclear risk of bias for sequence generation or randomization concealment, and other dimensions had more than 2 high risks of bias, the studies were considered as low overall quality. A third author (BQ) collated the results. Detailed quality assessments for the included studies are listed in Multimedia Appendix 4.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical Methods

Statistical analyses of this meta-analysis were performed using the CMA Software (Comprehensive Meta-analysis, Version 2, Biostat). We used the mean effect size approach to pool estimates, which have been applied in other studies [7,8]. The effect size was weighted as per the study sample size. We calculated the odds ratio (OR) and the 95% CI for each included trial. Random-effects models were used to pool estimates as large between-study heterogeneity was expected. Cohen d values and the 95% CI were used to calculate the magnitude of the effect size. Values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 were considered small, medium, and large effect sizes, respectively [8]. Reported P values were 2-tailed. To assess heterogeneity, I² and Q statistics were used. I² statistic exceeding 50% with a significant Q value (P<.05) represented substantial heterogeneity [44]. I² also represented the levels of heterogeneity with values of 25%, 50%, and 75% indicating low, moderate, and high heterogeneity, respectively [45]. Funnel plot symmetry [46] and Egger regression intercept [47] were used to assess publication bias. If publication bias existed, the funnel plots were asymmetric (Egger test: P<.05). We used trim-and-fill analysis described by Duval and Tweedie to estimate the number of missing studies because of publication bias and calculated the effect size after correction [48].

Weighted mean effect sizes were calculated to estimate the overall difference between eHealth and control groups on adherence outcomes as well as on biochemical outcomes because biochemical outcomes are the final presentation of adherence. Of the trials that reported different outcomes, the majority of trials (14/21) reported multiple adherence outcomes, and more than half of the trials (6/11) reported multiple biochemical outcomes. Considering that multiple effect sizes in 1 trial violated the independence assumption in meta-analysis, we selected only 1 effect size for each trial in our analyses.
When trials had multiple outcome assessment methods, we selected the most objective and reliable method according to a predetermined order (assessed in the following order: electronic monitoring, pill counting, pharmacy refill record, self-report, and treatment interruption; viral load, $\log_{10}$ copies/mL, CD4+ cell counting, and VS/VF; and continuous scale over dichotomized scale) as used in other studies [8,49]. The mean effect size was also independently calculated in all the adherence assessment methods and the biochemical outcome assessment methods of the trials.

Subgroup Analyses

Given the potential for substantial significant heterogeneity across the studies (based on the I² and Q statistics for heterogeneity), we performed subgroup analyses to explore the potential factors that moderate the overall effect size. The following moderators were examined: age (age <36.65 years or age $\geq$36.65 years), study duration (short-term trial: duration $\leq$36 weeks or long-term trial: duration $>36$ weeks), sample size (large trial: n $\geq$166 or small trial: n $<$166), location (high-income countries or LMICs), participant ART status at baseline (nonadherence, ART-naïve, or treatment experienced), participant health status at baseline (healthy or at risk), age category (adults or adults and adolescents), primary outcome measure (proportion of medication taken as prescribed or proportion of patients with good adherence), type of intervention (Web-based computer programs, telephone calls, SMS, electronic adherence monitoring device [EAMD], or SMS plus telephone calls), frequency of intervention (real-time, daily, or frequency below daily), intervention content (medical content or general content), communication strategy (1-way or 2-way), and personalization (yes or no). In particular, we also divided the type of intervention into telecommunication subgroup and internet-based component subgroup so that we could explore whether there was a notable and significant difference between the 2 subgroups. The cut-off points for moderators (age, sample size, and study duration) were based on the median values among trials from the available information, which was used by several previous studies [8,49].

Sensitivity Analyses

A total of 3 sensitivity analyses were performed to assess stability of the meta-analysis. The first sensitivity analysis excluded low-quality trials, the second excluded trials with a sample attrition rate $\geq$20%, and the third gave higher weight to specific assessment methods (self-report and CD4+ cell counting) for the trials reporting multiple outcome measures.

Results

Study Characteristics

A total of 19 RCTs were identified following the assessment of 154 full-text articles (Figure 1; Multimedia Appendices 5-8) [50-68]. We extracted 2 independent comparison trials (daily SMS and weekly SMS) from the study of Pop-Eleches et al [54] and 2 comparison trials (1-way and 2-way communication strategies) from the study of Linnemayr et al [68]. Finally, a total of 21 trials were included in the meta-analysis consequently. A total of 21 trials included 3937 participants. The sample size varied from 21 to 631, with a median of 166. The mean age of the participants was 35 years (Safren et al failed to report the mean age of participants [50]), and 47.16% (1857/3937) were female. Studies were performed in the United States [50-52,57,59,61,62,64], Kenya [53,54], China [60,65], Uganda [68], Brazil [56], India [58], Cameroon [55], South Africa [63], Botswana [66], and Malaysia [67]. Study duration ranged from 12 to 96 weeks, with a median of 36 weeks. One-third of the trials targeted at-risk populations (7/21), 43% focused on ART-naïve populations (9/21), 76% focused on adults (16/21), and the remainder focused on adults and adolescents (5/21).

The purpose of the included studies was to improve ART adherence of PLWH. Self-report (10/21) and electronic drug monitoring device (medication event monitoring system cap and EAMD [Wisepill]; 10/21) were the most commonly used methods to assess adherence, followed by pill counting (2/21), pharmacy refill record (2/21), or treatment interruption (4/21). Primary type of outcome measure was presented as the proportion of medication taken as prescribed in 15 trials and as the proportion of patients with good adherence in 6 trials. Biochemical outcomes were measured through CD4+ cell counting (6/21), viral load, $\log_{10}$ copies/mL (5/21), and VS/VF (6/21).
**Electronic Health Characteristics**

The eHealth characteristics are varied across the 21 trials. A total of 12 trials sent SMSs, 4 used telephone calls, 2 performed interventions in Web-based computer program, 2 used EAMD, and 1 combined SMS with telephone calls. According to another classification method of intervention, 19 trials were divided into telecommunication subgroup, and the remaining 2 trials were divided into internet-based component subgroup. A total of 19 trials conducted interventions at a fixed predetermined frequency (daily or frequency below daily), and the remaining 2 trials used real-time medication monitoring in which the participants were sent a reminder if they did not open the medication management device within the specified time. The intervention content was general content in 14 trials (medication reminders, humor jokes, as well as motivation and encouragement) and medical content in 7 trials (HIV/AIDS-related knowledge, the importance of adherence, and skills for good adherence). Moreover, 12 trials supported a 2-way communication strategy (patients were permitted, encouraged, or demanded to respond to the received information). Furthermore, 7 trials used personalized content (eg, the trial by Simoni et al [52] used the flexible content of messages to accommodate the different needs and schedules of the participants).

**Meta-Analyses**

Table 1 shows the mean effect sizes across all types of outcome assessment methods. Statistical significance for the individual outcome assessment method was not always achieved because of the limited statistical power of the available studies. For the 5 adherence outcome assessment methods, significant results...
In both self-report (k=10; Cohen d=0.44; 95% CI 0.11 to 0.77; P=.01) and pharmacy refill record (k=2; Cohen d=0.47; 95% CI 0.11 to 0.84; P=.01) were observed. For the 3 biochemical outcome assessment methods, CD4⁺ cell counting had a small positive effect size (k=6; Cohen d=0.20; 95% CI 0.04 to 0.35; P=.01), and viral load (log₁₀ copies/mL) had a negative significant effect size (k=5; Cohen d=−0.40; 95% CI −0.62 to −0.17; P<.001).

Table 1. The effect of electronic health on antiretroviral therapy adherence outcomes and biochemical outcomes by type of outcome assessing methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Cohen d (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>I² (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronic drug monitoring device</td>
<td>1.20 (0.75 to 1.93)</td>
<td>0.10 (−0.16 to 0.36)</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>80.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>2.20 (1.21 to 4.00)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.11 to 0.77)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>88.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pill counting</td>
<td>0.79 (0.52 to 1.21)</td>
<td>−0.13 (−0.36 to 0.10)</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy refill record</td>
<td>2.36 (1.22 to 4.56)</td>
<td>0.47 (0.11 to 0.84)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment interruption</td>
<td>0.69 (0.41 to 1.15)</td>
<td>−0.21 (−0.49 to 0.08)</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster of differentiation 4⁺ cell counting</td>
<td>1.43 (1.08 to 1.89)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.04 to 0.35)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>21.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral load (log₁₀ copies/mL)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.32 to 0.73)</td>
<td>−0.40 (−0.62 to −0.17)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>30.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral suppression/virological failure</td>
<td>1.32 (0.90 to 1.93)</td>
<td>0.15 (−0.06 to 0.36)</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>34.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean biochemical outcomes</td>
<td>1.57 (1.22 to 2.01)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.11 to 0.38)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>43.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean adherence outcomes</td>
<td>1.59 (1.10 to 2.29)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.05 to 0.46)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>86.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the pooled analysis of 21 trials, eHealth interventions significantly improved ART adherence (OR=1.59, 95% CI 1.10 to 2.29; P=.01; Figure 2). The weighted mean effect size (Cohen d) was 0.25 (95% CI 0.05 to 0.46). A small positive effect of eHealth interventions on improving ART adherence of PLWH was observed. Heterogeneity assessments showed variability across the trials (Qₚ=150.36; P<.001). There was high heterogeneity (I²: 86.70%) across trials, which supported the selection of the random-effects model to perform subgroup analyses to investigate the impact of the moderators on the overall effect size. Publication bias was not detected through funnel plot analysis (Figure 3) and Egger regression tests (Intercept of the regression line: 2.39; 95% CI −1.12 to 5.91; tₑ=1.43; P=.17). Duval and Tweedie’s trim-and-fill analysis showed that no studies were trimmed or filled, indicating no evidence of publication bias. In addition, biochemical outcomes reported by 11 trials also had a weighted mean effect size that achieved statistical significance (Cohen d=0.25; 95% CI 0.11 to 0.38; P<.001; Table 1).

Figure 2. The effect of electronic health intervention on antiretroviral therapy adherence of people living with HIV. Two independent comparison trials (daily short message service [SMS] and weekly SMS) from the study of Pop-Eleches et al were extracted as Pop-Eleches et al (1) and Pop-Eleches et al (2), and two independent comparison trials (1-way and 2-way communication strategies) from the study of Linnemayr et al were extracted as Linnemayr et al (1) and Linnemayr et al (2).
Subgroup Analyses

The study and participant characteristics could explain some heterogeneity across the trials, specifically the sample size and study duration (Table 2). The subgroup analysis of sample size showed that large trials (Cohen $d=0.06$; 95% CI $-0.20$ to $0.33$) had smaller effect sizes than small trials (Cohen $d=0.51$; 95% CI $0.25$ to $0.76$), which showed a significant difference in ART adherence between these 2 subgroups ($Q=5.56$; $P=0.02$).

Short-term trials displayed medium effect sizes (Cohen $d=0.51$; 95% CI $0.23$ to $0.79$), whereas long-term trials showed no significant effect size (Cohen $d=-0.01$; 95% CI $-0.22$ to $0.19$), which indicated a significant difference in ART adherence between the 2 subgroups ($Q=8.89$; $P=0.003$). However, heterogeneity cannot be explained by mean age, location, participant ART status at baseline, participant health status at baseline, age category, primary type of outcome measure, and all the eHealth interventions characteristics (Tables 2 and 3).
Table 2. Subgroup analyses of the effect of electronic health on antiretroviral therapy adherence by study and participant characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderator and subgroups</th>
<th>k (number of trials)</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Q value</th>
<th>P value for heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large trial</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.12 (0.70 to 1.81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small trial</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.50 (1.58 to 3.97)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>.45&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;36.65</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.28 (0.61 to 2.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥36.65</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.76 (1.25 to 2.49)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.76 (1.23 to 11.48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term trial</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.52 (1.53 to 4.16)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term trial</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.98 (0.67 to 1.42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-income countries</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.62 (1.04 to 2.53)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low- and middle-income countries</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.52 (0.91 to 2.55)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant ART&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; status at baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-naïve</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.68 (0.98 to 2.89)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonadherence</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.55 (1.39 to 4.66)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment experienced</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.97 (0.50 to 1.88)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant health status at baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At risk</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.24 (1.34 to 3.73)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.36 (0.87 to 2.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age category</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.89 (1.29 to 2.78)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults and adolescents</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.89 (0.40 to 1.99)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary type of outcome measure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of medication taken as prescribed</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.71 (1.03 to 2.86)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of patients with good adherence</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.26 (0.87 to 1.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>The trial by Safren et al [50] did not report the mean age of participants.

<sup>b</sup>ART: antiretroviral therapy.
Table 3. Subgroup analyses of the effect of electronic health on antiretroviral therapy adherence by intervention characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderator and subgroup</th>
<th>k (number of trials)</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Q value</th>
<th>P value for heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of intervention(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-based computer program</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.22 (1.09 to 4.51)</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>.55(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone call</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.21 (0.66 to 2.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS(c)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.31 (0.83 to 2.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic adherence monitoring device</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.78 (0.70 to 4.54)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS plus telephone call</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.17 (4.98 to 13.38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of intervention(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunication</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.53 (1.03 to 2.25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-based component</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.22 (1.09 to 4.51)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of intervention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.78 (0.70 to 4.54)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.72 (1.10 to 2.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency below daily</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.44 (0.83 to 2.50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General content</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.50 (0.93 to 2.42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical content</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.77 (0.97 to 3.23)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-way</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.91 (1.00 to 3.64)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-way</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.38 (0.90 to 2.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.31 (0.93 to 1.84)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.78 (1.04 to 3.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\)The intervention was divided into 5 subgroups: Web-based computer program, telephone call, short message service (SMS), electronic adherence monitoring device, and SMS plus telephone call.

\(b\)The trial by Abdulrahman et al [67] was the only one that used SMS plus telephone calls.

\(c\)SMS: short message service.

\(d\)The intervention was divided into 2 subgroups: telecommunication and internet-based component.

Sensitivity Analyses

The primary meta-analysis result was stable in the 3 sensitivity analyses. The effect of eHealth on improving ART adherence of PLWH did not change when we excluded 4 trials [50,51,61,63] with low quality (Cohen \(d=0.24\); 95% CI 0.00 to 0.48; \(P=0.049\)), when we excluded a trial [50] with sample attrition rates ≥20% (Cohen \(d=0.24\); 95% CI 0.03 to 0.44; \(P=0.02\)), and when we gave higher weight to self-report (replace the adherence assessment method of 2 trials—Simoni et al [52] and da Costa et al [56]—with the self-report; Cohen \(d=0.26\); 95% CI 0.05 to 0.46; \(P=0.01\)). In addition, the effect of eHealth on the biochemical outcomes of PLWH did not change when we gave higher weight to CD4\(^+\) cell counting (replace the viral load, log\(_{10}\) copies/mL, of 3 trials—Simoni et al [52], Reid et al [66], and Abdulrahman et al [67]—with the CD4\(^+\) cell counting; Cohen \(d=0.20\); 95% CI 0.08 to 0.32; \(P<0.001\)).

Discussion

Principal Findings

This review identified 21 trials of 19 RCTs that investigated the effectiveness of eHealth interventions on improving ART adherence of PLWH. Overall, eHealth interventions reported significant, but small, positive effects on ART adherence (Cohen \(d=0.25\); 95% CI 0.05 to 0.46; \(P=0.01\)) compared with PLWH in usual care. This finding was also stable in 3 sensitivity analyses. Specifically, SMS, telephone call, and EAMD were not able to significantly increase ART adherence of PLWH; however, the study of combining SMS and telephone call was highly effective in improving ART adherence. In addition, the Web-based computer program also showed significant positive effects in ART adherence. Our review also found that both telecommunication and internet-based components reported significant positive effects on ART adherence of PLWH. This meta-analysis result demonstrated that some of eHealth interventions showed favorable effects to improve ART adherence.
adherence of PLWH, which was consistent with findings of previous reviews. Daher et al [14] found that the digital innovations (mobile health, mHealth; internet-based mHealth/eHealth; and combined innovations) reported strong positive effects on improving ART adherence and clinic attendance rates. However, although significant, the small effect detected in this review was not sufficient to improve ART adherence and make it to the satisfactory clinical standard. Conn et al [69] mentioned in their study that the patient’s medication adherence is difficult to change. The reasons for the ART nonadherence of PLWH are very complicated. In addition to the reason for forgetting to take medicine [70], it may also include psychological factors found in early reviews, such as depressive symptoms [70], stigma [71], and lack of social support [15]. Previous studies suggested that patients with chronic diseases may develop negative emotions during long-term medication and believe that their illnesses are incurable so that lacks the motivation to adhere to medication [12]. Moreover, nonadherence is also related to many factors including medication burden [72], side effects [73], and socioeconomic status [74]. Future research could try to use eHealth, educational, and psychosocial interventions together to better improve the ART adherence of PLWH.

**Moderators on the Use of Electronic Health Interventions**

Although this meta-analysis did not have significant publication bias, we noted significant heterogeneity, which may be because of clinical heterogeneity (the real difference of the impact generated from the different eHealth interventions and participant populations) or methodological heterogeneity (the difference generated from the different outcome assessment methods defined and measured in each study) [8]. Previous reviews on ART adherence also reported high heterogeneity [41]. Subgroup analyses showed that the effectiveness of eHealth interventions was sensitive to sample size and study duration. We found that small trials with limited sample sizes reported larger beneficial effects than large trials, which could be explained by the small-study effects proposed by Sterne et al [75]. Previous studies found that intervention effects were exaggerated in small trials with inadequate or unclear sequence generation, inadequate or unclear allocation concealment, and lack of blinding [76,77]. This is consistent with our findings that most of the trials with unclear sequence generation were small trials (4/5), and most of the small trials had unclear or high risk with blinding (9/10). The results of these small trials might overestimate the true effect of the interventions, and this effect is more easily published. Therefore, we should explain the results of the small trials with caution. Our subgroup analyses also indicated a higher effect size for short-term trials compared with long-term trials. This suggested that the effects of the eHealth interventions weakened over time. This finding is consistent with the findings of the study by Vervloet et al [78] who suggested that electronic reminders led to short-term improvements of the patients’ adherence to medication, but the long-term effects were unclear. This finding has important clinical significance because the long-term effectiveness of eHealth interventions is a recent focus of attention. In addition, for the trials included in this review, most of them (19/21) were eHealth interventions with a fixed frequency. These trials automatically sent eHealth reminders regardless of whether or not patients took the medications. As patients become familiar with reminders, they will gradually become habitualized and generate response fatigue to the eHealth intervention, which may have a negative impact on the long-term effectiveness of interventions. Some of the trials in this review focus on real-time adherence monitoring, which only provides intervention when the patients fail to take the medicine on time, thus avoiding habitualization of reminders [60,63]. Although the 2 trials did not find a significant pooled effect of real-time reminders, it should be noted that the number of available studies limited statistical power. Future adherence intervention studies should strengthen study design in both sequence generation and blinding and should focus on real-time adherence monitoring to enhance the long-term effectiveness of eHealth interventions.

Another interesting area of this review is the effects of the eHealth interventions characteristics. As the number of available studies in some subgroups limited statistical power, the results should be considered uncertain, so we recommend that the comparison between these subgroups should be interpreted with caution. SMS did not have a significant effect on improving ART adherence in this review; however, the result was inconsistent with the result of the study by Finitsis et al [7]. This may be because SMSs are facing challenges from internet protocol–based messaging services in recent years (such as Apple’s iMessage, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, WeChat, and Line). Therefore, the attention and use of high-cost SMSs are gradually decreasing. People’s reactions to application-to-peer messaging in their daily lives have also weakened. Although previous studies have suggested that the outcomes can be improved by changing certain intervention characteristics (eg, increasing the frequency of the intervention [78] and performing 2-way communications [79]), no significant heterogeneity between these subgroups was observed in this review. Further research could use the “nudge theory” to guide the design of the eHealth interventions procedure for improving ART adherence of PLWH. The theory emphasizes that nudges are not mandatory, and their intervention design must be simple and inexpensive [80]. It was explored in previous studies that this theory had a positive impact on several behaviors, such as reducing tobacco use [81], changing adult dietary choices [82], and increasing physical activity [83]. For medication reminders, any intervention that directly asks participants about trial content should be excluded, as this would bias the participants.

**Selection of Adherence Outcome Assessment Method**

Although an array of methods are proposed to assess adherence, few meet the gold standards of reliability, ease of use, low cost, flexibility, and practicality. However, each method has its advantages and disadvantages. According to Lam and Fresco, subjective methods can generally explain nonadherence, whereas objective methods can more accurately measure patient adherence to medication [84]. Subjective methods have the advantage of low cost, simplicity, practicality, and flexibility. However, poor sensitivity and specificity remain an issue, and questionnaires are unreliable in terms of adherence outcomes. The patient’s psychological state can also influence the accuracy of the outcomes. Outcomes are more accurate for objective...
methods than those for subjective methods. However, different objective methods have variable characteristics. Although pill counting is simple and low cost, it fails to identify the medication-taking pattern. Electronic monitoring devices are only suitable for small-scale research as expensive technical support is required. Considering both accuracy and cost, pharmacy refill record is more beneficial for large numbers of research populations [85]. The assessment of biochemical outcomes can directly reflect overall treatment regimens and indirectly reflect the effectiveness of the interventions. However, these methods are expensive and intrusive. Considering the advantages and disadvantages of various outcome assessment methods, we recommend that these methods should be applied in combination in future research according to the characteristics of each study to achieve measurement purpose.

Strengths and Limitations
This review has several strengths. First, this review only includes RCTs, which are considered to enhance the methodological quality of the meta-analysis and strengthen the conclusions. Another strength is that the results of our meta-analysis indicated no influence of publication bias. In addition, subgroup analyses were performed to explore the source of between-study heterogeneity. We examined numerous moderators that significantly contribute to the design and implementation of eHealth interventions. Moreover, we performed some sensitivity analyses to detect the robustness of our results.

We found that the included studies on eHealth interventions had several limitations. First, of the 19 studies, 15 had a high or unclear risk of bias for at least one of the bias items in the methodological quality assessment. The low quality of the studies may bias the meta-analysis and reduce further pooled analysis [26]. Moreover, some of the primary outcome measures were expressed by the proportion of patients with good adherence. The level of adherence that was defined as “good” differed across the trails (thresholds were 90% in 2 trials, 95% in 4 trials, and 100% in 1 trial). Low thresholds may overestimate the effectiveness of eHealth on ART adherence [8].

Several limitations of this review should also be considered when we interpret the findings. The findings are inevitably limited by the number of studies in some moderators in the subgroup analyses that make it difficult to generalize their results. Several moderators examined in subgroup analyses may also impact each other, so they should be interpreted with caution. In addition, although we calculated Cohen d to standardize these measures, methodological disadvantages were observed when the adherence measures were pooled [49]. Furthermore, although the design of the RCT can provide strong evidence, it is precisely because of the rigorous randomization, blinding, quality control, and other design in the RCT that the effect of the research often deviates from the actual effect in the “real world.” Finally, we restricted the study of English language publications, and further studies across a range of ethnicities would further strengthen the findings.

Conclusions
We found that some of the eHealth interventions may be the effective method to increase the ART adherence of PLWH. The advantages of low cost, ease of access, and confidentiality make it a useful intervention tool in the PLWH. Although our analyses suggest some heterogeneity across trials, this finding is likely because of variation in the characteristics of the studies and in the definitions of outcomes among the studies. Considering that most of the trials are with small sample sizes or short-term duration, these results should be interpreted with caution. Therefore, the effectiveness of eHealth interventions in the “real world” remains uncertain.

To better identify the role of eHealth interventions in improving ART adherence of PLWH, future research needs to determine the features of eHealth interventions to better improve ART adherence along with long-term effectiveness of interventions, effectiveness of real-time adherence monitoring, enhancement of study design, and influences on biochemical outcomes. In addition, further research can try to design and implement the optimal strategy of eHealth intervention based on nudge theory combined with educational and psychosocial interventions.
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Abstract

Background: Patients who undergo primary Total Knee Replacement surgery (TKR) are often discharged within 1-3 days after surgery. With this relatively short length of hospital stay, a patient’s self-management is a crucial factor in optimizing the outcome of their treatment. In the case of TKR, self-management primarily involves adequate pain management, followed by physiotherapy exercises and daily self-care activities. Patients are educated on all these topics by hospital staff upon discharge from the hospital but often struggle to comprehend this information due to its quantity, complexity, and the passive mode of communication used to convey it.

Objective: This study primarily aims to determine whether actively educating TKR patients with timely, day-to-day postoperative care information through an app could lead to a decrease in their level of pain compared to those who only receive standard information about their recovery through the app. In addition, physical functioning, quality of life, ability to perform physiotherapy exercises and daily self-care activities, satisfaction with information, perceived involvement by the hospital, and health care consumption were also assessed.

Methods: A multicenter randomized controlled trial was performed in five Dutch hospitals. In total, 213 patients who had undergone elective, primary, unilateral TKR participated. All patients had access to an app for their smartphone and tablet to guide them after discharge. The intervention group could unlock day-to-day information by entering a personal code. The control group only received weekly, basic information. Primary (level of pain) and secondary outcomes (physical functioning, quality of life, ability to perform physiotherapy exercises and activities of daily self-care, satisfaction with information, perceived involvement by the hospital, and health care consumption) were measured using self-reported online questionnaires. All outcomes were measured weekly in the four weeks after discharge, except for physical functioning and quality of life, which were measured at baseline and at four weeks after discharge. Data was analyzed using Student t tests, chi-square tests, and linear mixed models for repeated measures.
Results: In total, 114 patients were enrolled in the intervention group (IG) and 99 in the control group (CG). Four weeks after discharge, patients in the IG performed significantly better than patients in the CG on all dimensions of pain: pain at rest (mean 3.45 vs mean 4.59; \( P<.001 \)), pain during activity (mean 3.99 vs mean 5.08; \( P<.001 \)) and pain at night (mean 4.18 vs mean 5.21; \( P<.003 \)). Additionally, significant differences were demonstrated in favor of the intervention group for all secondary outcomes.

Conclusions: In the four weeks following TKR, the active and day-to-day education of patients via the app significantly decreased their level of pain and improved their physical functioning, quality of life, ability to perform physiotherapy exercises and activities of daily self-care, satisfaction with information, perceived involvement by the hospital, and health care consumption compared to standard patient education. Given the rising number of TKR patients and the increased emphasis on self-management, we suggest using an app with timely postoperative care education as a standard part of care.

Trial Registration: Netherlands Trial Register NTR7182; https://www.trialregister.nl/trial/6992

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e15323) doi:10.2196/15323
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Introduction

Background

Osteoarthritis of the knee is one of the leading causes of disability among adults aged 65 years old and over [1]. Complaints often result in a loss of productivity and reduced quality of life [2,3]. Total Knee Replacement (TKR) is considered the best available treatment option when conservative options have failed, resulting in a postoperative relief of pain, increased functional outcomes, and a patient satisfaction of more than 80% [4]. TKR is one of the most commonly performed orthopedic procedures internationally and in the United States alone its rate of occurrence is estimated to increase to more than 3.4 million procedures by the year 2030 [3].

In the last decade, TKR fast-track (or enhanced recovery) pathways have been implemented in many hospitals. These pathways imply a combination of patient education, multimodal analgesia, early mobilization, fluid management and nutrition optimization [5,6]. These fast-track pathways have led to a substantial decrease in patients’ length of hospital stay following TKR, which reduced, on average, from 10-11 days in 2000 to 2-4 days in 2013 [7]. Nowadays, TKR is sometimes even performed as a one-day procedure in which patients do not need to stay overnight in the hospital [8]. Time to full recovery after TKR takes an average of 6-12 months.

Because of the shortened length of stay, patients’ self-management has become a crucial factor in optimizing their health outcomes. According to the World Health Organization, postoperative self-management is the ability of individuals, families, and communities to cope with illness, with or without the support of a health care provider [9]. In the case of TKR, postoperative self-management primarily involves controlling the level of pain, followed by performing physiotherapy exercises and daily self-care activities [10-13]. Next to the available information in brochures, hospital staff educate patients on these topics to prepare them on how best to manage their new situation when back at home.

Patients often struggle to comprehend this information due to its quantity, complexity, and the passive mode of communication used to convey it [14,15]. This leads to a limited amount of knowledge and confidence regarding self-management [16,17], which is a predictor for lower adherence rates [18]. Additionally, patients’ pain-related fear of movement, also referred to as kinesiophobia, is known to negatively affect TKR early outcomes [19]. This leads to lower rates of satisfaction, as patients feel the discharge process is rushed and that they are no longer being cared for until the next follow-up, which is usually six to eight weeks after discharge [16].

Electronic health (eHealth) or mobile health (mHealth) offer a potentially powerful means for active patient education and behavioral change reinforcement [20]. A 2018 review on perioperative eHealth interventions has demonstrated a positive effect upon the postoperative course in patients who are undergoing orthopedic and cardiac surgery [21]. The interventions described in the review range from an educational website to the facilitation of telemonitoring and teleconsultation. However, evidence concerning the use of smartphone or tablet apps is scarce. This is surprising given the number of people that own a mobile device, coupled with the increase in availability and usage of medical mobile applications [22,23]. Additionally, smartphones and tablets possess the unique ability to receive push-notifications that can be used to actively inform patients at times when the information becomes relevant for them. These notifications can provide patients with personalized guidance at various stages of their patient journey.

Objectives

The aim of this randomized controlled trial was to investigate the effect of an interactive app on patients’ level of pain, physical functioning, quality of life, satisfaction, and health care consumption in the first four weeks of recovery after TKR. We hypothesized that, compared to standard practices of patient education, providing patients with timely, day-to-day information via an app would have a positive effect on all outcomes.

The primary outcome of the study was patients’ level of pain during the first four weeks after discharge. The secondary outcomes of the study were physical functioning, quality of life, patients’ ability to perform physiotherapy exercises and daily self-care activities, satisfaction with the information provided, perceived level of postoperative involvement by the hospital,
and health care consumption. All these outcomes were measured by means of self-reported, online questionnaires.

Methods

Study Design

A total of five Dutch hospitals (four nonacademic teaching hospitals and one general hospital) participated in the study. Between May and December 2018, patients scheduled for elective, primary, unilateral TKR were invited to participate in a surgeon-blinded, randomized controlled trial. The study focused on the four-week period following discharge from the hospital and assessed the effectiveness of an interactive app compared to the standard of care in a parallel group design with equal allocation ratio. No changes were made to the design after the study was commenced. We followed the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines and the CONSORT EHEALTH Checklist [24,25].

Informed Consent and Ethical Considerations

Consent was gained via hospital staff who contacted patients by phone to ask them to consider participation in the study about two weeks prior to their TKR. Patients willing to participate received an email with all the necessary study information required for informed consent. Patients were offered at least two days to reflect on the information. In case of any questions, patients could contact the local research coordinator by phone or by email. Patients gave consent by signing an online informed consent form. There were no indicators of substantial risk as a function of participating in this study. The study was registered at the Netherlands Trial Registry (NTR), with the reference number 6992. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Maxima Medical Centre (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with the reference number N17.158.

Participant Selection

Patients scheduled for elective, primary, unilateral TKR and aged 40 years and above were eligible for inclusion. Additionally, participants were required to be fluent in Dutch and in the possession of an email address and smartphone or tablet.

Intervention

The Patient Journey App (Interactive Studios, Rosmalen, The Netherlands) was used as the intervention to provide information to both patient groups. All patients had access to the app to guide them after discharge. The control group only received basic information about the recovery process about two times per week. The intervention group could unlock day-to-day information by entering a personal code. Participants in the intervention group received this personal code by email after completing the baseline questionnaire. All patients in the intervention group received the same information via the app. However, aligning the timing of the information to the individual patient’s phase of recovery gave it a personalized character. Patient’s date of discharge was used to assure the timing of the information was correct. Push notifications were used to actively alert patients about information being available. The timing of the push notifications was configured per information item (eg, information about pain medication was available 1 day after discharge at 11 am and information about physiotherapy exercises was available 2 days after discharge at 2 pm).

The text, photos, and videos that patients in the intervention group received were developed specifically for this trial and composed and based upon interviews with orthopedic surgeons, physician assistants, nurses, and physiotherapists from participating hospitals. Furthermore, electronic health records of 50 patients who had previously undergone TKR were checked to determine for what reasons they had contacted the hospital. Based on this information, an interactive timeline was developed (Figure 1). This information was not available to patients in the control group. All information on the timeline was presented in Dutch.
Figure 1. Examples of the interactive app used as an intervention, translated from Dutch (language used in the study) to English. From left to right: the welcoming of patients to the app, video and text information about medication usage, an invitation to send a photo of the wound (in case of fever, increased levels of pain or wound leakage) and a patient-reported pain score progress tracker.

Information in the app was tailored for each hospital and based on existing protocols. During the 28-day period after discharge, every patient in the intervention group received over 30 notifications with supporting information, related to topics such as pain, physiotherapy exercises, wound care, and daily self-care activities (see Multimedia Appendix 1). Apart from the information being available in the app at the timeline, it was also available as an alphabetically ordered reference within the app. Additionally, patients were requested to enter their pain scores on a weekly basis and were able to check their results within an interactive graph every week. Patients also had the opportunity to upload a photo of the wound in case of fever and an increase in pain or wound leakage. Prior to study initiation, six TKR patients at two of the participating hospitals were interviewed to generally assess the usefulness and usability of the app. They reported that the app would be very useful and had no suggestions for changes. After the study, all the content developed for the intervention was provided to the participating hospitals, allowing them to partially offer it to their patients as the new standard of care.

Study Outcomes
As the primary outcome, the patients’ ability to manage their pain was assessed in the four weeks following discharge from the hospital. As secondary outcomes, we assessed patients’ physical functioning and quality of life at baseline and four weeks after discharge. Additionally, patients’ ability to perform physiotherapy exercises and daily self-care activities, satisfaction with the information provided, perceived level of postoperative involvement by the hospital, and health care consumption were assessed weekly during the four weeks following discharge (Table 1). Finally, data on app usage was continuously captured to get a better understanding of how the app was being used over time, the type of information that patients consulted, and the videos they watched.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of pain\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>Three questions concerning pain while at rest, during activity and during the night. NRS\textsuperscript{b} scores were used to measure the outcome, ranging from 0 (no pain at all) to 10 (worst pain imaginable).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical functioning\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>The Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score short form [26] involves 7 multiple choice questions indicating functional limitations, ranging from 0 (minimal limitations) to 100 (maximal limitations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of life\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>EuroQol 3-level questionnaire, EQ-5D-3. Measuring 5 dimensions (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, anxiety depression) on a 3-level scale (no problems, some problems, extreme problems). Additionally, a VAS\textsuperscript{c} was used to assess patients self-rated health. VAS endpoints range from 0 (Worst imaginable state) to 100 (Best imaginable state) [27].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapy exercises (developed for this study)</td>
<td>One question concerning patients’ ability to perform their physiotherapy exercises. NRS score was used to measure the outcome, ranging from 0 (not capable at all) to 10 (perfectly capable).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily self-care activities (developed for this study)</td>
<td>One question concerning patients’ ability to perform their daily self-care activities. NRS score was used to measure the outcome, ranging from 0 (not capable at all) to 10 (perfectly capable).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with information (developed for this study)</td>
<td>One question concerning patients’ satisfaction about the information they received from the hospital after discharge. NRS score was used to measure the outcome, ranging from 0 (not satisfied at all) to 10 (very much satisfied).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived involvement (developed for this study)</td>
<td>One question concerning the patient-perceived level of involvement by the hospital postoperatively. NRS score was used to measure the outcome, ranging from 0 (not satisfied at all) to 10 (very much satisfied).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care consumption (developed for this study)</td>
<td>Three dichotomized questions concerning health care consumption at the hospital, the general practitioner and home-care organization. When a patient indicated they had contacted one of these organizations, the outcome was assessed (ie, no action required or follow-up action required). If follow-up was required, that could entail things like a consultation or referral to another organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}These questionnaires are part of the Patient Reported Outcome Measures guidelines of the Dutch Orthopedic Association (Nederlandse Orthopaedische Vereniging, NOV) for TKR.
\textsuperscript{b}NRS: numeric rating scale.
\textsuperscript{c}VAS: visual analogue scale.

Some questions were developed especially for this study. These questionnaires were checked by surgeons and researchers from participating hospitals (see Multimedia Appendix 2). Additionally, a specialist organization on using acceptable language (Bureau Beter Taal, Beusichem, The Netherlands) reviewed and revised the questionnaires to assure readability for about 95% of the Dutch population (language level B1). Finally, the questionnaires were tested for usability by six patients in two of the participating hospitals prior to study initiation, which lead to no additional changes.

Study outcomes were measured five times in total: at baseline and on a weekly basis in the four weeks after discharge (Table 2). The baseline measurement was taken directly after patients were first included in the study. Follow-up questionnaires were sent to both groups at the end of each postoperative week, allowing patients to reflect on each previous week. Per measurement, a maximum of two email reminders were sent in case a patient would not respond. To minimize the risk of recall bias, patients only had a four-day time period to complete the questionnaires for each measurement. All outcome data was self-reported and collected using an online system. Patients who either missed the baseline measurement or more than two of their follow-up questionnaires were registered as lost to follow-up. These patients were not included in the analysis.
Table 2. Overview of outcomes per time point measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient characteristics</th>
<th>Follow-up week 1, 2 and 3</th>
<th>Follow-up week 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical functioning</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Physical functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of life</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of pain</td>
<td>Level of pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapy exercises</td>
<td>Physiotherapy exercises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily self-care activities</td>
<td>Daily self-care activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with information</td>
<td>Satisfaction with information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived involvement</td>
<td>Perceived involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care consumption</td>
<td>Health care consumption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*Not applicable.

Sample Size

The sample size calculation was based on the 2018 Hardt et al study [28] in which an app was used postoperatively to educate patients on physiotherapy exercises and pain management. In this study a 1.0-point difference in the level of pain (on a numeric rating scale [NRS] of 0-10) was found in favor of the intervention group. Since this intervention was used in a hospital setting with nurses controlling for the right application of the intervention, we expect the effect or our intervention to be lower.

We performed an *a priori* sample size calculation (alpha=.05, \(1-\beta\) =.90), based on a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) (groups=2, measurements=4) and an effect size of 0.25 that was based on a between-groups difference of 0.5 (SD 1.0). This calculation resulted in a minimum requirement of 78 patients in each study arm. Adding an expected loss to follow-up of 20% led to a total sample size of 190 patients. The sample size calculation was performed using G*Power, version 3.1 (Universität Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany).

Randomization

Patients were randomized by a computer to either a control or intervention group. Randomization was performed without block or stratification restrictions. After being allocated to one of the groups, patients received an email that included the link to the online informed consent form and the baseline questionnaire.

Statistical Methods

For our primary analysis we used an intention-to-treat approach including all randomized patients. Normally distributed continuous variables (eg, physical functioning and quality of life) were presented as a mean value with an SD and were statistically compared between the groups using independent Student two-tailed *t* tests. Nonnormally distributed variables were presented as a median value with the interquartile range. Categorical variables (eg, health care consumption) were presented as number and percentage and compared between groups using Chi-square tests. Linear mixed models for repeated measures were used to estimate the effect of the use of the intervention, using primary and secondary outcomes (ie, level of pain, performing physiotherapy exercises, performing activities of daily self-care, satisfaction with information, and patient-perceived involvement by the hospital) as dependent variables and intervention group, time, and the interaction between time and intervention group as fixed effect variables. Patient ID and location were used as random effect variables. Missing data were not replaced in any type of analysis.

Patients’ level of education was split into two groups for the purpose of analysis: group 1 (none, elementary school, and secondary [vocational] education) and group 2 (higher secondary education, preuniversity education, and university [of applied science]). *P* ≤.05 was assumed to indicate a significant difference. *P* values between .05 and .10 were assumed to indicate a trend. As per protocol, analysis was performed to examine the robustness of our results by specifically analyzing the results of patients in the intervention group that downloaded and used the app. All data was analyzed using SPSS version 25.0, (IBM, Armonk, United States), except for the linear mixed model analysis which was executed using R, version 3.6.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results

Study Sample

Between May and December 2018, a total of 262 eligible patients were willing to participate in the study. A total of 41 patients (15.6%) withdrew from the study without completing the baseline questionnaire (for reasons unknown). One patient (0.4%) only completed the baseline questionnaire, and an additional two patients (0.8%) did not complete more than two follow-up questionnaires. In total, 114 patients were actively enrolled in the intervention group and 99 patients in the control group. In the intervention group, 93 patients downloaded and used the app (Figure 2).

Baseline characteristics of the study population were largely similar between groups (Table 3).
Figure 2. Patient flow diagram.
**Table 3. Patient characteristics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Intervention group (n=114)</th>
<th>Control group (n=99)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>40 (35.1)</td>
<td>39 (39.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>74 (64.9)</td>
<td>60 (60.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>64.74 (7.57)</td>
<td>65.63 (7.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>52 (46.0)</td>
<td>47 (47.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>61 (54.0)</td>
<td>52 (52.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home-situation, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living alone</td>
<td>27 (23.7)</td>
<td>21 (21.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living together</td>
<td>87 (76.3)</td>
<td>78 (78.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KOOS PS\textsuperscript{a}, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>45.27 (12.71)</td>
<td>44.05 (11.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of Life</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D-3, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D-3 VAS\textsuperscript{b}, mean (SD)</td>
<td>69.59 (16.38)</td>
<td>67.42 (19.56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}KOOS PS: Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score short form.
\textsuperscript{b}VAS: visual analogue scale.

**Primary Outcomes**

**Level of pain**

In both the intervention and control group, patients’ levels of pain decreased on all three dimensions of pain during the first four weeks after discharge (Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5). Patients in the intervention group performed better on each of the dimensions from the second week onwards (Table 4).

**Figure 3.** Pain at rest (measured weekly in the first four weeks after discharge, 95% CI).
**Figure 4.** Pain during activity (measured weekly in the first four weeks after discharge, 95% CI).

**Figure 5.** Pain at night (measured weekly in the first four weeks after discharge, 95% CI).
### Table 4. Level of pain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wk</th>
<th>Pain at rest</th>
<th>Pain during activity</th>
<th>Pain during the night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention group, mean</td>
<td>Control group, mean</td>
<td>Intervention group, mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (95% CI)</td>
<td>Mean (95% CI)</td>
<td>Mean (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.20 (.81 to 3.74)</td>
<td>5.34 (.85 to 3.82)</td>
<td>-0.20 (-0.82 to 0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.40 (1.04 to 3.76)</td>
<td>4.38 (.80 to 3.95)</td>
<td>0.81 (.19 to 1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.11 (1.00 to 3.72)</td>
<td>4.05 (.80 to 3.95)</td>
<td>0.60 (.03 to 1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.45 (1.00 to 3.72)</td>
<td>3.59 (.80 to 3.95)</td>
<td>1.11 (.48 to 1.73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Secondary Outcomes

#### Physical Functioning and Quality of Life

Four weeks after discharge, patients in the intervention group reported a significant, 14% decrease in functional limitations (Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score short form [KOOS PS]) compared to the control group ($P<.001$) (Table 5). With respect to quality of life (EQ-5D), patients in the intervention group also reported a significant, 14% increase compared to the control group ($P<.001$).

#### Table 5. Physical functioning and quality of life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Week 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical functioning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention group, mean (SD)</td>
<td>45.91 (12.77)</td>
<td>37.61 (10.17)$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group, mean (SD)</td>
<td>43.83 (10.87)</td>
<td>43.08 (12.96)$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of life</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention group, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.16)$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.25)$^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^aP<.001$ (Intervention Group versus Control Group at week 4).

#### Performing Physiotherapy Exercises and Activities of Daily Self-Care

In both the intervention and control group, the patients’ ability to perform their physiotherapy exercises and daily self-care activities during the first four weeks after discharge increased. Patients in the intervention group performed better on each of the dimensions from the second week onwards (Table 6).
Table 6. Ability to perform physiotherapy exercises and activities of daily self-care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Performing physiotherapy exercises</th>
<th>Performing daily self-care activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention group, mean</td>
<td>Control group, mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>6.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>6.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>6.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Satisfaction with Information and Patient-Perceived Involvement by the Hospital

In both the intervention and control group, patients’ satisfaction with the provided information and patients’ perceptions on how the hospital was involved in their recovery process decreased during the first four weeks after discharge. However, patients in the intervention group demonstrated a much smaller decrease over time (Table 7).

Table 7. Satisfaction with information and patient-perceived involvement by the hospital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Satisfaction with the Information</th>
<th>Patient-perceived involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention group, mean</td>
<td>Control group, mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>7.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>6.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Health Care Consumption

Patients in the intervention group had, on average, 1.22 points of contact with the hospital, their general practitioner (GP), or home-care organization compared to 1.62 points of contact in the control group, which is a 33% difference (P=.014). Of all contacts by the intervention group, 36% did not lead to an action (consultation or referral), compared to 45% in the control group, a 25% difference (P=.14) (Table 8).

Table 8. Health care consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>GPa</th>
<th>Home care</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average points of contactb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention (n=105)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No action required</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>–c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (n=90)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No action required</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aGP: general practitioner.
bThe average number of contacts with the hospital, GP, or home-care organization (corrected for the time points patients participated in the measurement).
cNot applicable.

App Usage Data

In total, patients in the intervention group used the app 2418 times, which was an average of 26 times per patient. Most patients used a smartphone to access the information (75% vs 25% tablet use). The app was primarily used in the first 2 weeks, in which most of the information was offered (26/32 unique information items). Text-only information items related to pain,
wound care, and self-care activities were consulted most frequently. Information about the start of the third and fourth week and reminders for anticoagulant usage and participation in study questionnaires were the least consulted information items.

Over the course of the four-week intervention, an average of 25 videos were offered to each patient. In total, these videos were viewed 2950 times, which was an average of 36 views per patient. Video-enriched information items related to physiotherapy exercises, pain, and wound care were viewed most frequently. Videos related to wearing a Thrombo-Embolic Deterrent (TED) hose, reminders for usage of anticoagulation medication, and information on what to expect in the fourth week were the least frequently viewed videos.

**Per Protocol Analysis**

All results presented so far were analyzed using the intention-to-treat method. Analysis based on the per protocol method also resulted in the primary outcome (level of pain) being in favor of the intervention group, albeit somewhat more pronounced (Table 9).

### Table 9. Per protocol analysis for level of pain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Pain at rest</th>
<th>Pain during activity</th>
<th>Pain during the night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention group, mean</td>
<td>Control group, mean</td>
<td>Model estimated difference (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>0.54 (–0.15 to 1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>1.08 (0.38 to 1.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>1.01 (0.30 to 2.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>1.26 (0.56 to 1.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

### Primary Findings

The results of our study demonstrate the effectiveness of using an app to actively educate patients on a day-to-day basis in the first four weeks of their recovery after TKR. Regarding the primary outcome, patients in the intervention group experienced a lower level of pain while at rest, during activity and at night. Furthermore, the app had a positive effect on physical functioning, quality of life, performing physiotherapy exercises and activities of daily self-care, satisfaction with the information, how the hospital was involved in the recovery process, and health care consumption. Finally, the intervention resulted in a trend towards less health care consumption.

To our knowledge, our study is the first to assess the effectiveness of an app to improve TKR patients’ self-management during the first four weeks of their recovery. In 2014, a Cochrane review on self-management programs for osteoarthritis showed that these programs (mainly including face-to-face and by-phone educational interventions) did not substantially improve self-management skills, pain, symptoms, physical functioning, or quality of life [29]. Furthermore, the authors concluded that new trials are unlikely to change the conclusions substantially, unless new models of self-management programs are introduced. In recent years, new self-management programs for patients (TKR included) have been introduced and have demonstrated the use and effectiveness of eHealth interventions, such as websites and portals [21]. An important difference between online interventions and app-based interventions like the one used in this trial is the ability to use push notifications. By using these notifications, information can be actively sent to patients at the time it is actually relevant to them instead of providing them with all the information all at once. Studies using apps in the TKR population have been performed but have focused on physiotherapy outcomes [28,30] and knowledge acquisition [31]. A 2018 multi-stakeholder analysis identified information needs during TKR treatment and suggested the use of technology to offer the right information at the right time [32]. As a result, patients would be allowed to better absorb the information and improve information recall and compliance. From a more clinical perspective, Filardo et al have suggested developing co interventions to overcome kinesiophobia, the fear of physical activity due to pain. Kinesiophobia has significant impact upon patient recovery and final outcomes after TKR [33]. The app used in our study could be considered one of these co interventions as it effectively lowered the level of pain in the intervention group.

With regards to economic benefits, using the app resulted in a decrease in health care consumption within the intervention group. This is in line with a 2017 review on the economic evidence for mobile health interventions, in which apps are reported to be an ideal platform for behavioral change in patients.
because of their popularity, connectivity, and increased sophistication when compared to text message or telephone follow-up [34]. A decrease in health care consumption is of clinical relevance, since the minimized length of stay for TKR has proven to increase the burden of care on hospital staff [35].

A major strength of our study was the holistic approach to the early-phase recovery of TKR patients, combining insights from orthopedic surgeons, physiotherapists, and (specialized) nurses. In addition, historical data on TKR health care consumption was used to form an interactive timeline to guide patients during their recovery. Using push notifications to actively alert patients about newly available information resulted in an average use of the app of 26 times per patient. Additionally, the usage of short, one subject only videos has proven to be of added value, as patients watched many of the 25 available videos multiple times. This was especially the case with videos related to pain, wound care, and physiotherapy exercises, demonstrating patients’ needs for this type of information.

A limitation of our study is the number of patients in the intervention group that did download and use the app. Out of the 114 possible app users, 93 patients downloaded the app (82%). This demonstrates the necessity of assessing a patient’s digital health literacy and supporting them during the initial usage of interventions like these. Nevertheless, a per protocol analysis showed similar results. Another limitation could be the usage of self-developed questions which might introduce a risk of bias. To minimize this, questions were developed together with health care providers, were screened for readability by a specialized organization and were evaluated by several patients. Finally, we did not consider direct patient feedback when developing the content for the app but instead based it solely on the knowledge and experience of hospital staffs. In future research, patients should have a more prominent role to play in the development and evaluation of the app’s (patient-specific) content, the desired timing of notifications, and the preferred mode of information to further optimize outcomes. In addition, future research could focus on the generalizability of interventions like these in other treatments, as well as their cost-effectiveness.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we found that, in comparison with standard patient education, the active education and coaching of patients on a day-to-day basis via the app in the four weeks after TKR resulted in a significant decrease in patients’ levels of pain. Additionally, there was a significant improvement in patients’ physical functioning, quality of life, their ability to perform physiotherapy exercises and activities of daily self-care, their satisfaction with the information, their perceived involvement by the hospital, and their health care consumption. Given the rising number of TKR patients and the increased emphasis on self-management, we suggest using an app with timely postoperative care education as a standard part of care.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile health (mHealth) is becoming more popular as a way of sharing medical information. For the patient, it saves time, reduces the need for travel, reduces the cost of searching for information, and brings medical services “to your fingertips.” However, it also brings information overload and makes the patient’s choice of physician more difficult.

Objective: This study aimed to identify the types of physician information that play a key role in patients’ choice of physician and to explore the mechanism by which this information contributes to this choice.

Methods: Based on the stimulus-organism-response (SOR) model and online trust theory, we proposed a research model to explain the influence of physician information on patients’ choice of physician. The model was based on cognitive trust and affective trust and considered the moderating role of patient expertise. Study 1 was an eye-tracking experiment (n=42) to identify key factors affecting patients’ choice of physician. Study 2 was a questionnaire study (n=272); Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling was used to validate the research model.

Results: The results of Study 1 revealed that seven types of physician information played a key role in patients’ choice of physician. The results of Study 2 revealed that (1) physicians’ profile photo information affected patients’ choice of physician by positively influencing affective trust ($P<.001$); (2) physicians’ non-profile photo information affected patients’ choice of physician by positively influencing cognitive trust ($P<.001$); (3) patient-generated information affected patients’ choice of physician by positively affecting cognitive trust ($P<.001$) and affective trust ($P<.001$), and patient expertise played a positive moderating role on both ($P=.04$ and $P=.01$, respectively); and (4) cognitive trust and affective trust both positively affected patients’ choice of physician, with affective trust playing a more significant role ($P<.001$ and $P<.001$, respectively).

Conclusions: Seven types of physician information were mainly used by patients when choosing physicians offering mHealth services; trust played an important role in this choice. In addition, the level of patient expertise was an important variable in moderating the influence of physician information and patients’ trust. This paper supports the theoretical basis of information selection and processing by patients. These findings can help guide app developers in the construction of medical apps and in the management of physician information in order to facilitate patients’ choice of physician.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e15544) doi:10.2196/15544
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Introduction

Background

Information asymmetry between patients and physicians is one of the main causes of tension in the physician-patient relationship within traditional medical services [1]. Due to the lack of professional knowledge, patients are in a relatively disadvantaged position; therefore, promoting physician-patient interaction and reducing information asymmetry has been one of the focus areas of the medical industry. The term mobile health (mHealth) refers to the provision of medical information and services through mobile communication technologies and mobile devices, such as mobile phones [2]. In recent years, with the rapid development of Internet technology, the influence of mHealth in our lives has grown [3-5]. mHealth can improve the efficiency of medical services and reduce their cost through remote medical monitoring and consultation [6,7]. This new pattern of physician-patient interaction and sharing of physician information can help solve current problems in the field of medicine, such as medical inefficiency and physician-patient contradictions.

Previous research on mHealth mainly focused on its development trend [8-10]; the function, development, and design of mHealth apps [11-13]; and users' intentions to adopt and use mHealth services [14-16]. However, in the field of mHealth user behavior, there is still a lack of in-depth research on patients’ choice of physician and its influencing factors. In fact, patients’ choice of physicians who offer mHealth is different from the choice they make within the traditional route. First, mHealth provides information about physicians far beyond the traditional medical model. On one hand, such physician information can change patients’ passive positions when accessing medical services and can improve the physician-patient relationship, further affecting their choice of physician [17-19]. On the other hand, it can also lead to information overload to some extent, which has side effects on patients; it can cause patients to feel confused when making medical choices, which could reduce their efficiency [20]. Therefore, it is important to find out what information plays a major role in patients’ choice of physician and to conduct effective information management to help patients. In addition, unlike the traditional physician-patient relationship, in the mHealth environment patients learn about physicians through mHealth platforms; they connect with each other through the network rather than via direct contact. Researchers have shown that health care is a service that requires a high amount of trust on the part of the patient [21]; in addition, trust is important for the success of online health services [22]. Therefore, patients’ trust in physicians is important for the relatively unfamiliar physician-patient relationship in mHealth. Based on the above considerations, this study focused on two important issues in mHealth: (1) the impact of physician information on patients’ choice of physician and (2) the trust mechanism between physician information and patients’ choice of physician.

To address these issues, this study focused on the Chunyu Doctor app, which is the largest mobile physician-patient communication platform in China and has attracted more than 500,000 physicians in public hospitals. Based on the stimulus-organism-response (SOR) model and online trust theory, this study explored how physician information affects patient trust in mHealth, thereby further affecting patients’ choice of physician. The role of patient expertise in the relationship between physician information and trust was also considered. Since eye-tracking methods have been used to record user behavior [23], in this study we attempted to use eye tracking to investigate the key factors that influence patients’ choice of physician. Further, a questionnaire was used to decipher the internal mechanism of this influence. This study provides a certain theoretical basis for the research of mHealth information services and provides practical guidance for the construction of mHealth apps and their information management methods.

Theoretical Foundation

Online Trust

Online trust theory is based upon many studies that have classified online trust as consumer trust in e-commerce [24,25]. When consumers feel that information is insufficient or asymmetric, trust can be used as a means to alleviate the asymmetry of perceived information, prompting them to make purchasing decisions [26,27]. McAllister divided trust into cognitive trust and affective trust [28]. Cognitive trust is mainly regarded as the consumer’s rational expectation of the ability and credibility of the trusted party and is mostly judged by the objective characteristic evidence of the trusted party's personal behavior and reputation. Affective trust is regarded as a trust attitude, which reflects the consumer’s feelings and self-consciousness toward the trusted party [29-31].

Choice in mHealth can also be regarded as a special online shopping behavior. In mHealth service, if the physician is regarded as the commodity, then the patient is equivalent to the consumer. Therefore, the study of the patient’s choice in mHealth is actually the study of the consumption behavior of this particular consumer group. Asymmetry of information results in trust playing an important role in the physician-patient relationship. At present, physician-patient trust is generally defined from the patient's point of view; it is defined as the patient's trust in the physician's ability to diagnose and treat them and trust that the physician will put their interests first [32]. Therefore, patient trust plays a very important role in the physician-patient relationship. In this study, trust is also divided into cognitive trust and affective trust. In addition, according to the study by Calefato et al [33], the patient's trust in the physician's abilities (ie, physician's professional skills, knowledge, and competence) is defined as the patient's cognitive trust; the patient's trust in the physician's benevolence (ie, physician's politeness, attitude, and willingness to help) is defined as the patient's affective trust.

Stimulus-Organism-Response Model

The SOR model, proposed by Mehrabian and Russell in 1974, illustrates that the external environment influences the individual's attitude or behavior by influencing the individual's mental state. Stimulus refers to the external environmental factors received by the individual; organism refers to the internal mental state of the individual; and response refers to the attitude
and behavior of the individual [34]. The model has been widely used in consumer behavior analysis. According to the model, a consumer (ie, organism) will have a conscious or unconscious psychological reaction after receiving an external stimulus, which involves both cognitive and affective aspects, and will then have an internal or external behavioral response to this stimulus [35-37]. In this study, physician information in the mHealth app, Chunyu Doctor, was considered an external stimulus that caused patients (ie, organisms) to generate trust, which in turn allowed them to make their choice of physicians (ie, response).

Research Model and Hypotheses

Physician Information and Trust

Physicians are the direct providers of medical services. In the field of mHealth, physician information is one of the most important considerations for patients when choosing medical services. Patients get detailed information about a physician when browsing the physician's home page. This study extracted physician information from two major information sources: physicians and patients. Accordingly, three kinds of information were identified: physicians’ profile photo information, physicians’ nonprofile photo information, and patient-generated information.

In the past physician-patient relationship studies, information from physicians’ profile photos was often neglected, but the face is an important source of information. Sometimes a photo can promote trust between people [38]. This face-based assessment is very subjective [39], with emotion often generating trust in others, while physicians’ nonprofile photo information is different. For example, physicians in high-level hospitals often have more advanced medical skills and richer medical experience. As well, a physician's title is a reflection of their professional skills, medical experience, and work performance. These personal traits often lead patients to trust physicians at the cognitive level.

In online trust theory, user-generated information can enhance the trust of online sellers, reduce the risk perceived by buyers, and promote transaction behavior [40]. User-generated information in mHealth corresponds to patient-generated information. The main forms of this information are comments, feedback, and scoring, which can reflect online reputation [41]. Patient-generated information is usually the first-hand experience of patients with online consultations. Eysenbach proposed that, in the field of health care, experience-based credibility can be seen as an additional dimension of source credibility [42]. In that sense, similarity between experiences will enhance patients’ perceptions of credibility. In addition, some studies have suggested that patient-generated information can reveal physicians’ online behavior; reduce information asymmetry between physicians and patients [43]; prevent physicians from exaggerating and misinterpreting their professional ability, service level, and treatment effect; and help patients understand physicians’ medical expertise and service attitude [44]. In conclusion, patient-generated information will affect patients’ trust in physicians at the cognitive and affective levels, thus affecting their behavior in choosing physicians. Therefore, the following hypotheses are put forward:

Hypothesis 1a (H1a): A physician’s nonprofile photo information will positively affect the patient’s cognitive trust.

Hypothesis 1b (H1b): A physician’s profile photo information will positively affect the patient’s cognitive trust.

Hypothesis 1c (H1c): Patient-generated information will positively affect the patient’s affective trust.

Hypothesis 1d (H1d): Patient-generated information will positively affect the patient’s affective trust.

Patient Expertise, Physician Information, and Trust

Consumer expertise is a key factor influencing a consumer’s choice; it is the knowledge and experience, of which a consumer is subjectively aware, regarding a particular product or service [45]. High-expertise consumers are willing to take the initiative to look for information related to products and to make decisions through careful thinking because of their rich experience. Low-expertise consumers are more passive in searching for information, preferring to rely on marginal information, and are less willing to spend time thinking about new information.

In consumer behavior research, consumer expertise plays a significant role in explaining consumer decisions and responses to products [46,47]. In this study, patient expertise refers to the patient’s knowledge or experience of mHealth services. Since patient-generated information is unique information in mHealth compared with traditional medical services, we believe that patient expertise will play a moderating role between physician information and trust. That is, the higher the expertise of patients, the more they will rely on patient-generated information in choosing a physician; however, low-expertise patients will rely more on the physician’s profile photo and nonprofile photo information. Hence, we hypothesize the following:

Hypothesis 2a (H2a): Patient expertise will play a negative role in the influence of a physician’s nonprofile photo information on cognitive trust.

Hypothesis 2b (H2b): Patient expertise will play a negative role in the influence of a physician’s profile photo information on affective trust.

Hypothesis 2c (H2c): Patient expertise will play a positive role in the impact of patient-generated information on cognitive trust.

Hypothesis 2d (H2d): Patient expertise will play a positive role in the impact of patient-generated information on affective trust.

Trust and Choice of Physician

Corritore and Wiedenbeck [22] proposed that in online medical care, physician-patient trust is one of the most important factors to ensure the success of online health services. Gefen et al [48] believed that consumers’ intentions to use certain goods or services mainly depended on consumers’ cognitive trust and affective trust in external factors. Therefore, in this study, patients’ trust is considered to influence patients’ choice of physician in mHealth. Hence, we hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 3a (H3a): The patient's cognitive trust in a physician will positively influence his or her choice of physician.

Hypothesis 3b (H3b): The patient's affective trust in a physician will positively influence his or her choice of physician.

Based on our hypotheses, this study illustrates a research model that explains the influence of physician information on the patients’ choice of physician in mHealth, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research model explaining the influence of physician information on the patients’ choice of physician in mHealth. H1a: hypothesis 1a; H1b: hypothesis 1b; H1c: hypothesis 1c; H1d: hypothesis 1d; H2a: hypothesis 2a; H2b: hypothesis 2b; H2c: hypothesis 2c; H2d: hypothesis 2d; H3a: hypothesis 3a; H3b: hypothesis 3b.

Methods

Overview

Two studies were conducted. Study 1 aimed to identify the key physician information that had an impact on patients’ choice of physician in mHealth through an eye-tracking experiment. Study 2 used questionnaires to explore what influence physician information, determined in Study 1, had on patients’ choice of physician.

Study 1: Investigating Physician Information

Research Design

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact that physician information had on patients’ choice of physician in an mHealth platform and to identify the information that played a key role in this choice. Research has shown that people's ability to process information within their short-term memory is limited [49]; therefore, even though the information provided in the mHealth app, Chunyu Doctor, is comprehensive, a patient’s choice of physician is based only on a limited amount of useful information. In previous online medical studies, scholars have often used their own experiences and related theories to select the information they think is more useful, built regression models by crawling data to uncover the relationship between the physician information and the number of physicians’ consultations, and judged the impact of physician information on patients’ choice of physician [50-52]. This method is subjective and it is easy to overlook some potentially critical information. Humans obtain much external information through their vision and the images to which their attention is focused [53]. Through eye-tracking experiments, researchers can capture the information upon which people focus their attention more objectively and accurately. Therefore, in this study, eye-tracking experiments were used to screen physician information that had a key impact on patients’ choice of physician.

The Chunyu Doctor app contains 12 different types of physician information; for the universality of the experimental results, we did not consider the physicians' departments or specific communication between physicians and patients. The types of information we were concerned with were divided into three categories: physicians’ profile photo information, physicians’ nonprofile photo information, and patient-generated information. This information is shown in Table 1.

In this study, the 12 types of physician information (see Table 1) were classified into high-level and low-level information. Hospital, title, and educational background levels were classified by the government (eg, hospitals are classified into Class A tertiary hospitals and general hospitals); because of this, other information levels, except physicians’ profile photo information, were set with reference to the Chunyu Doctor app and all of them were pretested using a questionnaire. The questionnaire showed that the various information levels were significantly different; the specific classification is shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Table 1. Classification of physician information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information category</th>
<th>Types of information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physicians’ profile photo information</td>
<td>Profile photo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians’ nonprofile photo information</td>
<td>Hospital, title, educational background, academic research results, topic, fees, and peer evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-generated information</td>
<td>Consultation numbers, favorability rate, satisfaction, and gratitude expressed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding physicians’ profile photo information, based on a study by Ert et al [54], two dimensions were used to distinguish the information level: attractiveness and trustworthiness. A total of 60 participants—28 males (47%) and 32 females (53%)—rated 40 physician profile photos based on their perceived attractiveness and trustworthiness. We used photos of physicians from the official website of Peking Union Medical College Hospital; 20 males and 20 females, aged 30-40 years old, were selected. In the photos, all physicians wore glasses, white coats, and light sweaters or shirts; none had beards, accessories, or visible makeup. All photos were front-facing portraits of physicians smiling. Each participant had to look at all 40 physician profile photos. For each physician’s profile photo, participants were asked to answer the following questions: “Do you think the physician is attractive?” and “Do you think the physician is trustworthy?” These were asked in order to estimate the perceived levels of attractiveness and trustworthiness of the profile photos. The questions were scored on a 7-item Likert scale, ranging from 1 (totally unattractive/untrustworthy) to 7 (very attractive/trustworthy); the order in which the photos appeared to participants was random. Eight profile photos were selected based on the photos’ average attractiveness and trustworthiness levels; four photos had the highest and four photos had the lowest average attractiveness and trustworthiness levels, respectively. There was a significant difference between high-level and low-level profile photos ($F_1 = 94.58, P < .001$); however, there was no significant difference between the four high-level profile photos ($F_1 = 0.622, P = .60$) and the four low-level profile photos ($F = 2.929, P = .83$). In addition, there was no significant difference between male and female physicians ($F_1 = 2.547, P = .11$).

In this study, 12 types of physician information were grouped (see Table 1) and divided into three major categories. Each category was classified according to the rated levels (eg, high-level patient-generated information contained high consultation numbers, high praise rates, high satisfaction, and high gratitude expressed; low-level patient-generated information contained low consultation numbers, low praise rates, low satisfaction, and low gratitude expressed). This was used to generate eight mHealth physician home pages. In summary, the eye-tracking experiment was a 2 (physicians’ profile photo information: high or low level) × 2 (physicians’ nonprofile photo information: high or low level) × 2 (patient-generated information: high or low level) within-group experiment, in which eye-tracking data and questionnaire data were collected.

**Procedure**

A total of 42 undergraduate and postgraduate students from Beihang University participated in the experiment; participants were publicly recruited via the Chinese social media platform WeChat. In order to avoid gender bias, 21 men (50%) and 21 women (50%), aged 20-25 years old, were recruited. All participants had normal visual acuity or corrected visual acuity, with astigmatism below 200 degrees, and had online shopping experience. Before beginning the experiment, each participant signed an informed consent letter and registered their personal information. After the experiment, participants were compensated with CNY ¥30.

The eye-tracking equipment used in this study was the Tobii T120 eye tracker (Tobii Technology). The eye tracker was integrated into a 17-inch, thin-film-transistor display with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 and a sampling rate of 120 Hz. The instrument has a built-in eye-tracking server; the participants did not need to wear any equipment but did need to watch the experimental material displayed on the monitor. While the participants looked at the screen, the eye tracker automatically recorded eye-tracking data of the participants. Eye-tracking data can be analyzed and extracted using the Tobii Studio software associated with the eye tracker.

In order to simulate the mHealth treatment situation as realistically as possible, the experimental interface was based on the physician’s home page on the Chunyu Doctor app. In order to avoid interference from other information, only the aforementioned 12 types of physician information were included. Each physician’s home page was the same size and, as much as possible, the display format of the various types of information was consistent with the original app. The experiment began with an introduction:

> **We assume that you or a family member has a chronic disease, such as a sports injury, psychological stress, chronic disease, cold, fever, physical discomfort, etc, and you want to consult with your physician about the relevant information and treatment of the disease. In this experiment, you will be shown information about eight different physicians. These physicians are on the Chunyu Doctor mHealth app and work in a department related to the disease about which you want a consultation. After reading information about each physician, you will need to rate the statement “I choose this physician.” The options range from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Please complete the questionnaire according to your subjective feelings.**

During the introduction to the experiment, two unfamiliar types of information were explained, namely, gratitude expressed (ie, offering extra thank-you tips) and physician’s topic (ie, number of physician’s articles published). Participants were able to view the experimental stimuli (ie, the Chunyu Doctor app) by clicking the left mouse button on the screen. In order to ensure that the participants were able to fully observe the information about the eight physicians, each physician’s home page was fixed for 1 minute. The eye-tracking experiment was complete after participants browsed the home pages of the eight physicians. Participants were then asked to complete a questionnaire; participants needed to rate the usefulness of the 12 types of information by rating the following statement for each on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree): “I think this information is very useful for me in helping me choose this physician.” At this point, the experiment has been completed.
Study 2: The Mechanism of Influence of Physician Information on Patients’ Choice

Study 2 was based on the physician information identified from Study 1 that played a key role in patients’ choice. In this part of the study, we investigated how physician information affected patients’ choice of physician. Questionnaires were used to collect sample data through a 2 (physician’s profile photo information: high or low level) × 2 (physician’s nonprofile photo information: high or low level) × 2 (patient-generated information: high or low level), between-group experiment to verify our research model. We combined the three categories of physician information to generate home pages for each of the eight physicians. Only the information identified from Study 1 that played a key role in patients’ choice appeared on the home pages in Study 2. However, because fees are often related to physicians’ hospitals and titles, the impact of fees on trust was not considered in this study. Each participant only saw one of the eight physician home pages, which was chosen at random. The questionnaire was divided into three parts: (1) collection of demographic information (eg, age, gender, educational level, online shopping experience, and frequency of use of mHealth apps); (2) measurement of the moderator variable, patient expertise; and (3) participants’ responses regarding cognitive trust, affective trust, and physician choice after observing each physician’s home page. Each variable was measured using a 7-item Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The design of the questionnaire drew on the relevant literature; appropriate adjustments were made according to the content of this study to ensure the validity and reliability of the constructed measures, as shown in Table 2. Questionnaires were distributed through the Questionnaire Star platform (China Wise Talent Information Technology Co), a professional online questionnaire survey service in China.

Table 2. Constructs and corresponding items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive trust (CT) [55]</td>
<td>• CT1: This physician was competent and effective in meeting my needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CT2: This physician was capable and proficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CT3: This physician was very knowledgeable in his or her medical field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective trust (AT) [33,55]</td>
<td>• AT1: This physician would act in my best interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• AT2: If I required help, this physician would do his or her best to help me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• AT3: I think this physician is friendly and approachable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of physician (CP) [56]</td>
<td>• CP1: I would be willing to choose this physician.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CP2: I would be willing to recommend this physician to others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CP3: I have positive things to say about this physician.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient expertise (PE) [46]</td>
<td>• PE1: I am knowledgeable about mHealth services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• PE2: I learn well about mHealth services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• PE3: I have rich experience in mHealth services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Study 1: Investigation of Physician Information

The area of interest (AOI) in eye-tracking experiments is the gaze area to which researchers pay attention and represents the stimulus information in which participants are interested. AOI is the basic unit of analysis in eye-tracking experiment results. According to the classification of physician information as shown in Figure 2, the interface of each physician’s home page was divided into 12 corresponding AOIs: profile photo, hospital, title, consultation numbers, favorability rate, peer evaluation, fees, educational background, academic research results, topic, satisfaction, and gratitude expressed. Based on previous literature, the average duration of visual fixation for each AOI was selected as the eye-tracking analysis index for this experiment. The average duration of fixation is the average time in seconds of fixation per unit area in the AOI. The longer the average duration of fixation, the more interested the participants were in the test material or the more difficult it was for them to extract information [57]. In order to identify the information that participants were more interested in rather than information that was difficult to extract based on the eye-tracking index, it was necessary to combine the results of the questionnaire. John Miller, an American psychologist, has accurately measured the capacity of short-term memory; this capacity for a normal adult is 7 ± 2 items at a time, with memory ability decreasing with more than seven items [49]. Therefore, this study used the average ranking of eye-tracking data (ie, average duration of fixation) and questionnaire data (ie, ranking of the usefulness of information) to ultimately select seven aspects of information that had a key impact on patients’ choice of physician: favorability rate, consultation numbers, title, hospital, satisfaction, profile photo, and fees. The specific data are shown in Table 3.

As the results show in Table 3, we observed an interesting finding. People often subjectively believe that patient-generated information (ie, favorability rate, satisfaction, consultation numbers, and gratitude expressed) is more useful to them in choosing a physician than a physician’s profile photo. This may also be the reason why physicians’ profile photo information has not been taken into account in previous studies. However, eye-tracking data revealed contradictory results; according to this data, people payed much more attention to the profile photos. It can be seen that a physician’s profile photo is also a very important factor in patients’ choice of physician.
Table 3. Ranking of 12 types of physician information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Physician information</th>
<th>Duration of fixation (seconds), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Rank for duration of fixation</th>
<th>Information usefulness(a)</th>
<th>Rank for information usefulness</th>
<th>Ranking average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Favorability rate</td>
<td>8.14 (3.45)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Consultation numbers</td>
<td>7.22 (2.39)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>8.30 (4.55)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>6.74 (5.68)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>4.71 (2.31)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Profile photo</td>
<td>7.30 (3.96)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fees</td>
<td>5.80 (1.72)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Gratitude expressed</td>
<td>4.50 (2.58)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Educational background</td>
<td>4.77 (1.28)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Peer evaluations</td>
<td>5.03 (2.16)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Academic research results</td>
<td>4.09 (1.25)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>3.84 (1.55)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\)Participants rated the usefulness of the 12 types of information by rating the following statement for each on a scale from 1 (\textit{strongly disagree}) to 7 (\textit{strongly agree}): “I think this information is very useful for me in helping me choose this physician.”
Study 2: The Mechanism of Influence of Physician Information on Patients’ Choice of Physician

Sample Characteristics
A total of 272 questionnaires were recovered, of which 254 (93.4%) were valid. The sample distribution characteristics are shown in Multimedia Appendix 2. Among the participants, 44.5% (113/254) were male and 55.5% (141/254) were female. A total of 87.4% (222/254) of the participants were under 30 years old and all of them had online shopping experience. In line with the fact that young people are more receptive to new things, mobile device users tend to be younger and older people mostly use mHealth apps via their children. A total of 42.1% (107/254) had never used mHealth services while 57.9% (147/254) had used them; 17.7% (45/254) had used them one or more times a week. These findings could help explain the patient expertise in mHealth of the study participants. Based on the above analysis, the study sampling was considered reasonable.

Reliability and Validity
The reliability and validity of the measurement instruments were tested [58,59], as shown in Tables 4 and 5. SPSS, version 22.0 (IBM Corp), was used to analyze the reliability of the data and to measure the Cronbach alpha values of each construct. The principal component analysis showed that the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value of the sample was 0.904, which indicated that it was suitable for factor analysis. SmartPLS 3.0 (SmartPLS GmbH) was used to carry out confirmatory factor experiments [60] to analyze the validity of the data, including convergence validity and discriminant validity. Table 4 shows that the Cronbach alpha values of all constructs were greater than .8 and that the composite reliability values were also greater than 0.8, which shows that the measured constructs had better reliability. The factor loads of all variables were greater than 0.7. The average variance extraction (AVE) values were greater than 0.5, which indicated that the constructs in this study had good convergence validity [61].

For the test of discriminant validity of the measurement scale, we can compare the square root of each factor’s AVE and its correlation coefficients with other factors [61]. The results of the discriminant validity measurement are shown in Table 5, in which the enlarged diagonal values are the square root of each factor’s AVE. Table 5 shows that the square root of each factor’s AVE is greater than the corresponding correlation coefficients, which indicates that the discriminant validity between the constructs in this study was quite good.

Table 4. Construct reliability and convergence validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct and items</th>
<th>Factor load</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha</th>
<th>Composite reliability</th>
<th>Average variance extraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive trust (CT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT1: This physician was competent and effective in meeting my needs.</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT2: This physician was capable and proficient.</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT3: This physician was very knowledgeable in his or her medical field.</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective trust (AT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT1: This physician would act in my best interest.</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT2: If I required help, this physician would do his or her best to help me.</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT3: I think this physician is friendly and approachable.</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of physician (CP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP1: I would be willing to choose this physician.</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP2: I would be willing to recommend this physician to others.</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3: I have positive things to say about this physician.</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient expertise (PE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE1: I am knowledgeable about mHealth services.</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE2: I learn well about mHealth services.</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE3: I have rich experience in mHealth services.</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Discriminant validity analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cognitive trust</th>
<th>Affective trust</th>
<th>Choice of physician</th>
<th>Patient expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive trust</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective trust</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of physician</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient expertise</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.917</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of Research Model

Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) has advantages over Covariance-Based Structural Equation Modeling (CB-SEM) or general linear regression modeling in processing sample data that do not obey normal distribution—physician information is a class variable—involving multiple constructs and small sample size prediction experiments [62]. Therefore, we used SmartPLS 3.0, an analysis software commonly used in partial least squares path modeling, to construct the whole structural equation; we used bootstrapping with 5000 resamples to assess the statistical significance of path coefficients [63].

The results show that 77.1% of the variation in patient choice could be explained by the model ($R^2=0.771$). Table 6 shows that most of the hypotheses in this model were supported. Physicians' nonprofile photo information had a significant positive impact on cognitive trust. Physicians' profile photo information had a significant positive impact on affective trust, which supports H1a and H1b. Patient-generated information had a significant positive impact on cognitive trust and affective trust, which supports H1c and H1d. Cognitive trust and affective trust had significant positive effects on patients' choice of physician, which supports H3a and H3b. However, the hypotheses regarding the moderating effect of patient expertise were only partially supported. Patient expertise had significant moderating effects on the influence of patient-generated information, both on cognitive trust and affective trust. That is, when patient expertise was higher, the level of information generated by patients was higher and they experienced more cognitive and affective trust; thus, H2c and H2d were supported. However, patient expertise had no significant moderating effect on the influence of physicians' nonprofile photo information on cognitive trust nor on physicians' profile photo information on affective trust. Therefore, H2a and H2b were not supported.

To sum up, this study showed that in mHealth, physician information affected patients' choice of a physician through trust. In addition, it should be noted that patients with different levels of expertise will have different experiences. The experimental results showed that patient expertise had no significant influence on the relationship between physicians’ profile photo information and affective trust nor between physicians' nonprofile photo information and cognitive trust. It may be because physicians' profile photo information and physicians' nonprofile photo information are widely known types of information that exist in online medical treatment; no matter how much knowledge and experience patients have regarding mHealth care, it will not change the impact that these two types of information have on patients' choice of physician. However, patient expertise had a significant impact on the relationship between patient-generated information and cognitive trust and on the relationship between patient-generated information and affective trust. The interaction diagrams of the moderating effects are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Path coefficient</th>
<th>t test</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Supported?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1a: A physician’s nonprofile photo information will positively affect the patient's cognitive trust.</td>
<td>PNI(^a)→CT(^b)</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>4.558</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1b: A physician’s profile photo information will positively affect the patient's affective trust.</td>
<td>PPI(^c)→AT(^d)</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>3.197</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1c: Patient-generated information will positively affect the patient's cognitive trust.</td>
<td>PGI(^e)→CT</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>3.764</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1d: Patient-generated information will positively affect the patient's affective trust.</td>
<td>PGI→AT</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>3.759</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2a: Patient expertise will play a negative role in the influence of a physician’s nonprofile photo information on cognitive trust.</td>
<td>PNI×PE(^f)→CT</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2b: Patient expertise will play a negative role in the influence of a physician’s profile photo information on affective trust.</td>
<td>PPI×PE→AT</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2c: Patient expertise will play a positive role in the impact of patient-generated information on cognitive trust.</td>
<td>PGI×PE→CT</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>1.730</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2d: Patient expertise will play a positive role in the impact of patient-generated information on affective trust.</td>
<td>PGI×PE→AT</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>2.251</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3a: The patient's cognitive trust in a physician will positively influence his or her choice of physician.</td>
<td>CT→CP(^g)</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>7.553</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3b: The patient's affective trust in a physician will positively influence his or her choice of physician.</td>
<td>AT→CP</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>8.696</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)PNI: physicians’ nonprofile photo information.  
\(^b\)CT: cognitive trust.  
\(^c\)PPI: physicians’ profile photo information.  
\(^d\)AT: affective trust.  
\(^e\)PGI: patient-generated information.  
\(^f\)PE: patient expertise.  
\(^g\)CP: choice of physician.

**Figure 3.** Moderating effect of patient expertise (PE) on cognitive trust (CT) by patient-generated information (PGI).
Discussion

Principal Findings

Based on the SOR conceptual framework, this paper explored the impact of different types of physician information on an mHealth app on patients’ choice of physician. In the era of Network 2.0, a large amount of data will be delivered to consumers at little cost; with it comes cognitive load, so consumers are often willing to take shortcuts when making assessments or decisions [64]. Therefore, we believe that, although there is an increasing amount of physician information on mHealth apps, this is part of the information that plays a key role in patients’ choice of physician. Such information—physicians’ nonprofile photo information, physicians’ profile photo information, and patient-generated information—influences patients’ choice of physician through cognitive trust and affective trust and is regulated by patient expertise. In order to support our hypotheses, two studies were designed.

First, based on the capacity of human short-term memory, in Study 1 we discovered seven aspects of physician information that play a key role in patients’ choice of physician through an eye-tracking experiment: physicians’ profile photo, hospital, title, favorability rate, consultation numbers, satisfaction, and fees. Through this, we discovered an interesting phenomenon. Most of the participants subjectively believed that physicians’ profile photos were not very useful when making their choices; however, our preliminary evidence showed that the influence of the visual information from the physicians’ profile photos was beyond what they believed. In the field of online medical treatment, the influence of physicians’ profile photos on patients’ choice of physician has not been systematically discussed. Previous studies have suggested that smiling may increase consumers’ perceived trust, and the attractiveness and perceived trustworthiness of profile photos may be related to each other, leading to the beauty premium phenomenon [54,65,66]. Based on this, we believe that physicians’ profile photos are an influential factor that play a very important role in patients’ choice of physician in mHealth services; this may create some potential economic benefits. Therefore, future research on visual information should be expanded.

Second, in Study 2 we found that physicians’ profile photo information and physicians’ nonprofile photo information positively influenced patients’ choice of physician through affective trust and cognitive trust, respectively, which was not surprising. However, patient-generated information positively affected patients’ choice of physician through cognitive trust and affective trust; patient expertise played a significant moderating role, that is, the higher the expertise of patients, the greater the role of patient-generated information. mHealth services include a process of interaction between physicians and patients. When patients make a choice, they not only pay attention to physicians’ personal information, but are also influenced by other patients’ suggestions to a large extent. Previous studies investigated the impact of user-generated information but generally concentrated on books, movies, and other consumer goods [67,68]; there is little literature on medical services. Intangible, heterogeneous service quality is often more difficult to evaluate than product quality [69]; this study fills the research gap in the medical field. Moreover, we believe that with the continuing development of the Internet, mHealth care will be further popularized and people’s patient expertise regarding mHealth care will be improved; this means that patient-generated information will play a greater role.

We discovered another interesting phenomenon from our study results; affective trust played a more important role on patients’ choice of physician than did cognitive trust. This supports the theory proposed by Komiak and Benbasat that in the field of e-commerce, affective trust plays a more important role than cognitive trust in determining consumers’ willingness to adopt new services [70]. This discovery could be positive for some junior physicians. Nowadays, the competition for talent is
becoming more fierce; some physicians are often unable to secure employment in higher-quality hospitals or they fail to receive higher-ranked titles because of their relatively fewer qualifications. Although these may result in lower cognitive trust from patients, these physicians can make efforts in the direction of affective trust. This can include actively improving their personal photos by looking more formal and sporting professional smiles to increase their visual credibility. In addition, physicians can devote more energy to mHealth services, treat each patient with the utmost care and professionalism, and allow patients to benefit from their goodwill in order to improve patient-generated information, which could help improve their competitiveness in mHealth services.

**Implications**

The results of this study may also contribute to the development of mHealth apps; mHealth apps can be designed and improved upon in the following three aspects.

First, the patients’ eye-tracking behavior on the mHealth platform and questionnaire results can be combined to determine the most efficient and effective way to sort information within apps. Then, information can be arranged according to the phenomenon that, in eye-tracking experiments, a user's attention has been shown to decrease from top to bottom and from left to right. According to this study, patients paid the most attention to favorability rate and the consultation numbers, so information such as this can be placed at the top left.

Second, mHealth platforms should actively improve the relevant mechanism of patient-generated information, considering its influence on patient trust; this would allow it to impact and promote the successful establishment of physician-patient relationships.

Third, mHealth platforms can authenticate patient expertise by setting up questionnaires. When setting up a physician recommendation list, platforms should consider giving more weight to patient-generated information (eg, favorability rate, consultation numbers, and satisfaction) when patient expertise is high. When patient expertise is low, platforms should consider giving more weight to physicians’ profile photo information as well as their hospital and title information.

**Limitations**

The results from this study help in understanding the process of information selection, the usage of mHealth apps, and information that influences patients’ choice regarding medical services. However, there are still some limitations that will need be addressed in future research. First, only 12 types of physician information were selected in this study; however, other information, such as patient comments and physician-patient conversation records, may also have an impact on patients’ choice of physician. Future research can address the impact of these and other types of information. Second, mHealth care could play a relatively prominent role among the elderly [16], however, the participants of this study were younger (ie, 20-25 years of age in Study 1 and mainly under 30 years of age in Study 2). Follow-up research could include participants in other age groups in order to promote the widespread use of mHealth apps. In addition, the questionnaire survey method used in this study had certain subjective limitations. Follow-up research could apply the in-depth case study method, as it has advantages over the questionnaire method when analyzing dynamic phenomena [71].
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Abstract

Background: The high prevalence of physician burnout, particularly in emergency medicine, has garnered national attention in recent years. Objective means of measuring stress while at work can facilitate research into stress reduction interventions, and wearable photoplethysmography (PPG) technology has been proposed as a potential solution. However, the use of low-burden wearable biosensors to study training and clinical practice among emergency physicians (EP) remains untested.

Objective: This pilot study aimed to (1) determine the feasibility of recording on-shift photoplethysmographic data from EP, (2) assess the quality of these data, and (3) calculate standard pulse rate variability (PRV) metrics from the acquired dataset and examine patterns in these variables over the course of an academic year.

Methods: A total of 21 EP wore PPG biosensors on their wrists during clinical work in the emergency department during a 9-hour shift. Recordings were collected during the first quarter of the academic year, then again during the fourth quarter of the same year for comparison. The overall rate of usable data collection per time was computed. Standard pulse rate (PR) and PRV metrics from these two time points were calculated and entered into Student t tests.

Results: More than 400 hours of data were entered into these analyses. Interpretable data were captured during 8.54% of the total recording time overall. In the fourth quarter of the academic year compared with the first quarter, there was no significant difference in median PR (75.8 vs 76.8; \( P = .57 \)), mean R-R interval (0.81 vs 0.80; \( P = .32 \)), SD of R-R interval (0.11 vs 0.11; \( P = .93 \)), root mean square of successive difference of R-R interval (0.81 vs 0.80; \( P = .96 \)), low-frequency power (3.5×10³ vs 3.4×10³; \( P = .79 \)), high-frequency power (8.5×10³ vs 8.3×10³; \( P = .91 \)), or low-frequency to high-frequency ratio (0.42 vs 0.41; \( P = .43 \)), respectively. Power estimates for each of these tests exceeded .90. A secondary analysis of the resident-only subgroup similarly showed no significant differences over time, despite power estimates greater than .80.

Conclusions: Although the use of PPG biosensors to record real-time physiological data from EP while providing clinical care seems operationally feasible, this study fails to support the notion that such an approach can efficiently provide reliable estimates of metrics of interest. No significant differences in PR or PRV metrics were found at the end of the year compared with the beginning. Although these methods may offer useful applications to other domains, it may currently have limited utility in the contexts of physician training and wellness.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e13909) doi:10.2196/13909
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**Introduction**

The concept of burnout in the workplace, roughly defined as mental exhaustion because of chronic work-related stress, was first introduced nearly 50 years ago [1]. Once applied to physicians, the field of physician burnout research has steadily grown at a rapid rate [2], especially as it pertains to medical training in the United States [3]. A recent study of more than 16,000 US residents showed that the majority of their sample reported burnout [4]. In particular, emergency medicine (EM) has been identified by this body of research as a relatively high-risk specialty, as emergency physicians (EPs) frequently show the highest rates of burnout [5,6]. As physician burnout continues to increase in prevalence and attracts greater attention both within and outside medicine, efforts to alleviate burnout among medical providers have become a priority [7-10]. A natural corollary from this movement has been an internationally concerted search for new, objective ways to measure burnout, to serve as a complementary approach to the current body of research predominated by surveys and self-report inventories such as the Maslach Burnout Inventory [11].

In this search for new technologies to direct efforts to relieve physician burnout, heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) metrics have recently shown promise in multiple applications to medical providers [12-17]. Clinical applications of HRV analysis trace roots back more than a century ago [18], and the combination of improved technology and increased interest in physician well-being have spurred this new area of investigation [19]. Despite concerns regarding the validity of certain applications of HRV data (eg, the use of low-frequency [LF] power of HRV—and in turn ratio of LF to high-frequency [HF] power—to measure sympathovagal balance has been criticized [20-23]), a large body of evidence supports the notion that HRV analysis can illuminate the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic tone in the body [24], enabling the use of HRV to study autonomic responses to mental stress [25]. A particularly noteworthy study of HRV in surgeons highlights the value of objective measures of stress among medical providers, reporting that acute care surgeons in their sample showed levels of physiologic stress that were elevated out of proportion to self-reported stress [17]. These results offer compelling evidence that physicians, especially those routinely exposed to traumatic situations in highly time-sensitive settings, might provide unreliable assessments of their own stress. Thus, widespread use of objective, ecologically valid metrics of stress might represent a key piece of the puzzle in efforts to understand and alleviate burnout among EPs.

While HRV recorded by electrocardiography (ECG) offers a seemingly effective means by which to chart physiologic manifestations of stress responses in small samples of providers for limited durations, widespread application of this methodology to routine monitoring of physicians and trainees at work remains unfeasible. However, measurement of pulse rate (PR) and pulse rate variability (PRV) via wearable photoplethysmography (PPG) biosensor technology has been posed as an extremely low-burden alternative to ECG measurement with significantly greater potential for scalability. In a basic sense, while ECG measures changes in electrical activity in the heart, PPG measures changes in blood volume pulse (BVP) in the peripheral vasculature. The context of this physiologic relationship lies in the assumption that chronic exposures to workplace stressors that contribute to burnout are psychologically experienced by EPs, corresponding to neurological registration of the experience that triggers an autonomic response. This autonomic response, expressed as a change in sympathovagal balance, directly influences cardiac function as measurable via HR and HRV and that these changes in cardiac function will alter systemic blood flow and be reflected in PR and PRV metrics. Therefore, in an effort to measure stress responses reflected in autonomic changes that influence cardiac activity, ECG measures these phenomena more proximally than PPG, while PPG captures more downstream physiologic variables that are vulnerable to more physiologic interference and require reliance on a greater number of assumptions (eg, effects of the respiratory cycle on blood flow and multifactorial variance in systemic vascular resistance, [26] as a well-known, extreme example of uncoupling between ECG and PPG within this conceptual chain, consider the pathological state of pulseless electrical activity). The adequacy of PRV as a surrogate for HRV remains controversial [26-31], and to the knowledge of this author’s group, no studies have been published to evaluate the suitability of PRV analysis to study physician wellness.

This study aimed to evaluate the feasibility of collecting and analyzing PPG data from EPs while they work and to investigate whether patterns in their PR and PRV changed over the course of an academic year. To achieve this aim, PPG data collected from resident and attending EM physicians during the fourth quarter of the year were compared with an analogous PPG dataset from the same providers during the first quarter of the same year. This approach is founded on the notion that as trainees gain experience in their role over the course of a year, perception of stressors and their physiologic manifestations among the trainees—as well as among the attending physicians directly responsible for them—should decrease. For example, it has been shown that the odds that an individual EP will register a detectable concentration of salivary cortisol after completing a shift significantly decrease over the course of a year [32]. An additional analysis will be restricted to the resident-only subgroup to investigate whether patterns in PR and PRV may be specific to EM trainees. Given the novelty of the methods employed in this pilot study, a secondary aim involved assessing whether currently available PPG technology is ready for application to the ecologically valid study of physician wellness (ie, real-time examination of autonomic manifestations of stress at work), embedded within the context of a comprehensive literature review. In summary, the essential purpose of this pilot study is to answer the question: Can wearable PPG sensors offer a scalable, objective, and ecologically valid method to study workplace stress among EPs?
Methods

Institutional Review
This study was approved by the Institution’s Committee on Clinical Investigations and the Department of Emergency Medicine’s Medical Education Executive Committee.

Study Setting and Population
Participants were recruited from an academic ED in late June 2016 and 2017 at the beginning of the academic year to support 2 iterations of the study in consecutive years. Following an introductory information session during a scheduled department conference, 3 emails were sent to all EM residents and attending physicians inviting them to participate in the study. Volunteers who responded to these recruitment emails underwent an informed consent procedure, individually conducted by a trained research assistant. No financial compensation was offered for participation. All recordings took place at a single site: the ED at the host academic medical center.

Data Collection
Participants wore an Empatica E4 PPG biosensor watch (Empatica Inc) during at least 1 shift in the ED at the host institution during the first quarter (Q1: July-September) and final quarter (Q4: April-June) of 1 academic year. Continuous PPG data were recorded over the course of the entire 9-hour shift (14:00-23:00) while performing routine clinical care. Each recording automatically generated 2 forms of data used for this study: a raw PPG signal (BVP data) and an interbeat interval (IBI) log, each measured with respect to time at a sampling frequency of 64 Hz. Compilation of these datasets relied upon standard detection and filtering algorithms developed by Empatica [33,34].

Data Filtering and Inclusion Criteria
Once compiled, each recording entered a screening process before being included in the study. Data filtering and analysis procedures were executed via a self-developed set of MATLAB scripts designed to accomplish the following operations (Mathworks). First, the timing of each PPG recording was compared with the timing of each shift to verify that each included dataset reflects the participant’s physiology while providing care in the ED. Second, the total number of heart beats registered in each IBI dataset was screened for a minimum total of 300 beats. Given that each IBI dataset is generated via the application of a standard heart beat detection algorithm that excludes segments of recording consistent with artifacts or low signal to noise ratio, this screening measure served to ensure sufficient clean signal density in each recording. Third, each recording that met these inclusion criteria was plotted in a PPG versus time graph, and additional markers were superimposed on the x-axis to indicate time periods included in the IBI logs (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Raw blood volume pulse (BVP) amplitude measured in nanowatts from a single PPG recording plotted in blue, with registered pulse beats from the corresponding interbeat interval (IBI) log marked in red. PPG: photoplethysmography.
These plots were visually inspected to add a final opportunity to manually detect segments of included IBI data sourced from unreliable PPG signal. Finally, to sustain a repeated-measures analysis, data were only included from participants with 1 satisfactory recording in both Q1 and Q4. Once included, each PPG and IBI dataset was entered into 2 primary analyses, one in the time domain and the other in the frequency domain, providing complementary assessments of PR and PRV over time on a repeated-measures basis.

Data Analysis

Each IBI dataset was entered into a time-domain analysis designed according to previously validated standards [35]. Variables of interest included median PR, mean R-R interval, standard deviation of R-R interval, and root mean square of successive difference of R-R interval (RMSSD). Calculations of RMSSD were performed by isolating the single longest stretch of consecutive heart beats detected within each IBI log. The PPG dataset yielded calculations of power in the low-frequency range (LF: 0.05-0.15 Hz) and high-frequency range (HF: 0.15-0.40 Hz), as well as LF:HF ratio (LHR), composing the frequency-domain analysis [35].

Recordings dated from Q1 and Q4 were separated into 2 time points for each participant. The previously described standard measures of PR and PRV were calculated for each recording, and Q1 versus. Q4 was compared via paired Student t-tests for each metric. The data used in this study satisfy the requisite assumptions upon which paired-samples t-tests rely. Statistical power for these tests was calculated using a publicly available MATLAB algorithm [36].

Results

A total of 51 EPs contributed 95 recordings, producing over 800 hours of data. Following application of the previously described screening procedure, roughly 440 hours of data from 21 EPs were included in the study (Table 1). Interpretable PPG data constituted 8.54% of the total recording time undertaken in this study. A total of 10 participants were trainees and 11 were attending physicians. Two participants were included in both years of the study. Five of the 21 participants were female, including 2 of the 10 residents. Residents from all years of training were represented, including 4 postgraduate year (PGY)-1, 2 PGY-2, and 4 PGY-3 trainees. The mean age of participants at the time of enrollment was 32.8 years, with 29.9 years and 35.6 years for residents and attending physicians, respectively.

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of participants included in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size (N=21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident physicians, n (%)</td>
<td>10 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending physicians, n (%)</td>
<td>11 (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall sample (N=21)</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident physicians (n=10)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending physicians (n=11)</td>
<td>3 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall sample (N=21)</td>
<td>32.8 (5.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident physicians (n=10)</td>
<td>29.9 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending physicians (n=11)</td>
<td>35.9 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-1, n (%)</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-2, n (%)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-3, n (%)</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PGY: postgraduate year.
Time-domain analysis revealed no significant changes in PR or PRV in Q4 compared with Q1. Table 2 details the descriptive data from the primary analysis. Median PR in Q4 was 75.8 (SD 13.5) compared with 76.8 (SD 10.8) in Q1 (P=.57). Comparisons of PRV measures between Q4 and Q1 also did not reach statistical significance, including group mean RMSSD of 0.81 (SD 0.16) versus 0.80 (SD 0.11), respectively (P=.96). Similarly, frequency-domain analysis did not show any differences in Q4 versus Q1, including a comparison of LHR in which group means were 0.42 (SD 0.04) and 0.41 (SD 0.03), respectively (P=.43). These negative findings were observed despite adequate power, with estimated power (1−ß) values exceeding .90 for each of the 8 Student t tests included in this study, corresponding to the 8 PR and PRV measures of interest used, as outlined in Table 3.

Table 2. Mean (SD) values of measures in primary analysis including all participants (XeY denotes scientific notation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>MPR^a</th>
<th>MRRI^b</th>
<th>SDNN^c</th>
<th>RMSSD^d</th>
<th>LF^e</th>
<th>HF^f</th>
<th>LHR^g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>76.8 (10.8)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.113)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.035)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.113)</td>
<td>3.4e+3 (1.7e+3)</td>
<td>8.3e+3 (4.2e+3)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>75.8 (13.5)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.137)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.023)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.161)</td>
<td>3.5e+3 (2.1e+3)</td>
<td>8.5e+3 (5.3e+3)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aMPR: median pulse rate (pulse beats per minute).
^bMRRI: mean R-R interval (seconds per pulse beat).
^cSDNN: standard deviation of R-R interval.
^dRMSSD: root mean square of successive difference of R-R interval.
^eLF: low-frequency power (ms^2).
^fHF: high-frequency power (ms^2).
^gLHR: ratio of LF to HF.

Table 3. Results of primary analysis including all participants (Student t tests).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>P value (1−ß)</th>
<th>MPR^a</th>
<th>MRRI^b</th>
<th>SDNN^c</th>
<th>RMSSD^d</th>
<th>LF^e</th>
<th>HF^f</th>
<th>LHR^g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aMPR: median pulse rate (pulse beats per minute).
^bMRRI: mean R-R interval (seconds per pulse beat).
^cSDNN: standard deviation of R-R interval.
^dRMSSD: root mean square of successive difference of R-R interval.
^eLF: low-frequency power (ms^2).
^fHF: high-frequency power (ms^2).
^gLHR: ratio of LF to HF.

A secondary analysis of the resident-only subgroup similarly failed to reveal any significant changes in PR or PRV in Q4 compared with Q1, despite estimated power values greater than .80. Tables 4 and 5 detail results from this secondary analysis.

Table 4. Mean (SD) values of measures in primary analysis including trainees only (XeY denotes scientific notation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>MPR^a</th>
<th>MRRI^b</th>
<th>SDNN^c</th>
<th>RMSSD^d</th>
<th>LF^e</th>
<th>HF^f</th>
<th>LHR^g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>78.5 (10.5)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.095)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.123)</td>
<td>3.6e+3 (1.7e+3)</td>
<td>8.8e+3 (4.2e+3)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>74.7 (12.5)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.123)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.022)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.119)</td>
<td>3.6e+3 (2.5e+3)</td>
<td>8.7e+3 (6.2e+3)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aMPR: median pulse rate (pulse beats per minute).
^bMRRI: mean R-R interval (seconds per pulse beat).
^cSDNN: standard deviation of R-R interval.
^dRMSSD: root mean square of successive difference of R-R interval.
^eLF: low-frequency power (ms^2).
^fHF: high-frequency power (ms^2).
^gLHR: ratio of LF to HF.
Principal Findings

This study demonstrates the feasibility of recording real-time physiological data in EPs while they practice in an operational sense but fails to support the notion that the current state of wearable PPG biosensor technology can efficiently and reliably measure variables of interest in a meaningful way. The evidence produced by this study consistently supports the null hypothesis that there is no difference in PR or PRV patterns among EPs at the end of an academic year compared with the beginning, or more precisely, fails to support the alternative hypothesis that such a difference exists. The primary analysis failed to detect any differences over time in EPs at large, and the secondary analysis demonstrated a similar inability to find any significant changes among EM residents. These negative findings were observed in both arms of the study despite the use of complementary time-domain and frequency-domain analyses and despite adequate power calculated for each analysis. Given the anticipated effect of the passing academic year to decrease physiologic stress—including attending physicians working with more experienced and autonomous trainees, and particularly for residents with the benefit of 6 to 10 months of training in their assigned role—the question of whether this methodology can capture such effects requires careful consideration. Therefore, the aim of this pilot study to assess the suitability of these methods for these purposes emerges as paramount.

The closest precedent for this study is a 1998 study that used ECG recordings in 12 EPs to report increased sympathetic tone during night shifts [37]. Clearly, additional research is needed to develop objective, ecologically valid metrics of wellness among EPs, ideally using tools that can be upscaled to make widespread participation possible even while providing care in the ED. As previously mentioned, no literature exists on the use of PPG to study physician wellness—in any specialty—to the knowledge of this author’s group. However, a wealth of research continues to focus on evaluating the adequacy of PPG technology to approximate the HRV analyses that have demonstrated promise in this field [13-15]. This body of research comparing the 2 methodologies has yielded mixed results. The literature seems to weigh in favor of the accuracy of PPG measurement for healthy human subjects at rest [27]. On the other hand, evidence consistently calls into question the ability of PPG-enabled wearable biosensors to achieve useful recordings in human subjects undergoing active tasks marked by interference from factors such as motion artefact, inconsistent skin contact, and increased degrees of respiratory-cardiovascular interaction among other sources of physiologic variability [26,28,38]. Of course, these conditions apply to the study of EPs providing care in the ED and likely account for the yield of less than 10% usable data from our total recording time. In addition, further ambiguity surrounds more specific applications of HRV concepts to PRV methodology, such as translation of frequency domain metrics from ECG to PPG data [29,30], and even more fundamentally, use of the frequency domain to assess sympathetic activity in either ECG or PPG [20-23].

Taking this body of the literature into consideration, this study adds several new pieces of information. The primary goal of this study was to investigate whether any patterns in PR and PRV among EPs could be detected by comparing PPG data collected during Q4 versus Q1 of an academic year. These results indicate that no such patterns were found, regardless of the domain of analysis or training status of participants included and despite adequate power to conduct each test. The secondary question that emerges from this conclusion is whether the novel methodology of this study possesses the ability to detect changes in physiology linked to stress if they do in fact exist.

On the basis of a focused review of the pertinent literature, it seems unclear at best whether wearable PPG sensor technology has yet been developed to the extent necessary to characterize stress levels among EPs, especially while providing care in the ED. In particular, the quality assessment analysis demonstrating a yield of useful data less than 10% suggests that this methodology is at least an inefficient, if not inaccurate, means of probing physiologic changes in EPs at work. Taken together, the results of this study and existing body of the literature seem to suggest that PPG technology has not yet matured to the degree required for the use of PRV analysis in this field of research. However, it remains crucial to understand that wearable PPG sensors lie at the center of an intensely active area of multidisciplinary research and technological development [39].

## Discussion

### Table 5. Results of secondary analysis including trainees only (Student t tests).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>MPR&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>MRRI&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>SDNN&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>RMSSD&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>LF&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>HF&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>LHR&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>P value</strong></td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> MPR: median pulse rate (pulse beats per minute).
<sup>b</sup> MRRI: mean R-R interval (seconds per pulse beat).
<sup>c</sup> SDNN: standard deviation of R-R interval.
<sup>d</sup> RMSSD: root mean square of successive difference of R-R interval.
<sup>e</sup> LF: low-frequency power (ms²).
<sup>f</sup> HF: high-frequency power (ms²).
<sup>g</sup> LHR: ratio of LF to HF.

A post hoc analysis of the original 95 recordings demonstrated a yield of 8.54% with respect to time, meaning less than one-tenth of the PPG data recorded contained useful substrate for the PR and PRV analyses employed in this study.
For example, a new singular spectrum analysis–based method to automate detection and correction of artefacts in ECG data was published in 2019 following the completion of this study; such advancements might significantly enhance the quality of data that is readily accessible to researchers without a background in the technical aspects of this field [40]. Although this study suggests that current PPG-enabled wearable biosensor technology might have limited utility in the study of physician wellness in real time, advancements in the collection, analysis, and interpretation of PPG data will likely transform the field in the near future and warrant further investigation.

Limitations

Consideration of future developments surrounding this methodology aside, further research in the short term is needed to study sources of burnout in EPs. For example, several limitations of this study will need to be addressed in future investigations. First, as previously discussed, the current state of wearable PPG sensor technology remains highly vulnerable to interference from settings such as the ED. Perhaps, studies of smaller scope using HRV must be used to investigate EP wellness until PRV analysis has reached requisite maturity for these purposes. Alternatively, perhaps a chest strap can be used as an intermediate wearable biosensor in future studies to reduce interference inherent to PPG measurement at the wrist without subjecting participants to mobile ECG recording. Second, although the repeated-measures design of this study was chosen to enhance sensitivity to detect changes within participants over time, it unfortunately limited sample size, especially among trainees. Resident EM physicians at the host academic hospital frequently rotate at outside ED locations, significantly limiting opportunities to capture recordings within both time windows. Perhaps, an alternative design with greater sample size might uncover significant patterns in PRV among EPs, although the power calculations performed in this study call such considerations into question. Third, in an effort to test whether this methodology can offer a time-sensitive, ecologically valid way to study EPs at work, the exact duration of recordings entered into these analyses was not precisely standardized, which can pose issues regarding the frequency-domain analyses in particular. Instead, participants were simply instructed to record PPG throughout their entire 9-hour shift, and each recording that met inclusion criteria as detailed in the Methods section was entered into the frequency-domain analysis in its entirety. Similarly, the devices used in this study are capable of recording accelerometer data that can be used to inform exclusion of PPG data associated with significant motion. This measure was not taken for the purpose of this study because of the concern that exclusion of times at which EPs are active might lead to the systematic loss of the stressors this pilot study aimed to capture, but future studies of this kind must carefully weigh the benefits and disadvantages of this decision with respect to the primary goals of the study.

Fourth, this study lacked a direct comparison between HRV and PRV. The primary goal of this study was to evaluate a novel tool to measure stress among EPs in real time to guide efforts aimed at alleviating physician burnout. As a result, the focus of this study was to assess the utility of PRV analysis, given its readiness for widespread application to resident and attending EM physicians, rather than to validate the technology used for these purposes against another that bears limited ability to serve this primary goal. However, further research is recommended to use ECG alongside PPG to compare HRV versus PRV analyses in EPs providing care in the ED. Such studies can more directly assess the still unclear question as to whether the physiologic changes investigated in this study exist but cannot be detected by PRV analysis versus the possibility that these changes simply do not exist. Similarly, this study did not use self-reported data as a comparator, although evidence suggests that caution must be used when relying upon the assumption that different modalities of multifactorial concepts such as stress should necessarily correlate with one another [17]. Future studies will be required to address these limitations and further advance the search for new objective tools that can characterize burnout among EPs.

Conclusions

The results of this study do not indicate any changes in PR or PRV among EPs over the course of an academic year. Due to the limitations of this study, it remains unclear whether such patterns exist and merely went undetected, although calculations suggest this study was sufficiently powered. The finding that less than one-tenth of the recording time dedicated to this study yielded useful substrate for PR and PRV analyses lends support to the notion that PPG technology might not yet be ready for application to these purposes, suggesting that the methods used in this study are poorly suited to test the hypothesis in question. A review of the literature supports the suggestion from this study that wearable PPG sensor technology has not yet matured to the extent required for accurate measurement of physiologic reflection of mental stress among EPs while at work on a large scale. However, active research and development surrounding this technology will likely offer new opportunities for investigation in the near future. Further research is required to identify new tools that can inform mounting efforts to alleviate physician burnout.

In summary, this study adds the first evaluation of wearable PPG biosensor technology as an ecologically valid, objective measure of workplace-related stress among EPs to the literature. Although this methodology proved to be low-burden and therefore easily scalable, data quality was a prohibitive issue. At least, the current state of wearable PPG biosensors is subject to technological limitations that render it unable to reliably measure PR and PRV in active EPs. At the most, PPG methodology is subject to physiologic interference that precludes study of upstream concepts such as sympathovagal balance as a reflection of stress among physically active participants, such as EPs during shifts. In conclusion, this pilot study suggests that alternative methods must be explored to establish an objective, scalable, ecologically valid way to measure stress among EPs at work.
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Abstract

Background: Blood pressure (BP) is an important modifiable cardiovascular risk factor, yet its long-term monitoring remains problematic. Wearable cuffless devices enable the capture of multiple BP measures during everyday activities and could improve BP monitoring, but little is known about their validity or acceptability.

Objective: This study aimed to validate a wrist-worn cuffless wearable BP device (Model T2; TMART Technologies Limited) and assess its acceptability among users and health care professionals.

Methods: A mixed methods study was conducted to examine the validity and comparability of a wearable cuffless BP device against ambulatory and home devices. BP was measured simultaneously over 24 hours using wearable and ambulatory devices and over 7 days using wearable and home devices. Pearson correlation coefficients compared the degree of association between the measures, and limits of agreement (LOA; Bland-Altman plots) were generated to assess measurement bias. Semistructured interviews were conducted with users and 10 health care professionals to assess acceptability, facilitators, and barriers to using the wearable device. Interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, and analyzed.

Results: A total of 9090 BP measurements were collected from 20 healthy volunteers (mean 20.3 years, SD 5.4; N=10 females). Mean (SD) systolic BP (SBP)/diastolic BP (DBP) measured using the ambulatory (24 hours), home (7 days), and wearable (7 days) devices were 126 (SD 10)/75 (SD 6) mm Hg, 112 (SD 10)/71 (SD 9) mm Hg and 125 (SD 4)/77 (SD 3) mm Hg, respectively. Mean (LOA) biases and precision between the wearable and ambulatory devices over 24 hours were 0.5 (−10.1 to 11.1) mm Hg for SBP and 2.24 (−17.6 to 13.1) mm Hg for DBP. The mean biases (LOA) and precision between the wearable and home device over 7 days were −12.7 (−28.7 to 3.4) mm Hg for SBP and −5.6 (−20.5 to 9.2) mm Hg for DBP. The wearable BP device was well accepted by participants who found the device easy to wear and use. Both participants and health care providers agreed that the wearable cuffless devices were easy to use and that they could be used to improve BP monitoring.

Conclusions: Wearable BP measures compared well against a gold-standard ambulatory device, indicating potential for this user-friendly method to augment BP management, particularly by enabling long-term monitoring that could improve treatment titration and increase understanding of users’ BP response during daily activity and stressors.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14706) doi:10.2196/14706
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Introduction
High blood pressure (BP) or hypertension is the leading risk factor for cardiovascular disease, including myocardial infarction, stroke, and kidney disease, and accounts for 14% (10.4 million) of total deaths globally [1,2]. In 2015, an estimated 874 million people had high BP, but the disease burden is estimated to be much greater as high BP remains undetected, untreated, and uncontrolled in many individuals [2,3]. Over the last three decades, the incidence of high BP has increased worldwide and is projected to increase further, mostly because of an aging population, urbanization, reduced physical activity, and unhealthy diet [2]. High BP also leads to significant declines in productivity and economic burden and remains as a significant public health challenge.

Accurate BP measurement is essential for the diagnosis and management of hypertension; however, current measurement methods are suboptimal [4]. Measurements taken by health care professionals during medical consultations can be inaccurate because of white coat hypertension, and infrequent measurements may not represent typical hemodynamics [5]. Home BP measurements have been recommended by several guidelines [5-7], but it is impractical to measure BP during daily bouts of activity and at night, which has prognostic and therapeutic importance [8]. Ambulatory BP measurement devices can provide frequent valid measures across a 24-hour period and are the gold standard for clinical use, but they are not appropriate for long-term monitoring because they are intrusive, cumbersome, and costly [9].

In recent years, a number of cuffless wearable devices have emerged that enable frequent and unobtrusive BP measurement throughout the user’s usual everyday activities. Wearable cuffless BP devices are broadly defined as those worn on/attached to the body and without a pneumatic cuff, and they overcome many limitations of traditional ambulatory devices. Therefore, these devices may be suitable for collecting regular BP measurements over prolonged periods. Regular long-term monitoring could enable more comprehensive assessment of BP status and treatment adherence [10] as long as measurement accuracy meets guideline recommendations [11,12]. In a comprehensive literature review, we identified a number of commercially available cuffless, continuous, wearable BP monitoring devices [10] and selected a wrist-worn device that could be used in day-to-day life. However, before recommending the use of this device, it must be validated against standard BP measurement devices. At the same time, as these devices have only recently become available as consumer-grade products for BP measurement, little is known about the users’ and health care professionals’ perspective about their use in real life. Therefore, the primary aim of this study was to validate a wrist-worn cuffless wearable BP device against a gold-standard ambulatory BP device. Secondary aims of this study were to compare the wearable BP measurements against a home BP device and assess the acceptability of a wearable device among end users and health care professionals.

Methods

Study Design
A mixed methods (quantitative and qualitative) approach was used in this study.

Participants
We recruited a convenience sample of 20 healthy volunteers via advertisements and flyers at the Deakin University Burwood campus and selected general practice clinics in Melbourne, Australia. We included adults (aged ≥18 years) with normal BP (<140/90 mm Hg) who were willing to wear an ambulatory device for 24 hours, a wearable device for 7 days, and record home BP 3 times per day for 7 days. Participants with high BP (>140/90 mm Hg), serious medical conditions, and limited mobility and those taking BP medication at baseline were excluded. In addition, we purposively recruited 10 health care professionals who manage patients with high BP and had clinical experience with a range of BP devices—including cardiologists, general practitioners, nurses, pharmacists, and exercise physiologists—to ascertain the barriers and facilitators of wearable devices and acceptability for use in their clinical practice.

Ethics
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants at the time of enrollment. The study was approved by the Deakin University Faculty of Health Human Ethics Advisory Group (HEAG-H 135_2017).

Data Collection and Variables
A research assistant was trained in data collection procedures, device configuration, testing, and operation for 1 week at the Deakin University. Data were collected from October 2017 to April 2018. Data regarding socioeconomic status (age, sex, education, employment, occupation, and income), self-reported comorbidities, smoking, alcohol use, cognitive function, physical activity (light, moderate, and vigorous activities/times per week for ≥15 min), diet (fruits and vegetable consumption: servings/week), and medication were collected face-to-face using a standardized questionnaire. Weight and height were measured at enrollment. Body mass index was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared.

Blood Pressure Measurements
Baseline BP was measured using an Omron automated device (Omron HEM 7121; Omron Corp) at the time of enrollment. A total of 3 baseline measures were obtained. The first measurement was discarded, and the mean of the remaining 2 readings was calculated following standard practice [13]. Starting at the time of enrollment, study participants were fitted with an ambulatory BP device (Model TM-2430; A & D Medical Corp) with appropriate cuff size, which is highly accurate and has been validated according to international standards and recommended for clinical use [14]. The ambulatory device was programmed to measure BP every 30
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min during the day and every 60 min during the night for 24 hours. There were no restrictions of daily activities. Concurrently, study participants were asked to use the wearable cuffless device (Model T2; TMART Technologies Limited; Figure 1) in the nondominant hand, for example, a right-handed person was instructed to use the wearable device in the left hand. The wearable device measured BP every 60 min for 7 days. Participants were also provided with a home BP device (Omron HEM 7121) and a printed log sheet to measure and record BP 3 times per day—morning, afternoon, and evening, at consistent times self-selected by participants—for 7 days. All participants received instruction and demonstration about how to use each device at enrollment.

The wearable cuffless device was chosen as it is commercially available in Australia, is affordable (approximately Aus $50), is lightweight and easy to wear, and is waterproof and thus can be worn at all times. Participants were asked to wear the device on the wrist of their nondominant hand. This device uses MPU6500 sensors that do not require calibration before use, and it uses Bluetooth functionality to wirelessly send data to a mobile phone app (Wearfit) for storage and self-monitoring visualization. The device (minimum OS compatibility is Android 4.4 or iOS 8.0) also measured heart rate, blood oxygen saturation, sleep time, steps, mileage, and calories consumed among other features. However, these parameters were not considered in this study.

Data from the wearable and ambulatory devices were downloaded from the Wearfit app and onboard memory, respectively, after the participation period. Home BP measurements were recorded manually on a preformatted study log.

Figure 1. Wearable blood pressure device (T2 Mart blood pressure device).

Semistructured Interviews
Interviews were conducted with users at day 7 to determine the acceptability and usability of the wearable BP device. The interviews comprised questions about the overall experiences of using the provided BP measurement devices. Brief semistructured interviews were also conducted with health care professionals to determine acceptability as well as barriers and facilitators to real-world use. Health care professionals were briefed about the wearable BP device and how it worked. They were asked about the use of patient-reported BP data in their clinics and the future usability of wearable BP data. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the mean difference between wearable and ambulatory BP measurements over 24 hours. Secondary outcomes included the mean difference between wearable and home BP measurements over 7 days, barriers and facilitators of using wearable BP devices by users, and the acceptability of wearable devices among a diverse group of health care professionals.

Data Analysis
Data were presented as mean, SD, and range. Wearable BP measurements were compared against corresponding reference ambulatory and home measurements (eg, Wearable BP device 1st measurement W1 vs Reference device 1st measurement R1; see Table 1). We manually investigated extreme values (5th, 10th, and 15th percentiles from both sides of the distribution) for all devices to check for possible measurement noise. As the data did not differ significantly, we used the full dataset from all devices in these analyses. Data were explored graphically using box plots and scatter plots. We considered subjective daily average between wearable and ambulatory devices. We also estimated daytime BP using measures recorded between 7 am and 9 pm. A $P<0.05$ was considered statistically significant. Missing data were not imputed. Data analyses were performed using MATLAB 2017a software.
Table 1. Procedure for reference and wearable device blood pressure measurements validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BP^a measurement</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial BP measurements^b</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take reference BP measurement (office BP)</td>
<td>R^c0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take wearable device BP measurement</td>
<td>W^d0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validation BP measurements for accuracy evaluation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take first reference BP measurement (mean 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring)</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take first wearable device BP measurement (mean 24-hour wearable device)</td>
<td>W1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take second reference BP measurement (mean 7-day home BP monitoring)</td>
<td>R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take second wearable device BP measurement (mean 7-day wearable device)</td>
<td>W2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aBP: blood pressure.
^bMeasurement R0 was not used in the evaluation of reference BP distribution and variability criteria. Measurements R0 and W0 were not used in the evaluation of the test device accuracy.
^cR: reference blood pressure device.
^dW: wearable blood pressure device.

We used nonparametric Mann-Whitney U tests to compare the mean (SD) of the devices. Systolic and diastolic measurement biases were calculated as reference wearable measurement. We also assessed measurement accuracy by calculating the mean absolute difference (MAD) and mean absolute percentage differences (MAPD) between the devices [14]. The MAD and MAPD were calculated as follows: MAD = (Σ^n i=1 | p_i – y_i | )/n and MAPD = (Σ^n i=1 | 100 (p_i – y_i) / y_i | )/n, where p_i and y_i are the average wearable and reference device measurements, respectively, and n is the sample size. Measurement accuracy was graded according to the following accepted clinical standards: grade A, MAD less than or equal to 5 mm Hg; grade B, MAD 5 to 6 mm Hg; grade C, MAD 6 to 7 mm Hg; and grade D, MAD greater than or equal to 7 mm Hg [15]. Relative reliability was estimated by calculating Pearson correlation coefficients to compare the degree of association [16]. Standardized Bland-Altman scatterplots and limits of agreement (LOA) were used to assess absolute reliability and the variability of measurement biases across the measurement range.

A content analysis was applied to the semistructured interview data [17]. This method is appropriate, given our aims to describe (1) usability and acceptability of the wearable device among participants and (2) acceptability of this method among health care professionals caring for people with hypertension. Once transcripts were read in their entirety, coding of main themes was performed manually, and a log was maintained in a spreadsheet form. Categories of code were developed from the data through an iterative process. Coding was initially performed separately for study participants and health care professionals to assess if there were consistent categories and themes between groups.

**Results**

**Study Participants and Measurements**

A total of 9090 systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP) data (1530 ambulatory, 6720 wearables, and 840 home devices) were analyzed. Participants’ age was 20.3 (SD 5.4) years, half were female, and mean baseline BP was 112/74 mm Hg. Additional participants’ characteristics are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. Characteristics of the study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Study participants (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male, n (%)</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>20.3 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>37.2-18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>23.6 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>19.9-25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/living with partner, n (%)</td>
<td>8 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (master’s or above), n (%)</td>
<td>13 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment (fulltime), n (%)</td>
<td>12 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline systolic BP^a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>112.35 (9.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>95-131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline diastolic BP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>73.75 (9.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>47-96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aBP: blood pressure.

Measurement Biases

Table 3 summarizes BP measured across devices: BP was similar for both ambulatory and wearable devices (SBP 126 [SD 10] vs 125 [SD 5]; DBP 75 [SD 6] vs 77 [SD 9]), and there were no statistically significant differences over 24 hours (P>.05). The MAD between wearable and ambulatory devices over 24 hours was less than 7 mm Hg for both SBP and DBP. The average 24-hour BP data obtained using the wearable and ambulatory device showed poor relationship (SBP: r=0.16, P=.51; DBP: r=−0.15, P=.53; Multimedia Appendix 1). Mean SBP and DBP measured by ambulatory and wearable BP devices did not differ significantly (P>.05; Figure 2). Figure 3 shows the Bland-Altman plots comparing wearable and ambulatory devices; the mean biases (LOA) was 0.5 (−10.1 to 11.1) mm Hg for SBP and 2.24 (−17.6 to 13.1) mm Hg for DBP. The mean difference (2 SDs) were 0.08 (2 SD 20.69) in SBP and 2.46 (2 SD 15.03) in DBP.

BP values differed significantly between wearable and home devices over 7 days (P≤.01; see Table 3). Mean (LOA) daytime biases for wearable versus home devices were −13.9 (−33.8 to 5.9) mm Hg for SBP and −6.4 (−24.6 to 11.8) mm Hg for DBP. Daytime 7-day mean (SD) SBP and DBP were 126 (SD 6) mm Hg and 78 (SD 4) mm Hg, respectively. Moreover, 7-day MAD was greater than 7 mm Hg for SBP and less than 7 mm Hg for DBP. The mean biases (LOA) between wearable and home devices over 7 days were −12.7 (−28.7 to 3.4) mm Hg for SBP and −5.6 (−20.5 to 9.2) mm Hg for DBP. Daytime biases were similar (SBP −13.9 [−33.8 to 5.9] mm Hg; DBP −6.4 [−24.6 to 11.8] mm Hg; Multimedia Appendices 2 and 3). Similar differences were observed in the MAPD between wearable and home devices.
Table 3. Blood pressure values measured by different devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BP&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>MD&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (SD)</th>
<th>MAD&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (SD)</th>
<th>MAPD&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; (SD)</th>
<th>Limits of agreement, MD (2SDs)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Device worn for 24 hours</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systolic BP</strong></td>
<td>0.08 (10.56)</td>
<td>7.63 (7.09)</td>
<td>6.01 (5.42)</td>
<td>0.08 (20.69)</td>
<td>&gt;.05&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>125 (5)</td>
<td>119-138</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulatory</td>
<td>126 (10)</td>
<td>111-150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diastolic BP</strong></td>
<td>2.46 (7.67)</td>
<td>5.90 (5.34)</td>
<td>7.48 (6.45)</td>
<td>2.46 (15.03)</td>
<td>&gt;.05&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>77 (9)</td>
<td>72-87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulatory</td>
<td>75 (6)</td>
<td>64-90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 days</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systolic BP</strong></td>
<td>13.19 (8.31)</td>
<td>13.19 (8.31)</td>
<td>10.56 (6.64)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&lt;.01&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>125 (4)</td>
<td>113-139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>112 (10)</td>
<td>85-135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diastolic BP</strong></td>
<td>5.86 (7.62)</td>
<td>7.28 (6.21)</td>
<td>9.37 (8.04)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&lt;.01&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>77 (3)</td>
<td>68-87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>71 (8)</td>
<td>50-90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>BP: blood pressure.
<sup>b</sup>MD: mean difference.
<sup>c</sup>MAD: mean absolute difference.
<sup>d</sup>MAPD: mean absolute percentage difference.
<sup>e</sup>P for mean difference between ambulatory and wearable (24 hours) devices.
<sup>f</sup>P for mean difference between home (7 days) and wearable (7 days) devices.

Figure 2. Box plot of ambulatory and wearable systolic and diastolic BP measurements. P value calculated using nonparametric Mann-Whitney U Test. P>.05 indicates the absence of systematic measurement bias between devices. ABPM: ambulatory blood pressure monitoring; BP: blood pressure; WBPM: wearable blood pressure monitoring device.
Acceptability and Barriers and Facilitators of Use

Participants were asked about the experience of using the 3 different BP devices throughout the study period. Positive and negative features of each device were clearly identified from the content analysis (Table 4). The 24-hour ambulatory device was consistently identified as being the most difficult to use and wear as it intruded into activities of daily living such as sleeping and exercising and was often uncomfortable to wear or painful during measurements. Although the home BP monitoring device was simple to use and did not interrupt daily activities, participants identified that obtaining BP measurements was reliant on them taking action and initiating a measurement. Most participants preferred the unobtrusive design and automated measurements of the wearable BP device. Although additional wearable device parameters such as heart rate and sleep quality were not formally considered in this study, participants liked being able to view these data on the device display and/or in the smartphone app. Barriers to using the wearable device included difficulty in obtaining a good fit for people with small wrists, the need for regular charging, and a motion-activated light that woke some participants during sleep.

Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of using the study blood pressure devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home BP monitor</td>
<td>P05: “I thought it was so quick and easy to administer, and simple to use.”</td>
<td>P05: “It does rely on the participant to remember to take the readings but as long as they adhere to that...it’s quite a quick process.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hour ambulatory device</td>
<td>P08: “I suppose the positive of that [device] is that it was automatic. Um, it’s probably the only positive.”</td>
<td>P14: “It’s quite stressful to wear, I think it raised my blood pressure (laughs)...because you are just there, waiting every half an hour for it to go [take measurement].”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearable device</td>
<td>P13: “If you wear the watch in the morning you’re done for the day.”; P07: “You don’t notice it at all, in terms of it collecting any measurements.”</td>
<td>P02: “I would question...the accuracy of the BP measurement. It just didn’t seem to match up with all the...results from either of the other ones [measurements from other devices].”; P06: “When I was asleep I must have moved my wrist. And you know how it automatically lights up? It woke me up.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aBP: blood pressure.
bP: participant.

Although both users and health care professionals identified many advantages of the wearable BP device compared with other devices, accuracy was a consistent theme identified by both participant groups. Terms such as validity, consistency,
and reliability came up frequently in both groups, demonstrating the strong presence of this theme.

Most health care professionals described using and encouraging home BP monitoring for their patients. They acknowledged using patient-reported BP data when available, but they reported concerns regarding its reliability. When asked about the use of a wearable BP device by patients, all health care professionals expressed interest in this method as long as accuracy could be demonstrated. Health care professionals foresaw that the benefits of a wearable device could include convenience (small size and regular automated measurements) and improved adherence to monitoring. Additional considerations for using wearable devices included the cost, data privacy, and use among vulnerable populations such as the elderly and those with English as a second language.

**Discussion**

In this study, we attempted to validate, for the first time, a wearable cuffless BP device for measuring BP continuously against a gold-standard ambulatory device and against a common home BP device. Our results suggest the wearable device compared well with the gold-standard ambulatory device over 24 hours as measurement biases were within acceptable limits, but these are not sufficient on their own to recommend wearable devices as a replacement for established ambulatory devices. In contrast, wearable BP measures differed systematically from the home device over 7 days. Given the comparability of wearable and ambulatory measures, this likely suggests the home device systematically underestimated BP. The wearable device could potentially be used for long-term BP monitoring and management if their long-term validity and reliability could be established. The wearable device was acceptable to participants and health care professionals, provided validity can be ensured.

A 7-day BP measure could provide more stable assessment of BP status than current infrequent/one-off methods, but current devices are either too cumbersome (ambulatory) or impractical (home devices) for this purpose. Our findings suggest that the 24-hour data from the wearable device were consistent with its 7-day data, which might represent true BP better than the measures from a home BP device as those readings were taken only 3 times a day compared with BP data recorded hourly in a wearable device. An important assumption is that over the 7-day period, a participant’s true BP and within-participant variance could reasonably be assumed to be stable. The longer time frame allows for a sufficient number of measurements to capture the within-participant variance; however, the stability of the mean BP is less certain. The observed difference in BP between the wearable and home devices could also be because of the wearable device measuring BP during movement and daily activity, which we could not account for.

A systematic review and meta-analysis of 52 prospective studies reported that compared with usual care, self-monitoring of BP alone resulted in statistically significant improvements in SBP and DBP (−3.9 and −2.4 mm Hg, respectively) at 6 months, and that self-monitoring in combination with additional support lowered SBP from −2.1 to −8.3 mm Hg and DBP from 0.0 to −4.4 mm Hg at 12 months [18]. The unobtrusive design of the wearable device makes it well suited for assessing long-term and diurnal patterns of BP with potential prognostic significance. The wearable device used in our study is simple to set up, lightweight (23 g), waterproof, and compatible with both Android and iOS operating systems, and with a battery capacity of 80 mAh, it has a standby time of 10 days. The device can be demonstrated to the participants at the physician’s clinic during consultation. As demonstrated by our qualitative data, the device is easy to use and requires minimal technical knowledge to operate, making wearable BP devices suitable for people of all ages.

A number of wearable cuffless BP devices have become available in recent years [19-23], highlighting their potential use in clinical settings. However, most of them have only been validated for point measurements in clinical consultation settings, and longer-term validity has not been assessed. The American National Standards Institute/Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers wearable BP standard 2014-1708 require the MAD between test and referent devices to be less than 5 mm Hg [5] for grade A classification but does not provide guidelines for continuous BP device. In this study, we used an ambulatory device as a gold standard method to assess the validity of the wearable device. As home devices are frequently recommended to patients by health care professionals, we also compared the wearable device with a home device over 7 days. Although the use of home devices is typically limited to periodic measurements in the home during static rest, the wearable device allowed assessment of BP during daily activities and sleep. This higher-frequency measurement schedule could enable assessment of single and multiday variability in BP control. Moreover, as users can view BP on the device display and/or in a smartphone app, this type of device may help participants to better understand their BP and self-initiate discussion with clinicians during consultations when required. Thus, data obtained using wearable devices over time may allow measures of monthly or annual mean BP status, which could be used to monitor treatment effectiveness, adherence, or disease progression.

A major limitation of this study was a lack of exact time synchronization between the different devices. It would be interesting to compare the patterns and validation of BP measurements between the wearable and ambulatory devices over time. However, we have estimated the daytime wearable BP with home BP measurements by identifying wearable BP records from 7 am to 9 pm as this was representative of the time range for home device measurements. Subgroup and sensitivity analyses were not planned because of the small sample size participants. The wearable device used a combination of optical sensors and software algorithms to estimate BP; however, commercially sensitivity means detailed specifications are not available; this limits comparison with another wearable device. As our study participants all had normal BP, caution is required when generalizing the results to people with high BP. Finally, it was not possible to consider potential sources of error variance such as physiological fluctuation in BP and movement artifact during physical activity.
The capability of many wearable BP devices to wirelessly interface with mobile devices and a growing number of apps/digital platforms provides a means to (1) monitor and share BP data on a long-term basis, (2) alert participants to key changes in BP, and (3) help physicians to understand treatment adherence and efficacy and make appropriate adjustments. As artificial intelligence approaches become more sophisticated, it could be possible to automate data processing and synthesis, which will help to streamline the BP monitoring workflow for time-limited physicians. Further work is needed to better understand if this wearable device can identify nighttime dipping and early morning surges in BP, which provide important clinical information about hemodynamics control. Future research into validating wearable devices in clinical populations with time-stamped data shared with patients and clinicians in a meaningful way to support clinical decision making is warranted.

In conclusion, wearable BP device measures compared well against a gold-standard ambulatory device measure. Participants found the device simple and easy to wear and use. Our findings indicate potential for this method to augment BP management, particularly by enabling long-term monitoring that could improve treatment titration and increase understanding of users’ BP response during daily activity and stressors. The streamlined design and operation of wearable BP devices can offer numerous advantages compared with traditional ambulatory and home devices; however, measurement validity is a critical requirement. As this particular device did not meet established validity criteria, it cannot be recommended as a replacement for gold-standard ambulatory devices.
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Multimedia Appendix 1
Relationships between ambulatory blood pressure monitoring and wearable blood pressure monitoring during 24 hours of concurrent monitoring.

Multimedia Appendix 2
Bland-Altman plots between wearable blood pressure monitoring (WBPM) and ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) devices (24 hours). Measurement uncertainty during 24 hours of concurrent ABPM and WBPM. Black reference line represents mean bias, and red reference lines represent 95% limits of agreement.

Multimedia Appendix 3
Scatterplots of systolic BP versus diastolic BP for wearable and ambulatory devices. BP: blood pressure.
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Background: Wrist-worn activity trackers are popular, and an increasing number of these devices are equipped with heart rate (HR) measurement capabilities. However, the validity of HR data obtained from such trackers has not been thoroughly assessed outside the laboratory setting.

Objective: This study aimed to investigate the validity of HR measures of a high-cost consumer-based tracker (Polar A370) and a low-cost tracker (Tempo HR) in the laboratory and free-living settings.

Methods: Participants underwent a laboratory-based cycling protocol while wearing the two trackers and the chest-strapped Polar H10, which acted as criterion. Participants also wore the devices throughout the waking hours of the following day during which they were required to conduct at least one 10-min bout of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) to ensure variability in the HR signal. We extracted 10-second values from all devices and time-matched HR data from the trackers with those from the Polar H10. We calculated intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs), mean absolute errors, and mean absolute percentage errors (MAPEs) between the criterion and the trackers. We constructed decile plots that compared HR data from Tempo HR and Polar A370 with criterion measures across intensity deciles. We investigated how many HR data points within the MVPA zone (≥64% of maximum HR) were detected by the trackers.

Results: Of the 57 people screened, 55 joined the study (mean age 30.5 [SD 9.8] years). Tempo HR showed moderate agreement and large errors (laboratory: ICC 0.51 and MAPE 13.00%; free-living: ICC 0.71 and MAPE 10.20%). Polar A370 showed moderate-to-strong agreement and small errors (laboratory: ICC 0.73 and MAPE 6.40%; free-living: ICC 0.83 and MAPE 7.10%). Decile plots indicated increasing differences between Tempo HR and the criterion as HRs increased. Such trend was less pronounced when considering the Polar A370 HR data. Tempo HR identified 62.13% (1872/3013) and 54.27% (5717/10,535) of all MVPA time points in the laboratory phase and free-living phase, respectively. Polar A370 detected 81.09% (2273/2803) and 83.55% (9323/11,158) of all MVPA time points in the laboratory phase and free-living phase, respectively.
Conclusions: HR data from the examined wrist-worn trackers were reasonably accurate in both the settings, with the Polar A370 showing stronger agreement with the Polar H10 and smaller errors. Inaccuracies increased with increasing HRs; this was pronounced for Tempo HR.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14120) doi:10.2196/14120
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Introduction

The scientific evidence on the health and well-being benefits of physical activity (PA) is overwhelming, and, as such, increasing activity levels is a core public health target [1,2]. The greatest benefits are attained when engaging in regular moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA). For example, positive effects of MVPA have been shown in the domains of mortality risk [3,4] as well as physical and psychological health and well-being [1,5-7].

The PA research landscape could broadly be divided into 2 core facets—PA surveillance and PA promotion [1,2]. Key to progress in both is the accurate measurement of PA. In this regard, questionnaires that are prone to recall and social desirability bias [8] are increasingly being complemented by instruments that measure PA objectively. Wearable research-grade devices such as accelerometers are commonly used, which have improved the validity of PA estimates [9,10]. Unfortunately, conducting population-wide studies with accelerometers is difficult because of high costs and participant burden.

To this end, the soaring availability and use of commercial wrist-worn activity tracking devices are increasingly being harnessed by PA researchers who are keen to use them for large-scale surveillance and intervention studies [11-13]. Sensor technologies inbuilt in these trackers allow for the convenient collection of various types of data [14]. As such, observational research and PA monitoring in intervention studies might soon primarily rely on data collected through devices that were not developed for research purposes. However, to make adequate use of wrist-worn tracker data, the validity of such data needs to be established [15]. There are numerous validation studies that have been conducted in recent years, and most of the studies focused on the accuracy of accelerometer-based metrics (eg, step counts) that are available from generation 1 activity trackers [16-18].

In addition to measurements of accelerometer-based metrics, many newer wrist-worn trackers are equipped with capabilities to collect data on physiological measures such as heart rate (HR) [14]. Estimating HR is enabled through photoplethysmography (PPG), a technology that consists of light-emitting diodes and photodetectors. With this, volume changes in the pulsatile component in the microvascular bed of arterial blood can be captured through reflection of the emitted light through the tissue [19]. Algorithms are then applied to estimate HR from PPG information. The 2 key advantages to measuring HR instead of, or in addition to, other metrics are the capture of nonweight-bearing activities (eg, cycling) and the ability to ascertain PA intensity, which is important for MVPA monitoring.

Validating HR data from wrist-worn trackers in healthy individuals is a recent endeavor [14]. Despite the increasing research activity, there is currently little uniformity in the technologies used and the conditions in which studies have been conducted. For example, although most researchers assessed the accuracy of tracker-based HR data during cycling or treadmill exercises [20-36], protocols varied widely (eg, different speeds and varying durations). Some of these studies also examined tracker accuracy during chores [31], outdoor activities [33], and resistance exercises [32,35,36], and 1 research team was solely interested in HR data accuracy during sedentary time [37]. As such, drawing firm and generalizable conclusions about tracker accuracy in terms of HR data is difficult, and interested readers are advised to consult studies that assessed the accuracy of specific trackers during specific activities (eg, accuracy of the various Fitbit devices (Fitbit, Inc) during cycling).

What the above-mentioned studies have in common is that they were conducted in a controlled laboratory setting. However, there are differences between a controlled and less controlled environment, and collecting data in both environments is warranted to disentangle such differences and increase ecological relevance of findings. To our knowledge, there are only 2 free-living studies. One research team merely collected HR data during common daily activities over a few hours [38], whereas the other included only 1 participant [39]. This is unsatisfying because wrist-worn trackers are meant to accurately capture HRs in different PA intensity zones (eg, light PA and MVPA) throughout the day and in different people. In addition, sample sizes were mostly small, with only few studies having more than 50 participants [22,28,40]. Finally, HR validation studies have so far only included devices that are rather expensive (mainly devices from Fitbit; 40 of 61 validation studies) [14]. With this, many people who might benefit from trackers will not be able to afford them. Less expensive trackers are readily available, but they are rarely tested. If these more affordable devices are reasonably accurate, large-scale studies and population-based health promotion campaigns using such activity trackers could become commonplace.

This study aimed to examine the validity of HR data from 2 wrist-worn HR trackers, the Tempo HR, a low-cost device used for a national PA promotion campaign in Singapore, and the Polar A370, a consumer-based fitness and activity tracking device, in laboratory and free-living settings. Both these trackers have not been assessed previously.
**Methods**

**Design**
We conducted a 2-phased validation study with all participants: laboratory phase and free-living phase. The study procedures were approved by the institutional review board of the National University of Singapore (NUS IRB: S-18-026), and written-informed consent was obtained from all participants before study enrolment. Data collection took place between March and May 2018.

**Participants**
We applied multiple recruitment strategies to ensure a sample with varied characteristics. Students and staff were recruited through a post on the university’s Web-based learning system blackboard and word-of-mouth. Participants from the general public were recruited through emails sent to participants of the National Steps Challenge (NSC), a national PA promotion campaign rolled out by the Health Promotion Board (HPB), Singapore, yearly for 6 months (October to April).

Interested people were assessed for eligibility during an initial screening call and during the laboratory visit. The following inclusion criteria were applied: reasonably physically active English-literate men and women aged between 21 and 50 years with a body mass index (BMI) of at least 18.5 kg/m²; absence of physical disabilities or illness that would restrict moderate PA as assessed with the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire [41]; ownership of a mobile phone that supports HPB’s Healthy365 app, which was needed for data retrieval from the Tempo HR tracker, and that is compatible with HPB’s activity trackers; and willingness to use the personal mobile phone. Participants were instructed to abstain from caffeine for 12 hours and from food for 2 hours before the first study center visit.

**Procedures: Laboratory Phase**
During the first visit, we collected sociodemographic information and measured height and weight with a SECA stadiometer (SECA GmbH). Following this, participants were fitted with 3 HR monitoring devices. We used the chest-strapped Polar H10 HR monitor (Polar Electro Oy) as our criterion device. Concurrent validity of similar Polar devices against echocardiogram (ECG) is well established [42]. The device was placed below the chest muscles. It transmitted real-time HR data to a wristwatch via Bluetooth. Our 2 wrist-worn HR trackers were the trackers used for the NSC (Tempo HR, J-style, TEMPO) and the Polar A370 (Polar Electro Oy). The Tempo HR is a low-cost activity tracker that measures steps, distance, calories burnt, and HR. Data from this tracker were transferred to the participants’ Healthy365 app, downloaded by HPB staff at the backend before it was shared with the researchers. Those recruited through HPB were already in possession of the Tempo HR tracker. The Polar A370 is a commercial activity tracker that allows monitoring of steps, distances, pace, global positioning system location, calories burnt, and HR. Data were transferred to the associated Polar Flow app and downloaded to the computer. Devices were worn snugly on opposite wrists (Tempo HR: left and Polar A370: right, during both the phases).

Resting HR following at least 5 min of continuous sitting was measured before the cycling protocol.

Participants were requested to go through an incremental cycling protocol of 20 min on a stationary exercise bicycle (Monark 894E). The protocol consisted of four 5-min stages, and participants were required to cycle at an intensity corresponding to their designated HR zones for each stage (45%, 55%, 65%, and 75% of maximum HR [HR\textsubscript{max}]; ±10 beats per minute [bpm]) [22]. HR\textsubscript{max} was calculated according to the common formula 220–age in years [43]. During the cycling program, researchers monitored adherence to the HR zones, provided verbal encouragement if necessary, and recorded perceived exertion at midpoint of each stage using the well-established 15-point visual Borg scale [44]. Following the cycling program, participants’ recovery HR was monitored for 5 min.

**Procedures: Free-Living Phase**
After completing the cycling protocol, participants were introduced to the procedures of the free-living phase. In addition to the devices used in the laboratory phase, we provided participants with an ActiGraph wGT3X+BT accelerometer (ActiGraph) to collect HR data from the Polar H10 chest strap via Bluetooth. The small tamper-proof device was attached with a belt to the right side of the hip. We also provided an instruction sheet detailing adequate wear.

Participants were instructed to wear the devices during waking hours of the following day (after getting up in the morning until bedtime at night) and only remove them during water-based activities. In addition, we requested that participants engage in at least one 10-min bout of MVPA during the day to capture a wide range of HR signals. Finally, participants were provided with a device-wear log to record their wear and nonwear as well as their MVPA session(s). Participants returned to the laboratory a few days later to return the study devices and transfer HR data of the Tempo HR to the Healthy365 app.

**Data Acquisition and Synchronization**
The sampling frequencies of the Tempo HR, Polar A370, and Polar H10 chest strap were 0.1 Hz, 1 Hz, and 1 Hz, respectively. As such, HR data were collected every second by the Polar devices and every 10 seconds by the Tempo HR (a sample of the raw data is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1). All devices provided time-stamped HR data based on the Network Time Protocol (GMT plus 8 hours). This allowed for time matching of data. For our analyses, we extracted the 10-second values from all 3 devices and time matched the nonzero HR data from Tempo HR and Polar A370 with those from Polar H10. The following data inclusion criteria were applied for the 2 phases separately: availability of at least 10 min of time-matched data for the laboratory phase and availability of at least 180 min of time-matched data for the free-living phase.

**Statistical Analysis**
We summarized participants’ characteristics descriptively using mean and SD for continuous variables and number and percentage for categorical variables.

We calculated the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) using mixed effects models to assess the absolute agreement.
between the criterion (Polar H10) and the other trackers (Tempo HR and Polar A370) in the laboratory phase and free-living phase. The strength of the ICC was interpreted as weak (<0.50), moderate (≥0.50 to 0.74), strong (≥0.75 to 0.89), and very strong (≥0.90) [45]. To facilitate visual inspection, we created scatterplots of HRs between devices with all participants and similarly for each participant (not shown).

We then calculated mean absolute errors (MAEs) and mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE; absolute error/criterion×100) between the criterion (Polar H10) and, both, the Tempo HR and the Polar A370 trackers, to gauge overall measurement error. As highlighted in a recent study, there is no clear cutoff for what level of error would indicate adequate validity between measures [32]. After considering the available options and similar to the authors of a previous study, we adopted a cutoff of 10% to judge validity [46], a cutoff that also coincides with the one suggested by the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation in their document on the validity of HR measurement devices [47]. Bland-Altman (BA) plots with limits of agreement (LoA) set at 95% were used to visualize agreement and proportional bias.

Moreover, we ranked the 10-second HR time points derived from the Polar H10 and divided them into deciles. As such, decile 1 contained the lowest 10% of all HR and decile 10 contained the highest 10% of all HR. We then time matched these HR deciles with HR data from the Tempo HR and Polar A370. We constructed the box plots to compare the HR data from the Tempo HR and the Polar A370 with the Polar H10 measures across the deciles.

Finally, we constructed 2×2 tables to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of the 2 trackers for identifying the different HR zones based on the Polar H10 (<64% HRmax and ≥64% HRmax). The cutoff of 64% HRmax was chosen because it is the updated cutoff [48] of the earlier 50% HRmax cutoff [49]. The more recent cutoff has since been endorsed by the American College of Sports Medicine [50]. All statistical analyses were conducted using R (version 3.4.2).

Results

Study Participants

Of the 57 people screened, 55 were eligible and joined the study (mean age 30.5 [SD 9.8] years), with 26 being female (47%), 36 with normal weight (65%; BMI <23 kg/m²), and 39 with Chinese ethnicity (71%). Due to the unavailability of some HR data, few participants were excluded from some analyses. Figure 1 depicts the analysis flow, which also indicates data availability.

Figure 1. Data analysis flow showing participants in analysis (n) and number of matched heart rate time points. BMI: body mass index; HR: heart rate.
Overall Agreement

Laboratory Phase

In the laboratory phase, the HR data from the Tempo HR showed a moderate ICC (0.51; 95% CI 0.38 to 0.60) with the data from Polar H10. With a MAE of 15.1 bpm (95% CI 14.6 to 15.5 bpm) and an MAPE of 13.0%, the measurement error was somewhat large. Polar A370 data also had a moderate but stronger ICC with the Polar H10 (0.73; 95% CI 0.66 to 0.78). Measurement errors were small with a MAE of 7.3 bpm (95% CI 7.0 to 7.7 bpm) and an MAPE of 6.4%. On average, both the devices underestimated HR: Tempo HR by 9.7 bpm (95% CI −10.2 to −9.2 bpm) and Polar A370 by 5.7 bpm (95% CI −6.1 to −5.3 bpm).

Figure 2 shows the BA plot, and Figure 3 shows the HR decile plot between the Tempo HR and the Polar H10. These plots showcase 3 trends: HR tends to be underestimated by the Tempo HR across the range of HR values; the increase in HR is accompanied by an increasing difference between the Tempo HR and Polar H10 HR data; and the variability of the HR data from the Tempo HR increases with increasing HR and the variability is especially pronounced at the higher HR deciles (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Laboratory phase: Bland-Altman plot between the heart rate data from the Polar H10 and the Tempo HR. Light blue dotted lines show the limits of agreement, and the dark blue dotted line shows the mean of the difference. HR: heart rate.
As can be seen in Figures 4 and 5, the trends described above are less pronounced when considering HR data from the Polar A370 tracker. First, it can be seen that the underestimation of HR is occurring across HR values (Figure 4). Second, the decile plot does not indicate a marked change in the difference between the data from the Polar A370 and the Polar H10 across HRs. Third, the variability of Polar A370 does not increase markedly with increasing HR (Figure 5).
Figure 4. Laboratory phase: Bland-Altman plot between the heart rate data from the Polar H10 and the Polar A370. Light blue dotted lines show the limits of agreement, and the dark blue dotted line shows the mean of the difference. HR: heart rate.
Free-Living Phase
The ICC between the Polar H10 and the Tempo HR data was moderate in the free-living phase (0.71; 95% CI 0.70 to 0.71). Errors were smaller compared with the laboratory phase with a MAE of 8.7 bpm (95% CI 8.7 to 8.8 bpm) and an MAPE of 10.2%. For the Polar A370, the ICC between the Polar H10 and the Polar A370 tracker data was strong (0.83; 95% CI 0.79 to 0.87). Errors were similar compared with the ones in the laboratory phase with a MAE of 5.9 bpm (95% CI 5.8 to 5.9 bpm) and an MAPE of 7.1%. In contrast to the results from the laboratory phase, both the devices overestimated HR slightly (Tempo HR 0.4 bpm; 95% CI 0.3 to 0.5 bpm and Polar A370 3.4 bpm; 95% CI 3.3 to 3.4 bpm).

The BA plot in Figure 6 depicts the potential occurrences of overestimation and underestimation of HR measures from the Tempo HR across HR values. Although no clear trend can be established, it appears that HR overestimation is more common. As shown in Figure 7, overestimation tends to occur at lower HRs, whereas underestimation happens more frequently at higher HRs. In addition, the decile plot shows that the HR difference between the Polar H10 and the Tempo HR is minimal until decile 8 where it begins to increase markedly. At decile 10, the difference is substantial. In addition, Tempo HR data vary to a similar degree until decile 10, where the variability is high.

Figure 8 shows the BA plot, and Figure 9 shows the HR decile plot between the Polar A370 and the Polar H10. Both plots indicate that the Polar A370 appears to overestimate HR at lower HRs (below decile 9). However, the decile plot shows that the overall difference between the criterion and the Polar...
A370 is not substantial throughout. As for the Tempo HR, data variability is high only in decile 10.

**Figure 6.** Free-living phase: Bland-Altman plot between the heart rate data from the Polar H10 and the Tempo HR. Light blue dotted lines show the limits of agreement, and the dark blue dotted line shows the mean of the difference. HR: heart rate.
Figure 7. Free-living phase: box plot providing by-decile comparisons of mean Polar H10 (white) and Tempo HR HR data (gray). HR: heart rate; bpm: beats per minute.
Figure 8. Free-living phase: Bland-Altman plot between the heart rate data from the Polar H10 and the Polar A370. Light blue dotted lines show the limits of agreement, and the dark blue dotted line shows the mean of the difference. HR: heart rate.
Sensitivity and Specificity

When analyzing how many MVPA time points were identified by the Tempo HR and the Polar A370, we set the MVPA cutoff at 64% \( \text{HR}_{\text{max}} \). In the laboratory phase, of the total aggregate time points in the MVPA HR zone that were detected by the Polar H10, 62.13% (1872/3013) were also identified by the Tempo HR, whereas the Polar A370 identified 81.09% (2273/2803). The remaining time was spent below the MVPA HR zone, of which 91.52% (4267/4662) and 97.52% (4637/4755) were also registered by the Tempo HR and the Polar A370, respectively. Overall, the Tempo HR identified 79.99% (6139/7675) and the Polar A370 91.42% (6910/7558) of data points accurately.

In the free-living phase, we found that the Tempo HR identified 54.27% (5717/10,535) and the Polar A370 identified 83.55% (9323/11,158) of the MVPA time points that the Polar H10 registered. The Tempo HR picked up 97.22% (186,402/191,741) and the Polar A370 picked up 96.72% (183,625/189,861) of time points below the MVPA HR zone. Overall accuracy was above 90% for both the trackers (Tempo HR: 94.98%, 192,119/202,276; Polar A370: 95.98%, 192,948/201,019). An overview of the results is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Number of 10-second matched time points spent in heart rate zones as detected by the Polar A370 and the Tempo HR in the laboratory phase and free-living phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>≥64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; a, n (%)</th>
<th>&lt;64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laboratory phase</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to Polar H10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2273 (81.09)</td>
<td>118 (2.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>530 (18.91)</td>
<td>4637 (97.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2803 (37.09)</td>
<td>4755 (62.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to Tempo HR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1872 (62.13)</td>
<td>395 (8.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1141 (37.87)</td>
<td>4267 (91.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3013 (39.26)</td>
<td>4662 (60.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free-living phase</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to Polar A370</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>9323 (83.55)</td>
<td>6236 (3.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1835 (16.45)</td>
<td>183,625 (97.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11,158 (5.55)</td>
<td>189,861 (94.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to Tempo HR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>5717 (54.27)</td>
<td>5339 (2.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;64% HR&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4818 (45.73)</td>
<td>186,402 (97.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,535 (5.21)</td>
<td>191,741 (94.79)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aHR<sub>max</sub>: maximum heart rate.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

From the present 2-phased tracker validation study involving 55 participants with varying characteristics, a few key findings can be highlighted. First, HR data from the low-cost Tempo HR tracker showed moderate agreement with the data from the chest-strapped Polar H10 in both the laboratory phase and free-living phase. Although the measurement errors of the Tempo HR were above the 10% validity cutoff [46,47] in both phases, indicating its limited validity when measuring HR, the measurement error was markedly lower and close to the cutoff in the free-living phase (10.2% error). Second, HR data from the consumer-based Polar A370 showed strong agreement with data from the Polar H10 and low measurement errors (below the 10% validity cutoff) in both phases, indicating its limited validity when measuring HR. To establish the stability of the study results, we conducted sensitivity analyses. For this, we removed outliers and compared Polar H10 with the 2 other trackers using the remaining matched data points available. Outliers were defined as follows: a Pearson correlation coefficient of less than 0.3 between the Polar H10 and the test trackers in the laboratory setting. In secondary analyses, we only used data that were available from all 3 devices. Conducting these analyses did not change the results markedly (data not shown). As such, the reported results are not influenced by extreme cases or outliers.

**Heart Rate Accuracy of the Polar A370 and Tempo HR in Context**

When contextualizing our laboratory findings with those reported in the literature, the Polar A370 and the Tempo HR appear to have comparable or better accuracy with the market leader Fitbit, which has been studied extensively [20-25,28-32,34,36,37]. For example, authors who also asked participants to go through a cycling ergometer program reported agreement coefficients for Fitbit devices of between 0.21 and 0.50 [30,32,34]. The ICCs for the Polar A370 and Tempo HR in our study were 0.73 and 0.51, respectively. Similarly, other studies reported Fitbit MAPEs of 15.9% [34] and 21.06% [32], whereas the MAPE of the Polar A370 in our study was 6.4%; the one for the Tempo HR was 13.0%.
Comparing our results from the free-living phase with the results reported in other studies is problematic as, to our knowledge, there are only 2 studies that had a free-living element [38,39]. Gorny et al assessed data collected by the Fitbit Charge HR against data from the Polar H6 chest strap and reported an ICC of 0.83 and a mean difference between devices of −5.96 bpm. The ICC is in line with what we found for the Polar A370 in our study (ICC: 0.83). However, we observed overestimation in the free-living setting (Polar A370: 3.4 bpm; Tempo HR: 0.4 bpm). The authors also conducted sensitivity and specificity analysis and reported that the Fitbit Charge HR detected 52.9% of episodes spent in MVPA HR zones. Although this appears to be similar to what we found for the sensitivity of the Tempo HR (54.27%), the MVPA cutoffs in both studies were different. In our study, the more recent cutoff of 64% HR\textsubscript{max} was used, whereas Gorny et al used the older 50% HR\textsubscript{max} cutoff. One study by Nelson and Allen also provides some information on the accuracy of a Fitbit device in a free-living setting (Fitbit Charge 2). Over a 24-hour period, agreement measured by the concordance correlation coefficient was 0.91; this is close to what we found for the Polar A370 (although we used the ICC that provides similar estimates). MAE (4.9 bpm) and MAPEs (6.0%) for the Fitbit Charge 2 were also similar to that of the Polar A370 in our study (5.9 bpm, 7.1%). From these results, it appears that the Polar A370 is similarly accurate as the Fitbit Charge in free-living settings, whereas the Tempo HR appears to be less accurate.

The finding that the accuracy of wrist-worn trackers decreases as intensity increases has been observed in previous laboratory studies. For example, Boudreaux et al found that an increase in cycling intensity was associated with increasing HR underestimation in assessed activity trackers [32]. Dondzila et al made a similar discovery during treadmill exercises [21]. Sperier et al suggested that the increased measurement error with increasing movement intensity is because of increased motion, which leads to more disturbances of the blood flow-sensor interface [35].

It is difficult to draw firm conclusions about such trends in the free-living phase, as there are no comparable studies available. We observed smaller differences across activity intensities, which might be related to the fact that the proportion of higher HR values was rather small compared with the laboratory study. This might also partially explain the generally higher accuracy in the free-living phase versus the laboratory phase. Another reason for the difference in accuracy between the free-living phase and laboratory phase might be related to the temperature difference between the laboratory and the free-living settings [51]. The laboratory study was conducted in an air-conditioned environment in which the temperature varied between 18°C and 20°C. This is significantly colder than the outside temperature in Singapore (between 30°C and 32°C); hence, the free-living study was executed under warmer conditions. The fact that higher temperatures facilitate blood flow is well established. The aforementioned factors could also partially explain why the test devices underestimated HR in the laboratory phase and not in the free-living phase.

Differences in Accuracy Between Devices

From the results of our study and the overall HR tracker validation literature, it is obvious that there are marked differences between devices in terms of accuracy that ought to be explained. A review by Tamura et al provides some insights into the factors that impact HR measurement through PPG in different devices [19]. First, PPG-measured HR differences between devices might be related to the algorithms used to estimate HR. Different devices use different algorithms for translating the detected blood flow into HR. A recent study highlighted that sensor technologies to detect physiological parameters are mostly identical between devices. However, the algorithms applied to translate the collected data into a readable HR measure vary from vendor to vendor and can be changed without notice [14]. Similarly, algorithms used to correct for movement artifacts during upper body movements vary between devices [52]. As such, it is the algorithm and not the technology itself that seems to primarily impact device accuracy. A second reason for the observed differences in accuracy between devices could be related to the contact force between the sensor and the skin [53]. Insufficient contact pressure is related to less sensitivity in detecting blood flow. Although both trackers were fitted snugly (this was tested), the Polar A370 had more bracelet holes, which meant that its sensor might have had slightly better contact with the skin.

Strengths and Limitations

A number of strengths of this study can be highlighted. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that thoroughly investigated the validity of HR measures of modern wrist-worn activity trackers in 2 settings, the laboratory and daily life. Research on the real-world performance of activity trackers can advance the PA and exercise measurement field substantially as these trackers are meant to be used as people go about their normal lives. Second, our study sample size was relatively large and diverse, which is rare in validation studies. Third, we were able to collect temporally dense HR data from all devices (approximately 12 hours per device in the free-living phase), which allowed us to conduct in-depth analyses of tracker validity across varying HRs. The richness of data we collected stands in stark contrast to most previous studies that relied mainly on few data points, for example, at the end or midpoint of a stage in a cycling protocol [32]. Despite these strengths, a few limitations ought to be mentioned. First, we opted for a cycling protocol in our laboratory phase, which might not be optimal as participants bent their wrists when holding on to the handlebar. However, using other protocols, such as a treadmill program, as in other studies, is not optimal either, as upper body movements will lead to movement artifacts that are likely to impact HR measures of the wrist-worn trackers [19]. Second, compared with other researchers who investigated the validity of up to 8 activity trackers [32], we only used 2 trackers in our study. Although this might appear to be a significant shortcoming, we limited the number of trackers intentionally. We based our decision on a small internal pilot study during which we established that wearing many trackers in addition to a chest-strap HR monitor during a free-living study would be too burdensome for participants; as such, we were concerned about study compliance. Third, it was not possible to ensure
participants wore the devices accurately during the free-living phase. Although we explained how the devices should be fitted, practiced the wear protocol with participants, and provided a step-by-step instruction sheet, it is possible that participants did not wear the devices appropriately. However, as the accuracy was generally higher in the free-living phase versus the laboratory phase, we believe that inappropriate wear did not introduce significant errors. Fourth, we predetermined the wearing side of the 2 trackers (Tempo HR: left and Polar A370: right). There is some debate about whether the side at which trackers are worn could influence the HR data collected. Some researchers predetermined wear side [21,30,31,36-38,40], whereas others used randomization procedures [20,22,24,29,32]. We believe our protocol did not introduce bias and base this assumption on a 2017 study in which researchers found that the wearing side (left or right) was not associated with differences in HR measurement error in 6 commercial trackers; in 1 device, there were some small differences [28]. Finally, we used a chest-strapped HR monitor as our criterion device for measuring HR. Although ECG might have been the more adequate criterion, Polar chest straps are generally accepted reference devices as they have adequate validity [42]. In addition, Polar chest straps were used in many previous studies, and they were the only feasible criterion in our free-living phase.

Future Directions
A recent review highlighted the strong increase in the availability and use of wrist-worn activity trackers and identified 432 different activity trackers that belonged to 123 unique brands [14]. As such, researchers will increasingly make use of them [11,54]. A key promise of such wrist-worn trackers is that they can facilitate PA behavior change through self-monitoring and feedback, 2 well-established behavioral change techniques that are supposed to enable individuals to bridge the gap between current behavior and behavioral targets [55,56]. However, research evidence on the effectiveness of tracker-based self-monitoring and feedback in terms of PA is currently mixed [13,57]. The effect of tracker use on PA behavior might be moderated by actual wear time [58]. In addition to self-monitoring, activity trackers are proposed to be important for just-in-time adaptive interventions in which in-the-moment behavioral support is delivered based on real-life data. Step counts are most commonly used for this purpose, with HR data as a basis for just-in-time support and feedback being a viable option. Due to the ability of sensors to communicate sensor-collected information on PA intensity to mobile phone apps, real-time adaptations of feedback and support is possible. Such dynamic interventions are suggested to increase sustainable behavior change through effective engagement [54,59]. Research in this field is in its infancy, but important gains are being made. Finally, observational research is likely to be a great beneficiary of tracker devices as they can be used to collect long-term PA data in an unobtrusive and resource-effective way.
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Abstract

Background: Sport watches and fitness trackers provide a feasible way of obtaining energy expenditure (EE) estimations in daily life as well as during exercise. However, today's popular wrist-worn technologies show only poor-to-moderate EE accuracy. Recently, the invention of optical heart rate measurement and the further development of accelerometers in wrist units have opened up the possibility of measuring EE.

Objective: This study aimed to validate the new multisensory wristwatch Polar Vantage and its EE estimation in healthy individuals during low-to-high-intensity activities against indirect calorimetry.

Methods: Overall, 30 volunteers (15 females; mean age 29.5 [SD 5.1] years; mean height 1.7 [SD 0.8] m; mean weight 67.5 [SD 8.7] kg; mean maximal oxygen uptake 53.4 [SD 6.8] mL/min·kg) performed 7 activities—ranging in intensity from sitting to playing floorball—in a semistructured indoor environment for 10 min each, with 2-min breaks in between. These activities were performed while wearing the Polar Vantage M wristwatch and the MetaMax 3B spirometer.

Results: After EE estimation, a mean (SD) of 69.1 (42.7) kcal and 71.4 (37.8) kcal per 10-min activity were reported for the MetaMax 3B and the Polar Vantage, respectively, with a strong correlation of \( r = 0.892 \) (\( P < .001 \)). The systematic bias was 2.3 kcal (3.3%), with 37.8 kcal limits of agreement. The lowest mean absolute percentage errors were reported during the sitting and reading activities (9.1%), and the highest error rates during household chores (31.4%). On average, 59.5% of the mean EE values obtained by the Polar Vantage were within \( \pm 20\% \) of accuracy when compared with the MetaMax 3B. The activity intensity quantified by perceived exertion (odds ratio [OR] 2.028; \( P < .001 \)) and wrist circumference (OR \(-1.533\); \( P = .03 \)) predicted 29% of the error rates within the Polar Vantage.

Conclusions: The Polar Vantage has a statistically moderate-to-good accuracy in EE estimation that is activity dependent. During sitting and reading activities, the EE estimation is very good, whereas during nonsteady activities that require wrist and arm movement, the EE accuracy is only moderate. However, compared with other available wrist-worn EE monitors, the Polar Vantage can be recommended, as it performs among the best.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e14534) doi:10.2196/14534
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Introduction

Previous Research

The accurate measurement of human body energy expenditure (EE) is an important parameter for many applications [1,2]. For example, the intensity of physical activity can be evaluated based on the energy consumed during exercise, and dietary guidance can be given based on the total daily EE [3]. The exact measurement of human EE requires laboratory methods that are not suitable for performing in everyday life,
such as wearing a face mask that measures respiration gases or analyzing saliva or urine samples using expensive doubly labeled water techniques [4]. Body-worn sensors provide a consumer-friendly option for measuring EE in daily life and during exercise; originally, these sensors used heart rate (HR) to estimate EE during exercise [5,6] or were assisted by accelerometer-based measurements. Recently, however, the invention of optical HR measurement and the further development of accelerometers in wrist units have opened up the new possibility of feasibly measuring EE in exercise and in daily life [4,7]. These technologies rely on photoplethysmography and use HR-derived algorithms to contribute to the estimation of EE based on activity intensity [8,9]. However, previous validation studies on a variety of body-worn sensor brands reported error rates of approximately 10% to 210%, with more accurate values measured during high-intensity aerobic exercises, such as running or cycling, than during daily activities of low-to-moderate intensity, such as lying down or sitting [10-13]. The limitations of such sensors include distorted optical pulse signals because of motion artifacts, the inability of the devices to account for additional load carried by the user, and distal sensor placement on the body [7,14].

This Study

Smart Calories is a novel EE calculation by Polar that aims to improve the EE estimation in daily life and exercise. The Polar Vantage (V and M) is a multisensory wrist-worn technology that expresses EE in calories per activity. This new measurement system has not been validated before. Therefore, the aim of this study was to validate Polar Vantage and its EE estimation in a healthy and heterogeneous sample at rest and during different exercise modes and at different intensities against the criterion of indirect calorimetry measure.

Methods

Participants

A total of 30 healthy and lean volunteers gave informed consent to participate in this study. None of the participants were known to be taking any medications affecting HR or metabolism nor did they have any tattoos on the nondominant wrist. Of the participants, 50% (15/30) were female and all were within the age range of 20 to 40 years. In terms of activity levels, 33% (10/30) of the participants met or nearly met the physical activity guidelines (ie, completing 150 min of moderate-intensity activity per week), 33% (10/30) of the participants were active (ie, participating in regular training but with no competitive targets), and 33% (10/30) of the participants were endurance athletes (ie, regularly participating in running, triathlon, or cycling competitions). The participants completed written informed consent forms and physical activity readiness questionnaires (PAR-Q) before taking part in the study. None answered yes to any PAR-Q question. For sample size estimation, the data of a similar study and similar expected monitor accuracy were used as the estimate for a paired 2-tailed t test [13]. Approval for this study was granted by the ethics commission of the Canton Berne (2018-00309), and it conformed to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Procedure

The measurements were taken on 2 separate test days. On day 1, the resting HR, maximal oxygen uptake (VO_{2max}), and maximal heart rate (HR_{max}) were obtained in a laboratory. The participants were scheduled during the morning hours, and they were instructed to avoid any strenuous physical activity and caffeine intake for a minimum of 24 and 12 hours, respectively, before the appointment. First, information about the study was verbally repeated to the participants, and both the questionnaires and informed consent form were confirmed. Second, the body weight (of the participant in underwear), body height, wrist circumference, skin color (using the Fitzpatrick scale from 1 lightest tone to 6 darkest) [15], and skin hair on the wrist (0=little hair, 1=moderate or a lot of hair) were assessed by the supervisor. Third, an HR strap was mounted around the participant’s chest. Then, the HR was measured for 10 min with the participant in a supine position and completely at rest in a quiet and thermoneutral environment (20°-22° C) [16]. Thereafter, the VO_{2max} and HR_{max} assessments were conducted on a treadmill (hp/cosmos pulsar; Cosmos Sports & Medical Ltd). Initially, a warm-up and treadmill familiarization period of 5 min at 8.6 km/h and 0% inclination was conducted, followed by a short rest period during which a spirometer face mask was fixed on the participant. To determine the VO_{2max} and HR_{max}, a graded protocol from an initial speed of 7.5 km/h and a 7% constant inclination was applied, with a speed increase of 0.5 km/h every 30 seconds until voluntary exhaustion [17]. Immediately after voluntary exhaustion, the participant was asked to rate the perceived exertion using the Borg scale (6-20) [18]. For the determination of VO_{2max}, at least 2 of the following 4 maximum criteria had to be fulfilled: respiratory exchange ratio greater than 1.1, voluntary maximum (Borg scale ≥ 18), plateau in VO_{2}, or HR greater than 85% HR_{max} (HR_{max} estimation based on 220 bpm minus the participant’s age in years) [17].

On day 2, the measurements of EE values during rest, daily activities, and sport activities were obtained in a gym hall with prepared areas. The participants were scheduled anytime during the day, 2 hours after the last food intake, and 12 hours after the last caffeine intake. The participants were equipped with the Polar Vantage M, the Polar H10 chest strap, the MetaMax 3B data logger, and a spirometer face mask. Following a short recreational walk of 3 min as a warm-up, the participants performed 7 simulated free-living activities for 10 min each. After each activity, the participant walked to the next activity and stood still for the remainder of the 2-min break; however, following the running activity, the break lasted for 4 min. During these recovery phases, the upcoming activity was explained. The starting and stopping time of each activity task was registered by the researcher on a paper version of the study protocol, using a master stopwatch. Moreover, when each activity was started and stopped, the respective EE values given by the Polar Vantage M for each activity were recorded.

The 7 activities and their order were as follows:

1. Sitting in a chair and reading (sedentary activity; training mode other indoor).
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2. Wiping the floor with a mop and hanging out the laundry at a self-guided order and pace (household chores; training mode other indoor).

3. Normal walking on an indoor round track of 290 meters with the pacing instruction “as you would go to the bus station in no rush” (gait activity; training mode walking).

4. Jogging on an indoor round track of 290 meters with the pacing instruction “choose your own pace at which you could talk to someone” (gait activity; training mode running).

5. A strength training circuit of 45-second workouts with a dumbbell in each hand followed by 15-second rests, including squats, shoulder shrugs, bicep curls, lunges, and sit-ups [19] with the instruction “choose your own dumbbell weight and pacing so that the workout is at least somewhat hard” (Borg scale value >12; sport activity; training mode strength training).

6. Cycling on an ergometer (Ergoselect 200; Ergoline GmbH) at 80 rounds per min and an HR around 120 beats per min (sport activity; training mode indoor cycling).

7. A floorball course (approximately 80 meters in length) including dribbling, passing the ball, shooting, and jogging [20], for which the task execution was self-paced but short recovery phases of 10 seconds slow walking per round were required (sport activity; training mode other indoor).

Immediately after the termination of each task, individual Borg scale values were reported to rate the perceived exertion [18].

**Instruments**

The investigated device was the Polar Vantage M wristwatch (Polar Electro Oy), which uses a bioimpedance-assisted optical HR calculation and 3D acceleration signal. The Polar Vantage M was placed on the participant’s nondominant wrist, 1 finger behind the wrist bone. The participant’s anthropometrics, resting HR, HR\(_{\text{max}}\), and VO\(_{2\text{max}}\) values were entered into the user profile, and each corresponding training mode was set in the user setting before starting the respective activity. HR was assessed using the Polar H10 chest strap [21]. To obtain measures of oxygen consumption (VO\(_2\)) and carbon dioxide production (VCO\(_2\)) to determine the VO\(_{2\text{max}}\), the Quark CPET (Cosmed) was used. To calculate the EE criterion during simulated free-living activities, the VO\(_2\) and VCO\(_2\) were obtained using a portable open-circuit metabolic system (MetaMax 3B; Cortex Biophysik) [22,23]. The MetaMax 3B was mounted on the participant with a face mask and a chest harness. All devices were calibrated before each measurement according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Data Processing**

Each participant’s resting HR was calculated based on the average minimum 30-second values obtained during the 10-min resting measurement, whereas the VO\(_{2\text{max}}\) and HR\(_{\text{max}}\) were calculated based on the average maximal 30-second values obtained during the graded treadmill test [17].

To investigate the EE estimations on measurement day 2, the EE values shown on the Polar Vantage M display were noted for each single 10-min activity. To calculate the EE criterion, the formula presented by Elia and Livesey [24] was used to sum up the gas exchange data in kilocalories per minute to generate the total EE per 10-min activity [25]. Each of the 30 participants completed all 7 activity tasks, but 2 technical failures during the floorball course were reported. Therefore, of the 210 activities, 208 were recorded and analyzed (99%).

**Statistical Analysis**

Descriptive statistics with mean absolute and percentage errors, Pearson correlations, Bland and Altman analysis, and EE 20% accuracy were used. Bland and Altman analyses with corresponding 95% limits of agreement (SD 1.96) were used to calculate and visualize systematic differences in the EE estimations [26]. The EE 20% accuracy was defined as the percentage at which the Polar Vantage M was within the proposed equivalence zone of ±20% from the criterion values [12,19,27]. Moreover, backward multiple linear regression analyses with the mean absolute error (MAE) as the dependent variable were performed to investigate potential confounding effects of the independent variables of gender, body mass index, wrist circumference, skin color, wrist hair, HR, resting HR, HR\(_{\text{max}}\), VO\(_{2\text{max}}\), and perceived exertion (Borg scale value) on EE accuracy. In addition, backward multiple linear regression analyses were performed on clustered activity groups: (1) low-to-moderate-intensity activities (sitting and reading, household chores, and walking) and high-intensity activities (jogging, strength training circuit, cycling, and floorball course) and (2) activities with no-to-little (steady) arm movement (sitting and reading, walking, jogging, and cycling) and activities with a lot (unsteady) of arm movement (household chores, strength training circuit, and floorball course). In the case of multicollinearity (r ≥ 0.80) or the nonsignificant prediction of the MAE, the relevant variable was excluded from the regression analysis. Any P value less than .05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

Each participant’s characteristics are presented in Table 1. The MetaMax 3B and Polar Vantage M reported the mean (SD) of EE to be 69.1 (42.7) kcal and 71.4 (37.8) kcal per 10-min activity, respectively (Table 2), with a correlation of r=0.892 (P<.001). Measured EE ranged from 10 to 194 kcal per 10 min, with the highest EE values obtained during the floorball course activity and the lowest EE values obtained during sitting and reading. The systematic bias was 2.3 kcal (3.3%), with 37.8 kcal limits of agreement (Figure 1). The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the Polar Vantage M was 20.6%, ranging from 9.1% to 31.4%. On average, 59.5% of the mean EE values were accurate to within 20% when compared with those of the MetaMax 3B (Table 2). The household chores revealed the lowest accuracy (26.7%), whereas the sitting and reading revealed the highest accuracy (93.3%; Figure 2). Owing to its multicollinearity with perceived exertion (r=0.866; P<.001), the variable HR had to be excluded. A significant regression equation was revealed (F\(_{2,207}=42.628; P<.001\)), with an R\(^2\) of 0.29. The perceived exertion (Borg scale value; odds ratio [OR] 2.028; P<.001) and wrist circumference (OR =1.533; P=.03) predicted 29% of the MAE within the Polar Vantage M.
Both predictors induced an underestimation of EE. The final linear regression models for clustered activity groups were similar to the data presented for the overall activities. The remaining independent variables, perceived exertion and wrist circumference, explained about 20% and 15% of the MAE in clustered low-to-moderate-intensity and high-intensity activities as well as 44% and 17% of the MAE in activities with no-to-little (steady) arm movement and a lot (unsteady) of arm movement.

Table 1. Participants' characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Female (n=15), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Male (n=15), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Differences</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Overall (N=30), mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>30.1 (1.7)</td>
<td>28.9 (1.8)</td>
<td>−1.3</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>29.5 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body height (m)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.1)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.7 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight (kg)</td>
<td>60.2 (4.5)</td>
<td>74.8 (4.7)</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>67.5 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m^2)</td>
<td>21.1 (1.3)</td>
<td>23.5 (1.5)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>22.3 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist circumference (cm)</td>
<td>15.5 (0.8)</td>
<td>17.1 (0.9)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>16.3 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin hair on the wrist^a</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.5)</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.2 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin color^b</td>
<td>2.9 (0.4)</td>
<td>2.9 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
<td>2.9 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal oxygen uptake (mL/min·kg)</td>
<td>49.7 (6.0)</td>
<td>57.2 (5.5)</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>53.4 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resting heart rate (bpm^c)</td>
<td>54 (10)</td>
<td>53 (7)</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>54 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal heart rate (bpm)</td>
<td>181 (11)</td>
<td>189 (9)</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>185 (11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a=little hair, 1=moderate or a lot of hair.
^b=Fitzpatrick scale 1 to 6.
^c=bpm: beats per minute.

Table 2. Perceived exertion, heart rate, measured energy expenditure, and error rates of the Polar Vantage M when compared with the MetaMax 3B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Borg scale (6-20), mean (SD)</th>
<th>% HR_max^a</th>
<th>EE^b by MetaMax 3B (kcal), mean (SD)</th>
<th>EE by Polar Vantage M (kcal), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Systematic bias in kcal, (limits of agreement)</th>
<th>Mean absolute error in kcal, (mean absolute percentage error)</th>
<th>20% accuracy^c, n/N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All activities</td>
<td>10.9 (3.5)</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>69.1 (42.7)</td>
<td>71.4 (37.8)</td>
<td>2.3 (37.8)</td>
<td>14.0 (20.6)</td>
<td>123/208 (59.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting and reading</td>
<td>6.1 (0.3)</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>13.7 (2.5)</td>
<td>13.6 (2.1)</td>
<td>−0.1 (3.1)</td>
<td>1.2 (9.1)</td>
<td>28/30 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household chores</td>
<td>7.6 (1.0)</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>39.1 (8.6)</td>
<td>50.1 (10.6)</td>
<td>11.0 (16.5)</td>
<td>11.8 (31.4)</td>
<td>8/30 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking (5.4 [0.5] km/h)</td>
<td>8.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>43.4 (6.8)</td>
<td>52.3 (8.5)</td>
<td>9.0 (12.3)</td>
<td>9.0 (21.4)</td>
<td>15/30 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jogging (9.6 [1.2] km/h)</td>
<td>11.8 (1.0)</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>113.7 (26.7)</td>
<td>103.3 (21.5)</td>
<td>−10.4 (33.5)</td>
<td>16.9 (14.8)</td>
<td>21/30 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength training circuit (5.1 [2.8] kg)</td>
<td>13.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>61.8 (16.9)</td>
<td>71.0 (18.5)</td>
<td>9.2 (29.7)</td>
<td>14.3 (25.2)</td>
<td>15/30 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling (130.7 [22.6] W)</td>
<td>14.1 (1.1)</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>90.2 (15.5)</td>
<td>102.0 (24.9)</td>
<td>11.8 (34.9)</td>
<td>18.0 (20.6)</td>
<td>20/30 (66.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floorball course</td>
<td>15.1 (1.7)</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>125.5 (36.1)</td>
<td>110.1 (29.3)</td>
<td>−15.4 (63.0)</td>
<td>27.5 (21.8)</td>
<td>16/28 (57.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a%HR_max=% of maximal heart rate.
^bEE: energy expenditure.
^cPercentage at which the EE estimated by the Polar Vantage M was within 20% from the criterion MetaMax 3B.
Figure 1. Bland and Altman plot of the energy expenditure (EE) estimation obtained during the 7 activity tasks (208 measurements). The solid line represents the systematic bias; the dashed lines represent the limits of agreement (systematic bias, SD 1.96).

Figure 2. Relative deviation of the energy expenditure (EE) estimation by the Polar Vantage M compared with the criterion measurement of the MetaMax 3B separated for each activity task. The red lines indicate the proposed equivalence zone (SD 20% of the mean); the lower and upper boundary of the boxplots indicate the 25% and 75% quantiles of EE data, respectively, and the middle notch indicates the median data value. The whiskers include all data points that fall within the 1.5 interquartile range of the 25% and 75% quantile values. Circles and stars indicate EE data points that lie beyond the 1.5 and 3 interquartile ranges, respectively.
Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, a recently launched multisensory wristwatch, the Polar Vantage, was evaluated. The accuracy of the Polar Vantage was investigated in a simulated free-living environment at rest and during exercise by comparing the EE estimations of the watch with those of indirect calorimetry. The results revealed a systematic bias of 2 kcal per 10 min (~15 to 12 kcal/10 min) and an MAPE of 21% (9%-31%) during the different activities ranging from sitting and reading to a floorball course. Previous investigations demonstrated higher EE estimation errors of 14% to 210% during walking, running, and sitting [10]; 9% to 43% during lying, sitting, walking, running, and cycling [13]; and 9% to 24% during 13 activities ranging from those of low intensity (eg, writing at a computer) to those of vigorous intensity (eg, elliptical exercise or Wii tennis play) [27]. Shcherbina et al [12] investigated 7 wrist-worn monitors, and the MAPE values in EE estimation ranged from 27% to 93%, depending on the device. As such, these authors claimed that no wrist-worn monitoring devices in 2016 reported EE within an acceptable error range under controlled laboratory conditions during walking, running, and cycling.

Extending from these studies, this study assessed the performance of wrist-worn technologies estimating EE during a larger variety of low-to-high-intensity activities combined with little to a lot of nonsteady wrist and arm movement in a simulated free-living environment. Notably, the present findings are comparable with or better than those found in other recent studies on measurement systems that are also used as reference devices for EE measurement [11,28]. The wearable electrocardiogram Actiheart showed a similar MAPE in EE estimation of 20% (SD 15%), and the temperature- and acceleration-based SenseWear armband showed an MAPE of 39% (SD 18%) in semistatic activities [11,28,29]. To improve EE prediction, individual calibration is needed before each measurement with Actiheart, which hampers its feasibility of use in daily life. In contrast, the findings of this study represent a good overall EE accuracy in the Polar Vantage wristwatch, with the added advantage of its high ease of use.

In this study, larger wrist circumference and higher activity intensity (quantified as perceived exertion) were shown to predict an increased MAE in EE estimation. The highest Borg scale values were reported during the high-intensity activities, demonstrating diminished EE accuracy. This was in contrast to previous studies showing more accurate values during high-intensity activities than during low-to-moderate-intensity activities [10-13]. Noticeably, higher perceived exertion was reported in activities with mainly a lot of wrist and arm movement. Contrary to the fact that higher activity intensity predicted higher MAE, the Polar Vantage showed the very highest error rates during household chores, a low-to-moderate-intensity activity. However, household chores induce much arm movement. This was in line with the results of previous investigations, demonstrating that activities with more wrist and arm movement reveal increased error rates in HR estimation [12,14]. According to the manufacturer, Polar Electro Oy, EE estimation by the Polar Vantage wristwatch is based on the HR measurement and 3D accelerometer signal, with an activity-dependent weighting of these 2 components. During low-intensity activities, more acceleration information is taken into account, and during high-intensity activities, more HR information is taken into account. Moreover, they stated that challenges to accurate HR measurements include the hands facing down, wrist movement, cold skin, and incorrect device placement. Therefore, it is reasonable to state that the EE estimation of the Polar Vantage—and, most likely, many other wrist-worn monitors—is of reduced accuracy in activities that require strong nonsteady wrist and arm movement, regardless of the exercise intensity. Furthermore, EE is dependent on many anthropometric characteristics of the user [30]. In our study, larger wrist circumference revealed an increased MAE in EE estimation, which is in line with previous findings related to wrist-based HR assessments [12,14].

Practical Implications

Generally, the Polar Vantage wristwatch showed promising accuracy in the estimation of EE. However, in activities with strong arm and wrist movements, the EE estimation remains challenging. In some activities, the arm with the mounted monitor takes an active part in the activity, whereas in other activities, it has a passive role. Second, in some activities, the human body is concentrated on doing physical work for a long time in a steady condition, which makes the physiology and calculation of EE more stable than it is in other activities that require a lot of stop and go or require little movement. On the basis of the present findings, the accuracy in EE estimation by the Polar Vantage is activity dependent, and we did not observe a tendency to either under- or overestimate EE. The Polar Vantage recorded EE during the sitting and reading activity—an activity task that is predominantly done during the day—with an acceptable accuracy in 93% of cases. However, the EE during household chores—a compulsory activity for many people and one that is often performed—was poorly assessed. On average, the wristwatch gives a valuable quantification of the training intensity and is a useful indicator of the daily energy output of a person. Nevertheless, such a monitor does not yet give accurate medical guidance or coaching on parameters such as how much one should eat for a balanced energy input and output.

Limitations

The measurements were conducted after the specific exercise modes were selected for each investigated activity, which were ideal setups for testing the monitor. As such, the EE estimations presented in this study were obtained in a training mode and may look different from those measured during a 24×7 assessment of daily life.

Conclusions

This study demonstrated that the multisensory wristwatch Polar Vantage has a statistically moderate-to-good accuracy in EE estimation that is activity dependent. During the sitting and reading activities, the EE estimation is good, whereas during nonsteady activities entailing wrist and arm movement, the EE accuracy is still moderate. However, compared with the other available wrist-worn EE monitors, the Polar Vantage can be
recommended as it performs among the best. To better understand possible inaccurate measurements, users should be aware of the challenges that such technologies must still overcome.
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Abstract

Background: Heart rate variability (HRV), or variation in beat-to-beat intervals of the heart, is a quantitative measure of autonomic regulation of the cardiovascular system. Low HRV derived from electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings is reported to be related to physical frailty in older adults. Recent advances in wearable technology offer opportunities to more easily integrate monitoring of HRV into regular clinical geriatric health assessments. However, signals obtained from ECG versus wearable photoplethysmography (PPG) devices are different, and a critical first step preceding their widespread use is to determine whether HRV metrics derived from PPG devices also relate to older adults’ physical function.

Objective: This study aimed to investigate associations between HRV measured with a wrist-worn PPG device, the Empatica E4 sensor, and validated clinical measures of both objective and self-reported physical function in a cohort of older adults living independently within a continuing care senior housing community. Our primary hypothesis was that lower HRV would be associated with lower physical function. In addition, we expected that HRV would explain a significant proportion of variance in measures of physical health status.

Methods: We evaluated 77 participants from an ongoing study of older adults aged between 65 and 95 years. The assessments encompassed a thorough examination of domains typically included in a geriatric health evaluation. We collected HRV data with the Empatica E4 device and examined bivariate correlations between HRV quantified with the triangular index (HRV TI) and 3 widely used and validated measures of physical functioning—the Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB), Timed Up and Go (TUG), and Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 36 (SF-36) physical composite scores. We further investigated the additional predictive power of HRV TI on physical health status, as characterized by SF-36 physical composite scores and Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics (CIRS-G) scores, using generalized estimating equation regression analyses with backward elimination.

Results: We observed significant associations of HRV TI with SPPB (n=52; Spearman ρ=0.41; P=.003), TUG (n=51; ρ=−0.40; P=.004), SF-36 physical composite scores (n=49; ρ=0.37; P=.009), and CIRS-G scores (n=52, ρ=−0.43; P=.001). In addition, the HRV TI explained a significant proportion of variance in SF-36 physical composite scores (R²=0.28 vs 0.11 without HRV) and CIRS-G scores (R²=0.33 vs 0.17 without HRV).
Conclusions: The HRV TI measured with a relatively novel wrist-worn PPG device was related to both objective (SPPB and TUG) and self-reported (SF-36 physical composite) measures of physical function. In addition, the HRV TI explained additional variance in self-reported physical function and cumulative illness severity beyond traditionally measured aspects of physical health. Future steps include longitudinal tracking of changes in both HRV and physical function, which will add important insights regarding the predictive value of HRV as a biomarker of physical health in older adults.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e13757) doi:10.2196/13757
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Introduction

Background
Heart rate variability (HRV), or variation in beat-to-beat intervals of the heart, is a quantitative measure of autonomic regulation of the cardiovascular system that reflects the ability of the system to react to stressors [1-3]. Low HRV indicates improper coordination between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems and is a well-established predictor of future cardiovascular disease [4-8]. HRV is also linked to other aspects of health that are directly impacted by autonomic function such as self-regulatory capacity and psychological and physiological stress [5,9,10]. Most HRV metrics are shown to decline normally with age, primarily during younger decades, and some of these metrics increase again after the seventh decade [4,11-15]. In studies of older adults, low HRV measured by electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings has shown preliminary relationships with physical frailty [16-19]. Thus, measurement of HRV may add important information to an assessment of older adults’ physical functioning and help to identify individuals at higher risk for physical decline.

Heart Rate Variability Measurement
HRV is traditionally measured in clinical or laboratory settings using standard ECG equipment or in the field with a 24-hour Holter monitor [20]. Although accurate, these measures are time consuming, require expert setup, and are obtrusive, making them less appropriate for health assessments and unlikely to be routine. Recent advances in technology enable measurement of HRV in more ecologically valid settings with unobtrusive wearable devices [21,22]. For example, wrist-worn devices capture HRV via photoplethysmography (PPG) sensors that detect blood volume changes in the microvasculature with each heartbeat [22-24]. These blood volume changes allow the determination of a PPG-derived peak-to-peak (P-P) interval, which is a valid proxy measure of the R-R interval derived from ECG recordings [25-27]. P-P or R-R intervals are also known as interbeat intervals and reflect the durations between successive heartbeats. HRV can be calculated from interbeat intervals with many different metrics (eg, time domain: standard deviation of normal-to-normal index; geometric: triangular index [TI]; and frequency domain: low frequency to high frequency power ratio) [3,20,28]. Selecting the appropriate HRV metric requires careful consideration of the length of recording and quality of the data. Wrist-worn PPG devices for HRV monitoring are increasing in popularity because of their ease of use; however, there is very little literature regarding the clinical use of these devices [29]. A critical step toward understanding the utility of these devices is to determine if and how HRV metrics derived from wrist-worn PPG devices relate to the physical function of older adults. To our knowledge, this is the first study using a wrist-worn PPG device to derive HRV in an older adult population.

Study Purpose
If HRV metrics derived from a wrist-worn wearable are related to clinical measures of physical function and further explain variability in physical health status, a wearable tool could be a useful addition to regular clinical geriatric health assessments for older adults. The primary aim of this study was to investigate associations between HRV measured with a wrist-worn PPG device, the Empatica E4 sensor (Empatica Inc) [30,31], and widely used and validated clinical measures of physical function, including Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) scores, Timed Up and Go (TUG) scores [32-34], and self-reported physical function (SF-36 physical composite scores) [35], in a cohort of older adults living independently in a continuing care senior housing community (CCSHC). We selected the SPPB, TUG, and SF-36 as objective and subjective measures of physical capacity and function, respectively, because they are a few of the most widely used measures of physical function in clinical geriatric research and health assessments [36-39]. Our primary hypothesis was that lower HRV would be associated with lower physical function. We further investigated whether HRV could explain additional variability in physical health status, as measured by the SF-36 physical composite scores and the presence and severity of physical comorbidities via the Cumulative Illness Severity Scale for Geriatrics (CIRS-G) [40], beyond traditionally documented aspects of health such as age, gender, race, blood pressure, medication and alcohol use, smoking status, and anthropometric measurements.

Methods

Participants
The University of California San Diego (UCSD) Human Research Protections Program (HRPP) approved the study protocol. Research staff recruited participants from a CCSHC in San Diego County via short presentations using an HRPP-approved script and flyers. We recruited 77 participants living in the independent living sector of the CCSHC, and all of them provided written informed consent before study participation. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for enrollment were (1) English-speaking individuals older than 65 years, (2) ability to complete study assessments, and (3) no known diagnosis of dementia or other disabling illness.

http://mhealth.jmir.org/2019/10/e13757/
Procedures

We evaluated participants during the baseline assessment in an ongoing study of older adults between 65 and 95 years of age [41]. This assessment encompassed a thorough examination of domains typically included in a geriatric health evaluation: sociodemographic and medical health information, physical function measurements, cognitive measurements, and additional assessments of everyday function. The mean duration of the assessments was 2:34:31 (HH:MM:SS; range 1:09:30-4:38:10). The range of activities performed during this assessment reflected the types of tasks that an individual may encounter in their daily lives, and thus, the measure of HRV obtained from this time period is more similar to HRV metrics obtained over longer durations (eg, 24 hours), reflecting the cardiovascular system’s response to a range of environmental stimuli and workloads, as opposed to short-term measurements (eg, <5 min) that reflect immediate responses to a particular stimulus [3].

For this investigation, we characterized participants with sociodemographic and clinical information including age, sex, race, education, body mass index (BMI), waist-to-hip ratio, blood pressure, medication use (antihypertensives and antidepressants), presence and severity of physical comorbidities reported with the CIRS-G [40], and capacity for everyday functioning with the UCSD Performance-Based Skills Assessment Brief [42].

Physical Function Measurement

We assessed physical functioning with both objective, capacity-based measures and subjective, self-reported measures. Capacity-based measures included the SPPB and TUG test, both of which have been shown to be valid, objective measures of lower extremity function and mobility [32-34]. The SPPB has 3 subcategories: the ability to stand for 10 seconds with feet in 3 different positions (side by side, semitandem, and tandem), 2 timed trials of a 3- or 4-m walk (faster of the two), and the time it takes to rise from a chair 5 times. Scores range from 0 to 12, with higher scores indicating better lower extremity function. The TUG test is scored by the amount of time it takes to rise from a chair, walk 3 m at a comfortable pace, turn, return to the chair, and sit down. A shorter time to complete the test indicates better mobility. For self-reported physical functioning, we used the physical composite score from the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 36 (SF-36), which is a globally used questionnaire for assessing 8 dimensions of health-related quality of life [35]. The physical composite score is an aggregate of the 8 scale scores reflecting self-reported physical health [43].

Heart Rate Variability Measurement

We collected raw PPG signals and interbeat intervals for the calculation of HRV with a wrist-worn device called the Empatica E4 [30,31]. Research staff placed the Empatica E4 wristband on a participant’s nondominant wrist at the onset of the assessment. During the first few minutes, the staff member checked the quality of the PPG signal in real time through the E4 application to ensure proper wrist placement as recommended by Empatica. Wrist-worn PPG sensors tend to be more accurate at rest than during exercise because of contamination from movement artifacts and often require accelerometry technology to measure consistent or repetitive movements to minimize influence of these artifacts [21,44-47]. The PPG sensor in the Empatica E4 is designed to be robust against movement artifacts in that it can attenuate noise even when movements are not repetitive in nature, using an artifact removal technique based on a combination of multiple infrared light wavelengths [30].

The Empatica E4 provided continuous heart rate and interbeat intervals that were not interpolated. It removed interbeat intervals that corresponded to regions where the PPG signal was not clear. For postprocessing, we downloaded the interbeat intervals provided in a comma-separated value file format from the E4 connect application. We viewed each interbeat interval time series in MATLAB R2016a (MathWorks, Inc) and calculated the percentage of gaps in the data (ie, nonconsecutive interbeat intervals) for each participant. We removed 19 participants from data analyses because of poor-quality interbeat interval recordings with greater than 20% gaps between interbeat intervals that resulted in less than 20 min of recorded high-quality interbeat interval data. We then processed the remaining data with Kubios HRV standard software version 3.1.0 using a low threshold artifact correction to adjust for any remaining ectopic beats and the smoothing priors detrending method (default $\lambda=500$) [48,49].

Selecting an HRV metric requires careful consideration of the strengths and limitations of wrist-worn PPG devices. The Empatica E4 uses algorithms to remove errant interbeat intervals and provides the remaining clean data that contain regions where interbeat intervals are not necessarily consecutive [30,31,50]. To overcome this limitation and provide a robust and valid HRV metric, we selected a metric that is less sensitive to gaps between interbeat intervals called the HRV TI [44,51,52]. The HRV TI is a geometric index calculated as the integral of the density distribution of interbeat intervals divided by the maximum of the density distribution [28] with larger numbers indicating more favorable HRV. The HRV TI requires a longer recording period (approximately 20 min), is robust against missing interbeat intervals, and has good intra-individual reproducibility [28]. For these reasons, we selected the HRV TI and analyzed the longest recording period available for each participant (ie, full-length assessment) for greater measurement stability.

Statistical Analyses

Given the exploratory nature of this study, we did not perform a formal a priori power analysis. We performed correlational statistical analyses in SPSS version 25 and generalized estimating equation (GEE) regression with backward elimination in R version 3.4.1. We used Spearman correlation coefficients to assess bivariate correlations between the HRV TI measured across the full assessment period and SPPB, TUG, and SF-36 physical composite scores. We removed an additional 5 participants from correlational analyses for the suspected presence of arrhythmia based on an HRV TI greater than 20.42 [53]. We were also missing SPPB scores for 1 participant, TUG scores for 2 participants, and SF-36 physical composite scores for 4 participants. We included the remaining participants in analyses (n=52, SPPB; n=51, TUG; and n=49, SF-36 physical
composite). We conducted Mann-Whitney U tests to determine if there were differences between the participants removed from analyses and those retained. For our primary analyses, we first examined correlations between the HRV TI and variables that have been previously shown to be related to HRV including age, BMI, blood pressure, and mean heart rate \[4,54\]. We also looked for group differences in the HRV TI between men and women and between participants on versus off antihypertensive and antidepressant medications \[16\]. We used these results to determine whether to adjust for any of these variables using partial correlations (ie, control for one or more of these variables using nonparametric partial correlation syntax in SPSS if any covariates could potentially modify our primary bivariate relationships of interest). For the regression analyses, we included n=42 participants with complete data on all potential covariates (age, gender, race, blood pressure, BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, SPPB and TUG scores, antihypertensive and antidepressant use, alcohol use, smoking status, SF-36 physical composite or CIRS-G scores depending on the model, and HRV). We checked variance inflation factors (VIFs) for each covariate and considered a covariate with VIF greater than 3 as having high multicollinearity \[55\]. We rebuilt linear models and recalculated VIFs for each covariate after excluding covariates with a VIF greater than 3 and repeated this exclusion process until all covariates had a VIF less than 3. To build the regression model, we started with all variables of VIF less than or equal to 3 in the GEE model \[56\]. We then iteratively removed the variable with the largest \(P\) value, rebuilt a new GEE model based on the remaining variables, and recalculated \(P\) values for each variable. We repeated this process until all remaining variables had a \(P\) value at a threshold of less than or equal to .2. The backward elimination procedure ensured minimum bias in the final model \[57\]. We derived \(R^2\) values using the linear model. We established statistical threshold for each family of statistical tests: correlational significance to a Bonferroni adjusted \(P\leq0.017\) (0.05/3 primary outcomes of interest) and \(P\leq0.025\) for the regressions (0.05/2 regression analyses).

**Results**

We did not find significant differences for any variable in Table 1 between the individuals removed from correlational analyses and those that we retained (\(P=.17\) to \(P=.99\)). Heart rate remained within a normal range during the baseline assessment: mean of 76 beats per minute (range 63-93). Mean heart rate over the course of the assessment was inversely correlated with the mean interbeat interval length \(\rho=-0.78\) and \(P\leq.001\) (Figure 1) as expected, because a higher heart rate corresponds to a shorter duration between beats and vice versa.

There were no significant differences in the HRV TI based on sex \(U=242.5; P=.40\), antihypertensive medication use \(U=271.5; P=.37\), or antidepressant medication use \(U=147.0; P=.59\). We also did not observe significant correlations between any potential covariate and both HRV TI and physical function measures (ie, variables that could potentially modify these bivariate relationships; Table 2). Therefore, we did not adjust for any variables using partial correlations for our primary hypothesis regarding relationships between HRV TI and physical function measures. HRV TI was significantly related to SPPB, TUG, and SF-36 physical composite scores (Table 2 and Figure 2). We also observed an inverse relationship between HRV TI and CIRS-G scores (Figure 2).

Results of the regression revealed that the HRV TI explained a significant proportion of variance in physical health status as characterized by both SF-36 physical composite and CIRS-G scores. \(R^2\) values increased from 0.11 to 0.28, with the HRV TI included in estimating SF-36 physical composite scores, and from 0.17 to 0.33, with the HRV TI included in estimating CIRS-G scores. Additional significant correlates for these measures of physical health status following the backward elimination procedure included gender, BMI, medication use, and smoking status (Table 3). VIF values were all less than 2.0, suggesting minimal collinearity.
Table 1. Sociodemographic information and other variables collected from participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years; n=77), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>82.9 (6.7); 67-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (n=77); number of females, n (%)</td>
<td>52 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years; n=77), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>15.8 (2.4); 12-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (n=77); number of whites, n (%)</td>
<td>68 (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²; n=76), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>27.9 (4.9); 19-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist-to-hip ratio (ratio; n=75), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>0.87 (0.08); 0.71-1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg; n=74), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>134 (17); 100-167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg; n=74), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>75 (9); 56-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California San Diego Performance-Based Skills Assessment Brief (score; n=77), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>76.1 (12.5); 37.4-100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics (score; n=76), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>8.8 (3.2); 2-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antihypertensives (n=75); number of participants using, n (%)</td>
<td>48 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants (n=75); number of participants using, n (%)</td>
<td>13 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoker (n=75); number of participants smoking, n (%)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol use (n=68), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime abstainer (number of yes; [% abstaining])</td>
<td>6 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current infrequent drinker (number of yes; [% drinking])</td>
<td>36 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current regular drinker (number of yes; [% drinking])</td>
<td>17 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former drinker (number of yes; [% used to drink])</td>
<td>9 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Physical Performance Battery (score out of 12; n=76), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>8.2 (2.7); 0-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timed up and Go time (seconds; n=74), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>11.0 (3.1); 6.1-23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Form 36 physical composite (score out of 100; n=70), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>41.8 (10.7); 18.3-60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate variability triangular index (n=53), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>11.4 (2.9); 3.7-17.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the relationship between mean heart rate across the entire evaluation and mean interbeat interval length: n=52; Spearman correlation=−0.78; P≤.001. bpm: beats per minute.
Table 2. Bivariate correlations among all variables. Correlations for primary hypotheses are in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>( \rho ) (P value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPPB(^a) (n=52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV TI(^i) (n=53)</td>
<td>0.41(^j); (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPPB</td>
<td>–0.79(^j); (.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUG</td>
<td>–0.39(^j); (.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36 phys comp</td>
<td>–0.65(^j); (.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRS-G</td>
<td>–0.21; (.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>–0.09; (.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>–0.13; (.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist to hip ratio</td>
<td>0.64(^j); (.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sys BP</td>
<td>–0.03; (.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dia BP</td>
<td>–0.39; (.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)SPPB: Short Physical Performance Battery.  
\(^b\)TUG: Timed Up and Go.  
\(^c\)SF-36 phys comp: Short Form 36 physical composite score.  
\(^d\)CIRS-G: Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics.  
\(^e\)BMI: body mass index.  
\(^f\)Sys BP: systolic blood pressure.  
\(^g\)Dia BP: diastolic blood pressure.  
\(^h\)HR: heart rate.  
\(^i\)HRV TI: heart rate variability triangular index.  
\(^j\)P ≤ 0.017.  
\(^k\)Not applicable.  
\(^l\)P ≤ 0.001.
Figure 2. Scatter plots of the relationships between heart rate variability triangular index (TI) and (a) Short Physical Performance Battery scores (n=52), (b) Timed Up and Go scores (n=51), (c) Short Form 36 physical composite scores (n=49), and (d) Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics (CIRS-G) scores (n=52). HRV: heart rate variability; SF-36: Short Form 36.

Table 3. Results of the regression analyses (backward selection): remaining significant correlates of physical health status characterized by Short Form 36 physical composite scores and Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics scores. Adjusted R² of the full model for SF-36 scores=0.28 and for CIRS-G scores=0.33.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Naïve SE</th>
<th>Naïve z</th>
<th>Robust SE</th>
<th>Robust z</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SF-36</strong> physical composite score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>22.01</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>≤.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV TIb</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>≤.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antihypertensives</td>
<td>−5.95</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>−2.20</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>−2.35</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIRS-G</strong> score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV TId</td>
<td>−0.46</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>−3.41</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>−4.56</td>
<td>≤.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>−1.56</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>−1.75</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>−1.93</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMIe</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antihypertensives</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>≤.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aSF-36: short form 36.

bHRV TI: heart rate variability triangular index

cCIRS-G: Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics.

dHRV: heart rate variability.

eBMI: body mass index.
Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, we explored relationships between HRV measured using a wrist-worn device and both capacity-based and self-reported measures of physical function obtained during a standard clinical geriatric assessment of older adults living independently in a CCSHC. Our primary hypothesis was supported as we observed significant relationships between the HRV TI and both capacity-based measures of physical function—that is, the SPPB and TUG [32-34] and self-reported physical function, as measured by the SF-36 physical composite score [35,43]. In addition, we observed that the HRV TI explained a significant proportion of variance in physical health status, as characterized by SF-36 physical composite and CIRS-G scores [40].

Relationships Between Heart Rate Variability, Physical Function, and Physical Health

The relationships between the HRV TI and both the SPPB and TUG and self-reported measures of physical function are noteworthy. Self-reported and capacity-based measures of physical capacity are reported to contribute information about physical function in different ways [58]. For example, self-reported measures are more effective in distinguishing among persons at lower levels of physical function who may not be able to complete capacity-based tests [59]. In contrast, self-reported measures fail to differentiate well among persons in the mid- or high range of functioning. Capacity-based measures provide information across a broader range of physical function and discriminate more effectively than self-reported measures at higher capacities [59]. We observed significant relationships between SPPB and TUG scores and self-reported physical function in our sample. We also observed an inverse relationship between the presence of physical comorbidities and self-reported physical function, which is consistent with previous reports demonstrating that older adults who report more health problems also report lower levels of perceived function [60]. Presence of physical comorbidities (CIRS-G) was related to the HRV TI but not to either SPPB or TUG scores in this study. Therefore, HRV TI may characterize a complementary aspect of older adults’ physical health that is not captured by physical capacity measures.

Previous work has identified relationships between HRV quantified via standard ECG or Holter monitoring and aspects of older adults’ physical function [5,16,19]. In particular, frailty appears to be linked to a loss of physiologic flexibility, as quantified by nonlinear HRV dynamics [16,17]. If changes in HRV precede physical decline, then regular measurement of HRV may be a useful biomarker for older adults. Low HRV, along with male sex, older age, and smoking, has also been reported to be a significant predictor of chronic diseases including hypertension and hyperglycemia and a diagnosis of diabetes within 12 years [61]. These findings suggest that monitoring of HRV may help to identify individuals at high risk for both physical decline and development of chronic diseases.

High HRV has been described as a measure of adaptability [62], which is directly related to maintenance of physical function. The consistent relationships observed between the HRV TI and measures of physical function and physical health in this study suggest that HRV TI quantified with a wearable device is indeed related to physical function and cumulative illness burden in older adults. These relationships were not accounted for by a direct association between HRV and age, suggesting that this measure of autonomic function may be useful for aging research. This finding is not surprising given that previous relationships between HRV and age have generally been observed across a much broader age span [4,14,15,28]. Although standard ECG and Holter monitor recordings have been useful for risk stratification in a variety of pathologic conditions [62-64], our findings suggest that a wearable device may also be useful for quantifying autonomic dysfunction in older adults. Although HRV was significantly associated with physical capacity measures, mean heart rate was not, suggesting that measurement of heart rate alone does not capture the relationship between autonomic regulation and physical function.

Wearable Technology for Heart Rate Variability Measurement

The accessibility of wearable technology [29] and the relationships between HRV derived from a wrist-worn wearable and measures of physical function suggest that incorporating wearables for HRV monitoring into clinical geriatric assessments could potentially help in the early detection of physical decline. In particular, watch-like devices are ideal because they are noninvasive and small and do not interfere with the activities performed during clinical geriatric health assessments. These devices are also relatively low cost, do not require expert setup, and may be more easily deployed than ECG equipment in remote home-health settings. In the future, such wearables may be ideal for monitoring the health of older adults, further enabling early detection of physical decline and early intervention to improve autonomic regulation and possibly delay deterioration of physical function. However, such long-term monitoring of HRV via wearable devices will necessitate careful consideration of the adoption of technology by older adults and ethical concerns such as data privacy and informed consent [65]. It may also be important to monitor HRV in younger populations, given the observed relationships to measures of physical health status in this study and the fact that declining physical function does not happen only in adults older than 65 years. HRV is known to decline with age, particularly before the age of 60 years, but these correlations are only modest [14]. Thus, perhaps those with poorer physical health also exhibit greater tendency for decline. If HRV metrics are related to the physical health status of younger adults as well, early identification of declining HRV may enable more timely intervention to mitigate further decline.

Future Goals for Heart Rate Variability Measurement

In this study, we measured HRV during a single assessment to demonstrate relationships between HRV metrics quantified with a wearable device and clinical measures of physical function; however, we intend to track this cohort of participants longitudinally. These findings will help determine whether HRV...
from a wearable device predicts or coincides with changes in physical function. We are also interested in the feasibility of more frequent HRV measurements using wrist-worn devices for older adults and plan to examine day-to-day variability of HRV metrics. The clinical value of HRV measurement is likely to be at the level of the individual and not the group; thus, identifying changes outside of an individual’s normal HRV range may lend the most insight into incipient decline.

Study Limitations
This study had several limitations. This was a small sample of predominantly white and middle-to-upper class older adults, so our findings may not apply to other populations. We also had a majority of female participants, which may have prevented us from detecting differences in HRV due to gender. However, gender differences in HRV have been reported to disappear after the age of 50 years [14]. Furthermore, the cross-sectional nature of this investigation precludes the ability to draw causal relationships between the variables investigated. We investigated only 1 PPG device, the Empatica E4 sensor, in this study. However, we did not use an HRV metric provided by this device (Empatica does not offer these data). We simply used the device to collect raw interbeat interval data and then used the well-known Kubios HRV software [48] to calculate HRV TI. The presence of missing interbeat intervals influenced our choice of HRV metric (we selected the HRV TI instead of others) and, in particular, prevented us from using frequency-based HRV metrics as they are affected by missing interbeat intervals. As frequency-based metrics are reported to be more descriptive of the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity [66], improving the quality of interbeat interval recordings from wearable devices is of considerable importance. We also had to remove a considerable number of participants from statistical analyses because of poor-quality interbeat interval recordings. Future research directed at refining wearable technology such as the Empatica E4 to improve the quality of recordings (eg, further minimize movement artifacts) will be essential in improving the utility of these devices. Finally, we cannot easily compare the HRV TI values obtained in this study to previously established norms for several reasons, including less frequent reporting of the HRV TI metric, differences in calculation methods, and differing durations of recordings (eg, often done over a 24-hour period).

Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrated that the HRV TI measured using a relatively novel wearable device, the Empatica E4 sensor, was related to both objective (SPPB and TUG) and self-reported (SF-36 physical composite) measures of physical function of older adults and cumulative illness burden (CIRS-G) collected during a single assessment. In addition, the HRV TI explained a significant proportion of variance in physical health status, as characterized by the SF-36 physical composite scores and CIRS-G scores, beyond typically measured aspects of physical health. The next steps include longitudinal tracking of changes in both HRV and physical function, which will add important insights regarding the possible predictive value of HRV as a biomarker of functional outcomes in older adults.
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Abstract

Background: Although geriatric depression is prevalent, diagnosis using self-reporting instruments has limitations when measuring the depressed mood of older adults in a community setting. Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) by using wearable devices could be used to collect data to classify older adults into depression groups.

Objective: The objective of this study was to develop a machine learning algorithm to predict the classification of depression groups among older adults living alone. We focused on utilizing diverse data collected through a survey, an Actiwatch, and an EMA report related to depression.

Methods: The prediction model using machine learning was developed in 4 steps: (1) data collection, (2) data processing and representation, (3) data modeling (feature engineering and selection), and (4) training and validation to test the prediction model. Older adults (N=47), living alone in community settings, completed an EMA to report depressed moods 4 times a day for 2 weeks between May 2017 and January 2018. Participants wore an Actiwatch that measured their activity and ambient light exposure every 30 seconds for 2 weeks. At baseline and the end of the 2-week observation, depressive symptoms were assessed using the Korean versions of the Short Geriatric Depression Scale (SGDS-K) and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (K-HDRS). Conventional classification based on binary logistic regression was built and compared with 4 machine learning models (the logit, decision tree, boosted trees, and random forest models).

Results: On the basis of the SGDS-K and K-HDRS, 38% (18/47) of the participants were classified into the probable depression group. They reported significantly lower scores of normal mood and physical activity and higher levels of white and red, green, and blue (RGB) light exposures at different degrees of various 4-hour time frames (all P<.05). Sleep efficiency was chosen for modeling through feature selection. Comparing diverse combinations of the selected variables, daily mean EMA score, daily mean activity level, white and RGB light at 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm exposure, and daily sleep efficiency were selected for modeling. Conventional classification based on binary logistic regression had a good model fit (accuracy: 0.705; precision: 0.770; specificity: 0.859; and area under receiver operating characteristic curve or AUC: 0.754). Among the 4 machine learning models, the logit model had the best fit compared with the others (accuracy: 0.910; precision: 0.929; specificity: 0.940; and AUC: 0.960).

Conclusions: This study provides preliminary evidence for developing a machine learning program to predict the classification of depression groups in older adults living alone. Clinicians should consider using this method to identify underdiagnosed
Introduction

Challenges of Geriatric Depression

Depression is one of the most prevalent mental health problems in older adults. Globally, it was the third leading cause of years lived with disability in 2015, increasing by 18.4% between 2005 and 2015 [1]. In particular, older adults living alone are most vulnerable to depression compared with those living with others [2,3] because 30.2% of Koreans living alone are reported to have significant symptoms of depression [4]. In Korea, the economic burden of individuals with depression increased by about 27.1% from 2009 to 2013, with an estimated total cost of Korean $27.1 billion [5]. Thus, early and accurate diagnosis is critical to initiate timely treatment and reduce further disease burden; however, it is difficult to diagnose geriatric depression [1,2].

Underdiagnosis or inaccurate diagnosis of depression in older adults living alone remains a challenge [2]. Self-report and clinical interview are the primary methods to diagnose depression [6]; however, there are several challenges to overcome when diagnosing older adults living alone. First, no proxy currently exists that uses objective observations for reporting older adults’ depressive symptoms in their daily lives. Second, existing self-reporting instruments have a limitation to assess mood variability in response to daily stress in the natural environment, even the validity and reliability [6]. Third, atypical symptoms of depression are more common in older adults compared with younger adults [2,6,7]. Finally, older Asian adults are often hesitant to report their depressed mood and depressive symptoms because of social stigma or misconceptions [8]. Thus, it is vital to use diverse methods to collect additional data to fill the gaps contributing to the underdiagnosis of geriatric depression [2,6].

Potential Methods to Identify Geriatric Depression

Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) has been suggested as a promising instrument because it can detect an individual’s real-time experiences and mood in real-world settings over time and in different situations [9]. Currently, clinicians rely on the retrospective reports of patients’ depressed mood in unfamiliar examination rooms using standardized instruments [6,10]. However, EMA allows individuals to report their momentary mood in the right now and here, multiple times in their real and familiar environment [9,11], rather than in artificial settings or laboratories. Thus, health care professionals can collect high ecologically valid data that are more specific to the older adult’s contextual situation and readily applicable to lifestyle modification [9,11,12].

As some older adults have difficulty using high-tech devices, one of the challenges with using EMA by older adults is the limited choices available when choosing a device [9]. Although a diverse number of smart devices are available, a wrist-worn Actiwatch is one method for collecting ecological momentary data [11] and other types of data. It has been primarily used to measure objective sleep and motor activity [13,14]. The usefulness of actigraphy has been well recognized and validated in individuals with depression [15] because of its familiarity, portability, and simple operation that involves pressing the device button to input the data [13]. Although actigraphy has been suggested as being an advantageous device for use with older adults [16], few studies have used actigraphy to measure momentary mood or related problems in older adults with depression [17,18].

EMA and actigraphy data require a new analytic approach rather than conventional analysis. Numerous studies have used machine learning with wearable sensor data to improve symptom detection and for monitoring in diverse populations of neuropsychiatric patients living in real-time and in diverse life contexts [19-21]. Specifically, the assessment of suicide risk and emotional distress was identified as a possibly applicable area for using social media text mining [22], predicting negative emotions using mobile phone usage pattern [23], and detecting everyday behavior related to clinically meaningful levels of depression using sensor data [24]. Machine learning involves an objective, data-driven, and situation-independent analysis, and it has also been applied in the analysis of sensor data for automated assessment of mental health [24-26]. Machine learning analytic techniques that computationally mine meaning from data and classify, detect, and segment meaningful patterns, associations, relationships, and trends between variables and simulation are used to build predictive and optimization models [25,27]. These data analytics can equally be applied to small data to extract and model insights [25,27]. Therefore, depression is an ideal construct to establish, validate, and clinically apply machine learning approaches using sensor data. Thus, this study aimed to develop a supervised machine learning algorithm to predict the classification of depression groups among older adults living alone using EMA data from older adults living with a depressed mood.

Methods

Overview of Study Design

On the basis of expert opinion [28] and a methodological guide [27], this study was conducted in 4 steps: (1) collecting data associated with depression, (2) data processing and representation, (3) data modeling (ie, feature engineering and selection), and (4) training and validation of the prediction model (Figure 1).
Data Collection

Sample

We recruited a convenience sample of 56 older adults living alone via a community health center in Korea between May 2017 and January 2018. Inclusion criteria were as follows: the participants (1) were aged 65 to 94 years, (2) understood Korean, (3) lived as a single household in the community, and (4) had at least mild levels of depressive symptoms (score ≥ 5 on the Short Geriatric Depression Scale). We excluded 3 individuals with significant cognitive impairment and a high risk of suicide according to the Korean versions of the Mini-Mental Status Examination [29] and Crisis Triage Ration Scale [30]. In addition, the data from 6 individuals were excluded from the analysis because of refusal to wear or incomplete wearing of an Actiwatch (n=5) and data loss because of device error (n=1). Thus, the final sample comprised 47 participants who constantly wore an Actiwatch and reported sufficient numbers of EMA (ie, at least once a day) for 2 weeks [31]. All participants provided written informed consent, and the institutional review board of the affiliated university (IRB 2017-0007-1) approved the study.

Depression Measures

To classify the depression and nondepression groups, the Korean versions of the Short Geriatric Depression Scale (SGDS-K) and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (K-HDRS) were used to assess self-reported and clinician-observed symptoms of depression at baseline and 2 weeks. The SGDS-K is a 15-item instrument to assess subjective depressive symptoms (0=symptom absent and 1=symptom present). The total score ranges from 0 to 15; a higher score indicates more severe levels of depression [32]. The K-HDRS is a 17-item instrument that is the most widely used observer rating scale for observing depressive symptoms and severity. The total score ranges from 0 to 52, and a higher score indicates more severe depression [33]. The diagnostic validity of SGDS-K and K-HDRS for screening has been reported in previous studies [33,34].

Actigraphy Data and Ecological Momentary Assessment

Physical activity and ambient light exposure were measured using a wrist-worn Actiwatch (Actiwatch Spectrum PRO, Philips Respironics). It is considered to be a valid and reliable accelerometer that continually detects wrist movements that reflect activities; sleep-wake patterns; light exposure to the red, green, and blue (RGB) spectral regions; and broad-spectrum white light [35,36]. Data were collected continuously in 30-second epochs for 14 consecutive days. Participants wore the Actiwatch on the nondominant wrist all the time and were instructed to take it off only when taking a bath or for a few minutes as needed. Furthermore, participants were instructed that long sleeves should not cover the light sensor in the Actiwatch. We used Actiware software (Philips Respironics) to export the data.

Participants were instructed to rate their momentary mood using a button on the Actiwatch for 2 weeks. When the participants pressed the button, an increasing number was shown in the front window of the Actiwatch. The mood level was measured on a 10-point Likert scale (ranging from 1=very depressed to 10=not depressed) on the individualized preset time, as EMA reporting time in a day should be set in consideration of each individual’s lifestyle and convenience [37]. The Actiwatch included options for audible and vibrating alarms that were set to appear 4 times a day as a means to remind participants to complete the EMA regarding their current depressed mood. When a participant missed the alarm to complete the EMA, they received additional alarms over 5-min intervals until they responded. Research staff also provided a follow-up phone call to all participants after 1 week, and additional contact was provided for troubleshooting on an as-needed basis. Participants received gifts that were worth US $10 for completing the 2-week data collection.

Data Processing and Representation

Defining Depression

The diagnosis of depression in older adults living alone was made using a decision-making model that is primarily used in...
the machine learning method [38]. To assess depression, SGDS-K and K-HDRS were administered at baseline and 2 weeks later. The data for a probable diagnosis of depression were based on the second measure at 2 weeks, during which the correlation between SGDS-K and K-HDRS was the highest (r=0.753; P=.01). To develop a diagnostic model, participants were classified into 2 groups: depression (SGDS-K≥7 and K-HDRS≥8) and nondepression (SGDS-K≤6 and K-HDRS≤7) groups [39-41]. Finally, 18 older adults were classified into the depression group and 29 were classified into the nondepression group (Figure 2).

**Figure 2.** Correlations between Short Geriatric Depression Scale (SGDS) and Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) scores by the depression groups. White squares mean nondepression group, whereas the black squares mean depression group.

**Data Processing**

Data were collected through the Actiwatch for 2 weeks. Data preprocessing began with the downloading of raw data and conversion into usable data. In a participant’s activity time series, continuous data were collected by the Actiwatch every 30 seconds. Triaxial data were calculated as an activity count. On the basis of the characteristics of signal data collected in the time series at 30-second intervals, null or abnormal values because of user or device error were checked and excluded from the analysis.

If a participant removed the device, the triaxial accelerometer would record values of 0 to indicate the duration of time for which it was not worn. Natural human behavior involves micromovements that are sensed by the accelerometer even during sleep, and therefore, periods with a continuous absence of movement indicate device removal. The raw accelerometer data were aggregated into minute-by-minute epochs using a script written in R (version 3.3.1). Data were considered as missing or being excluded from the analysis when (1) there were 0 measures in 5 min despite the indication of the wearing status or (2) more than 60% of a participant’s data were missing in a day.

The processing of EMA scores was performed as follows: (1) exploring the pattern of each participant’s EMA scores of depressed mood at 4 different time points each day, (2) comparing the 4 EMA scores and the grand mean scores between 2 groups, (3) examining the overall patterns between 2 groups, and (4) computing a composite score of daily EMA score.

**Data Modeling of Depression Prediction**

**Feature Engineering**

Feature engineering is a step of parameterizing the collected raw data. It is a data mining process that quantitatively and qualitatively characterizes the statistics of the measured values for each participant through data aggregation or pattern analysis [38]. Moreover, it is important to determine additional variables to consider for the prediction model during feature engineering [38]. The variables to be included in the prediction model are the original variables included in the existing data and the new types of variables created using these primitive variables. Through the feature engineering process, the existing and new variables are identified to specify the characteristics of the participants and improve the accuracy of the prediction models [38].

After examining the daily fluctuations in the EMA, activity, and ambient light exposure, we compared both groups’ 4-hour mean differences in the selected variables using a Mann-Whitney U test and time series plot. To find additional variables to consider for the prediction model, we tested diverse types of sleep parameters, such as total time in bed, total sleep time, sleep efficiency, and wake-after-sleep-onset (WASO).

**Feature Selection**

This process selects and filters significant variables used in the prediction model. Owing to the small sample size, unnecessary
variables in the process of predicting depression may decrease the model’s degree of freedom, which can negatively affect the explanatory power or the normal operation of the model [38]. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the significance of the processed variables through hypothesis testing and logistic regression analysis to select the most efficient combination of variables [38].

The actual selection of the variables was performed by a mean difference test of the statistics of the depression and nondepression groups and by logistic regression analysis based on various combinations of variables to examine the fitness of the models and determine the final combination of explanatory variables to be used in the prediction [38]. We selected EMA score, activity, and ambient light exposure and sleep efficiency to perform a binary logistic regression.

Training and Validation Test
We evaluated training and validation data of the predictive model to classify depression groups based on the previously selected explanatory variables through the cross-validation process and assessed the validity of the final model [38]. Data from 47 participants were divided into training data and test data, and the machine learning method was applied to calculate the predictive power of the model. Specifically, the parameter value of the prediction model was calculated from the learning data and was applied to the test data, and the prediction level was evaluated using rxLogit function in Microsoft R package.

Data Partitioning
To train our models without overfitting and test their subsequent performance, we randomly partitioned the dataset. Each time series was randomly assigned to a partition while maintaining an even class distribution of the target variable, depression group. Data were split at a 0.65:0.35 ratio for training and testing, respectively. Thus, the data were divided as follows: 30 as training data (n=20 for the nondepression group and n=10 for the depression group) and 17 as test data (n=9 for the nondepression group and n=8 for the depression group) in consideration of the sample size. Ideally, to ensure the cross-validation of the model and the validity of the evaluation, the data resplitting process should be repeated 100 times or more at random (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Machine learning—training, validation, and test.

Training the Models
Machine learning techniques that were used for training and validation included the logit, decision tree, boosted trees, and random forest models. To test the validity of the prediction model, several indices were used such as accuracy, precision, recall (or sensitivity), specificity, F score, and area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) in comparison between the machine learning model and a logistic regression, which are mainly used in the classification model [38]. Each indicator was calculated in the Confusion matrix. Our model showed that depression was positive and nondepression was negative.

Results
Descriptive Statistics of the Sample
The average age of the 47 participants was 78 (SD 5.24) years; they were mainly women (44/47, 94%), had less than high school education (42/47, 89%), and had a moderate socioeconomic status (35/47, 74%). The sample characteristics of the 6 participants who were excluded from the analyses did
not significantly differ from those of the 47 participants included in the final analyses.

On the basis of the traditional depression assessment tools (SGDS-K and K-HDRS), 38% (18/47) of the participants were classified into the depression group. We performed the Mann-Whitney U test to compare the 2-week grand means of the depression and nondepression groups, and significant differences were identified. The depression group reported a significantly lower score of nondepressed mood and physical activity and higher levels of exposure to white and RGB light (all $P$ values <.01). Data were used to identify the pattern of time series of signal data and for reference for interpretation (Table 1).

### Table 1. Mean differences tested by the Mann-Whitney U test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Nondepression group (n=29), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Depression group (n=18), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Differences, mean (SD)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecological momentary assessment</td>
<td>6.6 (1.55)</td>
<td>5.1 (1.64)</td>
<td>−1.5 (1.58)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity (counts)</td>
<td>90.5 (32.76)</td>
<td>67.4 (18.82)</td>
<td>−23.1 (28.31)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light exposure (lux)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>54.0 (36.54)</td>
<td>81.5 (39.98)</td>
<td>27.5 (37.88)</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>69.9 (54.12)</td>
<td>103.6 (63.95)</td>
<td>33.7 (58.03)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>60.1 (43.09)</td>
<td>99.9 (55.35)</td>
<td>39.8 (48.09)</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>38.9 (28.84)</td>
<td>62.0 (34.33)</td>
<td>23.1 (31.03)</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Feature Engineering and Selection

**Mean Differences in Different Sections of Time**

To obtain a descriptive picture of the daily fluctuations in EMA, activity, and ambient light exposure and compare the 4-hour mean differences of the 2 groups, we performed the Mann-Whitney U test and time series plot. The depression group reported lower levels of EMA scores and daily activity throughout the day. However, there were higher levels of white and RGB light exposures in the depression group compared with the nondepression group.

On further examination of different time frames, both groups showed the highest levels of activity in the morning between 8:00 am and 12:00 pm. However, the highest levels of white and RGB light exposures were observed between 12:00 pm and 4:00 pm in the nondepression group and 8:00 am and 12:00 pm in the depression group. More activities were observed for the depression group after 9:00 pm compared with the nondepression group, although the difference was not significant (Figure 4). This finding suggests that 4-hour data could be considered for modeling (Table 2).

**Figure 4.** Daily time series plot of depression versus nondepression. Activity patterns for depression and nondepression groups. Y axis is average raw activity counts depending on each time of day and X axis is the time of day.
Table 2. Mean differences in different sections of time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>12:00 am-4:00 am</th>
<th>4:00 am-8:00 am</th>
<th>8:00 am-12:00 pm</th>
<th>12:00 pm-4:00 pm</th>
<th>4:00 pm-8:00 pm</th>
<th>8:00 pm-12:00 am</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecological momentary assessment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondepression</td>
<td><strong>a</strong></td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>–1.4</td>
<td>–1.4</td>
<td>–1.4</td>
<td>–1.5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondepression</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>141.2</td>
<td>133.0</td>
<td>120.1</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>–5.3</td>
<td>–30.4</td>
<td>–34.1</td>
<td>–33.6</td>
<td>–25.3</td>
<td>–10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>White light</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondepression</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>137.4</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>196.3</td>
<td>161.6</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>–0.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Red light</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondepression</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>181.7</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>269.6</td>
<td>204.9</td>
<td>112.1</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>119.6</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Green light</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondepression</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td>154.2</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>250.2</td>
<td>194.7</td>
<td>103.0</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>125.2</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blue light</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondepression</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>101.5</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>154.6</td>
<td>126.2</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Not applicable.

**Additional Variable: Sleep Efficiency**

As there were no differences in activity levels at night (see Figure 4) and no significant difference in other sleep components, sleep efficiency was chosen for modeling. Sleep efficiency is defined as the ratio of the total sleep time at night compared with the total amount of time spent in bed, which reflects night-time activity and the quality of sleep. We calculated sleep efficiency based on sleep time and WASO based on sleep component equations (Multimedia Appendix 1) [42].

In this study, activity for more than 5 consecutive minutes during the sleep time was considered as wakefulness. The total sum of all moments of wakefulness is referred to as WASO, when smoothing intermittent movements of night-time activity. A cutoff of 85% or higher was used to determine good sleep efficiency [42]. On the basis the mean differences in sleep efficiency of the 2 groups, the nondepression group had a sleep efficiency of 86% (25/29), which was higher than the 85% cutoff, whereas the depression group showed 83% (15/18), lower than the cutoff. The between group difference was different at the $P=.08$ level regarding sleep efficiency.

A binary logistic regression was performed to explore the best model fit using various combinations of variables (EMA score, activity, white and RGB light exposure, and sleep efficiency) depending on depression groups (nondepression group=0 and
depression group=1). We compared diverse models using different means based on EMA and activity data. For example, we compared daily, morning-evening means, and all 4 scores as well as 4 different times of light exposure and other sleep components. Finally, we reached the conclusion that the variables of the final model were the best when using daily mean EMA score, daily mean activity level, white and RGB light at 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm exposure, and daily sleep efficiency. To consider collinearity between white and RGB light change and the small sample size, a computing score was calculated integrating means of white and RGB light between 4:00 pm and 8:00 pm. Table 3 shows goodness of fit depending on each variable. Our findings suggest that lower activity, higher EMA depressed mood, and exposure to white and RGB were associated with a higher likelihood of being classified as a depression group. Furthermore, this model showed a good model fit (accuracy: 0.705; precision: 0.770; specificity: 0.859; and AUC: 0.754) except 1 false-positive case.

Table 3. Estimates of logistic regression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables, estimator</th>
<th>Estimates</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intercept</strong></td>
<td>35.200</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>−0.095</td>
<td>0.910 (0.84-0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal effect</td>
<td>−0.016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computing score of white and red, green, and blue light</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>1.025 (1.01-1.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal effect</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sleep efficiency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>−25.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 (&lt;0.001-14.41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal effect</td>
<td>−4.362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecological momentary assessment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>−2.299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.100 (0.02-0.58)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal effect</td>
<td>−0.397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of Four Machine Learning Methods

Table 4 shows the validation and test results for the prediction model based on machine learning. All variables included in the logistic regression were utilized (EMA score, activity, white and RGB light exposure, and sleep efficiency) to classify depression groups (nondepression group=0 and depression group=1). For cross-validation, bootstrapping with data partitioning and training models was performed 100 times. Among the 4 methods, the logistic regression model (accuracy: 0.910; precision: 0.929; and specificity: 0.940) had the best fit compared with the boosted trees and random forest models. Decision tree suffers from possible overestimated model fit because of sample size. Boosted trees model showed relatively better fit compared with decision tree because of the modification process to correct errors through pruning. Random forest seemed less suitable for this study because of the small sample size and the limited number of tested variables [38].
Discussion

Principal Findings

The primary purpose of this study was to identify factors associated with geriatric depression in older adults living alone. We focused on developing a prediction model to classify the depression groups (probable depression vs nondepression) among older adults living alone. Along with the conventional instruments for depression screening, EMA of daily mood, actigraphy data of activity, and light exposure were utilized. Comparing diverse combinations of the selected variables, daily mean EMA score, daily mean activity, daily sleep efficiency, and exposure to white and RGB light between 4:00 pm and 8:00 pm for 2 weeks were selected for modeling. The cross-validation process was used to build a prediction model. Logit model showed compatible evaluation metrics compared with the traditional binary logistic regression. The use of both EMA and sensor data seems promising to develop a machine learning model for better identification of a probable depression among older adults [25].

Comparison With Previous Studies

The depression group reported higher levels of daily depressed mood than did the nondepression group. In a small-scale study [17], the major depressive disorder (MDD) group reported higher levels of diurnal symptom patterns of negative affect with great variability than did the control group. Our study found that even the daily average of depressed mood was significantly related to the classification of depression groups determined by conventional screening [2,43]. This could help overcome a clinical challenge in diagnosing a psychiatric disorder during the first medical examination or interview by unfamiliar clinicians [2]. It can also be difficult for a person with a serious mental illness to complete the self-reporting questionnaire and for clinicians to make a quick diagnosis with limited time [6,44]. The findings of this study suggest that individuals with these difficulties may complete self-reports of depressed mood daily in their home environment. A simple question, although repetitive, might be more helpful to classify the probable depression groups as opposed to the application of complex and multiple-item questionnaires.

A significantly low level of daytime activity was observed in the depression group, similar to the findings of previous research [45]. A study [15] using actigraphy reported that patients with depression displayed less daytime motor activity than did individuals without depression. Related to the EMA of depression, high levels of momentary depressed mood had a lagged effect of prolonging the current status of being at home. Those who experience an increase in the average depressed mood the previous day tend to stay at home the following day [46]. Previous studies have reported that depressed people have decreased levels of daytime activity compared with healthy controls [2,15]. In adults aged over 60 years, depression is associated with lower levels of physical activity in global measure, compared with nondepressed individuals [47], similar to our study findings. In a meta-analysis of adults with MDD [48], more time was spent in sedentary behavior and less time in vigorous physical activities. Considering the relationship between physical activity and depression, promoting daytime physical activity could prevent the risk of depression in older adults [49].

Furthermore, sleep efficiency may be a potential factor to aid in classifying depression groups. Existing studies have confirmed the association between disrupted sleep and depression in adults [50-52] because sleep disturbance is one of the common misinterpreted symptoms of geriatric depression [6]. A study of older adults living alone found that depressed participants reported sleep-related issues [53]. However, our study did not clearly indicate that sleep efficiency was associated with the depression group because the sample size had low power to detect the significance ($P<.08$). Comparing with the findings of previous studies [12,54], this discrepancy should be interpreted with caution because the previous studies measured sleep components once through self-report, whereas our study assessed daily sleep efficiency for 2 weeks through repeated measures using actigraphy. Older adults living alone may have more difficulty in the early detection of sleep disturbances than do those living with others because of the absence of a bedroom partner [55]. Thus, further research using both subjective and objective measures is needed to confirm the predictive value of sleep efficiency with the larger sample.

### Table 4. Evaluation metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation metrics</th>
<th>Logistic regression</th>
<th>Decision tree</th>
<th>Boosted trees</th>
<th>Random forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.91 (0.007)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.93 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall/sensitivity</td>
<td>0.88 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.94 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F score</td>
<td>0.90 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area under receiver operating characteristic curve</td>
<td>0.96 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contrary to our expectation, higher levels of ambient light exposure were observed in the depression group, compared with the nondepression group. We expected that lower levels of ambient light exposure would be observed in the depression group compared with the nondepression group that had a less sedentary lifestyle and engaged in more outdoor activities [48]. There are limited explanations for this finding contrary to our hypothesis. A small-scale observational study [56] explored the subjective perception of lighting in depressed patients’ environment. When they were asked whether the lights in the surroundings seemed dimmer than usual, depressed patients answered that they perceived the environment to be dimmer than usual. Moreover, there was a significant association between depression severity and perception of dimness. Patients with severe (65%), moderate (21%), and mild (14%) depression responded that their ambient environment appeared dimmer than usual. To compensate for the perceived dim environment, they may turn on the lights at home most of the time or stay in places with more light. In addition, a depressed individual may turn on the lights to read books or do other things to compensate their awakening time at night. This behavior may affect heart rate variability, which is associated with mood regulation through ambient biofeedback [57]. Many relaxation methods or interventions use dimmed ambient lighting to soothe the patient [58], but individuals with depression may not prefer a dimmer environment that may increase the depressed mood.

Implications for Geriatric Depression Research

Our study findings support 3 major inferences: (1) diversifying data collection methods to build an accurate model of depression prediction, (2) emphasizing the need to assess depressed mood at different time points in a day, and (3) monitoring multiple symptoms continuously. First, inactivity and poor sleep have been known to be symptoms of geriatric depression; however, the assessment of these symptoms is limited to using subjective reports of inactivity, sedentary lifestyle, or night-time sleep. Our study emphasizes the need for collecting both subjective and objective data related to mood disorders and examining intraday change patterns. For example, it is difficult to apply the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index global score to depressed older adults. Thus, clinicians should evaluate sleep efficiency and environmental mechanisms underlying the depression, offering insight into biological and environmental mechanisms. Second, time-specific assessment is required to capture the significant features of specific data. Our study findings confirmed group differences in daytime activity, light exposure in the late afternoon, and night-time sleep. Thus, we suggest the need to collect data throughout the day and identify features closely related to depression [12,45]. Third, we suggest using sensor data, such as Actiwatch or activity tracking, for monitoring purpose. For example, strategies to improve physical activity should be included in the treatment for geriatric depression [48]. Monitoring daily activity of people with mood disorders using Actigraphy may help diagnose depression depending on the activity-based interventions [15]. In addition, our study shows some potential to use environmental data, such as ambient light, in identifying depression in the community setting. Sensor devices have a great potential to continuously capture diverse mental health–related information from the environment or context [24,25] in mental health.

Implications of Electronic Health for Older Adults

EMA could be used as a diagnostic tool for depression in older adults. It has been used to assess multiple mental health indicators related to depressed mood [9]. In particular, older adults have less accurate retrospective memory, and therefore, the use of EMA for older adults can increase the accuracy of the assessment [10,59]. EMA has also been shown to have acceptability and feasibility for older adults, even those with cognitive and emotional difficulties [60]. In particular, EMA has the advantage of continuously reporting subjective symptoms according to the individual’s life patterns as digital phenotyping [44,61]. Thus, it is possible to collect personalized data, monitor the individual pattern, and examine fluctuations in the depressed mood within and between a day while reducing retrospective bias [10,11].

However, a limitation of this method is that multiple and repeated reports in a day are associated with a high dropout rate [11]. When applying EMA to older adults, sufficient device training and the practice of technical details could maximize the usability and appropriateness of EMA for older adults [60]. In our study, a dropout rate of 9% (5/53) was observed; thus, preventing dropout is important to ensure that older adults with depression complete multiple reports during the day after careful training and educating about the significance of EMA [11,16,62]. Selection of valid questions to measure momentary depressed mood and standardizing the EMA protocols are also important. Therefore, geropsychiatric clinicians should prepare to select the proper device, train older adults, and prevent dropout [16].

The paper-based diary approach has been traditionally used for older adults [6,63]; however, sometimes they do not accurately report their depressed mood because of response or retrospective bias or the social stigma associated with mental health illnesses [6,10,44,59]. Actigraphy is a noninvasive technique that provides simple and scientifically accurate data on a daily basis and can be used to improve health-related behaviors [64], thus suggesting its suitability for older adults. The 9% (5/53) dropout rate in our study indicates the acceptability and applicability of the Actiwatch for older adults, similar to a previous finding [11], especially as we identified a variety of subjective and objective factors that reflected an individual’s real-world environment, such as depressed mood, activity, sleep, and different light using a ubiquitous device.

Actigraphy also measures fluctuating subjective mood on a daily basis in real-time and a natural environment through continuous recording [9] along with physical and environmental data [11]. An integrated approach to passive, objective, and continuous measurement has been used in psychiatry practice and research [44]. Moreover, passive actigraphy data and active EMA responses can be useful for understanding the characteristics of depression, offering insight into biological and environmental mechanisms underlying the depression, and developing individualized interventions for older adults [65]. Considering the rapid development of technologies, various types of sensor data may be used in geropsychiatric care for
screening, monitoring, and diagnosing mental health [66-68]. Therefore, we expect that new measures, such as using sensor data, will help diagnose depression quickly and improve mental health problems.

Limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, we used 2 screening instruments that relied on subjective reports to classify individuals in the 2 depression groups because these instruments had been widely used in community settings. However, a medical diagnosis based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders–5 may be needed to define the clinically diagnosed depression group for data processing and representation [6]. In addition, further study may replicate our model including nondepressed older adults to establish screening models in general population. Although the EMA provides mood reports of older adults at the 4 times points every day for 2 weeks, our predictive model used daily grand mean that was relatively less frequent for EMA data collection. Replication studies that utilize data variability within a day should be tested over a longer time frame and use a more convenient mode to complete EMA to reduce subjective burden. Generalization of the EMA data and levels of activity is limited because every individual has different levels of normal with reference to a depressed mood or inactivity [6,11]. Thus, EMA with a real-life tagging system will be helpful to examine to what extent the data fluctuate from the average level for each individual. In addition, studies with larger samples are needed to ensure the generalizability of our findings considering the possible use of machine learning, which is an innovative method of feature extraction from data [21]. Specifically, the limited generalizability is expected for depressed men in older populations because the majority of older adults were women in Korea. Thus, it is necessary to oversample the groups of men for the next study on this topic [4].

Conclusions
This study provides evidences to support the feasibility of machine learning in classifying depression groups based on EMA and actigraphy data. Specifically, our machine learning approach is applicable for females and elderly with depressive mood when living alone in the community setting. The study findings provide 2 major inferences: (1) diversifying data collection methods to build an accurate model of prediction and (2) emphasizing the need for assessments at different time points in a day to obtain diverse data. Future researchers and clinicians should consider EMA and actigraphy to obtain data on daily mood, levels of activity and ambient light exposure, and sleep components in depressed older adults living alone.
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Abstract

Background: The mobile app, TrackYourStress (TYS), is a new crowdsensing mobile health platform for ecological momentary assessments of perceived stress levels.

Objective: In this pilot study, we aimed to investigate the time trend of stress levels while using TYS for the entire population being studied and whether the individuals’ perceived stress reactivity moderates stress level changes while using TYS.

Methods: Using TYS, stress levels were measured repeatedly with the 4-item version of the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-4), and perceived stress reactivity was measured once with the Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale (PSRS). A total of 78 nonclinical participants, who provided 1 PSRS assessment and at least 4 repeated PSS-4 measurements, were included in this pilot study. Linear multilevel models were used to analyze the time trend of stress levels and interactions with perceived stress reactivity.

Results: Across the whole sample, stress levels did not change while using TYS ($P=.83$). Except for one subscale of the PSRS, interindividual differences in perceived stress reactivity did not influence the trajectories of stress levels. However, participants with higher scores on the PSRS subscale reactivity to failure showed a stronger increase of stress levels while using TYS than participants with lower scores ($P=.04$).

Conclusions: TYS tracks the stress levels in daily life, and most of the results showed that stress levels do not change while using TYS. Controlled trials are necessary to evaluate whether it is specifically TYS or any other influence that worsens the stress levels of participants with higher reactivity to failure.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2019;7(10):e13978) doi:10.2196/13978
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Introduction

Background

Selye introduced the term stress as the “nonspecific response of the body to any demand made upon it” [1]. According to the transactional model of stress by Lazarus and Folkman [2], 2 cognitive processes (primary and secondary appraisal) determine the individual experience of stress. Primary appraisal reflects an individual’s evaluation of the situation being relevant and potential threats, whereas secondary appraisal reflects an individual’s evaluation of manageability of the situation. If the situation is considered relevant and one’s own capacities are considered insufficient to deal with the situation, then stress is the consequence. Note that neuroscience showed that stress involves reactions in the central and peripheral nervous system [3].

Continuously elevated stress levels can increase the risk of mental and somatic disease [3,4]. Stress levels vary between and within individuals. Individuals differ in their stress levels because of their genetics, developmental experiences, and personality traits to provide only some examples [3]. An important concept in this context constitutes perceived stress reactivity, which has been defined as a disposition that underlies relatively stable individual differences in stress responses. [5]. Within an individual, stress levels can vary depending on, for instance, the severity, intensity, and the frequencies of stressors [3]. Therefore, the assessment of inter- and intrindividual aspects of stress levels is of paramount importance, for example, for reducing the risk to develop mental or somatic disorders.

Objectives

Ecological momentary assessments (EMAs) of stress levels allow the investigation of these inter- and intrindividual differences under real-life conditions [6]. Although a recent review on mobile phone–based stress assessments included 35 studies [7], validated stress scales were used only in 5 of these studies. In this study, we present the TrackYourStress (TYS) crowdsensing mobile health (mHealth) platform that comprises the short version of the validated Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-4; [8]). Although the PSS-4 received some criticism [9,10], both the reliability and validity were acceptable in a European study [11]. We selected the PSS-4 instead of, for example, longer versions of the PSS [8] or the Perceived Stress Questionnaire (PSQ; [12]) for TYS, as scales for mobile phone–based assessments should be both psychologically sound and as short as possible, so that participants are willing to fill in the scale continuously over a longer period of time and without (1) any bias because of measurement reactivity or (2) missing data because of missed signals. TYS combines EMAs and crowdsensing by solely using mobile technology and by integrating mobile phone sensors to collect data. In another study [13], we investigated passively sensed environmental data (Global Positioning System [GPS] location of TYS users) as predictors of daily measured stress-related items. In contrast to the previous study, this paper introduces TYS in more detail and reports results of an explorative pilot study on the trajectories of perceived stress levels assessed weekly with the PSS-4 in nonclinical TYS users to investigate measurement reactivity, that is, the extent to which measuring affects the measurement itself. The following 2 research questions (RQ) were addressed:

- RQ1 refers to average measurement reactivity in the total sample: How is the time trend of stress levels when using TYS in the entire population being studied in a first explorative analysis?
- RQ2 refers to interindividual differences in measurement reactivity: Is there an interaction between the time trend of stress levels when using TYS and interindividual differences in perceived stress reactivity? As perceived stress reactivity and stress levels have been shown to be correlated in the cross-sectional research [5], we explored whether the individuals’ perceived stress reactivity interacts not only with simultaneously measured stress levels but also with longitudinally measured stress trajectories.

Methods

Measures

Perceived Stress Scale

The PSS-4 [8] was used in this study to operationalize stress levels using repeated measures across at least 4 measurement occasions. Items were scored on a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 4. In items 1 and 4, higher scores indicate more stress (eg, “...how often have you felt that you were unable to control...”), but in items 2 and 3, higher scores indicate less stress (eg, “...how often have you felt confident about...”). Therefore, items 2 and 3 had to be inverted—(0=4) (1=3) (2=2) (3=1) (4=0)—to calculate the PSS-4 scale score so that higher scores indicate higher stress levels. The PSS-4 was repeatedly assessed on the mobile phone of TYS users. The implemented instruction was to rate the PSS-4 for the last week. The intraclass correlation (ICC) for the PSS-4 scale scores was rather high at ICC=0.70, suggesting a strong between-subject variance component. Using a multilevel confirmatory factor analysis framework [14], we estimated within- and between-subject reliability by calculating 2-level composite reliability (omega), which is appropriate for unit-weighted scoring of congeneric scales [15]. This resulted in \( \omega_{\text{within}}=0.60 \) (95% CI 0.51 to 0.68) and \( \omega_{\text{between}}=0.93 \) (95% CI 0.90 to 0.96).

Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale

The PSRS [5] was assessed once at the beginning of the study by each TYS user on the mobile phone. It measures stress reactivity, that is, interindividual differences in stress responses. The PSRS consists of 23 items, which were scored on a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 2. Higher scores indicate more perceived stress reactivity in some items (eg, When tasks and duties build up to the extent that they are hard to manage…), but less perceived stress reactivity in other items (eg, When I want to relax after a hard day at work…). Therefore, the following...
items had to be inverted—(0=2) (1=1) (2=0)—to calculate the perceived stress reactivity subscales and total scale so that higher scale scores indicate higher perceived stress reactivity: Items 2, 10, 20, 8, 13, 15, 18, 5, 17, 19, 11, 22. The subscales and their internal consistencies (Cronbach’s Alpha) in our sample were as follows: prolonged reactivity (alpha=.76), reactivity to failure (alpha=.63), reactivity to social conflicts (alpha=.74), reactivity to work overload (alpha=.86), and reactivity to social evaluation (alpha=.66). The total scale had an internal consistency (Cronbach alpha) of alpha=.87 in our sample.

**TrackYourStress Mobile Health Crowdsensing Platform**

TYS is an mHealth crowdsensing platform, which offers a website (registration and account management), an Android and iOS mobile app, a MariaDB relational database for the central repository to store the collected data, and a sophisticated Representational State Transfer (ie, RESTful) application program interface (API) for communication between the mobile apps, website, and database. A total of 4 questionnaire types, all related to stress, were implemented and integrated into TYS, namely registration, daily, weekly, and monthly questionnaire. In addition, the environmental sound level and the GPS position can be measured by the mobile apps, but TYS users must allow these sensor measurements when registering to TYS.

The applied procedure for all TYS users, in turn, is as follows: First, they register through the website or the mobile apps. Second, users have to fill in the registration questionnaire once. This includes demographic data (eg, gender and date of birth), the PSS-4, the PSRS, and the coping scales of the Stress and Coping Inventory (SCI; [16]). In a future version of TYS, a personality measure will be included in the registration questionnaire as well. Following the completion of the registration questionnaire the continuous mobile crowdsensing procedure starts, that is, filling out daily, weekly, and monthly questionnaires as well as automatically measuring the environmental sound level and GPS position. Note that the questions of the daily questionnaire can be obtained from Table 1. In particular, 3 basic user interface elements were implemented to answer a question by a TYS user. First, we implemented sliders, which represent the Visual Analogue Scales. Second, only for Question 5 *What stresses you at the moment?* we implemented a user interface element called Category, which, in turn, shows the following 4 categories to a TYS user: nothing, work-related matters, private matters, other. The user can then select all those categories, which are currently stressful for him or her. Third, we implemented a user interface element to provide the so-called Self-Assessment Manikins (SAM) [17] on Android and iOS. The SAM, in turn, are built on pictograms and used in psychology to measure emotions. To get a better impression of selected user interface elements, Figure 1 shows how the questionnaires are presented on the 2 mobile operating systems. Finally, note that the weekly questionnaire includes the PSS-4, whereas the monthly questionnaire includes the coping scales of the SCI.

### Table 1. Items of the TrackYourStress daily questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How high is your momentary stress level?</td>
<td>VASa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How well can you control your momentary stress level?</td>
<td>VAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How strongly are you experiencing your momentary stress level as negative/impairing?</td>
<td>VAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How strongly are you experiencing your momentary stress level as positive/beneficial?</td>
<td>VAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>What stresses you at the moment?</td>
<td>CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>How is your mood right now?</td>
<td>SAMc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>How is your arousal right now?</td>
<td>SAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>How important is the current situation for you personally?</td>
<td>VAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>How would you assess your ability to cope with the currently experienced situation?</td>
<td>VAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aVAS: Visual Analogue Scale.

bC: categories.

cSAM: Self-Assessment Manikins [17].
For the crowdsensing procedure, users have to accept or select a predefined notification schema. It determines the frequency and in what way (ie, fixed or random points in time) the daily, weekly, and monthly questionnaires are applied. Each time a notification appears, the user may click on it to start the mobile app (if not already running), and the respective questionnaire (daily, weekly, or monthly) is then directly shown to the user. Then, he/she can fill in the questionnaire. It is also possible for users to fill in the questionnaires without notifications. While filling out the questionnaire, either with or without using a notification, the GPS position and the environmental sound level are measured (if the app is allowed to measure them). After completion, the results are transferred to the database through the RESTful API if the mobile app is on the Web, otherwise the results are locally stored until the device gets a Web-based connection. For a detailed technical description of these features see [18,19]. The website and the RESTful API of TYS are publicly released, whereas the smart mobile apps are not yet distributed through the official mobile app stores from Apple and Google. Therefore, we used a TestFlight-based distribution for iOS and downloadable Android packages for Android. Presently, TYS is only available in German; however, we are currently translating it to English. Figure 2 summarizes the data collection procedure for TYS with its implemented and planned features. Regarding TYS in general, 2 further important aspects are finally mentioned. First, the source code of TYS is currently not freely available but will be released to the research community in the near future (ie, after several aspects have been...
added for using it more conveniently; e.g., by adding English as another possible language to the platform). Second, we plan to use TYS for several other purposes beyond this study. For example, it is planned to offer it to companies to anonymously track the stress levels of their employees over time. Furthermore, it is planned to give individuals the possibility to adjust the existing questionnaires to their individual needs. If they feel that other questions would fit better to their individual situation, then they should be able to adjust the daily, weekly, and monthly questionnaire. In addition, it is planned to integrate more sensors like the ones from Empatica (e.g., [20]) to provide even more opportunities to the TYS users.

**Figure 2.** TrackYourStress mobile crowdsensing collection procedure.

### Study Design

A total of 3 students of the FOM University of Applied Sciences in Augsburg and Munich (Germany) recruited participants. The 3 students asked their social networks (students, friends, family members, and colleagues) whether they are interested to partake in the study. Participants interested to partake first had to provide written informed consent before they got access to TYS. They downloaded the app and went through the TYS procedure as described earlier. The participants were informed that they should use TYS for at least 4 weeks in their daily life.

### Participants

After excluding test users, N=113 individuals used TYS for this study. The participants were asked to provide at least 5 PSS-4 assessments during the study interval, that is, filling in the PSS-4 in the TYS registration questionnaire and filling in at least 4 weekly TYS questionnaires in the upcoming weeks. One weekly TYS questionnaire less than intended was tolerated to address the RQs. Therefore, the inclusion criteria for this study were filling in the PSRS and the PSS-4 in the registration questionnaire and completing at least three weekly questionnaires including the PSS-4. We deleted all PSS-4 assessments given within an inter-assessment interval of 24 hours, as some users filled in the PSS-4 several times a day. This resulted in a sample of 78 participants for this study. The sample description is provided in Table 2 as is the comparison between included (n=78) and excluded study participants (n=35) in baseline variables (gender, age, PSS-4 at registration, and PSRS scales at registration). Included and excluded participants differed in age, with included participants being significantly older than excluded participants ($P=.005$). The corresponding effect size was medium ($Hedges \; g=0.52$). No significant differences emerged for gender, stress level at registration, and perceived stress reactivity at registration.
Our average PSS-4 baseline score of 5.32 is comparable with a previously reported mean of 5.43 based on a large sample of N=37,451 participants [11]. A t test using the means, standard deviations, and sample sizes showed that our PSS-4 mean is not significantly different (t(37,527)=-0.328; P=.74) from this previously reported one [11]. Our PSRS scores correspond to the ones previously depicted by Schlotz et al (see Figure 2 in their paper) [5] for a German sample between 26 and 60 years. We could not statistically compare the PSRS scores based on means, standard deviations, and sample sizes, as they are only graphically illustrated in the study by Schlotz et al [5].

Statistics
IBM SPSS v25, Stata v15.1, and Mplus v7.3 were used for statistical analyses. All statistical tests were 2-tailed, and the significance level was set to P<.05. To address the RQs, linear multilevel models were used. Multilevel models account for the nested data structure (assessments nested within users), are flexible in handling missing data, do not require the same amount of data points per participants, and do not require equidistant measurement points [21-23]. All multilevel models were calculated with the full maximum likelihood estimation and had assessments as level 1 and participants as level 2. As random terms, the random intercept and the random slope were included in all models, that is, the random slope term makes sure that time is included as a random effect. The unstructured variance-covariance matrix was selected in all models.

To address the RQs, the time variable was coded as follows. The time a user filled in the PSS-4 for the first time (TYS registration) was coded as 0. The further PSS-4 assessments of a user were coded as the amount of days after his/her first PSS-4 assessment, for example, the time of a PSS-4 assessment provided 8 days after his/her first PSS-4 assessment was coded as 8 and the time of a PSS-4 assessment provided 15 days after his/her first PSS-4 assessment was coded as 15.

For RQ1 (How is the time trend of stress levels when using TYS in the entire population being studied in a first explorative analysis?), the change of PSS-4 over time was evaluated. Therefore, 1 linear multilevel model with the PSS-4 as the dependent variable was performed, which investigated the fixed effect of time (days).

For RQ2 (Is there an interaction between the time trend of stress levels when using TYS and interindividual differences in perceived stress reactivity?), the interaction between time (days) and perceived stress reactivity was in focus. Thereby, 2 linear multilevel models were used. In both models, the PSS-4 was the dependent variable and the fixed effect of time (days) was evaluated. In addition, in 1 multilevel model, the fixed effects of the 5 subscales of the PSRS (time-invariant covariates) and their interactions with time (days) were investigated. In the other multilevel model, the total scale of the PSRS (time-invariant covariate) and its interaction with time (days) were evaluated as fixed effects. In both models, z-standardized PSRS scale scores were used.

Results
In total, the included n=78 participants, who completed at least four PSS-4 assessments, provided 380 PSS-4 assessments in total. On an average, they completed the PSS-4 for a mean 4.87 (SD 0.75) times. The average time interval between 2 consecutive PSS-4 assessments was mean 7.04 (SD 2.70) days. The average time interval between the first and the last PSS-4 assessment of a participant amounted to mean 29.23 (SD 6.77) days.

Results for Research Question 1
Tables 3 and 4 show the result of the linear multilevel model exploring the time trend of stress levels for the entire population being studied. It can be seen that the stress levels did not change over time when using TYS, since the fixed effect time (days) did not reach statistical significance (P=.83).
Table 3. Fixed effects of the linear multilevel model evaluating the time trend of perceived stress levels (PSS-4) while using TrackYourStress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>t test (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>5.397</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>15.677 (78.026)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>−0.211 (65.862)</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Random effects of the linear multilevel model evaluating the time trend of perceived stress levels (PSS-4) while using TrackYourStress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Wald Z test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Var(Residual)</td>
<td>2.247</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>10.326</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var(Intercept)</td>
<td>7.910</td>
<td>1.485</td>
<td>5.328</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cov(Intercept; time)</td>
<td>−0.064</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>−1.480</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var(Time)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>3.421</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results for Research Question 2

Tables 5 and 6 present the results of the linear multilevel model testing interactions between the time trend of PSS-4 stress levels and the PSRS subscales. For the PSRS subscale reactivity to failure, the time x PSRS interaction was statistically significant (P=.04). Figure 3 illustrates the time trend of stress at different levels of the reactivity to failure subscale and a margin plot showing confidence intervals for the slope parameter at different levels (simple slopes). It can be seen that the higher the individual’s reactivity to failure, the more the stress levels increased over time while using TYS, although confidence intervals excluded zero only at relatively low and very high levels. Moreover, increases in the PSRS subscales prolonged reactivity (estimate=1.030; P=.002) and reactivity to work overload (estimate=0.895; P=.02) at baseline and registration respectively were associated with higher PSS-4 stress levels at baseline/registration.

Tables 7 and 8 show the results of the linear multilevel model that evaluated the interaction between the time trend of PSS-4 stress levels and the PSRS total scale. No significant interaction between changes of stress levels over time and the PSRS total scale emerged (P=.54). However, at baseline/registration, higher scores on the PSRS total scale were associated with higher PSS-4 stress levels (estimate=1.171; P<.001).

Table 5. Fixed effects of the linear multilevel model evaluating the time trend of perceived stress levels (PSS-4) while using TrackYourStress including the 5 subscales of the Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale as z-standardized time-invariant covariates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>t test (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>5.397</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>17.940 (78.800)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRS prolonged reactivity</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>3.169 (79.275)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRS reactivity to failure</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.172 (78.743)</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRS reactivity to social conflicts</td>
<td>−0.501</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>−1.198 (78.715)</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRS reactivity to work overload</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>2.342 (78.177)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRS reactivity to social evaluation</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>1.069 (77.248)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>−0.238 (65.911)</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time × PSRS prolonged reactivity</td>
<td>−0.004</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>−0.292 (73.000)</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time × PSRS reactivity to failure</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>2.114 (64.951)</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time × PSRS reactivity to social conflicts</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.502 (66.230)</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time × PSRS reactivity to work overload</td>
<td>−0.014</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>−0.883 (63.165)</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time × PSRS reactivity to social evaluation</td>
<td>−0.005</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>−0.333 (63.636)</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PSRS: Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale.*
Table 6. Random effects of the linear multilevel model evaluating the time trend of perceived stress levels (PSS-4) while using TrackYourStress including the 5 subscales of the Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale as z-standardized time-invariant covariates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald Z test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Var(Residual)</td>
<td>2.248</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>10.325</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var(Intercept)</td>
<td>5.731</td>
<td>1.131</td>
<td>5.069</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cov(Intercept; time)</td>
<td>-0.061</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>-1.651</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var(Time)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>3.260</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>PSRS: Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale.

Figure 3. Illustration of the interaction between time (days) of perceived stress-levels (PSS-4) and the PSRS Reactivity to Failure (RtF) subscale. (A) Estimated simple slopes at 1 SD above and below mean RtF. (B) Margins and 95% confidence interval for the time trend of stress-levels across a range of RtF scores.

Table 7. Fixed effects of the linear multilevel model evaluating the time trend of perceived stress levels (PSS-4) while using TrackYourStress including the total scale of the Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale as z-standardized time-invariant covariate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t test (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>5.393</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>16.958 (78.225)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRS total&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.171</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>3.658 (78.317)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.186 (65.547)</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time x PSRS total</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.613 (68.266)</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>PSRS total: Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale total score.

Table 8. Random effects of the linear multilevel model evaluating the time trend of perceived stress levels (PSS-4) while using TrackYourStress including the total scale of the Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale as z-standardized time-invariant covariate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald Z test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Var(Residual)</td>
<td>2.252</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>10.302</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var(Intercept)</td>
<td>6.553</td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>5.172</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cov(Intercept; time)</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>-1.797</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var(Time)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>3.382</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>PSRS total: Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale total score.
Discussion

Principal Findings

This nonclinical study evaluated the time trend of perceived stress levels while using the crowdsensing mHealth platform, TYS, and the influence of the participants’ perceived stress reactivity on longitudinally measured stress trajectories. In a first explorative analysis, we investigated the time trend of stress levels for the entire population being studied. We found no significant change of stress levels over time, and this null finding is in line with the clinical research indicating nonreactivity to EMAs [24-26]. Yet, these results should be interpreted with caution, as no change over time is the null hypothesis in statistical terms. A null hypothesis (here: no change of stress levels over time) cannot be accepted only because of a nonsignificant result; see, for example, work on equivalence and noninferiority testing [27,28]. Moreover, there are no standards on what a true null effect would be (eg, in terms of how narrow a confidence interval has to be), and the power of this study is far too low to test for a narrow confidence interval. In addition, we did not include a control condition and—even if there was no significant change in our study—the time trend of stress levels while using TYS could be significantly different from the time trend of stress levels in a control condition not using TYS.

Second, we analyzed whether interindividual differences in perceived stress reactivity influence the stress level trajectories while using TYS. As stress and stress reactivity were correlated in cross-sectional research [5], we wanted to explore whether the participants’ perceived stress reactivity at baseline is associated with longitudinally measured stress trajectories as well. In accordance with [5], we could replicate the cross-sectional correlation between the PSRS total scale and perceived stress levels at baseline, but there were no interactions between the participants’ perceived stress reactivity at baseline and the time trend of stress levels when using TYS except for one subscale of the PSRS. The higher the individual’s reactivity to failure, the more the stress levels increased while using TYS. More specifically, individuals with higher perceived stress reactivity to failure (eg, mistakes during work) reported an increase in stress levels over a 4-week period. Possibly, individuals with high perceived stress reactivity to failure are more aware of failures in daily routines when monitoring their stress levels in everyday life. Being more aware of stressors in daily life might help individuals with higher perceived stress reactivity to adapt their stress responses in the long run [29]. Thus, linking TYS to ecological momentary interventions (EMIs) [30] such as mobile apps for training mindfulness might be a fruitful avenue for future stress research [31-34].

Strengths and Limitations

Our research design does not allow inferring that it was specifically TYS that increased the stress levels in participants with higher reactivity to failure. There might be several confounders that influenced this result (eg, stressful life events and interpersonal problems with family or friends). This is related to the major limitation of this study, the rather low internal validity because of the lack of a control condition. A randomized controlled trial as for example planned by [35] should be performed with TYS in the future. A randomized controlled trial could compare TYS versus no TYS or specific TYS components with each other, as it could be that specific actions being executed with the TYS solution might be responsible for changes of stress levels.

Another limitation is that the reliability of the PSRS subscale reactivity to failure was rather low in this sample (alpha=.63). In the previous research, the Cronbach alpha values for the PSRS subscale reactivity to failure ranged between alpha=.65 and alpha=.73. This is likely because of the rather short scale comprising 4 items and might have biased our results. However, it should be noted that reliability estimates of that size are usually sufficient for group studies. Moreover, the external validity of the results is not very high as students of only one university recruited the sample, and the sample size was relatively small. To enhance the generalizability of the results, larger and more representative samples would be welcome. This could be realized by uploading TYS to the app stores. We plan to do this in the next months. Another threat to the external validity is the result that the TYS participants included in the current study were some years older than the TYS participants not meeting the inclusion criteria (mean 35.04 vs mean 28.98). The results might, therefore, be more representative for the TYS users being in their mid-thirties. Furthermore, the sample is rather heterogeneous, as the students recruiting the participants invited fellow students, friends, family members, colleagues, etc, to participate in the study. As we wanted to collect the data as anonymously as possible, the app did not ask about the relationship of the participants to the recruiting students (fellow student, friend, family member, and colleague). Therefore, we could not analyze how the participants’ relationship to the recruiting student might have influenced the results. As we cannot find out which of our users were students, we cannot analyze whether seasonality, part of term, or time of year influences the results. This needs to be addressed in future studies. Currently, we intend to perform a study comparing stress levels of students during exam periods with stress levels of students in periods without exams. Furthermore, TYS might be a helpful tool for companies to reduce psychological health problems at the workplace. For example, TYS might help to assess stressors at the workplace and support psychosocial risk assessment. Thus, we intend to build up a large TYS database and to provide personalized feedback to users about their stress levels in relation to their reference group with employees from different companies. Users scoring higher than the reference group could be guided to EMIs (see above), internet-based self-help programs, or to professionals offering face-to-face stress management interventions nearby. It also should be kept in mind that the psychometric properties of the PSS-4 have been criticized [9,10]. Our results regarding stress levels solely rely on the self-report PSS-4. Although between-subject reliability of the outcome variable’s scores was high, within-subject reliability was at a rather low level (ω_within=0.60). This could be because of a number of factors such as the rather high ICC of 0.70, the relatively small clusters (ie, measurements per person), or the short scale (4 items). Although this reliability might be sufficient for group studies, future versions of the app...
should aim at increasing within-subject reliability of the outcome variable for achieving sufficient reliability of individual assessments. Results would be more robust when a self-report like the PSS-4 is combined with other stress assessment methods such as the Mobile Photographic Stress Meter [36] and objective measures, sensors, and computational methods [37] such as information gained from passive mobile phone sensing [38,39] or physiological signals [40,41]. Integrating such different measures of stress should be a next step in the development of TYS. Moreover, it should be investigated in a larger sample whether there are differences between iOS and Android users with regard to changes of stress levels while using TYS. Previous studies have shown that iOS and Android users differ from each other and this might confound results of mobile phone-based studies [42-44].

Conclusions

In summary, this study suggested that TYS does not change perceived stress levels in general but that TYS might influence that stress levels increase in individuals with higher reactivity to failure. These results need to be replicated in studies with a control condition and a larger more representative sample.
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EMI: ecological momentary intervention
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RESTful: Representational State Transfer
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